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Jes Asmussen: Hammerich and Eskimology

William Thalbitzer - our first professor of Green- 
landic (Eskimo) language and culture and the 
teacher of Louis Hammerich — was known and 
admired all over Greenland under the name of 
Ilisimatôq, “the learned one”. It would be natural 
and justifiable to imagine that the Alaskan Eskimos, 
and particularly those on Nunivak Island, used a 
similar honorific title when talking about the 
professor from distant Denmark, who regarded 
them with such affection, respect and admiration, 
and showed them such brotherly understanding. 
Professor Hammerich was a wide-ranging scholar 
and whatever subject he took up - not only 
within his original field of Germanic philology but 
also in such areas as general philology, jurisprud
ence, folklore and Eskimology — he delved deeply 
into and achieved the very best. There is hardly 
any doubt that Eskimology was a subject especi
ally dear to him, so dear that there had been a 
time when he seriously considered wholly con
centrating on this discipline with a view to a 
university career. Thalbitzer advised him against 
this course and Hammerich followed his advice, 
although fortunately without losing his interest in 
Eskimo studies. On the contrary ! Nothing in this 
area of research appeared insignificant to him, 
there was nothing that he considered merely 
trivial. This appears, moreover, with all desirable 
clarity from the publications that he produced. 
Directly inspired - or provoked - by a remark by 
the Dutch philologist, C. C. Uhlenbeck (in: Ont- 
werp van eene vergelijkende vormleer der Eskimo
talen, Verhandelingen der K. Akademie van 
Wetenschappen te Amsterdam. Afd. Letterkunde. 
N.R. 8,3. Amersterdam 1907), Hammerich wrote 
his first larger work within the field of Eskimology:

1 : Personalendungen und Verbalsystem im Eskimoischen. 
Det kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Hi- 
storisk-filologiske Meddelelser, XXIII, 2, Kø
benhavn 1936. (Compare with Die Personal
endungen der Eskimosprachen. Atti del III Con- 
gresso Internazionale dei Linguisti (Roma 
1933), Roma 1935, p. 397-404).

Later followed :
2: The Cases of Eskimo. International Journal of 

American Linguistics Vol. 17, 1951 (Klein
schmidt Centennial), p. 18-22.

3: Can Eskimo be Related to Indo-European? Ibidem 
1951, p. 217-223.

4: The Dialect of Nunivak. Proceedings, XXX In
ternational Congress of Americanists 1952, 
p. 110-111.

5 : The Russian Stratum in Alaskan Eskimo. Slavic 
World Vol. 10, 1954, p. 401-428.

6: The Western Eskimo Dialects. Proceedings, 
XXXII International Congress of American
ists (Copenhagen 8-14 August 1956), Køben
havn 1958, p. 632-639.

7: The Origin of the Eskimo. Ibidem p. 640-644.
8: Wenn der Dualis lebendig ist. Die Sprache V, 

1959 (Festschrift Havers), p. 16-24.
9: William Thalbitzer. Tale i Videnskabernes Sel

skabs møde den 20. februar 1959. In: Over
sigt over Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Sel
skabs Virksomhed 1958-1959, København 
1959.

10: Some Linguistic Problems in the Arctic. Acta 
Arctica XII (Circumpolar Conference in 
Copenhagen 1958), 1960, p. 83-89.

11 : The Eskimo Language. The Nansen Memorial 
Lecture, October 10th 1969. Fridtjof Nansen 
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Minneforelesninger VI. Det Norske Viden
skaps-Akademi i Oslo, Oslo 1970 (42 pp.).

As earlier remarked, nothing in the field of Eski- 
mology seemed insignificant to Hammerich, so it 
is clearly understandable that, as a scholar and an 
aesthete, he was immediately fascinated by the 
collection of biblical texts in pictorial writing 
devised by Edna Kenick from Nunivak during the 
period February 1944 to November 1948. This 
material was acquired by Hammerich in the 
1950’s and now finally appear in the present 
publication. It consists of Sunday School lessons 
from the Old Testament (Genesis, Deuteronomy, 
Jeremiah) and, of course, first and foremost from 
the New Testament (Matthew, Mark, Luke, the 
Acts of the Apostles, the Epistle of Paul the Apostle 
to the Romans, the First Epistle to the Corinthians, 
and the Epistle to the Philippians).

Eskimo pictorial writing is a phenomenon that, 
in Alaska, after the first fumbling attempts found 
more definite form around the turn of the century. 
Its significance for the history of the development 
of writing is obvious. Thus the publication of the 
work of Edna Kenick needs no laboured apology. 
More than anybody else, the German philo
logist Alfred Schmitt has given a scientific analy
sis of the history of the development of this writing 
system (Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der 
Schrift. Eine Schriftentwicklung um 1900 in 
Alaska. Band I: Text; II. Band: Abbildungen, 
Leipzig 1940; Die Alaska-Schrift und ihre schrift
geschichtliche Bedeutung [Münstersche Forschun
gen. Herausgegeben von Jost Trier und Herbert 
Grundemann, Heft 4, Marburg 1951], while the 
Orientalist Johannes Friedrich put it into its 
proper perspective (Noch eine moderne Parallele 
zu den alten Schrifterfindungen. Eine Schrifter
findung bei den Alaska-Eskimos. Zeitschrift der 
Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft Band 95, 
Leipzig 1941, p. 374-414) finding that here there 
was „ein Material zum Studium des Vorgangs der 
Schriftschöpfung, wie es nach Umfang, Reich
haltigkeit und Klarheit in der Schriftgeschichte 

einfach ohne Beispiel ist“ (cited work p. 374). 
When one realizes how often the development of 
cuneiform writing in the Old Orient (e.g. Old 
Persian) and the Alaskan writing follow the same 
course, one understands the scope of these words!

When the Herrnhuter Mission started their 
activities in Alaska in 1885 the Eskimos used a 
kind of writing system, a primitive means of 
communication, that did not much deviate from 
analogous phenomena in other peoples on the 
same cultural level in other parts of the World. 
Nevertheless, the reproduction of the Scriptures in 
writing required something farmore perfect, and 
thus new attempts were initiated to make a 
writing system - attempts of a supremely hetero
geneous nature, everyone apparently going their 
own ways. The central and unifying figure in these 
developments was Neck (Uyakoq) (ca. 1860-1924), 
who was originally a shaman, angatlkoq (an older 
form of the Greenlandic angdkoq), but later one of 
the Mission’s most zealous helpers. The remark
able feature of Neck’s development of writing is 
that he, who until after 1901 had concentrated all 
his efforts on a pictorial writing very close to that 
of Edna Kenick in form and function, put an end 
to this work in order to devote his whole intellect 
to the elaboration of a syllabic writing. Thus 
Neck was the innovator of writing developments — 
no doubt unconsciously - that had also taken 
place in the rest of North America, both among 
the Eskimos and the Indians, and which moreover 
still largely attract attention (cf. Robert Petersen. 
Om den syllabiske skrift hos de østlige canadiske 
eskimoer (Tidsskriftet Grønland 1972, p. 321 ff.), 
and idem, Omkring retskrivningsarbejdet for de 
canadiske inuit (ibidem 1974, p. 71 ff.)). However, 
this development was no exclusive breakthrough 
in Alaska,, since Neck’s closest disciple, Kungaq, 
and in turn Kungaq’s disciple, Krerruertsaun, 
continued to work on the earliest stage of the 
master’s writing: the pictorial writing. Edna 
Kenick is associated with these people. But this 
does not detract from the interest or significance 
of her pictorial writing!
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Robert Petersen: Introduction
V

The Eskimos did not themselves develop any 
system of writing before they came into contact 
with Europeans. Almost all the methods of writing 
in use among the Eskimos today were introduced 
by missionaries, and they often bear the stamp of 
the writing habits of the different missionaries in 
their own languages. Greenlandic orthography, 
which was presented by the Herrnhuter missionary 
Samuel Kleinschmidt in 1851, and which is 
currently being replaced by a new orthography, is 
one of the most successful of Eskimo writing 
systems and there is very little Germanism in it. 
The majority of the Eskimo writing systems are 
alphabetic, generally with Latin characters. Even 
the first orthography for the Siberian Eskimos used 
Latin characters, although it was subsequently 
altered to a writing using Cyrillic characters.

In the eastern Canadian Eskimo area syllabic 
writing was introduced from the Cree Indians 
about the year 1880. This “syllabic” writing builds 
on geometric figures, the vowel symbol being a 
triangle that can be altered to the three vowel 
phonemes by turning the top in different direc
tions. The symbols for consonants form syllables 
with the same vowels by being turned in relation 
to the vowel triangle. However, the origin of the 
syllabic writing is European, as it was devised by 
an Anglican missionary, James Evans, in about 
1835 in connection with his translation of the Bible 
into the Cree language. The Eskimos use the 
syllabic writing in the eastern Arctic regions of 
Canada but not in Labrador. To the west, it is 
not used in the central Arctic regions nor around 
the delta of the Mackenzie river. The Cree Indians 
still use it right from Quebec province to the 
Rocky Mountains.

Only in Alaska did the Eskimos themselves try 
to develop their own system of writing.

The development of Eskimo writing systems was 
inspired by seeing other people write and read. 
Uyaqoq, an Eskimo born about 1860 at the 
Kuskokwim river in southern Alaska, started to 
develop a pictorial writing round about 1900. 
Uyaqoq, who is best known by the English trans
lation of his name, Neck, was at that time a helper 
at one of the Moravian Mission Stations where he 
saw the missionaries reading and writing and noted 
the advantages of being able to make written com
munication.

Neck made an attempt to devise a system of 
writing, which at this stage only consisted of pic
tures representing words. Other helpers at the 
Mission Station took up the idea and also devised 
their own writing system that could only be read 
by themselves.

Neck worked further with his system and by 
“comments” on the word pictures, i.e. by using 
extra symbols, its applicability was expanded. He 
developed the system even further so that the sym
bols became phonetic symbols, and in the final 
phase of the development another Eskimo, by the 
name of Qiatuaq, came to be of some importance. 
Thus, during the course of Neck’s own lifetime, a 
pictorial writing system with word symbols was 
developed into what we may call a “character” 
writing system. Neck’s system was never widely 
used, and today there are few if any who can use 
this special method of writing.

In 1950 Edna Kenick was an elderly lady living 
at Mikoriagmiut on Nunivak Island, South Alaska. 
She could neither read nor write ordinary Latin 
characters, but with the help of her husband, who 
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could speak and read English, she made pictorial 
texts for some of the material that she used in the 
Sunday School. Her knowledge of the pictorial 
writing earlier discussed may thus seem a little 
superficial, and her way of writing rather more 
primitive than can be seen in the later phases of 
the writing of Uyokok.

Edna Kenick’s pictorial writing system that is 
presented here, was partly used as a kind of me
morandum for the texts that were to be used 
for the children. Her system is an offshoot of 
Neck’s writing system, but it is clearly a phase 
older than his “character” writing. Edna Ke
nick’s writing system constitutes excellent docu
mentary material in connection with the develop
ment of this special Alaskan writing system that in 
the course of a short period of time grew from a 
pictorial system into a phonetic symbol system. 
For this reason, the writing must be considered 
from the beginning as rather different from the 
known Indian pictograms, where the contents of a 
message, not the individual words, were “written” 
and when being “read” the contents were more
over reproduced in the “reader’s” own words.

We are indebted to the late Professor, Dr. L. L. 
Hammerich, whose interest in Eskimo, not least in 
West Eskimo, took him many times to Alaska, for 
bringing Edna Kenick’s pictorial writing to Co
penhagen. During his journeys Professor Hamme
rich collected much linguistic matter, thus material 
for a whole dictionary from Nunivak Island. He 
did much work on this mass of information, but 
sadly did not live to see the manuscript ready for 
publication. Among his other attributes, Professor 
Hammerich possessed a keen sense of the scienti
fically exciting. Applying this sense, he collected 
some background information on the creation of 
the pictorial writing here presented.

The development of this special writing system 
in Alaska can be considered as a matter of scienti
fic curiosity that arouses one’s interest. Nonethe
less, it can doubtless also illustrate numerous 
features of the history of the development of the art 
of writing, such as also dealt with by Alfred 
Schmitt in his treatises on the writing of Uyaqoq 
and the others. (Untersuchungen der Schrift. 
Leipzig 1940; Die Alaska-Schrift und ihre sprach
geschichtliche Bedeutung. Marburg 1951).
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L. L. Hammerich
A Letter to the Royal Library, Sept. 21, 1971

vu

Dr. phil. Tue Gad, The Royal Library, kindly drew the 
attention of the Academy to the fact that the original 
manuscript of the picture writing published in the present 
treatise is found in the Royal Library under MS No. 
NkS 4° 4758, and that Professor Hammerich had included 
an explanatory note when presenting the manuscript to 
the Library in 1970. The original Danish version of this 
document is given here after the English translation.

“The Picture Writing from Nunivak”, which I 
herewith hand over to the Royal Library, is a 
manuscript that I acquired in 1950 at the Meko
ryuk settlement on the island of Nunivak, west of 
Alaska. I purchased it for 10 dollars from Edna 
Kenick, who was born on Nunivak and married to 
the missionary Kenick. This man was the son of a 
Swede and an Eskimo girl; his father had come to 
Alaska at the beginning of the century in connec
tion with a project then initiated to teach the 
Eskimos to tame reindeer, and the boy had been 
brought up by the Swedish mission. Kenick — the 
name means ‘fire’ - had trained as a missionary 
and in 1932 he was sent to Nunivak - after pre
vious efforts had failed - to convert the Nunivak 
islanders, presumably the last heathens in the 
United States, to Christianity. At first things went 
very slowly. Kenick was from the Unalakleet 
district and had a wife from there too. He lived, 
as others on Nunivak, from hunting. After some 
years his wife died, and he remarried a girl from 
Mekoryuk, a daughter of the right sort of family 
belonging to an important clan. Thereafter his 
attempts to convert the population started to 
succeed. There was an old shaman (aqatLkoX) in 
the area, who was feared by all for his vindictive
ness and greed. Kenick ousted this competitor by 

offering prayers for healing and luck in hunting, 
etc., at a price cheaper than that demanded by the 
shaman for his magic. Finally, the shaman himself 
was converted. This was in the 1940’s.

Edna Kenick assisted her husband by holding 
Sunday school for the children. She had a know
ledge of English that the children did not have at 
first. It had been the tradition in the settlement to 
translate into Nunivak Eskimo the bible texts on 
which were based both the church services and the 
Sunday school teaching. Presumably Kenick had 
made the translation, which in 1950 was known by 
several of the pious Nunivak islanders and in par
ticular by Edna Kenick. To help her memory she 
had devised this picture writing, which primarily 
reproduces the contents of the English bible text. 
In the first years she reproduced these texts in 
Eskimo when teaching in Sunday school; later, 
when an increasing number of the children had a 
knowledge of English, she (also) taught them in 
English.

The picture writing comprises 26 sheets pulled 
out of a ledger or the like; they can be numbered 
from pages 1 to 52, of which pages 4, 24 and 52 
are blank. The pages are dated from February 6th, 
1944, to November 21st 1948: the last written 
page (no. 51) is undated.

The contents of each written page is the bible 
text on which was based the Sunday school teach
ing, concluded by a brief ‘golden text’, sometimes 
taken from the text itself, sometimes from else
where. For example, page 5 Mark 7, 1-13, golden 
text Mark 7,6, but page 1 Mark 5, 1-17, golden 
text John 21, 15.

The pictures deserve a thorough perusal; here 
are just a few comments. A hand refers to the 
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subject of the sentence or to the agency of the 
action. There are some abbreviations of or sym
bols for Eskimo words:

> cali “and”; T taugwam “but”; A aqu.Lu “or”; 
AT atam “because”; N nutan “now”; C ¿ami 
“when, if” (in the past) ; K qago “when (in the 
future), until” fxUKingo “so, thereafter” (this is 
the stern of a kayak); ~ ol cioqa “earlier, before” 
(this is the stem of a kayak with the hole for pulling 
the boat that is characteristic of the Nunivak 
kayak).

On the last pages other symbols are used, for 

example A for the English “and”; W for the 
English “when” - Edna Kenick had obviously 
started presenting the texts in English.

The text should be published with a short intro
duction and with the English bible text (Authori
zed Version) printed opposite each picture page. 
For a few of the pages I have the Nunivak text 
dictated to me by the postmaster, John, who was 
the special representative of the parishioners. A 
comparison could be made with the syllabic 
writing published by Alfred Schmitt and the pic
ture writing that is presupposed by this writing.
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L. L. Hammerich
Brev til Det kongelige Bibliotek 21. 9. 1970

IX

„Billedskriften fra Nunivak“, som jeg herved over
giver til det Kongelige Bibliotek, er et manuskript, 
som jeg i 1950 erhvervede på bopladsen Mekoryuk 
på øen Nunivak, vest for Alaska. Jeg købte det for 
10 dollars af Edna Kenick, født på Nunivak, gift 
med missionæren Kenick. Han var søn af en sven
sker og en eskimopige; hans far var kommet til 
Alaska i begyndelsen af århundredet i forbindelse 
med et dengang iværksat projekt om at lære 
eskimoerne at tæmme rensdyr, og var blevet op
draget af den svenske mission. Kenick — navnet 
betyder „ild“ - var blevet uddannet til missionær 
og i året 1932 sendt til øen Nunivak for, efter at 
foregående forsøg var slået fejl, at omvende 
Nunivak’erne, de formodentlig sidste hedninger 
indenfor de Forenede Stater. Det gik først lang
somt. Kenick var fra Unalakleet-området og havde 
en hustru derfra. Han levede, som de andre på 
Nunivak, som fanger. Efter nogle år døde hans 
kone, og han blev gift igen med en pige fra Meko
ryuk, datter af en af de rigtige familier, tilhørende 
en af de afgørende klaner. Her begyndte hans 
omvendelsesforsøg at få held med sig. Der var på 
stedet en gammel shaman (ayatLkoX), frygtet af 
alle for sin hævngerrighed og gridskhed. Kenick 
konkurrerede ham ud ved at tilbyde bønner for 
helbredelse og fangstlykke o.s.v. til billigere pris 
end shamanen fordrede for sine tryllekunster. Til 
sidst blev shamanen selv omvendt. Det var i 
1940’erne.

Edna Kenick hjalp sin mand ved at holde søn
dagsskole for børnene. Hun kunne engelsk, børnene 
til at begynde med ikke. Der var på stedet en tradi
tion for oversættelse til det Nunivakske eskimoisk af 
de bibeltekster, der blev brugt som grundlag både 
for gudstjenesten i kirken og for søndagsskole

undervisningen. Det var formodentlig Kenick, 
som havde lavet denne oversættelse, som i 1950 var 
kendt af flere af de fromme Nunivakker, således 
særlig også af Edna Kenick. Til støtte for sin hu
kommelse havde hun lavet denne billedskrift, som 
primært gengiver indholdet af den engelske bibel
tekst. Denne har hun ved søndagsskoleundervis
ningen i de første år gengivet på eskimoisk, senere, 
da stadig flere årgange af børnene lærte engelsk, 
(også) på engelsk.

Billedskriften omfatter 26 blade, udrevet af en 
protokol el. lign. ; de kan nummereres til siderne 
1-52, hvoraf 4, 24, 52 er blanke. Siderne er date
rede fra febr. 6. 1944 til nov. 21. 1948; den sidst 
beskrevne side (51) er udateret.

Indholdet er på hver beskreven side den bibel
tekst, der var lagt til grund for søndagsskoleunder
visningen, afsluttet med et sammenfattende „gyl
denord“ (golden text), undertiden taget fra selve 
teksten, undertiden andetstedsfra, f.eks. s. 5 Mark 
7,1-13, G.T. Mark 7,6 men s. 1 Mark 5,1-17, 
G.T. John 21,15.

Billederne kan fortjene nøje gennemgang; her 
blot nogle få bemærkninger. En hånd henviser til 
sætningens subjekt eller handlingens agens. Der er 
nogle forkortelser af eskimoiske ord eller tegn for 
sådanne:
> cali „og“; T taugwam „men“; A ayirLu „eller“; 
AT atam „thi, fordi“; N nutan „nu“; C cami „når, 
hvis“ (i fortiden); K qago „når (i fremtiden), 
indtil“; h_ I Kingo „så, derefter“ (det er agter
stævnen af en kajak) ;_ 21 cioqa „tidligere, før“ (det
er forstævnen af en kajak, med det for Nunivak- 
kajakken karakteristiske hul til at hale båden i).

I slutningen bruges andre tegn, f.eks. A „og“ 
(eng. and) ; W „hvis, når“ (eng. when) ; hun er 
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åbenbart gået over til at give teksten på en
gelsk.

Teksten burde udgives med en kort indledning 
og med den engelske bibeltekst (Authorized Ver
sion) aftrykt overfor hver billedside. Til nogle få

9:1 

sider har jeg Nunivak-tekst, dikteret til mig af 
postmesteren, John, der var menighedens særlige 
tillidsmand. Der kunne foretages en sammen
ligning med den af Alfred Schmitt udgivne stavel
sesskrift og den af denne forudsatte billedskrift.
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9:1 1 b

No. 1, St. Mark 5: 1-17

1. And they came over unto the other side of the sea, into the country of the Gad-a-renes.

2. And when he was come out of the ship, immediately there met him out of the tombs a man with an unclean spirit.

3. Who had his dwelling among the tombs; and no man could bind him, no, not with chains:
4. Because that he had been often bound with fetters and chains, and the chains had been plucked asunder by him, and the 

fetters broken in pieces : neither could any man tame him.
5. And always, night and day, he was in the mountains, and in the tombs, crying, and cutting himself with stones.

6. But when he saw Jesus afar off, he ran and worshipped him.
7. And cried with a loud voice, and said, What have I to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of the most high God? I adjure thee 

by God, that thou torment me not.
8. For he said unto him, Gome out of the man, thou unclean spirit.

9. And he asked him, What is thy name? And he answered, saying, My name ii Legion: for we are many.

10. And he besought him much that he would not send them away out of the country.

11. Now there was there nigh unto the mountains a great herd of swine feeding.

12. And all the devils besought him, saying, Send us into the swine, that we may enter into them.
13. And forthwith Jesus gave them leave. And the unclean spirits went out, and entered into the swine: and the herd ran vio

lently down a steep place into the sea, (they were about two thousand;) and were choked in the sea.
14. And they that fed the swine fled, and told it in the city, and in the country. And they went out to see what it was that was 

done.
15. And they come to Jesus, and see him, that was possessed with the devil, and had the legion, sitting, and clothed, and in his 

right mind: and they were afraid.
16. And they that saw it told them how it befell to him that was possessed with the devil, and also concerning the swine.

17. And they began to pray him to depart out of their coasts.

* All texts according to the Authorized Version. Words underlined in the manuscript text accompanying the pictures are here repro
duced in italics. The indication of syllables in certain words is taken over from the manuscript text. L. L. Hammerich did not quote final verses 
different from the context, and we did not include them in the Index.
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9:1 2b

No. 2. St. Mark 6: 1-13

1. And he went out from thence, and came into his own country; and his disciples follow him.

2. And when the sabbath day was come, he began to teach in the synagogue: and many hearing him were astonished, saying, 
From whence hath this man these things? and what wisdom is this which is given unto him, that even such mighty works are 
wrought by his hands?

3. Is not this carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother of James, and Jo-ses, and of Juda, and Simon? and are not his sisters 
here with us? And they were offended at him.

4. But Jesus said unto them, A prophet is not without honour, but in his own country, and among his own kin, and in his 
own house.

5. And he could there do no mighty work, save that he laid his hands upon a few sick folk, and healed them.

6. And he marvelled because of their unbelief. And he went round about the villages, teaching.

7. And he called unto him the twelve, and began to send them forth by two and two; and gave them power over unclean spirits;

8. And commanded them that they should take nothing for their journey, save a staff only; no scrip, no bread, no money in 
their purse :

9. But be shod with sandals; and not put on two coats.

10. And he said unto them, In what place soever ye enter into an house, there abide till ye depart from that place.

11. And whosoever shall not receive you, nor hear you, when ye depart thence, shake off the dust under your feet for a testimony 
against them. Verily I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Go-mor-rha in the day of judgment, than for 
that city.

12. And they went out, and preached that men should repent.

13. And they cast out many devils, and anointed with oil many that were sick, and healed them.
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9:1 3b

No. 3. St. Mark 6: 30-44

30. And the apostles gathered themselves together unto Jesus, and told him all things, both what they had done, and what 
they had taught.

31. And he said unto them, Come ye yourselves apart into a desert place, and rest a while : for there were many coming and 
going, and they had no leisure so much as to eat.

32. And they departed into a desert place by ship privately.

33. And the people saw them departing, and many knew him, and ran afoot thither out of all cities, and outwent them, and 
came together unto him.

34. And Jesus, when he came out, saw much people, and was moved with compassion toward them, because they were as sheep 
not having a shepherd: and he began to teach them many things.

35. And when the day was now far spent, his disciples came unto him, and said, This is a desert place, and now the time is 
far passed:

36. Send them away, that they may go into the villages, and buy themselves bread: for they have nothing to eat.

37. He answered and said unto them, Give ye them to eat. And they say unto him, Shall we go and buy two hundred penny
worth of bread, and give them to eat?

38. He saith unto them, How many loaves have ye? go and see. And, when they knew, they say, Five, and two fishes.

39. And he commanded them to make all sit down by companies upon the green grass.

40. And they sat down in ranks, by hundreds, and by fifties.

41. And when he had taken the five loaves and the two fishes, he looked up to heaven, and blessed, and brake the loaves, and 
gave them to his disciples to set before them; and the two fishes divided he among them all.

42. And they did all eat, and were filled.

43. And they took up twelve baskets full of the fragments, and of the fishes.

44. And they that did eat of the loaves were about five thousand men.

No. 4 is lacking
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9:1 5b

No. 5. St. Mark 7: 1-13

1. Then came together unto him the Pharisees, and certain of the scribes, which came from Jerusalem.

2. And when they saw some of his disciples eat bread with defiled, that is to say, with unwashen, hands, they found fault.

3. For the Pharisees, and all the Jews, except they wash their hands oft, eat not, holding the tradition of the elders.

4. And when they come from the market, except they wash, they eat not. And many other things there be, which they have received 
to hold, as the washing of cups, and pots, brasen vessels, and of tables.

5. Then the Pharisees and scribes asked him, Why walk not thy disciples according to the tradition of the elders, but eat bread 
with unwashen hands?

6. He answered and said unto them, Well hath E-sai-as prophesied of you hypocrites, as it is written. This people honoureth 
me with their lips, but their heart is far from me.

7. Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men.

8. For laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of men, as the washing of pots and cups: and many other 
such like things ye do.

9. And he said unto them, Full well ye reject the commandment of God, that ye may keep your own tradition.

10. For Moses said, Honour thy father and thy mother; and, Whoso curseth father or mother, let him die the death.

11. But ye say, If a man shall say to his father or mother, It is Cor-ban, that is to say, a gift, by whatsoever thou mightest be 
profited by me; he shall be free.

12. And ye suffer him no more to do ought for his father or his mother;

13. Making the word of God of none effect through your tradition, which ye have delivered: and many such like things do ye.
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9:1 6b

No. 6. St. Mark 7: 24-37

24. And from thence he arose, and went into the borders of Tyre and Si-don, and entered into an house, and would have no 
man know it: but he could not be hid.

25. For a certain woman, whose young daugther had an unclean spirit, heard of him, and came and fell at his feet:

26. The woman was a Greek, a Sy-ro-phe-nic-i-an by nation; and she besought him that he would cast forth the devil out of 
her daughter.

27. But Jesus said unto her, Let the children first be filled: for it is not meet to take the children’s bread, and to cast it unto 
the dogs.

28. And she answered and said unto him, Yes, Lord: yet the dogs under the table eat of the children’s crumbs.

29. And he said unto her, For this saying go thy way; the devil is gone out of thy daughter.

30. And when she was come to her house, she found the devil gone out, and her daughter laid upon the bed.

31. And again, departing from the coasts of Tyre and Si-don, he came unto the sea of Galilee, through the midst of the coasts 
of De-cap-o-lis.

32. And they bring unto him one that was deaf, and had an impediment in his speech; and they beseech him to put his hand 
upon him.

33. And he took him aside from the multitude, and put his fingers into his ears, and he spit, and touched his tongue;

34. And looking up to heaven, he sighed, and saith unto him, Eph-pha-tha, that is, Be opened.

35. And straightway his ears were opened, and the string of his tongue was loosened, and he spake plain.

36. And he charged them that they should tell no man: but the more he charged them, so much the more a great deal they 
published it;

37. And were beyond measure astonished, saying, He hath done all things well : he maketh both the deaf to hear, and the dumb 
to speak.
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9:1 7b

Wo. 7. St. Mark 1: 9-22

9. And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized of John in Jordan.

10. And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a dove descending upon him:

11. And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.

12. And immediately the Spirit driveth him into the wilderness.

13. And he was there in the wilderness forty days, tempted of Satan; and was with the wild beasts; and the angels ministered 
unto him.

14. Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom of God.

15. And saying, The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand: repent ye, and believe the gospel.

16. Now as he walked by the sea of Galilee, he saw Simon and Andrew his brother casting a net into the sea: for they were 
fishers.

17. And Jesus said unto them, Come ye after me, and I will make you to become fishers of men.

18. And straightway they forsook their nets, and followed him.

19. And when he had gone a little further thence, he saw James the son of Zeb-e-dee, and John his brother, who also were in the 
ship mending their nets.

20. And straightway he called them: and they left their father Zeb-e-dee in the ship with the hired servants, and went after him.

21. And they went into Ca-per-na-um; and straightway on the sabbath day he entered into the synagogue, and taught.

22. And they were astonished at his doctrine: for he taught them as one that had authority, and not as the scribes.
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9:1 8b

No. 8. St. Mark 1: 32-45

32. And at even, when the sun did set, they brought unto him all that were diseased, and them that were possessed with devils.

33. And all the city was gathered together at the door.

34. And he healed many that were sick of divers diseases, and cast out many devils; and suffered not the devils to speak, because 
they knew him.

35. And in the morning, rising up a great while before day, he went out, and departed into a solitary place, and there prayed.

36. And Simon and they that were with him followed after him.

37. And when they had found him, they said unto him, All men seek for thee.

38. And he said unto them, Let us go into the next towns, that I may preach there also: for therefore came I forth.

39. And he preached in their synagogues throughout all Galilee, and cast out devils.

40. And there came a leper to him, beseeching him, and kneeling down to him, and saying unto him, If thou wilt, thou canst 
make me clean.

41. And Jesus, moved with compassion, put forth his hand, and touched him, and saith unto him, I will; be thou clean.

42. And as soon as he had spoken, immediately the leprosy departed from him, and he was cleansed.

34. And he straitly charged him, and forthwith sent him away.

44. And saith unto him, See thou say nothing to any man : but go thy way, shew thyself to the priest, and offer for thy cleansing
those things which Moses commanded, for a testimony unto them.

45. But he went out, and began to publish it much, and to blaze abroad the matter, insomuch that Jesus could no more openly 
enter into the city, but was without in desert places: and they came to him from every quarter.
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9:1 9b

No. 9. St. Mark 4: 1-9, 26-32

1. And he began again to teach by the sea side: and there was gathered unto him a great multitude, so that he entered into 
a ship, and sat in the sea; and the whole multitude was by the sea on the land.

2. And he taught them many things by parables, and said unto them in his doctrine,

3. Hearken; Behold, there went out a sower to sow:

4. And it came to pass, as he sowed, some fell by the way side, and the fowls of the air came and devoured it up.

5. And some fell on stony ground, where it had not much earth; and immediately it sprang up, because it had no depth of 
earth :

6. But when the sun was up, it was scorched; and because it had no root, it withered away.

7. And some fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up, and choked it, and it yielded no fruit.
8. And other fell on good ground, and did yield fruit that sprang up and increased; and brought forth, some thirty, and some 

sixty, and some an hundred.

9. And he said unto them, He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.

26. And he said, So is the kingdom of God, as if a man could cast seed into the ground;

27. And should sleep, and rise night and day, and the seed should spring and grow up, he knoweth not how.

28. For the earth bringeth forth fruit of herself; first the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear.

29. But when the fruit is brought forth, immediately he putteth in the sickle, because the harvest is come.

30. And he said, Whereunto shall we liken the kingdom of God? or with what comparison shall we compare it?

31. It is like a grain of mustard seed, which, when it is sown in the earth, is less than all the seeds that be in the earth :
32. But when it is sown, it groweth up, and becometh greater than all herbs, and shooteth out great branches; so that the fowls 

of the air may lodge under the shadow of it.
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9:1 10b

No. 10. St. Mark 4: 35-41

35. And the same day, when the even was come, he saith unto them, Let us pass over unto the other side.

36. And when they has sent away the multitude, they took him even as he was in the ship. And there were also with him other
little ships.

37. And there arose a great storm of wind, and the waves beat into the ship, so that it was now full.

38. And he was in the hinder part of the ship, asleep on a pillow: and they awake him, and say unto him, Master, carest thou
not that we perish?

39. And he arose, and rebuked the wind, and said unto the sea, Peace, be still. And the wind ceased, and there was a great calm.

40. And he said unto them, Why are ye so fearful? How is it that ye have no faith?

41. And they feared exceedingly, and said one to another, What manner of man is this, that even the wind and the sea obey him? 
St. Mark 5: 35-43
35. While he yet spake, there came from the ruler of the synagogue’s house certain which said, Thy daughter is dead, why troublest 

thou the Master any further?

36. As soon as Jesus heard the word that was spoken, he said unto the ruler of the synagogue, Be not afraid, only believe.

37. And he suffered no man to follow him, save Peter, and James, and John the brother of James.

38. And he cometh to the house of the ruler of the synagogue, and seeth the tumult, and them that wept and wailed greatly.

39. And when he was come in, he saith unto them, Why make ye this ado, and weep? the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth.

40. And they laughed him to scorn. But when he had put them all out, he taketh the father and the mother of the damsel, and 
them that were with him, and entereth in where the damsel was lying.

41. And he took the damsel by the hand, and saith unto her, Tal-i-tha cu-mi; which is, being interpreted, Damsel, I say unto 
thee, arise.

42. And straightway the damsel arose, and walked; for she was of the age of twelve years. And they were astonished with a great 
astonishment.

43. And he charged them straitly that no man should know it; and commanded that something should be given her to eat.
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9:1 11 b

No. IL St. Mark 6: 35-44

35. And when the day was now far spent, his disciples came unto him, and said, This is a desert place, and now the time is 
far passed:

36. Send them away, that they may go into the country round about, and into the villages, and buy themselves bread: for they 
have nothing to eat.

37. He answered and said unto them, Give ye them to eat. And they say unto him, Shall we go and buy two hundred penny
worth of bread, and give them to eat?

38. He saith unto them, How many loaves have ye? go and see. And, when they knew, they say, Five, and two fishes.

39. And he commanded them to make all sit down by companies upon the green grass.

40. And they sat down in ranks, by hundreds, and by fifties.

41. And when he had taken the five loaves and the two fishes, he looked up to heaven, and blessed, and brake the loaves, and 
gave them to his disciples to set before them; and the two fishes divided he among them all.

42. And they did all eat, and were filled.

43. And they took up twelve baskets full of the fragments, and of the fishes.

44. And they that did eat of the loaves were about five thousand men.

St. Mark 8: 1-9
1. In those days the multitude being very great, and having nothing to eat, Jesus called his disciples unto him, and saith unto 

them,

2. I have compassion on the multitude, because they have now been with me three days, and have nothing to eat:

3. And if I send them away fasting to their own houses, they will faint by the way: for divers of them came from far.

4. And his disciples answered him, From whence can a man satisfy these men with bread here in the wilderness?

5. And he asked them, How many loaves have ye? And they said, Seven.

6. And he commanded the people to sit down on the ground: and he took the seven loaves, and gave thanks, and brake, and 
gave to his disciples to set before them; and they did set them before the people.

7. And they had a few small fishes: and he blessed, and commanded to set them also before them.

8. So they did eat, and were filled: and they took up of the broken meat that was left seven baskets.

9. And they that had eaten were about four thousand: and he sent them away.
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9:1 12b

JVb. 12. St. Mark 9: 2-8, 17-27

2. And after six days Jesus taketh with him Peter, and James, and John, and leadeth them up into an high mountain apart by 
themselves: and he was transfigured before them.

3. And his raiment became shining, exceeding white as snow; so as no fuller on earth can white them.

4. And there appeared unto them E-li-as with Moses: and they were talking with Jesus.

5. And Peter answered and said to Jesus, Master, it is good for us to be here: and let us make three tabernacles; one for thee, 
and one for Moses, and one for E-li-as.

6. For he wist not what to say; for they were sore afraid.

7. And there was a cloud that overshadowed them: and a voice came out of the cloud, saying, This is my beloved Son: hear 
him.

8. And suddenly, when they had looked round about, they saw no man any more, save Jesus only with themselves.

17. And one of the multitude answered and said, Master, I have brought unto thee my son, which hath a dumb spirit.

18. And wheresoever he taketh him, he teareth him: and he foameth, and gnasheth with his teeth, and pineth away: and I 
spake to thy disciples that they chould cast him out; and they could not.

19. He answereth him, and saith, O faithless generation, how long shall I be with hou? how long shall I suffer you? bring him 
unto me.

20. And they brought him unto him: and when he saw him, straight way the spirit tare him; and he fell on the ground, and 
wallowed foaming.

21. And he asked his father, How long is it ago since this came unto him? And he said, Of a child.

22. And ofttimes it hath cast him into the fire, and into the waters, to destroy him: but if thou canst do any thing, have com
passion on us, and help us.

23. Jesus said unto him, If thou canst believe, all things are possible to him that believeth.

24. And straightway the father of the child cried out, and said with tears, Lord, I believe; help thou mine unbelief.

25. When Jesus saw that the people came running together, he rebuked the foul spirit, saying unto him, Thou dumb and deaf 
spirit, I charge thee, come out of him, and enter no more into him.

26. And the spirit cried, and rent him sore, and came out of him: and he was as one dead; insomuch that many said, He is dead.

27. But Jesus took him by the hand and lifted him up; and he arose.
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9:1 13b

No. 13. St. Mark 9: 33-39

33. And he came to Ca-per-na-um : and being in the house he asked them, What was it that ye disputed among yourselves by 
the way?

34. But they held their peace: for by the way they had disputed among themselves, who should be the greatest.

35. And he sat down, and called the twelve, and saith unto them, If any man desire to be first, the same shall be last of all, and 
servant of all.

36. And he took a child, and set him in the midst of them: and when he had taken him in his arms, he said unto them,

37. Whosoever shall receive one of such children in my name, receiveth me; and whosoever shall receive me, receiveth not me, 
but him that sent me.

38. And John answered him, saying, Master, we saw one casting out devils in thy name, and he followeth not us: and we forbad 
him, because he followeth not us.

39. But Jesus said, Forbid him not: for there is no man which shall do a miracle in my name, that can lightly speak evil of me. 
St. Mark 10: 13-16, 42M5
13. And they brought young children to him, that he should touch them: and his disciples rebuked those that broght them.

14. But when Jesus saw it, he was much displeased, and said unto them, Suffer the little children to come unto me, and forbid 
them not : for of such is the kingdom of God.

15. Verily I say unto you, Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little child, he shall not enter therein.

16. And he took them up in his arms, put his hands upon them, and blessed them.
42. But Jesus called them to him, and saith unto them, Ye know that they which are accounted to rule over the Gentiles exercise 

lordship over them; and their great ones exercise authority upon them.

43. But so shall it not be among you: but whosoever will be great among you, shall be your minister:

44. And whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be servant of all.

45. For even the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many
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9:1 14b

No. 14. St. Mark 11: 1-10, 15-18

1. And when they came nigh to Jerusalem, unto Beth-pha-ge and Bethany, at the mount of Olives, he sendeth forth two of 
his disciples,

2. And saith unto them, Go your way into the village over against you: and as soon as ye be entered into it, ye shall find a colt 
tied, whereon never man sat; loose him, and bring him.

3. And if any man say unto you, Why do ye this? say ye that the Lord hath need of him; and straightway he will send him 
hither.

4. And they went their way, and found the colt tied be the door without in a place where two ways met; and they loose him.

5. And certain of them that stood there said unto them, What do ye loosing the colt?

6. And they said unto them even as Jesus had commanded: and they let them go.

7. And they brought the colt to Jesus, and cast their garments on him; and he sat upon him.

8. And many spread their garments in the way: and others cut down branches off the trees, and strawed them in the way.

9. And they that went before, and they that followed, cried, saying, Ho-san-na; Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the 
Lord:

10. Blessed be the kingdom of our father David, that cometh in the name of the Lord: Ho-san-na in the highest.

15. And they come to Jerusalem: and Jesus went into the temple, and began to cast out them that sold and bought in the temple, 
and overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the seats of them that sold doves;

16. And would not suffer that any man should carry any vessel through the temple.

17. And he taught, saying unto them, Is it not written, My house shall be called of all nations the house of prayer? but ye have 
made it a den of thieves.

18. And the scribes and chief priests heard it, and sought how they might destroy him: for they feared him, because all the people 
was astonished at his doctrine.
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9:1 15b

JVb. 15. St. Mark 13: 3-10, 31-37

3. And as he sat upon the mount of Olives over against the temple, Peter and James and John and Andrew asked him privately,

4. Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall be the sign when all these things shall be fulfilled?

5. And Jesus answering them began to say, Take heed lest any man deceive you:

6. For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many.

7. And when ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars, be ye not troubled; for such things must needs be; but the end shall 
not be yet.

8. For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be earthquakes in divers places, and 
there shall be famines and troubles: these are the beginnings of sorrows.

9. But take heed to yourselves: for they shall deliver you up to councils; and in the synagogues ye shall be beaten: and ye shall 
be brought before rulers and kings for my sake, for a testimony against them.

10. And the gospel must first be published among all nations.

31. Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away.

32. But of that day and that hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father.

33. Take ye heed, watch and pray: for ye know not when the time is.

34. For the Son of man is as a man taking a far journey, who left his house, and gave authority to his servants, and to every man 
his work, and commanded the porter to watch.

35. Watch ye therefore: for ye know not when the master of the house cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at the cockcrowing, 
or in the morning:

36. Lest coming suddenly he find you sleeping.

37. And what I say unto you I say unto all, Watch.
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9:1 16b

Wo. 16. St. Mark 14: 10-11, 53-54, 66-72

10. And Judas Iscariot, one of the twelve, went unto the chief priests, to betray him unto them.

11. And when they heard it, they were glad, and promised to give him money. And he sought how he might conveniently betray 
him.

53. And they led Jesus away to the high priest: and with him were assembled all the chief priests and the elders and the scribes.
54. And Peter followed him afar off, even into the palace of the high priest: and he sat with the servants, and warmed himself 

at the fire.

66. And as Peter was beneath in the palace, there cometh one of the maids of the high priest:

67. And when she saw Peter warming himself, she looked upon him, and said, And thou also wast with Jesus of Nazareth.

68. But he denied, saying, I know not, neither understand I what thou sayest. And he went out into the porch: and the cock 
crew.

69. And a maid saw him again, and began to say to them that stood by, This is one of them.

70. And he denied it again. And a little after, they that stood by said again to Peter, Surely thou art one of them: for thou art a 
Galilæan, and thy speech agreeth thereto.

71. But he began to curse, and to swear, saying, I know not this man of whom ye speak.

72. And the second time the cock crew. And Peter called to mind the word that Jesus said unto him, Before the cock crow twice, 
thou shalt deny me thrice. And when he thought thereon, he wept.

St. Mark 15: 12-15
12. And Pilate answered and said again unto them, What will ye then that I shall do unto him whom ye call the King of the Jews?

13. And they cried out again, Crucify him.

14. Then Pilate said unto them, Why, what evil hath he done? And they cried out the more exceedingly, Crucify him.

15. And so Pilate, willing to content the people, released Bar-ab-bas unto them, and delivered Jesus, when he had scourged 
him, to be crucified.
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9:1 17b

No. 17. St. Mark 15: 22-39

22. And they bring him unto the place Gol-go-tha, which is, being interpreted, The place of a skull.

23. And they gave him to drink wine mingled with myrrh: but he received it not.

24. And when they had crucified him, they parted his garments, casting lots upon them, what every man should take.

25. And it was the third hour, and they crucified him.

26. And the superscription of his accusation was written over, THE KING OF THE JEWS.

27. And with him they crucify two thieves; the one on his right hand, and the other on his left.

28. And the scripture was fulfilled, which said, And he was numbered with the transgressors.

29. And they that passed by railed on him, wagging their heads, and saying, Ah, thou that destroyest the temple, and buildest 
it in three days,

30. Save thyself, and come down from the cross.

31. Likewise also the chief priests mocking said among themselves with the scribes, He saved others; himself he cannot save.

32. Let Christ the King of Israel descend now from the cross, that we may see and believe. And they that were crucified with 
him reviled him.

33. And when the sixth hour was come, there was darkness over the whole land until the ninth hour.

34. And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying E-lo-i, E-lo-i, la-ma sa-bach-tha-ni? which is, being interpreted, 
My God, My God, why hast thou forsaken me?

35. And some of them that stood by, when they heard it, said, Behold, he calleth E-li-as.

36. And one ran and filled a spunge full of vinegar, and put z7 on a reed, and gave him to drink, saying, Let alone; let us see 
whether E-li-as will come to take him down.

37. And Jesus cried with a loud voice, and gave up the ghost.

38. And the veil of the temple was rent in twain from the top to the bottom.

39. And when the centurion, which stood over against him, saw that he so cried out, and gave up the ghost, he said, Truly this 
man was the Son of God.
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9:1 18b

Ab. 18. Genesis 1: 27—28

27. So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them.

28. And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have 
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

St. Matthew 12: 11-12
11. And he said unto them, What man shall there be among you, that shall have one sheep, and if it fall into a pit on the sab

bath day, will he not lay hold on it, and lift it out?
12. How much then is a man better than a sheep? Wherefore it is lawful to do well on the sabbath days.

Romans 14: 19-21
19. Let us therefore follow after the things which make for peace, and things wherewith one may edify another.

20. For meat destroy not the work of God. All things indeed are pure; but it is evil for that man who eateth with offence.

21. It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine, nor any thing whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is offended, or is made 
weak.

1. Corinthians 6: 19—20
19. What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not 

your own?

20. For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and in your spirit, which are God’s.
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9:1 19b

No. 19. Acts 9: 1-9, 13-19

1. And Saul, yet breathing out threatenings and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord, went unto the high priest.

2. And desired of him letters to Damascus to the synagogues, that if he found any of this way, whether they were men or women, 
he might bring them bound unto Jerusalem.

3. And as he journeyed, he came near Damascus: and suddenly there shined round about him a light from heaven.

4. And he fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me?

5. And he said, Who art thou, Lord? And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick against 
the pricks.

6. And he trembling and astonished said, Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? And the Lord said unto him, Arise, and go into 
the city, and it shall be told thee what thou must do.

7. And the men which journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing no man.

8. And Saul arose from the earth; and when his eyes were opened, he saw no man, but they led him by the hand, and brought 
him into Damascus.

9. And he was three days without sight, and neither did eat nor drink.

13. Then An-a-ni-as answered, Lord I have heard by many of this man, how much evil he hath done to thy saints at Jerusalem:

14. And here he hath authority from the chief priests to bind all that call on thy name.

15. But the Lord said unto him, Go thy way: for he is a chosen vessel unto me, to bear my name before the Gentiles, and Kings, 
and the children of Israel :

16. For I will shew him how great things he must suffer for my name’s sake.
17. And An-a-ni-as went his way and entered into the house; and putting his hands on him said, Brother Saul, the Lord, even 

Jesus, that appeared unto thee in the way as thou earnest, hath sent me, that thou mightest receive thy sight, and be filled 
with the Holy Ghost.

18. And immediately there fell from his eyes as it had been scales: and he received sight forthwith, and arose, and was baptized.

19. And when he had received meat, he was strengthened. Then was Saul certain days with the disciples which were at Damascus.
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9:1 20 b

JVb. 20. 1. Corinthians 15: 41-58

41. There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars: for one star differeth from another 
star in glory.

42. So also is the resurrection of the dead. It is sown in corruption; it is raised in incorruption:

43. It is sown in dishonour; it is raised in glory: it is sown in weakness; it is raised in power:

44. It is sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body. There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body.

45. And so it is written, The first man Adam was made a living soul; the last Adam was made a quickening spirit.

46. Howbeit that was not first which is spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterward that which is spiritual.

47. The first man is of the earth, earthy: the second man is the Lord from heaven.

48. As is the earthy, such are they also that are earthy: and as is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly.

49. And as we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly.

50. Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth corruption inherit incorrup
tion.

51. Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed.

52. In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incor
ruptible, and we shall be changed.

53. For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.

54. So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought
to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in victory.

55. O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?

56. The sting of death is sin; and the strength of sin is the law.

57. But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.
58. Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye stedfast, unmoveable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye 

know that your labour is not in vain in the Lord.
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9:1 21b

Wo. 21. Acts 9: 19-30

19. And when he had received meat, he was strengthened. Then was Saul certain days with the disciples which were at Damascus.

20. And straightway he preached Christ in the synagogues, that he is the Son of God

21. But all that heard him were amazed, and said; Is not this he that destroyed them which called on this name in Jerusalem, 
and came hither for that intent, that he might bring them bound unto the chief priests?

22. But Saul increased the more in strength, and confounded the Jews which dwelt at Damascus, proving that this is very Christ.

23. And after that many days were fulfilled, the Jews took counsel to kill him:

24. But their laying await was known of Saul. And they watched the gates day and night to kill him.

25. Then the disciples took him by night, and let him down by the wall in a basket.

26. And when Saul was come to Jerusalem, he assayed to join himself to the disciples: but they were all afraid of him, and be
lieved not that he was a disciple.

27. But Barnabas took him, and brought him to the apostles, and declared unto them how he had seen the Lord in the way, and 
that he had preached boldly at Damascus in the name of Jesus.

28. And he was with them coming in and going out at Jerusalem.

29. And he spake boldly in the name of the Lord Jesus, and disputed against the Grecians: but they went about to slay him.

30. Which when the brethren knew, they brought him down to Cæ-sa-re-a, and sent him forth to Tarsus.

Acts 11: 25-26
25. Then departed Barnabas to Tarsus, for to seek Saul.

26. And when he had found him, he brought him unto An-ti-och. And it came to pass, that a whole year they assembled them
selves with the church, and taught much people. And the disciples were called Christians first in An-ti-och.
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9:1 22 b

JVb. 22. Acts 15: 13-15

13. And after they had held their peace, James answered, saying, Men and brethren, hearken unto me:

14. Simeon hath declared how God at the first did visit the Gentiles, to take out of them a people for his name.

15. And to this agree the words of the prophets; as it is written.

Philippians 3: 7-14
7. But what things were gain to me, those I counted loss for Christ.

8. Yea doubtless, and I count all things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord: for whom I have 
suffered the loss of all things, and do count them but dung, that I may win Christ,

9. And be found in him, not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ, 
the righteousness which is of God by faith :

10. That I may know him, and the power of his resurrection, and the fellowship of his sufferings, being made conformable unto 
his dead.

12. Not as though I had already attained, either were already perfect: but I follow after, if that I may apprehend that for which 
also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus.

13. Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended: but this one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind, and 
reaching forth unto those things which are before,

14. I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.
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9:1 23 b

Ao. 23. Acts 18: 1-4

1. After these things Paul departed from Athens, and came to Corinth;

2. And found a certain Jew named A-quil-a, born in Pontus, lately come from Italy, with his wife Priscilla; (because that Clau
dius had commanded all Jews to depart from Rome:) and came unto them.

3. And because he was of the same craft, he abode with them, and wrought: for by their occupation they were tentmakers.

4. And he reasoned in the synagogue every sabbath, and persuaded the Jews and the Greeks.

1. Corinthians 13: 1—13
1. Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling 

cymbal.
2. And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries, and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so 

that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing.

3. And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it pro- 
fiteth me nothing.

4. Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth not; charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up.

5. Doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no evil;

6. Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth;

7. Beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things.

8. Charity never faileth: but whether there be prophecies, they shall fall; whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether 
there be knowledge, it shall vanish away.

9. For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.

10. But when that which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done away.

11. When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a child; but when I became a man, I put 
away childish things.

12. For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am 
known.

13. And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the greatest of these t'j charity.

Ao. 24 is lacking
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9:1 25 b

JVb. 25. Acts 1: 1-12

1. The former treatise have I made, O The-oph-i-lus, of all that Jesus began both to do and teach,
2. Until the day in which he was taken up, after that he through the Holy Ghost had given commandments unto the apostles 

whom he had chosen:
3. To whom also he shewed himself alive after his passion by many infallible proofs, being seen of them forty days, and speaking 

of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God :
4. And, being assembled together with them, commanded them that they should not depart from Jerusalem, but wait for the 

promise of the Father, which, saith he, ye have heard of me.

5. For John truly baptized with water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost not many days hence.

6. When they therefore were come together, they asked of him, saying, Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the kingdom 
to Israel?

7. And he said unto them, It is not for you to know the times or the seasons, which the Father hath put in his own power.

8. But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, 
and in all Judæa, and in Sa-mar-i-a, and unto the uttermost part of the earth.

9. And when he had spoken these things, while they beheld, he was taken up; and a cloud received him out of their sight.

10. And while they looked stedfastly toward heaven as he went up, behold, two men stood by them in white apparel;

11. Which also said, Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven? this same Jesus, which is taken up from you into 
heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye have seen him go into heaven.

12. Then returned they unto Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet, which is from Jerusalem a sabbath day’s journey.
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9:1 26 b

Ab. 26. St. Luke 24: 13-17, 25-35

13. And, behold, two of them went that same day to a village called Em-ma-us, which was from Jerusalem about threescore 
forlongs.

14. And they talked together of all these things which had happened.

15. And it came to pass, that, while they communed together and reasoned, Jesus himself drew near, and went with them.

16. But their eyes were holden that they should not know him.

17. And he said unto them, What manner of communications are these that ye have one to another, as ye walk, and are sad?

25. Then he said unto them, O fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken:

26. Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to enter into his glory?

27. And beginning at Moses and all the prophets, he expounded unto them in all the scriptures the things concerning himself.

28. And they drew nigh unto the village, whither they went: and he made as though he would have gone further.
29. But they constrained him, saying, Abide with us: for it is toward evening, and the day is far spent. And he went in to tarry 

with them.

30. And it came to pass, as he sat at meat with them, he took bread, and blessed it, and brake, and gave to them.

31. And their eyes were opened, and they knew him; and he vanished out of their sight.

32. And they said one to another, Did not our heart burn within us, while he talked with us by the way, and while he opened 
to us the scriptures?

33. And they rose up the same hour, and returned to Jerusalem, and found the eleven gathered together, and them that were 
with them,

34. Saying, The Lord is risen indeed, and hath appeared to Simon.

35. And they told what things were done in the way, and how he was known of them in breaking of bread.
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9:1 27 b

JVb. 27. Acts 2: 1-4

1. And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with one accord in one place.
2. And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were 

sitting.

3. And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them.

4. And they were filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.

Acts 4: 8-20
8. Then Peter, filled with the Holy Ghost, said unto them, Ye rulers of the people, and elders of Israel.

9. If we this day be examined of the good deed done to the impotent man, by what means he is made whole;

10. Be it known unto you all, and to all the people of Israel, that by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom you crucified, 
whom God raised from the dead, even by him doth this man stand here before you whole.

11. This is the stone which was set at nought of you builders, which is become the head of the corner.

12. Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be 
saved.

13. Now when they saw the boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that they were unlearned and ignorant men, they mar
velled; and they took knowledge of them, that they had been with Jesus.

14. And beholding the man which was healed standing with them, they could say nothing against it.

15. But when they had commanded them to go aside out of the council, they conferred among themselves,

16. Saying, What shall we do to these men? for that indeed a notable miracle hath been done by them is manifest to all them 
that dwell in Jerusalem; and we cannot deny it.

17. But that it spread no further among the people, let us straitly threaten them, that they speak henceforth to no man in this 
name.

18. And they called them, and commanded them not to speak at all nor teach in the name of Jesus.

19. But Peter and John answered and said unto them, Whether it be right in the sight of God to hearken unto you more than 
unto God, judge ye.

20. For we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and heard.
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9:1 28 b

No. 28. Acts 4: 32-35

32. And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one soul : neither said any of them that ought of the things 
which he possessed was his own; but they had all things common.

33. And with great power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus: and great grace was upon them all.

34. Neither was there any among them that lacked: for as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought 
the prices of the things that were sold,

35. And laid them down at the apostles’ feet: and distribution was made unto every man according as he had need.

Acts 6: 1-7
1. And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there arose a murmuring of the Grecians against the 

Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the daily ministration.
2. Then the twelve called the multitude of the disciples unto them, and said, It is not reason that we should leave the word of 

God, and serve tables.

3. Wherefore, brethren, look ye out among you seven men of honest report, full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom, whom we may 
apoint over this business.

4. But we will give ourselves continually to prayer, and to the ministry of the word.

5. And the saying pleased the whole multitude: and they chose Stephen, a man full of faith and of the Holy Ghost, and Philip, 
and Proch-o-rus, and Ni-ca-nor, and Ti-mon, and Par-me-nas, and Nicolas a proselyte of An-ti-och:

6. Whom they set before the apostles: and when they had prayed, they laid their hands on them.

7. And the word of God increased; and the number of the disciples multiplied in Jerusalem greatly; and a great company of 
the priests were obedient to the faith.
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9:1

JVo. 29. Acts 8: 1-8, 14-17, 25

29 b

1. And Saul was consenting unto his death. And at that time there was a great persecution against the church which was at 
Jerusalem; and they were all scattered abroad throughout the regions of Judæa, and Sa-mar-i-a, except the apostles.

2. And devout men carried Stephen to his burial, and made great lamentation over him.

3. As for Saul, he made havock of the church, entering into every house, and haling men and women committed them to prison.

4. Therefore they that were scattered abroad went every where preaching the word.

5. Then Philip went down to the city of Sa-mar-i-a, and preached Christ unto them.

6. And the people with one accord gave heed unto those things which Philip spake, hearing and seeing the miracles which 
he did.

7. For unclean spirits, crying with loud voice, came out of many that were possessed with them: and many taken with palsies, 
and that were lame, were healed.

8. And there was great joy in that city.

14. Now when the apostles which were at Jerusalem heard that Sa-mar-i-a had received the word of God, they sent unto them 
Peter and John:

15. Who, when they were come down, prayed for them, that they might receive the Holy Ghost:

16. (For as yet he was fallen upon none of them: only they were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus).

17. Then laid they their hands on them, and they received the Holy Ghost.

25. And they, when they had testified and preached the word of the Lord, returned to Jerusalem, and preached the gospel in 
many villages of the Sa-mar-i-tans.
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9:1 30 b

JVb. 30. Deuteronomy 6: 4—7

4. Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God is one LORD:

5. And thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might.

6. And these words, which I command thee this day, shall be in thine heart:

7. And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them when thou sittest in thine house, and when 
thou walkest by the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up.

Jeremiah 35: 5-10
5. And I set before the sons of the house of the Re-chab-ites pots full of wine, and cups, and I said unto them, Drink ye wine.
6. But they said, We will drink no wine: for Jon-a-dab the son of Re-chab our father commanded us, saying, Ye shall drink no 

wine, neither ye, nor your sons for ever:

7. Neither shall ye build house, nor sow seed, nor plant vineyard, nor have any: but all your days ye shall dwell in tents; that 
ye may live many days in the land where ye be strangers.

8. Thus have we obeyed the voice of Jon-a-dab the son of Rechab our father in all that he hath charged us, to drink no wine 
all our days, we, our wives, our sons, nor our daughters;

9. Nor to build houses for us to dwell in: neither have we vineyard, nor field, nor seed:

10. But we have dwelt in tents, and have obeyed, and done according to all that Jon-a-dab our father commanded us.
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9:1 31 b

No. 31. Acts 9: 1-16

1. And Saul, yet breathing out threatenings and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord, went unto the high priest.
2. And desired of him letters to Damascus to the synagogues, that if he found any of this way, whether they were men or women, 

he might bring them bound unto Jerusalem.

3. And as he journeyed, he came near Damascus: and suddenly there shined round about him a light from heaven:

4. And he fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me?

5. And he said, Who art thou, Lord? And the Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick against 
the pricks.

6. And he trempling and astonished said, Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? And the Lord said unto him, Arise and go 
into the city, and it shall be told thee what thou must do.

7. And the men which journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing no man.

8. And Saul arose from the earth; and when his eyes were opened, he saw no man: but they led him by the hand, and brought 
him into Damascus.

9. And he was three days without sight, and neither did eat nor drink.

10. And there was a certain disciple at Damascus, named An-a-ni-as; and to him said the Lord in a vision, An-a-ni-as. And he 
said, Behold, I am here, Lord.

11. And the Lord said unto him, Arise, and go into the street which is called Straight, and inquire in the house of Judas for one 
called Saul, of Tarsus: for behold, he prayeth,

12. And hath seen in a vision a man named An-a-ni-as coming in, and putting his hand on him, that he might receive his sight.

13. Then An-a-ni-as answered, Lord, I have heard by many of this man, how much evil he hath done to thy saints at Jerusalem:

14. And here he hath authority from the chief priests to bind all that sail on thy name.

15. But the Lord said unto him, Go thy way: for he is a chosen vessel unto me, to bear my name before the Gentiles, and Kings, 
and the children of Israel.

16. For I will shew him how great things he must suffer for my name’s sake.
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9:1 32 b

JVb. 32. Acts 12: 25

25. And Barnabas and Saul returned from Jerusalem, when they had fulfilled their ministry, and took with them John, whose 
surname was Mark.

Acts 13: 1-12
1. Now there were in the church that was at An-ti-och certain prophets and teachers; as Barnabas, and Simeon that was called 

Ni-ger, and Lu-ci-us of Cy-re-ne, and Man-a-en, which had been brought up with Herod the te-trarch, and Saul.
2. As they ministered to the Lord, and fasted the Holy Ghost said, Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto 

I have called them.

3. And when they had fasted and prayed, and laid their hands on them, they sent them away.

4. So they, being sent forth by the Holy Ghost, departed unto Se-Ieu-ci-a; and from thence they sailed to Cyprus.

5. And when they were at Sal-a-mis, they preached the word of God in the synagogues of the Jews; and they had also John to 
their minister.

6. And when they had gone through the isle unto Pa-phos, they found a certain sorcerer, a false prophet, a Jew, whose name 
was Bar-je-sus:

7. Which was with the deputy of the country, Ser-gi-us Paulus, a prudent man; who called for Barnabas and Saul, and desired 
to hear the word of God.

8. But El-y-mas the sorcerer (for so is his name by interpretation) withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the 
faith.

9. Then Saul, (who also is called Paul), filled with the Holy Ghost, set his eyes on him,

10. And said, O full of all subtilty and all mischief, thou child of the devil, thou enemy of all righteousness, wilt thou not cease to 
pervert the right ways of the Lord?

11. And now, behold, the hand of the Lord is upon thee, and thou shalt be blind, not seeing the sun for a season, And imme
diately there fell on him a mist and a darkness; and he went about seeking some to lead him by the hand.

12. Then the deputy, when he saw what was done, believed, being astonished at the doctrine of the Lord.
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9:1 33 b

Wo. 33. Acts 15: 6-21

6. And the apostles and elders came together for to consider of this matter.
7. And when there had been much disputing, Peter rose up, and said unto them, Men and brethren, ye know how that a good 

while ago God made choice among us, that the Gentiles by my mouth should hear the word of the gospel, and believe.

8. And God, which knoweth the hearts, bare them witness, giving them the Holy Ghost, even as he did unto us;

9. And put no difference between us and them, purifying their hearts by faith.

10. Now therefore why tempt ye God, to put a yoke upon the neck of the disciples, which neither our fathers nor we were able 
to bear?

11. But we believe that through the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ we shall be saved, even as they.
12. Then all the multitude kept silence, and gave audience to Barnabas and Paul, declaring what miracles and wonders God 

had wrought among the Gentiles by them.

13. And after they had held their peace, James answered, saying, Men and brethren, hearken unto me:

14. Simeon hath declared how God at the first did visit the Gentiles, to take out of them a people for his name.

15. And to this agree the words of the prophets; as it is written,
16. After this I will return, and will build again the tabernacle of David, which is fallen down; and I will build again the ruins 

thereof, and I will set it up :

17. That the residue of men might seek after the Lord, and all the Gentiles, upon whom my name is called, sai th the Lord, who 
doeth all these things.

18. Known unto God are all his works from the beginning of the world.

19. Wherefore my sentence is, that we trouble not them, which from among the Gentiles are turned to God:
20. But that we write unto them, that they abstain from pollutions of idols, and from fornication, and from things strangled, and 

from blood.

21. For Moses of old time hath in every city them that preach him, being read in the synagogues every sabbath day.
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9:1 34 b

JVb. 34. 1. Corinthians 3: 1-15

1. And I, brethren, could not speak unto you as unto spiritual, but as unto carnal, even as unto babes in Christ.

2. I have fed you with milk, and not with meat: for hitherto ye were not able to bear it, neither yet now are ye able.

3. For ye are yet carnal: for whereas there is among you envying, and strife, and divisions, are ye not carnal, and walk as men?

4. For while one saith, I am of Paul; an another, I am of A-pol-los; are ye not carnal?

5. Who then is Paul, and who is A-pol-los, but ministers by whom ye believed, even as the Lord gave to every man?

6. I have planted, A-pol-los watered; but God gave the increase.

7. So then neither is he that planteth any thing, neither he that watereth; but God that giveth the increase.

8. Now he that planteth and he that watereth are one : and every man shall receive his own reward according to his own labour.

9. For we are labourers together with God: ye are God’s husbandry, ye are God’s building.

10. According to the grace of God which is given unto me, as a wise masterbuilder, I have laid the foundation, and another 
buildeth thereon. But let every man take heed how he buildeth thereupon.

11. For other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ.

12. Now if any man build upon this foundation gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble;

13. Every man’s work shall be made manifest: for the day shall declare it, because it shall be revealed by fire; and the fire shall 
try every man’s work of what sort it is.

14. If any man’s work abide which he hath built thereupon, he shall receive a reward.

15. If any man’s work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but he himself shall be saved; yet so as by fire.
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9:1 35 b

No. 35. St. Luke 1: 46-58

46. And Mary said, My soul doth magnify the Lord,

47. And my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour.

48. For he hath regarded the low estate of his handmaiden: For, behold, from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.

49. For he that is mighty hath done to me great things; and holy is his name.

50. And his mercy is on them that fear him from generation to generation.

51. He hath shewed strength with his arm; he hath scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts.

52. He hath put down the mighty from their seats, and exalted them of low degree.

53. He hath filled the hungry with good things; and the rich he hath sent empty away.

54. He hath holpen his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy;

55. As he spake to our fathers, to Abraham, and to his seed for ever.

56. And Mary abode with her about three months, and returned to her own house.

57. Now Elisabeth’s full time came that she should be delivered; and she brought forth a son.

58. And her neighbours and her cousins heard how the Lord had shewed great mercy upon her; and they rejoiced with her.
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9:1 36 b

No. 36. St. Luke 2: 25-35, 40

25. And, behold, there was a man in Jerusalem, whose name was Simeon; and the same man was just and devout, waiting for 
the consolation of Israel : and the Holy Ghost was upon him.

26. And it was revealed unto him by the Holy Ghost, that he should not see death, before he had seen the Lord’s Christ.

27. And he came by the Spirit into the temple: and when the parents brought in the child Jesus, to do for him after the custom 
of the law,

28. Then took he him up in his arms, and blessed God, and said,

29. Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, according to thy word:

30. For mine eyes have seen thy salvation.

31. Which thou hast prepared before the face of all people;

32. A light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Israel.

33. And Joseph and his mother marvelled at those things which were spoken of him.

34. And Simeon blessed them, and said unto Mary his mother, Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising again of many in 
Israel; and for a sign which shall be spoken against;

35. (Yea, a sword shall pierce through thy own soul also), that the thoughts of many hearts may be revealed.

40. And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom: and the grace of God was upon him.
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9:1 37 b

No. 37. St. Luke 3: 21-22

21. Now when all the people were baptized, it came to pass, that Jesus also being baptized, and praying, the heaven was opened,

22. And the Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like a dove upon him, and a voice came from heaven, which said, Thou 
art my beloved Son; in thee I am well pleased.

St. Luke 4: 1-13
1. And Jesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned from Jordan, and was led byt the Spirit into the wilderness.

2. Being forty days tempted of the devil. And in those days he did eat nothing: and when they were ended, he afterward hun
gered.

3. And the devil said unto him, If thou be the Son og God, command this stone that it be made bread.

4. And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God.

5. And the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, shewed unto him all the kingdoms of the world in a moment of time.

6. And the devil said unto him, All this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: for that is delivered unto me; and to 
whomsoever I will I give it.

7. If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be thine.

8. And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, 
and him only shalt thou serve.

9. And he brought him to Jerusalem, and set him on a pinnacle of the temple, and said unto him, If thou be the Son of God, 
cast thyself down from hence:

10. For it is written, He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee:

11. And in their hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a stone.

12. And Jesus answering said unto him, It is said, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.

13. And when the devil had ended all the temptation, he departed from him for a season.
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9:1 38 b

No. 38. St. Luke 4: 16-30

16. And he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up: and as his custom was, he went into the synagogue on the sabbaht 
day, and stood up for to read.

17. And there was delivered unto him the book of the prophet E-sai-as. And when he had opened the book, he found the place 
where it was written,

18. The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal 
the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are 
bruised,

19. To preach the acceptable year of the Lord.
20. And he closed the book, and he gave it again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of them them that were in the 

synagogue were fastened on him.

21. And he began to say unto them, This day is this scripture fulfilled in your eyes.

22. And all bare him witness, and wondered at the gracious words which proceeded out of his mouth. And they said, Is not this 
Joseph’s son?

23. And he said unto them, Ye will surely say unto me this proverb, Physician, heal thyself: whatsoever we have heard done 
in Ca-per-na-um, do also here in thy country.

24. And he said, Verily I say unto you, No prophet is accepted in his own country.

25. But I tell you of a truth, many widows were in Israel in the days of E-li-as, when the heaven was shut up three years and 
six months, when great famine was throughout all the land;

26. But unto none of them was E-li-as sent, save unto Sa-rep-ta, a city of Si-don, unto a woman that was a widow.

27. And many lepers were in Israel in the time of El-i-se-us the prophet; and none of them was cleansed, saving Na-a-man the 
Syrian.

28. And all they in the synagogue, when they heard these things, were filled with wrath,

29. And rose up, and thrust him out of the city, and led him unto the brow of the hill whereon their city was built, that they 
might cast him down headlong.

30. But he passing through the midst of them went his way.
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9:1 39 b

No. 39. St. Luke 5: 1-11, 27, 28

1. And it came to pass, that, as the people pressed upon him to hear the word of God, he stood by the lake of Gen-nes-a-ret.

2. And saw two ships standing by the lake: but the fishermen were gone out of them, and where washing their nets.

3. And he entered into one of the ships, which was Simon’s, and prayed him that he would thrust out a little from the land. 
And he sat down, and taught the people out of the ship.

4. Now when he had left speaking, he said unto Simon, Launch out into the deep, and let down your nets for a draught.

5. And Simon answering said unto him, Master, we have toiled all the night, and have taken nothing: nevertheless at thy 
word I will let down the net.

6. And when they had this done, they inclosed a great multitude of fishes: and their net brake.

7. And they beckoned unto their partners, which were in the other ship, that they should come and help them. And they came, 
and filled both the ships, so that they began to sink.

8. When Simon Peter saw it, he fell down at Jesus’ knees, saying, Depart from me; for I am a sinful man, O Lord.

9. For he was astonished, and all that were with him, at the draught of the fishes which they had taken:

10. And so ivas also James, and John, the sons of Zeb-e-dee, which were partners with Simon. And Jesus said unto Simon, Fear 
not; from henceforth thou shalt catch men.

11. And when they had brought their ships to land, they forsook all, and followed him.

27. And after these things he went forth, and saw a publican, named Levi, sitting at the receipt of custom: and he said unto 
him, Follow me.

28. And he left all, rose up, and followed him.
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9:1 40 b

No. 40. St. Luke 6: 39-49

39. And he spake a parable unto them. Can the blind lead the blind? shall they not both fall into the ditch?

40. The disciple is not above his master: but every one that is perfect shall be as his master.

41. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye, but perceivest not the beam that is in thine own eye?

42. Either how canst thou say to thy brother, Brother, let me pull out the mote that is in thine eye, when thou thyself beholdest 
not the beam that is in thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou 
see clearly to pull out the mote that is in thy brother’s eye.

43. For a good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.

44. For every tree is known by his own fruit. For of thorns men do not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush gather they grapes.

45. A good man out of the good treasure of his hearth bringeth forth that which is good; and an evil man out of the evil treasure 
of his heart bringeth forth that which is evil : for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh.

46. And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say?

47. Whosoever cometh to me, and heareth my sayings, and doeth them, I will shew you to whom he is like:

48. He is like a man which built an house, and digged deep, and laid the foundation on a rock: and when the flood arose, 
the stream beat vehemently upon that house, and could not shake it: for it was founded upon a rock.

49. But he that heareth, and doeth not, is like a man that without a foundation built an house upon the earth; against which 
the stream did beat vehemently, and immediately it fell; and the ruin of that house was great.
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9:1 41 b

No. 41. St. Luke 7: 19-28

19. And John calling unto him two of his disciples sent them to Jesus, saying, Art thou he that should come? or look we for another?

20. When the men were come unto him, they said, John Baptist hath sent us unto thee, saying, Art thou he that should come? 
or look we for another?

21. And in that same hour he cured many of their infirmities and plagues, and of evil spirits; and unto many that were blind he 
gave sight.

22. Then Jesus answering said unto them, Go your way, and tell John what things ye have seen and heard; how that the blind 
see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached.

23. And blessed is he, whosoever shall not be offended in me.

24. And when the messengers of John were departed, he began to speak unto the people, concerning John, What went ye out 
into the wilderness for to see? A reed shaken with the wind?

25. But what went ye out for to see? A man clothed in soft raiment? Behold, they which are gorgeously apparelled, and live 
delicately, are in king’s courts.

26. But what went ye out for to see? A prophet? Yea, I say unto you, and much more than a prophet.

27. This is he, of whom it is written, Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee.

28. For I say unto you, Among those that are born of women there is not a greater prophet than John the Baptist: but he that 
is least in the kingdom of God is greater than he.
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9:1 42 b

No. 42. St. Luke 8: 26-37

26. And they arrived at the country of the Gad-a-renes, which is over against Galilee.

27. And when he went forth to land, there met him out of the city a certain man, which had devils long time, and ware no 
clothes, neither abode in any house, but in the tombs.

28. When he saw Jesus, he cried out, and fell down before him, and with a loud voice said, What have I to do with thee, Jesus, 
thou Son of God most high? I beseech thee, torment me not.

29. (For he had commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man. For oftentimes it had caught him: and he was kept 
bound with chains and in fetters; and he brake the bands, and was driven of the devil into the wilderness).

30. And Jesus asked him, saying, What is thy name? And he said, Legion: because many devils were entered into him.

31. And they besought him that he would not command them to go out into the deep.

32. And there was there an herd of many swine feeding on the mountain: and they besought him that he would suffer them 
to enter into them. And he suffered them.

33. Then went the devils out of the man, and entered into the swine: and the herd ran violently down a steep place into the 
lake, and were choked.

34. When they that fed them saw what was done, they fled, and went and told it in the city and in the country.

35. Then they went out to see what was done; and came to Jesus, and found the man, out of whom the devils were departed, 
sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed, and in his right mind: and they were afraid.

36. They also which saw it told them by what means he that was possessed of the devils was healed.

37. Then the whole multitude of the country of the Gad-a-renes round about besought him to depart from them; for they were 
taken with great fear: and he went up into the ship, and returned back again.
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9:1 43 b

No. 43. St. Luke 9: 28-43

28. And it came to pass about an eight days after these sayings, he took Peter and John and James, and went up into a mountain 
to pray.

29. And as he prayed, the fashion of his countenance was altered, and his raiment was white and glistering.

30. And, behold, there talked with him two men, which were Moses and E-li-as:

31. Who appeared in glory, and spake of his decease which he should accomplish at Jerusalem.

32. But Peter and they that were with him were heavy with sleep: and when they were awake, they saw his glory, and the two 
men that stood with him.

33. And it came to pass, as they departed from him, Peter said unto Jesus, Master it is good for us to be here: and let us make 
three tabernacles; one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for E-li-as: not knowing what he said.

34. While he thus spake, there came a cloud, and overshadowed them: and they feared as they entered into the cloud.

35. And there came a voice out of the cloud, saying, This is my beloved Son: hear him.

36. And when the voice was past, Jesus was found alone. And they kept it close, and told no man in those days any of those 
things which they had seen.

37. And it came to pass, that on the next day, when they were come down from the hill, much people met him.

38. And behold, a man of the company cried out, saying, Master, I beseech thee, look upon my son: for he is mine only child.
39. And, lo, a spirit taketh him, and he suddenly crieth out; and it teareth him that he foameth again, and bruising him hardly 

departeth from him.

40. And I besought thy disciples to cast him out; and they could not.

41. And Jesus answering said, O faithless and perverse generation, how long shall I be with you, and suffer you? Bring thy son 
hither.

42. And as he was yet a coming, the devil threw him down, and tare him. And Jesus rebuked the unclean spirit, and healed 
the child, and delivered him again to his father.

43. And they were all amazed at the mighty power of God. But while they wondered every one at all things which Jesus did, 
he said unto his disciples.
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9:1 44 b

No. 44. St. Luke 10: 25-37

25. And, behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted him, saying, Master, what shall I do to inherit eternal life?

26. He said unto him, What is written in the law? How readest thou?

27. And he answering said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, 
and with all thy mind; and thy neighbour as thyself.

28. And he said unto him, Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou shalt live.

29. But he, willing to justify himself, said unto Jesus, And who is my neighbour?

30. And Jesus answering said, A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, which stripped 
him of his raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him half dead.

31. And by chance there came down a certain priest that way: and when he saw him, he passed by on the other side.

32. And likewise a Levite, when he was at the place, came and looked on him, and passed by on the other side.

33. But a certain Sa-mar-i-tan, as he journeyed, came where he was: and when he saw him, he had compassion on him.

34. And went to him, and bound up his wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him on his own beast, and brought him to an 
inn, and took care of him.

35. And on the morrow when he departed, he took out two pence, and gave them to the host, and said unto him, Take care of 
him; and whatsoever thou spendest more, when I come again, I will repay three.

36. Which now of these three, thinkest thou, was neighbour unto him that fell among thieves?

37. And he said, He that shewed mercy on him. Then said Jesus unto him, Go, and do thou likewise.
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9:1 45 b

No. 45. St. Luke 11: 1-13

1. And it came to pass, that, as he was praying in a certain place, when he ceased, one of his disciples said unto him, Lord, 
teach us to pray, as John also taught his disciples.

2. And he said unto them, When ye pray, say, Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. 
Thy will be done, as in heaven, so in earth.

3. Give us day by day our daily bread.

4. And forgive us our sins; for we also forgive every one that is indebted to us. And lead us not into temptation; but deliver us 
from evil.

5. And he said unto them, Which of you shall have a friend, and shall go unto him at midnight, and say unto him, Friend 
lend me three loaves;

6. For a friend of mine in his journey is come to me, and I have nothing to set before him?

7. And he from within shall answer and say, Trouble me not: the door is now shut, and my children are with me in bed; I 
cannot rise and give thee.

8. I say unto you, Though he will not rise and give him, because he is his friend, yet because of his importunity he will rise 
and give him as many as he needeth.

9. And I say unto you, Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you.

10. For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.

11. If a son shall ask bread of any of you that is a father, will he give him a stone? or if he ask a fish, will he for a fish give him a 
serpent?

12. Or if he shall ask an egg, will he offer him a scorpion?

13. If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children: how much more shall your heavenly Father give the 
Holy Spirit to them that ask him?
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9:1 46 b

No. 46. St. Luke 12: 22-34

22. And he said unto his disciples, Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat; neither for the 
body, what ye shall put on.

23. The life is more than meat, and the body is more than raiment.

24. Consider the ravens: for they neither sow nor reap; which neither have storehouses nor barn; and God feedeth them; how 
much more are ye better than the fowls?

25. And which of you with taking thought can add to his stature one cubit?

26. If ye then be not able to do that thing which is least, why take ye thought for the rest?

27. Consider the lilies how they grow: they toil not, they spin not; and yet I say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was 
not arrayed like one of these.

28. If then God so clothe the grass, which is to day in the field, and to morrow is cast into the oven; how much more will he 
clothe you, O ye of little faith?

29. And seek not ye what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink, neither be ye of doubtful mind.

30. For all these things do the nations of the world seek after: and your Father knoweth that ye have need of these things.

31. But rather seek ye the kingdom of God; and all these things shall be added unto you.

32. Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom.

33. Sell that ye have, and give alms; provide yourselves bags which wax not old, a treasure in the heavens that faileth not, where 
no thief approacheth, neither moth corrupteth.

34. For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.
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9:1 47 b

No. 47. St. Luke 13: 18-30

18. Then said he, Unto what is the kingdom of God like? and whereunto shall I resemble it?

19. It is like a grain of mustard seed, which a man took, and cast into his garden; and it grew, and waxed a great tree; and 
the fowls of the air lodged in the branches of it.

20. And again he said, Whereunto shall I liken the kingdom of God?

21. It is like leaven, which a woman took and hid in three measures of meal till the whole was leavened.

22. And he went through the cities and villages, teaching, and journeying toward Jerusalem.

23. Then said one unto him, Lord, are there few that be saved? And he said unto them,

24. Strive to enter in at the strait gate: for many, I say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall not be able.

25. When once the master of the house is risen up, and hath shut to thç door, and ye begin to stand without, and to knock at 
the door, saying, Lord, Lord, open unto us; and he shall answer and say unto you, I know you not whence ye are:

26. Then shall ye begin to say, We have eaten and drunk in thy presence, and thou hast taught in our streets.

27. But he shall say, I tell you, I know you not whence ye are; depart from me, all_ye workers of iniquity.

28. There shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth, when ye shall see Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and all the prophets, 
in the kingdom of God, and you yourselves thrust out.

29 And they shall come from the east, and from the west, and from the north, and from the south, and shall sit down in the 
kingdom of God.

30. And behold, there are last which shall be first, and there are first which shall be last, 
(ad 23. The difference between “few” (“quite a few”) and “many” is hardly clear to her).
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9:1 48 b

JVb. 48. St. Luke 14: 15-24

15. And when one of them that sat at meat with him heard these things, he said unto him, Blessed is he that shall eat bread in 
the kingdom of God.

16. Then said he unto him, A certain man made a great supper, and bade many :

17. And sent his servant at supper time to say to them that were bidden, Come; for all things are now ready.

18. And they all with one consent began to make excuse. The first said unto him, I have bought a piece of ground, and I must 
needs go and see it: I pray thee have me excused.

19. An another said, I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I go to prove them: I pray thee have me excused.

20. And another said, I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come.

21. So that servant came, and shewed his lord these things. Then the master of the house being angry said to his servant, Go 
out quickly into the streets and lanes of the city, and bring in hither the poor, and the maimed, and the halt, and the blind.

22. And the servant said, Lord, it is done as thou hast commanded, and yet there is room.

23. And the lord said unto the servant, Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them to come in, that my house may 
be filled.

24. For I say unto you, That none of those men which were bidden shall taste of my supper.
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9:1 49 b

No. 49. Genesis 33: 1-11

1. And Jacob lifted up his eyes, and looked, and, behold, Esau came, and with him four hundred men. And he divided the 
children unto Leah, and unto Rachel, and unto the two handmaids.

2. And he put the handmaids and their children foremost, and Leah and her children after, and Rachel and Joseph hindermost.

3. And he passed over before them, and bowed himself to the ground seven times, until he came near to his brother.

4. And Esau ran to meet him, and embraced him, and fell on his neck, and kissed him: and they wept.

5. And he lifted up his eyes, and saw the women and the children; and said, Who are those with thee? And he said, The children 
which God hath graciously given thy servant.

6. Then the handmaidens came near, they and their children, and they bowed themselves.

7. And Leah also with her children came near, and bowed themselves: and after came Joseph near and Rachel, and they 
bowed themselves.

8. And he said, What meanest thou by all this drove which I met? And he said, These are to find grace in the sight of my lord.

9. And Esau said, I have enough, my brother; keep that thou hast unto thyself.

10. And Jacob said, Nay, I pray thee, if now I have found grace in thy sight, then receive my present at my hand: for therefore 
I have seen thy face, as though I had seen the face of God, and thou wast pleased with me.

11. Take, I pray thee, my blessing that is brought to thee; because God hath dealt graciously with me, and because I have 
enough. And he urged him, and he took it.
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9:1 50 b

No. 50. Genesis 39: 1-25

1. And Joseph was brought down to Egypt; and Pot-i-phar, an officer of Pharaoh, captain of the guard, an Egyptian, bought 
him of the hands of the Ish-mee-lites, which had brought him down thither.

2. And the LORD was with Joseph, and he was a prosperous man; and he was in the house of his master the Egyptian.

3. And his master saw that the LORD was with him, and that the LORD made all that he did to prosper in his hand.

4. And Joseph found grace in his sight, and he served him: and he made him overseer over his house, and all that he had he 
put into his hand.

5. And it came to pass from the time that he had made him overseer in his house, and over all that he had, that the LORD 
blessed the Egyptian’s house for Joseph’s sake; and the blessing of the LORD was upon all that he had in the house, and 
in the field.

6. And he left all that he had in Joseph’s hand; and he knew not ought he had, save the bread which he did eat. And Joseph 
was a goodly person, and well favoured.

7. And it came to pass after these things, that his master’s wife cast her eyes upon Joseph; and she said, Lie with me.

8. But he refused, and said unto his master’s wife, Behold, my master wotteth not what is with me in the house, and he hath 
committed all that he hath to my hand.

9. There is none greater in this house than I; neither hath he kept back any thing from me but thee, because thou art his wife: 
how then can I do this great wickedness, and sin against God?

10. And it came to pass, as she spake to Joseph day by day, that he hearkened not unto her, to lie by her, or to be with her.
11. And it came to pass about this time, that Joseph went into the house to do his business ; and there was none of the men of the 

house there within.
12. And she caught him by his garment, saying, Lie with me: and he left his garment in her hand, and fled, and got him out.

13. And it came to pass, when she saw that he had left his garment in her hand, and was fled forth,

14. That she called unto the men of her house, and spake unto them, saying, See, he hath brought in an Hebrew unto us to
mock us; he came in unto me to lie with me, and I cried out with a loud voice:

15. And it came to pass, when he heard that I lifted up my voice and cried, that he left his garment with me and fled, and got
him out.

( There are no pictures for 39, 16-25).
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9:1 51 b

No. 51. Acts 9: 19-30

19. And when he had received meat, he was strengthened. Then was Saul certain days with the disciples which were at Damascus.

20. And straightway he preached Christ in the synegogues, that he is the Son of God.

21. But all that heard him were amazed, and said: Is not this he that destroyed them which called on this name in Jerusalem, 
and came hither for that intent, that he might bring them bound unto the chief priests?

22. But Saul increased the more in strength, and confounded the Jews which dwelt at Damascus, proving that this is very Christ.

23. And after that many days were fulfilled, the Jews took counsel to kill him:

24. But their laying await was known of Saul. And they watched the gates day and night to kill him.

25. Then the disciples took him by night, and let him down by the wall in a basket.

26. And when Saul was come to Jerusalem, he assayed to join himself to the disciples: but they were all afraid of him, and be
lieved not that he was a disciple.

27. But Barnabas took him, and brought him to the apostles, and declared unto them how he had seen the Lord in the way, and 
that he had spoken to him, and how he had preached boldly at Damascus in the name of Jesus.

28. And he was with them coming in and going out at Jerusalem.

29. And he spake boldly in the name of the Lord Jesus, and disputed against the Grecians: but they went about to slay him.

30. Which when the brethren knew, they brought him down to Cæ-sa-re-a, and sent him forth to Tarsus.

Acts 11: 25-26
25. Then departed Barnabas to Tarsus, for to seek Saul:
26. And when he had found him, he brought him unto An-ti-och. And it came to pass, that a whole year they assembled them

selves with the church, and taught much people. And the disciples were called Christians first in An-ti-och.
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Chapter i : Introduction
3

“---- and in the ninth year of Hosea the King
of Assyria captured Samaria and deported Israel 
to Assyria and settled them in Halah and in 
Habor by the river of Gozan, and in the cities of 
Media.” This laconic reference to the cities of 
Media (or the Medians') ( ‘ârë mädäy) in the Second 
Book of Kings (XVII,6) relating the conquests of 
Salmanassar V (726-722 B.G.) and Sargon II 
(721-705 B.C.) is the first mention in history of 
the presence of a Judaic diaspora on Iranian 
soil. Jewish settlement increased tremendously 
— always under compulsion and in the shadow of 
tragedy - during the Babylonian Exile, dating 
from the beginning of the 6th century B.C. (cf. 
E. Yar-Shater, The Jewish communities of Persia 
and their dialects, Memorial Jean de Menasce, 
Louvain 1974, p. 454). But although it was 
inaugurated under a cloud of sorrow, its future, 

encouraged by Iranian tolerance and good-will, 
was bright. Iran was inextricably entangled with 
the history of Israel and the Jews, mainly because 
of Cyrus, the Achaemenid, who is the only Gentile 
referred to as the “Lord’s Anointed” in the Old 
Testament (Isaiah XLV,!)1. It was the Jews of 
Babylonia, economically the most valuable pro
vince of the Achaemenid empire, that were to lay 
the foundation upon which later generations 
built, giving them their strength and inspiration, 
both religious and cultural. The favourable con
ditions under the Arsacids, who were religiously 
quite neutral, were a decisive factor in this steady 
and fruitful process, and the Talmud contains 
many testimonies2 to their magnanimity and 
understanding. According to the Polish historian 
Józef Wolski’s detailed studies, it was in fact the 
Arsacid dynasty that, to a far greater degree than 
is generally believed, supported the true Iranian 
tradition, and the cultural standing of its empire, 
the Parthian empire, must now be regarded in a 
completely different light3.

1 : Cf. David Ben-Gurion, Cyrus, King of Persia, Acta Ira-
nica I, Leiden 1974, pp. 127if., and Amnon Netzer, Some 
notes on the characterization of Cyrus the Great in J ewish 
and Judeo-Persian writings, Acta Iranica II, Leiden 1974, 
pp. 35 ff.

2 : Concerning the Jews in Arsacid times, see Geo Widengren,
Juifs et Iraniens à l’époque des Parthes, Vêtus Testamen- 
tum, Suppl. IV, Leiden 1957, pp. 197ff., and Jacob 
Neusner, A History of the Jews in Babylonia I. The Par
thian Period, Leiden 1965, particularly pp. 23 ff. (2nd 
revised edition 1969).

3 : See more recently Józef Wolski, Arsakiden und Sasani-
den, Beiträge zur Alten Geschichte und deren Nachleben. 
Festschrift für Franz Altheim zum 6.10.1968. Heraus
gegeben von Ruth Stiehl und Hans Erich Stier. Erster 
Band. Berlin 1969, pp. 315 ff., where a reference is also 
made to Wolski’s other basic works. Now further La cons
titution de l’empire d’Iran et son rôle dans l’histoire de 
l’Antiquité, Acta Iranica I, Leiden 1974, pp. 79 ff.

The conversion of the Adiabene dynasty, which 
was dependent upon the Arsacids, to the religion 
of Moses (1st century A.D.), referred to by Jo
sephus in Antiquities XX,II,1, strengthened the 
Iranian diaspora and increased its prestige in the 
outside world. The changes in the political climate 
under the Sasanids, the outcome of which included 
the pogroms inspired by the intolerant politico
religious leader Kartér, may well have caused a 
temporary stagnation, with its associated inse
curity, fanaticism and hatred, but at no time to 
the extent that the situation could be described as 
catastrophic. A material reason for the Jews’ 

1*
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survival in the Sasanid empire4 may be found in 
the religious strength and strong urge towards 
intellectual pursuits engendered by the great 
seats of learning. The school at Sura and that 
founded by Judah bar Ezekiel (died 299) at 
Pumbeditha carried on the traditions of Nehardea 
after its destruction in 259, and remained in 
existence until the 11th century. It is no accident 
that the Babylonian Talmud defines an 'am hä- 
äräs as a person who believed that intimate know
ledge of the Old Testament and of the Mishna was 
sufficient learning, whereas in the opinion of the 
Palestinians an ignorant person was merely one 
who did not know his Sama'-. There is good reason 
to see the continued effects of this insistence upon 
the ideal of learning and literary culture in the 
active role played by Iranian Jews in the great 
religious and cultural upheavals brought about by 
Islam, and in the influence they exercised in the 
field of art (for example in miniature painting), 
medicine and political science, under the changing 
Islamic dynasties up to the Pahlavi dynasty of 
our own day5.

A chapter in its own right of the cultural history 
of Iranian Jews is their literature — Judeo-Persian 
literature. A full understanding of its remarkable 
extent and considerable importance, as a matter 
of fact, did not emerge until the great bibliophile 
Elkan Nathan Adler, in the course of Central 
Asian travels during the nineties of the last cen
tury, secured a great quantity of Judeo-Persian 
manuscripts, which Wilhelm Bacher of Budapest 
made accessible to scholarly research6, and R. 
Shim‘on Hakham around the turn of the century 
in Jerusalem published a number of texts, Biblical, 
post-biblical and general7. It now became clear 
that the Persian-speaking Jews had in fact a 
richly-varied literature, including translations of 
the major works of Hebrew non-biblical literature 
(especially Salomon ibn Gabirol and Israel Najara), 
transcriptions of the great Persian poetical works 
(Nizâmï, Häfiz, Rùmï etc.), and above all a 
distinctive original literature (for example, Shä- 
hïn of Shiräz, 14th century; Imrânï, 16th cen

tury; the otherwise unknown Shihâb of Yazd 
(cf. Jes P. Asmussen, Sihäb, a Judeo-Persian Poet 
from Yazd, Mémorial Jean de Menasce, Louvain 
1974, p. 415if.), and, according to our friend 
Professor Mikhail I. Zand of the Hebrew Univer
sity of Jerusalem, unknown names such as Muhyi, 
Ismat, Shaydâ, Imlä and many others8.
4: See, e.g. Felix Lazarus, Die Häupter der Vertriebenen. 

Beiträge zu einer Geschichte der Exilfürsten in Baby
lonien unter den Arsakiden und Sassaniden. Jahrbücher 
für jüdische Geschichte und Literatur X, 1890, pp. Iff., 
Geo Widengren, The Status of the Jews in the Sassanian 
Empire, Iranica Antiqva I, Leiden 1961, pp. 117ff., 
Jacob Neusner, History of the Jews in Babylonia II. The 
Early Sasanian Period (1966), III. From Shapur I to 
Shapur II (1968), IV. The Age of Shapur II (1969), and 
V. Later Sasanian Times (1970), and Salo Wittmayer 
Baron, A Social and Religious History of the Jews I and 
II, 2nd edit., New York 1966.

5: Gf. Jes P. Asmussen, Studies in Judeo-Persian Literature 
[Studia Post-Biblica XXIV], Leiden 1973, pp. Iff.

6: Cf. E. N. Adler, The Persian Jews: Their Books and 
Their Ritual, JQR X, 1899, pp. 584 ff. A survey of Wil
helm Bacher’s vastly extensive body of work is given by 
Ludwig Blau, Bibliographie der Schriften Wilhelm Ba
chers nebst einem hebräischen Sach- und Ortsnamen- 
Register zu seinem sechsbändigen Agadawerke zu Ehren 
seines sechszigsten Geburtstages, Frankfurt a. Main 1910, 
and Dr. Friedman Dénes, Pótlás Blau Lajos “Bacher 
Vilmos irodalmi munkássága” cimü munkájához, Magyar 
Zsidó Szemle XLV, 1928, p. 143-151.

7 : On this remarkable Bokharan scholar much needs to be 
written. For details of his productive career, see A. Yaari, 
Sifre yehude bukhara (“The Books of the Bokharan Jews”) 
(Jerusalem 1942) - originally published as articles in 
Kiryath Sefer. His decision to translate the entire Bible 
into Judeo-Persian was cut short by his death in 1913. He 
did complete the Pentateuch, former Prophets, and 
Isaiah (through the middle of Chapter 41). All of these 
were published in Jerusalem in exceptionally handsome 
and careful editions.

8: Cf. Asmussen, Studies - 1973, pp. 3f., and Amnon Netzer, 
Montakhab-e as‘är-e färsi az äsär-e yahudiän-e Iran (An 
Anthology of Persian Poetry of the Jews of Iran), Far- 
hang-e Irän Zamin, Texts and Researches No. 16, Tehran 
1973. Following this, it is perhaps less strange that the 
oldest known New Persian literary monuments are Judeo- 
Persian (three inscriptions from Tang-e Azao in Central 
Afghanistan and a Jewish merchant’s private letter from 
Dandän Uiliq in Central Asia (8th cent.). See also W. J. 
Fischel, The Beginnings of Judeo-Persian Literature,
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Long before then, however, Biblical literature 
in Judeo-Persian was well-known, and its impor
tance had been realized and emphasized. From 
time immemorial the Jews of Iran have attached 
great weight to the study of the Bible. It is to be 
taken for granted that already at the time of the 
Sasanids a strong need for Iranian versions of the 
Biblical texts had been felt in both Jewish and 
Christian circles. Theodoret (from the 5th cent.) 
thus says (cEàât|vikc5v •Sepoctteutikti TraOrmaTCOv, 
Graecarum affectionum curatio V,839, Migne, 
PG 83, Paris 1859, cols. 947-948) with the straight
forwardness of what is a matter of course that the 
Hebrew language “has been translated not only 
into the tongue of the Greeks, but also into that

Mélanges d’orientalisme offerts à Henri Massé (Publica
tions de l’Université de Téhéran No 843), Téhéran 1963, 
p. lélff., and Amnon Netzer, A Judeo-Persian footnote: 
Sâhîn and 'Emrâni, Israel Oriental Studies IV, Tel Aviv 
University 1974, p. 258 ff.

9: See S. Munk, Notice sur Rabbi Saadia Gaon et sa version 
arabe d’Isaïe, et sur une version persane manuscrite de la 
Bibliothèque Royale p. 135 (in: La Bible, ed. S. Cahen, 
Vol. IX, Paris 1838).

10: F. C. Andreas, Bruchstücke einer Pehlewi-Übersetzung 
der Psalmen aus der Sassanidenzeit, SPAW 1910, p. 870; 
F. C. Andreas — Kaj Barr, Bruchstücke einer Pehlevi- 
Übersetzung der Psalmen, SPAW 1933, p. 94. Cf. also 
Ph. Gignous, L’auteur de la version pehlevie du psautier 
serait-il nestorien?, Mémorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri- 
Sarkis (1898-1968), Louvain 1969, pp. 233 ff., and the 
literature listed there.

11 : SeeJ. de Menasce, Une apologétique mazdéenne du IXe 
siècle, Skand-gumânïk vicâr, La solution décisive des 
doutes, Collectanea Friburgensia N.S. Fase. XXX, 
Fribourg 1945, pp. 176 ff.

12: F. W. K. Müller, Ein syrisch-neupersisches Psalmen
bruchstück aus Chinesisch-Türkistan, Festschrift Eduard 
Sachau, Berlin 1915, p. 215-222; Werner Sundermann, 
Einige Bemerkungen zum syrisch-neupersischen Psal
menbruchstück aus Chinesisch-Türkistan, Mémorial 
Jean de Menasce (Fondation Culturelle Iranienne 185), 
Louvain 1974, pp. 442 ff. Also Sogdian fragments of the 
Psalms have been found in Bulayïq, cf. Martin Schwartz, 
Studies in the Texts of the Christian Sogdians, University 
of California, Berkeley 1967, p. 126—144, idem, Sogdian 
Fragments of the Book of Psalms, Altorientalische For
schungen I (Schriften zur Geschichte und Kultur des 
Alten Orients 11), Berlin 1974, pp. 257 ff. 

of the Romans and Egyptians and Persians and 
Armenians and Scythians and Sauromatians” 
(Kai t) 'Eßpaicov cpcovf] où póvov eis tt)v [tgùv] 
'EÀÀîjvoov peTeßApSri, âÀÀà xai eis "rpv [tgov] 
'Pcûpaicùv Kai AiyuTTTÎcov xai riepacov xai ’IvSgùv 
xai ’Appevicûv xaî Zku-Soov xai ZaupopocTcov], 
and in agreement with this is a remark by Maimo- 
nides (12th cent., in Iggeret Teman, fern rnjiN) 
informing us that a Persian translation of the 
Torah existed several centuries before Muham
mad9. There are no immediately relevant means 
to verify the historicity of these passages, but it 
may find certain support from the fact that very 
old translations of Old Testament literature were 
known among Christians and Zoroastrians :

1 : Fragments of a Middle Persian translation of 
the Psalms (Ps. 94-99, 118, and 121-136). F. C. 
Andreas thought, from palaeographical reasons 
and because the Canones of Mär Abhä are given, 
that the manuscript itself was made in the middle 
of the 6th century; but at the same time, having 
compared it with the oldest Peshitta-manuscripts 
(Ambrosianus and British Museum Add. 17110), 
he came to the conclusion that the actual Psalm
translation was considerably older, probably from 
410-420 A.D. Whereas Kaj Barr, the editor of the 
fragments, was most inclined to assume the 7th 
century as the time of composition of both manus
cript and translation10.

2: The Pahlavi Skand-gumânïk vicâr (“The 
Doubt-dispelling Explanation”), now in extenso 
only in a Pâzand-transcription. It is a refutation 
of i.a. Islam (Chapter XI-XII), the religion of the 
Jews (Ch. XIII-XIV), of the Christians (Ch. XV), 
and of the Manichaeans (Ch. XVI). Though 
writing in the 9th century, the Zoroastrian author 
Martän Farrukh ï Ohrmazddâtân no doubt 
used much older - Syriac and/or Arabic - transla
tions as a source for his numerous quotations from 
the Old Testament11. And

3: A Syro-New Persian Psalm fragment (parts 
from Ps. 131, 132, 133, 146, and 147, the Peshitta- 
text and Persian translation) from the ruin Bulayïq 
in Central Asia12. An exact chronological deter
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initiation is hardly possible, but under all cir
cumstances it belongs to an early period in the 
development of the New Persian written language 
towards orthographic stability.

On the basis of these text-witnesses one can 
reasonably assume that the Iranian Jews from the 
very first beginning of Judeo-Persian literature 
have had an old and secure Bible tradition by 
which to be supported and guided. It took, how
ever, a long time, before scholars in Europe rea
lized that a living tradition of that kind was 
maintained in Iran. Interest first arose, when the 
learned Thomas Hyde in 1657 transcribed a 
Judeo-Persian Pentateuch version and translated 
it into Latin for the London Polyglot edited by 
Bryan Walton (Vol. IV). But this version had 
already been prepared in 1546 by Jacob ben 
Joseph Tavus (DTlfrW) f°r the Constantinople 
Polyglot Bible. Jacob ben Joseph Tavus was 
probably not the translator, but was rather the 
editor or preparator of the translation for the 
printer. The text is pointed throughout with 
Tiberian diacritics and the indication of vowels is 
highly dependent on the vowel diacritics. Thus, 
a word like äsmän, “heaven”, which everywhere 
else in Judeo-Persian is written JNDDN will 

usually appear here as ]DDN13- The Persian 

lexical material from this text was included in 
Edmundus Castellus’ Lexicon Heptaglotton (Lon
don 1669) and then also used by Ioannes Augustus 
Vullers in his Lexicon Persico-Latinum Etymolo- 
gicum I-II (Bonnae ad Rhenum 1855/1864), 
with the reference “C. ex vers. p. vet. T.”. With 
Kritische Beleuchtung der persischen Pentateuch-Ueber- 
setzung des Jacob ben Joseph Tavus unter stetiger 
Rücksichtnahme auf die aeltesten Bibelversionen. Ein 
Beitrag zur Geschichte der Bibel-Exegese (Leipzig und 
Heidelberg 1871. Review by Abraham Geiger in 
Jüdische Zeitschrift für Wissenschaft und Leben 
Vol. 10, Breslau 1872, p. 103-111), Alexander 
Kohut made the Tavus text the object of a detailed 
analysis without, however, receiving the recogni
tion he justly deserved. Walter J. Fischel14 rightly 

remarks that the version from 1546 far from 
marking the opening of a really comprehensive 
Old Testament translational literature on the 
contrary represents the culmination of an activity 
that had been going on for centuries - and which 
continued into the 20th century.15

Pioneers in the scholarly exploitation of Judeo- 
Persian Bible texts were Dr. K. D. Hassler16 and 
S. Munk. With his article Nachricht von einer 
bisher noch unbekannten unmittelbaren persischen Ueber- 
setzung der Salomonischen Schriften from 182917 

13: The Tavus version is included in Herbert H. Paper, 
Biblia Judaeo-Persica: Editio Variorum, Genesis, Exodus, 
Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy [Judeo-Persian Text 
in the Hebrew Alphabet]. 5 Reels of 35 mm Positive 
Microfilm. Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, 
U.S.A. - University Microfilms Limited, High Wycombe, 
England, 1973. Cf. Jes P. Asmussen, JAOS 96.2 (1976), 
p. 310-313. Paper’s Editio Variorum, it should be added, 
also contains, thanks to the aid of Professor M. I. Zand, 
a short passage (Exodus XXXII,33-XXXIII,6) of the 
Judeo-Persian Pentateuch manuscript known to be in 
the Saltykov-Shchedrin Library in Leningrad (B141). 

14: Israel in Iran (A Survey of Judeo-Persian Literature), 
The Jews. Their History, Culture, and Religion. Edited 
by Louis Finkelstein, New York 1949, p. 827. See also 
Walter J. Fischel, The Contribution of the Persian Jews 
to Iranian Culture and Literature, Acta Iranica 3 
(Leiden 1974), p. 299-315.

15: See Jes Peter Asmussen, Den gammeltestamentlige litte
ratur på jødisk-persisk, DTT 28, København 1965, pp. 
5f., especially note 19. The greatest name among the 
modern translators is R. Shim'on Hakham mentioned 
above (p. 4, note 7). His Judeo-Persian (i.e. Judeo- Tajik) 
translation (Jerusalem 1904) is reproduced in Herbert 
H. Paper’s Biblia Judaeo-Persica: Editio Variorum from 
1973. R. Shim‘on opted to point his translation comple
tely with Tiberian diacritics as a supplement to the 
consonantal orthography, unlike that of Tavus. He also 
provided numerous footnotes to traditional commentary 
sources. These are all to be found in Paper’s edition. An 
especially valuable aspect of R. Shim'on’s translation 
was his decision to refer regularly to those words and 
phrases which as he put it “our teachers in Bokhara were 
wont to use”. These he added in parentheses. Thus, he 
provided us with essentially two translations of the Pen
tateuch.

16: Cf. Asmussen, Studies - 1973, pp. 131 f.
17 : Theologische Studien und Kritiken. Eine Zeitschrift für 

das gesamte Gebiet der Theologie in Verbindung mit 
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Hassler, then professor in Ulm, inaugurated Ju- 
deo-Persian Bible studies (Song of Songs, 1,1-8 as

D. Dieseler, D. Lücke und D. Nitzsch herausgegeben 
von D. E. Ullmann und D. F. W. E. Umbreit, II, 3. 
Heft, Hamburg 1829, p. 469-480.

18: Op. cit.
19 : Persische Studien. Abh. der Kgl. Gesellschaft der Wissen

schaften zu Göttingen 31. Band, 1884. In those texts 
occurs—among many other interesting words—the 
famous verb gvzmvrdn (“wither”), Isaiah XVI,8; 
XIX,8; XXIV,4,7; XXXIII,9; Jeremiah XIV,2; 
XV,9 (gvzmrdh ’md, gvzmvrd’ynd, gvzmvrdh svdh 
’mdnd, gvzmvrdh §ydh ’md, gvzmvrdh §vdh bvd, 
gvzmvrdh ’mdnd). The Judeo-Persian form—together 
with the Parthian vizmar—(M 91 V 11: vyzmryd)— 
clearly shows that New Persian pi/azmurdan < biz- 
murdan < *vizmurdan.  On this special case see Th. 
Nöldeke, Ueber die Texte des Buches von den zehn 
Veziren, besonders über eine alte persische Recension 
desselben, ZDMG 45, Leipzig 1891, p. 106, line 10 and 
note 3; Paul Horn, Grundriss der neupersischen Etymo
logie, Strassburg 1893, p. 69; H. Hübschmann, Persi
sche Studien, Strassburg 1895, p. 41 ; Wolfgang Lentz, 
Die nordiranischen Elemente in der neupersischen 
Literatursprache bei Firdosi, ZII 4, Leipzig 1926, p 
299; W. Henning, Göttingische gelehrte Anzeigen 1935 
Nr. 1, p. 18; Wilhelm Eilers, Kult und Sprachform in 
Iran, ZDMG, Supplement II, XVIII. Deutscher Orien-. 
talistentag vom 1. bis 5. Oktober 1972 in Lübeck. Vor-, 
träge. Herausgegeben von Wolfgang Voigt, Wiesbaden 
1974, p. 482. Another extremely important Ezekiel 
text is in the Judeo-Persian Commentary on Ezekiel in 
Leningrad, unfortunately not yet published in extenso. 
Chapter IV was edited by G. Salemann in 1900 (Zum 
mittelpersischen Passiv, Bulletin de l’Académie Imperiale 
des Sciences de St.-Pétersbourg. 1900 Octobre. T. 
XIII, No. 3, pp. 273 ff. (here the old ih- passive forms 
(-n\ -ri-).

20: Cf. Herbert H. Paper, Research in Judaeo-Persian: 
Needs, Deeds, and Prospects The Fifth World Congress 
of Jewish Studies — Volume IV, Jerusalem 1973, pp. 
85ff. Recent works are Amnon Netzer, Däniyäl-Näme; 
An Exposition of Judeo-Persian, in: Islam and Its Cul
tural Divergence, ed. G. L. Tikku (University of Illinois 
Press 1970), p. 145-164, idem Däniyäl-näma and its 
linguistic features, Israel Oriental Studies II, Tel Aviv 
1972, p. 305-314, and Shaul Shaked, Judeo-Persian 
Notes, Israel Oriental Studies I, Tel Aviv 1971, p. 
178-182 (on the text published by D. N. MacKenzie, 
BSOAS XXXI/2 (1968), p. 249 ff, and the Judeo- 
Persian Law-report from Ahwäz). 

sample text), and a few years later, 1838, S. Munk18 
picked up the thread by publishing short pieces 
from manuscripts in Paris, viz. quotations from 
Genesis (Ms. Hébr. 70 and 71, H. Zotenberg, 
Catalogues des Manuscrits Hébreux et Samaritains 
de la Bibliothèque Impériale, Paris 1866, p. 7), 
Isaiah (Ms. 97, Zotenberg p. 10), Tobias (Ms. 130, 
Zotenberg p. 14) and Megillath Antiokus (ibidem). 
The decisive turning-point, however, came, when 
Paul de Lagarde, inspired by Hassler and Munk, 
published, in 1884, the whole of the above men
tioned Ms. 97 (Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel 
I-X,4)19. He began his comments on these texts 
by writing (in his peculiar orthography) ” - es 
fliesst uns noch eine reine und reichliche quelle, 
aus der zu trinken mir grossen genuss gewärt 
hat: die von Juden gemachten übersezungen des 
alten testaments” (p. 68), summing up (p. 70) 
“ - von jetzt ab wird niemand behaupten dürfen 
den wortschaz des neuPersischen zu kennen, der 
diese übersezungen nicht von anfange bis zum 
ende durchgearbeitet hat”. Although de Lagarde’s 
reviewers, Th. Nöldeke (Literarisches Central
blatt No. 26, 21. Juni 1884, cols. 888-891), C. 
Salemann (Literatur-Blatt für orientalische Phi
lologie III, 1885, pp. 74-86), and Paul Horn (Zu 
den jüdisch-persischen Bibelübersetzungen, Indo
germanische Forschungen II, 1893, pp. 132-143) 
fully agreed with him, no serious work on these 
texts was undertaken. Paul Horn himself did his 
best to illustrate their importance by utilizing 
what was at his disposal for his Neupersische Etymo
logie from 1893. Maybe the scarcity of material 
was the main reason why so little was done. This 
calamity is now, fortunately, being made good, 
but much still remains, and many riddles await 
their solution20.

Recently published Judeo-Persian Bible texts 
a: Pentateuch

1: Vat. Pers. 61, Vatican Library, Rome. This 
manuscript was acquired by Giambattista Vecchietti 
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(1552-1619) in 1606 in Lar21. The major bulk of 
the text is certainly much older than the early 
seventeenth century. The entire text has been 
published as follows: Herbert H. Paper, The 
Vatican Judeo-Persian Pentateuch: Genesis, AO 
28, 1965, pp. 263-340; Exodus, ibid. 29, 1965, 
pp. 75-136; Leviticus, ibid. 29, 1965, pp. 137- 
181; Numbers, ibid. 29, 1966, pp. 253-310; 
Deuteronomy, ibid. 31, 1968, pp. 55-113. It is 
reproduced—with corrections—in Biblia Judaeo- 
Persica: Editio Variorum from 1973 (cf. p. 00, note 
13). The Vatican manuscript consists of 364 pages. 
However, the first twenty-three and the last two 
pages are in a much later hand, presumably com
pleted at the time of Vecchietti’s purchase to 
supply the missing sections. The same later scribe 
also touched up occasional words, and edges and 
corners of pages elsewhere throughout the manu
script. Cf. also Jes P. Asmussen, Judaeo-Pérsica III. 
Vier ungewöhnliche Wörter aus der Genesisver
sion des jüdisch-persischen Vatikan-Pentateuchs. 
AO 29, 1966, pp. 247 ff., Herbert H. Paper, A 
Note on Judeo-Persian Copulas, JAOS 87, 1967, 
p. 227ff, and J. P. Asmussen, A Select List of 
Words from the Vatican Judaeo-Persian Penta
teuch (Genesis), K. R. Cama Oriental Institute 
Golden Jubilee Volume, Bombay 1969, p. 93 ff.

2 : British Museum Or. 5446. This is the oldest 
dated Judeo-Persian Pentateuch translation that 
is known. The happy circumstance that its colo
phon is preserved provides the date equivalent to 
1319 A.D. The full text of the manuscript is 
published in Herbert H. Paper, A Judeo-Persian 
Pentateuch (Jerusalem: Ben-Zvi Institute - He
brew University, 1972), and is reproduced with 
corrections, but without the supplementary gram
matical, lexical, and homiletic material in the 
Editio Variorum from 1973. The British Museum 
ms., though dated to 1319, contains two distinct 
Persian dialects, as Paper has shown: that of the 
translation itself and that of the commentaries. 
The Pentateuch translation dialect is much older 
than the early fourteenth century date of the 
manuscript, presumably from the twelfth century, 

but any more accurate dating from language 
and/or palaeography must await research yet to 
be carried out. This text—together with the 
Vatican version—has been used by Herbert H. 
Paper, Judeo-Persian Deverbatives in -SN and 
-ST, HJ X, The Hague 1967, p. 56ff, and Jes P. 
Asmussen, Jüdisch-persisch guyän [gwy’n], “Zelt”, 
Temenos Vol. 5, Helsinki 1969, p. 17ff.

3: Jewish Theological Seminary (New York), 
Elkan N. Adler Collection B(okhara) 63 (cf. 
E. N. Adler, The Persian Jews: Their Books and 
their Ritual, JQR Vol. X, 1899, p. 596. This 
manuscript was aquired by Adler in Bokhara and 
turns out to contain a text that is in the main a 
twin of that in the Vatican manuscript. The first 
sixteen and the last two pages are in a very much 
later hand and in a very different form of Persian. 
But thanks to this “later hand”—and this again 
shows the great importance of these old Judeo- 
Persian Bible texts—the development of the word 
for “tent” (cf. the article mentioned above) can 
now be fully attested : Middle Persian viyän > 
New Persian biyän (Vatican text), guyän (BM Or. 
5446), giyän (B 63) The entire text has been 
included in Paper's Editio Variorum (1973).

4: Hebrew Union College (Cincinnati), ms. no. 
2193. A forty page manuscript acquired by Ezra 
Spicehandler in Hamadan in 1963. The text is 
separately published in Herbert H. Paper, Another 
Judeo-Persian Pentateuch Translation: Ms HUC 
2193, Hebrew Union College Annual Vol. XLIII, 
1972, p. 207 ff. The manuscript is a tantalizing 
fragment for it contains the following material: 
Gen. 24,16-25,18; I Kings 1,1-34; Gen. 25,19- 
28,9; Mai. 1,1-2,7; Gen. 28,10-32,3; Hos. 11,7- 
12,14; Gen. 32,4-36,23. Thus, each portion of the 
Pentateuch that is read weekly in the synagogue 
is followed by a translation of the prophetic por
tion traditionally assigned and read at the close 
of the Torah reading. This is a unique text, there-

21 : For much more detail on Vecchietti see Walter J. Fischel, 
The Bible in Persian Translation. A Contribution to the 
History of Bible Translations in Persia and India, HTR 
XLV, 1952, p. 3-45.
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fore, by virtue of this arrangement. It is reproduced 
in the Editio Variorum.

5: Ben-Zvi Institute, Jerusalem, ms. 1028, 
published by Herbert H. Paper in the Editio 
Variorum. XX Cf. Herbert H. Paper, Notes to 
a Judeo-Persian Bible Manuscript: Ben-Zvi In
stitute, Jerusalem, MS. 1028 (Indo-Iranian Jour
nal 17 (1975), p. 218-243. The ms. contains 280 
pages, 23 lines per page, written on blue paper. 
It is a complete Judeo-Persian translation of the 
Pentateuch (missing: Gen. 1,1-111,6 and VIII,4- 
XI,4). The text contains only the Judeo-Persian 
verses.

From the texts enumerated in 1), 2) and 3), 
Deut. V,6-18 has been published by Herbert H. 
Paper, Judeo-Persian Bible Translations: Some 
Sample Texts, SBB Vol. VIII, Cincinnati, Ohio 
1968, p. 99 ff.; and from 1) and 2) Gen. IV by Jes P. 
Asmussen, Studies in Judeo-Persian Literature, 
Leiden 1973, p. 122 if.

b: Isaiah
Paul de Lagarde’s text and the printed Judeo- 

Persian (Judeo-Tajik) translation of Shim‘on Hak- 
ham (Jerusalem 1914): Herbert H. Paper, Isaiah 
in Judeo-Persian (Chapters 1 and 2), Acta Iranica 5 
(Monumentum H. S. Nyberg II), Leiden 1975, 
p. 145-161. Cf. Jes P. Asmussen, Über die Wieder
gabe geographischer und ethnischer Namen in 
einer jüdisch-persischen Jesaia-Version (Temenos 
Vol. 10 (1974), p. 5 ff.) (Paul de Lagarde’s text), 

c: Hosea
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, ms. Hébr. 101: 

Jes P. Asmussen, Jüdisch-persische Hoseastücke, 
Acta Iranica 4 (Monumentum H. S. Nyberg I), 
Leiden 1975, p. 15—18 (only 1,6-8; 11,3,8,10; 
HI,2).

d: Esther
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, ms. Hébr. 127 

and 116 (cf. Zotenberg, op. cit. p. 12f.), edited 
by Ernest Mainz, Esther en judéo-persan, JA 
CGLVIII, Paris 1970, p. 95ff.

e: Psalms
According to Walter J. Fischei (HTR XLV, 

1952, p. 11) Vecchietti obtained several old 
manuscripts of the Psalms in Judeo-Persian trans
lation in Shiraz and Lar (1601), but none of these 
have hitherto been published. It seems, as if the 
old translational tradition was radically inter
rupted by the Psalm translation of Baba ben 
Nuriel from 1740. On editions of this text see 
I. Grill, Der 68ste Psalm, Tübingen 1883, p. 223— 
227, and Jes P. Asmussen, Judaeo-Persica IV. 
Einige Bemerkungen zu Baba ben Nuriel’s Psal
menübersetzung, AO XXX, 1966, p. 15 ff. (edi
tion of Psalms 3, 67, 70, and 117). An important 
edition of the Judeo-Persian Psalm text is Tafsir 
of the Psalms in Jewish Persian According to 
Five Manuscripts. With Introduction and Vari
ants and Notes by Prof. E. Z. Melammed, Jeru
salem 5728.

f: Ecclesiastes
The Jewish Theological Seminary, New York, 

ms. no. 433 (= B(okhara) 46 in E. N. Adler, JQR 
X, 1899, p. 595), published by Herbert H. Paper, 
Ecclesiastes in Judeo-Persian, Orientalia Vol. 42 — 
Fase. 1-2, Roma 1973 (Gelb Volume), p. 328ff. 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, ms. Hébr. 116 and 
117, edited by E. Mainz, L’Ecclésiaste en judéo- 
persan, Studia Iranica III, Leiden 1974, p. 21 Iff.

g: Lamentations
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, ms. Hébr. 101 

and 118 (Zotenberg, op. cit. p. 10 and 12-13), 
edited by E. Mainz, Les Lamentations en judéo- 
persan, Studia Iranica II, Leiden 1973, p. 193 ff.

h : The Book of Job
A manuscript from the collection of Dr. M. 

Benayahu, edited by Herbert H. Paper (A Judeo- 
Persian Book of Job. Proceedings of the Israel 
Academy of Sciences and Humanities, V, 12 
[Jerusalem 1976], p. 313-365).
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Chapter 2: The Judeo-Persian Version of the Song of Songs 
According to MS. Hébr. 116 

of the Bibliothèque Nationale of Paris

9:2

The Paris manuscript used by Dr. K. D. Hassler 
was Ms. Hébr. 117. It has been described by 
H. Zotenberg in the following way: Les Proverbes 
de Salomon, l’Ecclésiaste et le Cantique des 
Cantiques, accompagnés, verset par verset, d’une 
traduction persane, écrite en caractères hébreux. 
Le texte hébreu est pourvu de points-voyelles. 
------ A la première page le propriétaire du ms. a 
consigné un événement de famille (la mort de sa 
femme), l’an 1194 des Séleucides (1505 de J.C.) 
[Catalogues des Manuscrits Hebreux et Samaritains de 
la Bibliothèque Impériale, Paris 1866, p. 12). No 
doubt, it was the very specimen published by 
Hassler that awakened Paul de Lagarde’s interest 
in Judeo-Persian studies. After Hassler’s death 
(15. 4. 1873; cf. ZDMG 27 (1874), p. Ill) de 
Lagarde tried to acquire the copy of the manus
cript that this scholar had made for private use, 
first in vain (cf. Persische Studien, Göttingen 1884, 
p. 68), but then with success, in Augsburg. This 
copy has lately been rediscovered in the Staats- 
und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen by Professor 
W. Strothmann (cf. Marjam Parvisi-Berger, Zu der 
“verschollenen” Abschrift der alttestamentlichen 
Bücher “Salomonis” in persischer Übersetzung und 
hebräischer Schrift aus dem Nachlass P. de 

Lagardes, Paul de Lagarde und die syrische 
Kirchengeschichte mit einem Geleitwort von Prof. 
D. Hermann Dörres herausgegeben vom Göttin
ger Arbeitskreis für syrische Kirchengeschichte, 
Göttingen 1968, p. 32ff.). Similar to Ms. Hébr. 
117, but still offering remarkable readings of its 
own is Ms. Hebr. 116. This text and the other 
Judeo-Persian versions reproduced in this volume 
should provide a tool for obtaining a fuller under
standing of the dialectology, lexicography, phone
tics, and exegetical tradition of the Jews of Iran. 
The study of Judeo-Persian Bible versions in 
general attains to wider perspectives, when ver
sions in other of the languages used by Jews through 
the centuries besides Hebrew are taken into 
consideration: the same characteristic features 
occur and thus make possible a more compre
hensive “international” coherence that can be 
established not least by the help of the tendency of 
the different languages towards creating an 
“artificial” vocabulary. One typical example is the 
Judeo-Italian version of the Song of Songs published 
by Giuseppe Sermoneta (Un volgarizzamento 
giudeo-italiano [Quaderni degli “Studi di Filologia 
Italiana” publicad dall’ Accademia della Crusca. 
Quaderno 2], Firenze 1974, p. 17-31 and p. 42-51).
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VIII,3-5
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Transliteration of the Judeo-Persian Text of Ms. Hebr. 116

In a number of cases no distinction is made between g and % , b and 

p and f, and, especially, k and x; d is used for z.

Chapter I

Fol. 85 b

1) srvd ’n srvdh° 3 V
ncy bslmh

2) bvsh dh mr 3 z bvsh dh n vy ky
o

nykvtr n hnd dvsty

tv °z myy

3) bbvy ^3lyh tv nykv°n rvgn

Fol. 86 a

0 3 3 3 3 o
rykth svv hst in m tv br yn sbb qvvm n dvst d rnd tvr

by ks n mr > ps tv by dvvym by brd mr’ ’n mlk ^fzynh 3vy

3 V V 3 . 3 3
xvrm b sym vs d b sym btv y d kvnym dvsty tv z myy

3 a
kvb n dvst d rnd tvr

■> V PC V V V , 35) sy h hm mn vkvb t yrvslm cvn by nh qvryys cvn svqh

slmh

Fol. 86 b

6) mbynyd mr^ ky mn sy3 h b’m hm ky bngryd mr’ 3n xvrsyd

pvsr n m dr mn
y
jng krdnd bmn bgvm^stnd mr3 ngh ,3 3 d r mr

 3 V 3 V*
n rzh rz xvys ny ngh d stm

7) 3g’h kvn bmn ky dvst d st j n mn
V
cy gvnh by

V 3 
cr ny cygvnh

3 3 * . 3 V V
by xvps ny bnym rvz n ky cyr b smi cvn mvsybt d ry br

rmh3 rpyq*n tv

8) 3 ^3gr ny sn sy btv °n 3
kvbtr bt^vvm n

y p
byrvn svv btv bpyyh

3n gvspnd’n vby V o cr n
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Fol. 87 a

mr khrh’ tv 3br msknh° °n sv'n □ 
n

9) bm’dh □ 3 sp n 3 C 03bmrkbh pr h kvm n
3

krdm tv y

rpyqh mn

lo) xvb bvdnd °v'°rh tv bdr°gh3 grdn tv bhlyh3

11) dr° gh3 zryn by kvnym btv 5b’z sv dh symyn

12) hnvz ky 3 n mlk bmjls vy gvl
3

mn d d bvy
3
vy

13) bsth n msk dvst mn bmn my^n O 3
pst nh mn mnzl

gyrd

14) xvsh 3 n svmbvlh dvst mn bmn brzst n

Fol. 87 b

cyngdy

15) 3 ynk tv kvb 3 y rpyqh mn ’ynk V V 3tv kvb csm n

tv kbvtr
3

n

16) 3 ynk tv nykvy 3y dvst mn
3
nyz kvb nyz tkt

3 ym’ sbz hst

17) f rsh3 k’nh ym srvh mhrh’ 3 ym
° 3 3 3

z d srvh

Chapter II

1) mnm gvl
3 ’n mrgvz ry svsn ’n (irh’

2) evn svsn
3 O

my n n x
□ 3
rh 1hmydvn rpyqh mn

3
my n

3n 3qvvm n

Fol. 88 a

3) evn syb bdrkth3 ’n bysh hmydvn dvst mn
3

my n

3 n qvvm’n bs’yh ’vy °rzvy krdm vby nsstm vbr

vy syryn bk’m mn

*) by brd imr’ bk’nh n myy
c

V lm
3
vy °br mn

dvsty
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nykvtryn mn vby rvv btv

5) by

rnjvr

gyr’nyd

dvst

3 
mr

hm

Z Z 3
bsysh f]

mn

Z 3
rs bgnyd mr3 bsybh’ ky

6) y 
cp 3vy zyr 1bsr mn vr^st 3vy dr 3 V ,gvs gyrd

□ mr

7) svgnd
0

d dm

Fol. 88 b

V o
svm d r sy V 3jm C /t yrvslm b’hv’n y bm^dh gvzn’n

z Z > , y
dsty 3 gr dvsmny kvnyd v gr dvsmn d ryd mr n

3 ». . sy.
dvst t ky !mvr■ d b sd

8} □ 3V z dvst mn 3 ynk 3yn 3 3yy vr jfyh3 3 br ’n

3 0 . 3 V 3 „ 3
kvhh rqs kvn br n cfí dh

9) 3 
xvm n 3 hst dvst

»
mn b hv y 3 bbch 3 9n gvzn n

3ynk °yn 3yst 3 3
ps dyv r 3 > ,ym ngh kvn z n

drych 3 gvl P
Z3 s n z n svl’xh ’

lo) d’d dvst mn vgvpt bmn

Fol. 89 a

vr xyz btv 3
y rpyqh mn nykvtryn mn by rvv

btv

11) ky 3ynk 3 n zmst’n gvdst 3 u3 3n b r n
y

gvdst rpt

b’vy

12) ’n gvlh3 dyd^ r
»

mdnd dr zmyn vqt ’n srvd

rsyd o 3» V V z 3 n tdrvv ’snydh °md dr zmyn ’ym’

13) ■’n 3 Vnjyr bsth ’md brh3 3 3n v n rzh’ gvskvpth

3
md d dnd bvy vr kyz btv y rpyqh mn
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Fol. 89 b

14) kbvtr mn bdrh3 ’n kmr bnh n ^sy
3 3 ,=n nv rd n

o
bnvm y mr3 mr

3 V
nvm yst tv

0 V 3 
by snv n mr’ mr

□ 3 O 3 V
tv kvbV z tv ky V z tv xvvs vnvm yst

15) bygyryd1 b3 □
ym rvb’h^n rvb’h° n kvck3 n tbh kvn33n

rzh3 vrzh3 ’ym gvskvpth md

16) dvst mn bmn vmn b3vy 3n crh kvn3 bsvsnh 3

Fol. 9o b

17) t3 ky by dmd ’ni rvz vby gvryznd 3n s°yh

bygrd
» 3xvm n

. 3 V 
b s btv dvst mn b3hv y3 bbch

3gvzn n 3 br kvhh3 btr

Chapter III

1) °br bstr mn bsbh’ tlb krdm mr ky dvst d

✓d
J n mn tlb•

krdm 3vyr3 vny y 3ptm 3 vyr 3

2) vr kyzm nvn vgrd 3ndr grdm bshr bb3z3rh3

vbpr’ k J°yhi tlb kvnm mr ky• dvst d3st y’n

mn tlb• krdm 3 3 3 .vyr vny y ptm 3 vyr o

Fol. 9o b

3) y3ptnd mr
3,33 3

n p rsb n n n grd ndr grd’’n

dr shr mr ky dvst d ’st J3n mn dydyd

4) V evn °ndky ky 3 3gvdstm z ys n t3 ky y°ptm

mr ky dvst d °st ï°n mn bgrptm 3 3vyr vny

rh3 krdm ’vyr’ t3 ky 3ndr bvrdm vyr bk

m3dr mn vbhvjrh pdr mn

5) svgnd d°dm svm 3 3r y Ym3ct yrvslm b°hv3n

y’ bm3dh gvzn3 n dsty °gr dvsmny kvnyd
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Fol. 91 a

v’gr dvsmn d°ryd 3
mr n dvst t’ ky

O
mvr d b 3 sd

6) kyst  3 yn br 3 yy 3 3 z n by b n evn bvx^rh 3 dvd

dvxnh krdh msk vkvndvrv °z hmh grd efr

7)
V x/ 3 3 3 , 3

ynk tkt vy ky bslmh sst jb r n grd n grd b n

3 z V » 3jb r n ysr 1

0) jvmlh 3 VJ ys n 3 3 gyr n
✓ V 
smsyr tclym kvn3’n k’rz’r mrd

sm^yr o vy 3br r° n °vy 3 z shm gyhnm

Fol. 91 b

9) kvsk cvbyn krd b 3 3vy n V mlk slmh z drkth° 3 n

byshst^n

lo) stvnh3 3
vy krd symyn

V 
f rs

o
vy zryn mrkb

3
vy

3rjv3n 3 my n 3vy sng °bgndh dvst z fr’et yrvslm

11) byrvn 3yyd vby bynyd 3 y jm t syvn bmlk slmh

bt3J ky t3 Vjvvr krd .3 b vy m^dr 3
vy brvz crvsy

3 vy vbrvz
Vs 
s dy dl 3vy

Chapter

tv

tv

3z

IV

Fol. 92 a

1) °ynk tv kvb 3
y rfyqh

3
mn ynk tv

✓ ✓ 3
kvb csm n

kmvtr°n ( scribal error for kbvtr^n) 3z 3ndrvn bzvlp

mvyh tv
V 
evn rmh 3 n bvz’n ky by rmydnd ’z

kvh glCd

2) dnd°nh° tv evn rmh 3 n C 3mv yyn n ky 3br °mdnd

3n svstn ry ky jvmlh 3 V3 .ys n tm
3 3

m n vskrvyd3y

nyst b ys n
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3) evn rsth krmz lby’nh^ tv vskvn tv kvb evn

sk°pt h n °r bvn^gvs tv 3 z 3ndrvn bzvlp tv

4) ✓ 
evn

✓
kvsk dvyd grdn tv

Fol. 92 b

3 b°dD n krdh btlh3 hz°r 3 n spr °vykth br vy

hmh J bh n vr o » jb r n

5) dv pst’nh’ tv evn dv
✓ 

bch gvzn n tm m n hv

n erh kvn^^n bsvsnh 3

6) t° ky by dmd 3 n rvz vby gvryznd 3 , 3n s yh

by rvvm bmn bkvh °n msk vbc^ d n kvndvrv

7) jvmlh tv xvb °y rpyqh mn vCyyb nyst btv

8) 0 i?b z
□ 

mn z

Fol. 93 a

V o 3 C 3,3
byshst n y rvs b z mn z byshst n by °yy

vngrs kvny dz sr °mnh 3 z
z

sr snyr vhrmvn

0 z
3,3 ✓ 3

m vyh syr n °z kvhh3 plng°n

9) dl by bvrdy mr 3 3 y kv’ hr cmn rvs dl by

bvrdy mr3 byky °z csm°n tv byky tvvq °z 

grdnh° tv

lo)
V 
cy

nykvy

kvb

1

bvdnd dvsty tv

3
□vdnd dvsty tv

0 3 C
y kv hr mn rvs <

z myy vbvy ¿f^lyh tv

3 , 3 3
z hmh bvy bz rh

11) shd by ck^nnd lby3nh°

Fol. 93 b

tv °y C c V
rvs si vsyr

3
zyr zb n tv vbvy ✓o

J 1

tv
V 
evn

V ?bvy byshst n
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12] bvst° n qvfl krdh
3

y kv^hr C 3
mn rvs dvl b qvpl

krdh VV u csmh mvhr krdh

13) k°n tv b’y n*rh b z br kvsk myvh3 svmbvlh3

Yz gvlh’

14) gvl
£ 3

vz pr n nyy v°vd 3b°z hmh drkth3 kvndvrv

msk vçndl 3, 3b z hmh °vvlyn bvy 3bz°rh 3

15) csmh bvst3n c h °b V'V' csmh
V 9 0

nyz syryn vrvv n z

/ 3 byshst n

Fol. 94 a

16) byd^r , □ V b s spvn vby °yy tymn bydm bvst=n mn by

cknd bvy 3 bz^rh 3 3 ,vy by °yyd s
dvst mn bbvst n

°vy vby xvvrd
V

br kvsk myvh5 3
vy

Chapter V

1) svdm bbvst’n mn 3y kv° hr mn Crvs by cydm msk

mn
3 3
b z bvy 3. 3bz r mn xvrdm nyy mn 3 b z csl

mn tnjydm myy mn 3 . = b z
V 
syr mn by xvryd y

rpyq' n btnYyd vmst svvyd 3
y dvst

3 n

ol. 94 b

2) mn 3ndr kv° b vdl mn
o

byd r 3 3V z dvst mn dr

kv43 by gvs y bmn y
3 

kv hr mn rpyqh mn kbvtr

mn hm jvpt mn ky sr mn pvr svdh 3md nm

o . 3 3 z
gysvyh mn drvsth b r n sb

svkth °mdnd °br °vy

3) dr ksydm mr dvr°h mn cygvnh
, V 3 3
dr pvsm nr

svstm mr
3

p y mn cygvnh plyd kvnm ys n r

4) dvst mn ksyd dst °vy 3 3 z n
3 3 C. 3

svi k V m y mn
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5) vr k3stm z
mn bgvsvdn bdvst mn vdst mn by

Fol. 95 a

y o 3 z s
ck nydnd msk v ngvst n mn msk gvdr° a, . °br bvst i

qvpl krdh

6) gvsvdm mn bdvst mn vdvst mn nh°n V
svd by

V
gvdst V5

J n mn byrvn 3md bskvn gvpt n 3vy tlb

krdm => o
vyr vny y°ptm 3vyr° kv°ndm 3vyr3 vny

V 3, jv b d’d mr °

7) y°ptnd mr3 3n p^rsb’n sn 3n grd 3ndr grd^n

z
bshr by zdnd mrs by kvptnd mr’ 3 Z

vr d stnd r

vc dvr mn °z zbr mn 3 3 O 3
ngh dr n n b^rvyh’

Fol. 95 b

8) svgnd d^dm z 3 3 3
svm r y jm3Ct yrvslm °gr by

y byd mr
V

dvst mn cy og°h kvnyd b°vy ky

rn jvr dvstm mn

9) cyst dvsty tv 3 z dvst 3n kvbtr bqvvn/n cyst

dvsty tv °z dvst ky evnyn svgnd ,3 3 3d dy ym

lo) dvst mn p3kyzh vsvrk Clm bvdh °z byvrh °

11) osr vy zr hl krdh gysvyh3 3vy tvlh3 tvlh’

3.3 
sy h n V evn br°g

12) V Z 3 csm n °vy evn kmvtr^n (cf. IV,1) 3br V ,3 3jvyh b

Fol. 96 a

svstg3 V V 
n bsyr nsstg n %r pvry

13) °v°rh 3vy evn kvrd °n bvy °bz3r prvrdg^n

Cvtr °mykth lby^nh3 ,□ z  =vy svsnh ck n msk gvdr
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dvst mn v\n hst rpyq mn 3 y Jm3tt yrvslm

14) dsth3 5vy crxh3 2ryn
D Vo o c
ndr ns ndg n by qvt o C3 am yh

3vy lkty
3 

rvx m r sth svdh 3mdh jvhrh3

15) s3qh3 3vy stvnh3 a 
rvx m bvny^d nh3dg3n °br bvnh 3

jvhr
a 

nvm V. 3yst vy
V 
cvn byshst°n ■>kty:>r krdh V cvn

srvh3

Fol. 96 b

15) k°m a
vy V 3syryn n vjvmlh vy rzvmnd n yn hst

Chapter VI

1) i vs kvj y

dvst

rpt

tv

dvst 

vtlb•

tv

kvnym

3n kvbtr bqvvm3n kvPy rpt

a  vyr a .ab z tv

2) dvst mn frvd
✓ 
svd bbvst° n a

vy bkvrdh3 3 n bvy

° bz°r V 
bcrh krdn bbvst°nh* y

vbcydn svsnh
a

i

3) mn bdvst mn vdvst mn bmn a n
V 
crh kvn^ bsvsnh

Fol. 97 a

4) kvby tv 3 y rpyqh V 
mn cvn trsh• kvb

V 
cvn yrvslm

gvvzn bvdh
V 
cvn Clm bvdgyh 3

5) by grd^n V V 3 csm n tv ’z mvq’bl mn ky 3 va 
ys n

bvzvrg grd ’nydnd 3 mr
,3

mvyh tv cvn rmh 3 n bvz3i

ky by rmydnd 3z kvh glCd

6) dnd°nh3 tv cvn rmh  n 3 Vam dh mys n ky 3 br

°mdnd 3z 3n V 
svstn V3 

j y ky jvmlh 3 V3 .33ys n tm m n

V
vskrvydhy nyst b°ys3n

7) V '’''l 3 ,, ocvn sk pth n  
n r bvn3 gvs tv z ^ndrvn bzvlp tv

Fol. 97 b

8)
✓ 3 VJ
sst hnd ys n k^tvn 3 

n
VO 3

vhst d svryt n vknyzk3n

nyst
V a 
sm r
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9) yky hst 3n kbvtr mn hm Jvf t mn yky hst 3 n bm 3dr

°n p° kyzh hst °n . 3 ’ bz y a on n dydnd
3 

nr
=>

qvvm n

vmdh gvptnd
o o  a 3 “S

gvptndnr X tvn n vsvryt n vst ys

5 nr 3

lo) kyst ^yn 3n V ngrs krdh Y 3 
svv

V 
cvn mtl shr• kvb y 

cvn

,3 , ✓
bvdh

y c 3
mht b p kyzh cvn pt b gvvzn cvn lm bvdgyh

Fol. 90 a

11)
3

bbvst n grdv prvd
V
svdm bdydn bbrh

D 3
n rvd bdydn

h3 gvskvpth 3 md °n rz gvl ^vrdnd 3n n
=> 3 
rh

12) ny sn^ktm J 3n mn nh°d mr mrkbh
3 qvvm y sryp

Chapter VII

1) b°z grd
o

b z grd °y svlmyt b3z 3
grd b z grd

V V Y
vby bynym btv cy by bynyd bsvlmyt cvn dvhvl

3 n lskr a 3
g yh

2) V cy kvb bvdnd g3mh  c
tv bn lynh 3 3 y qvvm V 

sryp

Fol. 90 b

nh°nyh'ï 3 3 V '3 C
r nh tv cvn mtl hlyh ml dst 3vst^d

3)  
n p tv grdy 3 n

3
mht b ny

3
nvqs n

3 Y 3
b sd n °mykth

0 skm tv 3mb r gndvm przyn krdh bsvsnh ’

4) dv pst^nh3 tv V cvn dv bch
3

gvzn n tm^m’n 3hv

5) grdn tv
Y 
cvn

Y
kvsk 3 On rvx m

Y Y ° csm n tv hvvzh5• •

bhsbvn•
br drv°zh qvvm ym°Ct (omit. bsy^r n) byny

tv
Y cvn

V
kvsk  n

Y 3 .3
byshst n dydhb ny kvn3 rvy dmsq

Fol. 99 a

6) sr tv %r tv &vn xvsh vmvy sr V tv cvn V 3 
rjv n

mlk bsth bznYyrh3 nyz bhvzh °
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nh n krdm btv

7) zcy nykvyy vcy kvby
0
y dvst btn“ o

mh

0) yn
,3, O . 3»bl tv xvm n hst bmvy vpst: nh° z =>

tv bxvsh

9) gvptm br svvm bmv^ by gyrm
o

blngrh vy vb snd

,3 O ✓ V 3 5
nvn pst nh tv evn xvsh n rz vbvy byny tv

V 
evn sybh °

Fol. 99 b

lo) vk=m V o
tv evn myy n nykvy rvv0 bdvst mn

 V 3 3 3 O 3 z 3
bkvbyh skvn jvy lby nh ndr kv b svdg n

11) mn bdvst mn v° br mn °rzvy  
vy

12) by ■’yy 3y dvst mn byrvn svvym bdst mnzl

gyrym
3 3

brvst qh

13) sbgyr
3 3

kvnym brzst nh bybynym 3gr gvskvpth ^md

 n rz gvsvdh md 3n V
gvskvpth gvl ^vvrdnd ’n

3 u3 n rh nj y by dhm mr dvsty mn btv

Fol. loo a

14) °n dst °mbvyh° d dnd
3 3 0

bvy V br drg yh
3 3 

ym

hmh xvsk myvh  
nvy n °nyz kvhng^n dvst mn

Chapter VIII

1)  Z 
k sky by d°dy tvr° V 

evn
0

br dr bmn ysyr
3 -0
myz

pst’nh  3
m dr mn by

3
y ptmy tvr’ 1□byrvn bvsh

3 3 3 o 3 Z
d dmy tvr nyz ny XV r b sd bmn

2) by r°y nydmy tvr3 ndr bvrdmy tvr3 bk’nh  
m dr

mn t
C 3
lym krdy mr - by tnY’nydmy tvr 3 3 

Z

myy °n Cvtr ^mykth z
V 
syryn z syryn (sic)
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3
n r mn

Fol. loo b

3 3 V3) cp vy zyr sr mn vr st vy dr ÿvs gyrd mr

4) 3 V  3 y :3 G V
svgnd d dm svm r y jm t yrvslm cy dvsmny

kvnyd V
vcy dvsmn

3
d ryd mr 3 n dvst t ° ky

mvr d b sd

3 3 3 3 3 3 35) kyst yn br yy z n by bi n ndr nvxsydh

V 3 3 => 3
svv br dvst n zyr n syb byd r grd nydm

3 3 3 3 \Z°
tvr nj y drd grpt tvr m dr tv nj y drd

grpt

Fol. lol a

z y n tv
V V 3

6) bynh mr cvn mvhr br dl tv cvn mvhr br

3 3 V i/
b hv tv ky p dy vndst cvn mrg dvsty sktst cvn

y 3 3 3 V 3 3 _
gvr rsk xvrgh n xvrgh ts zv nh zly

7) 3 b bsy^r^n ny tv°nnd bprv ''a . ns ndn mr 3n dvsty

3 = 3
vrvdh ny syyl krdnd nr gr by dhd mrd mr

o **
hmh m 1 k nh vy bdvst kv r

Fol. loi b

o  V 3
bvdn kv r b snd b vy

8) kv°hr 3n ( or : kv° hr  > ■?
n ?) b ym kvck

3 3
vpst nh nyst

3 3 3
b n cy kvnym bkv hr ym brvz ky skvn gvpth

, 
yyd b n

9) 3 gr b^rv h st
3 3 3 3

n b d n kvnym
3 
br % kvsk

O V 3 3
symyn V gr dr hst n nqs kvnym br n tkt

srvv
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lo) mn b rv vps
3 3

;t nh mn V evn kvskh
5 0 5

n hng m bvdm

Ly/ a o
bcsm n vy evn mtl  , y Ptn Y’y 5

sl mty

Fol. lo2 a

11)
/ c

rzy bvd bslmh bb 1 hmvn
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Chapter j: Some other Judeo-Persian Versions together with 
the Masoretic Text

59

The versions offered here in Hebrew characters 
are the two manuscripts

D Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, Ms. Hébr. 117, 
and

2 New York: Jewish Theological Seminary, 
E. N. Adler Collection, B(okhara) 46 [= Lutzki 
433], and the printed edition
Jerusalem: R. §im‘on apud Huqqat Pesah 
(1904).

H. Zotenberg’s description of the Paris manus
cript is quoted above p. 10.1 The New York ma
nuscript2 was acquired by the great bibliophile 
E. N. Adler during his visit to the Bokhara region 
in the autumn of 1897. The description of it and 
of all other manuscripts he collected in this region 
and in Teheran, he published in 1899 (The Per
sian Jews: Their Books and Ritual, The Jewish 
Quarterly Review Vol. X, p. 595).

1 : For the permission to use this manuscript and to use and
publish Ms. Hébr. 116 we are in a deep debt of gratitude 
to the Bibliothèque Nationale.

2 : We express our warm thanks to Dr. Menahem Schmelzer,
Librarian, Jewish Theological Seminary, for enabling us 
to use this text.
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Chapter 4: The Vocabulary of the Judeo-Persian Versions

From the beginning of Judeo-Persian studies scho
lars have been attracted by the wealth of impor
tant lexicographical and phonetic material of the 
texts. A number of shorter lists of words have 
already been published :

1 : Paul de Lagarde, Persische Studien. Abhand
lungen der Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wis
senschaften zu Göttingen Band 31, Göttingen 
1884, p. 70-76.

2: Th. Nöldeke (review of 1), Literarisches Cen
tralblatt 1884, No. 26, 21. Juni, cols, 889-890.

3: C. Salemann (review of 1), Literatur-Blatt für 
orientalische Philologie III, 1885, p. 84f.

4: Paul Horn, Zu den jüdisch-persischen Bibel
übersetzungen. Indogermanische Forschungen 
II, 1893, p. 136-142.

5: Paul Horn, Grundriss der neupersischen Ety
mologie. Strassburg 1893, p. 354-355.

6: J4Í Bacher, Ein hebräisch-persisches Wörter
buch aus dem 15. Jahrhundert. ZAW 16,
1896, p. 232 ff. and 238 ff.

7 : W. Bacher, Berichtigungen und Nachträge zu 
dem Artikel “Ein hebräisch-persisches Wörter
buch aus dem 15. Jahrhundert”. ZAW 17,
1897, p. 199-200.

8: Paul Horn, Zu Sîrvânî’s hebraeisch-persischem 
Wörterbuche. ZAW 17, 1897, p. 201 ff.

9: W. Bacher, Ein persischer Kommentar zum 
Buche Samuel. ZDMG 51, 1897, p. 409 ff.

10: Theodor Nöldeke, Judenpersisch. ZDMG 51, 
1897, p. 672 ff.

11 : W. Bacher, Jüdisch-Persisches aus Buchârâ. 
ZDMG 55, 1901, p. 253 ff.

12: W. Bacher, Eine persische Bearbeitung des 

Mischnatraktats Aboth. Zeitschrift für He
bräische Bibliographie 6, 1902, p. 116f.

13: W. Bacher, Nachtrag zu ZfHB VI, S. 117. 
Ibidem p. 156-157.

14: Gilbert Lazard, La langue des plus anciens 
monuments de la prose persane. Paris 1963, 
p. 132-133.

15: P. Asmussen, Judaeo-Persica IL The Je-
wish-Persian Law Report from Ahwäz, A.D. 
1020. AO XXIX, 1965, p. 52 ff. and p. 59-60.

16: Jes P. Asmussen, Judaeo-Persica III. Vier unge
wöhnliche Wörter aus der Genesisversion 
des jüdisch-persischen Vatikan-Pentateuchs. 
XXIX,3-4, 1966, p. 247 ff. (dv’r’n-, nysydn, 
psxt, and r’y’nydn).

17 : D. N. MacKenzie, An Early Jewish-Persian Ar
gument. BSOAS XXXI,2, 1968, p. 251 ff. 
(= British Museum ms. Or. 8659).

18 : J. P. Asmussen, A Select List of Words from the
Vatican Judaeo-Persian Pentateuch (Genesis). 
K. R. Gama Oriental Institute Golden Ju
bilee Volume, Bombay 1969, p. 94ff.

Archaic words not specially indicated in the list 
below: ’b(ß)r (prep.), hnd, hst, hm, ’nyz, 
hmy, mr, ’zmr. On words from the Song of Songs 
dealt with in Salomo b. Samuel’s dictionary see 
Wilhelm Bacher, Ein hebräisch-persisches Wörter
buch aus dem vierzehnten Jahrhundert, Strass
burg i. E. 1900, p. 67, 68 70, 108, and
134.

’b'd’n with krdh, “built”, IV,4 Hébr. 116. D: 
'ßd'n, 3: 'bd'n, : ’¿>’¿7; see also VIII,9. Cf. 
J. P. Asmussen, A Select List — p. 94.
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’¿/ß’z, “with, together with”, Hebr. ‘im, 1,11; 
IV,8,13 et passim. alone: hamräh.

’br, preverb, with ämadan, III,6, Hébr. 116 (’¿r 
’jyy’ translating the Hebr. partie, ‘olâh) ; IV,2 ; 
VI,6 (’¿r ’mdruT)’, VIII,5. ©,  : vr, br.

'bz'rh', plur. of the broken plur. of bazr, “pot
herbs, spices for seasoning”, IV, 10,14,16; 
VIII, 14; “sing.” V, 1,13; VI,2. alone: fz'yji'j 
Hebrew basâmïm.

'hv'n, plur. of yhv, “gazelle”, e.g. 11,7 (only has 
the -hä-plur.) ; III,5 (5^: 'hvyy'n).

’njyl, i.e. anjir, “fig”, 11,13, K*.  The other versions 
have ynjyr.

'rzvy, “desire, wish”, 11,3 : ’tzp); VII, 11 (only
Hébr. 116).

'snydh, “heard”, partie., 11,12 (t^ has sünïdah'). 
11,14; VIII,13 (caus. imper. ’snv’n), Hébr. 116,

'v'rh, “cheek, jaw”, 1,10; V, 13 (Hébr. 116, D, and 
^). Apparently a dialect form of ärväre (Pah
lavi ërvârak), see e.g. M.Mo'in, A Persian Dic
tionary, Vol. I, p. 44 (Teheran 1963). Not in 
the dictionaries of Vullers, Johnson, and Stein- 
gass, but in the Gazophylacium by Angelus a 
Sancto Iosepho (Joseph Labrosse) (Amsterdam 
1684), see Paul Horn, Zu den jüdisch-persischen 
Bibelübersetzungen, Indogermanische Forschun
gen II, 1893, p. 136. D. C. Phillott’s Colloquial 
English-Persian Dictionary in the Roman Char
acter, Calcutta 1914, p. 49, gives “âvardhâ, pl., 
vulg. for alvärhä (the part of the cheeks that go 
hollow with age)”. An undated, not catalogued, 
Judeo-Persian ms. in the Royal Library of Co
penhagen, containing i.a. several lists of Bible 
words, has (fol. 94a, bottom line): lohäyayik = 
’vrv’rh ’hyyt, i.e. probably örvärehäyat, “your 
cheeks”. The version of the British and Foreign 
Bible Society has roxs’r h’yat (cf. Jes P. Asmus
sen, Studies in Judeo-Persian Literature ( = 
Studia Post-Biblica XXIV), Leiden 1973, p. 
135). The word also occurs in a unique Job 
text (XXIX, 17 and XL,26) in the possession of 
Dr. M. Benayahu, Jerusalem (cf. p. 9). It is, 
no doubt rightly, explained as the form from 
which New Pers, are, “jaw”, is a contraction (cf.

Jonas C. Greenfield and Shaul Shaked, Three 
Iranian Words in the Targum of Job from Qum- 
ran, ZDMG Band 122, Wiesbaden 1972, p. 45 
with note 46).

yymy, pers. pron. 1st pers, plur., 1,17 (here the 
undated Copenhagen ms. has ‘arsen ü = txt m’) ;
II, 12 et passim.

>z zbr, “from (above)”, IV,7, Hébr. 116. D, 3: 
’z ß(v)r, : az bâlâ.

'zydh, “pricked, dyed”, for Hebrew râsüf (RSF, 1) 
to press, crush; 2) to join closely, to pave with 
blocks, to place in rows; cf. Neg. XI,9: hassotï 
’im häyäh râsüf, if the warp (on the loom) 
is close (the threads being properly arranged), 
Esth. R. to 1,6, “his house was paved (râsüf) 
with precious stones and jewels”, Marcus 
Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumin, the 
Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midra- 
shic Literature II, New York 1950, p. 1495,
III, 10, D. Hébr. 116: sng ’bgndh, 3: rvx’n 
’bgndh, W : farj payvastah. LXX ÄiSoopcoTOV.

‘»/r, “odour, perfume, fragrance”, Arabic ‘itr, here 
pronounced ‘utr, V, 13 (^ : ‘atr). The word 
translates the plural mârqâhîm. Of the versions 
only Hébr. 116 has the sing. VIII,2, Hébr. 
116, D; 3: ct’r, : ‘atr.

b'hv, “arm”, VIII,6; : bâzû.
b'rvy, “wall’, V,7, Hébr. 116; D,  : b’rvh, : 

qal'ah; VIII,9,10, b’rv. New Pers. bârü.
br'g, “raven”, V, 11, Hébr. 116, D (br’y), 3: 

br’y’n, par-i zäg (cf. Targum). See Jes P. 
Asmussen, JAOS 96.2 (1976), p. 313.

bvri'gus, “the cavity behind the ear, or the lower 
part of the ear” (Steingass p. 201), for Hebrew 
raqqâh, “temple”, IV,3, Hébr. 116, u. By D 
it is, in the same verse, used to render Hebr. 
sammâh, “veil, lock”. Also VI,7, Hébr. 116, 0.

bvst’n qvp{f)l krdh for kapöt hamman‘ül (“the 
handles of the lock”) of the masoretic text, V,5, 
Hébr. 116, □; ©: kfh’ qvfl krdh, t^: kaf hâ-yi 
ân qüfl.

bvx'r, “vapour, steam”, translating Hebr. timrâh, 
“column”, III,6, Hébr. 116. D, □: bvxv’r, 
sütün.
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by’n, “tent”, 1,5. alone has the Arabic xayme. 
Pahl. Psalt. 131 (= 132),5 and 7 vyd’n (Syriac 
maskanä), Parth. vd'n, Middle Pers. vy>n (cf. 
Jes P. Asmussen, Jüdisch-persisch guyän [gwy’n], 
“Zelt”, Temenos Vol. 5, Helsinki 1969, p. 17ff.). 
Besides biydn/guyän also giyän has now
been attested in Judeo-Persian, cf. JAOS 96.2 
(1976), p. 312.

byshst'n, “forest”, for MT Lebanon, III,9; IV,8 
(bis),11,15; V,15; VII,5.

¿y'd (= cakäd), “top, summit of a mountain”, 
11,8; IV,6, Hébr. 116. £): jy’d, 3: jy’d, ttf: 
jq’th.

ck'nnd, 3rd pers. plur. of cakänidan, “to make 
drop, let fall in drops”, IV, 11 ; V,5, Hébr. 116. 
The other versions have ¿akidan, “to drop”.

trh, “grazing”, 11,16; IV,5; VI,3, Hébr. 116, D, 
cr’h (carâh) and crh ’n; VI,2, Hébr. 116 

only, the other versions having carl dan.
d’m'dy, “wedding feast”, 111,11, ©, H, Hébr. 

116: 'rvsy.
d’r >1 sl>m, 1,5; 11,7; 111,5,10; V,8; VI,4, D’s 

rendering of “Jerusalem”, Arabic “House of 
Peace”.

dh, imper. of dâdan, “to give”, 1,2, Hébr. 116, 
like LXX (piÄriaäTW. D and have pres. 3rd 
pers. sing, (dihad, : Judeo-Tajik dlhad-, accord
ingly e.g. mjm in the Bokhara “Ritual
compendium”, cf. W. Bacher, Ein Ritualcom
pendium in persischer Sprache, Zf HB 5, 1901, 
p. 154; the Copenhagen mss. Add. 15 and B.S. 
1957:37 of Baba ben Nuri el’s translation of the 
Psalms also have dyh-, dyhd, cf. Jes P. Asmussen, 
Judaeo-Persica IV. Einige Bemerkungen zu 
Baba ben Nuriel’s Psalmenübersetzung, AO 
XXX, 1966, p. 17f.). The undated Copenhagen 
ms. has (fol. 94a, line 8) : yissaqeni = bvsd 
mr’, “he kisses me”.

dr ksydm, “I put off”, V,3, Hébr. 116; D: ksydm, 
H: ’ndr ksydm, : bikasïdam.

dr pvsm, “I put on”, V,3, Hébr. 116; û, H: ’ndr 
pvsm, : bipösam.

dr'g, “bell”, translating Hebr. tor, 1,10,11 (plur.), 
Hébr. 116, D, but : sadah. This old form 

of darä has also been preserved in the Isaiah 
text published by Paul de Lagarde (Persische 
Studien, Göttingen 1884, p. 5 and 6) in chapter 
111,16 in the full expression ’snvv’n”n ’v’z 
bdr’gh’ (“those letting sound be heard by the 
help of bells”) in order to translate the denomi
nated Piel imperf. ta'akasnäh (“sich mit Fuss
spangen schmücken, oder damit klirren, um 
Aufsehen zu erregen (eine auch im Korân [Sur. 
24,32] gemissbilligte Koketterie”), Gesenius- 
Buhl, 1949, p. 585), and in 111,18 to render the 
Hebrew plur. of <äkäs. The latter word occurs 
once more in the Bible, viz. Prov. VII,22, as a 
textual crux in a difficult context. In the Je- 
wish-Persian version MS. Hébr. 117 (= D) of 
the Bibliothèque Nationale (written before A.D. 
1505) it is here interpreted as a metathesis form 
of ka'as, “indignation, anger” and accordingly 
translated by xsm (vcvn xsm bpnd n’d’n, “and 
like anger because of the admonition of a fool”) 
(cf. Jes P. Asmussen, Iranica, AO XXXI, 1968, 
p. 15f.). Ms. JTS No. 433 [= Adler B 46] has 
'T',p (<7¿rp<7, “a fetter”, the traditional con
ception at this place) : vcvn qyyd bpnd n’d’n. 
On Prov. VII,22 see e.g. B. Gemser, Sprüche 
Salomos [Handbuch zum Alten Testament. 
Erste Reihe 16], Tübingen 1937, p. 34.

drvsth b'r'n rendering the plur. of Hebr. râsïs, 
“drop”, V,2, Hébr. 116; D: drv§t nmh’, H: 
drvsth bh’r’n, : (az) nam rëzah hä.

dst'mbvyh, VII, 14, Hébr. 116, H; D: dst’mbvhh’, 
fcÿ: dastanböyhä (cf. Steingass p. 522). The 
word translates Hebr. düdä'im, “mandrake” 
(Atropa mandragora L.).

for Hebr. gal, IV, 12, Hébr. 116. □, like LXX 
and Vulg., has read gan, “garden”, bvst'n. D: 
tly, : tëfahï — .

dydhb'ny, “watching”, VII,5, Hébr. 116. D: dyd- 
b’ny, : nigâh.

dost, for MT ahabâh, 111,10, Hébr. 116 (i.e. con
crete) ; the other versions dvsty, abstract (cf. Ove 
Chr. Krarup, Højsangen, København 1956, 
p. 25).

dvsmny kvnyd, dvsmn d’ryd rendering the imperf. 
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piur. Hifil and Pilei of Hebr. lur, 11,7; 111,5; 
VIII,4, Hébr. 116. D and  : bïdâr gardânîd 
(savid, kunid), : z’hyr kvnyd and z’hyr kvn’nyd 
(the caus. kunânïdan).

dyd'r 'mdnd, “appeared”, 11,12, Hébr. 116, H; D: 
pyyd’ svdh ’mdnd, W : namüdah sùdand.

frs Pf}gnyd, imper, plur., rendering the imper. 
Piel of räfad, “refresh, spread out, support”, 
11,5. alone: frc kvnyd. Cf. the Danish trans
lation by Bishop Hans Poulsen Resen (1607): 
“make a bed for me with apples” (with the 
additional note: “because of their good smell”) 
(“reder Seng under mig med Æblerne” (“for 
deris gode Luct”).

frvd, e.g. VI,2. : fürüz.

grd 'ndr grd-, “go round”, III,2 (Hébr. 116, D, Zl), 
3 (Hébr. 116, 3) ; V,7 (Hébr. 116, H). Only in 

: davr mëgardam (girä, gardä).
gvhryd, II,11, D, i.e. guharïdan, “to change, be 

changed”, cf. Mary Boyce, The Manichaean 
Hymn Cycles in Parthian, Oxford 1954, p. 196 
(sub whyrd). The two old versions have gvdsty 
Hebrew hälaf. The causative guharämdan, 
“change”, in, for example, the Vatican Penta
teuch (XXXV,3; XLI,14).

gvl “putting forth blossoms”, 11,9, Hébr.
116; like D (gvl ’ßgn’) and H (gvl vr-’wr’) it 
is a translation of Hebr. I SWS. correctly 
translates II SWS, “gaze, glance”.

gvr, “grave”, VIII,6, rendering Hebr. saol\ 
gvskvpijjth, “budded”, 11,13,15, Hébr. 116. Here 

gvskvfth ’md renders the Hebrew predicate 
samädar, “perule” (cf. Immanuel Löw, Aramaei- 
sche Pflanzennamen, Leipzig 1881, p. 89. On 
gvskvfth see Burhän-i qäti1 I, ed. M.Mo'in, p. 
284, de Lagarde, Persische Studien p. 75, and 
Paul Horn, Grundriss der neupersischen Ety
mologie, Strassburg 1893, p. 51. The other 
versions have gvl vr bst (©), gvl vr 'vvrdh Q), 
yörah (^); VI, 11, Hébr. 116, D, and  ; has 
Süküftah. Cf. VII, 13.

gvvzn'n (Hébr. 116: gvzn’n), plur. of gavazn, “a 
kind of mountain-ox; a deer, doe, elk; a stag” 

(Steingass p. 1102), 11,7,9,17; III,5; IV,5 
(Hébr. 116, D); VII,4 (Hébr. 116 and D); 
VIII,14 (only has the -hä-plur.). As the only 
version Hébr. 116 has used gvvzn (with -w- !) 
in VI,4,10 in order to translate Hebr. 'ayummäh 
(gvvzn bvdh). Maybe !"ID'IK has been read as 

(H,7; III,5)? D and  have shmvmnd 
bvdh, sahm jin.

gyhnm (i.e. gëhinnom) with shm, translating pahad 
ba-lëlôt, “fear in the nights”), III,8, Hébr. 
116, 2 (D here shm bsvbh' (^ sahm dar sabhä')').

gysvy, “ringlet of hair, curl”, V,2,l 1 ; W alone: 
zulf. New Pers, gësü, gïsü.

y'ly h, Arabic yäliye, “perfume, civet”, 1,3, Hébr. 
116; IV, 10, Hébr. 116, . The other versions 
have röyan (rv(v)yn). Hebr. sämän.

yzynh, i.e. gazïne, “treasury”, 1,4, Hébr. 116; hujre, 
“chamber, magazine”, in the other versions. 
Prepos. only in

Ä’, “if”, VI,11, Hébr. 116, ©, and X fcÿ has magar. 
hm jvplfjt, translating Hebr. fem. tarnmah, “com

plete, right, all, sound”, V,2; VI,9. fcÿ: tamâm. 
LXX TSÀeia, Vulg. immaculata. Cf. de La
garde, Persische Studien p. 72: “hmjvft vertritt 
sämäd joch Ieremias 51,23”.

hmydvn, “such, so”, 11,2,3; Sb* : in cümn. Hebr. ken. 
hlyh', plur. of Arabic hulá, “jewel, female orna

ment”, Hebr. harüzïm, 1,10, Hébr. 116, H; ©: 
mvhr, 2*  : tbqh. See also VII,2. The undated 
Copenhagen ms. has (fol 94b, line 1); tôrïm - 
harüzïm = gvs v’r h’ (“ear-rings, pearls”) — 
twq h’ (“neck-laces, rings”).

j’-bh, “quiver”, IV,4 (plur. Jcbh’, translating the 
plur. of Hebr. sälät, cf. Jonas C. Greenfield and 
Shaul Shaked, Three Iranian Words in the 
Targum of Job from Qumran, ZDMG 122 
(Wiesbaden 1972), p. 40-41). has silâhhâ, 
“arms” (especially sword, mace, stringless bow, 
Steingass p. 691).

jvy, “stream, rivulet”, V,12 (plur.).
k'm, “desire, wish; palate, mouth”, a correct trans

lation of hek, V, 16; VII, 10. D alone has the 
Arabic halq, “throat”.
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k'sky (i.e. käsaki), “may it happen! God send!” 
etc. (Steingass p. 1005), VIII, 1, Hébr. 116. D, 
and K*  : kh (ki).

khrh1 (Hébr. 116, 3), khrg'n (£)), plur. of kahre, 
“a kid six months old”, Steingass p. 1066; 1,8. 
K^ buzyäle.

knyzk (Hebrew lalmah, “girl, young woman”), 
1,3, D, 12 (Hébr. 116: qwm); VI,8, Hébr. 
116, D, 12. K*  : juvän dùxtar.

krmz, i.e. qirmiz, “crimson, scarlet”, IV,3, Hébr. 
116 (the other versions have q-).

kvßy (after dr), “knocking (at the door)” (kuftan, 
kubïdan), V,2; W : dar kôbï kùnï.

kvndvrv (for Hebrew bbondh, “frankincense”), 
“mastic”, III,6; IV,6,14, Hébr. 116, D, 21; W 
has kundur. The form with final -v occurs also in, 
for example, Isaiah XLIII,23; LX,6; Jer.
VI, 20 (ed. de Lagarde) and the Vatican Pen
tateuch (e.g. Lev. 11,1 f. ; Num. V, 15). Cf. 
Heinrich Hübschmann, Armenische Gramma
tik, Leipzig 1897, p. 172, and Berthold Läufer, 
Sino-Iranica, Taipei 1967, p. 585 (“Achundow 
does not mention a Persian form kundurü, as 
asserted by Hübschmann”). See also Walther 
Wüst, Altpersische Studien, München 1966, 
p. 60.

kvrd (kurd), “part of a field, a furrow” (Steingass 
p. 1022), V,13; VI,2 (Hébr. 116 in the plur.). KN 
coman (caman), “meadow, green field, garden
plot or bed”.

Ingrh*,  “anchors, ropes for supporting a tent”,
VII, 9, Hébr. 116, D; 3: lyngrh’. The word 
translates the plur. of the Hebrew hapax leg. 
*sansinnäh, “fruit-stalk of date”, KN säxcah hä, 
“twigs”.

mhf’b, “moonlight, full moon” (ftf : mähtäb), VII,3, 
for the Hebrew hap. leg. sahar, “roundness, 
ring”.

mrg(y)z;z’r(y), i.e. maryzär, “a place abounding 
with the grass marg/z” (Steingass p. 1217), 11,1. 
In the Vatican and the British Museum Penta
teuch this word, for example XIII, 10, translates 
Hebr. kikkdr, “district”.

msk (misk), “musk”, 1,13; III,6; IV,6; V,1,5,13, 

Hébr. 116. D, 21: msk (misk), K* : musk(q). He
brew mör, “myrrh”.

mvy, ‘palm tree”, Hebr. tämär-, VII,8,9, Hébr. 
116, Q, 12; W: doraxt-i xürmä. On muy see 
Wilhelm Eilers, Verbreitung und Fortleben alter 
Epenthese, Acta Iranica I (Commémoration 
Cyrus), Leiden 1974, p. 288 with note 30, and 
G. Redard, Le palmier à Khur, A Locust’s Leg, 
Studies in honour of S. H. Taqizadeh, London 
1962, p. 215.

mvsybt dyry, “calamitatis particeps”, translating the 
fem. part. Qal of ‘ätäh; 1,7, Hébr. 116, D. 12 has 
myyl kun and K^ pôsânâ (püsânïdan). The undated 
Copenhagen ms. mentioned sub dh- has ähyäh 
ke'otyäh = mn b’sm sr grd’n, “I am distressed” 
(fol. 94a, line 25). The Targum, the Arabic 
and the Syriac text of the London Polyglot 
Bible have resp. iT^tO, “vagabond”, matrühat 
(projecta), and errabunda.

n’r, “pomegranate”, IV,3,13; VII, 13; VIII,2, 
Hébr. 116, D, 12. K‘ : anär.

ngrs, “sight, look”, VI,10, Hébr. 116; □: nygrs, D: 
ngrsn, K‘ : nigäh.

ngryd (prêt.), 1,6, Hébr. 116, D, 12. KN nigäh kard; 
cf. LXX -rrapEßÄ£'pev(|Js). The SZF of the MT 
here, however, means “burn”.

nh'nyh', VII,2, Hébr. 116, Ö, and K\ a translation 
of hammüqïm (plur. constr. in the MT) “turnings 
(of hips)”. 12: grd ’ndr gstyg’n. In V,6 the perf. 
Qal hämaq, “he turned away”, is accordingly 
translated nh’n svd (Hébr. 116, D (nyh’n svd), 
and K^), “he was hid, went hiding”; 21 again: 
grd ’ndr gst.

nqs kvn-, rendering Hebr. I SVR, “enclose, block”, 
VIII,9, Hébr. 116, 12, K^. D: p’snh s’z-.

nv^rd^n,, plur., translating Hebr. madregäh, “steep 
way in the rocks”, 11,14, Hébr. 116; D: nwrd’n 
(cf. Steingass p. 1433 (navard)), 12: drjh (sing.), 
KN pylh p’yyh (sing.). LXX irpoTSÎxtopa, 
Vulg. maceria. Cf. Paul Horn, Grundriss der 
neupersischen Etymologie, Strassburg 1893, p. 
235 (nr. 1050).

nvm'yst, “appearance, face”, 11,14 bis; V, 15, Hébr. 
116, H. D: dyd’r, KN nomäyis.
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non, “now”, Hebrew nä, III,2, Hébr. 116,©, 2, but 
aknün in

nvxsydh svv> (VIII,5, Hébr. 116) translates the par
tie. fem. Hitpael of räfaq, “lean, support one
self” (hap. leg.). ©, 3: rfyqy kvn’, caspidah 
savä.

nykvy, “good”, 1,2 (©, ©; Hébr. 116, tÿ: nykv), 1,3 
(©; Hébr. 116, ©*:  nykv; ©: xws), 1,16 (Hébr. 
116; ©, ©: xvb, nêkô); IV,10 (Hébr. 116).

nyy, “(sugar-)cane”, for Hebrew ya'ar, “honey
comb”, V,l, Hébr. 116, ©. ©: byrsth, sahd-i 
Sokar.

p'dvs'h, 1,4, © (© and tÿ: p’ds’h, Hébr. 116: mlk). 
p'dy'vnd, “strong, mighty, powerful”, VIII,6. :

qavï. Cf. J. P. Asmussen, A Select List - p. 
99-100.

p'kyzh, “pure, chaste”, Hebr. sah, V, 10, Hébr. 
116. ©: s’f, ©: svfydtr, ^:safed. has this word 
(päkizah) for 'ober (in: mör ‘ober, myrrha 
lacrimans) in V, 13, where Hébr. 116 has gvdr’, 
© gvd’r’, and 3 ’z’d.

p'rsb'n for päsbän, III,3; V,7, Hébr. 116, ©, ©.
prvrdg'n, translating the Hebr. plur. partie, migdd- 

lôt, “nourished, let grow”, V, 13, Hébr. 116, ©. 3: 
kvskh’, : parvaris kardah sûdah.

przyn krdh, “filled, set” (= parzïde), VII,3. 2/ : 
devär giriftah; parzin not in Steingass.

qvvm Jm"t, VII,5, Hébr. 116; ©: Jm’lt bsy’r’n, ©: 
qvvm jm’ct bsy’r’n, W : jamä'ati bisyärän. It is 
the translation of Bat Rabbim. Cf. LXX Suyocrrip 
TTOÀÀôov, Vulg. filia multitudinis.

qvryys, 1,5, translating qedär both in Hébr. 116 and 
© (here plur. qvryysn, where—as often, espe
cially in ethnic names— the long -ä- is not 
indicated). For “Qurayshites”, W has 'arab.

ryn-, “lead”, VIII,2 (Hebr. nähag}. Cf. Jes P. 
Asmussen, AO XXIX (1966), p. 249-251 
(almost exclusively for Hebr. läqah, “take”).

rh? krd = rahä kard, “set free”, translating Hebr. 
Qal perft. nätan, 1,12, ©. Hébr. 116 like ©: däd, 
verbally; ©L dast bäz däst; III,4, Hébr. 116, ©, 
©; ©‘ here: süst dästam.

rmydnd (from ramidan, “to be afraid, agitated, to fly 
in terror, to be disturbed”), IV, 1; VI,5, Hébr. 

116, © (©: svbgyr krdnd; : pasm kandah sû- 
dand). The Hebrew verb is gälaS, “herabwallen” 
(Gesenius-Buhl). By popular etymology perhaps 
connected with rame in a sense like: “grazing 
swarming down”!

ryxth fvv’ISvdh, “being/been poured out”, translat
ing MT türaq or rather müraq, partie. Hofal, like 
LXX, Vulg. etc. (cf. Ove Chr. Krarup, Høj
sangen. Sproglig Kommentar. København 1956, 
p. 10).

rzst'n, Hebrew käräm, “vineyard”, I, 14, etc. ©L 
razhä.

saväris for mrkb of the other versions, 111,10, ©L 
shmvmnd bvdh, “terrible”, Hebr. 'ayummäh, VI,4, ©, 

©; ©^: sahmjïn. On the reading of Hébr. 116 see 
sub gvvzri'n.

sk(x)vn (saxun), Hébr. 116, ©; svxvn (suxun), ©; 
suxan, ©\ “word, speech”, VIII,8.

srvv’n, plur. of sarv, “cypress”, 1,17, ©. The other 
mss. have the -hâ-form.

st’ys, “praise, benediction”, VI,9, Hébr. 116. © 
and ©: sfy.fr, ©L t'arif.

svkiyjth 'mdnd, “were burnt, agitated, moved”, 
V,4, Hébr. 116, ©; ©: svfth svdnd, ty: bar 
jösidah ämadand.

svl'x, “hole”, 11,9, Hébr. 116, © (plur.); © has 
darice; 11,14, ©; V,3, Hébr. 116, ©,©, ©^ (svr’x). 
Cf. Steingass p. 709 (“süläkh (for süräkK), A 
hole”), and Gilbert Lazard, La langue des plus 
anciens monuments de la prose persane, Paris 
1963, p. 155.

svmbvlh, “hyacinth, ear of corn” (for Hebrew 
kofär, “henna”), 1,14 (© : hn’b, ©: svmbvl, ©f : 
hinnä) ; IV, 13 (plur.; ©: hyn’bh’, ©: svmbvlh’, 
©^: nargishä). In VII,12 (also plur.) Hébr. 116 
translates rüstäqhä, “villages”, whereas © has 
hn’bh’, © svmbvlh’, ©^ dêh färah hâ. The form 
used by © seems to be “popular”, perhaps 
influenced by the expression hinnäband, “dyed 
with henna”. Cf. also Berthold Läufer, Sino- 
Iranica, Taipei 1967, p. 338: “ - reports the 
henna-furnishing plant on the Maldives, where 
it is styled innapa (= hïnâ-fai, “henna-leaf”)”. 

svryt'n, “concubines”, VI,8,9, Hébr. © 116, ©. It 
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is the plur. of surrlyat, “a concubine, a mistress 
clandestinely kept (irregular mansüb from sirr 
in the sense of secret or of coition)” (Steingass 
p. 680).

sy'h b’m ( = siyäh fam), “black-coloured”, 1,6, 
Hébr. 116, X D only sy’h, sabz cihre. The 
Judeo-Persian edition of the British and Foreign 
Bible Society (London 1907), “Dr. Bruce’s 
translation from Hebrew into Persian, trans
literated by Mirza Norollah”, in fact, has 
siyäh fäm hastam. On -fäm, cf. W. B. Henning, 
Sogdian Loan-Words in New Persian, BSO(A)S 
X (1939), p. lOOf.

I'hystg'n, plur. of S’hysth (= säyiste, “suitable, 
worthy”), 1,4, xüb in the other versions.

sbgyr kvnym, “we (let us) travel early (before 
sunrise)”, rendering the Hifil of §KM, “rise 
early (to depart)”, VII, 13, Hébr. 116, D, 2 
(Svb) ; : sabgir mëzanëm.

sk\fth, translating MT pälah, “crack, cleft”, IV,3; 
VI,7, Hébr. 116, X D: gvl, Arabic fargah. 

skru-, “to stumble, stagger”, rendering the Hebrew 
root SKT, “be bereaved of children, young 
ones, be childless”, IV,2; VI,6, all versions: 
Hébr. 116: skrvyd’(y) and skrvydh(y), D: 
skrvynst(y) and skrvydh (y), Skrvydh (y), tÿ:
sükùlvïdah and sükül/îïdah. The undated Co
penhagen ms. has skl/3ydgy. The Judeo-Persian 
translation of the Targum of the Song of Songs 
(ed. E. Z. Melammed, Jerusalem 1971) has 
(IV, 2) sklbydgy and (VI, 6) sklbydh.
It is Sogdian ’Skrwß (Sw-), MPers. lSkrw-, Skarw-, 
Parthian ‘skrf- (Ilya Gershevitch, A Grammar 
of Manichean Sogdian, Oxford 1954, p. 55 
(§ 366), W. Henning, A List of Middle-Persian 
and Parthian words, BSOS IX, 1937, p. 81 
(‘skrfySn (Parth.), “stumbling”), D. N. Mac- 
Kenzie, A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary, London 
1971, p. 80). NPers. Si/akarfîdan, si/akarfidan, 
sklfS, sklfydh (this from Edm. Castellus’ Lex. 
heptaglotton, London 1669, “ex vers. p. vet. 
T.”) (Vullers p. 309, 311, and 443, Steingass 
p. 688,689, and 753). Also in other Judeo- 
Persian Bible translations skarv- is in general use 
for rendering forms of §KL, for example: 

sakol, “childlessness by loss of children”, Skrvy- 
dygy, Isaiah XLVII,8 f. ; sakül, “having lost 
the children, young ones”, Skrvydyg’n, Jer. 
XVIII,21; syklvydh (evn xvg syklvydh), Hos. 
XIII,8 (Ms. Hébr. 101, Bibl. Nat., fol. 20a); 
Skrvydh, Prov. XVII, 12 (Ms. JTS No. 433 
(= Adler B46)); Sikullm, “state of a mother 
who, by violence or death, has lost her children”, 
Skrvydg’n, Isaiah XLIX,20; saküläh, “bereaved 
of children”, skrvydh, Isaiah XLIX,21. Examp
les from the Judeo-Persian Pentateuch versions 
(ed. Herbert H. Paper 1973):

Gen. XXVII,45 (on the mss. see p. 6 ff. above)
Vatican ms. 
Jerusalem ms. 
Cincinnati ms. 
Tavus 1546 
Hakham

skrvydh kvnm 
skl/fydh bynm 
skl/Sydh bynm 
sklfydh bynm 
svkvlßydh Svvm

Gen. XXXI,38
Vatican ms.
Jerusalem ms. 
Cincinnati ms. 
Tavus 1546 
Hakham

skrvydh Svdnd
sklfydh krdm (sic! 1st pers.) 
skl/Sydh krdm (sic!) 
skvlfydh Svdnd 
svkvl/fydh svdnd

Gen. XLII,36
Vatican ms.
Jerusalem ms.
Tavus 1546
Hakham

mr’ skrvydh krdyd 
mr’ sklfydh krdyt 

sokölfidah krdd 
sükülßidah kardëd

The old British Museum ms. (Or. 5446), how
ever, in all cases has mvrz'dh or, for example Lev. 
XXVI,22, mvrdz'dh (Vat. here skrvydh, Cine, 
sklfydh gy, Tavus sokôlfïdah, Hakham sûkûl- 
/ñdah). Now, the exact meaning of Skarv-, viz. 
“to stumble, stagger, totter”, is given by the 
Hebrew root K§L, and consequently, in Judeo- 
Persian, it too was rendered by skarv-, also by 
the British Museum Pentateuch version: Lev. 
XIX, 14 (Hebr. mikSol): skvrfyS (Vat. tlh, Cine, 
sklfydh gy, Tavus sklfs, Hakham pyS p’) ; Lev. 
XXVI,37 : skvrfnd (plur.) (Vat. skrvydh Svd’ynd, 
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Cinc, sklßydh gy svvnd, Tavus sklfydh svnd, 
Hakham pys p’ kvnnd).
Other examples: Isaiah XXXI,3: skrvydh 
swd; XL,30: skrvydh svdn skrvydh svd’ynd; 
Jer. XLVI,12,16: skrvydh svdnd, skrvydh kvn’; 
Lament. 1,14: skrvydh svd (Ms. Hébr. 118, ed. 
E. Mainz); Prov. XVI, 18: skrvydgy; XXIV,17: 
skrvydgy (Ms. JTS No. 433).
A confusion of §KL and KST, of course, would 
be quite imaginable, the more so as it, in fact, 
is found also in the Bible, viz. Ezechiel XXXVI, 
14,15, where no doubt is a mistake
for (cf. Walther Zimmerli, Ezechiel. 2.
Teilband. Biblischer Kommentar. Altes Testa
ment. Band XIII/2, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1969, 
p. 856). In Judeo-Persian, however, this does 
not seem to be the case. The evidences from so 
many places and times are too many to 
allow that conclusion. The verb skarv- has 
simply been chosen as an adequate rendering of 
§KL: stumbling->having an abortion-^becoming 
(being) childless. This semantic development is 
supported by the occurrence of the word 
(‘sqrvyst) in a Middle Persian Manichaean text 
on the abortions of the Powers of Darkness (see 
Werner Sundermann, Mittelpersische und par- 
thische kosmogonische und Parabeltexte der 
Manichäer [Berliner Turfantexte IV], Berlin 
1973, p. 65 (and 118)). Cf. finally sukrüf “loser, 
in trouble” (see D. N. MacKenzie, The Voca
bulary of the Lahore Tafsïr, Iran and Islam, 
Edinburgh 1971, p. 417).

sv'n, “shepherd”, 1,8, Hébr. 116 (D: sb’n, 
svß’n, yufän).

svb for sab, “night”, in 3, e.g. 111,1. The other 
versions have the usual sb, but in one case 
(III,8) D has svbh’.

svdn (sudan) = “to go”, 1,8 (cf. VII, 12) (imper. 
with bïrün, translating Hebr. jtf’), Hébr. 116, D,

: ’yy; V,l, Hébr. 116 (svdm bbvst’n mn, 
“I went into my garden”, Hebr. bâti bgannt) ; 
the other versions have the verb ämadan. VII,2, 
Hébr. 116, D: frvd svd, : fûrùz sûd, 3: frvd 
’md; VI, 11, Hébr. 116, D (frvd svdm), 3: frv 
svdm, Oÿ : fùrüz südam (= Hebr. yärad, “go 

down”) ; VI 1,9, ’br (vr) §vvm, “I will go up” 
(^ : mëbarâyam). On other examples from new 
and old Iranian languages see e.g. Pierre Lecoq, 
Le dialecte d’Abyäne, Studia Iranica 3, 1974, 
p. 60 ff. (söan), and Dieter Weber, Die Stellung 
der sog. Inchoativa im Mitteliranischen, Diss. 
Göttingen 1970, p. 320.

svstg'n, plur., “washed”, V,12, Hébr. 116. D: 
svstyg’n, H: svr”n (cf. J. P. Asmussen, A Select 
List - p. 101), süstah südah gän.

svstnjy (= sustan-gäh), “place for washing” (MT 
rahasäh'), IV,2; VI,6, all versions.

sysh>, “bottles”, 11,5. So also (“Flasker”) in the 
Danish Bible translation by Bishop Hans Poul
sen Resen (1607). The MT, however, has the 
plur. of asïsâh, “raisin-cake”.

tbh, “ruined, destroyed”, 11,15, Hébr. 116, £>. J 
and fcÿ : tb’h.

tdrv(v), i.e. tadarv or tazarv, “a cock pheasant; the 
jungle cock” (Steingass p. 290), II, 12, Hébr. 
116, C, 3, (tozar/J) ; Hebrew tor, “turtle-dove”. 
Cf. Ulrich Schapka, Die persischen Vogelnamen, 
Diss. Würzburg 1972, p. 43f.

tlh, “step”, translating, in the plur., Hebrew 
talpiyyöt, “[in] courses of stones” (Lexicon in 
Veteris Testamenti Libros. Edidit Ludwig Koeh
ler - Walter Baumgartner, Leiden 1958, p. 
1030), IV,4, Hébr. 116. D and  : tvmbh’, 
b’l’yy tyfh h’. The undated Copenhagen ms. 
has: ’b’d svdh ’st br’yy jbh x’nh, i.e. jube-xäne, 
“armoury, arsenal”, like the Danish Authorized 
Version of 1871 (“Rustkamre”, cf. Ove Chr. 
Krarup, Højsangen, København 1956, p. 28). 
See also Max Haller, Handbuch zum Alten 
Testament. Erste Reihe 18, Tübingen 1940, p. 
32, and Gillis Gerleman, Biblischer Kommentar. 
Altes Testament, Band XVIII, Neukirchen - 
Vluyn 1965, p. 144 and 148f.

tm’m'n, translating the partie, plur. Hifil of tä'am, 
“to bring forth twins”, IV,2; VI,6, Hébr. 
116, 2 (©: jvft bvdg’n, : juft zäya’än) ; IV, 5 
(3 : hmjvft bvdg’n) ; VII,4 (for the plur. (“twins”) 
of *Zâ ’ô/7z and tö'äm), Hébr. 116. Steingass 
(p. 277) gives tämä and remarks: “probably 
corruption of Arabic taa’am”.
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tn'vmh?, (Hébr. 116: tn°mh’), “pleasures”, plur. 
of Arabic tana'um, VII,7; fcÿ: nâzùk nisînïhâ. 
MT : ta'anügïm.

tnj-, “to drink”, V,1 (tnjydm, (b)tnjyd) (&*  alone:, 
binôsïdam, binôsëd) ; caus. tnj’n-, VIII :2 (^ 
nösän-). Cf. J. P. Asmussen, A Select List - p. 
101 with references (tnj-, hnj-, cf. Classical New 
Persian ähanfidan, “to draw”, G. Lazard, Abu 
1-Mu’ayyad Balxï, Yädnäme-ye Jan Rypka, 
Praha 1967, p. 97-98), Paul de Lagarde, 
Persische Studien, Göttingen 1884, p. 73, 
Sadiq Kiyä, Farhang, Honar va Mardom 72, 
Oct. 1968, p. 13. The obvious development 
“draw, pull” > “drink” is seen in Khot. thamj- 
(see R. E. Emmerick, Saka Grammatical Stu
dies, London Oriental Series Volume 20, 1968, 
p. 42) in e.g. khû durausa ttraha thaja, “ — when 
he draws in (drinks) a draught of düraosa”, 
P 2925,33-34 (H. W. Bailey, Indo-Scythian Stu
dies Being Khotanese Texts Volume III, Cam
bridge 1956, p. 101). In the vocabulary of the 
Persian Jews this verb has a firm position, also 
in relatively late mss., e.g. British Museum 
Or. 8695, fol. 15 (Pirqë ’Aböth 1,4): vb’s tnj’ 
btsngy mr svxn’n ’ys’n, “and drink their words 
with thirst” (cf. W. Bacher, Eine persische 
Bearbeitung des Mischnatraktats Aboth, ZfHB 6 
(1902), p. 117).

tvlh*  tvlh’, translating the difficult Hebr. plur. 
taltallïm (“date-panicle”?), V,11, Hébr. 116. D, 
H: tvlh’ (once), fcÿ: silsilah hä.

tarqânïdand, “they stroke”, V,7, tÿ (cf. Arabic 
tarq, “striking violently”) (Hebrewpäs‘a). Hébr. 
116: kvp(f)tnd, D: sk’fth krdnd, sk’ftnd.

vr jyh', “jumping, leaping” (Hebr. partie. Piel of 
dälag), from var Jastan, jah-, 11,8, Hébr. 116 
(D, vr (br) jh’;  : vrjyy’).

tf’føn’n, “queens”, VI,8,9, Hébr. 116, X ©: b’n”n, 
malïkah zanân. Hebrew msläköt.

xvp(J")s'ry, 2nd pers. sing, (xufsânïdan, “to make 
sleep”, see Gilbert Lazard, La langue des plus 
anciens monuments de la prose persane, Paris 
1963, p. 159), 1,7, Hébr. 116, X D: (harm) 
xväbänad, 3rd pers. sing. ; : mëxüspï.

xvrrfn', “like”, 1,9; 11,9,17; VII,8; VIII,14. 
only: mänand.

xvrgh', “flames, lights”, VIII,6 bis, Hébr. 116, H. D : 
frxh’, 2*  : laxcah hä. See W. B. Henning, The 
Sogdian Texts of Paris, BSOAS XI (1946), p. 
728 (Pahl, xvarg, Päzand xurg, Judeo-Persian 
also xvvrg (e.g. Is. XLIV, 19), spoken Persian 
xulg, xarg).

xvsh, “cluster or bunch of grapes or dates, an ear 
of corn”, VII,6. Le. Hebrew I or IV,
whereas —in accordance with the Masoretic
Text—has “like Mount Carmel” (cun köh-i 
karmäl). Cf. VII,8,9 (Hebr. äSköl).

xvsk myvh’, translating the plur. of Hebrew *mägäd,  
“good fruit; present, choice things (about gifts 
of nature)”, IV,13,16; VII,14, Hébr. 116, ID: 
xws myvh’, : xüs bär hä.

y'ftmy, VIH,1, Hébr. 116, D, and □. Other exam
ples of words with the yä-yi tamannä/sart: 
d’dmy, ibidem; r’y’nydmy, bvrdmy (D: ’wrd- 
my), ’mvz’nydmy (D, but wrongly 1st pers.l), 
krdmy (D, but wrongly 1st pers.), tnj’nydmy 
(Hébr. 116, □), VIII,2.

y'qvt translates Hebr. tarsis, that is the name of a 
precious stone of unknown kind, V,14, Hébr. 
116, 3- D : trsvs, : marvârït. Cf. Vulg. iacinctis. 

z’j>’n’, “giving birth to, bearing”, VIII,5. only: 
zäyidah. An interesting form (with -ä- > -Ù-) 
is z'yvri’ in British Museum Ms. Or. 8695 with 
Imrânï’s Ganjnäme and the Pirqë ’Aböth: xvs’ 
z’yvn’y ’v, “happy is she who bore him” (fol. 
41b, Pirqë ’Aböth 11,11). The same caus. is 
found also in Khotanese, e.g. ysyänäte (Suvar- 
nabhäsa Fol. 34-7, H. W. Bailey, Khotanese 
Texts V, Cambridge 1963, p. 112). Cf. R. E. Em
merick, Saka Grammatical Studies (1968), p. 114. 

zb'n, “tongue”, IV,11, Hébr. 116, In D and H : 
zvb’n.

zr, “gold”, for Hebrew kätäm, V,ll, Hébr. 116; 
0, 3: jvvhr, : gülävah tun.

zvlf, “lock”, IV, 1, Hébr. 116, (D has bvn’yvs). 
It translates MT sammäh that again has been 
translated as 1) veil, 2) silence (e.g. LXX 
cncb'nTicris), and 3) locks.
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The Motif by Erik Dal

The Ages of Life
Reflections on the natural length of human life 
and the ages of man are found in the folklore 
and poetry of many cultures.1 The life span of

1 : General literature about the ages of man: Wilhelm 
Wackernagel: Die lebensalter. Ein beitrag zur vergleichen
den sitten- und rechtsgeschichte, Basel 1862; Leopold Löw: 
Beiträge zur jüdischen Altertumskunde II: Die Lebensalter in 
der jüdischen Literatur, Szegedin 1875; Franz Boll: Die 
Lebensalter, 1913 (= Neue Jahrbücher für das klassische 
Altertum XXXI), reprinted in his Kleine Schriften zur 
Sternkunde des Altertums, Lpz. 1950, pp. 156-224; Georg 
Wickram: Werke V, Tübingen 1903, ed. by Johannes 
Bolte, who comments on the play Die zehn Alter; Samuel 
C. Chew: “This strange eventful story”, in Joseph Quincy 
Adams Memorial Studies, Washington D.C. 1948, pp. 
157-82; Anton Englert: ‘Die menschlichen Altersstufen 
in Wort und Bild’, in: Zeitschrift des Vereins für Volkskunde 
XV 1905, pp. 399-412 and XVI 1907, pp. 16-42. - In 
the sixteenth century a book by Pedro Mexia was widely 
distributed in several translations; I used Petri Messiæ 
von Sibilia Vilualtige beschreibung Christenlicher und Heid
nischer Keyseren, Künigen, weltweiser Männeren gedächtnüss 
wirdige Historien... Basel 1564, of which part I chapter 
35 deals with the division of human life according to the 
astrologers. - The fascinating conference papers in 
Eranos. Yearbook XL, Leiden 1971, The stages of life in 
creative process, are not pertinent to our theme. Wilhelm 
Heinrich Roscher has written several basic monographs 
on the importance of certain numbers for religion, 
folklore and science.

2: The overwhelming chapter 12 of Ecclesiastes is less 
specific, but should be mentioned because its words and 
metaphors deeply impressed the seventeenth century 
and influenced (the November verses of) the Danish 
poem discussed in our last paragraph.

3: The late Dr. Rafael Edelmann kindly called my attention 
to the old but current Hebrew-Danish prayer book, A. 
A. Wolff: Tephilath Israel, Israelitisk Bønnebog, 5. ed., 
København 1958, p. 273 (Pirke Aboth chapter 5 § 24, a 
chapter of Mischna). 

almost 1000 years granted to the biblical fathers 
lay before human experience, and after their 
time God set the limit at 120 years (Genesis 6,3), 
the length of life enjoyed by Moses. Closer to 
reality are the words of the Psalmist: “The days 
of our years are threescore years and ten; and if 
by reason of strength they be fourscore years, 
yet is their strength labour and sorrow; for it is 
soon cut off, and we fly away.” (Psalms 90,10).2 
Thus, the majority of calculations, be they built 
on practical or legal customs, on astrological or 
numerical speculation, or on biological facts, 
generally result in such a term of years or round 
about it: 3x40, 4x15, 4x20, 7x7, 9x7, 9x9, 
10x7, 10x10, 12x5, 12x6, 12x7, 12x10. A 
division into 4, 7 or 10 ages was very common, 
while a Jewish prayer still in use today even 
reckons with 15.3

A division into four generally consisted of a 
simple comparison between the seasons of the 
year and the ages of childhood, youth, manhood 
and old age. Observations of nature and specu
lation crossed each other frequently and, associ
ated with ancient learning about the elements 
and humoralism, a table can be set up as that 
that follows, taken from the Holstein governor 
Heinrich Rantzau’s Diarium sive Calendarium 
Romanum, 3rd ed., Hamburg 1594:4

4: The characteristics of the moon have been corrected 
after Rantzau’s table on p. 429. See Chew 170f with note 
30 and Boll 165 and 174ff, both quoted in note 1. Similar 
concepts are used by Anne Bradstreet in her anonymous 
book The Tenth Muse lately sprung up in America, London 
1650 and Boston 1678. The subtitle runs: The Four 
Elements. Constitutions. Ages of Man. Seasons of the Year, 
but her poems do not include our aspect. The Library of 
Congress very kindly sent me photocopies of the mod
ern reprint by Josephine K. Piercy, Gainsville, Florida 
1965.
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hot, wet hot, dry cold, dry cold, wet
elements air fire earth water
ages of life childhood youth early old age feeble old age
seasons spring summer autumn winter
week after new moon first second third fourth
body fluids blood yellow bile black bile phlegm
temperaments sanguine choleric melancholy phlegmatic
points of the compass south east north west
winds Auster Eurus Boreas Zephyr

The Danish calendariographer Niels Heldvad 
- more about him later on - uses another 
division into four (based on sevens) taken from 
elsewhere in Rantzau’s book, in his Practica for 
1615: new moon until 21, first quarter until 42, 
full moon with troubles and sorrows up until 56, 
and the last quarter to 63 or more.

A division into seven ages was obvious because 
the number seven, connected as it is with the 
phases of the moon, did indeed give rise to the 
units of time. “Year weeks” of seven years could 
be associated with biological facts such as teeth
ing and puberty, and the number seven recur
red in the series of celestial bodies, see fig. 12. 
Parallels could also be sought with the seven 
liberal arts, the seven deadly sins, etc. The best 
known division into seven ages is probably that 
of the philosophizing Jaques when describing 
the world as a stage in As you like it, II, 7.

In Danish we find the division into seven ages 
in Herr Michael’s rhymed work based on a Latin 
model: De vita hominis, Om alt menneskens levned, 
printed in 1514: (nascens), infans, puer (7), 
adolescens (14), juvenis (28), vir (50), senex, 
decrepitus;5 in an Astronomische bescriffuelse, Co
penhagen 1594; and in the Almanak of Levinus 
Battus, Copenhagen 1572:6

0- 4 The moon influences the child.
4-14 Mercury brings mind and reason.

14-22 Venus wakes the stormy first experien
ce of love.

22-41 The Sun rules the zenith of life.
41-56 Mars implies misgiving, gravity, worry 

and work.

56-68 Jupiter makes way for well-considered 
action, council and comfort to others, 
balance.

68- Saturn brings increasing physical and 
mental enfeeblement.

A peculiar combination of the different units 
of time and the ages of man appears from a 
fifteenth century source, where an inner circle 
represents the wicked world, the first surround
ing circle the four seasons, the next the twelve 
months and the signs of the zodiac, and the 
outermost circle the seven ages of man plus the 
jaws of hell. Time and life are here understood 
as an eternal turning of the circle, but, strangely 
enough, the sequence of the ages of man is 
counter-clockwise.7

5: He gives Latin disticha with Danish explanations for 
each age. F. J. Billeskov Jansen suggests that the disticha 
may be borrowed from legends to pictures showing the 
seven ages (Danmarks Digtekunst I, Kbh. 1944, p. 49). 
Michael was edited by C. Molbech 1836.

6: Hundert Kalender-Inkunabeln, ed. Paul Heitz with text by 
Konrad Haebler, Strassburg 1905, includes only two 
broadside calendars dating the changes from one age to 
another: 14, 30, 50 years (nos. 3-4, Augsburg: Günter 
Zainer 1470 and 1471).

7: The source is a manual for Greek church painters; see 
Karl von Spiess: Deutsche Volkskunde als Erschliesserin 
deutscher Kultur, Berlin 1934, p. 152f; the chapter deals 
mainly with the transition from a pre-Christian era using 
3 and 9 as holy figures to the more recent lore of 7 and 
12. This is one of several references kindly provided by 
Professor L. Kretzenbacher, Graz. Others are due to Dr. 
Holger Nørgaard, in 1958.
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Fig. 2. An unusual 
rendering of the de
cades of life: the co
lourful pictures in a 
manuscript copying 
the set of paintings in 
Lunden church, 
Dithmarsia, 
Holstein.
Royal Library, Co
penhagen, Ms. GkS 
1028,2°.

Division into ten ages is nearly always connect
ed with decades; examples in many languages 
bear witness to this fact.8 The decade is compa
red, often in jingle or ballad form, with a type of

8: ‘Die zehn altersstufen des menschen’. Aus dem nachlass 
von Julius Zacher hrsg. v. E.Matthias, in: Zeitschrift für 
deutsche PhilologieXXIII 1891, pp. 385-412.

9: Carl Fehrman: Diktaren och Döden. Dödsbild och förgängel- 
sestanke i litteraturen från antiken till 1700-talet, Stockholm 
1952, chapter X, about 17th century ‘life steps’. Fehr
man continued his studies in Liemannen, Thanatos och 
Dödens ángel. Studier i 1700- och 1800-talens litterära 
ikonologi, Lund 1957 (= Skrifter utg. av Vetenskaps-So- 
cieteten i Lund 53). The life age iconology can be traced 
through Fehrman and Chew (see note 1). A doggerel 
used several times by none other than Hans Christian 
Andersen sums up ‘the whole eventful story’: Op af 
Bakken, ned ad Bakken,/ det er hele Almanakken! (March up 
the hill, then come down back/That‘s the whole of the 
almanac!).

human being, an animal, a typical attribute, 
perhaps one that will never be attained if not 
now, etc. The iconographical life-stairway motif 
is usually associated with decades, at any rate in 
Germany and the Nordic area, and often with 
two pictures, showing men and women, respec
tively, up to the peak at 50 years and then down 
again. With this pattern in mind, Goethe may 
talk of our Pyramidenleben, and there is no great 
distance to the wheel of fortune, or the dance of 
death, because a skeleton is depicted now and 
again beside the human figure on each of the 
steps.9 An amusing and unusual example of 
decade figures is shown on fig. 2. The brightly 
painted individuals are from a folio paper man
uscript in the Royal Library, Copenhagen, but 
they illustrate a number of figures originally 
painted on a gallery (burnt in 1834) in the
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Fig. 3-4. ‘The occupations of the months’ may be exempli
fied by two of the woodcuts in Le Calendrier des Bergers, 
September and December, Troyes 1529, as reproduced in 
the edition quoted in note 32.

to the Hitler era in the 1930’s.11 None of this has 
anything to do with the months, and a Talmudic 
commentary to Deut. 32,1 even compares the 
ages of man with the signs of the zodiac, using

chancel of the church at Lunden, Dithmarsia 
province, Holstein. The figures wear the tra
ditional costume of this district.10

In contrast, a division into twelve ages is a 
rarity, even though this number, because of the 
number of months and of the apostles, has a 
folklore of its own. There are a couple of ancient 
and one Turkish example of a division of life 
into twelve periods, while an Italian engraving 
from ca. 1570 deals with twelve ages of ten years 
each, and a Florentine ditty splits up human life 
according to the twelve hours of the day. In our 
century a whole novel has been built up in twelve 
“hours”, each divided into twelve “numbers”, all 
corresponding to the life of the chief character, 
which runs to a certain extent in line with the 
history of Germany from the revolution in 1848 

10: Royal Library Ms. GkS 1028,2°. No text except the 
legends, 17th century (?), library binding probably from 
the 1780’s. The text is glued to the leaves (before the 
painting was finished) and use is made of the well- 
known jingle: Zehn Jahr - Ein Kind/ Zwantzig Jahr - Ein 
Jüngling/ Dreissig Jahr - Ein Mann/ Viertzig Jahr - 
Wohl gethan/ Fünftzig Jahr - Stille-stahn/ Sechtzig Jahr 
- Gehts Alter an/ Siebentzig Jahr - Ein greiss/ Achtzig 
Jahr - Ümmer weiss/ Neuntzig Jahr - Der kinder spott/ 
Hundert Jahr - Begnad mir Gott. After the series, fol. 
21 depicts Death as a skeleton. - See Otto Roos: Lunden. 
Ein Beitrag zur Heimatkunde, Lunden 1929, p. 23f.

11: The Turkish example: Bolte’s Wickram notes p. XVI; 
the engraving: Englert’s chapter ‘Italienische Ottaven 
von Johann Christoph Artopeus’, see note 1; the jingle: 
Archivio per lo studio delle tradizioni populari V 1886; the 
novel: Ehm Welk [: Thomas Trimm]: Die Lebensalter des 
Gottlieb Grambauer, 1937, use was made of a paperback 
edition, Hamburg 1977; the ‘hours’ of his life cover 
unequal lengths of time.
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very far-fetched parallels but without involving 
the months.12

Conversely, the months have their own picto
rial art and poetry without relation to the course 
of human life. This is manifested not least in the 
many ancient, oriental and Christian suites of 
church sculpture and other forms of art, and - 
what is closer to our theme - in (calendar) 
pictures showing the typical occupations of the 
months. In the late Middle Ages these develop
ed from figures of almost symbolic simplicity to 
the landscape paintings that are great works of 
art in several famous livres d’heures.^

12: Löw p. 24 and note 42 (see note 1). Dr. R. Edelmann 
kindly summarized the text for me as a confirmation of 
Low’s evaluation.

13: The iconology of the occupations of the months is a vast 
subject. The calendar from AD 354 called Fasti Philocali 
is a source of paramount importance in the history of 
the cultural and religious transformation of the month 
pictures. See Joseph Strzygowski: Die Kalenderbilder des 
Chronographen vom Jahre 354, Berlin 1888; Alois Riegl: 
‘Die mittelalterliche Kalenderillustration’ in: Mittheilun
gen für österreichische Geschichtsforschung X, Innsbruck 
1889; Émile Mâle: L’art religieux du Xlle siecle en France, 
Paris 1898; see pp. 87-102 about the occupations of the 
months and the respect for work, of which Vincent of 
Beauvais says that labour and science liberate soul and 
body from the evils of the Fall of Man. James Fowler 
compiled a rich collection of examples from all types of 
pictorial art (painting, sculpture in several materials, 
glass, tiles, etc.): ‘On Mediaeval Representations of the 
Months and Seasons’, in: Archæologia XLIV, London 
1873, pp. 137-224, and his ample notes give much 
information on contemporary literature. A still more 
impressive catalogue including 63 plates forms the 
major part of J. Webster: The labors of the months, 
Evanston 8c Chicago 1938 (= Northwestern University 
Studies in the Humanities IV, repr. 1970), describing 
monuments outside calendars proper up to 1200. Other 
material is surveyed by John Granlund: ‘Medeltida 
månadsbilder’, in: Saga och sed, Stockholm 1964, pp. 
36-56. For the 15th and 16th centuries, the most 
important work seems to be Julien Le Sénécal: ‘Les 
occupations des mois dans l’iconographie du moyen 
âge’, in: Bulletin de la Socie'te' des antiquaires de Normandie 
XXXV, Caen 1924, which ends with a long classified list 
of the works of art in question; the author lost his life in 
World War I before he was 22 years old. I follow him in

There is a limited choice of multiplicand if the 
ages of man are to be compared to the months: 
12x5 years gives too short a span of time, but 
one that is used in a tract by Pope Innocent III, 
while 12x7 exceeds the biblical number.14 How
ever, our theme for the following pages is a 
“family” of poems, prose texts and pictures that 
puts the length of human life at 72 years, and 
which seeks similarities between the characteri
stics of the months and the six-year periods of 
man’s life. To introduce our treatment of the 
history of the motif, a survey follows of the 
common content of the texts in the form of a 
brief paraphrase of the oldest source, a French 
poem from the 14th century.

The Motif Retold
Man changes twelve times, every sixth year up to 
the age of 72, just as the months change accord
ing to Nature.

The first six years are comparable to January. 
Man has neither strength, capability nor knowl
edge. - The next six years he grows and acquires 
some knowledge, similar to February that at its 
end inclines towards spring. - But at eighteen 
man thinks very much of himself, like March that 
changes into beauty and warmth.

rejecting the term ‘labours of the months’, because some 
of them are ‘occupations’ unrelated to actual work, see 
note 15. - Several editions of single livre d’heures could 
be added.

14: De contemptu mundi written before he was elected pope 
in 1198: few reach forty and very few sixty(l); Eustache 
Deschamps: Double lay de la fragilite' humaine is influen
ced by him (quoted from Morawski, see note 17). - 
Leopold Kretzenbacher demonstrates the importance of 
72 as a popular expression for a large round figure: ‘Die 
heilige Rundzahl 72’, in: Blätter für Heimatkunde, hrsg. 
vom Historischen Verein für Steiermark, XXVI: 1, Graz 
1952. Stith Thompson: Motif-Index of Folk Literature, 
2nd ed., Copenhagen, V 1955, has examples of 12 and 
72 as formulistic numbers (Z 71.8 and Z 71.14), but, 
astonishingly, there are only two references under 
Months (VI 518) and nothing relevant s.v. Age, Life, 
Season.
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Everything is pleased in April: the herb, the 
tree, the bird. Man grows virtuous and gay, 
noble and loving at 24. - May is the strongest of 
all months and is called their King. Man be
comes strong and well equipped to hold a sword 
in his fist. - June is very hot. Man at 36 is hot and 
proud, begins to ripen and to gather advice.

Nobody can call 42-year-old ‘July" a young
ster. But this month begins to decline, and so 
does the beauty for the creature. - All is ripe in 
August. But he who has never developed wisdom 
has spent his time badly. For now is the time to 
gather one’s goods when one turns to age, 
fading to the colour of marble, just as the 
change in the corn and the trees. - September is a 
rich and pleasant season. But man gets old and 
the harvesting must be started. At 54, man will 
get nothing in the barn if he has not got it now.

October: Rich people, and rich season. But 
man gets old and white-haired. If he is rich, it is 
good; if he is poor, he will lament his ill-spent 
time; his soul and body weaken, and he is 
scorned for any outrage he has committed. - 
The November trees have lost leaves and flowers, 
the foliage has dried up. At 66, man has lost his 
nobility and realizes that his heirs wish he was 
dead - for if he is poor he is just a liability, and if 
he is rich they would like to see their share of the 
inheritance. - In December time dies, and all 
green things lose strength. Man has no pleasures 
left. He prefers warm pies, a soft bed and a deep 
bowl to the love of a damsel. Summer and winter 
have passed by - man lives but one year.

Epilogue: We have reported on the nature and 
reign of each month. But some calculations are 
necessary: Half of the time is lost through sleep 
at night, the first fifteen years through igno
rance, five through illness or through being im
prisoned. So poor life totals but sixteen years, 
and if man is foolish enough to marry he will 
never do well in life. At most, the accounts will 
balance. But the Scriptures tell you that if a man 
has done well, he will find his reward at the 
end.15

The Motif in France

The oldest source found for the motif is a 
superb small folio manuscript of mixed content, 
which presumably originates from the noble 
library of some 1000 volumes set up by Charles 
V of France (d. 1380). This manuscript is Ms. fr. 
1728 in the Bibliothèque nationale, and it is 
concluded with our poem, under which are 
written the words Explicit etas hominum secundum 
exposicionem mensiumA6 The first page of the 
poem is reproduced here on p. 2, and on p. 42 
ff. the complete text is published for the first 
time according to this source. One month, pre
sented in an adapted, present-day form of 
language, can serve as an example:

Or vient avril et le beau jour 
que toute chose se réjouit. 
L’herbe croît et l’arbre fleurit, 
Les oiseaux reprennent leur chant. 
Et aussi à vingt-quatre ans 
devient l’enfant vertueux, 
joli, noble et amoureux 
et se change en maint état gai.

However, the chief edition of this poem, 
published by J. Morawski17, brings together five 
15: “Tel est ce triste petit poème que n’éclaire aucune lueur 

d’espérance chrétienne, et dont chaque vers a ce goût 
d’amertume que laisse la science de la vie,” says Émile 
Mâle: L’art religieux de la fin du moyen âge en France, Paris 
5th ed., 1949. He summarizes the poem and mentions 
the quatrains and illustrations in books of hours discus
sed below, and he remarks that the bitterness of the 
original poem lessens in the quatrains and is eventually 
absent in their illustrations. The artists seem to find a 
not too uncomfortable life worthwhile, after all!

16: Bibliothèque nationale, Catalogue des manuscrits français I, 
Paris, 1868, nr. 1728; Léopold Delisle: Recherches sur la 
librairie de Charles V, Paris 1907, I p. 260 and plate XI 
(reprint Amsterdam 1967).

17: J. Morawski: ‘Les douze mois figurez’, in: Archivum 
RomanicumX 1926, pp. 351-63, lists the following MSS:
A: Genève, Bibl. de la Ville, Ms.179 bis, fol. 52-55, 15th 

cent.
B: Paris, Bibl.nat., latin 4641B, fol.l37v-138v, 15th

cent.
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Fig. 5. The 
pastoral scene 

in Le 
Calendrier des 
Bergers 1493: 

The master 
shepherd 

explains the 
division of 
human life 
and of his 
calendar. 
Orig.size.

fa Siuiffbn 8e for) tempo fid íiaíenSncc

manuscripts A-E, of which A gives the title to his 
treatise and the sub-title to the present book: Les 
douze mois figurez. Fr. 1728 is termed C as it does 
not in all details represent the oldest form of the 
text, while the material treated below in Le Grant 
Kalendrier et Compost des Bergiers is called K. Of 
these texts, C is from the 14th, ABD and K from 
the 15th, and E from the 16th century. Never-

C: Paris, Bibl.nat., fr. 1728, fol. 271-73, 14th cent. 
D: London, Westminster Abbey, Ms. 21, 15th cent.
E: Toulouse, Ms. 831, fol. 31v-32, only v.1-46, though 

space for the rest is left open, early 16th cent.
A and D had been printed much earlier: Bulletin de la 
Socie'te' des andens textes français 1877 and 1875. 

theless, the relationship between the six is hardly 
entirely correctly described by Morawski. In his 
work we find a complete variant apparatus, and 
Povl Skårup has scrutinized this very thoroughly 
before setting up the following hypothetical 
stemma:

Orig. —> X —> y —> z —» w —> E

C A K B D

Morawski uses A as the basis of his text. C, the 
only MS. from the 14th century, is given below 
on p. 42; perhaps it differs from its model more 
often than A does, but it has a better model than 
A has. Including the corrections in our notes,
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Fig. 6. A woodcut opening the astrological chapter of Le 
Calendrier des Bergers, 1493: The shepherd admiring and 
studying heaven. Often used as title woodcut in later 
editions. Orig. width: 100 mm.

the text should be just as close to the unknown 
original as the A text including corrections.

The poem runs naturally and easily in its 
comparison between seasons, nature and the 
ages of man. It cannot be said to be reading 
matter of an edifying nature for it is extremely 
realistic, indeed even cynical. A peculiarity is the 
coda of the poem, this summarizing calculation 
of the 72 years of life: 36 years wasted in sleep, 
the time up until the 15th year of no value 
because of immaturity, and five years wasted by 
illness or imprisonment - giving a remainder of 
16 years. Moreover, should man be foolish 
enough to marry, he will get nothing whatsoever 
out of life! No consideration is given to the fact 
that half of the 15 + 5 years is already deducted 
in the introductory halving, unless the remain
ing years are estimated to be fully and intensely 

spent. This remarkable calculation can be traced 
in several cases in the poetry of that period.

The popularity of the original poem is de
monstrated by its presence in several manu
scripts, by several rewritings, and by its place in 
the so-called Shepherds’ Calendars in French 
and in translation. As mentioned earlier on, and 
as appears from our reproductions of the text, 
the Calendars repeat the poem in a largely 
unchanged form. Hence it seems natural, in 
spite of the chronology, to deal first with this 
branch of the genealogical tree of our theme.

Le Grant Kalendrier et Compost des Bergiers was 
first printed in Paris 1491 by the learned printer 
Guy Marchant. Generally, the editions from 
1493 attract attention because they were enlar
ged and also because an attractive facsimile 
edition has been based upon one of them. 
However, the useful survey of contents given in 
Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke shows that our 
poem was found in the earliest editions too.18

18: GW IV 1968 (with no additions or corrections to the first 
edition) lists the following editions. The numbers of M. 
Pellechet: Catalogue ge'ne'ral des incunables des bibliothèques 
publiques de France III, Paris 1909, are added because of 
the very full descriptions. The first six editions are 
printed by Guy Marchant.

GW 5906 (P.3904): 2.V. 1491,30 leaves.
5907 (3903): [after 2.V.] 1491,54 11.
5908 (3905), partly for Anthoine Vérard; 18.IV. 

1493, 89 11. (and the following issues differ little from 
that number). Vellum copies are preserved in Angers 
and in Paris, the latter illuminated for Charles VIII; see 
the two colour plates in Claudin I ad 358 and 368, cf. I 
425; he has an extremely full description of this magnifi
cent book. For references to A. Claudin: Histoire de 
l’imprimerie en France, I-IV, Paris 1900-14, V: Index 
(used in reprint, 1971), see the index volume. His 
chapter about Marchant I 335-406 is dominated by the 
Calendrier from p. 361.

5909 (3906); 18.VII.1493. The Valenciennes copy is 
the basis for 5912-13 and for the fine facsimile edition: 
Le Grant Kalendrier et Compost des Bergiers, ed. Pierre 
Champion, Paris 1926.

5910 (3907), for Jean Petit; 7.1.1496/97. Basis for the 
English editions, see next paragraph.
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The small folio is of high technical quality, with a 
homogeneous typography in lettre bâtarde and a 
wealth of good woodcuts in contour style ex
emplified on figs. 5-7 and 11 ; they are ascribed 
by H. Monceaux to Pierre Le Rouge and were 
cut by Guillaume and Nicolas le Rouge (note 24).

There seems a contrast between this richness, 
which must surely have had limited sales, and 
the motley in part popular contents dealing with 
calendrical matters, astronomy and astrology, 
with virtues and vices, damnation, medicine, and 
with devotional subjects.19 But, says Émile Mâle, 
“on sait le succès du Calendrier des Bergers: la 
France entière le lut”. The book was a success

5911 ( - ), partly for Jean Petit, 16 IX. 1497. Basis for 
the Paris editions up to 1633.

5912 (3902): Genève, Jean Bellot, not before 1497, 
and

5913 (3909): same, 1500. The basis for the Lyons and 
Troyes editions up to 1729. The former is also the basis 
for: Le Grand Calendrier des Bergiers von Jean Belot, Genf 
1497, hrsg. v. Gustav Grunau mit einführendem Text 
von Hans Blösch und Adolf Fluri, Bern 1920 (selected 
pages only, see esp. p.LX ff).

The last edition before 1501 was again produced by 
Marchant for Jean Petit:

5914(3908): 10.IX. 1500.
The third modern edition is: Le grant calendrier et 

compost des bergiers ... Imprimé nouuellement a Troyes 
[1529] par Nicolas le Rouge, Paris 1925; modernized 
spelling by Bernard Guégan; see figs. 3^1. I used this 
edition in the Royal Library, while the two other 
facsimiles were borrowed from the University Library, 
Scientific and Medical Department, a symptomatic detail 
showing that the whole subject may be approached from 
a humanistic or from a scientific angle.

Claudin III 528 refers to an edition from Lyons: 
[Guillaume Balsarin], no date. The prologue is accom
panied by a wholly different illustration borrowed from 
another book.

19: The illustrations and legends of the infernal punish
ment were used as the basis for paintings in the 
cathedral of Albi, a fact worth mentioning as part of the 
function and fate of illustrated books; mentioned by 
Mâle, see note 15. According to Claudin lip. 444, they 
had been used in another Verard print, L‘Eguyllon de 
crainte divine pour bien mourir, avec les Paines d‘Enfer et de 
Purgatoire.

and appeared in many editions right up until 
1633; one of the first of these editions has been 
republished in entirety and two others in part in 
our own times. Guy Marchant even followed up 
his success with a Calendrier des Bergères, but only 
one impression appeared of this! Here again, 
our poem was included.20

The month poem underwent certain changes 
and abridgements during the course of time. 
The few scattered pairs of lines not found in the 
known manuscripts, but which appear in the 
Calendrier des Bergers, are given in the apparatus 
to the edition, p. 42ff.

The editor of the calendar must have laid 
much weight on the indisputably very universal 
human message of the poem on the months. Not 
only is it given its rightful placing inside the 
book, but a prose paraphrase is also provided, and 
this is found at the beginning of the book in 
association with the shepherd motif.

To start with there is the editor’s prologue, 
put into his mouth by “a shepherd who tended 
his sheep in the field, who was no scholar and 
knew naught of the Scriptures, but just posses
sed his common sense and reason”. This shep
herd describes life as a climax up to 36 years of 
age, and as an anticlimax from 36 to 72 years of

20: GW 5915, Pellechet 3910: G. Marchant partly for J. 
Petit, 17.V11I.1499, 68 leaves. The title is worded by a 
clever salesman: Icy est le compost et kalendrier des bergeres 
contenant plusieurs materes recreatiues et deuotes nouuelle
ment compose sans contredire a celluy des bergiers mais 
suppliant les deffaultes omises en icelluy. It is described by 
Claudin in the chapter dealing with Marchant and by 
Monceaux I p. 294 ff. The important woodcuts of the 
occupations of the months in this book were taken over 
by the Troyes editions of the Calendrier des Bergers, 
according to Claudin who praises them as excellent art 
for a popular book; see also Ruth Mortimer: Harvard 
College Library. Catalogue of Books and Manuscripts. I: 
French 16th Century Books, Cambridge, Mass. 1964. She 
lists two editions at Harvard, and other additions to the 
GW copy lists can be taken from national or library 
catalogues of incunabula and post-incunabula; but this 
taxonomy is less relevant to our purpose.
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Fig. 7. Among the 
woodcuts in Le Ca
lendrier, 1493,several 
show two men in di
spute. Without speci
fic motivation, three 
are found together 
with the poem II est 
vray qu’en douze sai
sons. One is reprodu
ced here; it may 
show the shepherd 
with his son or pupil.

age. Some live for a shorter length of time and 
this can be the result of “violence or interference 
with their nature and condition”; others live 
longer “because of their healthy way of life and 
the teachings by which they have lived and 
deported themselves”.

Then follows the shepherd’s own prologue, 
the prose paraphrase of the month poem with
out the final summing up, and the instructions 
for understanding the Shepherd’s Calendar as a 
whole.

The reason why all this wisdom is ascribed to 
shepherds lies in the idea that this calling is of 
great virtue. Did not the patriarchs Moses and 
David tend sheep? Was it not to the shepherds in 
the fields that the angels sang their tidings? And 
was not Jesus himself the good shepherd?

At least 25 French editions of this book are 
known.21. No study has been made of the 
transformation of the poem and the two pro
logues throughout these editions. However, the 
modern edition of the Troyes edition from 1529 

contains the prologue in a slightly abridged 
form, and for each month there is a modernized 
and in part abridged version of the relevant 
section of the poem. There is no room for its 
introduction and epilogue. Under January the 
poem is described as les douze moys figurez ou le 
Kalendrier de vie humaine. For each month are 
given in addition the verse sequences Je me fais 
Janvier appeller and In jano calidisque, see note 
24.22

Of the three rewritings in question, at least the 
first is almost of the same age as the oldest 
finding-place of the poem, namely from the 
14th century. This is printed by Morawski after 
the only known source, Bibi. nat. ms. fr. 1140, 
fol. 70. It runs to 228 verses, while Morawski’s 
edition of the oldest poem has 146. In addition 
to a prologue and epilogue, the disposition of 
this version is twelve lines dealing with the 
theme for each month plus a quatrain called 
proverbe. The rewriting is a serious debasement; 
the need to think of material possessions in time 
is the theme that is repeated ad nauseam, and it is 
of little help against this that the quatrains show 
a touch of piety, such as the proverbe for April 
reminding us that riches are damnation to those 
whose souls are in hell:

21: Monceaux I p. 289, note, even mentions a Calendrier des 
Bergers in dialogue form by Jean Tabourot, Langres: 
Jean Despreys 1582 and later.

22: As several authors suggest Jehan de Brie as a possible 
source for the Calendrier, it should be stated that the title 
of his agricultural treatise seems to be the only back
ground for this error. It was launched by Paul Lacroix 
(Bibliophile Jacob): Le Bon Berger, ou Le vrai régime et 
gouvernement des Bergers et Bergères composé par le rustique 
Jehan de Brie. Réimprimé sur l’édition de Paris (1541), 
Paris 1878, harshly reviewed by Paul Meyer in Romania 
VIII 1879 pp. 450-54. Jehan’s source, Pietro dei Cres- 
cenzi, is also out of the question. However, the impor
tance of the shepherd as a sort of human archetype is 
stressed by Jehan; see Heseltine’s preface to the edition 
quoted in note 28.
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Mays qui de gaigner a grant cure 
De Dieu gård toudis la droicture; 
Car la richesse est bien mauldicte 
Pour (l’omme) qui l’ame en enfer habite.

23: E.Picot: Catalogue des livres ... [du] feu M. le Baron James 
Rothschild I, Paris 1884, no. 531 with a facsimile of the 
Gothic L of the title-page. The physical condition of the 
book prohibited photocopying, and I am deeply grateful 
to Mme. J. Veyrin-Forrer of the Bibi. nat. who sua sponte 
undertook a complete transcription of the text (1964) 
used for the present edition. See Claudin III 91 and 
Gesamtkatalog no. 7261, Lyon: [Guillaume LeRoy, c. 
1485].

24: Paul Lacombe: Livres d’heures imprime's au XVe et au 
XVIe siècle, conserves dans les bibliothèques publiques de 
Paris. Catalogue, Paris 1907 (reprint Nieuwkoop 1963), 
introduction p. LXII with references to other literature. 
The other type of quatrain is used for January: Je me 
faiz Janvier appeler,/ Le plus froit de toute l’année;/ 
Mais si me puis-je bien vanter/ Que ma saison est 
approuvée. Other types of verse deal with hygienic 
precepts: In Jano Claris calidisque cibis potiaris, or they 
are mnemotechnical rhymes (cisiojanus): En Janvier que 
les rois venus sont. See Felix Soleil: Les Heures gothiques et 
la littérature pieuse au XVe et au XVIe siècles, Rouen 1882. 
He describes selected books of hours: Simon Vostre’s of 
16th Sept. 1498 with In Jano Claris and Les six premiers 
ans-, his undated Hours also including Je me faiz Janvier 
appeller; and the Hours of Thielman Kerver of 19th 
June 1525 with In Jano Claris, Les six premiers am and En 
Janvier. Anatole Alès: Description des livres de liturgie .. de 
la Bibl. Charles-Louis de Bourbon, Paris 1878, quotes the 
verses Les six premiers ans when describing two books of 
hours for Amiens (Paris 1513 and 1555), the latter of 
which also includes a series of relevant illustrations; but 
it is a great pity that his detailed synoptical table of 
illustrations in all the books described omits the calendar 
illustrations. - Claudin II 209-86 is a magnificent 
chapter on Thielman Kerver, but irrelevant in the 
present connection. Very important for the history of 
the woodcuts in the books of hours and the Calendrier des 
Bergers discussed below is Henri Monceaux: Les Le Rouge 
de Chablis. Calligraphes et miniaturistes, graveurs et impri
meurs, I—II, Paris 1896. He describes series of illustra
tions for books of hours II 149 ff. and 161 ff., see our 
Appendix; about the Calendrier see I 144 ff. - My 
former colleague Paul Raimund Jørgensen, Rare Book 
Librarian of the Royal Library, kindly facilitated my 
access to the books of hours and other treasures of his 
remarkable department.

The second and longest rewriting is known 
only from a unique incunabulum printed in 
Lyons in the 1480’s.23 The title is La comparation 
faicte des douze moys de l’an comparagez aux .xij. 
eages de lomme, and the introduction somewhat 
resembles the old one, but the poem lacks the 
epilogue. Each month except January comprises 
eight lines spoken by the month, eight by man at 
the age in question, as well as twelve that, from 
February to September, are ascribed to the 
following sages: Cato, Solomon, Aristotle, Doc
trinal (Alexander de Villa Dei’s famous gram
mar is thus promoted through its title to the 
ranks of the sages!), Maron (=Virgil), Virgil 
(with reference to the Georgies I), and Hippo
crates. The last three months make no reference 
to any wise man as source. No attempt has been 
made to locate the scraps of medieval wisdom 
concerned; but the poem does not seem to be 
practically accessible and therefore it is present
ed here on p. 52-57, although - with the first- 
mentioned rewriting as its probable source and 
not the oldest poem - it is rather tedious with its 
unremitting materialism.

In contrast to the first and second French 
rewritings, the third, Let six premiers ans que 
l’homme vit au monde, is much reduced in length. 
It consists of twelve quatrains with the theme of 
the ages of man, and it is found in a number of 
breviaries, books of hours, etc., instead of or 
together with other French or Latin rhymes.24 
The variants are insignificant; one version is 
given on p. 58 and a sample follows:

Six ans prochains, vingt et quatre en somme, 
sont figurés par avril gracieux, 
et sous cet âge est gai et joli l’homme, 
plaisant aux dames, courtois et amoureux.

No bibliography seems to analyze liturgical 
books sufficiently closely to allow us to establish 
the distribution of these rhymes. Félix Soleil 
takes them from a book of hours from 1498 
(Paris: Simon Vostre 16. Sept. 1498), and there 
seems no handwritten or printed evidence that 
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they should be older than their probable source, 
the Shepherds’ Calendar. Paul Lacombe, who 
gives examples up to 1559, states that the verses 
are more frequent than another widely spread 
sequence of quatrains characterizing the 
months.25

The iconography of the books of hours and 
the verses deserves a closer study, and this may 
be facilitated by the many illustrations given in 
the appendix below. In the calendar section of 
the liturgical books there are several series of 
pictures in connection with Les six premiers ans, 
besides the occupations of the months and the 
purely religious pictures.

The most frequent set of pictures is not of 
later date than 1508 as it is found in a book of 
hours from which a picture has been published 
by V. Champier without more detailed refer
ence (for an English book of hours see note 33 
and pp. 34 ff.). This set illustrates the ages of 
man directly in connection with the poem. They 
are well reproduced, after an hour book printed 
by Thielman Kerver 19.2.1522 (1523 according 
to our reckoning), in a calendar printed in 1923 
by the Linotype and Machinery Ltd, and 
below.

Another series of pictures is found in a rare 
book of hours printed for Nicolas Vivian in Paris 
1515. Lacombe tells us in his Catalogue no. 278 
that the book has illustrations in black without 
borders. However, the Royal Library in Copen
hagen possesses a copy where the metalcuts are 
illuminated and where there are painted bor
ders in addition. The relationship between the 
two series of pictures is unmistakable, but the 
books are very different from each other. The 
one has oval figures in heavily decorated frames 
with space left for the verses, the other has 
rectangular figures in simple frames in one 
corner of the page. Vivian’s suite is, moreover, 
of interest because it introduces a woman as 
main character in the months of decrepitude 
and death. Furthermore, a comparison of the 
black and the illuminated examples is instructive 
because it demonstrates the well known circum

stance that, in France, the printed illustrations 
were more or less freely illuminated using body 
colour, and to a great extent made to resemble 
the handwritten works on which they were 
modelled.

Vivian’s suite seems to have been printed, at 
least in part, using the same blocks as were used 
for two editions described by Monceaux II 149 
and 284; both were printed in Paris by Guil
laume le Rouge & Jehan Barbier, à l’usage de 
Paris 20.x. 1509 and à l’usage de Rome
22.VIII. 1509. Monceaux reproduces January 
and October and says that this suite differs from 
others and reveals influence from outside Fran
ce; our immediate impression is that it looks 
semi-German. It is fascinating to see how the 
realistic, “gothic” cuts in the Copenhagen copy 
are embellished and softened in the illuminated 
Paris copy (figs. 8, 9, 16 and 47).

However, Monceaux’ description (II 161-164) 
of yet another suite in an edition secundum usum 
Romanum (Paris: G. le Rouge c. 1510) casts 
doubts on complete analogy between 1509 and 
1515. He says that the later suite is not quite like 
the 1509 cuts. However, in certain cases the 
motif is entirely different from that we see in the 
1515 edition: March: Adolescents playing blind 
man’s buff; April: Young man seated between 
two women; May: Huntsman with his servant; 
December: Man(!) in agony, Death beside his 
pillow, two women kneeling. I have not seen this 
suite and for practical reasons shall have to leave 
the question open.

It remains to discuss a most interesting ma
nuscript book of hours of very distinguished 
provenance, now in the Biblioteca nacional, 
Madrid. It was discovered in the Toledo Chap-

25: They are found with very few variants in Ch. Cahier: 
Nouveaux me'langes d’arche'ologie, d’histoire et de littérature 
sur le moyen âge [I], Paris 1874, in the chapter ‘Sources 
principales ou puisait l’art ecclésiastique du moyen âge’; 
in Victor Champier: Les anciens almanachs illustre's, Paris 
1886, where the Calendrier des Bergers is dealt with on 
pp. 36-41; and in A. Alès as quoted in note 24.
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Fig. 8-9. Book of Hours, Paris: Nicolas Vivian 1515. The 
same motif in its original form, printed as metalcut, and in a 
de luxe copy, painted in gold and colours. The differences 
are striking, especially in the sinister November and Decem
ber illustrations. See October p. 33 and 37. Paris, Bibl. 
nationale, and Royal Eibrary, Copenhagen.

ter Library in 1869, and according to an old 
tradition it is supposed to have belonged to the 
Habsburg Emperor Charles V; as it is a French

26: This manuscript is quoted by Edith Brayer in her paper 
about French livres d’heures in Bulletin d’information de 
l’institut de Recherche et d’Histoire des Textes XII, 1963 
(Paris 1964), referring to J. Dominguez Bordona: Ma
nuscritos con pinturas, Madrid 1933, I no. 1007, pp. 433- 
37; and it has been treated by Antonio Paz y Melia: 
‘Codices más notables de la Biblioteca Nacional. X: El 
libro de horas de Carlos V’, in: Revista de archivos, 
bibliotecas y museos, 3a e'poca, IX pp. 102-109, Madrid 
1903. - During a visit to Madrid, Mr. Gustav Henning- 
sen of the Danish Folklore Archives procured the 
microfilm reproduced on p. 33, 38, 39, 40 and, together 
with the Flead of the Manuscript Department Mr. 
Manuel Sanchez Mariana, established a better reading 
of the poem than that of Paz y Melia. I am greatly 
indebted to the two scholars for this contribution which 
is the basis for Dr. Skårup’s edition.

work of art of the late fifteenth century it can, 
however, not have been executed for him.26

The calendar of this book represents an inde
pendent type of illustrations and quatrains and is 
connected with our theme, but it does not strictly 
adhere to it because the sequence of the ages of 
life is not combined with a reckoning of the 
12x6 years. Also the general approach is very 
different, very austere, because most of the 
months reveal a marked contrast, often two 
distinct illustrations showing life as it frequently 
is and life as it should be. The pious purpose is 
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clearly indicated on the title page itself which 
stresses the subject of salvation and damnation.

But when we reach the page following the 
calendar we do not see the dualistic scene of the 
Last Judgment but the divine majesty sitting 
enthroned over the fallen angels. Then follow, 
as often, biblical motifs in chronological order.

Consequently, the poem accompanying the 
illustrations is completely different from that 
found elsewhere. The quatrains, all in a most 
moral vein, are divided between remarks made 
by the contrasting persons depicted; only the 
first lines of February are difficult to ascribe to 
anybody. The poem cannot have been conceived 
as an independent work because it is hardly 
intelligible without the illustrations. Moreover, 
the verses show no influence of the other texts in 
our genealogy.

A similar question about the conception of the 
illustrations is more difficult to deal with. They 
are apparently older than the printed illustra
tions and verses in the books of hours, and one 
would suppose that they would cling more 
consistently to the basic theme of the ages of life 
if they did depend upon one of the older poems. 
However, the general concepts of ‘this whole 
eventful story’ are rather commonplace, and an 
independent genesis of the miniatures under 
discussion would be no miracle. Specialists in the 
imagery of the period may reach conclusions 
about this variant of our theme. If we consider 
the illustrations to be independent, then it is less 
important whether the verses are conceived 
simultaneously or written as legends to the 
works of art.

Isolated though it is, this imperial(?) book of 
hours should not be omitted from the documen
tation compiled. The poem is printed on p. 41 
and the miniatures on pp. 38-40.

While the twelve quatrains Les six premiers ans 
were translated for similar use in devotional 
books in England, the other French rewritings 
are only known in the unique texts in question.

Thus the actual afterlife of the motif is not the 
outcome of the rewritings but, in contrast, a 
result of the circumstance that the original text, 
often in quite unchanged form, struck roots in 
the many editions of the Shepherds’ Calendar.

England
Le Kalendrier et Compost des Bergiers must have 
met a significant need in the 16th century and in 
part in the 17th, as is demonstrated by the 
editions produced in France and outside this 
country. The expensive book very soon made its 
way to Britain, but in an unusual fashion. The 
first edition entitled The kalendayr of the shyppars 
is just as well produced and richly illustrated as 
its French model, and it is, too, printed in Paris 
by A. Verard in 1503. There is nothing unusual 
in this circumstance for at that time there were 
connections between France and Scotland and, 
moreover, Verard had a good English market, 
even including King Henry VII among the 
customers of his London branch.27

Less fortunate is it that the translation of the 
French text into English for this first British 
edition was carried out in such an appalling 
manner that the like is only found in one other 
book - of same date and place of publication. 
Both seem to have been translated into a Low
land Scottish-English dialect by a Frenchman 
with little knowledge of English or more probab
ly by a Scot without proficiency in either langua
ge. Of course, the French compositor does not 
improve matters. The book teems with loan 
translations, tracings, misunderstandings and 
untranslated words, and the strange dialect, 
making it difficult enough for the present-day 
reader, is moreover without interest from the 
point of view of linguistic history for “indeed 

27: Claudin II 504. About the woodcuts, see Monceaux II 
26: Several blocks cut for Vérard and lent to the Pynson 
edition never returned to France, and blocks were recut 
for the Marchant issues and later used in Troyes.
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there never existed anything like it”, as remark
ed by H. Oskar Sommer in his excellent work on 
the subject.28 An extract from the poem will 
suffice to demonstrate the point; the prose 
prologues are also found in the book:29

28: The three volumes of his The Kalender of Shepherdes I- 
III, London 1903, comprise learned and detailed Prole
gomena, the English edition from 1503 in excellent 
facsimile and Pynson’s edition of 1506 reset. Four 
synoptic texts of the prologue are given in I p. 64. The 
revised Short Title Catalogue ... 1475-1640 II, 1976, 
modifies and expands Sommer’s details but not his basic 
result: that the English editions of 1503 to 1518 repre
sent four different editorial enterprises. STC has the 
following entries up to 1518 :

22407: Paris: [A. Verard] 1503.
22408: London: R.Pynson 1506.
22409: R. Copland’s revision, [London:] Wynkyn de 

Worde 1508 with the important addition: [really 1516], 
22409.3: Anr. ed. of 22408. R. Pynson [c. 1510], 
22409.5: Anr. ed. of 22409. W. de Worde 1511.
22409.7: Anr. ed. 1516. See 22409. [In other words, 

the de Worde text was first published in 1511].
22410: [London, J. Notary, 1518?].
G. C. Heseltine used the Notary edition, checked 

against the 1493 original, for his The Kalendar & Compost 
of Shepherdes ... newly edited for the Year 1931, London 
1931. The orthography is modernized.

29: The notes have been written in collaboration with Mr. 
Henrik Speckt of the English Institute, University of 
Copenhagen. 'Northern dialect for when and an obvious 
misunderstanding of Fr. qu’en. -2year; the “long z” is the 
letter yogh used several times in the poem. - 3The MS. 
probably showed an ampersand which the French com
positor rendered in his own language. - 4The orthogra
phy used has often a w for v or u. - 5stor for scor(e) is an 
error easy to commit in late Gothic script. — "shadow, Fr. 
ombre. - 7the k is a letter little used in French and rather 
peculiar in design. - 8“and he must necessarily die 
young”. -9the French pres. part, is now and then used as 
an adjective in English, e.g., knight errant. - '"becomes. - 
"certain, or firmly. - l2fist; these words are remote from 
“firmly in his fist” but rather familiar to a Dane who can 
translate them into sikkert i næven-, the words are 
borrowed from Old Norse. - "June. - 14this line is 
corrupt. - 15“all fairness leaves his noblesse”, all that is 
beautiful forsakes its noble magnificence. - '"unstressed 
has, his and other words are spelt without an h. - "goods, 
property, wealth, not heirs. - "poor. - 19not makes the 
line meaningless. - 20ignorant, foolish. - 21plenty. - 22“so 
that they [: the heirs] may share his wealth”.

It is faythful qwen1 the .xii. sayssons 
Changys .xii. tymys the man 
So as the .xii. moneths
Changys them in the 3ear2 .xij. tymys 
Et3 ewyrych4 oon be curs of natwr 
Al followys the creatwr
They change of .vi. 3ear in ,vi. 3ear 
By .xii. tymys in .xii. tymys
Thyr ar thre stor5 .xii. in nombyr 
Et goyes ly man in wmbyr6 
Of aldnes they make7 hym to cum 
Or he most nedys de 3ong.8

At .XXX. 3ear goyes regnant9 in may 
The most myghtly of the .xii. monethz 
Aboue al others namyth kyng 
Et than be cummys10 man strenght 
As .XXX. 3ear and seykyr11 of hys body 
For to hold the sword sekyr in theyr neyf12 
& than cumys the moneth of ioyng.13

Than cummys nouember that drawys hym 
Vnto .lx. zear14
That than they se al wncled 
The treys that so al abowt 
Thayr abydys not leyf no flowr 
Al greenes deys and cessys 
Al fayrnes lefys hys nobles15 
He that as16 thre scor of 3ear 
Shoold weel wnderstond that he goyes 
Et may weyl wnderstond yf he wyl 
That ys16 goodys17 desyrys ys deeth 
Be he in ys tym powyr18 or rych 
For yf he be not19 powyr he ys callyt nys20 
Et so he may not wyn no goodys 
Bot yf he haf gret plante21 of goodys 
They wold se hym dy
Thayr to that they may in ys16 good part22.

Nonetheless, just as was the case in France, 
many editions of this book appeared in Britain. 
It “was a prominent book in Spenser’s England, 
familiar to courtier as well as housewife, and it 
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deserves to be better known today”.30 Richard 
Pynson had the Paris edition revised for his 
edition of 1506, and consequently this was a very 
free version of the material. His Kalender of 
Shepherdes is introduced with these words (mod
ern orthography): “Here before time this book 
was printed in Paris into corrupt English and not 
by no English man, wherefore these books that 
were brought into England no man could un
derstand them perfectly and no ‘maruayll’ [mar
vel, Fr. merveille], for it is unlikely for a man of 
that country for to make it into perfect English 
as it should be.” (Sommer III p. 7).

So far so good - but Pynson only repeats the 
prose foreword of the Parisian edition. The 
clumsy rendering of the French poem - cited 
above - is reshaped into twelve short prose 
paragraphs with a slightly expanded introduc
tion. July and the expanded December are the 
shortest and the longest (Sommer III p. 154):31

“Iulii. At Iulii. he is xlii. and he beginneth a 
lytell to declyne and feleth hym nat so prosper- 
ens[!j as he was.

December. Than is man lx. & xii. yeres. than 
had he leuer haue a warme fyre than a fayer 
lady/ and after this age he gothe into decrepetus 
to wax a chylde agayne & can nat weide hymsel- 
fe/ and than yonge folke be wery of theyr 
company/ and without they have moche gode/ 
they be full lytell take hede of god wote. and the 
more pyte/ for age sholde be worshyped in the 
honoure of the Fader of heuyn/ and for his sake 
chyrysshed.”

Wynkyn de Worde was responsible for the 
third edition (1508, but see note 28). The 
translator Robert Copland tells us that he had 
obtained a copy of the 1503 edition that was “in 
rude and Scottish language, which I read, and 
perceiving the matter to be right compendious, 
and remembering how the people desire to hear 
and see new thinges”, he showed it to de Worde, 
who asked him to translate it closely following 
the French original (Sommer I p. 32).

Also the fourth English edition, printed by 
Julyan Notary in London 1518(?), represents an 
independent endeavour. The editor used both 
Pynson’s and de Worde’s editions, as seen al
ready in the prologue. This can be called a final 
edition in so far as a dozen later London editions 
1528-1656 are derived from it, lost editions 
excepted. In the 1979 facsimile edition, taken 
from the 1585(?) edition, the two months quoted 
above appear as follows:

“July. In July he is xlii, and he begynneth a 
lyttle to declyne, and feeleth hym nat so prosper
ous as he was.

December. In December is man lxxii. yeeres, 
then had he leuer haue a warme fire then a fayre 
lady, and after this age he goeth into decrepite 
to waxe a childe again, and can not weide him 
seife, and then young folkes be wery of his 
company but if they haue much good they beene 
full euyll taken heede of.”32

As mentioned above, the French poem was 
adapted to quatrains used under pictures in de
votional books, and these verses were translated 
into English. They are given on p. 59 according 
to a Prymer of Salisbury use, Paris: Fr. Régnault

30: The quotation is from the preface to a new edition: The 
Kalender of Sheepehards (c. 1585). A facsimile reproduc
tion edited and with an introduction by S. K. Heninger, 
Jr., New York 1979. The preface surveys the contents of 
the book and gives edited texts with a translation of the 
Latin parts of the work. The reproduction is mediocre, 
in places illegible, but the book certainly fills a gap. It is 
STC? 22416.5: John Wally [c. 1585], earlier supposed to 
be from 1560.

31: In the following quotation weide is ‘wield’, wote means 
‘wit’, and pyte is ‘pity’.

32: A. H. Diplock published a popular book, The Kalendarof 
Shepherds, being Devices for the Twelve Months, London 
1908, which had the main purpose of making known the 
fine French ‘occupation woodcuts’. See figs. 3-4. Various 
texts including the prose prologue to the calendar are 
given for each month; it is not indicated which edition 
was used. Also reproduced by Heseltine and Monceaux, 
see notes 28 and 24.
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1529, a widely spread type of book that was the 
forerunner of the Book of Common Prayer, but 
which altered essentially in character after the 
Reformation.33 The translation is very faithful 
almost throughout; with few enjambments and 
moderate claims on rhyme and rhythm, the task 
can hardly have been too onerous. The month 
pictures are partly reversed but also obviously 
altered versions of the suites mentioned above, 
see pp. 34-37.

Here it may be mentioned that parts of the 
calendar travelled onwards under a different 
title. One of the earliest printers of popular 
books in England, Robert Wyer, published a 
Compost of Ptholomeus, in London, probably in 
1532 and re-issued from 1540(?) to 1632(?).34 
Wyer gave this volume containing pirated sec-

33: The text was copied during a short visit to the Folger 
Shakespeare Library in 1961; the illustrations on p. 
34-37 were kindly provided by the library in 1980. Mary 
Parmenter: ‘Spenser: Twelve Aeglogues proportionable 
to the twelve Monethes’, in: ELH. A Journal of English 
Literature History, 1936, pp. 190-217, quotes the verses 
and mentions illustrations in a primer from 1538 (Brit. 
Mus. c. 52. f. 16). Primers in the Folger Library printed 
in English in Paris 1508 and Rouen 1538 were compar
ed with the text; there were no important variants. But 
while the January picture of 1529 shows children 
playing, it shows horsemen in a wood 1508 and 1538.

34: H. B. Lathrop: ‘Some rogueries of Robert Wyer’, in: The 
Library, 3rd series V, 1914, pp. 349-64.

35: The edition here used is The Shepherd’s Calendar, ed. W. 
L. Renwick, London 1930. He expends only one senten
ce on the title, but see Mary Parmenter (note 33). She 
stresses the fact that calendar questions were a hot 
potato at that time, because discussions leading to the 
calendar change of the Catholic countries in 1582 took 
place at a national and an international level.

36: The harsh fate of the text in the first and following 
editions was described by the editors of the first reliable 
text. See John Clare: The Shepherd’s Calendar, Oxford UP 
1964, ed. Eric Robinson & Geoffrey Summerfield, with 
wood engravings by David Gentleman. A later edition 
(Paradine 1977) has wood engravings by John Lawren
ce. These books actually continue the ancient history of 
the occupations of the months as a subject for artistic 
interpretation.

tions on astrological, medicinal and physiog
nomical matters an introduction put into the 
mouth of Ptolemy. While the other sections of 
the book do actually reflect a certain tradition 
from Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos, the introduction is 
just a version of our usual prologue where the 
name of Ptolemy is used instead of “the shep
herd”.

Two literary works of very different, and also 
mutually disparate character borrowed the title 
of the widely known popular calendar. When 
Edmund Spenser’s shepherd Colin Clout long 
had wandered in the labyrinth of love, he wished 
to cool his passion and warn his friends the other 
shepherds, for which reason “he compiled these 
xij. Æglogues, which for that they be propor
tioned to the state of the xij. monethes, he 
termeth the SHEPHEARDS CALENDAR, ap
plying an olde name to a new worke” (1579).35 
But this pioneering work of the Elizabethan 
renaissance has little but title in common with 
the old work. The poem for February contains a 
characterization of age that “very well accordeth 
with the season of the moneth”, i.e., other than 
the tradition, and already in March “two shephe- 
ards boyes taking occasion of the season, begin
ne to make purpose of loue and other ple- 
saunce”, while the moving poem for December 
compares life not with the months but in more 
commonplace fashion with the seasons: fresh 
spring without “loues folly”, then burning, im
passioned summer, autumn and winter.

The title was revived 250 years later when in 
1827 John Clare published his long pastoral 
poem The Shepherd’s Calendar. This work, how
ever, has borrowed only the name and not the 
structure of our theme poem for its vivid des
cription of the weather and occupations of the 
year.36

Mention should be made of yet another book 
that introduces two further facets of our subject, 
but which cannot, on the other hand, be said to 
belong to the “family” under discussion. In 1959 
the Royal Library in Copenhagen purchased two
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WHxf P lough & harrow with laborious toile.
Tidtrnft to mother earthy fruitfullfoik$ 

Aftrxa, juftice Scepter who can [way, 
To Sickle and the Barne doth that repay • 
The fíufbandman he will now weepe no more • 
When juft Aftræa (hews him hope of Hore.

The Gods are juft Jet men then plow be} 
To ufe their blejfings with fo&rietj.

Fig. 10. Emblematic double-page introducing a section of 
Robertus Farlaeus: Kalendarium Humana Vitce. The Kalender 
of Mans Life, London 1638.

rare emblem books by Robertus Farlæus (Farley, 
Farlie), bound together, from 1638. One of 
them had the promising title Kalendarium Hu
mana Vita, The Kalender of Mans Life (largely 
bilingual just as the title), and this presents two 
different, mutually disparate monthly progrès- 

87sions.
Each month comprises a double page of 

emblematic character: a short moral verse, a 
framed illustration, and above and below the 
figure a short sentence in Latin and in English; 

the moral verse is omitted four times where a 
figure symbolizing the season takes its place. 
The sequence begins with spring and March38,

37: The purchase was probably proposed by Professor Eric 
Jacobsen, to whom I am indebted for reference to the 
volume and for other valuable support at that time and 
now again. The other book by Farley is Lychnocausia, sive 
Moralia Facum Emblemata, Lights Morall Emblems, which 
only comprises emblems dealing with darkness and 
light. A much better known emblematist, Francis Quar
les, published Hieroglyphikes of the Life of Man in the 
same year, also taking light as his theme. He includes 
seven emblems symbolizing man’s seven ages by candles 
burning lower and lower. See Rosemary Freeman: 
English Emblem Books, London 1948, pp. 122-25.

38: There are plenty of examples of March being consider- 
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and the modest little woodcuts have numerous 
similarities of motif with the tradition of the 
occupations of the months, i.e., not connected to 
our special theme.39

ed the first month and Lady Day, March 25th, as the 
ecclesiastical New Year; in England the latter was 
maintained up until 1752. Farley may also have known 
the Golden Legend, where March, Summer, September 
and Winter are compared to infancy, youth, steadfast 
age and ancienty or old age. See The Golden Legend, or the 
Lives of the Saints, as Englished by William Caxton, ed. F. 
S. Ellis, London 1931, lines 63-66 (ref. taken from Mary 
Parmenter p. 191). Also Emile Mâle gives examples of 
ecclesiastical art of the 13th century where March is the 
first month, following the Julian calendar.

39: Rosemary Freeman disregards Farley's Kalendarium, not 
considering it an emblem book proper. Certainly the 
figures are more descriptive than symbolic, but no less 
than Mario Praz argues that it complies with Miss 
Freeman’s own criterion: a collection of moral symbols, 
each combining illustration, sentence and interpreta
tion. See M. Praz: Studies in seventeenth-century imagery, 
2nd ed., Roma 1964 (= Sussidi eruditi 16), p. 332.

40: One could hardly expect our unsophisticated theme to 
catch the attention of the emblematists, and actually we 
cannot trace any example in Arthur Henkel’s & Al
brecht Schöne’s magnificent volume: Emblemata. Hand
buch zur Sinnbildkunst des XVI. und XVII. Jahrhunderts.. 
Ergänzte Neuausgabe, Stuttgart 1976. They do not 
include Quarles’ Hieroglyphikes among their sources.

41: W. Nijhoff & M. E. Kronenberg: Nederlandsche biblio
graphie van 1500 tot 1540, of which vols. I-III 1923-42 
are relevant, list the following editions from Antwerp:

1258: Willem Vorsterman c. 1514-15. The Sunday 
letter shows that the translation was made in 1513, but 
no edition from that year is known. UL Ghent.

1259: id. 1516. Library of Congress, Rosenwald Col
lection.

1260: id. 1520. UL Cologne.
0720: Adrian van Berghen 1521 (?). Not seen by the 

editors.
3296: ibid.: Symon Kock 1539. UL Amsterdam. 

Further:
Antwerp: Marie Ancxt, Jacob van Linveldt’s widow, 

11. II. 1546. (Cock-Glorieux: Bélgica Typographic I no. 
4278). Royal Library, Brussels.

ibid.: Jan van Ghelen 1580. (Graesse: Tre'sor ... VII 
1869 p. 199, see also II p. 242 f.

Photocopies of the prefaces of NK 1258, 1259 and 
3296 were kindly provided by the libraries, while the 
complete microfilm of the 1546 edition was sent.

Moreover, for each month, there is a poem in 
blank verse of several pages and this is connect
ed with the ages of man - but the months begin 
with March. For spring we thus find: birth, 
infancy, childhood; for summer, young age, 
stripling’s age, youth (already now is half the 
time spent!); for autumn, man’s age, middle age 
and age far spent; and for December, old age. 
January carries the heading Death, and Februa
ry comprises Epitaphs of biblical figures from 
Adam to Solomon. In this way the poem avoids 
any comparison between the first months of the 
year, so lifeless they are - at any rate in northern 
climes - and the swiftly developing first ages of 
man. Arguments for and against Robert Farley’s 
possible dependence on, or knowledge of the 
traditional Shepherds’ Calendar, or that of 
Spenser, should, however, be based on more 
detailed study.40

The Netherlands. Germany
It is no wonder that a book with the popularity 
of the French Calendrier des Bergers gained 
ground not only in England but also on the 
continent, at least in the Netherlands and shortly 
after in Germany; no attempt has been made to 
locate adaptations and translations appearing in 
the Romance countries other than France. The 
old poem which shrunk to a prose summary in 
English editions, except in the peculiar first 
translation from 1503, left no direct trace in 
Dutch and German calendars, but a rearranged 
and abridged version of the French prologues 
constitutes the introduction in these works.

The title of the Dutch editions is Der Scaepher- 
ders Kalengier, and all of the six (or more) issues 
seem to be printed in Antwerp.41 With few and 
unimportant exceptions, the prologues differ in 
orthography only. Without reference to the 
original, the first prologue dealing with the 
2x36 years is ascribed to the translator and 
rather heavily abbreviated; the second dealing 
with the 12x6 years is always the shepherd’s, 
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Fig. 11-13. The scholar in his study is a motif too common in 
the prelims of late medieval books to warrant conclusions. 
However, these three woodcuts are worth juxtaposing: Le 
Calendrier des Bergers, Paris 1493, Der schapherders Kalender, 
Rostock 1523, and a German Bauempraktika from 1512, 
reproduced from Per-Olof Johansson: Bonde-Practica eller 
Veyr-Bog, Folkelæsning i 300 dr, Kbh. 1975, after the copy in 
Basel. Orig. width: 134, 117 and 55 mm. The German title 
runs: The Shepherd’s Calendar. A very fine and useful book 
with many fruitful topics which are clearly shown on the 
verso of this leaf. Item: At the end of this book you find the 
Short Physiognomy, from which you may clearly understand 
the complexion and the affinities of man. (All text lines 
except Item ... vyndeth are in red.).

but the text refers to ‘masters’ and not to 
‘shepherds’. The comparison between the sea
sons and youth, strength, wisdom and age is 
transferred from its position just before January 
to one just after December. The descriptions of 
the months, not of human life, are abridged, 
although not as much as was the first prologue, 
but still enough to impair the general impression 
of the florid text. July and August are slightly 
expanded at least in comparison with the 1493 
prologue printed below. The final summing up 
is omitted. The translation as such is fairly exact.

The scope of the Dutch calendar, at least of 
the 1546 edition which has been checked in its 
entirety, is more limited than that of the French 
model; the calendar is on its way to becoming a 
German Bauernpraktik. The contents are mainly 
astronomical and medical, the woodcuts are 
numerous but mediocre.

The prologue of the Dutch Scaepherders Kalen- 
gier found its way into two German editions; 
however, no comparison has been made of the 
entire books. Admittedly the title Eine nyge 
Kalender, Lübeck 1519, reveals no connection 
with our subject, but a work of entirely similar 
contents, Rostock 1523, is called Der schapherders 
Kalender.42 Its title page shows a picture of the 
learned man (very different from a stylistic point 
of view from the French model), the signs of the 
planets, as well as a full title in a texture type

already old-fashioned for 1523. Reference is 
made to the list of contents on page 2 ff as well as 
to the supplement on physiognomy. The wood
cuts for the months do not show our theme with 
variations but the far commoner occupations of 
the months.

A couple of very telling differences catch the 
attention: the Frenchman says that man can die 
before his time because of violence and interfer
ence with his nature and condition, the Dutch 
translator follows him, but the German says that

42: C. Borchling & B. Claussen: Niederdeutsche Bibliographie 
I, Neumünster 1931-36, nos. 626 and 627 (1519, with 
compatible variants in the colophon: Dorch de kunst 
Hanss arndes or In der druckerye Steffen arndes) and no. 
762 (Ludwig Dietz 1523). Good but trimmed copies of 
the two books are in the University Library of Copenha
gen, Scientific and Medical Department, while our 
illustration was taken from a magnificent copy in Wol
fenbüttel. The source index of Schiller 8c Lübben:
Mittelniederdeutsches Wörterbuch I 1875 seems to be the 
only indication of an edition from Rostock 1530. - 
Professor H. Bach (Univ, of Aarhus) kindly checked the 
Dutch and German text-transcriptions. The Dutch texts 
follow the first print, very slightly normalized by use of 
the next one.
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man shortens his life by food and drink and 
many other things. The glorious feeling of 
vitality in the age of May can make man forget 
food and drink, according to the Frenchman, 
but this is altogether too much for the German 
who omits the corresponding Dutch passage.

The contents of the work have much in 
common with the contents of the type of book 
called Bauernpraktik/Bonde-Practica in Germany 
and the North, and which have been found since 
1508 in the German language. Here this matter 
must rest because our theme seems never to 
have been used in this widely spread type of 
popular book.

The original separation between the two pro

logues was maintained by the Dutch translator, 
though he reduced the first considerably. The 
German merges the two into one but follows his 
Dutch model almost scrupulously. The first 
prologue in Dutch and German and two months 
in all three languages are given below, cf. p. 28.

Denmark
From 1482 up to the Reformation in 1536 the 
art of printing was represented in Denmark by 
short-lived printing houses in a number of 
towns. From 1532 Copenhagen had one and 
later several permanent printing houses which, 
in spite of privileges and restrictions, had to 
compete with books printed in Danish and 
smuggled into Denmark from Rostock and Lü
beck. Thus it is hardly remarkable that Der 
schapherders Kalender made its mark in this 
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Prologhe van den translatoer.
Een scaepherder wachtende scapen inden veide, die gheen 
clerc en was noch niet een a voer een b en kende, maer allene 
doer zijn natuerlijck verstandenisse, seide: Hoe wel dat 
dleuen ende steruen des menschen inden hånden ende wille 
gods zijn, nochtans behoort die mensche nader natueren te 
leuen .lxxij. iaer oft meer. Zijn reden was dese: So veel tijts 
als die mensche leeft, eer hi tot sinen stercsten ende 
vroemsten es, na der natueren te spreken, al soe langhe 
behoort hi oock te leuen om tot crancheden ende ot nyeute 
to comen. Daer om suldi weten, dat elck mensche .xxxvi. iaer 
out es, eer hi volwassen es in erachten oft wijsheden; 
desgelijcx behoort hi oec .xxxvi. iaer te sine om tot outhe- 
den, crancheden ende tot nieute te comen. Dat zijn tsamen 
.lxxij. iaer na den loop der natueren te spreken. Die ghene, 
die beneden .lxxij. iaeren steruen, coemt diewils bi haer 
grote ouerdaet ende violencie, daer si haer complexie mede 
corrumperen. Ende die langer dan .lxxij. iaren leuen, dat 
coemt bi goeden wisen regimente daer si bi leuen ende hem 
seluen mede regieren. Ten propoeste van leuen ende 
steruen, seide die scaepherder, dat hi gheen dinck ter werelt 
so seer en begheert als een lanck leuen, ende gheen dine en 
ontsiet hi so seere als cortelijc, ionck oft gheringe steruen. 
Daer om practiseerde hi manieren te vinden, daer hi bi lange 
leuen mochte met wijsheden ende salicheden, dwelck dese 
practijcke oft calengier der scaepherders leeren sal.

De vorrede van dussem ny gen Schapherders Kalender.
De wysen meysters vnde gelerden schriuen alsuß. Wo wol 
dath dat leuent vnde steruent der mynschen/ yn der walt 
vnde macht des alweldyghen gades ys. Nochtant hört dem 
mynschen na demm lope der nature tho sprekende/ to 
leuende .lxxij. yaer offte meer. Vnde so lange alße de 
mynsche leuet/ bet dat he to Vorstände vnde vppe synem 
besten ys/ so lange hört em ock to leuende wen he krencket 
vnde wedder aff nympt. Hyr vmme ys to wetende. wen de 
mynsche olt ys .xxxvj. yar/ so ys he vp synem aller besten/ so 
behört em ock .xxxvj. yar wedder aff tho nemende an der 
Sterke vnn an den krefften/ dat synt to samene .lxxij. yar. De 
gennen de beneden .lxxij. yaren steruen/ dat kumpt sumty- 
des dat se ere leuent gekörtet hebben myt ouerflodicheit 
ethendes vnde drynkendes/ vnde vele andere dynghe/ dar de 
minsche syn leuent mede körten mach. De ock lenger leuet/ 
kumpt van gudem regemente/ dat syck de mynsche abstinert 
vnde redelycken holt yn allen dyngen. Wente neyn dynck 
begerliker ys/ wen lange to leuende/ vp dat he lange yn 
suntheyt möghe leuen. Dat denne yn düssem boeke klarliken 
gelert wert.
To be continued on p. 43.

Que vient le moys de may gratieux et 
plaisant, que toute nature se esiouist, 
oysillons chantent au boys iour et nuit, 
arbre se changent de fruitz, et terre 
aussi, le soleil est fort chault, et vers sa 
fin esté fait son commencement. Ainsi 
l’omme en autree six ans se voit ieune, 
beau, vertueux et entrer en chaleur, 
quiert esbatemens, danser, saulter et 
chanter nuit et iour, que souuent en 
oblye le boire et menger, si entre en sa 
grant force, et a des ans xxx.

Que vient octobre, quant tout est 
amassé, biens sont a l’ostel, blez, vins et 
fruitz; et de rechief on prent a labourer 
et semmer la terre pour l’an aduenir; et 
qui ne semmeroit, ne cuelleroit rien. 
Ainsi l’omme autres six ans a ce que 
doit auoir; conuient qu’il se contente, 
car plus ne gaignera. Se prent seruir a 
Dieu, fait penitence et euures telles 
qu’elles soient semence des fruietz qu’il 
cuellera l’an après son trespas, et a des 
ans lx.

Daer na coemt Mayus, genoechlijck 
ende playsant, dat hem aile natueren423 
verbliden, die voghelkens singhen int 
wout nacht ende dach, die boomen 
cleeden hem met vruchten, die sonne 
schijnt claer, werm ende sterck. Des- 
ghelijcx die mensche na sinen .xxiiij. 
iaren gheuoelt hem seluen ionc, scho- 
on ende cloeck, comende in dye werm- 
te zijnder iuecht, soeckende esbatte- 
menten, danssen, singhen, springhen 
nacht ende dach, diewils eten ende 
drincken vergetende.
Dan coemt october, dat al vergadert es, 
coren, terwe, winen ende vruchten. 
Ende men beghint die eerde te berei- 
den om dat toecoemende iaer, ende die 
niet en sayt, niet en mayt. Desghelijcx 
die mensche out zijnde .liiij. iaren moet 
hem liden met den ghenen dat hi 
heeft, want hi niet veel meer ghewin- 
nen en can. Daer om doet penitencie, 
goede wercken ende sayt vruchten, die 
hi int toecomende iaer (te weten na sijn 
doot) mayen wille voer den oogen 
gods.

Dar na kumpt Mayus/ de ys genöchlick 
vnde lustich so dat syck alle creaturen 
vorfrouwen/ de vögele syngen/ de bo
rne hebben schone blomen/ de sonne 
schinet gantz klar vnde warm. So ys ock 
de mynsche tho synen .xxx. yaren. He 
dunket syck suluest yunck/ schone/ 
starck/ vnnd kloeck/ he ys van yöget 
wegen sokende genochte myt dantzen/ 
syngen/ vnde spryngende.

Dar na kumpt October/ so synt alle 
fruchte vor gaddert/ rogge/ wete/ vnde 
alle korne. Denne betenget man dat 
ertrijke wedder to segende yegen dat 
tokamende yaer. De denne nicht en 
seygen/ de en dörnen ock nicht mey- 
gen. So ys de minsche wen he olt ys .lx. 
yar. He mot syck behelpen myt dem 
dat he hefft/ wente he denne nicht veel 
meer ghewynnen kan.
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country. Incidentally, its printer, Lud. Dietz, did 
in fact achieve official connection with the Da
nish book world many years later when he was 
called in as a master printer to print the first 
Danish bible in 1550. However, the influence of 
the German calendar concerns the calendrical 
material and the medical advice, and where it 
can be noted is in the introductory calendar 
sections of the earliest Lutheran hymnals: not in 
Dietz’s own of 1529/36, but in Christiern Peder
sen’s of 1533 and specially in En Ny Psalmebogoi 
1553, which, rightly or wrongly, is considered to 
be the third, augmented edition of the work of 
Hans Tausen, the reformer. There is no lack of 
Danish calendars or almanacs in this century but 
they do not contain the theme under present 
discussion, and the same applies to the category 
of Bonde-Practica, which, using a German model, 
were printed from 1597 to 1804, and in Swedish 
translations even up to 1943! These books, as

42a: creaturen in the German translation and in the 1539 
edition gives much better sense than the abnormal 
plural natueren not indicated by toute nature.

43: A full description of early Danish books is given in 
Lauritz Nielsen: Dansk Bibliografi 1482-1550 and 1551- 
1600 plus Registre, Kbh. 1919-33. The hymn-books 
mentioned up to 1569 have been re-edited in facsimile. 
The relationship between medical prescriptions in ca
lendars and in hymn-books is the subject of Poul 
Hauberg: Lægerådene i vore ældste salmebøger, Kbh. 1959 
(= Theriaca fase. 3); he quotes the 1523 Kalender and 
the 1553 hymn-book synoptically. Further: Merete 
Geert Andersen: ‘Kalendarierne i vore ældste danske 
salmebøger’, in: Hymnologiske Meddelelser 1976, pp. 
101-28 (Copenhagen).

44: H. V. Gregersen’s full biography of Heldvad, written in 
Danish (1957), was translated into German by Richard 
Todsen: Niels Heldvad, Nicolaus Helduaderus,
1564-1634. Ein Bild seines Lebens und seiner Zeit, Flens
burg 1967. See also Holger Fr. Rørdam: Historiske 
Samlinger og Studier IV, Kbh. 1902, pp. 1-64 and 349- 
424. In later life Heldvad was criticized for his rather 
oraculous predictions of war, high prices, remarkable 
events, etc., and immediately after his death such 
forecasts were generally forbidden in almanacs; but 
weather predictions were maintained much longer. 

just mentioned, do have much material in com
mon with the Shepherds’ Calendar and likewise 
with the rather more “scientific” treatises of the 
Prognostica type, the Planet books, etc.43

It was Niels Heldvad (1564-1634), a priest in 
North Schleswig and a productive writer of 
popular books, who showed an interest in the 
theme of the ages of man. From 1591 until his 
death Heldvad was a publisher of almanacs, 
often having much success. In 1616 he was 
appointed astrologer, astronomer and calenda- 
riographer to King Christian IV. Otherwise, he 
lived an eventful life, having many competitors 
and other enemies. Nevertheless his small alma
nac is said to have been printed in a six-figured 
number of copies, in truth becoming public 
property. In addition, he was the author of the 
larger Prognostica and Practica. As previously 
mentioned, in 1615 he took over the material on 
the ages of man from Heinrich Rantzau, with 
whom he had personal connections.44

It is exceedingly unfortunate that Heldvad’s 
Prognostica for 1620 has been lost. In this he 
must have mentioned our theme and/or printed 
his hymn about the ages of man. Perhaps he 
even gave a more or less free translation of the 
German introduction to the hundred-year-old 
Shepherds’ Calendar; this seems to appear from 
the heading of Heldvad’s hymn.

Heldvad also produced hymnals and devo
tional books. Between the two milestones in the 
older history of Danish hymns - Hans Thomis- 
søn’s Danske Psalmebog 1569 and Thomas Kin- 
go’s of 1699 - there is a jumble of larger and 
smaller hymnals and devotional books, among 
them many that are wholly or partly written by 
one author. One such book is Niels Heldvad’s 
Armamentarium Davidicum, Det er: Kong Davids 
Tyghuss. The first edition from 1623 or 1624 is 
lost, thereafter there are four further impres
sions from 1630 to 1656. This book contains the 
Danish version of our theme: a hymn in 44 
eight-lined stanzas with a long heading that runs 
as follows in translation: “A pretty reminder of
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Fig. 14-15. January and August in Niels Heldvad's Danish hymn. Woodcuts by Marcel Rasmussen 1959, see reference in note 
47. The work of this artist who lived 1913-64 was typical of one aspect of Danish book illustration using original graphic 
techniques; his illustrations were dealt with by the present writer in Bogvennen, 1976 pp. 209-16 (Copenhagen). Three stanzas of 
the Danish text summarized p. 43 are quoted (in modernized spelling).

Januarius, det første Seks.

Januarius først kommer 
og ikke lader se 
de dejlig’ rosensblommer, 
som skjult er under sne, 
og haver liden grøde, 
ja liden kraft og saft 
til vores klæd’ og føde, 
min ven, tag det i agt.

Så mon det med dig gange 
i din’ seks første år.
Du kan ej pukk’ ej prange, 
men ringe da formår.
En liden gæk man kalder 
og ofte tumler dig, 
du tit til jorden falder 
og handler barnagtig.

Augustus, det ottende seks.

Augustus sig ej glemmer 
hos jordens grøde køn, 
men monne den afnemme, 
som stod dejlig og grøn, 
sin’ lader at opfylde 
med kornet og med hø. 
Min ven, tænk ej for silde, 
at du må engang dø.

the ages of man, divided up according to the 
twelve months of the year, which can be read in 
my large Prognostica for the year of our Lord 
1620. Thereafter arranged in rhyme to be sung 

to the tune of: Wohl auf, gut G’sell von hinnen, 
mein Bleiben ist nicht hier, etc.”45
45: The tune was first published by Georg Forster 1589 ff 

with setting by Caspar Othmayr printed in R. v. Lilien-
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Armamentarium Davidicum, the Armoury of 
King David, is of mixed content: texts set up as 
weapons in an armoury, set up as medicaments 
in King David’s pharmacy, etc., as well as old 
hymns and new ones written by Heldvad him
self. Of the latter, the ages of man hymn had the 
longest life. The remainder of the 17th century 
was marked by so-called “complete hymnals”, 
thus called because the printer-booksellers who 
published them added supplement to supple
ment, reaching 1000 hymns. No real search has 
been made for our hymn, but at any rate it is 
found in the last edition of Cassube’s hymnal 
from c. 1690. Here it has a placing both honou
rable and isolated, i.e., right at the beginning of 
the book after the small calendar section, but 
before the systematically arranged hymn section 
proper. Here it stands as a didactic poem - its 
length precluded its use as an ordinary church 
hymn. A paraphrase is given on p. 43 ff.

Although the natural progress of the poem 
and many details nicely follow the tradition, the 
tone of this the last offshoot of our “genealogical

cron: Deutsches Leben im Volkslied um 1530, Berlin u. 
Stuttgart 1881 p. 351. References concerning text and 
tune, plus a new setting by Thorkild Knudsen, may be 
found in the 1960 edition mentioned in the last note. 
Danish secular song of the period is thoroughly covered 
by Nils Schiørring: Den verdslige danske visesang i det 16. 
og 17. århundrede, I—II, Kbh. 1950.

46: The basic structure of the poem may be compared with 
twelve month-hymns by Heldvad’s German contempo
rary Martinus Behm, who, in spite of his vigorous style, 
proceeds in small juxtaposed ripples, without raising the 
great wave of life. See Philipp Wackernagel: Das deutsche 
Kirchenlied V, 1877, nos. 285-299 after M. Behm: 
Kirchen Kalender, Wittenberg 1606 and 1617.

47: Niels Heldvad: En smuk ihukommelse om menneskets alder 
efter de tolv måneder i året afdelt. Ed. by Erik Dal with 
woodcuts by Marcel Rasmussen. Odense 1959/60. The 
postscript of 37 pages includes a presentation of the 
poem, its tune, the poet and the older texts back to Ms. 
fr. 1728, intended for a broader public and with 
translated quotations. The editor found the poem in 
1946 in C. J. Brandt & L. Helweg’s anthology: Den 
danske Psalme-Digtning I, Kbh. 1846, in connection with 
his studies of the 17th century. 

tree” is now very different.46 The exhortations 
to think of earthly security in good time are 
replaced by Christian exhortations to think of 
death, and the description of human frailty 
admonishes young people to be tolerant of the 
old. Although no typical hymn, it seems quite 
appropriate in an orthodox Lutheran devotional 
book, however cynical and avaricious its older 
relatives might have been.

The hymn was left out of the strictly regulated 
Kingo hymn-book of 1699 and forgotten during 
the swiftly following pietistic wave that swept the 
country; calendars and peasants’ practica lived 
on quite stably, of course. Our hymn is available 
with hundreds of others in a still invaluable 
historical anthology of hymns from the 1840’s. 
More recently, a limited circle of people were re
minded of the motif and its vitality from the 
14th to the 17th century by a private edition of 
the poem produced in I960.47

Envoy
The symbiosis, from ‘May’ till ‘October’, of the 
present writer and Heldvad’s poem with its 
theme is his only excuse for obviously wandering 
far from his customary fields of research, thus 
inevitably bothering many friends and collea
gues with his questions. For assistance towards 
the private Heldvad edition of 1959/60, written 
nel mezzo del cammin, and/or towards the present 
compilation, he expresses his sincere gratitude 
to all scholars and institutions.

A non-Romanist could not fully appreciate the 
French texts, much less edit them responsibly. 
The kind and efficient co-operation of Dr. Povl 
Skårup (Aarhus University) was not only a 
necessity but also a constant encouragement. 
I extend my very cordial thanks to him.

The introduction was written in Danish, most 
of our notes in English, and translated/revised 
by the translator of the Academy, Mrs. Jennifer 
Dupuis-Paris, whom we thank sincerely.

The book is for Lise Dal, in ‘January’.
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Figures 16-67:
Illustrations in Books of Hours
The primary aim of my 1960 study was to reveal, in 
retrograde chronology, the ancestors of the Danish hymn 
from about 1620. From this viewpoint, the English calendars 
and the quatrains in books of hours were but remote 
relatives, and the illustrations of the latter found in the Royal 
Library were attractive embellishments of the meagre 
poetry.

For the broader aim and the straightforward chronology 
of the present publication, however, the illustrations are of 
real importance, much more so because they have been, 
rightly, all but disregarded in the broad-based treatments of 
the iconology of the occupations of the months. Admittedly a 
frontal attack upon this partial topic would have been 
valuable but at the same time beyond practical possibilities.

However, so many threads are now gathered together that 
it would be a pity not to put on record the material compiled, 
thus enabling specialists in the disciplines involved to make 
their observations in the following synoptic tables and draw 
the conclusions not offered here.

The plates below start with a page showing the general 
layout of the following four sources (to different scales). 
Then follow the synoptical reproductions of the three print
ed books of hours and the Madrid manuscript.

1: Paris: Nicolas Vivian 1515. Bibl. nationale, Paris. 
Lacombe, Catalogue 278. Scale ab. 66 pct. Mme Ursula 
Baurmeister of the Bibi. nat. has assisted me very kindly. 
This edition has Cisiojanus verses in addition to the qua
trains.

2: Book of hours à l’usage de Paris. Paris: Thielman Kerver 
19.11.1522 (1523), reproduced from the modern edition, see 
page 18. Scale ab. 66 pct. The outer frame of fig. 17 is one of 
four types used.

3: Prymer of Salisbury use. Paris: François Régnault 1529. 
The Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington D.C. (STC 
15961.5). Scale ab. 26 pct.

4: Biblioteca nacional, Madrid. French Ms. 15th century. 
Scale ab. 55 pct. See note 26.

Films, photos and other material pertaining to the illustra
tions and texts here published will be kept in a file in the 
Rare Book Department of the Royal Library under the name 
and title of this publication.
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Figs. 20-22 Figs. 23-25 Figs. 26-28
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Figs. 29-31 Figs. 32-34 Figs. 35-37
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Figs. 38-40 Figs. 41-43 Figs. 44-46
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Figs. 47-49 Figs. 50-52 Figs. 53-55
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Figs. 56-58, Jan.-Feb.-Mar. Figs. 59-61, Apr.-May-June
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Figs. 62-64, July-Aug.-Sep. Figs. 65-67, Oct.-Nov.-Dec.
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Figs. 68-69. Title page (see below) and A 7V (see p. 19).

En ses presentes Heures est demonstré en bref le Viel 
Testament et auxi le Nouveau, et au Kalendrier est noté a 
chascun toute la forme et manière de vivre en ce monde se 
peu de temps que Dieu nous a presté pour acroistre en bien 
et en vertuz pour le salut de Fame. Et fault entendre que tout 

au cas pareil sera celuy payé comme il fera, car sy labeure a 
chastier son corps qui ne cesse de vouloir dominer contre 
l’esprit pour le faire dampner, pour tout certain il aura 
Paradis, autrement non.
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Texts, mainly edited by Povl Skårup

41

French Book of Hours
Ms., Biblioteca nacional, Madrid

I «Froit, nu, impotent, miserable 
Cy est nostre conmencement.» 
«Dieu veulle qui soit agréable

4 A Dieu le pere omnipotent.»

11 Innocence ne sceit qu’elle fait, 
Car elle ne veult que jouer. 
«Plaise a Dieu que en estât parfait

8 Puissons tous deux estre envoyer.»

III «On nous aprent une lesson 
Qui ne me plaist point en effait.» 
«Cy fault il ung maulvais guarsson

12 Chastier, ou il se deffait.»

IV «Il nous fault esbatre nature
Puis que conmensons a congnoistre.» 
«Mieulx vaulsit, et sans avanture,

16 Au disciple ensuivre son maistre.»

V «Ung homme seroit bien couard 
De perdre ce beau temps nouveau.» 
«Ha, quant le corps et l’arme en art,

20 Mieulx vaulsist châtier sa peau.»

VI «Apartient il de châtier 
Celuy qui est en aage parfait?» 
«C’il ce pert, il luy fault monstrer

24 Sa folië et son méfiait.»

VII «On en dira ce que on vouldra, 
Car il n’est vie que d’estre aise.» 
«Voire, maiz maleureux sera

28 Qui pour gaudir vient a mal aise.»

VIII «Puis que avons santé et joye, 
Baulfrons sans faire de riens compte.» 
«Qui de son salut ne se esmoye,

32 Est fol, car la fin fait le compte.»

IX «Il fault esbastre ce viellart,
Mes mignonnes, quel qu’il couste.»
«Mieulx vausist avoir son reguard:

36 Continent il fault conpter a l’oste.»

X «Je dois bien maudire ma vie
D’avoir ainsi perdu mon temps.»
«Certes, quant la force est fallie,

40 Ce repentir il n’est pas temps.»

XI «Donnez moy, c’il vous plait, pour vivre!
Je suis navré jusques a la mort.» 
«Faire aulmosne bien je desire.

44 Dieu te veille donner confort.»

XII «C’est raison que soie a toy, diable, 
A qui j’ay tout mon temps servi.» 
«Veille moy a avoir agréable

48 Mon bon ange et mon bon amy.»

The poem is printed out of chronological order for easy 
comparison with pp. 38-39.

3 qui = qu’il. This verse and others which have too many 
syllables can easily be amended by deleting a single word: 5 
elle, 22 celuy, 36 il, 42 la, 47 a. - 8 envoyer = envoyés. - 13, 33 
esba(s)tre ‘satisfy; amuse, divert’. - 19 art ‘burns’. - 23 C’il ce = 
S’il se; c’il = s’il also in 41. - 28 gaudir ‘make merry’. - 30 
baulfrons — NF bâfrons ‘let us eat’. - 31 ‘who does not worry 
about his salvation’. - 34 Read: au quel qu’il couste ‘whoever it 
will afflict’, or perhaps: quel qu’il luy/nous/vous couste ‘whatever 
it will cost him/us/you, however much it will afflict 
him/us/you’. - 35 reguard ‘attention, consideration’. - 36 
continent — incontinent ‘instantly’. - 40 Read: De repentir...
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Bibi. nat. Ms. fr. 1728 Calendrier des Bergers, 1493

Il est vray qu’en toutes saisons 
Se change douze foiz li hons: 
Tout aussi que les douze moys

4 Se changent en l’an .xij. foiz 
Selon leur droit cours de nature, 
Tout ensement la creature 
Change de .vj. ans en .vj. ans

8 Par .xij. foiz; cilz .xij. temps 
Sont .lxxij. en nombre; 
Adonc s’en va gésir en l’ombre 
De viellesce ou il faut venir,

12 Ou il convient jeunes mourir.

1 toutes: douze cett. (all other MSS). - 6 ensement ‘(just) like’,

Cy parle le bergier et fait vng prologue conte
nant la diuision de son compost et kalendrier.

On peult aussi sauoir et congnoistre par les xii 
mois de l’an et par ses quatre saisons, qui sont: 
printemps, esté, antom1, yuers, que l’omme doit 
viure naturelement lxxii ans ou2 plus. Nous 
bergiers disons que l’eaige de l’omme, qui est 
lxxii ans, est comme ung an seul, comprenant 
tousiours six ans pour chascun moys de l’an. Et 
corne l’an se change en xii manieres diuerses par 
les xii moys, ainsi l’omme en son eaige se change 
pareillement de six ans en six ans iusques a xii 
foys, qui sont iustement lxxii ans, que l’omme 
peult viure par court3 de nature. Ou qui4 le veult 
congnoistre par les quatre saisons, doit sauoir 
que l’eage de l’omme tout est diuisé par quatre 
parties, qui sont: Ieunesse, force, saigesse, 
viellesse, lesquelles sont chascune de xviii ans, 
qui tous ensembles font lxxii et se raportent aux 
quatre saisons de l’an par leurs conuenances et 
similitudes, c’est assauoir ieunesse plaisante au 
printemps gratieux, force vigoreuse a esté cha
leureux, saigesse proufitable a antom1 de biens 
plantureux, viellesse debile a yuers froidureux. 
Ainsi soit [a3v] par les xii mois de l’an, ou par ses 
quatre saisons, appart5 que l’eage de l’omme de 
lxxii ans est semblable par comparation a vng an 
seul, rapportant six ans a vng moys, ou xviii ans a 
vne des saisons de l’an desquelles chascune a iii 
moys. Printemps: a feurier, mars, auril. Esté: 
may, iuing, iuillet. Antem1: aoust, septembre, 
octobre. Yuers: nouembre, décembre, ianuier.

1 not a misprint for autom, but rather the influence of an 
‘year’ or antan ‘last year’ (but antem is a misprint for antom). -
2 ou = en + le. - 3 graphy for cours ‘the course (of nature)’. -
4 ‘he who would (rather)......must know’, ‘if one would
(rather).... one must know’. - 5 appart (generally appert);

Si venons a nostre propos monstrer comme 
selon les xii mois l’omme se change en son temps 
xii foys, et prenons premierement six ans pour
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De vorrede van dussem nygen Schapherders 
Kalender.

Continued from p. 28 [A3r].
Item des mynschen oltheit van .lxxij. yaren/ 

gelyken de gelerden meisthers eyneme yare/ 
aldüß. Se nemen .vi. yaer vor yslick maente. 
Wente ghelyck alse dat yar syck .xij. mal voran- 
dert dorch de .xij. mante/ also vorandert syck de 
mynsche ock alle .vj. jaer/ to .xij. reisen. Nu .vi. 
mal .xij. maket to hope .lxxij. yaer.

Danish hymn (c. 1623), abridged translation.

(1) If you wish to ask God about the span of your 
life, rely on Moses: After a hundred years, you 
must die. (2) Should anything be of value, it will 
be transformed to toil, task and tears. (3) Moses 
and Sirach teach you of the length of your life. 
Let God take care of your ages. (4) Oh blind 
world! How often do you stumble over the old 
man’s continued life because you cannot gain 
possession of his goods. (5) “Were he but dead, I 
would find pastime in dancing and drinking and 
in the sound of instruments in the grove.” (6) To 
keep you from these thoughts, I will show you 
how you will decay with age. (7) The year has 
twelve months, God’s gift. Listen!
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Premier doit prendre au commencier 
Six ans pour le mois de jenvier,
Qui n’a ne force ne vertu.

16 Quant li enfes a ,vj. ans vescu, 
Si n’a il force ne puissance 
Ne entendement ne cognoissance, 
Car autre .vj. ans le font croistre,

20 Et adonc se prent a cognoistre. 
Ainsi fait février touz les ans, 
Qu’en fin se trait sur le printemps. 
Mais quant des ans a .xviij.,

24 Adonc se change en tel déduit 
Qu’il cuide valoir mil mars.

Et ainsi se change le mars 
Et biauté reprent chaleur.

28 Or vient avril et li bel jour 
Que toute chose s’esjoïst: 
L’erbre croist et l’arbre fleurist, 
Li oysel reprennent leur chans.

32 Et aussi a .xxiiij. ans 
Devient li enfes vertueux, 
Jolis, nobles et amoureux, 
Et se change en maint estât gay.

36 A trente ans va regnant en may,

similarly 118. - 17-18 Tel est il sans nul bien savoir De force ne 
vertus avoir K; the two verses are lacking in the other MSS.- 
20 after this K adds: Et estre doulx et amiable Plaisant gracieux 
serviable. - 22 se trait sur ‘draws near’. - 25 ‘that he thinks he is 
worth a thousand marks’. - 27 an error, it should be En biauté 
et reprent chaleur A, B, D, E (with variants). - 30 erbre, should 
be erbe. -36 regnier ‘live, remain’, similarly 49, 69, 130, 143. — 
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ianuier, lequel n’a chaleur, vertu ne vigueur, 
pour quoy en luy nul bien ne croist. La terre ne 
fait aucun proffit de grant valeur. Ainsi l’omme 
après qu’il est né, ses six premiers ans est comme 
impotent, sans force, vertu ne entendement 
pour soy sauoir regir ne gouuerner ne faire 
chose a luy prouffitable.

Mais vient feurier, que le temps commence 
s’eschauffer, les iours croistre, et la terre soy 
renuerdir, ou2 quel moys vers sa fin commence 
le printemps doulx et plaisant. Ainsi l’omme en 
autres six ans commence venir53 grant, vng peu 
soy congnoistre doulx et obéissant et plaisant 
pour seruir, et lors il a des ans xii.

Si6 vient le mars, ou2 quel on labeure, semme 
la terre, on plante arbres et fait edifices, car a 
telx choses faire est temps conuenable. Ainsi 
l’omme autres six ans est disposé pour recepuoir 
doctrine et apprendre science; en cest temps 
doit en soy planter vertus et édifier sa vie, qu’elle 
soit bonne et honneste, et adonc a des ans xviii.

Puis vient auril, que terre et arbres sont 
couuers de verdure et emplis de fleurs, et de 
toutes pars biens yssent' de terre abondamment. 
Ainsi l’omme autres six ans est couuert de grant 
beaulté, en fleur de sa ieunesse commence ve
nir53 fort et estre vigoreux, si6 doit fleurir et 
prandre bon commencement, car fleurs sont 
monstrance des fruictz aduenir8; et se doit 
garder des ventz mauuais et des froidures, par 
quoy si les fleurs périssent, fruitz ne viendront 
point. Mauluais ventz et froidures sont les vices 
qui empeschent l’omme venir a honneur; lors il a 
des ans xxiiii.

Que vient le moys de may gratieux et plaisant, 
que toute nature se esiouist, oysillons chantent 
au boys iour et nuit, arbre se chargent de fruitz, 
et terre aussi, le soleil est fort chault, et vers sa 
fin esté fait son commencement. Ainsi l’omme en 
‘whether.. or.it appears that....’.- 5a venir ‘become’. - 6 si 
(lat. sic) ‘then; and’. - 7 ‘come up’. - 8 aduenir graphy for a
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Dyt to bewysende/ so nemen se de ersten .vi. 
yaer vor den mante Januarius/ de hefft neyne 
wermede noch krafft offte macht. Noch neyner- 
leye frucht wasset yn düssem mante, so ys ock de 
mynsche yn synen ersten .vi. yaren/ sunder 
vornufft [A3v] Sterke offte wijßheit syck suluest 
to regerende/ offte yenich gud to donde.

Dar na kumpt Februarius/ so begint de tijt 
warm to werden/ de dage lengen/ de erde wert 
fruchtbar. Des gelick wert de mynsche to synen 
.xij. jaren ghenochlick/ wat vorstendich vnde 
starker/ also dat he wes arbeyden mach.

Dar na kumpt Marcius/ dat men seghet/ böme 
vnde ander kruder planthet. Wente denne de tijt 
sodanen bequeme ys/ so ys ock de minsche to 
synen .xviij. yare/ bequeme to lerende/ vnnd syk 
to öuende an dyngen dar he syk dencket myt to 
vödende/ vnde syk wol to regerende.

Dar na kumpt Aprill/ so hebben de böme 
schone loff graß vnde blomen wassent yn deme 
velde. So ys ock de minsche wen he .xxiiij. yar olt 
ys/ wert he getzyret myt der schonheyt syner 
yoget/ Sterke/ vnde vorstentnisse/ de begint den
ne yn em to wassende. Dar vmme mot he syck 
denne wachten dat de blome der yöget nicht 
vorderue/ dar em grot schade van queme.

Dar na kumpt Mayus/ de ys genöchlick vnde 
lustilhf!]/ so dat syck alle creaturen vorfrouwen/ 
de vögele syngen/ de böme hebben schone 
blomen/ de sonne schinet gantz klar vnde warm.

Danish hymn (c. 1623), abridged translation.

(8) January shows no roses, neither is she 
fruitful or nourishing. (9) Thus when less than 
six years of age you have nought to boast of, you 
tumble often and behave childishly.

(10) In February God’s fatherly mercy gives 
you the warmth of the sun and pleasure. (11) 
Thus, from six to twelve years of age you learn 
to read and to write, becoming clever.

(12) March demands diligence in field and 
garden if fine fruit is to be obtained. (13) 
Likewise, you should plant your garden with 
discipline in order to be able to feed yourself 
when you are grey haired.

(14) April’s banner shows leaves and flowers 
with no assistance from man, thanks to God. (15) 
From 18 to 24 years of age is your time to 
flourish, with gaiety, beauty and less discipline, 
(16) like the young calves and harts leaping 
among the grass and bushes, though often 
stumbling woefully. (17) So I advise you to watch 
your step between bushes in order to be fearless 
when you wish to enjoy yourself. (18) Consider 
the beginning and the end, man and woman! Ill 
advice has surprised many a man lamentably.

(19) May wishes to join merry April with the 
finest songbirds. (20) The skylark flies and sings 
early in the day, telling us: Be pious and think of 
your death. (21) The goldfinch lifts its sweet 
voice at noon, reminding you of God’s omnipo
tence. (22) Towards evening, the nightingale’s 
loud voice enjoins: Thank God for his divine 
creation. (23) Likewise, you flower at this age,
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Le plus puissant des .xij. moys,
Sur touz les autres nommés roys.
Et aussi devient li homs fors:

40 A trente ans est fournis de corps 
Pour bien tenir l’espee au poing. 
Et puis a ou moys de juign 
Trente & six ans, ne plus ne moins.

44 Ce moys est de grant chaleur plains, 
Et aussi a .xxxvj. ans
Est li hons chaus, fiers et boullans, 
Et se commence a meürer,

48 A cueillir sens et aviser.
Et quant il regne en juillet,
L’en ne l’appelle plus varlet, 
Car des ans a .xlij.

52 Ce moys ci a passées ses fleurs 
Et se commence a decliner; 
Et aussi commence a passer 
La biauté d’une creature.

56 Or vient aoust, qui tout meüre, 
Or a mal emploié son temps, 
S’a quarente et .viij. ans d’aage 
Ne se change en maire sage,

60 Car adonc se doit avisier 
Ou il puisse ses biens entasser, 
Car en ce temps ist de jeunesce 
Et entre adonc en viellesce,

64 Qui le change en couleur marbre.
Et aussi li bles et li arbre
Se changent ens ou moys d’aoust. 
En grant folie prent son goust,

68 Qui de bon son ne se remembre. 
Quant il regne ou moys de septembre, 
Il a des ans .liiij.r
Un tout seul n’en pourroit rabatre.

72 Septembre, si nous senefie
Une saison riche et jolie,

56 after this lacks Que li hons a .xlviij. ans, ci. A, K, B. - 59 
maire sage corrected in MS from meure aage, error for maniere 
sage, cf. cett.- 62 ist, lat. exit, similarly 101.-66 ens, lat. intus. 
- 67 ‘he gets a taste for great foolishness’. - 68 son, error, 
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autree9 six ans se voit ieune, beau, vertueux et 
entrer en chaleur, quiert esbatemens10, danser, 
saulter et chanter nuit et iour, que souuent en 
oblye le boire et menger, si6 entre en sa grant 
force, et a des ans xxx.

Et vient le moys de iuing, que le soleil est 
monté en grant haulteur, chaleur, force et vertu; 
les iours sont longz plus que peuent estre11. 
Ainsi est l’omme autres six ans en grant force, 
chaleur, vertu, et haulteur de son eage que plus 
ne peult, et a des ans trentesix.

Ou2 iuillet vient que le soleil commence decli
ner, iours appetissent12, et fruitz viennent a 
maturité. Ainsi est l’omme: autres six ans con- 
gnoist estre en sa force et qu’il13 commence en 
aler de [a4r] ieunesse, son eage appetisser12, si6 
se meure14, et quiert deuenir sage, gaigner et 
amasser pour sa viellesse, et a des ans xlii.

Après vient aoust, temps de amasser, ceullir15 
et serrer a l’ostel les biens de terre, faucher, 
fenner16, ou2 quel moys commence antom1, 
qu’on doit amasser les biens. Ainsi l’omme est 
autres six ans prudent et saige, prent diligence 
d’acquérir richesses pour viure le temps que ne 
pourra gaigner, si6 a des ans xlviii.

Et vient septembre, que vendenges sont; 
fruictz des arbres veullent estre cuellis; homme 
prudent garnit sa maison, fait prouision des 
choses necessaires pour viure en yuers qui ap- 
prouche. Ainsi l’omme autres six ans prospérant 

venir ‘who shall come, in the future’. - 9 misprint for autres. - 
10 ‘seeks pleasures’. - 11 ‘so long as they (at all) can be’, cf. 
n.23. - 12 appetisser ‘become (or make) shorter’. - 13 qu’il, 
correction of qnil in the original; the que sentence is co
ordinate with estre and subordinate to cognoist. - 14 ‘ripens’. - 
15 misprint for cuellir. - 16 ‘harvest hay’ (Nfr. faner). - 17
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So ys ock de mynsche tho synen .xxx. yaren. He 
dunket syck suluest yunck/ schone/ starck/ vnnd 
kloeck/ he ys van yöget wegen sokende genochte

Dar na kumpt Junius dat de sonne hoch steit 
vnde schynt seer warm/ vnde de dage synt denne 
vp dem lengesten. So ys ock de mynsche to synen 
.xxxvi. jaren vp dem starkesten/ warmesten/ 
lustigesten/ vnde alder besten/ denne mach he 
nicht höger stygen.

Dar na kumpt Julius/ so begynt de sonne to 
dalende/ de dage korten/ de fruckte werden 
rijpe. So ys ock de mynsche twischen synem 
.xxxvi. vnde .xlij. yare begint he wedder to 
dalende van der yöget/ vnde van syner starck- 
heyt/ sökende wijsheit vnde wynnende gud dar 
he syne olden dage van denket to leuende.

Denne kumpt Augustus/ so sammel men de 
fruchten de den samer gewassen syn/ vnde bryn- 
get se yn de schöne. So ys ock de myn[A4r]sche 
na .xlviij. yaren/ klok/ vorsichtich/ golt/ suluer to 
vorweruede.

hastening to many a twittering maid. (24) You 
make use of wine and salves, but learn that this is 
vain. (25) Make garlands and wreathes, but let 
your wreath of honour be unspotted, and let 
Christ be your friend.

(26) Like as the shining sun takes his highest 
seat in June, (27) so your best age will be the 
years from 30 to 36 - you will never reach the 
same again.

(28) For the hand of July thrusts youth away 
from you, and you will ask our Lord to guide 
your thoughts on your death. (29) Lamenting 
over time past is useless. Put your trust in Jesus, 
your bridegroom and saviour.

(30) August is for harvesting the crops and 
filling the barns, while not forgetting your 
death.

Dar na volget September/ denne werden de 
wijndruue gesneden/ vnde ander fruchte vor- 
gaddert/ dar men den winter mach van leuen. So 
ys yd ock wen de mynsche olt ys .liiij. yaer so

(31) September is for plucking the fruit, while 
you are tamed and creep into a corner. (32)
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Car l’en a fait les bles soyer,
Et commenç’on a vendengier.

76 Et s’uns hons n’a riens en sa granche, 
N’a vandangier n’a riens ou prendre 
Quant il a .liiij. ans,
Il n’y vendra jamais a temps.

80 S’a sexante ans est riches hons,
Aussi est riche la saison
Du mois qui vient après septembre,
C’on appelle le moys d’octobre.

84 Adonc a .lx. ans et non plus, 
Or devient vielz et chanus, 
Et adont li doit souvenir 
Que ce temps le maine mourir.

88 S’il est riche, c’est a bonne heure;
S’il est povres, il plaint et pleure
Le temps qu’il a mal dispensé.
Est desespoirs par povreté

92 Essillie le corps et l’ame d’aage.
Et avec ce, on le diffame
Pour maint outraige qu’il a fait.
Dont vient novembre, qui le trait

96 En l’aage de .lxvi. ans.
Adont si voit on desvestís
Les arbres, qui tout entour 
Ne treuve l’en feulle ne fleur,

100 Toute verdure meurt et seche.
Tout ensement ist de noblesce
Cil qui .lxvj. ans a,
Car bien s’apperçoit qu’il s’en va,

104 Et puet bien savoir, s’il n’a tort,
Que si hoir désirent sa mort,
Soit en ce temps povres ou riches;
Car s’il est povres, il est nices,

should be sen ‘sense’. - 74 soyer, lat. secare. -76-77 Qui les blez 
a, si les engrange, Car s’uns homs n’a riens en sa grange cett. - 77 
‘and has no (place) where he can begin to harvest grapes’. - 
86-87 omitted K. - 86-91 omitted D. - 91-92 Lors desespoir 
parpovrete' Gaste le corps et dampne l’ame cett. (with variants). - 
96 ans is an addition. - 98 qui: si que cett. - 101 noblesce C, K, 
certainly the original; jeunesse A, B, D. - 104 thus C, A, K, 
perhaps an error for si n’a tort: ‘he can quite well know (and 

see p. 51 
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en saigesse propose emploier le temps que luy 
reste a viure en faisant bonnes euures, et des
pendre sans excès les biens qu’il a, tant que luy 
doyent souffire17, car bien scet que le temps 
approuche qu’il debura18 reposer, et a des ans 
liiii.

Que vient octobre, quant tout est amassé, 
biens sont a Tostel, blez, vins et fruitz; et de 
rechief19 on prent a labourer et semmer la terre 
pour l’an aduenir8; et qui ne semmeroit, ne 
cuelleroit rien. Ainsi Tomme autres six ans a ce 
que doit auoir; conuient qu’il se contente, car 
plus ne gaignera. Se prent19a seruir a Dieu, fait 
penitence et euures telles qu’elles soient semence 
des fruictz qu’il cuellera Tan après son trespas, et 
a des ans lx.

Si6 vient nouembre, que iours sont petis, le 
soleil a peu de chaleur, arbres se despouillent, 
terre pert verdeur, yuers commence venir. Ainsi 
Tomme autres six ans se congnoist ia20 vieulx, a 
perdue sa chaleur, despouillée sa beauté, sa 
force, sa vigueur, ses dens louchent21, sa veue est

literally: ‘until they (the remaining possessions) must be 
enough for him’ (doyent pres. conj. of devoir; souffire = Nfr. 
suffire), i.e., ‘so that he keeps what he needs’. - 18 = devra. - 
19 ‘again’. - 19a ‘begins’. - 20 ‘already’ or ‘truly’. - 21 ‘are 
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nympt he aff/ yn starcke/ wijsheit/ vnJ^settet syk 
vor syn leuent to vorbeterende/ vnde dencket vp 
steruent/ vnde eerlyken to leuende/ van dem dat 
he yn der yoget geworuen hefft/ wenthe he völt 
syck dat he krenket/ vnde nicht meer vorweruen 
mach so to vören.

Dar na kumpt October/ so synt alle fruchte vor 
gaddert/ rogge/ wete/ vnde alle korne. Denne 
betenget man dat ertrijke wedder to segende 
yegen dat tokamen[d]e yaer. De denne nicht en 
seygen/ de en dörnen ock nicht meygen. So ys de 
minsche wen he olt ys .lx. yar. He mot syck 
behelpen myt dem dat he hefft/ wente he denne 
nicht veel meer ghewynnen kan.

Danish hymn (c. 1623), abridged translation.

Even if you hear the drum inviting you to sword 
play, you must stay at home and behave with 
moderation. (33) Therefore, remember the dai
ly penitence for your sins, if you wish to enter 
the hall of Christ.

(34) In October all is reaped, and the good 
farmer sows the new seed. (35) Likewise, sow the 
spiritual seed in your heart in order to bear fruit 
when God grants you the ultimate reward.

Dar na kumpt Nouember/ de dage sint denne 
kort/ de sonne gift wenich wermesse/ de borne 
werden blot/ de erde vorlüst eere gronheit. De 
wynter begynt to kamende. So ys de minsche to 
synen. .lxvi. yaren/ vorlust syne naturlyke hytte 
vnde schonheyt. De tenen vallen em vth/ de

(36) The days are short, the warmth is gone, 
the trees are bare, November chills. (37) Your 
years of flowering are brief and soon they 
vanish, and at 66 you walk and behave miserab
ly. (38) The teeth decay, blossom falls from the 
almond tree:1 God calls you from the sea of life.

1 : A biblical metaphor for ‘ageing’.
2: The German incipit does not allow an identification of 

the hymn or song Heldvad has in mind.

(39) The roses on your cheeks have faded, your 
golden locks are gone, you have had your fill of 
this world and sing “Ade, du schnöde Welt”.2
(40) You forget the merry folksongs you used to 
sing in your youth. Let them be, think of death.
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108 Si n’en puet l’en honneur avoir; 
Et s’il a grant plenté d’avoir, 
On le voudroit veoir mourir, 
Si que on puist au sien partir

112 Ainçois qu’il entrast en décembre. 
Adonc amendrissent si membre, 
Car sil a .lxxij. ans.
En ce mois ci se meurt le temps,

116 Toute verdure pert sa puissance,
Si qu’il n’i a nul plaisance.
Et ensement - c’est la somme -
N’i a nulle plaisance en l’omme

120 Puis qu’il a .lxxij. ans.
Il aimeroit mieux deux chaus flans
Que l’amour d’une damoiselle;
Mol lit et parfonde escuëlle

124 Prendroit adonques volentiers. 
Passés est estés et yvers, 
Et vaut pis a ouen qu’entan. 
Ainsi ne vit li hons que un an

128 Par les .xij. mois figurés,
En leur natture rapportés
Selon ce que chascun mois regne 
Et que de moy la fin s’aprouche,

132 Seul et en pou de déduit, 
Car la moitié en va par la nuit, 
Que li hons dort et pert son temps; 
Jusqu’à .XV. ans est ignorans;

136 Autres .v. ans pert de saison 
Par maladie ou par prison. 
Trente et six que li dormirs en monte, 
Quinze que ignorance forsconte,

140 Et .v. par prison ou maladie: 
Vous trouvez que la povre vie 
N’a que .xvj. ans de remenant, 
Ne plus ne va li horns regnant.

144 Et se folement se marie,
Il n’a jamais bien en sa vie, 
Et quant il a touz ses souhais, 
En la fin il gaigne ses frais.

148 S’il a bien fait, il le treuve, 
Par escripture le vous preuve.

Explicit etas hominum secundum exposicionem 
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débilitée, plus n’a espoir au monde, son désir 
art22 viure après la mort, perseuere pensant de 
son salut, et a des ans lxvi.

Puis vient décembre, plain de froidure, de 
neiges et ventz, si que on tremble de froideur, et 
ne peult on labourer, le soleil est plus bas que 
peult descendre23, arbres sont couuers de bru
me24 blanche, n’est quelque chaleur25, force est26 
soy tenir pres des tisons et despendre les biens 
amassez en antom1. Ainsi est l’omme autres six 
ans enfroidis27, que membres luy tremblent, ses 
cheueulx blans et chenus, ne peult eschaufer, 
quiert le feu ou le soleil s’il fait chault, veult tost 
coucher, tart leuer, congnoist que le temps de 
son eage est passé, car il a des ans lxxii; et s’il vit 
plus longuement, tousiours deuiendra feible et 
decrepité, et sera par28 le bon gouuernement de 
luy en son ieune eage.

A quoy ie dis, moy bergier et parlant plus 
outre29 de longuement viure ou tost morir, que 
les corps celestielx peuent faire auancement 
auec30 le gouuernement bon ou mauluais des 
hommes, par ce que enclinent31 a faire bien ou 
mal, combien que32 l’omme n’y soit contrainct, 
mais y peult resister par sa volenté franche de 
faire ce qu’il veult et laisser ce qu’il ne veult. 
Sus33 lesquelles inclinations des cielx et voulentés 
des hommes est le vouloir de Dieu, alongissant la 
vie par sa bonté a qui veult34, ou rapetissant12 
pour sa iustice. Pour quoy doncques [a4v] en 
nostre compost et kalendrier monstrerons com
me nous bergiers auons congnoissance d’iceulx 
corps celestielx, de leurs mouemens et vertus.

loose’. - 22 ‘burning (to)’. - 23 ‘as low as it (at all) can come 
down’, cf n. 11.-24 generally ‘fog’, here ‘hoar frost’. - 25 
‘there is no heat’. - 26 ‘it is necessary’. - 27 misprint for 
enfroidi, sing. - 28 i.e.: ‘and his long life is only the result of’. 
- 29 ‘further’. - 30 ‘act together with’. - 31 ‘they influence 
(the man to). - 32 ‘although’. - 33 ‘above’. - 34 ‘ for him 
whom He will’. - 

mensium.
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Der schapherders Kalender.Rostock 1523

ogen werden düster/ he denket nycht lange 
meer to leuende.

Dar na kumpt December/ vol külde/ sne/ yses/ 
vnde wynters/ so dat men van kulde beuet/ vnde 
nicht vele arbeyden kan. De sonne ys vp dem 
aller sydesten/ de teigen vp den bömen synt 
graw/ men blyfft gherne ynt huß by demm 
vüre/vnde vorteert dat men den samer geworuen 
hefft. So ys de mynsche van .lxxij. yaren/ stijff/ 
kolt van older/ de lede beuen em/ dat höuet ys 
graw vnnd kael/ so dat yn em lüttick wermede 
js. He mot dat vür soken/ vnde mot fro to bedde 
gan/ spade vpstan. He vornympt wol dat syn 
leuent eyn ende drade nemen wyl/ wenthe he by 
.lxxij. yaren olt ys. Leuet he lenger dat kumpt 
van synem guden regemente/ vnde van guder 
complexien/ wo vor ock gesecht ys.

Item des mynschen older/ mach men ock 
bekennen by den [A4v] veer tyden des yaers. 
Vnde denne mot men wethen dat dat older des 
mynschen van .lxxij. jar weert in .iiij. delen 
gedelt. Alse junckheyt/ starckheyt/ wyßheit/ 
vnde oltheit. Itlyck deel hefft .xviij. yaer/ maket 
to hope .lxxij. jar/ euen kamen myt den .iiij. 
delen des yars/ na gelyckheit to rekende. Junck- 
heit vnde ghenöchte/ ys dat vor yar/ aise de Mey. 
Starck vnde schonheyt ys de Samer. Wyßheit 
vnde vorsychticheit/ ys de Haruest/ full fruthte 
[!]. Oltheyt vnde kranckheit ys de Wynther. Süß 
behört dem mynschen by naturlyken reden 
.lxxij. yaer tho leuende. Dar vmme segghen de 
meysters/ langhe to leuende effte froe to steru- 
ende/ dat de ynfluencie edder tonegynghe der 
hemmele vnde der planeten/ den mynschen 
vorderen to sodanem. Men de mynsche kan dar 
suluest mede vor wesen/ wen he syck dar myt 
gudem reghemente na schicken wyl. Vnde god 
alweldich de alles dynges mechtich ys/ vnde de 
dar eyn here js ouer alle planeten/ teken/ vnde 
elementen/ kan na synem gotlyken wyllen alle 
dynck schycken vnde vögen so yd em behaghet.

Danish hymn (c. 1623), abridged translation.

(41) The young people despise you: “Get away, I 
dislike your manners.” So now you creep to poke 
the ashes.

(42) At this stage December puts an end to 
your sad song. No defence, no foothold helps 
against almighty Death. (43) Poor creature, ask 
God for mercy, he is your protector and your 
commander. (44) Let me end my poor song. 
God show us mercy, so we may forget our 
sadness and win the crown of honour.

NB: NOTES TO PAGE 50

he makes no mistake) that his heirs’. - 107 nices ‘stupid’. - 
111 read: Si qu’on peüst au sien partir ‘so that one could get a 
share of his property’. - 113 amendrissent si membre ‘his limbs 
are reduced’. - 114 sil either = cil or = si. - 117 error for 
nulle. - 120 puis que ‘after that’. - 121 flans tarts. - 126 ‘and is 
worse off this year than last’. - 131-2 Et quant il a regne' son 
regne, Si a il eu pou de déduit A,B, D (with variants), Tout 
homme n’a pas fort grant regne Au monde et bien peu de déduit K. 
-137 after this K adds: Demy le temps s’en va par nuit Que 
Vomme dort n’est dit qu’il vit. - 139-142: xv. et .v. rabatez du 
compte: .xvi. ans y a de remenant cett. (with variants); the 
reading of C is presumably the original. - 146-147 ‘should 
he have all his wishes fulfilled, then finally he will only win 
his expenses’, i.e., ‘at best, the accounts will balance, a profit 
is out of the question’; these verses do not appear in A and 
are replaced in D by two verses that appear after 149 in A (cf. 
below). - 148-9 are lacking in K. - 149 hereafter A adds the 
following verses, which in D replace 146-147: Le cuveilier 
(cimetier D) qui souvent sert (qui se hert D) De trouver ce que nul 
ne pert.
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LA comparation faicte des 
douze moys de l’an compara- 
gez aux .xij. eages de Pomme

[blank]

S’en suyt la comparation 
faicte des .xii. moys de l’an 
aux .xii. eages de l’ome

Tout ainsy comme les douze moys, 
Selon le droit cours de nature,
En l’an se changent douze fois,
Et tout ainsy la creature
De six en six ans par droiture
Se change, se doit envellir:
Vieillart ne peult ieusne mourir.

Et pour tant, en douze saisons, 
Trestout ainsy comme i’entens,
Se change douze fois ly homs, 
Par douze moys les douze temps, 
Car il a soixante et douze ans, 
A bien conter douze fois six.
Homme viel doit estre rassis.

Le moys de ianuier dist:

Veez cy le moys de ianuier, 
A deux visaiges le premier,
Car il va tousiours regardant 
Du temps passez et du venant.
Et pour tant qu’il a peult vertu, 
Aussy l’enfant, quant a vescu 
Six ans, ne peult guere auoir, 
Car il n’a guere de sçauoir.
Mais on doit mettre bonne cure 
Qu’il preigne bonne nourriture, 
Car qui n’a bon commencement, 
A tard aura bon finement.

Le moys de feurier:

Feurier le court, c’est mon droit nom, 
Car ma saison moult petit dure.

Tousiours me tiens en ma maison
(Et d’aultre bien ie n’en ay cure)
Bien pres du feu par la froidure.

a3r Et maintes fois par droit vsaige,
41 le fois flourir contre nature,

Dont c’est maintes fois dommaige.

L’enfant de .xij. ans dist:
44 A escuyer suis comparez,

Car i’ay douze ans acomplis.
Si ne fais plus que vous veez,
Fors que moy iouer tousdis.

48 Mais bien cognois - ce m’est aduis -
Qui me fait mal me fait ou bien.
Soit amys ou ennemys,
Plus ne moing que fait vng chien.

52 Cathon le saige dist:
Gardés vous du moys de feurier,
Plain de froidure comme ianuier,
Combien qu’a la fin tous les ans

56 Feurier se tient vers le printemps.
a3v Aussy l’enfant, quant est creüz

D’aultre six ans, a plus vertus.
Quant au douziesme an est venuz,

60 II doit estre bien retenuz
Pour ceulx qui l’ont a gouuerner,
Qu’i ne puisse a mal aller.
Qui en tel temps ne se prent garde,

64 De le chastier trop se tarde.

Le moys de mars dist:

le fois le prin temps reuenir,
Dont la terre reprent verdeur.

2 comparagez ‘compared’. - 10 Et introduces the apodosis. - 
12 ‘if it (the creature) shall get old’. - 14 pour tant ‘therefore’, 
also in vv. 79, 138, 150, 201, 267, 276, 298. - 20 rassis 
‘sedate’. - 26 pour tant que ‘because’. - 26 peult = peu ‘little’. - 
28 ne peult guere auoir, scil. de vertu. - 36 moult ‘très’. -42 dont 
‘wherefore’, also in vv. 67, 170, 299, 321, 330. - 47 tousdis 
‘always’. - 49 misprint, perhaps for »Qui me fait mal ou me 
fait bien«. - 51 moing (inf. mener) ‘I pursue’. - 55 combien que 
‘although’. - 57 creüz (inf. croistre) ‘grown’. - 62 qui = qu’il, 
also in vv. 188, 193, 216, 228, 279, 280, 342. - 68 vers 
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68 le fois plusieurs vers saillir
Dessus la terre par chaleur.
Auiser doit chascun le tour
Que trop aise ne le blesse,

72 Et qu’il aye vng bon pastour
Pour luy gouuerner en ieusnesse.

L’enfant de .xviij. ans dist:
a4r le ressemble le moys de mars,
76 Car i’ay .xviij. ans complis.

Si cuide valoir mille mars,
Sur tous les aultres plus iolis.
Pour tant me semble a mon aduis

80 Que trop ie demeure en pose.
Aux champs ie veulx aller tousdis
Chasser ou faire quelque chose.

Salomon le saige dist:
84 Le moys de mars est bien notable:

Aux premiers quasi ressemble
De froideur au commencement,
Mais a la fin la va laissant.

88 Et en ce moys conuient trancher
Les fermens pour mieulx vendenger.
Aussy conuient il des enfans
Qnant il sont a .xxviij. ans:

92 Pour aulcune chaleur qu’il ont
Se changent comme herbes font,

a4v Et qui de leur trancher les vices
Ne se prent garde, il est nyce.

‘worms’. - 77 ‘and I think I am worth a thousand marks’. - 78 
iolis ‘pretty’ or ‘gay’. - 80 pose ‘repose’. - 84 and 85 do not 
rhyme. - 89 fermens, misprint for sermens = N. Fr. sarments. - 
91 misprint for Quant and xviij; this subordinate clause may 
also belong to the following verses. - 92 aulcune chaleur ‘some 
ardour’. - 95 nyce ‘ignorant, silly’, or ‘negligent’, cf. v. 313. - 
97 resiouir = N. Fr. rejouir. - 104 plaisant, misprint for 
plaisans (fem. = mase., cf. v. 109). - 107 misprint for ‘24’. - 
109 vis = vif. - 110 misprint for Tout. - 111 sa mye ‘his 
sweetheart’. - 120 iouuent ‘youth’, also in vv. 170 and 330. - 
125 at, sic; attrempance (— attemprance) ‘moderation’. - 131 
Francrentier seems to be a hapax, perhaps ‘free man who is 
entitled to a rent’, cf. W. v. Wartburg, Franz, etym. Wb., X.174 
and XV.2.163 +166. - 144 Ce = Se ‘if’, also in vv. 227, 269, 
329; Ce n’est = N. Fr. si ce n’est, also in v. 329. - 148 ‘and then

96 Le moys d’auril dist:

le fois les aymans resiouir 
Et maintenir en amourettes.
le fois la terre reuerdir

100 Et flourir maintes violettes, 
Asfin que iolyes fillettes 
Fassent souuent chapeaulx iolis: 
C’est pour estre plus ioliettes

104 Et plus plaisant a leurs amys.

L’omme de .xxiiij. ans dist:
En auril suis ie maintenant, 
Car i’ay trentequattre ans complis.

108 le veulz aymer parfaictement 
La doulce plaisant au euer vis. 
Tont vray aymant - ce m’est aduis - 

a5r Se doit tenir pres de sa mye,
112 Car il n’est aultre paradis 

Que de mener ioyeuse vie.

Aristote dist:
Le moys d’auril plain de doulceur

116 Vient après gettant ses flours, 
Desquelles le fruyt vient après. 
Ainsy fait l’omme qui est pres 
De l’eage de ving et quattre ans:

120 Or est en la flour de iouuent, 
car amours prenent lors leurs péages. 
De luy s’il ne scet estre saige, 
Se trop se charge de foulye,

124 Iamays n’aura bien en sa vie. 
Se en ieusnesse n’at attrempance, 
De mal finer est en balance.

Le moys de may dist:
a5v le suis le gentil moys de may,
129 Car ie n’ay au euer que liesse. 

Sur tous les aultres nommé roy, 
Francrentier plain de noblesse,

132 Par moy se fait mainte prouesse 
Par mains bons cheualiers hardis. 
Et sy fois prendre forteresses, 
Et fois lances briser aussy.
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L’omme de .xxx. ans dist:
A trante ans suis homme complis. 
Pour tant, par naturelle raison, 
le dois auoir le euer hardis 
Pour combatre contre vng lyon 
Et de tous les puissans renom, 
Car ie n’ay cure de conquerré 
(Tant ay le euer vain et felon) 
Ce n’est en armes ou en guerre.

Doctrinal le saige dist:
Du moys de may ne fault parler, 
Car des aultres est le roy sans per, 
Et lors apert trestout le fruyt, 
Et si est tant de grant desduit: 
Pour tant se doit chascun penel 
De belle flour bon fruit porter. 
Quant a .xxx. ans est arriuer, 
Entre les bons soit renommé, 
Fort et hardy se doit monstrer 
Et moult saigement gouuerner. 
Se lors ne scet bien acquérir, 
A tard il pourra aduenir.

Le moys de iuing dist:

le suys iuing qui par grand chaleur 
Tout le fruit du monde se meüre. 
Aussy fois grayne toutes flours 
Et fois secher toute verdure. 
A ce point doit la creature 
Aulcungs biens mondains amasser, 
De quoy fasse sa nourriture 
Quant plus ne pourra labourer.

L’omme de .xxxvj. ans dist: 
En iuing suis ie maintenant, 
car i’ay tränte six ans d’eage, 
Dont i’ay perdu tout mon iouuent. 
Prendre conuient maniere saige. 
De trauaillier i’ay bon couraige. 
Qui ne laboure quant il pourra 
Ne mest son temps en bon usaige, 
Ne pourra quant il vouldra.

176 Thobie le saige dist:
Ou moys de iuing - bien le sçaués -
Sont meürs le fruis giles pres.
En ce mois est de grant chaleur plain.

180 Et l’omme a .xxxvj. ans plain,
Meür doit bien estre en saigesse.

blr Ou iamais il n’aura richesse
Que longnement puisse durer.

184 S’il n’a apris a conquester,
Iamais adrecier n’y pourra,
Mais tousiours souffreteux sera.
Et gart chascung en celluy temps

188 Qu’i soit saige et diligent.

Le moys de lullet dist:

le suis iullet qni après iung
Vous dis par bon enseignement:

192 Pour ce doit on garder chascung
Qu’i aye bon gouuernement
D’amasser ble et du froment
En son hoste pour son mesnage.

196 C’est pour viure plus lyement
En yuer qui est moult saulvaige.

L’omme de .xxxij. ans dist:
blv le ne dois plus estre varlet,
200 Passer ay ma ieusne saison.

Pour tant le moys de iuillet
Le dit par naturelle rayson.
Quarente deux ans ay enuiron,

204 Temps est que doye recuillir,
Quar i’ay ouÿ mainttes saison
Que trop tard vient le repentir.

appears all the fruit’. - 150 penel = pener. N.Fr. peiner. - 152 
arriuer = arrivé. - 159 misprint, perhaps for « par qui grand 
chaleur », ‘by whose great heat’. - 160 se meüre ‘ripens’. - 161 
grayne = grayner, N. Fr. grener, ‘I (June) make all flowers 
produce seed’. - 164 Aulcungs ‘some’. - 174 ‘and does not use 
his time well’. - 179 misprint, perhaps for «Ce mois est... ». - 
183 sic. - 185 adrecier ‘come up to’. - 187 gart, subjunctive 
(inf. garder). - 190 sic. - 192-4 ‘In order to keep a good 
house, everybody must take care to pile up...’. - 195 
misprint for hostel. - 196 lyement ‘cheerfully’. - 197 yuer — N. 
Fr. hiver. - 198 xxxij, misprint for ‘42’. - 199 varlet (= N. Fr. 
valet) ‘boy’. - 200 Passer = Passé. - 211 testous, misprint for
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Maron le saige dist:
208 Ou moys de iuyllet - bien sçaués -

Aux champs conuient cuyllir les bles
Et les mettre en lieu bien seürs,
Car testous les fruis sont lors meürs.

212 Tout ainsy comme les saisons
Déclinent, aussy fait ly homs
Qui a .xlij. ans d’eage.
Raison est que il soit bien saige,

216 Puis qu’i commence a decliner.
Ce qu’a acquis saiche garder,
A nully ne face oultraige.

b2r Si ce veult garde r de dô imais.

220 Le moys d’aoust dist:

Le moys d’aoust, c’est mon droit nom,
Car du ble batre fort m’auance,
C’est pour porter en ma maison.

224 Chascung doit mettre diligence
D’amasser bonne cheuance
Sans faire a nul desplaisir.
Ou ce non, ie vous fois fiance

228 Qu’i n’aura bien au deffinir.

L’omme de .xlviij. ans dist:
De bon vouloir ie me trauaille,
Et tout pour amasser richesse.

232 Quarente huit ans ay sans faille.
Le moys d’aoust, si nous enseigne
Que nul ne doit auoir paresse
De tous biens mondains recuyllir

b2v Affin quant viendra en viellesse,
237 Qu’on le puisse du sien seruir.

Virgille dist au premier
liure de Georgiques:

trestous ‘ail’. - 216 Puis qu’i ‘since he’. - 219 sic, read: «Si se 
veult garder de dommaige ». - 222 m’auance ‘I am in a hurry’. 
- 225 cheuance ‘supply’. - 227 Ou ce (= se) non ‘if not, or else’, 
also in V. 269; ie vous fois fiance ‘I assure you’. - 228 au deffinir 
‘in the end’. - 241 plus... d’asse's ‘much more’. - 245 employer = 
employe'. - 249 ay = ayt. - 277 arriuer = arrive', or perhaps: 
«doye arriuer». - 279 and 280 Qui = Qu’i =■ Qu’il, il 

240 Ou moys d’aoust, qui est après, 
Sont plus meürs les fruis d’assés 
Qui ne sont encour recuillis. 
Bien doist estre - ce m’est aduis -

244 Meür ly homs a .xlviij. ans. 
Or a mal employer son temps 
S’il n’a acquis en sa ieunesse 
Pour quoy ait repos en viellesse.

248 Bien doit ieusne homs auiser 
Qu’en tel temps ay de quoy donner. 
Touteffois garde soy du mal vice 
Qui est en 1’ homme d’auarice.

252 Le moys de
Septembre:

b3r Septembre suis ie vrayement, 
Le dernier moys qui fructifie.

256 Chascun doit auiser maintenant 
Qu’il aye sa maison garnie. 
Ou aultrement - ie vous affye 
S’il n’a de quoy fasse pasture,

260 A grant dangier aura sa vie 
En yuer, quant fera froidure.

L’omme de .liiij. ans dist:
Briefment s’approuchera le temps

264 Que ie me doie repouser, 
Quar i’ay passez .liiij. ans. 
En viellesse me fault aller, 
Et pour tant me fault amasser

268 Pour moy et pour mon grant proffit, 
Ou ce non, nous fauldra ieusner, 
Ainsy que septembre le dist.

Ypocras dist:
b3v Que vous puis dire de septembre?
273 En luy doit on exemple prendre. 

Sans faulte, riche est la saison, 
Quar le plus des fruys cuillis sont.

276 Pour tant se doit on auiser, 
Auant qu’on soye arriuer 
En l’eage de .liiij. ans, 
Qu’i n’ait mal employé son temps, 
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Mais qu’i amasse tant de bien 
que l’on die qu’il est moult bien, 
le vous promest que aultremen 
Il n’y viendra iamais a temps.

Le moys d’octobre dist: 
Octobre suis ie tout pour vray. 
Mes porceaux me fault engressier, 
De quoy ma garnison feray 
Pour viure la saison d’yuer. 
Ainsy se doit on gouuerner 
Qui bien vult tenir son mesnaige. 
Aux champs il ne fault plus aller; 
qui a cuyllir, a fait que saige.

L’omme de .lx. ans dist:
Temps est que doye repouser, 
Car i’ay .lx. ans et non plus. 
Plus ne pourroye labourer. 
De mon temps i’ay passé le plus. 
Pour tant suis ie viel deuenu, 
Dont durement le euer me blesse 
quant ie me vois ainsy chenu, 
Et me souuient de ma ieusnesse.

En octobre après venant 
Doit on semer les bons fromens, 
De quoy prent vie tout le monde. 
Ainsyn doit faire le preudomme 
qui arriué est a soixante ans: 
Il doit semer aux ieusnes gens 
Bonnes parolles par exemple 
Et par euure comme me samble. 
Se est riche, faire le peult;
S’il est pouure, tousiours se deult. 
Touteffois, soit pouure ou riche, 
De prier dieu ne soit pas nice.

Le moys de nouembre dit:

Qui a ma maison se veult attendre, 
la n’aura ioye ne liesse.
L’on m’apelle moys de nou embre. 
De moi ne vient fors que tri stesse 
Par la froideur qui trestou t blesse.

320 Chascun veulx mettre a pou ureté, 
Dont vous qui estes en ieunsse: 
Trauaillés vous ce temps d’estéa.

L’omme de .lxvj. ans:
324 Entre viellesse et pouureté 

Emprisonner suis durement, 
b5r Quar i’ay le temps mal despencé. 

le vis trop engoisseusement;
328 Sy ne puis plus aller auant 

Ce n’est trestout le petit pas, 
Dont vous qui estes en iouuent, 
Prenés vous garde en ce cas.

332 En nouembre toute verdure 
meurt, et aussy vient grant froidure. 
Aussy ne peult on trauayllier, 
Mais granges et greniers vuydier.

336 Ainsy fait l’homme en ce monde, 
Qui de lxvj. ans tient le conte: 
Trauaillier ne peult a deliure; 
Sur ce qu’a gaignier luy fault viure.

340 Sa mort désirent ses parens. 
Soit pouure ou riche en celluy temps, 
Bien est besoing qu’i ayt bien fait 
Et qu’a dieu n’ayt gueres méfiait.

344 Le moys de décembre:

b5v De tous les moys ie suis la fin, 
Et si n’ay que leur remenant. 
Ils ont assés et pain et vin,

348 De quoy ie vist plust lyement. 
Passer conuient tout bellement 
Le temps et prendre en paciënce

referring to on. - 290 Qui ‘if somebody’. - 292 cuyllir = cuylli. 
-311 se deult (inf. doloir) ‘suffers; complains’. - 313 nice ‘lazy, 
negligent’, cf. v. 95. - 315 maison, perhaps a misprint for 
saison. - 317-322 sic, apparently a technical defect, read: 
nouembre, tristesse, trestout ‘everything’, pouurete', ieunesse, este'. - 
320 veulx ‘I will’. - 325 Emprisonner = Emprisonné. - 329 see 
note to v. 144; ‘if not with very small steps’. - 335 vuydier = 
N. Fr. vider. - 338 a deliure ‘freely, as much as he wants’. - 
339 gaignier = gaignié. - 346 leur remenant ‘what they have
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Et dieu seruir diligemment,
352 Viure tousiours en esperance.

Lomme de.lxxij. ans dist:
Mol lit et parfonde escuëlle, 
Repos prens aussy voulentiers,

356 Plus n’ay cure de damoiselle, 
le vous quitte vous menestriers, 
le m’en voiz en aultres quartiers. 
Il fault mourir, c’est chose dure.

360 Priés pour moy, ie vous requiers, 
Car ie m’en vois en pourriture.

Décembre, qui est a la fin, 
Est du tout venu a déclin.

b6r Aussy est l’omme derrompu
365 Et a toutes vertus perdu. 

Qui des ans a soixante et douze, 
Bien est rayson qu’il se repouse,

368 Garde qu’ayés fait en ce monde, 
Qu’a dieu puisse rendre bon conte. 
De mal faire si nous gardons, 
Quar, sans faulte, nous ne sçauons

372 Se vne fois pourons venir 
Au regne qui ne peult finir.

Cy finit vne bresue et vtile compara
ción faicte des .xij. moys de l’an aux .xij.

376 ages de l’omme.
b6v [blank]

left’. — 348 vist plust = vis plus. - 357 ‘I leave you your (vous = 
vos) minstrels’. - 368 (juayes must be a mistake, ‘that he 
consider what he has done in this world’.
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French Book of Hours: Heures a I’usaige de 
Romme. Paris: Simon Vostre 16.IX. 1498. After 
Félix Soleil: Les Heures gothiques et la litte'rature 
pieuse au XVe et XVIe siècles. Rouen 1882.

Les six premiers ans que vit l’homme au monde 
Nous comparons à Janvier droictement,
Car, en ce moys, vertu ne force habonde, 
Nemplus que quant six ans ha ung enfant.

Les six d’après ressemblent à Février,
En fin duquel commence le printemps,
Car l’esperit se ouvre, prest est à enseigner, 
Et doulx devient l’enfant quant ha douze ans.

Mars signifie les six ans ensuivans
Que le temps change en produissant verdure;
En celluy aage s’adonnent les enfans
A maint esbat, sans soucy ne sans cure.

Six ans prochains, vingt et quatre en somme, 
Sont figurez par Avril gracieux,
Et soubz cet aage est gay et joly l’homme, 
Plaisant aux dames, courtois et amoureux.

Au moys de May, où tout est en vigueur, 
Autres six ans comparons par droicture
Qui trente sont: lors est l’homme en valeur, 
En sa fleur, forse, et beauté de nature.

En Juing, les biens commencent à meurir; 
Aussi fait l’homme quant a trente-six ans;
Pour ce en tel temps doit-il femme quérir 
Se luy vivant veult pourveoir ses enfans.

Saige doit estre, ou ne sera jamais
L’homme, quand il ha quarante-deux ans;
Lors la beaulté décline désormais, 
Comme, en Juillet, toutes fleurs sont passans.

Les biens de terre commence l’en cueillir
En Aoust. Aussi quant l’an quarante-huit 
L’homme s’approche, il doit biens acquérir, 
Pour soustenir vieillesse qui le suit.

Avoir grans biens ne faut point que
l’homme cuide, 

S’il ne les a à cinquante-quatre ans, 
Nemplus que s’il a sa granche vuide 
En Septembre; plus de l’an n’aura riens.

Au moys d’Octobre figurant soixante ans, 
Se l’homme est riche, cela est à bonne heure; 
Des biens qu’il a nourrit femme et enfans; 
Plus n’a besoing qu’il traveille ou labeure.

Quant [l’homme] à soixante-six ans vient, 
Représentez par le moys de Nouembre,
Vieux et caduc, et maladif devient;
Lors de bien faire est temps qu’il se remembre.

L’an par Décembre prent fin et se termine; 
Aussi fait l’homme aux ans soixante-douze
Le plus souvent, car vieillesse le myne;
L’heure est venue que pour partir se house.*

* se house: ‘puts on his boots’. In the same or a related form 
this verse seems to have been quite well known as a 
quotation; for example, in a will written in verse of c. 1510 
and in dictionaries 161 Iff (Godefroy: Dictionnaire de l’ancien
ne langue française IV 513). The picture of a man making 
ready for a journey contrasts with the picture expressed by y 
laisser ses houseaux = to pack up and give up = “to kick the 
bucket”.
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English Book of Hours: This prymer of Salisbury 
use... newly emprynted at Parys. (Fr. Régnault) 
30.IV. 1529.

The fyrst .vj. yeres of mannes byrth and aege 
May well be compared to Janyuere.
For in this monthe is no strength no courage 
More than in a chylde of the aege of.vj. yere.

The other .vj. yeres is lyke February
In the ende ther of begynneth the sprynge
That tyme chyldren is moost apt and redy
To receyue chastysement, nurture, and

lernynge.

Marche betokeneth the .vj. yeres folowynge 
Arayeng the erthe wt pleasaunt verdure.
That season youth careth for nothynge 
And without thought dooth his sporte and 

pleasure.

The next .vj. yere maketh foure and twenty
And fygured is to ioly Apryll
That tyme of pleasures man hath moost plenty 
Fresshe and louyng his lustes to fulfyll.

As in the month of Maye all thyng is in myght
So at .XXX.yeres man is in chyef lykyng 
Pleasaunt and lusty, to euery mannes syght.
In beaute and strength, to women pleasyng.

In June all thyng falleth to rypenesse
And so dooth man at .xxxvj. yere olde
And studyeth for to acquyre rychesse
And taketh awyfe to kepe his housholde.

At .xl[ii], yere of aege or elles neuer
Is ony man endowed with wysdome
For than forthon his mygth[!] fayleth euer
As in July dooht[!j euery blossome.

The goodes of the erthe is gadred euermore
In August, so at .xlviij. yere
Man ought to gather some goodes in store 
To susteyne aege that than draweth nere.

Lete no man thynke for to gather plenty 
yf at .liiij. yere he haue none
No more than if his barne were empty
In Septembre, whan all the corne is gone.

By October betokeneth .lx. yere
That aege hastely dooth man assayle 
Yf he haue ought, than it dooth appere
To lyue quyetly after his trauayle.

Whan man is at .lxvj. yere olde 
Whiche lykened is to bareyne Nouembre 
He wereth unweldy/ sekely/ and colde 
Than [hJis soule helth is tyme to remembre.

The yere by Décembre taketh his ende
And so dooth man/ at thre score and twelue 
Nature with aege wyll him on message sende 
The tyme is come/ that he must go hym selue.

Indleveret til Selskabet maj 1980. 
Færdig fra trykkeriet november 1980.
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Foreword

The five papers which are published by the Royal 
Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters in this 
volume are individual numismatic studies within 
a period of Northern coin history which is both 
fascinating and obscure. But they have a com
mon background as contributions to a largescale 
international research project: the publications 
of the numerous silver hoards of the Viking-age 
buried in the soil of present-day Sweden. These 
hoards have preserved highly important material 
for the Arabic, Anglo-Saxon, German and Scan
dinavian coinages under circumstances which we 
are still seeking to understand fully.

It is well known among colleagues from all the 
academic disciplines involved - numismatics, his
tory and archaeology — that the initiative for this 
project was taken more than thirty years ago by 
the late Nils Ludvig Rasmusson, the keeper of the 
Royal Coin Cabinet of the State Historical Mu
seum in Stockholm. It was he who instituted the 
collaboration with colleagues in Germany, Eng
land and other countries. During the years which 
followed a large number of specialized notes and 
important papers on oriental and western coin
ages of the 9th, 10th and 11th centuries were 
published in international periodicals and in two 
special volumes of essays (Commentationes de Num- 
mis Saeculorum IX—XI in Suecia Repertis I—11, Stock
holm 1961 and 1968). Even major books and 
smaller monographs have been directly inspired 
by the project: Brita Malmer, Nordiska myntföre år 
1000 (Lund 1966), Gert Hatz, Handel und Verkehr 

zwischen dem Deutschen Reich und Sweden in der 
späten Wikingerzeit (Stockholm 1974), and mono
graphs by Michael Dolley and Brita Malmer.

During the last few years the first three vol
umes of the final publication of the Swedish 
hoards have been issued (Corpus Nummorum 
Saeculorum IX—XI qui in Suecia reperti sunt, Stock
holm 1975 ff) in the name of the Kungl. Vit- 
terhets Historie och Antikvitets Akademien in 
Stockholm.

There have been other and equally important 
contributions to the Northern coin history of the 
centuries in question which have not been di
rectly related to the Swedish project. We have 
seen the publication, in the British Academy’s 
Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles, of the complete 
Copenhagen collections of Anglo-Saxon and Hi- 
berno-Norse coins, forming seven impressive 
volumes (1964-1974) by Georg Galster et al., the 
Finnish Collections (1978) by Tuukka Talvio and 
the first volume of the Stockholm collection 
(1969) by Michael Dolley. There has also been 
Kolbjørn Skaare’s book: Coins and Coinage in Vi- 
king-age Norway (Oslo 1976) and, recently, the 
publication of all the coin hoards from the island 
of Bornholm: Georg Galster, Vikingtids møntfund 
fra Bornholm. (Nordisk Numismatisk Årsskrift 
1977/78).

International collaboration continues with the 
publication of the Swedish finds, the preparation 
of more Sylloge volumes and, not least, with fur
ther studies on the currency and coinage of the 
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Northern countries. Much more work remains to 
be done. The present papers may be considered 
contributions to this general research.

The present papers deal with Scandinavian 
coinages of the 11 th century, and they all draw on 
material from the Swedish finds. From an early 
stage in the Swedish project responsibility for 
these and for the Byzantine coins in the vast 
material was given to Brita Maimer, then an as
sistant at the Historical Museum of the University 
at Lund. Her work on these series has resulted 
not only in her many published countributions, 

but also in the reordering of many of the coins in 
the Stockholm coin cabinet. This is particularly 
the case with the imitations of English Æthelræd 
issues. Another series, the Danish coins of the 
11th century, was treated in a more preliminary 
way, but the major part of the Stockholm mate
rial was sorted and partly arranged according to 
individual mints and dies. For the essays in this 
volume she has most generously permitted the 
other contributors to study the material placed 
under her care.

C. J. Becker.
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Imitations of Byzantine Miliaresia found in Sweden
By Brita Maimer

9

In his well-known essay, “Einige Aufzeichnung
en über in Schweden gefundene byzantinische 
Silbermünzen”, printed in 1925, TJ.Arne gives 
details of 388 miliaresia found in Sweden. Ac
cording to an inventory drawn up recently, but 
which is probably not completely exhaustive, the 
material consists at present of 500 specimens. 
The chronological distribution which closely 
follows that given by Arne, is as follows:

before 945 6
Constantine VII 945-959 71
Nicephorus II 963-969 12
John I 969-976 56
Basil II 976-1025 197
after 1025 106
undefined 52

As is the case with Arne’s material, by far the 
largest number of miliaresia were found on 
Gotland, 438 out of 480 specimens with known 
find-spots, or 91 %.

The number of miliaresia in the other Nordic 
countries is considerably lower. In present-day 
Denmark c. 40 pieces have been found up to 
now (Hauberg 1900 p. 22, Skovmand 1942 p. 
210 but cf. Galster 1964), in Norway 3 or 4 
(Skaare 1976 p. 53) and in Finland 19 (Sarvas 
1973 p. 182).

In Swedish finds and collections 51 imitations 
of Byzantine miliaresia have been registered up 
till now, including mules and certain die-linked 
specimens, but not counting Danish imitations 

from the 1030’s and 1040’s. The corresponding 
figures are 14 for Denmark, 3 for Norway and 
18 for Finland. In all countries the number of 
imitations is conspicuously high in relation to the 
number of original Byzantine coins, c. 10-100%. 
In comparison it may be mentioned that for c. 
35,000-40,000 English Viking-period coins in 
Swedish collections, we have c. 2000 imitations 
or 5-6%.

Most of the imitations are of Constantine VII’s 
and Basil H’s miliaresia, precisely those miliare
sia that are most common in the finds. In one 
case even a coin of John I contributed as a 
source of inspiration. All the imitations found in 
Sweden are double-sided. The one-sided Basil 
Il-imitations which have been found in Finnish 
finds (Sarvas 1973, no. 25-28) are absent in 
Sweden. Neither have any of the interesting 
imitations of somewhat later Byzantine types 
with a Madonna and Emperor and which form 
almost one third of the Finnish material, been 
found in Sweden up till now (Sarvas 1973, no. 
30-34).

The imitations are described and grouped 
below. Only coins found in Sweden or specimens 
die-linked to these have been included with their 
dies in the consecutive numbering (nos 9-57). 
The remaining material belonging here is men
tioned directly after the group in question and is 
indicated by ad. The Baltic and Russian material 
has had to be left out of the survey (cf. Kropot
kin 1962, Tönisson 1962, Golenko 1965, Potin 
1965, 1967 and 1968).
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Prototypes. No. 1-8. Plate 1.
Constantine VII
1/2 Miliaresion 945-959, Grierson 21.
a) KMK Syst. Coll., 2.81 g, 23 mm, ir.

John I
3/4 Miliaresion 969-976, Grierson 7.
a) SHM/KMK inv. 5307. Acquired from the Herbst 

Coll., Copenhagen. 2.66 g, 23 mm, 0o.

Basil II
5/6 Miliaresion 977-989, Grierson Class II A.
a) Grierson 17 g. SHM/KMK inv. 4126. Södra Byrum

met, Visby, Gotland. Latest coin 1042-, Hatz 237. 
Clipped and pierced, 2.94 g, 23 mm, 0°.

b) Grierson 17d. SHM/KMK inv.4126, Södra Byrum
met, Visby, cf. 5/6 a. 2.48 g, 25 mm, 180°.

5/7 Miliaresion 977-989, Grierson Class II B.
a) Grierson 18e var. SHM/KMK inv. 12956. Kvarna, 

Vamlingbo, Gotland. Latest coin 994-, Hatz 73. 
2.91 g, 26 mm, 0°.

5/8 Miliaresion 989-1025, Grierson Class IV. Not re
produced.

Basil Il’s miliaresia which most of the imitations found in 
Sweden have as prototype are divided by Grierson 1967 and 
1973 into Class I, Il A, II B, III and IV. It has been possible 

to determine the class of 139 of the 197 Basil II-miliaresia in 
Swedish finds and museum-collections (many are only 
known to us through summary descriptions in written 
sources). The distribution is as follows:

Class I
Class II A 120 (of which 105 clipped)
Class II B 17 (of which 4 clipped)
Class III
Class IV 2 (fragmentary, 0 clipped)

Grierson’s observation that on one hand miliaresia of Class 
II A are almost always clipped and on the other that clipping 
also occurs in Class II B is confirmed by the Swedish 
material.

I. Imitations mainly connected with Constantine VII. 
No. 9-17. Plate 2.
9/10 9. Cross crosslet as no. 1 but shorter and with only

two steps at the base. Meaningless inscription with 
English lettering. Two borders of pellets, the outer 
one ornamented with globules.
10. A five-line meaningless inscription with Eng
lish lettering. No ornament above and beneath 
inscription, cf. no. 2. Borders as no. 9.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 4126, Södra Byrummet, Visby, cf. 
5/6 a. 1.93 g, 22 mm, 0°.
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11/12 11. Cross without smaller crosses at right and left
extremity, but with X and was no. 5.
Base, three steps, no globus. Slightly blundered 
inscription, +ÆDELREDREA + .
12. Retrograde, meaningless four-line inscription 
with English lettering. Absence of ornament.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 2185. Grönby, Skåne. Latest coin 
1024-, Hatz 156. Strip of the edge missing. 1.08 g, 
21 mm, 0°. Hild. p. 166, no. 2.

13/14 13. Cross as no. 11 but coarser execution. Mea
ningless inscription with crude English lettering. 
14. Meaningless inscription of crude, partly ille
gible characters. Traces of ornament.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 26404. Coll, de Laval. 1.42 g, 21 
mm, reg.

b) SHM/KMK inv. 1318. Undrom, Boteå, Ångerman- 
land. Latest coin 1050-, Hatz 278. Fragment, ca. 
1/2,0.65 g, ir.

13/15 15. Diverging slightly from no. 14.
a) KMMS F.P. 207:11. Kelstrup, Stillinge, Sjaelland. 

Latest coin Cnut Pointed Helmet, Galster 1964, 57. 
1.70 g, 20 mm, ir.

16/17 16. Cross with X, <4 base and two steps. A hand on
either side of the cross. Slightly blundered inscrip
tion, + ÆIFSTANM7OLEGC.
17. Partly retrograde inscription with English let

tering and traces of the same name as on no. 16, 
otherwise blundered. Beneath inscription orna
ment.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 2185, Grönby, Skåne, cf. 11/12 a. 
Fragmentary, 1.00 g, 21 mm, 270°. Hild. p. 166, 
no. 3.

b) KMK Syst.Coll. Two fragmentary pieces of the 
same coin, 1.22 g, 270°.

II. Imitation of miliaresia struck for Constantine 
VII, John I and Basil II. No. 18-19. Plate 3.
18/19 18. Cross crosslet as no. 1, but without globus

beneath steps. On either side of the cross a head 
wearing crown and pendilia, cf. no. 5. Inscription 
as no. 1, but slightly blundered and with larger 
letters. Two borders of pellets, the outer one 
ornamented with eight globules.
19. A partly blundered five-line inscription con
nected with no. 4. Ornament above and beneath (?) 
inscription. Borders as no. 18.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 6996. Hejslunds, Havdhem, Got
land. Stenberger 1947 no. 256. The find further 
contains 3 Samanid coins struck in 900, 907/8, 
933/4, determined by B. E. Hovén. A fragmentary 
loop is firmly riveted to the coin. 3.21 g, 23 mm, 0°.
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III. Imitations of Basil Il’s miliaresia. No. 20-40.
A. Slightly blundered or blundered inscriptions connected with 

those of original coins. No. 20-26 and no. 33. Plate 3-5.

20/21 As no. 5/6-7 with barbarous details in the design, 
such as the cross of pellets on the crowns, the 
ornament beneath inscription as well as traces of 
circle of beading. The inscriptions correspond to 
no. 5/6 with on the whole identifiable letters of the 
same size as on the original coins. Cf. Kropotkin 
1962 Pl. 21, no. 1 = Golenko 1965 Pl. X, no. 1; as 
well as Morrisson 1970, p. 610, no. 6.

a) SHM/KMK inv, 10461. Ösarve, Bäl, Gotland. La
test coin 1002-, CNS 1.2.2.161. 2.79 g, 22 mm, 
180°.

22/23 22. As no. 5, but the busts’crowns lack crosses.
Inscription mainly made up of English lettering 
with traces of the original text, e.g. letters 3-10. 
Border of pellets.
23. Inscription corresponds in the main to no. 6, 
but with larger and partly deformed letters.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 8578. Mickels, När, Gotland. Latest 
coin 1092-, Hatz 358. Riveted loop, 4.12 g, 25 mm, 
0°.

ad22/23 Sarvas 1973, nos. 19-23, and Morrisson 1970, p. 
611, no. 14, cf. Talvio 1979, are connected to no. 
22/23, all with the ornament o (Grierson Class IV) 
on the side with the text. Owing to the loop and the 
bad striking the corresponding ornament on coin 
22/23 a cannot be determined with certainty.

24/25 24. As no. 5 but obscure. Inscription made up of
unidentifiable letters. Two borders of pellets, one 
linear border.

25. A five-line inscription of not closer identifiable 
letters connected with no. 6-7. Ornament above 
and beneath. One border of pellets, two linear 
borders.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 18029. Helge, Stenkyrka, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1021-, Hatz 150. 2.34 g, 29 mm, reg.

26/33 26. As no. 5, with partly legible inscription corre
sponding to original examples. Double linear 
border.
33. A partly legible five-line inscription connected 
with no. 7. Line 1 and 2 retrograde. Double linear 
border.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 5202. Nygårds, Västerhejde, Got
land. Latest coin 1036-, Hatz 210. Square flan, 2.64 
g,20x21 mm, 180°.

b) SHM/KMK inv. 11300. Mannegårda, Lye, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1102-, Hatz 359. 1.87 g, 21 mm, 180°.

B. Blundered or meaningless inscriptions consisting mainly of 
English lettering. No. 27-32, 34-40. Plate 4-5.

27/34 27. Cross as no. 26, but steps absent. Busts as no.
26, but of simpler design, to 1. chlamys and to r. 
loros. Meaningless inscription of four letters. Dou
ble border of pellets.
34. Meaningless five-line inscription. Absence of 
ornament. Double border of pellets.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 22468. Bosarve, Stånga, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1027-, Hatz 171. Square flan, 2.48 g, 21 
X 22 mm, ir.

b) SHM/KMK inv. 5574. Sudergårda, Hellvi, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1002-, Hatz 117. Square flan, 2.19 g, 19 
X 20 mm, reg.
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c) SHM/KMK inv. 5202, Våsterhejde, Gotland, cf. 
26/33 a. Fragmentary, square flan, 1.99 g, 270°.

d) SHM/KMK inv. 12079. Stige, Indal, Medelpad. 
Latest coin 1021-, Hatz 152. 1.74 g, 21 mm, ir.

e) KMK Syst. Coll. 1.65 g, 21 mm, reg.
f) SHM/KMK inv. 5268-70, Kaligårds, Stenkumla, 

Gotland. Latest coin 1011-, Hatz 130. 1.55 g, 20 
mm, ir.

28/35 28. Cross as no. 26, but globus absent and only two
steps at its base. Both figures wear the loros. 
Crowns replaced by beaded hairdresses with indica
tion of pendilia. Meaningless inscription. One bor
der of pellets.
35. Meaningless four-line inscription. Ornament 
above and beneath. One border of pellets.

a) KMK Syst. Coll. 1.90 g, 21 mm, ir.
b) KMK Syst. Coll. 1.77 g, 21 mm, ir.
c) KMK Syst. Coll. 1.67 g, 21 mm, ir.
d) KMMS F. P. 79:8, Enner, Tamdrup, Jylland. Latest

coin c. 1030-, Galster 1964, 65. 1.65 g, 21 mm, ir.
e) SHM/KMK inv. 1913, Torp, Böda, Öland. Latest 

coin 1056-, Hatz 302. 1.41 g, 22 mm, ir. Cu ¡0.4, 
Ag 89.3, Au 0.36.

29/36 29. As no. 28, but with two circles above the square
pattern of the loros. Meaningless inscription.
36. Meaningless four-line inscription. Ornament 
above and beneath.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 21026. Enggårda, Rone, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1085-, Hatz 339. 1.68 g, 21 mm, ir.

b) SHM/KMK inv. 21613. Kviende, Othem, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1035-, Hatz 198. 1.59 g, 21 mm, ir.

c) KMMS, F. P. 207:9, Kelstrup, Sjælland, cf. no. 
13/15 a. 1.53 g, 21 mm, ir.

d) SHM/KMK inv. 26113, acquired 1959 from the 
former coin dealer Th. Högberg, Göteborg. 1.34 g, 
21 mm, ir.

e) SHM/KMK inv. 26697. Ekeskogs, Hejde, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1014-, Hatz 136. 1.30 g, 21 mm, ir.

f) SHM/KMK inv. 12079. Indal, Medelpad, cf. no. 
27/34 d. Fragment, c. 1/4. 0.26 g.

g) Gotland? B. Ahlström AB, Auction 24, 24-25.10. 
1981, Nr. 22. 1.31 g, 45°.

29/37 37. Meaningless three-line inscription. Ornament
above and beneath.

a) KMMS F. P. 207:8, Kelstrup, Sjælland, cf. no. 13/15 
a. 1.45 g, 20 mm, ir.

b) SHM/KMK inv. 1318, Boteå, Ångermanland, cf. 
no. 13/14 b. Strip of the edge missing, 1.45 g, 20 
mm, ir.

29/38 38. Meaningless three-line inscription. Ornament
above and beneath.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 25384, Stale II, Rone, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1036-, Hatz 215. 1.57 g, 21 mm, ir.

b) KMMS Coll. Thomsen 11985. Riveted loop, frag
mentary, 1.29 g, 20 mm, ir.

29/39 39. Meaningless three-line inscription. Ornament
above and beneath. Cross in lower and upper field 
between text and ornament.

a) NMH, Nousis, Finland proper, after 1035, Talvio 
1978, p. XXX. Fragment, c. 2/5, 0.94 g.

30/38 30. As no. 29, but cross lacks cross-piece. Meaning
less inscription.

a) KMMS F. P. 207:10, Kelstrup, Sjælland, cf. 13/15 a.
1.53 g, 21 mm, ir.

b) KMMS. G. P. 1847 Coll. Bruun. 1.51 g, 21 mm, ir.
c) Trollhättan priv. coll. 1.51 g, 21 mm, ir.
d) KMMS F. P. 79:6, Enner, Jylland, cf. no. 28/35 d. 

1.42 g, 21 mm, ir.
e) UMK, Ârstad hoard, Rogaland. After c. 1029, 

Skaare 1976 no. 95, Holmboe 1836, no. 84.

30/39 -
a) SHM/KMK inv. 16295. Djuped, Styrnås, Ånger

manland. Latest coin 1030-, Hatz 186. 1.49 g, 21 
mm, ir.

b) KMMS Syst. Coll. Strip of edge missing, 1.38 g, 21 
mm, ir.

c) Gotlands Fornsal, Coll. Visby Läroverk. 1.3 g, 21 
mm.

d) KMMS G. P. 1369. 1.13 g, 21 mm, 0°. The coin was 
found in an Icelandic tobacco-box that for some 
centuries was preserved at the National Museum, 
Copenhagen. The box has now been returned to 
Iceland.
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31/38 31. As no. 30, but cross also lacks u. Meaningless b) SHM/KMK inv. 16295, Styrnäs, Ångermanland, cf.

a)
inscription.
KMMS F. P. 79:7, Enner, Jylland, cf. no. 28/35 d. c)

no. 30/39 a. 1.82 gr, 23 mm, 90°.
SHM/KMK inv. 3491. Johannishus, Hjortsberga,

b)
1.71 g, 20 mm, 0°.
SHM/KMK, probably inv. 5804. Lilla Klintegårda,

Blekinge. Latest coin 1120-, Hatz 373. 1.61 g, 22 
mm, 270°.

Väskinde, Gotland. Latest coin 1040-, Hatz 243. d) NMH, Pemar- or Reso-hoard, Finland proper,

c)
1.65 g, 20 mm, 90°.
KMMS F. P. 79:7, Enner, Jylland, cf. no. 28/35 d.

after 1029, Talvio 1978, pp. xxx-xxxi, Sarvas 1973, 
p. 185. 1.61 g, 22 mm, 90°.

1.61 g, 20 mm, 90°. e) SHM/KMK inv. 6620. Espinge, Hurva, Skåne. Lat
d) KMK Syst. Coll. 1.50 g, 21 mm, 270°. est coin 1047-, Hild p. 166 no. 5, Hatz 247. Riveted
e) SHM/KMK inv. 23695, Rossvik, Nora, Ångerman- loop with ring, 2.87 g, 21 mm, 180°.

land. Latest coin 1024-, Hatz 161. 1.35 g, 20 mm, f) KMMS, G. P. 888. Damage along the edge, 1.44 g,

f)
90°.
KMK Syst. Coll. Fragment, C.V2, 0.88 g, 90°. ad III B

22 mm, reg.
Also belonging to group III B are two not closer

32/40 32. As no. 30, but cross with base and globus, no
identifiable specimens from the find at Årstad, 
Egersund, Norway, Skaare 1976 no. 95, p. 152.

a)

circles above the loros costume’s square pattern. 
Two steps. Meaningless inscription.
40. Meaningless four-line inscription of which the 
fourth line has taken the form of an ornament. 
Ornament above and beneath.
KMMS, F. P. 207:9, Kelstrup, Sjælland, cf. no. 
13/15 a. 1.85 g, 22 mm,0°.
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IV. Mules of groups I-III and imitations of English 
or Arabic coins. No. 41-46. Plate 6.
41/42 41. Freely copied from no. 1 and 5. Meaningless

inscription with pseudo-epigraphic elements.
42. Imitation of Æthelræd II, Long cross type. 
Meaningless inscription with pseudo-epigraphic 
elements.

a) KMK Syst. Coll. On square flan, 2.54 g, 22 x 22 
mm, ir.

b) SHM/KMK inv. 15373. Bjärby, Etelhem, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1014-, Hatz 134. Fragment, c. Vi, 1.40 
g>ir-

43/44 Scandinavian coin, struck in Denmark or Middle 
Sweden in the 990’s, Maimer 1966, Pl. 39:19. Freely 
copied from no. 1 and 5 as well as from Æthelræd 
II, Crux type.

26/45 45. Imitation of the reverse of Æthelræd II, Long
cross. Meaningless inscription.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 12079, Indal, Medelpad, cf. no. 
27/34 d. Square flan, 2.83 g, 21 x 22 mm, reg.

34/46 46. Freely copied from the reverse of Æthelræd II
Long Cross type. The ornament at the angles of the 
cross may have been inspired by the Helmet type. 
Meaningless inscription.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 14935. Sandtorp, Viby, Närke. Lat
est coin 1034-, Hatz 194. 1.63 g, 20 mm, ir.

b) KMK Syst.Coll. 1.29 g, 20 mm, ir. Cu 6.0, Ag 93.7, 
Au 0.24.

47/46 47. Imitation of the obverse of Æthelræd Long
Cross, struck for Olof Skötkonung in Sigtuna, 
bearing the inscription +OLFAFONSIDEI.

a) KMK Syst. Coll., square flan, 2.41 g, 20 x 21 mm, ir.

48/46 48. Imitation of the obverse of Æthelræd Long
Cross with meaningless inscription.

a) KMK Syst. Coll. 1.24 g, 20 mm, ir.
ad IV Imitation of Basil II and a Samanid coin, Sarvas 

1973, no. 24. The coin which is now lost was 
formerly part of a Finnish private collection.

V. Various Byzantine and Byzantine/English imita
tions which do not belong to group I-IV. No. 49-57. 
Plate 7.
49/50 Freely copied from no. 5/6. Inscriptions entirely 

lacking or transformed into ornaments.
a) SHM/KMK inv. 4126, Södra Byrummet, Visby, cf. 

no. 5/6 a. 2.13 g, 23 mm, ir.

51/52 51. Imitation of Æthelræd Long Cross type. Slightly
blundered inscription, +EDELREDREANO.
52. Freely copied from no. 2, 4, 6 or 7. Meaningless 
two-line inscription. Ornament above and beneath.

a) KMK Syst. Coll. 1.00 g, 21 mm, ir.

51/53 53. Meaningless two-line inscription correspond
ing closely to no. 52.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 5619. Broungs, Stenkyrka, Got
land. Latest coin 1089-, Hatz 351. 0.86 g, 20 mm.
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54/55 54. Freely copied from English prototype from the
1020’s, cf. Dolley below p. 113, fig. 1. Inscription 
+ FRI-DCOLM7OEOFRVIR.
55. Meaningless inscription divided into three li
nes. Ornament above and beneath.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 2232. Enge I, Bunge, Gotland. 
Latest coin 1047-, CNS 1.2.19.1135. 1.22 g, 20 mm, 
reg.

56/57 Freely copied from Æthelræd Long Cross type and 
no. 2, 4, 6 or 7. Meaningless inscriptions.

a) SHM/KMK inv. 6471. Sundbro, Bälinge, Uppland. 
Latest coin 1051-, Hatz 287. Fragment, c. 2/5, 0.60 
g, 20 mm.

The material in this survey has been grouped 
mainly according to the prototypes which were 
followed. If the coins are grouped according to 
weight instead, there emerges a heavy group (1), 
average weight c. 3 g, an intermediate group (2), 
average weight c. 1.6 g, and a light group (3), 
average weight c. 1.0 g.

1.4.36-2.13  g
4.36 (III A, ad 22/23, Sarvas 1973 no 23); 3.63 (III A, ad 
22/23, Morrison 1970 no 14); 3.16 (III A, ad 22/23, Sarvas 
1973 no 21); 2.79(111 A, 20/21 a); 2.34 (III A, 24/25 a); 2.13 
(V, 49/50 a).
Heavy coins with loop: 4.12 (III A, 22/23 a); 3.35 (III A, ad 
22/23, Sarvas 1973 no 19); 3.21 (II, 18/19 a); 2.64 (III A, ad 
22/23, Sarvas 1973 no 20); 2.51 (III A, ad 22/23, Sarvas 1973 
no 22).

2. 1.93-1.13 g
1.93 (I, 9/10 a); 1.90(111 B, 28/35 a); 1.87 (III A, 26/33 b); 
1.85 (III B, 32/40 a); 1.82 (III B, 32/40 b); 1.77(111 B, 28/35
b) ; 1.74 (III B, 27/34 d); 1.71 (III B, 31/38 a); 1.70(1, 13/15 
a); 1.68 (III B, 29/36 a); 1.67 (III B, 28/35 c); 1.65 (III B, 
31/38 b); 1.65 (III B, 28/35 d); 1.65 (III B, 27/34 e); 1.65(IV, 
34/46 a); 1,61 (III B, 32/40 c); 1,61 (III B, 32/40 d); 161 (III 

B, 31/38 c); 1.59(111 B, 29/36 b); 1.57(111 B, 29/38 a); 1.55 
(III B, 27/34 f); 1.53 (III B, 30/38 a); 1.53 (III B, 29/36 c); 
1.51 (III B, 30/38 b); 1.51 (III B, 30/38 c); 1.50 (III B, 31/38 
d); 1.49 (III B, 30/39 a); 1.45 (III B, 29/37 a); 1.42 (I, 13/14 
a); 1.42 (III B, 30/38 d); 1.41 (III B, 28/35 e); 1.35 (III B, 
31/38 e); 1.34 (III B, 29/36 d); 1.30 (III B, 29/36 e); 1.30(111 
B, 30/39 c); 1.29(IV, 34/46 b); 1.24(IV, 48/46 a); 1.13(111 B, 
30/39 d).

Die-linked with square flan: 2.83 (IV, 26/45 a); 2.64 (III A, 
26/33 a); 2.48 (III B, 27/34 a); 2.41 (IV, 47/46 a); 2.19 (III B, 
27/34 b).

3. 1.22-0.86 g
1.22 (V, 54/55 a); 1.00 (V, 51/52 a); 0.86 (V, 51/53 a).

The heavy coins consist chiefly of group III A, 
Basil Il-imitations with inscriptions relatively 
closely connected with original coins. The grea
ter part of the intermediate group are from 
group III B, e.g. Basil Il-imitations of which the 
inscriptions are very loosely connected with 
original coins and which are mainly made up of 
English lettering. The small light group is obscu
re as to design and inscription. There is possibly 
a certain connection with Danish issues from the 
1030’s and 1040’s. No die-links joining the three 
weight-groups exist.

Weight-group 1.
Byzantine miliaresia from the 10th cent, and 
onwards normally weigh 2.95 g (Grierson 1973, 
p. 65, cf. Gordus and Metcalf 1977). Thus, the 
coins belonging to weight-group 1 follow the 
original coins most closely not only in design and 
inscription but also in weight.

Coins from this group are found in hoards in 
which the latest coin is as follows:
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977- 18/19 a, Havdhem, Gotland (cf. Hovén-Malmer 
1980)

1002- 20/21 a, Bål, Gotland
1021- 24/25 a, Stenkyrka, Gotland 
1042- 49/50 a, Visby, Gotland 
1092- 22/23 a, Når, Gotland

Specimens from this group are furthermore 
found in four Finnish grave-finds, dated by 
Sarvas to c. 1025 (ad 22/23). These coins found in 
Finland have certainly had Grierson’s Class IV 
as a prototype which gives us a certain clue to the 
dating. Grierson is inclined to think that the 
striking of Class IV, the final issue of Basil Il’s 
miliaresia, was concentrated to the period before 
995 or 1000 (1973, p. 611). On the other hand 
Class IV is not represented in the Estonian 
hoard from Vella, which seems to have as its 
latest coin Otto III 983-, but which is most 
commonly attributed to the beginning of the 
11th cent. (cf. Mosser 1935, Rasmusson 1950, 
Sokolova 1961, Kropotkin 1962, no. 317, 
Grierson 1967, p.185). The remaining Basil II- 
imitations in weight-group 1 coincide with 
Grierson’s Class II, dated 977-989.

Apart from their weight-connection with the 
original coins, the specimens of group 1 are 
somewhat dissimilar. Their minting areas may 
lie as wide apart as southern Russia, the Kiev- or 
Novgorod-areas and maybe also Scandinavia. 
For the group ad 22/23, Sarvas suggests Finland 
as minting-area (1973). Also their dating may 
vary. That they can principally be dated to the 
period preceding weight-group 2, i.e. before c. 
1000, seems likely. Consequently Sarvas’s dating 
of the specimens found in Finland to c. 1025 
appears rather late.

Weight-group 2.
The main bulk of the imitations here discussed 
belong to this group. Besides the above-listed 38 
whole specimens, another 18 coins, fragmentary 
or struck on square flans, are connected to this 
group.

The weight distribution for the 38 whole 

specimens is even, from max. 1.93 to min. 1.13 
and concentrated in the intervals 1.70-1.61 (10) 
and 1.60-1.51 (7). The average weight 1.59 has 
no connection with the original Byzantine coins. 
Instead, the weight corresponds to the Æthel- 
ræd Long Cross-type, struck c. 997-1003 accord
ing to Dolley’s chronology. The average weight 
for this group is 1.57 g (Petersson 1969). Alrea
dy in the following type, Helmet, the average 
weight drops to 1.36 g. Cnut’s first type, Quatre
foil, struck c. 1017-23, only weighs 1.06 g.

That the group is contemporary with Olof 
Skötkonung’s Long Cross-imitations is confirmed 
by die-link no. 3 below, with coin no. 47/46 a as 
dating link (cf. Maimer 1965). A collation of the 
latest coins in the hoards including weight- 
group 2 gives the following picture.

1002- 27/34 b, Hellvi, Gotland
1011- 27/34 f, Stenkumla, Gotland
1014- 41/42 b, Etelhem, Gotland
1014- 29/36 e, Hejde, Gotland
1021- 26/45 a, 29/36 f, 27/34 d, Indal, Medelpad
1023- 13/15 a, 29/36 c, 29/37 a, 30/38 a, 32/40 a, Kelstrup, 

Sjælland
1024- 31/38 e, Nora, Ångermanland
1027- 27/34 a, Stånga, Gotland
1029- 30/38 e, Ârstad, Rogaland
1030- 28/35 d, 30/38 d, 31/38 a, 31/38 c, Enner, Jylland 
1030- 30/39 a, 32/40 b, Styrnås, Ångermanland
1034- 34/46 a, Viby, Närke
1035- 29/39 a, Nousis, Finland proper
1035- 29/36 b, Othem, Gotland
1036- 26/33 a, 27/34 c, Västerhejde, Gotland
1036- 29/38 a, Rone, Gotland
1040- 31/38 b, Väskinde, Gotland
1042- 9/10 a, Visby, Gotland 
1047- 32/40 e, Hurva, Skåne 
1050- 13/14 b, 29/37 b, Boteå, Ångermanland 
1056- 28/35 e, Böda, Öland 
1085- 29/36 a, Rone, Gotland 
1102- 26/33 b, Lye, Gotland 
1120- 32/40 c, Hjortsberga, Blekinge.

Coins no. 27/34 b and f, which are found in both 
the oldest hoards, are part of the die-link with 
Olof Skötkonung’s Sigtuna coin, through which 
the weight-group’s early dating is yet again 
confirmed.
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It remains for us to examine weight-group 2 
as regards die-links. Although weight-group 2 
forms much more of a unity than weight-group 
1 it is conceivable that the group is divided 
between two or more production centres. Within 
the group two small and two larger groups of 
die-linked coins can be distinguished.

Die-link 1. Imitation-group I (3 specimens).
13/14 a Syst. Coll., Stockholm
13/14 b Boteå, Ångermanland
13/15 a Kelstrup, Sjælland

Die-link 2. Ill A (2), IV (1).
26/33 a Västerhejde, Gotland
26/33 b Lye , Gotland
26/45 a Indal, Medelpad

Die-link 3. I (I), III B (6), IV (4).
27/34 a Stånga, Gotland
27/34 b Hellvi, Gotland
27/34 c Västerhejde, Gotland
27/34 d Indal, Medelpad
27/34 e Syst. Coll., Stockholm
27/34 f Stenkumla, Gotland
34/46 a Viby, Närke
34/46 b Syst. Coll., Stockholm
47/46 a Syst. Coll., Stockholm
48/46 a Syst. Coll., Stockholm
Very close to no. 34 but not identical is no. 10:
9/10 a Visby, Gotland

Die-link 4. Ill B (26).
29/36 a Rone, Gotland
29/36 b Othem, Gotland
29/36 c Kelstrup, Sjælland
29/36 d Syst. Coll., Stockholm
29/36 e Hejde, Gotland
29/36 f Indal, Medelpad
29/37 a Kelstrup, Sjælland
29/37 b Boteå, Ångermanland
29/38 a Rone, Gotland
29/38 b Syst. Coll., Copenhagen
29/39 a Nousis, Finland
30/38 a Kelstrup, Sjælland
30/38 b Syst. Coll..Copenhagen
30/38 c Private Coll., Trollhättan
30/38 d Enner, Jylland
30/38 e Årstad, Rogaland
30/39 a Styrnäs, Ångermanland
30/39 b Syst. Coll., Copenhagen

30/39 c Syst. Coll., Visby, Gotland 
30/39 d Syst. Coll., Copenhagen 
31/38 a Enner, Jylland 
31/38 b Väskinde, Gotland 
31/38 c Enner, Jylland 
31/38 d Syst. Coll., Stockholm 
31/38 e Nora, Ångermanland 
31/38 f Syst. Coll., Stockholm

The wide geographical range in die-link 4 (26 
ex) in comparison with link 3 (10 + 1 ex) is 
conspicuous. Die-link 4 includes find-spots in 
Jylland, on Sjælland and Gotland, in Norway, 
Medelpad, Ångermanland and Finland. Link 3 
only represents Gotland, Närke and Medelpad. 
This important difference in distribution can 
hardly be explained only by the simple fact that 
link 4 contains more than twice as many speci
mens as link 3. Are there other differences 
between the two links?.
Weight. Link 3: (1.93), 1.74, 1.65, 1.63, 1.55,
1.29,  1.24. Average weight 1.58 g.
Link 4: 1.71, 1.68, 1.65, 1.61, 1.59, 1.57, 1.53, 
1.53, 1.51, 1.51, 1.50, 1.49, 1.45, 1.45, 1.42, 
1.35, 1.34, 1.30, 1.29, 1.13. Average weight 1.48 
g-
Die axis. Regular die-axis here means 0°, 90°, 
180°, 270°. Remaining die-axes are called irre
gular. In both links irregular die-axes predomi
nate by 7 to 4 (link 3), respectively 13 to 7 (link 
4). If one studies the division between the 
obverse dies included in link 4 an interesting 
difference can be observed. All links with no. 29 
and 30 except for one, have an irregular die-axis 
whereas links with no. 31 have regular die-axes. 
Square flan. In link 3 four specimens of 11 are 
struck on square flans. Square flans are absent in 
link 4.
The forming of the letters. In link 3 the letters are 
formed as on English coins. Triangle punches 
are often used, e.g. on no. 27, 34 and on the 
closely connected, but not die-identical no. 10. 
The five lines of text give a compact impression. 
In link 4 the letters are of more equal breadth, 
the number of lines varies and their setting is 
more spacious.
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Double border. Link 3 has 7 specimens with 
double border, link 4 none.
Mules. Link 3 includes 4 hybrids, link 4 none.
Find-spots on Gotland. As it is mentioned above, 
91% of all miliaresia found in Sweden were 
discovered on Gotland. As regards the imita
tions, Gotland does not hold the same strong 
position. Of the specimens found in Sweden of 
which the find-spot has been determined, 20 
have been found on Gotland and 15 in other 
provinces. Gotland’s position concerning imita
tions is over the average in link 3. 5 of 7 
specimens with known find-spots were found 
there and none in southern Sweden or in 
Denmark. Gotland’s position in link 4 is below 
average. Only 5 of 17 imitations with known 
find-spots were found there. 6 specimens come 
from the present-day Denmark. Accordingly, 
link 3 is more closely connected with Gotland, 
central- and northern Sweden than link 4, which 
has its centre point in Denmark.

Owing to its high weight average, 1.5 - 1.6 g, 
the die-link with the Sigtuna coinage and its ap
pearance in early finds, the entire weight-group 
2 and therefore die-link 3 and 4 can, as has been 
seen above, be dated to a relatively short period 
from the 990’s onwards. A closer look at links 3 
and 4 reveals such dissimilarities as to allow an 
assumption that these two probably contempo
rary die-links were produced in different geo
graphical areas, here tentatively designated 
Northern area (Sigtuna) and Southern area 
(Denmark - Skåne). Below an attempt has been 
made to assign the remaining coins in weight- 
group 2 to the two minting areas.

Northern area.
Die-link 2. No. 26/33, 26/45. Two of the three 
specimens were found on Gotland, two are 
struck on square flans, one is a mule, the 
compact five-line inscription resembles no. 34 
and 10.

No. 41/42 a-b. One specimen found on Got
land, both struck on square flans.

Southern area.
Die-link 1. No.13/14, 13/15. One specimen 
found in Denmark, one in Ångermanland, re
semblances between no. 15 and 36-38 in link 4, 
absence of square flans. The fragmentary coin 
no. 11/12 a, found in Skåne, is connected with 
this die-link.

No. 28/35 a-e. Two specimens found on 
Jylland and Oland, resemblances with no. 29, 
30, 31 respectively no. 36, 37, 38, absence of 
square flans.

No. 32/40 a-f. The five find-spots are on 
Sjælland, in Skåne, Blekinge, Ångermanland 
and in Finland, stylistic resemblance between no. 
40 and 39, absence of square flans, all have 
regular die-axis, as is the case with no. 31/38 in 
link 4.

No specimen in the Southern area has double 
border.

Weight-group 3
Modelling itself on Cnut the Great’s English 
coinage, the average weight in Skåne and on 
Sjælland dropped to just over 1 g during the 
1020’s (Hauberg 1900, p. 152). The Sigtuna 
coinage of the 1020’s during Anund Jakob’s 
reign has a slightly higher weight (Lagerqvist 
1968, p. 402). From around 1030 minting in 
Sigtuna, the “northern minting area” is disconti
nued, but minting is still carried on in the 
’’southern area”. Weight-group 3 consists of coin 
no. 51/52 a, 51/53 a, 54/55 a, fragment 56/57 a 
and possibly the two fragmentary coins no. 
16/17 a-b. The group is hard to define and it is 
not certain that all the coins are Scandinavian. 
Taking their weight into consideration, the coins 
of this group could be dated to the 1020’s or 
1030’s.

Interpretation of the results
There are a number of heavy and large imita
tions of Basil H’s miliaresia, often bearing in
scriptions closely related to the original speci
mens, here called group III A (roughly corre- 
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sponding to weight-group 1). A more detailed 
investigation of the chronology of minting and 
the mints would require the study of the Baltic 
and Russian material. For the time being it 
seems natural to assume the predominance of a 
southern (not Scandinavian) minting area and 
an early dating.

Our main interest is held by group III B that 
contains the greater part of the miliaresia- 
imitations found in Sweden. In the article “A 
Contribution to the Study of Ethelred-imitations 
with illegible Inscriptions” (Maimer 1973), the 
present author was able to establish that positive 
criteria for a mint on Gotland at the beginning 
of the 11th century were lacking. On the other 
hand certain indications were found that sug
gested two workshops on the mainland in simul
taneous production, one situated in southern 
Sweden (possibly Denmark) and the other in 
central Sweden. On the basis of the two die-links 
3 and 4, it has now also been possible to divide 
the Byzantine imitations into a southern and a 
northern (or “central”) minting-area.

Die-link no. 3 actually includes considerably 
more specimens than the 11 here treated, since 
at least 24 coins with the obverse inscription 
THREGR ON ZIT, e.i. Sigtuna, can be connect
ed to the link through coin no. 47/46 (Maimer 
1965, p. 39). A frequent use of square flans is 
characteristic of the coinage of Sigtuna and of 
the Long Cross-imitations of Sigtuna in particular 
(Maimer 1965, p. 33). The same goes for link 3, 
whereas square flans are altogether absent in 
link 4 and in the related coins from the southern 
minting area. It could be said that square flans 
are distinctive for exactly the northern minting 
area. One single coin in group III A, no. 26/33 a, 
with a well-formed design of the Emperors and 
partly legible inscriptions corresponding to the 
Byzantine original, is struck on a square flan. 
This coin, the only one in the group III A, has 
been assigned to the northern minting area 
(Sigtuna). The Basil II imitation no. 27/34, 
dominant in Sigtuna, has a strongly barbarous 

design, very different in comparison with no. 
26/33. A similar relationship can be seen as 
regards the imitations of Æthelræd’s Crux-type 
that were copied in the 990’s in Sigtuna. The 
earliest group of Crux-imitations, Cl a, are more 
like the original coins than the following groups, 
in the same way as no. 26/33 is more closely 
connected to no. 5/6 than no. 27/34.

Among those imitations of Byzantine miliare- 
sia that have been assigned to the southern 
minting-area, no coins from group III A are to 
be found. Even from other points of view the 
southern imitations are more isolated than the 
northern groups. For instance there are no 
mules through which the southern group may 
be linked with the rest of coinage.

Link 3 on the contrary, with its English/Byzan- 
tine/Swedish mules forms an excellent point of 
departure for the study of the barbarous imita
tions of Æthelræd’s Long Cross-type, a conside
rable part of which were probably struck in the 
northern area.
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Plate 1. Prototypes. Scale 2:1. Photo Georg Tamsalu, Stockholm (Plate 1-7).
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9/1O 11 /l2 13 /14 a

16 117 a

Plate 2. Imitations mainly connected with Constantine VII. 2:1.
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Plate 3. Imitation of miliaresia struck for Constantine VII, John I and Basil II (18/19) and imitations of Basil Il’s miliaresia 
(20-25). 2:1.
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32 I 40 b

Plate 4. Imitations of Basil Il’s miliaresia. 2:1. Obverses.
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26/33 b 27¡ 34 a 28^35 e

Plate 5. Imitations of Basil IPs miliaresia. 2:1. Reverses.
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34 ¡46 b 47/46 48 ¡46

Plate 6. Mules of imitations as Plate 2-5 and imitations of English coins. 2:1.
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56 I 57

Plate 7. Various Byzantine or Byzantine/English imitations. 2:1.
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An Imitative Workshop Active during Æthelræd H’s 
Long Cross Issue 

by Mark Blackburn

29

Introduction and Summary
In the summer of 1976 I had the privilege of 
working alongside Professor Michael Dolley in 
the peaceful surroundings of the Swedish Royal 
Coin Cabinet, and while perusing the regional 
styles of Æthelræd Il’s Long Cross coinage I came 
across a number of quite unusual die-links 
between apparently English coins. Professor Bri- 
ta Maimer, the then director of the Statens 
Museum for Mynt, Medalj, och Penninghistoria, 
showed an immediate interest and referred me 
to the large material of Æthelræd imitations with 
which she has been working for many years 
towards the compilation of a comprehensive 
catalogue and classification. A brief survey of 
this material revealed that some of these appar
ently English die-chains extended into the series 
of imitations with blundered or illiterate le
gends. At Professor Maimer’s kind invitation 
Professor Dolley and I returned in 1977 to work 
on the imitations of the Helmet and Long Cross 
types respectively, and especially on those better 
classes of imitation which had hitherto been 
confused with coins of the English series.

The result, so far as the Long Cross imitations 
were concerned, was that many of the small die
chains gradually coalesced, with the discovery of 
further die-links, into one major and one minor 
chain. These have revealed a closely dated 
group of imitations, some of which are blunder
ed and of crude work, while others are so 
competent that they have misled students of the 
English and Irish series alike for many years. 
The imitations can be shown to be roughly 

contemporary with the latter half of the Long 
Cross issue in England, which is dated by Profes
sor Dolley to c. 997 - c. 1003. Two phases of 
production can be distinguished; the first, ap
parently initiated by the transfer of several dies 
from the York mint, appears to have been 
influenced by English mint technology, which it 
presumably received with the dies, while the 
second phase is marked by the loss or disregard 
of that expertise in die-cutting and coin produc
tion. There is, as yet, insufficient evidence to 
identify the location of this ‘imitative workshop’ 
- a term, intended to be deliberately neutral in 
character, which does not presuppose anything 
about the nature of the workshop, its location, or 
the authority under which it operated. At this 
stage of the work which is being carried out on 
the Viking imitations it would be premature and 
detrimental to fetter those who will have the task 
of analysing the material as a whole with fixed 
concepts of moneyers, mints, and authorities. 
However, the evidence associated with the two 
die-chains considered in this paper suggests that 
this particular group of Long Cross imitations 
derives from a workshop which was situated 
somewhere to the east of the North Sea and 
north of the Danevirke. Notwithstanding this, 
the findings also have ramifications for the 
Hiberno-Norse series, emphasising its own uni
formity and its influence in continental northern 
Europe. For the philologists too, these die
chains settle one or two problems by excluding 
certain coins with difficult legends from the 
English series, but they raise some new ones.
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The Principal Die-chain
The study of die-links, one of the most useful 
numismatic techniques of analysis, has been 
used to great effect in the analysis of the Anglo-

1: In 1956 Dolley described the die-link as ‘the most 
formidable single weapon at the disposal of the new 
generation of Anglo-Saxon numismatists which has 
emerged in England in the course of the last decade’; 
Dolley 1961A, p. 155.

2: Conveniently summarised in Dolley 1972.
3: References to the transportation of dies to Viking 

mints are summarised in Blackburn 1977, p. 347.
4: For example, see Dolley 1960, Lyon, van der Meer, and 

Dolley 1961, and Dolley and Butler 1961 which prima
rily rely on material in the Systematic Collection of 
Anglo-Saxon coins in Stockholm, and in mosteases the 
die-chains could be considerably enlarged if account 
were taken of the body of illiterate or semi-literate 
imitations in Stockholm.

5: One of the most puzzling of all die-links is to be found 
amongst the Scandinavian square flan coins, where of 
five die-identical coins two are apparently appreciably 
larger than the other three; Maimer 1973.

Saxon coinage and has played a significant role 
in the revolution which has taken place in our 
understanding of that series over the last thirty 
years1. The dies which were used to strike 
Anglo-Saxon coins were cut freehand, and con
sequently each die was unique and usually easily 
discernible from any other. Where two or more 
coins have been struck from a common obverse 
or reverse die they are said to ‘die-link’, and 
when die-links are found with both the obverse 
and reverse of a coin then they form a chain of 
die-links, or a ‘die-chain’. There is a presump
tion that all coins which are die-linked or in a 
die-chain were struck more or less contempora
neously, and are from the same mint. However, 
in certain circumstances it may be clear that 
some of the coins in a die-chain are not of the 
same date, or not from the same mint as the 
others, and then special explanations have to be 
found.

Die-studies can be particularly useful when 
applied to imitative series where the coin leg
ends do not give an indication of their origin. 
Professor Dolley, in a number of articles2, has 
identified certain pieces as Hiberno-Norse re
lying on die-linkage as a criterion, and it has 
been possible to suggest that on two occasions an 
English die was taken to Dublin, and that once, 
even, a Hiberno-Norse die was taken to the mint 
of Man3. However, in the case of the much 
larger body of imitations which occur in Scandi
navian and east Baltic hoards this technique has 
been applied to only a relatively small propor
tion of the coins, and then primarily by students 
of the Anglo-Saxon series as a means of distin
guishing the genuine from the imitative4. The 
papers in this volume mark a departure from 
previous research in this respect, although only 
dealing with a small proportion of the total 
material5.

The principal die-chain, referred to as die
chain 1, is unusual for its very size, containing no 
less than 176 coins from 27 obverse dies and 65 
reverse dies. There are exactly 100 different die-
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combinations. This die-chain is also notable for 
the variety of its composition. There are coins 
purportedly from seven different English mints 
- Chester, Chichester, ‘Cor’, Lincoln, London 
(?), Shrewsbury, and York. There are 11 coins in 
the name of the Dublin king, Sihtric III, or in 
the blundered form ‘Sisig’, some of which have 
the usual Faeremn mo Dyfli reverse, while others 
have pseudo-York or illiterate reverse legends. 
And finally, there are many coins which have 
‘Æthelræd’ obverses combined with meaningless 
or semi-literate reverses. All the dies involved 
are of Æthelræd’s Long Cross type, save for two 
reverse dies which crudely imitate the (Intermedi
ate!1) Small Cross type. It will be suggested below 
that the coins in this and in the smaller die
chain, referred to as die-chain 2, can be divided 
into two groups, one of which was struck at the 
York mint and another which is the product of 
the imitative workshop5A.

The die-chain is so large, and the die-linking 
so complex, that it has not been possible to 
indicate the die-links on the plates which accom
pany this paper, nor would it serve any useful 
purpose to describe the die-links verbally in any 
detail. The chain is, however, illustrated dia- 
gramatically in Tables 1, 2, and 3. One specimen 
of every die-combination is illustrated (Plates
5A: Amendments suggested by this paper to the principal 

catalogues - BEH, Holm, SCBI, and CNS - will be 
found summarised in Appendix IV below.

I-XI) and the number by each illustration refers 
to the number of that die-combination in the 
catalogue (pp. 00-00).

Table 1 relates the position of each die-combi
nation within the die-chain. All the die
combinations joined by a vertical line have a 
common obverse die, and those joined by a 
horizontal line have a common reverse die. The 
relationship between the English coins and the 
imitations can be clearly seen from this table, 
since combinations 1-32 are thought to have 
been struck at the York mint, and 101-165 are 
considered products of the imitative workshop. 
A bar cutting a horizontal or a vertical line 
indicates the point at which an obverse or a 
reverse die is thought to have been transported 
to the workshop.

Table 2 shows the interrelation of dies, rather 
than die-combinations (circles indicate obverse 
dies and lozenges indicate reverse dies). For 
each die it shows the dies with which it combines, 
and also the origin of those dies. Dies which are 
thought to have been cut at an official English 
centre are shown by thick lines, and imitative 
dies by thin lines.

Table 3 also indicates the links between the 
dies, while Table 4 sets out the combinations in 
which the various obverse and reverse, dies are 
represented.

(a) Coins with illiterate or 
semi-literate legends
The proposition that coins with meaningless 
reverse legends could not be the products of an 
English regal mint is perhaps obvious, but in the 
context of this extraordinary die-chain the point 
is a crucial one. From Eadgar’s Reform until the 
last quarter of the thirteenth century all English 
coins bore a reverse legend with the name of the 
issuing mint and moneyer. This acted as a 
guarantee by the moneyer of the weight and 
fineness of the coin he issued, and enabled the 
authorities to attribute responsibility for any 
breaches which were discovered. Work over the
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last thirty years has emphasized the complexity 
and the efficiency of the late Anglo-Saxon admi
nistration in such matters as the production of 
dies and the control of coin standards. Such 
variations as occur in the appearance of dies can 
almost always be attributed to regional die
cutting centres, rather than to an individual 
within a mint, and fluctuations in the weight of 
late Anglo-Saxon coins have been shown to be 
the result of a deliberate economic policy6.

Against such a background it is extremely un
likely that an anonymous series of coins could 
have been issued from an English regal mint at 
the turn of the first millennium7. Indeed, there 
would seem to be no reason to do so. Had there 
been a political incident one might have expect
ed Æthelræd’s name to have been suppressed, 
but on these coins it was not. If the coins had 
been underweight, the omission of the mint and 
moneyer’s name could have been seen as a 
device by English moneyers to avoid detection 
for making unlawfully light issues, but this 
cannot be so since most of the coins with 
illiterate reverses are considerably heavier than 
their regular English counterparts. The Vikings 
of Scandinavia, Ireland, or the Western Isles on 
the other hand, had every reason to produce 
imitations which were sufficiently ‘coin-like’ to 
be acceptable in trade, without wishing to im
pose the strict controls on weight which would 
have been necessary had they been intended to 
pass by tale as in England.

In die-chain 1 15 reverse dies (c', d', e', f', g', i', 
j', k', I', m', n', o', p', b", and i") have illiterate or 
semi-literate legends. They occur in the follow
ing combinations, none of which has ever been 
claimed in literature as the product of an Eng-

Table 3a.

6: Petersson 1971, passim.
7: The situation was different at the beginning of the 

tenth century when the Danelaw apparently operated 
its own mint from which it issued blundered imitations 
of Edward the Elder’s portrait coinage; see Mr. Timot
hy Clough’s discussion of the Morley St. Peter hoard in 
SCBI East Anglian Collections.
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Table 4 (a) Die-concordance: Die-chain 1.

Obverse
Die

Combination 
No.

Obverse
Die

Combination 
No.

A 1 A’ 101
B 2-4 B’ 108-111
C 5 C’ 112-121, 123-125
D 6,7 D’ 122
E 8-11, 102-107 E’ 126-128,130-131, 137
F 12, 13 F’ 129, 129A
G 14, 15 G’ 135
H 16-20, 134, 136 H’ 138-142,144-147
I 21-23,132, 133 r 143
I 24 J’ 148-152, 154, 155

K 25-28 K’ 153
L 29 L’ 156-161
M 30-32 M’ 162,163, 165

N’ 164

Reverse Combination Reverse Combination Reverse Combination
Die No. Die No. Die No.

a 1,2 X 30 t’ 130, 149
b 3 y 31 u’ 131,132,150
c 4-6 z 32,151 V 133-135
d 7,8 aa 19A w’ 136
e 9 a’ 101,102, 111 x’ 137,138,161,162
f 10 b’ 103,124-126 y’ 140
g 11, 12 c’ 104 z’ 141
h 13, 14 d’ 105 a” 142,143
i 15 e’ 106 b” 144
j 16 f’ 107,108,112 c” 145
k 17 g’ 109 d” 152,153
1 18 h’ 110 e” 154

m 19 i’ 113 f” 155, 156
n 20 j’ 114 g” 157,165
o 21 k’ 115 h” 158
p 22 r 116 i” 159
q 23 m’ 117 j” 160,163,164
r 24,123, 139 n’ 118 k” 129A
s 25 o’ 119 1” 151A
t 26 P’ 120
u 27 q’ 121,122
V 28,147,148 r’ 127
w 29,146 s’ 128,129

Table 4 (b) Die-concordance: Die-chain 2. Reverse Die Combination No.

Obverse Die Combination No. a0 201
b° 202,203

A0 201,202 c° 204
B° 203-208 d° 205

e° 206
f° 207
g° 208
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lish mint, and we may confidently describe them 
as imitations:

104-9, 112-20, 144, and 159.

In most cases the legends consist of an arbit
rary jumble of letters or letter-like symbols; in 
some cases they are retrograde in the sense that 
the initial cross comes at the end rather than the 
beginning of the purported legend, while others 
have no initial cross at all. Legends such as 
+ OIERND MO COR (136) or the retrograde 
xLIDFIN MO ESIH (106) appear at first to be 
based on literate models, although in neither 
case is the prototype obvious; the former is 
discussed below under ‘English’ mints since B. E. 
Hildebrand treated it as such. There is another 
group of semi-literate dies (p', q', and b") where 
the original legend is clearly Oscetel mo Efor, yet 
interestingly Oscetel did not strike Long Cross at 
York.

(b) Coins with Hiberno-Norse legends
Eleven of the coins in this die-chain have a 
Hiberno-Norse legend, and have hitherto been 
considered products of the Dublin mint. One 
obverse reads +SIHTRC RE+ DYFLMI (M' - 
162-3 and 165), and another has a legend which 
is probably a corruption of a Sihtric and an 
Æthelræd legend blundered to read xSISIG 
RE+ ANGLSIO (L' - 156-61). One of the 
reverse dies which is found with both obverses 
has the name of the most common Dublin 
moneyer, +FÆRMN MO DYFLI (g" - 157 and 
165), while others have the names of York 
moneyers and York mint-signatures (156, 158, 
and 160-3), although they cannot be the pro
ducts of Æthelræd’s mint. One coin from the 
‘Sisig’ obverse has a blundered reverse, +S.A. 
GOLIOM’DILIE (159). These coins were attrib
uted to Dublin on the strength of their legends8, 
but the occurrence of several die-links with the 
main imitative series discussed in this paper 
indicates that these coins must be products of 
the imitative workshop, which is considered 

below to have been situated in Scandinavia, and 
not in Ireland.

The existence of Scandinavian imitations of 
Hiberno-Norse coins was shown by Dolley as 
early as 19669. At page 99 below he demon
strates that some Helmet imitations bearing Æt
helræd’s name and even some with English 
mint-signatures were produced, whether con
sciously or not, from Hiberno-Norse and not 
English prototypes. Sihtric’s coins arrived in 
Scandinavia in large numbers in the same con
signments as their Anglo-Saxon counterparts, 
and there they formed part of the common 
medium of trade10. It should occasion no sur
prise that Sihtric’s name and the Dublin mint
signature were reproduced on the imitative 
coinage, as well as that of Æthelræd and his 
mints, although the relationship between the 
two series of prototypes clearly caused some 
confusion to the cutter of the ‘Sisig’ die.

(c) Coins bearing the names of English mints other 
than York
Die-chain 1 incorporates coins purporting to be 
from the mints of Chester, Chichester, ‘Cor’, 
Lincoln, London (or Lund), Shrewsbury, and 
York. The coins of ‘York’ are numerous and 
deserve separate consideration, but each of the 
other mints is only represented in this die-chain 
by a single reverse die. Some of these reverse 
dies are of a very high standard of workmanship 
and others are rather blundered, but upon 
analysis it appears that all the non-York coins 
are imitations.

‘Chester’ (101, 102, and 111): Elewne mo Lee. 
The moneyer is Ælewine and, although Chester 
occasionally occurs on the coins of this period as 
LEG, LEC is not otherwise recorded. The obver
se die A' (101) is crude in execution and has the 
blundered legend +EDEIRÆD + AO. It is

8: Dolley 1966, p. 127.
9: Dolley 1966, pp. 146-7, and see also Dolley 1973B and 

Dolley 1974.
10: Blackburn and Dolley 1979.
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plainly an imitation, and the ‘Chester’ reverse 
die, which has the same large lettering, appears 
to be its pair. Many of the coins are very heavy, 
and some have diameters of up to 20.8 mm. 
which would be unprecedentedly large for an 
English coin.

‘Chichester’ (152 and 153): Ethestan mQo Cis. 
Obverse K' (153) is of a style which is only found 
on coins of York, and die J' (152) is of anom
alous and rather crude work. One would cer
tainly not expect to find coins of these styles 
emanating from a mint in southern England. 
The lettering on the ‘Chichester’ reverse is large 
and irregular, and is unlike any of the forms 
which were current at mints in the south of 
England. These are the only coins of ‘Chi
chester’ with the rendering ‘Ethestan’ for the 
moneyer Æthelstan.

‘Cor’ (136): Oiernd mo Cor. The enigmatic 
mint ‘Cor’, which was accepted as an English 
mint signature by Hildebrand11, is only known 
from this one die, and the purported moneyer 
‘Oiernd’ is also otherwise unknown. The flan of 
the one recorded specimen is exceptionally lar
ge. In the context of this die-chain the piece 
must be considered an imitation, and the mint 
and moneyer illusory.

‘Lincoln’ (145): Æthelnoth mo Line. This coin is 
to some extent problematic. The reverse die ap-

11: BEH Æthelræd 329, but it has subsequently been 
considered ‘not English’; van der Meer 1961, p. 173.

12: Mossop 1970, plate x, nos. 15 and 16, and there are two 
problematic coins which on the basis of style and the 
form of the moneyer’s name could be Hiberno-Norse; 
SCBI Chester i 462-3.

13: A suggestion first made by Michael Dolley; Dolley 
1961B.

14: Dolley and Butler 1961.
15: An example of a dislocated group of die-duplicates can 

be found in the 1964 Kolodesi hoard from central 
Russia. The parcel which was redeemed to the State 
Historical Museum in Moscow, estimated to represent 
approximately half the total hoard, contained 12 die
identical Long Cross imitations of a type well known 
from the Swedish finds and which are surely Scandina
vian; Beljakov and Janina 1977, nos. 71-82. 

pears to be quite regular and would raise no 
objections as a Lincoln die, but, while the portra
iture of the obverse could be a Lincoln copy of 
the early ‘National’ style discussed below, the 
obverse legend reading +ÆDELDRE REX AN- 
GO contains two mistakes which raise a suspici
on that this may not be an English die. The 
obverse die is also used in combination with an 
illiterate reverse, and with the reverses of ‘Lon
don’ (or Lund) and ‘Shrewsbury’, which are 
undoubtedly imitative. Other Scandinavian imi
tations of this mint, moneyer, and type are 
known, including some struck on square flans12, 
and whether or not associated with those pieces, 
this coin ought also to be considered imitative.

‘London’ or Lund (142 and 143): Æsctl mo 
Lund. The lettering on the reverse die is crude 
and clearly imitative, as is the blundered obverse 
die I' (143). There was no moneyer Æscetel at 
London in this type (all the coins recorded by 
Hildebrand are imitations), and it is arguable 
that these coins may have been struck by the 
moneyer Oscetel (ON Asketill) at Lund13. Oscetel 
is thought to have absconded from York to 
Scandinavia with a number of Crux and Interme
diate Small Cross dies, and once there to have 
assisted in striking an imitative coinage using 
some dies which bore his own name14. A large 
number of these coins, including forty-five die
duplicates, occurred in the Igelösa hoard from 
Skåne and this has led Professor Dolley and Mrs. 
Smart to suggest that these Crux imitations 
might have been produced at Lund. The argu
ment is not without its difficulties, since the 
imitations are probably to be dated c. 997, and, 
on the evidence of the German coins, the Igelösa 
hoard could not have been deposited before 
1005. Thus there was ample time in which the 
parcel of imitations could have been carried to 
Igelösa from a workshop situated outside Skå
ne15. However, there is reason to believe that the 
imitations in die-chains 1 and 2 were produced 
at the same imitative workshop as the earlier 
Crux and Intermediate Small Cross imitations pub- 
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lished by Dolley and Smart. Oscetel is a name 
found on a number of Long Cross imitations - 
usually with a pseudo-York mint-signature, al
though he was not a York moneyer in this type - 
and several dies in die-chain 1 (p', q', a", and b") 
attempt to render his name, presumably repro
ducing it either out of habit or because he 
actually assisted in their production. If any sense 
is to be attached to the legend +ÆSCTL MO 
LVND beyond a chance combination of this 
moneyer and a pseudo-London mint signature, 
the Lund interpretation should not be conside
red untenable.

‘Shrewsbury’ (141): Ælfheh mo Sero. The rever
se die is of good quality, and if not actually 
English, it is a very accurate copy of a Shrewsbu
ry die. The obverse is from the same die as that 
used to strike the pseudo-Lincoln coin discussed 
above. The wide spread of weights and the very 
large flans of these coins leave one in no doubt 
that they were struck at the imitative workshop.

(d) Coins bearing a York mint-signature
Of the sixty-five reverse dies in die-chain 1, no 
less than forty-two bear what purport to be York 
mint-signatures, but it is necessary to consider 
how many of these, if any, were actually produc
ed for the York mint. An English find proven
ance would be very good evidence of English 
striking, but none of the coins in this die-chain 
have a find provenance from England or else
where in the British Isles, and so it is necessary 
to look to other criteria.

In some cases it is possible to identify a die of 
English manufacture by its style. The dies used 
to strike the late Anglo-Saxon coinage were cut 
by hand using only a small range of punches and 
instruments, and involving a large element of 
freehand composition. Studies have revealed 
that for certain issues dies were cut at a number 
of centres, each of which supplied the mints in a 
particular region. It is often possible to distin
guish the work of different centres either by 
minor variations in the composistion of the bust, 

or by differences in the size and shape of the epi
graphy which in turn depends on the dimen
sions of the punches which were employed at the 
centre. Such distinctions can be illustrated in the 
Long Cross type itself in which, as Mr. Talvio has 
pointed out, the die-centre which supplied the 
London mint composed its dies by making the 
pellet which formed the king’s ear the centre 
point of the die, whereas that which primarily 
supplied the Winchester mint used some other 
method causing the centre point of the die to fall 
on the king’s cheekl5A. The latter die-cutting 
centre also used smaller punches, thereby pro
ducing small neat lettering and, incidentally, 
longer legends.

A detailed study of the regional styles in Long 
Cross has still to be completed, but preliminary 
work suggests that at the commencement of the 
issue there were two principal die-cutting cen
tres, one serving mints in the south, particularly 
mid-Wessex, and another, which served London 
throughout the type and which initially also 
supplied dies to other parts of the country 
including York. In view of the wide distribution 
it achieved, the style of dies from this latter 
workshop may usefully be described as the 
‘National’ style. Later in the issue a number of 
other regional styles can be discerned, for ex
ample, the so-called ‘Subsidiary’ style found in 
London and eastern England and others prob
ably based in Kent, Chester, Shrewsbury, Lin
coln, Stamford (?), and perhaps York.

In the case of eleven of the obverse dies which 
occur in this die-chain we can say with confiden
ce that they were produced at an English die
cutting centre. Ten dies can be recognised as 
being of the ‘National’ style mentioned above 
(i.e. A, B, F, H, I, J, K, L, N, and G'). Die C' is of 
a style which occurs on coins of Lincoln, Stam
ford, Thetford, Norwich, and Cambridge (see 
Fig. 1.; (i) is a coin of Lincoln from the List 
hoard (no. 212) typical of this style, and (ii) 

15A: Talvio 1978B.
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(i) Fig. 1. (ii)

shows die C'; 120). The style is distinguished by 
a rather squat bust composed of thick strokes, 
the lower line to the eye is pronounced, and the 
slightly wavy hair often protrudes in front of the 
forehead. The lettering is bold and untidy. The 
letter A is normally barred at the top, and 
occasionally it also has a cross stroke, as on die 
C'. This die appears to have been abstracted 
from a mint in north-east England and taken to 
the imitative workshop where it was used to 
strike coins with illiterate reverses.

In an English mint a moneyer will often have 
used the same obverse die over a longish period 
and during one or more changes of reverse die, 
and we can expect to find among regular coins 
that some obverses combine with two or more 
reverses of the same moneyer. At an imitative 
mint this is not the case, for even if each 
workman used only one obverse die until its life 
was exhausted, the selection of a replacement 
reverse die would presumably have been quite 
arbitrary, and one would not expect to find any 
particular pattern. Of the eleven dies identified 
as English on stylistic grounds, B is used with 
two Ira reverses; F with two Ulfcetel reverses; H 
with four Eadric reverses; I with two Arnthur 
reverses; K with three Oban reverses; and M 
with three Wulsige reverses. It should also be 
noted that each of the die groups just mentioned 
(except F) lies at the end of a side chain, and 
based on this evidence it is suggested that the 
following combinations must be regarded as 
regular products of the York mint:

1 - 3 (Ira), 17 - 19A (Eadric), 21-23 (Arnthur), 
25 - 27 (Oban), and 30 - 32 (Wulfsige).

Further cause for thinking that a number of the 
coins in this die-chain are regular York products 
lies in a consideration of the total material 
recorded in Hildebrand, BMC, and the first 
twenty-five volumes of the Sylloge of the Coins of 
the British Isles. The moneyers Arnthur and Ira 
are known to have been active in both the pre
ceding and the succeeding type, yet all their 
recorded Long Cross coins are present in this die
chain. Similarly all the coins of Oda, who is 
known for the two preceding types at York, 
form part of the die-chain. Eleven of the thir
teen coins of Thurstan (active at York in all 
Æthelræd’s types from First Hand to Last Small 
Cross) and five of the seven coins of Wulfsige 
(active in Helmet and Last Small Cross) occur in 
either die-chain 1 or 2. If all these coins were 
considered imitations, it would leave a very 
strange minting pattern at York.

On the evidence which we have seen so far, at 
least 24 coins in die-chain 1, should be considered 
English, from the York mint, and at least 79 
coins are thought to have been struck at the 
imitative workshop. The precise attribution of 
the remaining 73 coins in the chain, which all 
essay the York mint-signature, is in many cases 
difficult. On their face they ought to be accepted 
as English coins, yet we know from those which 
are struck from patently imitative obverses that a 
fair proportion of the workshop’s reverse dies 
bore a ‘York’ mint-signature. Thus four of the 
six reverse dies which occur with the ‘Sihtric’ and 
‘Sisig’ obverses, and four of the six reverse dies 
which were used with the principal obverse in 
die-chain 2 (which although not linked to this 
die-chain, probably emanates from the same 
workshop), essay a York moneyer and mint
signature. Certain of the dies produced for the 
workshop are extremely competent copies of 
their prototypes. The ‘Sihtric’ obverse and the 
‘Færemin’ reverse show almost faultless tran- 
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scription of the legends, even to the point of 
placing a + in Rex as is typical on Hiberno- 
Norse pieces. The ‘Sihtric’ bust is very close to 
those found on early Dublin pennies of this class 
having a squarish, if less elongated, profile. Only 
the shape of the letters, which lack the usual 
crisp serifs, warns one that these might not be 
Dublin-cut dies. The execution of the ‘Shrews
bury’ reverse is faultless, but in the face of such a 
formidable imitator we would be unjustified in 
asserting that the die was English, and had been 
abstracted from the Shrewsbury mint. Converse
ly, and to add to our problems, the genuine 
York coins in this and Æthelræd’s other issues 
are somewhat heterogeneous in style and their 
legends occasionally contain errors; for exam
ple, Long Cross coins of Hildulf (SCBI Mack 
973), Oban (BEH 778), Othgrim (SCBI Yorkshi
re 93), and Thurulf (SCBI Yorkshire 105-6) 
each contains features which cannot be paralle
led elsewhere. Dividing the York-signed coins in 
this die-chain on grounds of style and literacy 
alone would therefore be dangerous.

Three obverse dies in this die-chain are quite 
distinctive and appear to have been cut by the 
same hand. Dies E (8-11 and 102-7), G (14-15), 
and K' (153) each have a rather rude appearance 
- with fairly large lettering and a bust which has 
a curved back, thick and wide spaced lines to the 
hair, a large eye, and an arc to the ear which 
extends to the cheek - and two of the dies occur 
with plainly imitative reverses. Three further 
imitations with similar obverse features are 
known to the writer, although not in die-chain 1; 
two coins, die-duplicates, with an illiterate rever
se legend +CE:COHRMOGE-I [Plate X, 301] 
and another, probably from the same obverse 
die, with a reverse legend +PVLSTIN MO COO 
[Plate X, 302], which Hildebrand attributed to 
Colchester16. A York coin of Wengos (BEH 983) 
[Plate X, 303] may also belong to the same group 
of dies. In view of their associations with patent 
imitations one might think that these dies were 
not English work, but copies. However, one die 

(die G) seems almost certainly to have been used 
at York17, and therefore the whole group should 
probably be regarded as official English dies. 
Coins with this style of obverse are not known 
from English mints other than York, hence it is 
probable that these dies are the product of a 
local York die-cutting centre, and that the three 
which are associated with imitative reverses were 
abstracted for use in Scandinavia.

The attribution of the York-signed coins in 
the catalogue below has been based primarily on 
their position in the die-chain and their associa
tion with patently imitative pieces, leaning in 
favour of an interpretation which minimises the 
number of English dies transported to the imita
tive workshop, and which makes as few reattrib
utions as possible. The principal grounds for 
each attribution are set out below under the 
appropriate moneyer’s name.

Arnthur (21-23) These coins are among those 
which have already been considered English 
above. The obverse die was probably abstracted 
to the imitative workshop where it was used to 
strike coins bearing the moneyer’s names ‘Wulf- 
sige’ and ‘Oda’ (q.v.).
Cetel (15) Struck from a ‘National’ style obverse, 
there is no reason to suspect that this coin is 
other than English. The reverse, which is com
posed of letters of varying sizes, is probably the 
product of one of the northern die-cutting 
centres.
Eadric (17-19A) These coins are all considered 
English above.
Ira (1-3) Although the reverse dies show irregu
lar features these coins are all considered Eng
lish above.
16: The two blundered pieces are in the Royal Coin 

Cabinet, Stockholm among the Æthelræd imitations, 
nos 94 (wt. 1.86 g., die-axis 270°, dia. 1.99 mm. - 
illustrated here) and 95 (wt. 1.10 g., die-axis 45°, dia. 
20.6 mm.). The moneyer of the pseudo-Colchester 
piece, ‘Wulstin’, is hapax, and the coin (BEH 328) 
appears to be imitative.

17 : See page 43 below.
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Leofstan See ‘Die-chain 2’ below.
Oban (25-7) These coins are all considered 
English above. The reverse die u (27), which is 
irregular and slightly blundered , is probably the 
work of a northern die-cutting centre.
Oda (28, 130-32, and 147-50) One coin is 
ascribed to York, and the rest, it is suggested on 
balance, are imitations, although this division 
should not be regarded as certain. The coins 
were struck from five obverse and three reverse 
dies.

Two obverses (I and K) are English, but die I 
was transferred to the workshop after having 
been used by Arnthur to strike coins at York. 
The remaining three (E', H', and J') were each 
used at the imitative workshop; they are of 
anomalous work, and none of them has any 
features which argue for an English origin. Die 
H', which is found in combination with reverses 
bearing mint-signatures of ‘Lincoln’, ‘London’ 
or Lund, and ‘Shrewsbury’, as well as a semi
literate ‘Oscetel’ reverse, has already been di
scussed above. Die J' was certainly used at the 
workshop to strike ‘Chichester’ imitations and a 
pseudo-Stircar of York (155) piece. Although 
die E' is only known with York-signed reverses, 
Table 2 shows that this die is intimately related 
in the die-chain to the dies E, C', H', and J' which 
could be considered the workshop’s four princi
pal obverse dies. Furthermore, one of the ‘York’ 
reverses found in combination with die E' reads 
STIRCEIR, which is a dubious form of the ON 
name Styrkarr (see below), and for these reasons 
this obverse is considered to have been amongst 
the battery of dies used by the workshop.

A similar problem appertains to the three 
‘Oda’ reverse dies, each of which has irregular 
features, although not so irregular that they 
could not be English dies. According to the 
present interpretation die v (+ODA MQO 
EOFRPI) is an English reverse die, which was 
transported to the imitative workshop and there 
altered by the addition of a cross to the second 
heraldic quarter, but u' (+ODA MO EOFRI; 

also cross in second heraldic quarter) and t' 
( + ODA M'O EOFRPIC) were used only at the 
workshop. While it could be argued that u' and t' 
may be transported English dies, the number of 
such travelling dies should not be increased 
more than is strictly necessary. However, if they 
were not English in origin, it would seem that 
the workshop’s die-cutter expanded the York 
mint signature on die t' in a perfectly correct 
manner and without, it would seem, any direct 
prototype to copy.
Othgrim, Odgrim (4-8) All these coins are 
considered English. The reverse c is of inferior 
execution, blundering ‘D’ for ‘D’ and dropping 
an ‘M’ after the moneyer’s name. The obverses C 
and D are unusual and both render ‘Æ’ as ‘E’. 
However, this latter feature is a characteristic of 
York-cut dies in other types (i.e. Crux and Last 
Small Cross), and since all the ‘Othgrim’ dies 
occur consecutively in one side-chain these styli
stic features are insufficient to rebut an English 
attribution. At the top of this side-chain an 
‘Othgrim’ die occurs with die E, one of the 
group of distinctive dies discussed above which 
are thought to be local York products. This 
obverse die was later taken to the workshop, but 
it may be assumed that the ‘Othgrim’ coins were 
struck before it left York.
Oscetl (121, 122) These coins are undoubtedly 
imitations. Oscetel (ON Asketill) was a York 
moneyer from First Small Cross to Crux, but the 
only Long Cross coins in his name are imitations. 
The coins are struck on very large flans and 
have a wide range of weights. The reverse die 
and one of the obverses (122) are of unskilled 
production, quite different for example from 
the expertise which produced the ‘Sihtric’ and 
‘Færemin’ dies. Other renderings of this money
er’s name, some with deritatives of the York 
mint-signature, have been discussed above.
Steorcer, Steorger, Styrcer, Stircer, Stircar, 
Stirceir (9, 29, 128-29A, 137-38, 146, 154-56, 
and 160-64) This moneyer presents problems 
for numismatists and philologists alike. ‘Steor- 
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cer’, the most common form in Long Cross, 
appears to be an unusual anglicism of the ON 
Styrkarr, and probably refers to the same York 
moneyer whose name was rendered as ‘Styrgar’ 
under Edward the Martyr (SCBI Yorkshire 
Ml3), ‘Styrcar’ in Æthelræd’s First Hand type 
(SCBI Copenhagen ii 298) and ‘Stirgr’ in the 
Crux type (SCBI Merseyside 543). In Long Cross 
no less than six forms of the name are known.

The form ‘Steorger’ is certainly unusual, and 
all the coins with that reading have hitherto been 
attributed to Dublin, since it occurs, inter alia, 
with the ‘Sisig’ and ‘Sihtric’ obverses (160, 163) 
which were considered Hiberno-Norse dies18. 
The change in the letter ‘C’ to ‘G’ could have 
been a craftsman’s error, and its repetition on 
three seperate dies does suggest the work of an 
imitator. Two of those three dies are included in 
die-chain 1 (w and j"), and both were at some 
stage probably used at the imitative workshop. 
However, die w seems from its combination with 
an English die of ‘National’ style (29) to have 
started its life at the York mint. The apparent 
consonant change ‘C’ to ‘G’ is also found in this 
type on a number of dies of Ulfcetel (</.v.) which 
are considered English, and where the variety of 
endings to the name precludes the possibility 
that the change was a mistake repeated by 
copying. ‘Steorger’ appears on balance to be an 
intentional English form, as do the earlier ‘Styr
gar’ and ‘Styrgr’ legends18A.

The only extant Long Cross coins bearing Stir- 
or Styr- forms of this name are contained in this 
die-chain. On purely numismatic grounds, the 
only coin likely to have been struck in England 
reads ‘Styrcer’ (9). The authenticity of that piece 
may even be open to doubt since it is struck from 
die E, which, although thought to be English, 
was also used at the imitative workshop. Any of 
the other four reverse dies might have been cut 
in England and transported directly to the 
workshop, but, with the possible exception of die 
k" (129A), irregularities in their legends suggest 
otherwise. If, as seems likely, the ‘Stircer’, ‘Stir

car’, ‘Stirceir’, and one of the two ‘Styrcer’ forms 
are all products of the imitative workshop, this 
may reflect on the sort of die-cutter who was 
employed there. He appears to have been an 
imaginative man whose aim was not solely to 
copy what was put before him, and he was 
sufficiently educated to intelligently vary the 
anglicised forms of this Norse name in the 
Roman, rather than the runic, alphabet. Ironi
cally, the one die in this chain with the normal 
English form ‘Steorcer’ was one of the work
shop’s key reverse dies; it links the ‘Sihtric’ and 
‘Sisig’ obverses with two of the principal imitati
ve dies (E' and H'), and may itself be considered 
imitative.
Sumerlida (10, 20, and 110) Of the three reverse 
dies, n (20) is combined with the ‘National’ style 
obverse, which struck the coins of the moneyer 
Eadric, and it may be presumed English. Die f 
(10) is combined with the by now familiar die E 
which is thought to be of English origin and to 
have been taken to the workshop after a period 
of use in York. The serifed letters and the pellets 
in the reverse legend are suspicious, as is the 
mint-signature (EOR), but for want of more 
positive evidence that it is not English the coin is 
here attributed to York. Both obverse and rever
se of 110 are of relatively good style, reminiscent 
perhaps of die C (5) which is considered English. 
However, since the obverse is only otherwise 
known combined with three purely imitative 
dies this combination must be treated as imita
tive.
Thurstan, Thorstan (24, 103, 123-27, and 
139-40) Only one die combination has been

18: van der Meer 1961, p. 173 so attributes BEH Æthelræd 
870, although Smart 1968, p. 229 prefers a Scandinavi
an attribution.

18A: Mrs. Smart informs me that this conclusion can be 
supported on philological grounds. (G) and (K) are the 
same consonant differing only in the one being the 
voiced and the other the unvoiced form. The use of the 
voiced form has been found in documents of the 
Norman period, and it does not therefore surprise one 
to find evidence of an earlier practice. 
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ascribed to York, but four further combinations 
(103 from die E and 123-5 from die C') are 
from dies regarded as English, although they 
are thought to have been struck at the imitative 
workshop. It has already been remarked that die 
C' is an English die of a style common to 
Lincolnshire and East Anglian mints; we cannot 
be sure whether this die was ever used at York, 
but we do know that it was used extensively at 
the workshop, as were the reverse dies of 123-5 
(see combinations 126 and 139). Thus combina
tions 123-5 may be regarded as imitative strik
ings, and it follows that 103 should be similarly 
regarded since it was struck from the same 
reverse die as 124 after a cross had been added 
to the first heraldic quarter. If it subsequently 
transpires that dies of the style of die C' were 
supplied to the York mint these four combina
tions could be attributed to York without any 
distortion of the interpretation given to the 
remainder of this die-chain.

The form ‘Thorstan’ occurs on coins of First 
Hand, Crux, and Helmet types, but this (140) is 
the only Long Cross coin with that reading. The 
obverse die is the same as that which struck the 
pseudo-Lincoln coin and it is, on balance, con
sidered imitative. Once again one has the choice 
in deciding whether this is yet a further trans
ported reverse die, or whether it is a copy of a 
lost prototype, or whether the workshop’s die
cutter of his own initiative produced an alterna
tive Norse rendering of the moneyer’s name.

A further ‘Thurstan’ imitation occurs in die
chain 2.
‘Unnulf’ (158) The coin has a ‘Sisig’ obverse and 
is an imitation. Professor Dolley has suggested 
that it is a corruption of the York moneyer 
Sunulf19.
Ulfgytel, Ulfgetl (11-15) Ulfcetel was a York 
moneyer in each type from Æthelræd’s Long 
Cross to Cnut’s Quatrefoil issue. Hildebrand re
corded four Long Cross coins, and in each case he 
19: Dolley 1972, p. 31.
20: BEH 972-3 and 978-9; Smart 1968, p. 230. 

read the second element of the moneyer’s name 
as starting with the letter C, and in this Mrs. 
Smart has followed him20. However, it is clear 
from an examination of the coins that on each of 
them the letter has an additional upright, and is 
thus a G. Seven coins of the ‘G’ form occur in 
this die-chain, from which one might conclude 
that they are imitations and that this is a copyist’s 
mistake. However, there are good reasons for 
thinking that this is not the case, but that all the 
coins are English. The combinations occur con
secutively in one side chain, and are struck from 
three obverse dies; one of ‘National’ style (12 — 
3), and two which belong to the group of 
distinctive dies which are thought to have been 
cut at York (11 and 14 - 5). If these coins were to 
be considered imitations, the only Long Cross 
coins of this moneyer recorded in BEH, BMC, 
SCBI, or elsewhere which would remain would 
be BEH 978, 978 bis, and 4357, which are die
linked, the first two by a common obverse die 
and the second two by a common reverse die. 
However, even BEH 978 has the ‘G’ form, 
reading ULFGITEL, and ironically the obverse 
reads ANGDO instead of the more usual 
ANGLO. But if ‘G’ for ‘C’ is an imitative trait 
these coins must also go, leaving Ulfcetel repre
sented by no extant coins in Long Cross. Further 
the variety of forms in which the name occurs 
—Ulfgytel, Ulfgetl, and Ulfgitel—refutes any 
argument that this might be a simple mistake 
proliferated by copying. As with the coins rea
ding ‘Steorger’ (q.v.f the substitution of the 
letter G for C can be said on purely numismatic 
grounds to be an English practice rather than an 
imitative one.
Wulfsige (30-32, 133-35, 151, and 151 A) Com
binations 30-2 are considered English on the 
grounds discussed above. The other two (151 
and 151 A) are almost certainly workshop pro
ducts, of which at least one is from a transported 
reverse die (z), since their obverse (J') has been 
considered above in relation to the coins of ‘Oda’ 
to be imitative.
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Die-Chain 2
The second die-chain contains 14 coins struck 
from two obverse and seven reverse dies; their 
relationships are indicated in Tables 1-4 above. 
One obverse is English, of our so-called ‘Natio
nal’ style. The other obverse has an almost wild 
look to the portrait, the legend reads 
+ EDERED REX ANGLEOX, and it is almost 
certainly imitative. This die combines with one 
illiterate reverse (208), and another reading 
+ DEOVHG MO CEN (207), which is at best 
semi-literate, for although it has hitherto been 
classified as a Canterbury coin, there is no 
moneyer whose name could have inspired the 
meaningless ‘Deouhg’.

The remaining coins in this die-chain are all 
York or pseudo-York pieces in the name of the 
moneyers Leofstan (201-5) and Thurstan 
(206). There is no reason to think that those 
struck from the English obverse (201 - 2) are not 
English products. It is likely, therefore, that the 
reverse die used to strike 203 was an English die 
transported from York to a centre of imitation. 
This die, of the moneyer Leofstan, had a pellet 
in the second heraldic quarter, which was 
punched nearer to the top than to the centre of 
that quarter. The two dies which struck 204 and 
205 were clearly copied directly from this rever
se, since they too have a pellet at the top of the 
second quarter. The final combination (206) is 
an imitation of a coin of the York moneyer 
Thurstan, imitations of which also occur in die
chain 1.

Although there is no die-link between this die
chain and die-chain 1, they have many features 
in common. Die-chain 2, for example, contains 
an English die transported from the York mint, 
a majority of ‘York’ imitations, and two illiterate 
or semi-literate imitations. It contains only Long 
Cross coins, and that they are contemporary with 
both the English issue and the coins in die-chain
1 is clear, since one of the imitations in die-chain
2 (207(b)) occurred in the List hoard. Bearing in 

mind these factors and the similarities which are 
discussed below in the diameter and weight 
distributions, it is very probable that the imita
tions in this chain emanate from the same 
imitative workshop as those in die-chain 1.

Production of Dies at the Workshop
The dies produced at the imitative workshop fall 
naturally into two groups. The first, which will 
be called the ‘superior’ group, is technically very 
good; the lettering is well formed and evenly 
spaced, and the portraiture and legends have 
been copied from the originals with considerable 
care. In a number of cases it has already been 
remarked that a die is so well executed that it 
could pass as English, although all the coins 
struck from it are certainly imitations. The 
‘Sihtric’ obverse and ‘Faeremin’ reverse dies also 
demonstrate the skill of the workshop’s die
cutter; compare combination 165 (Fig. 2 (i)) 
with a genuine coin of Dublin from the Ytlings 
hoard (Fig. 2 (ii)) which has almost identical 
legends and could even have been the very piece 
which was copied. The die-cutter has captured 
the square profile of the hair and its close 
strokes, but he was unable to simulate the 
distinctive serifed lettering with the tools avai
lable at the workshop. Occasionally the legends 
differ from their prototypes because of some 
thoughtless mistake, but in other cases the le
gend has been varied in such a way as to suggest 
the deliberate act of a man who was literate in 
the Roman script and who recognised the angli
cised forms of Scandinavian personal names. To 
this group belong the imitative dies which essay 
the mint-signatures of ‘Chichester’, ‘Lincoln’, 
‘Shrewsbury’, and ‘York’ (except those of ‘Osce- 
tel’), and also those which imitate Hiberno- 
Norse coins.

The second or ‘inferior’ group embraces the 
imitations of ‘Chester’, ‘Cor’, ‘London’ or Lund, 
and ‘Oscetel’ of ‘York’, as well as a large number 
of illiterate or semi-literate dies. In general, they
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(¡) Fig-2. (Ü)

are poorly executed and suggest the work of a 
less skilled die-cutter who may not have under
stood the legends which he was copying. How
ever, it should be noted that many of the 
‘inferior’ dies do not even attempt to be plausible 
copies of their English prototypes, and it is 
perhaps doing the craftsman less than justice to 
describe his dies as ‘blundered’ when he was 
clearly not intending to produce meaningful 
legends. Three obverse dies belong to this 
group: A’, D’, and I’ (101, 122, and 143). Each of 
them has a blundered Æthelræd legend and a 
stylistic portrait which could be described as 
typically Scandinavian. There are many more 
reverse dies belonging to the ‘inferior’ phase of 
die-cutting; it is difficult to draw an exact 
division, but at least twenty fall into this catago- 
ry. Reverse dies normally have a shorter life 
than obverse dies, but at an English mint the 
ratio of reverses to obverses rarely exceeded 
three to one, and in Æthelræd’s reign it was 
normally less than two to one. These later 
‘inferior’ reverses are mostly found in combina
tion with either English or ‘superior’ imitative

21: Lyon 1971, pp. 106-7, and 110. 

obverses, and they were presumably manufactu
red to replace the earlier dies as they wore out. 
The inference is either that at the imitative 
workshop the life of an obverse die was eked out 
beyond that which it would normally have had at 
an English mint, or that the reverse dies produ
ced by the workshop were made of a poorer 
material which broke down after only a moder
ate amount of use.

The Coin-Weights
Petersson’s histogram of the weights of Æthel
ræd’s Long Cross issue as a whole shows two 
peaks corresponding to approximately 1.70 g. 
and 1.40 g. His statistics for the mint of York, 
after deducting the weights of those coins which 
he included but which this paper identifies as 
imitations, show three maxima at approximately 
1.70 g., 1.50 g., and 1.35 g. (see Table 5, column 
8). In Long Cross the weight standard fell during 
the issue, although there is thought to have been 
a brief reversion to a heavy weight standard at 
certain mints at the very end of the issue21.

The weight distribution of the genuine York 
coins in die-chain 1 incorporates some coins 
struck to the heavy standard and some struck to 
the light standard, but the majority of them have 
weights which correspond with the middle 
standard. Clearly some of the abstracted dies 
had been used during the earlier heavy stan
dard, and some of them were die-linked with 
dies which remained in use at York during the 
later light period. The distribution indicates, 
however, that most, if not all, of the abstracted 
dies were taken from the mint while the weight 
standard was approximately 1.50 g.

The weight distribution of the superior group 
of imitations in die-chain 1 is by and large very 
similar to that of the genuine York coins. The 
distribution of imitations with the ‘York’ mint
signature (Table 5, column 3, ignoring the two 
heaviest and one lightest which are from the 
‘Oscetel’ dies) falls within the same range as the
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Table 5 Coin-weights

Weight

(Grammes)

1

Die - chain 1 Die - 

chain 2 

(201-8)

7

York

(after
Petersson 
less 'York' 

imitations)
8

York

(1-32)

2

Imitations (101-164)

York'

3

Other 
'mints'

4

'Hiberno 
Norse'

5

Illiterate
reverses

6

2.30 - 2.34 1
2.25 - 2.29
2.20 - 2.24

1

2.15 - 2.19 1
2.10 - 2.14
205 - 209
200 - 2.04 1

1

1.95 - 1.99 2
1.90 - 1.94 (1) 3 1
1.85 - 1.89 1 2 1
1.80 - 1.84 (1) 2 2 2
1.75 - 1.79 1 1 2 3 1 15
1.70 - 1.74 1 3 4 4 1 38
1.65 - 1.69 1 1 1 1 1 1 42
1.60 - 1.64 2 3 5 4 6 27
1.55 - 1.59 2 4 1 4 2 11
1.50 - 1.54 5 10 3 4 2 1 13
1.45 - 1.49 12 6 1 1 1 18
1.40 - 1.44 5 8 2 1 2 9
1.35 - 1.39 8 4 4 2 22
1.30 - 1.34 2 (1) 2 1 7
1.25 - 1.29 1 1 2
1.20 - 1.24 (1) 2
1.15 - 1.19 1
1.10 - 1.14 1
1.05 - 1.09 1

genuine York coins, and groups particularly in 
the range 1.40 g.-1.55 g. The pseudo-Hiberno- 
Norse pieces lie very compactly between 1.51 g. 
and 1.66 g. However, the weight distribution of 
the ‘Chichester’, ‘Lincoln’, and ‘Shrewsbury’ imi
tations is more diverse, and that of the ‘Shrews
bury’ pieces in particular varying between 1.35
g. and 1.94 g., corresponding more closely with 
the pattern shown by the coins struck from the 
inferior group of dies.

The weights of the inferior group of imita
tions lie between 1.22 g. and 2.34 g. and are 
randomly distributed between those limits. Even 
coins from a single pair of dies show wide 
variation; e.g. 101 (‘Chester’, 1.42 g. -2.00 g.), 
109 (illiterate, 1.56 g. - 2.06 g.), 122 (‘Oscetl’ of 
‘York’, 1.22 g. - 2.02 g.), and 144 (semi-literate 
‘Osctei’, 1.38 g. - 2.34 g.). It is apparent that 
these coins were intended to be traded by 
weight, not by tale, and provided the size and
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Table 6 Diameters

Diameter

(mm.)

1

Die-chain 1 Die- 

chain 2 

(201 - 8)

7

York 
(Hildebrand 

coins 
excluding 

imitations )

8

York 
(1-32)

2

Imitations (101-164)

‘York’

3

Other 
'Mints'

4

Hiberno- 
Norse'

5

Illiterate 
reverses

6
21,0 (1) 1 1
20,9 1 1 2
20,8 1
20,7 (2) 2
20,6 (1) 2 1
20,5 1
20,4 2
20,3 (1) 1 1
20,2 2 3 1 2
20,1 1 1 1 1
20,0 2 3 2 3 1 5
199 1 6 1 1 5
193 4 6 1 2 3 10
19,7 5 6 1 13
19,6 4 1 3 1 3 8
19,5 4 1 13
19,4 2 1 1 1 2 5
19,3 1 4
19,2 1 2
19,1
19,0 1

thickness of the module were approximately the 
same as those of Anglo-Saxon coins no specific 
control was put on the weight standard.

It is not clear, because of the small sample, 
whether the coins in die-chain 2 conform to the 
weight distribution of the superior or the infe
rior groups of die-chain 1. The three heaviest 
coins are from the semi-literate dies, while all the 
‘York’ signed imitations lie within the range 1.33 
g- - 1-57 g.

The Diameters
The diameters of genuine York coins in the 
Stockholm Systematic Collection lie strictly be
tween 19.0 mm. and 20.2 mm., although few 
exceed 20.0 mm. (Table 6, column 8). Consider
ing the imitations once again in two groups the 
pattern which emerges is similar to that shown 
by their weights. The pseudo-York coins all lie at 
20.0 mm. or below, except for the coins of 
‘Oscetel’ whose six recorded diameters measure 
well above 20.0 mm.. The pseudo-Hiberno- 
Norse coins and the ‘Chichester’ imitations each 
have flans measuring 20.1 mm. or below, and 
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accordingly they also follow the standards em
ployed at the York mint. The imitations of 
‘Shrewsbury’ are mostly struck on larger flans, 
akin to those used with the inferior group of 
dies.

There was less control placed on the diameter 
of the coins struck from the inferior group of 
dies. The coins with meaningless reverses and 
those reading ‘Chester’, ‘Cor’, ‘London’/Lund, 
and ‘Oscetel’ of ‘York’, range randomly between 
19.2 mm. and 21.0 mm., with the majority 
measuring more than 20.0 mm.

The sizes of only five coins in die-chain 2 have 
been recorded. The two semi-literate pieces are 
very large, while the three recorded with a 
‘York’ mint-signature measure 20.0 mm., 20.2 
mm., and 20.6 mm. suggesting a corresponden
ce with the inferior, rather than the superior, 
group of die-chain 1.

Nature of The Workshop and Dating
A very substantial coinage was produced at the 
workshop; one which can be compared with the 
output of some of the more major mints in 
Europe. In these two die-chains alone there are 
recorded 141 imitations struck from 48 reverse 
dies, and elsewhere a number of other Long 
Cross imitations have been discussed, some of 
which may also have come from this same 
workshop22. The output approaches in scale that 
of the Winchester or York mints in Long Cross 
(for which Petersson records 195 and 213 speci
mens respectively in public collections23), and it 
is comparable with Olof Skötkonungs Crux coin
age (of which Professor Maimer records 226 
specimens24), or the Dublin Crux issue (for which 
88 coins from 54 reverse dies are recorded by 
Professor Dolley25).

The workshop must have employed a fair 
sized team to strike this coinage. Winchester had 
ten moneyers in this issue and York had twenty- 
one, although they may not all have been active 
simultaneously, nor need they have been enga

ged full-time. Four, or perhaps five, personal 
names occur on the Sigtuna Crux coinage, and 
on Sihtric’s issue there are eight names which 
combine with a Dublin mint-signature, but we 
should be wary of inferring a status equivalent to 
an English moneyership from this. There is no 
indication that the imitative workshop was orga
nised as a mint, such as was known in England, 
operated by individuals who, by virtue of a 
franchise, took responsibility for and probably 
received a commission on those coins struck 
under their auspices. The coinage is anonymous 
both as to the issuing authority and the mint 
personnel, and it may even be that this imitative 
coinage was issued by a private individual. Even 
if there were no moneyers as such, the workshop 
must have employed several men physically to 
strike the coins, and they must have been backed 
up by at least a rudimentary administration.

The workshop received a number of dies 
from England. On any interpretation of die
chains 1 and 2 a minimum of three obverse and 
five reverse dies must have been transported 
from the York mint, and on stylistic grounds, 
although there is no evidence that they were 
actually used in an English mint, two further 
obverses (C*  and K') are thought to be of English 
manufacture. The full tally of transported dies 
is, therefore: -

obverses: E, H, I, C', and K' 
reverses: r (Thurstan), v (Oda), w (Steorger), z

(Wulfsige), and b° (Leofstan)

We can be fairly certain that the dies were 
abstracted from York (excepting perhaps die C') 
mid-way through the issue (i.e. based on Dolley’s 
chronology c. 1000 ± 2 years) for two reasons. It 
has already been noticed that the genuine York 
element of die-chain 1 was largely struck to the 

22: Blackburn 1980.
23: Petersson 1969, table 18; but figures adjusted to take 

account of the reattributions suggested in this paper.
24: Maimer 1965.
25: Dolley 1973A.
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second weight standard, and that the early dies, 
which were used to strike coins to the heavy 
weight standard, must have gone out of commis
sion by the time that the abstracted dies were 
used at York. Secondly, the ‘National’ style in 
Long Cross can be broken down into an early and 
a late variety. The early dies, to be seen for 
example in the Shaftsbury26 and Digeråkra27 
hoards, have the ethnic ANGLOX or ANGLO, 
while the later dies have a more angular bust 
and often end ANGL . Obverse dies B, F, I, and 
J are of this latter variety of the ‘National’ style. 
Die C' is from the die-cutting centre which 
served Lincolnshire and East Anglian mints, and 
the absence of coins of this style from the 
Shaftsbury hoard indicates that this also could 
not have been an early Long Cross die.

The workshop appears to have received a 
good deal of expertise and knowledge which 
enabled it for a period to strike coins on the 
same size flan, to a similar weight standard, and 
regulated to within the same limits of tolerance 
as was employed at English mints. The die
cutter was not merely a skilful imitator, but he 
demonstrated a working knowledge of the Ro
man alphabet, an ability to recognise and modify 
anglicised forms of Scandinavian personal 
names, and a predilection for producing dies 
rendering the name of a York moneyer and a 
York mint-signature. It seems likely that the 
abstraction of dies and the acquisition of experti
se by the workshop were related, and that some
one from the York mint travelled across the 
North Sea carrying several dies with him, and 
perhaps also some tools and equipment to cut

26: Dolley 1956.
27: CNS 1:2 4 and Blackburn 1980, which discusses and 

illustrates the Long Cross element of this hoard.
28: Some of the evidence for associating the imitative work

shop with the Crux and Small Cross imitations identified 
in Dolley and Butler 1961 is discussed below, but see also 
M. Blackburn, “A Scandinavian Crux/Intermediate 
Small Cross die-chain reappraised”, Viking-age Coinage 
in the Northern Lands, Ed. M. Blackburn and D.M. Met
calf, Oxford 1981.

dies and to produce flans. The man may have 
been a York moneyer or die-cutter, but in any 
event he must presumably have been a man of 
some ability and rank for the imitative work
shop, which by then had probably been estab
lished for some years28, to have allowed him to 
reorganise its techniques of production. It is 
very improbable that he went to the workshop 
with an official sanction because, apart from the 
political hostility that existed between Æthelræd 
and Svend Tveskæg, if dies were to have been 
supplied officially, it is inconceivable that those 
bearing the name of an English moneyer - his 
guarantee for the weight and fineness of the 
coins produced with the dies - would have been 
given for the use of others overseas, or that 
partially worn dies would have been sent. Our 
man probably defected of his own accord, but 
with what degree of unofficial sympathy and 
assistance from within the York mint we cannot 
know; for this was not an isolated event. A few 
years earlier a Scandinavian centre producing 
imitations had received some Crux and Interme
diate Small Cross dies from the York mint. The 
pattern had been very similar. The transported 
York dies were used in conjunction with a 
number of pseudo-York Crux and Small Cross 
dies, and a number of illiterate Small Cross dies. 
Professor Dolley and Mrs. Smart have suggested 
that it was the moneyer Oscetel who decamped 
on that occasion with English dies, and support 
for this may be found in the frequency with 
which his name occurs on imitations in that die
chain. Oscetel’s name continued to be used on 
the imitative coinage, even on the succeeding 
Long Cross issue for which he was never even a 
moneyer at York. The incidence of four dies in 
die-chain 1 which attempt to render Oscetel’s 
name, and the similarity of the pattern of 
minting (i.e. anonymous coinages struck on a 
large scale from a combination of York dies and 
internally cut dies, mostly copying the York 
mint-signature) suggests that the same imitative 
workshop was responsible for both the Crux and 
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the Long Cross groups. Did Oscetel arrange for 
the dies to be sent from York, or did some other 
person from the York mint follow his earlier 
example? Of the five moneyers whose names 
were on the abstracted Long Cross dies, Leofstan, 
Oda, and Steorcer did not strike coins in Eng
land after Long Cross. Could one of these men 
have decamped; perhaps Steorcer whose name 
appears on no less than five dies made at the 
workshop, each with a different spelling some of 
which strive towards a purer Scandinavian form 
of his name?

Based on the quality of the die-cutting and the 
distributions of weights and diameters, the imi
tations in die-chains 1 and 2 can be divided into 
two phases, as has been seen. In both phases 
some of the English obverse dies were used, and 
so they must both post-date the abstraction of 
the dies from York. During the first phase the 
workshop strove with success to emulate the 
high standards of the York mint, and it chose to 
imitate English and Hiberno-Norse coins with 
great accuracy. It is a tribute to those in charge 
of the workshop that coins of this phase have 
deceived students of the English and Hiberno- 
Norse series for so long. In the second phase 
controls on the weight standard and the diame
ter of the flans were relaxed. The new dies 
which were produced were technically inferior, 
and on many no attempt was made to render 
literate legends; it was sufficient for there to be a 
border of letter-shaped symbols. The work
shop’s aim was merely to convert silver bullion 
into pieces of a familiar design which could be 
conveniently traded by weight.

These two phases must have followed each 
other in rapid succession since there is every 
indication that they did not continue much 
beyond the end of the currency of Long Cross in 
England. Neither of the die-chains incorporate 
imitations of Æthelræd’s succeeding Helmet is
sue, a class of imitations discussed by Professor 
Dolley below. Further, coins of both phases 
occurred in the three major Long Cross hoards 

which were deposited before the introduction of 
Helmet; viz. Igelösa, List, and Gaulverjabær 
finds. All the imitations in these die-chains are 
therefore roughly contemporary with the last 
half of the Long Cross issue in England, which is 
dated by Professor Dolley to c. 997 - c. 1003.

Location of the Workshop
The view has been taken by students of the 
Anglo-Saxon coinage that almost all the illiterate 
or semi-literate imitations of Æthelræd’s issues 
found in continental northern Europe were 
struck in Scandinavia. This is qualified by cer
tain Hiberno-Norse imitations which have been 
found with highly blundered legends, although 
a number of distinctive features makes them 
readily identifiable, and there is now a recogni
tion that a few pieces which borrow Anglo- 
Saxon designs may have emanated from the 
lands south and east of the Baltic29. However, 
Professor Maimer has questioned whether some 
of the blundered coins, and in particular the 
Crux and Small Cross pieces discussed by Dolley 
and Smart in 196130, might not derive from a 
source within the British Isles31. Such an author
itative view deserves careful consideration, espe
cially bearing in mind the close connections 
which have been shown to exist between the

29: Mr. Tuukka Talvio has identified a bracteate of the
Long Cross type as potentially Finnish and he has 
alluded to a group of imitations of possible Estonian 
origin; Talvio 1978A. Miss Tatjana Berga has sugge
sted that a very crude Long Cross imitation from a 
Latvian hoard may have been locally produced; Berga 
1977.

30: Dolley and Butler 1961.
31 : ‘It would seem reasonable to suppose that the long die

link chains, so skilfully interpreted by Dolley and his 
colleagues, emanate from some peripheral area of the 
British Isles, in association or in competition with 
neighbouring official English coinage’ (Maimer 1972, 
p. 19). In a previous paper Professor Maimer had 
suggested that the group of blundered Crux and Small 
Cross pieces may have been struck in north-east Eng
land; Maimer 1965,pp. 50-2. 
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imitative workshop and the York mint. It has 
been argued above (‘Coins with literate or semi
literate legends’) that, by virtue of their weights 
and the nature of their legends, the imitations in 
die-chains 1 and 2 are unlikely to be the product 
of an English regal mint, and thus, notwith
standing the close links, it would seem that these 
pieces do not merely represent a special phase of 
striking at York32. We should therefore look at 
sites in the British Isles other than York for 
support for the ‘insular’ theory.

It has already been noted that we are dealing 
here with a substantial coinage - both in the 
volume of the production and the number of 
dies employed - and, furthermore, one which 
was produced over a period of several years. It is 
clear that it could not have been made by just a 
few men working informally, but rather, the 
evidence suggests that these coins came from a 
wealthy and moderately stable environment; 
especially so, if, as is suggested, the earlier 
‘Oscetel’ imitative Crux series is also to be asso
ciated with the workshop. Either the authority 
striking the coins itself had large resources in 
silver bullion which it needed to convert into 
coin, or the workshop was situated in a place 
where there was a strong public demand for 
such conversion, as for example in a trading 
centre. Nor need it necessarily have been restric
ted to one site; Professor Dolley has mooted the 
possibility that some of the Scandinavian imita
tions may have been produced by a mobile team 
moving between a number of centres and strik
ing coin as it was required33. The imitations in 
these die-chains vary so greatly in weight that 
they seem to have been intended for use in a 
market where they would be traded by weight 
and not by tale, which accordingly must have

32: Professor Maimer came to the same conclusion in 
relation to the groups of blundered coins which she 
was considering; Maimer 1972, p. 19.

33: Dolley 1978A.
34: Blackburn and Dolley 1979.

been situated outside Æthelræd’s England. 
However, the workshop appears to have had 
some direct contact with England and especially 
with York, from which is obtained dies and 
probably some technical know-how. It is, there
fore, perhaps not unreasonable to associate the 
workshop with some Viking trading centre 
which had contact with York.

In the British Isles, Dublin is the most obvious 
candidate for the site of the workshop. Sihtric’s 
mint produced contemporary Crux and Long 
Cross imitations with pseudo-English legends, 
and a number of the coins in die-chain 1 bear a 
Dublin mint signature. However, modern re
search has demonstrated the homogeneity of the 
Dublin coinage at this period, in its weight, its 
flan size, and its own insular style. The List 
hoard shows that, at the time when the imita
tions which we are considering were being 
produced, the Dublin coinage was set into a 
more or less stereo-type style of portrait and 
distinctive serifed lettering, both of which are 
wholly lacking from die-chains 1 and 234. There 
are a small number of coins which lead the 
Dublin Long Cross series and which do not 
exhibit these standard features, but they all have 
highly literate legends and their workmanship 
can be distinguished from the material which is 
before us. Apart from these, most of the anom
alous pieces which had heretofore been consi
dered Hiberno-Norse are reattributed to either 
England or Scandinavia in the final section of 
this paper. In essence there is no place for the 
workshop’s imitations in the early Dublin coin
age, and the hoard evidence must be thought 
conclusive of this. Not a single specimen of 
either the ‘Oscetel’ Crux imitations or the work
shop’s Long Cross imitations has been found on 
Irish soil; all have been found east of the North 
Sea. Yet certainly in the Crux period very few 
Hiberno-Norse coins reached Scandinavia - only 
nine of the extant Crux coins of Sihtric have 
been found outside the British Isles, and, as 
Professor Dolley has observed, these curiously 
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include three pairs of die-duplicates35. Sihtric’s 
contemporary Long Cross coins, although more 
plentiful on the Baltic shores, have also been 
found in fair numbers in the Anglo-Celtic Isles.

If not Dublin, were there any other centres in 
the British Isles which could have sponsored a 
coinage of such a nature and size? It would need 
to have been a Viking settlement, for the indica
tions are that the indigenous populations of 
Ireland, Scotland, and the Western Isles were 
coinless36. In the Hiberno-Norse sphere there is 
reference in the sources to a number of other 
settlements in Ireland, most notably Limerick 
which was independent of Dublin and also 
traded extensively with northern Europe. Other 
potential sites might be seen in the Viking 
communities in the Hebrides and other islands 
on the northern route to Scandinavia. Professor 
Dolley has convincingly identified a mint on the 
Isle of Man in the 1020s, but in this case 
probably thirty of the thirty-one provenanced 
specimens have been found from various sites 
on Man itself, and the one other piece comes 
from a Gotlandic find37. However, there is no 
positive evidence in die-chains 1 and 2 to sup
port the identification of a second Viking mint 
in the British Isles at the turn of the millennium, 
nor do the strong associations with the mint of 
York necessarily favour an insular site for the 
workshop, over a Scandinavian one.

The failure of these imitations to occur in the 
Anglo-Celtic Isles should be set in the general 
context of British and Irish finds of this period. 
The number of Long Cross coins, not including 
Hiberno-Norse pieces, which have been found 
in the British Isles is very small in comparison 
with the wealth of the Baltic shores, but it is not 
entirely insignificant. The list is not easy to 
compile, partly due to the poverty of the records 
made by British antiquaries in the nineteenth 
and even the twentieth centuries, but those that 
are known to have been found in these islands 
are as follows (divided between finds from 
England, 1-20, and elsewhere, 21-25):

1. Honey Lane Market, London (1837) - a 
hoard of eight Long Cross coins. (Dolley 
1958, pp. 99-102)

2. Great Barton, Suffolk (c. 1850) - a fused pile 
of approximately 48 coins. The upper and 
lower coins are of Long Cross type, and since 
‘one-type’ hoards are typical in this period, 
the remainder are probably of the same 
type. (Dolley 1958, pp. 99-102)

3. Harting Beacon, Sussex (1892) - a hoard of 
five Long Cross coins. (Dolley 1958, pp. 
104-7)

4. Shaftsbury, Dorset (1940) - a hoard of 92 
Long Cross coins deposited early in that 
issue. One coin, now in Mr. C. E. Blunt’s 
collection, is light in weight and from irregu
lar dies which purport to be of Winchester 
and the moneyer Ælric, although otherwise 
we know of no such moneyer at that mint. 
Professor Dolley considered the piece a 
contemporary (i.e. English?) forgery38, 
while Tuukka Talvio has inferred that its 
die-duplicate which occurred in the Nousiai- 
nen hoard is a Scandinavian imitation and 
he compares it with two pieces in the Copen
hagen collection39. No die-link has yet been 
found which might settle its origin, but 
meanwhile the possibility must be recogni
sed that this Wessex hoard may have contai
ned a Scandinavian imitation. If this is the 
case, the explanation could lie in an observa
tion made by both Baldwin40 and Dolley41 
that the hoard seems to be the purse of a 
traveller from the northern Danelaw, and it 
is quite feasible that a good imitation could 
have entered circulation via the market

35: Dolley 1978B.
36: Dolley 1966, pp. 37-8.
37: Dolley 1976A.
38: Dolley 1956.
39: See note to SCBI Helsinki 951.
40: Baldwin 1941.
41: Dolley 1956, p. 273. 
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places of either Lincoln or York. (Dolley 
1956; and SCB/Mack 922 and 975)

5. Micklegate, York (1882) - a hoard of less 
than 30 coins, but only five are described, 
each of which is of Long Cross type. (SCBI 
Yorkshire p. xxxiii; nos. 87, 92, 99, 1035, 
and Ml 12)

6. Walbrook, London (1872) - the famous 
‘City’ hoard, which was deposited c. 1066, 
contained two Long Cross coins. (Thompson 
1956, no. 255)

7. Newchurch, Kent (before 1944) - a single 
find of Long Cross type (Bath, Ælfric). (SCBI 
Yorkshire, 1035A)

8. Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey (1888) - a 
single find of Long Cross type (London, 
Edsige). (SCBI Oxford i, 539)

9. Horncastle, Lincolnshire (1975/6) - a single 
find of Long Cross type (Rochester, Ead- 
werd). (Mossop 1976)

10. Old Erringham, Sussex (before 1965) - a 
Long Cross coin (Lewes, Ælfgar) found dur
ing excavations. (Med. Arch, ix (1965) p. 175)

11. Sulgrave, Northamptonshire (1963) - a 
Long Cross coin (London, Leofric) found 
during excavations. (Blackburn 1979)

12. Mildenhall, Wiltshire (1978) - a single find 
of Long Cross type (Lincoln, Sumerlida) 
donated by the finder, Samuel Moorhead of 
Marlborough School, to Devizes Museum 
(to be published by P. H. Robinson)

13. Lincoln (before 1854) - a Long Cross coin 
(Lincoln, Dreng) recorded by the antiquary 
E. J. Willson as “found in Lincoln”, (to be

41A: This coin’s obverse die is not of the ‘National’ style 
suggested by Metcalf, but belongs to a late group of 
dies which were probably cut at Stamford where they 
are most commonly found, see page 59 below. Alt
hough coins of this style are not otherwise known to the 
writer to occur at London, a few dies are known to have 
reached mints as far south as Maldon (Toga), Sudbury 
or Southwark (Leofwine), and Lewes (Merewine). 
Godric was a prolific London moneyer, and Metcalf’s 
identification seems the most probable. 

published by Blackburn, Dolley and Colyer 
in a forthcoming fascicle of the Lincoln 
Archaeological Trust)

14. Lincoln (1975) - a Long Cross coin (Lincoln, 
Ælfsige) found during excavations on the 
site of St. Paul in the Bail. (SCBI Lincolnshi
re 1954)

15. Stonehenge, Wiltshire (before 1925) - one 
Long Cross coin (London, Æthelwerd) found 
during excavations. (SCBI West Country 
536)

16. Nailsworth, Gloucestershire (1875) - a Long 
Cross coin (Gloucester, Wihtsige). (SCBI 
West Country 526)

17. Cheddar Palace, Somerset (1960/2)-a Long 
Cross coin (Thetford, Osbern) found during 
excavations. (SCBI West Country 548)

18. North Curry, Somerset (before 1892) - one 
Long Cross coin (Winchester, Byrhsige) 
found in a churchyard. (SCBI West Country 
558)

19. Whepstead, Suffolk (before 1865) - a Long 
Cross coin (Stamford, Edwi). (Wells 1942, p. 
86, no. 96)

20. Meols, Cheshire (before 1908) - “a York 
penny of Æthelræd’s common type” (Long 
Cross?). (Dolley 1961C)

21. Compton, Hampshire (before 1979) - a cut 
halfpenny of Long Cross type reading 
... DRIC M’0 L... (probably London, 
Godric). (Metcalf 1979)41a

22. Derrymore, Co. Westmeath, Ireland (1872) 
- a small hoard which contained at least nine 
Hiberno-Norse and two English Long Cross 
coins. (Dolley and Ingold 1961, pp. 250-5; 
Dolley 1966, p. 58, no. 4)

23. Knockmaon, near Dungarvan, Co. Water
ford, Ireland (1912) - 14 coins from this 
hoard are described and illustrated by line 
drawings in Jennings 1912. The latest piece, 
a coin of Long Cross type purporting to be of 
‘Bath’, moneyer ‘Edstan’, has been consider
ed Hiberno-Norse. The legends as read by 
Jennings are blundered, however, the coins 
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were clearly in poor condition and the 
transcriptions may not do this piece justice. 
Although the obverse legend has the charac
teristically ‘Irish’ + for X in the king’s title, 
the style of the bust is not particularly 
Hiberno-Norse, and it is more closely relat
ed to a group of dies which were used 
mainly at mints in north-western England, 
but which are also known from Bath42. This 
group of dies often has a blundered form of 
the king’s ethnic, and at least one Chester 
die has the form RE+ in the obverse leg
end43. The attribution of the Knockmaon 
piece is at present uncertain, but until a die
link is found which demonstrates its ‘Irish- 
ness’, the coin should probably be better 
regarded as a genuine Bath product. (Jen
nings 1912; Dolley 1966, p. 57, no. 2)

24. Fourknocks, Co. Meath, Ireland (1950) - a 
hoard containing 27 Hiberno-Norse and 
two English coins, one of which was of Long 
Cross type. (Dolley and Ingold 1961, pp. 250 
- 5; Dolley 1966, pp. 63 -4, no. 6)

25 Park Llewleyn, Maughold, Isle of Man 
(1835) - a hoard containing an uncertain 
number of Hiberno-Norse, Hiberno-Manx, 
and English coins, probably including a Long 
Cross coin (London). (Dolley 1976B)

26. ‘Ireland’? (before 1758) - two Long Cross 
coins (Huntingdon, Osgut; and Hertford, 
Godric) were illustrated as nos. 11 and 12 on 
the White plate of coins in Duane’s collec
tion, which was engraved in 1758 and re
published in the supplement to the second 
edition of Simon’s Essay Towards an Histori
cal Account of Irish Coins etc. (Dublin, 1810). 
The plate is headed “Ancient coins found in 
Ireland”, but the authenticity of this prove
nance has been questioned. (Dolley and 
Ingold 1961, p. 248)

The number of coins of Long Cross type (not 
including those that are Hiberno-Norse) known 
to have a British or Irish find provenance 

probably exceeds 200, but we have detailed 
descriptions of only some 135 coins. Further
more the depositing of the Shaftesbury hoard 
may well ante-date the group of Long Cross 
imitations with which this paper is concerned, 
and thus the number of insular finds which are 
contemporary with that group and of which we 
have detailed descriptions is only some 43 coins. 
Based on these figures, an argumentum e silentio 
against an insular origin appears to be far from 
strong. Even having regard to the scale of the 
workshop’s production which has been sugge
sted above, we could only have expected one or 
two pieces to have been found here if they had 
been intended for circulation in England. If, 
however, the imitations were struck for a local 
Viking market outside the English jurisdiction, 
as is more likely, the position would be slightly 
different. Both the Dublin and Manx coinages 
have been found in reasonable quantity in their 
own locality, and the same might have been 
expected if the workshop had occupied an 
insular site. Furthermore, if the suggested asso
ciation between the workshop and the group of 
Crux and Small Cross imitations is correct, those 
expectations should be even higher.

The arguments for an insular origin of some 
of the imitations are certainly not untenable, but 
it is hard to find positive evidence to support 
them. Professor Maimer’s views were largely 
influenced by a distrust of exported dies and a 
desire to give some meaning to the many literate 
English legends which appear among these 
coins. The apparent scale of removal of dies 
from York is surprising, but the abstraction of at 
least two English dies is well attested at just this 
period by the Hiberno-Norse series44. Nor does 
it follow that copying of Old English legends is 
more likely to have taken place in an insular 
setting than in Scandinavia, where we know it 
occurred even in the production of the national 
42: Discussed below, p. 59 
43: SCBICopenhagen ii 485.
44: Supra, p. 31 n. 3.
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coinages of Sweden and Denmark. A high pro
portion of the workshop’s dies are in fact blun
dered or illiterate, and, as Dr. Suchodolski has 
pointed out45, such coinages were intended for 
economic rather than prestige purposes, and 
their legends held little importance to the au
thorities which produced them. In relation to an 
anonymous series of coins, it is difficult to 
establish an origin without the positive support 
of hoard evidence, and for this reason students 
of British and Irish numismatics have been loath 
the accept a reattribution of any of these so- 
called barbarous imitations to their series.

The hoard evidence which we do have for 
these coins deserves some analysis. In the case of 
39 per cent, of the imitations in die-chains 1 and 
2 we know of their exact find provenance (see 
Table 7 and Appendix III), and for a further 54 
per cent., although we do not know the precise 
spot where they were found, by virtue of the 
collection which they are now in or the presence 
of peck-marks, we can be confident that they 
were not found in either Britain or Ireland. The 
finds range as widely as Iceland, Russia, and 
Poland, but the vast majority comes from the old 
territories of Sweden and Denmark46.

The distribution does not obviously present 
any unusual concentration of finds from which 
we might identify the locality of production. The 
pattern revealed in Table 7 probably represents 
Danish and Swedish trade links in northern 
Europe, reflecting in some measure the general 
acceptance which these coins appear to have 
enjoyed. Save for the absence of finds from the 
British Isles, the pattern is broadly similar to the 
distribution of English coins of this period, 
45: Suchodolski 1971.
46: The absence of Norwegian finds from this list should 

not be considered significant, since the writer had not 
had the opportunity of studying the hoards from 
Norway before this paper was completed, but see the 
Postscript on page 61.

47 : For a discussion of the archaeological evidence for such 
trade links from the York excavations see MacGregor 
1978.

which suggests that the imitations entered circu
lation by the same routes as the tribute money 
which was taken from England (i.e. the markets 
of Denmark and Sweden). Indeed this coinage 
may have been produced specifically to satisfy 
the needs of such a market centre, which could 
have established the relevant links with York 
through its trade; for York’s reputation as an 
emporium of Anglo-Scandinavian traders, with 
a bias towards southern Scandinavia and the 
Baltic shores, is well established47.

Table 7 Find-provenances of imitations in Die
chains 1 and 2

Number of
coins

Sweden
Gotland 27
Medelpad 1
Uppland 2
Presumed Swedish finds*  60 90

Denmark
Blekinge (now Sweden) 1
Bornholm 3
Slesvig (now B.R.D.) 3
Skåne (now Sweden) 4
Sjælland 3 14

Estonia 3
Finland and Karellia 5
Iceland 1
Latvia 1
Poland 1
Russia 1
Scandinavia or Baltic Region**  15

131
Coins with no indication of provenance 10
Total number of imitations 141

Notes:
* Unprovenanced coins in the Royal Coin Cabinet, Stock

holm or the Uppsala University collection.
** Unprovenanced coins which have peck-marks.
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The political and economic climate in south
ern Scandinavia about the millennium was clear
ly suitable for the production of a major coina
ge. The Baltic was awash with silver in the form 
of both coin and bullion, and trade apparently 
thrived. Only a little earlier, experiments in a 
national coinage based on an Anglo-Saxon mo
del had been instituted by the Swedish, Danish, 
and Norwegian monarchs - in the case of the 
former, with considerable success - and anony
mous imitations of Æthelræd’s issues had been 
and were to be produced in considerable 
numbers.

Where and by whom these imitations were 
issued for the present remains a mystery, even if 
arguments can be advanced to support a range 
of candidate sites and putative minting authori
ties. One possibility, that those coins in die-chain 
1 which read Æsctl mo Lund may refer to a mint 
at Lund in Skåne, rather than that of London, 
has already been considered above, albeit with 
no great conviction, especially since there is no 
firm evidence to show that Lund was an estab
lished centre before Cnut’s accession in Den
mark. An alternative suggestion, made to the 
writer by Professor Dolley, is that Svend’s army 
may well have known the need to convert silver 
bullion, obtained during its campaigns, into 
specie to facilitate payments for supplies and to 
troops, and it may have struck coin at one or 
more of its camps in Denmark.

However, it is not possible on the evidence 
reviewed in this paper alone to propose the site 
or sites at which Æthelræd imitations were 
produced. There is a great deal more material 
which should be studied before any authoritati
ve suggestions are made, and it will not assist 
those who will have that task, if one site over any 
other is preferred in this paper. All one can say 
is that the internal evidence of these two die
chains suggests that this particular group of 
Long Cross imitations was struck at a workshop 
which was situated somewhere east of the North 
Sea and north of the Danevirke.

Implications for the Hiberno-Norse series
The identification of coins which have apparent
ly English legends as Hiberno-Norse imitations 
has been influenced from two sources; the 
measure of Englishness, by studies in the Anglo- 
Saxon series, and the measure of ‘Irishness’, 
using die-studies and comparisons of style. Otto 
Alcenius was probably the first student to identi
fy Hiberno-Norse imitations amongst the ‘Eng
lish’ series48, and refinements to the traditional 
attributions have been made by a number of 
specialists since his ideas were given publication 
by Nordman. The most comprehensive account 
to appear in recent years of the tally of English 
mints and moneyers copied on the Dublin coin
age was published by Professor Dolley in 197 249. 
With the progressive publication of material in 
the Sylloge series, and more recently in the 
Corpus Nummorum Saeculorum IX-XI, and par
ticularly with the discernment of regional scho
ols of die-cutting in all but one of Æthelræd’s 
substantive issues our understanding of what 
constitutes a regular English coin is developing 
markedly. Equally from the ‘Irish’ side, with the 
publication of the Danish national collection, 
soon to be followed by the publication of the 
Hiberno-Norse coins in Stockholm, and the 
relevant elements of the Igelösa and List hoards, 
the homogeneous nature of Sihtric’s coinage has 
been made clear50. Although the existence of 
Scandinavian imitations of Hiberno-Norse coins 
has been suspected for many years, most coins 
reading ‘Sihtric’ or ‘Dublin’ have had to be 

48: Dolley and Talvio 1977.
49: Dolley 1972; further references in this section to Dolley 

are to this paper unless otherwise indicated.
50: SCBI Copenhagen v publishes the Hiberno-Norse 

coins in the Danish national collection, those in the 
Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm will form the subject of 
a future fascicle in the same series, and the Hiberno- 
Norse elements of the Igelösa and List hoards are 
discussed in Dolley 1978D and Blackburn and Dolley 
1979 respectively. 
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accepted as Hiberno-Norse for lack of sufficient 
evidence with which to question that attribution. 
The coins of ‘Sisig’ have been particularly misle
ading as a measure of the type of workmanship 
which was produced in Dublin, and reliance on 
them as comparative material has resulted in a 
number of somewhat anomalous pieces being 
attributed to Dublin. In this paper we have seen 
that, on the basis of die-links, eleven pseudo- 
Sihtric coins, from six different reverse dies 
(including one pseudo-Dublin die) have been 
reattributed from the Hiberno-Norse series, and 
in particular all the ‘Sisig’ coins are now conside
red Scandinavian. In the light of these findings, 
it is now an opportune time to review those 
attributions which are not supported by the 
evidence of die-links, but which are based pri
marily on considerations of style. One coin, with 
a Bath mint-signature, moneyer Edstan, has 
been considered on page 53 above, and on 
balance an English attribution is now preferred.

Huntingdon was cited by Dolley as a mint 
which was imitated by the Dubliners from a coin 
of the moneyer ‘Osgut’ (BEH 1387) [Plate X, 

51: Simon 1810.
52: Blackburn 1977, pp. 348-9. To the twelve Long Cross 

coins of Hildolf recorded in that note, there can be 
added a further five specimens which confirm the 
observed pattern. Four are from the ‘Irish’-looking 
obverse:

Reverse 2.
(iii) Visby; ex Karls hoard (chipped) 1.48 g./22.8 gr.; 

270°.
(iv) Schleswig; ex List hoard (no. 593) 1.48 g./22.8 gr.
(v) Schleswig; ex List hoard (no. 594) 1.49 g./23.0 gr.

• Reverse 3.
(vii) Schleswig; ex List hoard (no. 595) 1.52 g./23.4 gr., 
and only one is from the ‘National’ style dies: 
(iii) Schleswig; ex List hoard (no. 596) 1.52 g./23.4 gr.

53: One coin in the Estonian State Historical Museum, ex 
Maidla hoard (1974), has not been illustrated but it is 
clear from the publication that it is from this obverse 
die, although it is not possible from the legend to 
distinguish the reverse die; Leimus 1979, no. 916 
(weight 1.60g./24.7 gr.).

304], Although that coin has an obverse legend 
ending RE+ ANGO, which is suggestive of an 
‘Irish’ origin, the style of the portrait is more 
acceptably English than ‘Irish’. It is from the 
same obverse die, but a different reverse, as 
SCBI Copenhagen ii 445, and by 1975 Dolley 
had apparently reconsidered his earlier attribu
tion, for the die-linked coin does not appear in 
the fascicle of Hiberno-Norse coins in the 
Copenhagen collection. Another ‘Huntingdon’ 
coin, illustrated as no. 11 on the White plate of 
Duane’s coins which was republished in the 
supplement to Simon’s Essay51 ought, in the 
absence of a die-link, to be considered English 
and of a style found most commonly on coins of 
Lincolnshire and East Anglia.

Of the ‘York’ mint, five moneyers were 
thought to have been reproduced on the 
Hiberno-Norse coinage. The ‘Unnulf’ coin, 
which bears the ‘Sisig’ obverse, is considered 
above to be Scandinavian. Similarly, three of the 
five ‘Steorcer’ reverse dies which were hitherto 
thought to be ‘Irish’ are considered in this paper 
to be Scandinavian, and the remaining two to be 
English. The coins which Dolley cites of the 
moneyer ‘Hildulf’ are from an obverse die which 
has some very ‘Irish’ features, however, I have 
recently suggested that all the coins of this 
moneyer are in fact English’2.

A number of coins in the name of Thurulf of 
York come from an obverse die which has some 
distinctive Hiberno-Norse features, most nota
bly the legend which reads +ÆDELRED REX 
AIGMI. The bust is not typical of any known 
English style, but it does resemble the stylised 
bust found on the Hiberno-Norse coins of this 
issue. Thus far the coins appear ‘Irish’, but the 
pattern of die-linking suggests persuasively that 
Thurulf’s coins are all genuine York products. 
Of the 24 coins recorded from public sources, 19 
come from the ‘Irish’-looking obverse die, but 
from five different reverse dies53. They may be 
listed:
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Reverse 15ÎA +DVRVLF M’O EO’FR
a) Stockholm (BEH 954) 1.46 g./22.6 gr.; 90°.
b) Stockholm (BEH 956) 1.46 g./22.6 gr.; 270°.
c) Stockholm (BEH 956 bis) 1.52 g./23.5 gr.; 270°.
d) Stockholm - ex Kännungs hoard.
e) Stockholm - ex Myrânde hoard (C7VS1.1 19:1751)1.56 

g./24.1 gr.; 180°.
f) Stockholm - ex Sigsarve hoard 1.50 g./23.2 gr.; 270°.

*g) Copenhagen (SCBI Copenhagen ii 313) - ex Store 
Valby hoard 1.55 g./23.9 gr.; 225° [Plate X no. 305].

h) British Museum - transferred from the British and 
Mediaeval Dept. (1922) 1.56 g./24.1 gr.; 225°.

i) Leeds University (SCBI Yorkshire 106) - ex anonymous 
collection (1957) 1.43 g./22.1 gr.; 135°.

j) Stavanger Museum - ex Jøsang hoard (fragment) 0.90 
g./l3.7 gr.; 90°.

Reverse 2 +DVRVLF M’O EOFR
a) Stockholm - ex Ekeskogs hoard.

*b) Visby - ex Österby hoard 1.61 g./24.9 gr.; 180° [Plate
X, no. 306].

c) Liverpool (SCBI Merseyside 567) - ex Nelson; bt. Spink 
(July 1946); exLumb 1.55 g./23.8 gr.; 225°.

d) Dresden wt. not recorded; 135°.
e) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 934) - ex Hattula hoard 1.56 

g./24.1 gr.; 180°.

Reverse 3 +DVRVLF M’O EOFR
*a) Schleswig - ex List hoard (no. 613) 1.69 g./26.1 gr. 

[Plate XI, no. 307],

Reverse 4 +DVRVLF M_O EOF.
*a) Leeds University (SCBI Yorkshire 105) - ex anonymous 

collection (1957) 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 225°[Plate XI, no. 
308].

Reverse 5 +DVRVLF MO EO:FRP
*a) Bergen - ex Sløgstad hoard 1.30 g./20.1 gr.; 0° [Plate

XI, no. 309].

The remaining five coins come from three 
‘National’ style obverses, and three reverse 
dies54. Where one obverse die is found with two 
or more reverses of the same moncyer and mint 
there is a suggestion that the coins are not 
imitations. Where there are eighteen coins from 
five impeccable reverse dies the suggestion vir
tually becomes a presumption. Such a large run 
of coins from a single obverse would be unparal
leled in the Hiberno-Norse series, but clinching 
evidence for their Englishness is to be found in 

the reverse die-link between the coin from the 
Sløgstad hoard (Reverse 5) and SCBI Copenha
gen ii 307 [Plate XI, no. 310] which is from an 
impeccably English obverse die. Thus four of 
the five York moneyers which were hitherto 
thought to have been copied at Dublin in this 
type are now considered on balance to be either 
English or Scandinavian ’3.

Dolley also refers to a purported Stamford 
coin of the moneyer ‘Scot’ which is known from 
one piece in the Stockholm Systematic Collection 
(BEH 3539), another in the British Museum 
(SCBI British Museum, H-N 43) and two pieces 
now in the Usher Gallery, Lincoln (SCBI Lin
colnshire 1124; ex Hill, ex Wells 1.33 g./20.6 gr., 
45°[Plate XI, no. 311]; and SCBI Lincolnshire 
1124A; Lincoln City Collection 1.16 g./17.9 gr., 
315°). The obverse die is completely retrograde, 
as if the die-cutter had copied a coin directly on 
to the die without appreciating the need to 
reverse the image. This is a phenomenon which 
is almost unknown in the English series, but it 
does occasionally occur on imitations, and it 
certainly casts doubt on the authenticity of these 
coins. However, as W. C. Wells pointed out in 
194256, a reverse die-link exists between these 
four pieces and two coins, both from different 
obverses (SCBI Lincolnshire 1125, [Plate XI, no. 
312]; and BEH 3538 [Plate XI, no. 313]). Mrs. 
Smart has been sceptical of all these coins and 
has doubted whether ‘Scot’ (OE meaning Irish
man) was a Stamford moneyer at all, since she 
thought he was only recorded from this one 
reverse die57. However, this is not the case, for

53A: A coin with similar readings occurred in the 1859 
Schwaan I hoard from East Germany; Kiersnowski 
1964 no. 164.

54: a) BEH 955; b) SCBI Yorkshire 107 (= a); c) SCBI 
Copenhagen ii 307; d) SCBI Yorkshire 108; and e) 
Trondheim, ex Dronningens Gate hoard (obv. = d; rev. 
= a and b).

55: I have not seen the coins of the fifth moneyer, ‘Eiadric’ 
(= Eadric), and cannot comment on them.

56: Wells 1942, p. 90. 
57: Smart 1968, p. 238.
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SCBI Lincolnshire 1123 (ex Hill, ex Wells no. 
124) [Plate XI, no. 314] is actually from a 
different obverse and reverse die, notwithstan
ding Wells’ assertion to the contrary. In any 
event, the obverse dies of SCBI Lincolnshire 
1125 and BEH 2538 are so impeccably English, 
being of a style which is common to Lincolnshire 
and East Anglia and frequently found on Stam
ford coins, that on the numismatic evidence 
‘Scot’ ought to be accepted as a Stamford money- 
er. Towards the end of the Long Cross issue 
another distinctive style appeared, on which the 
generally well executed bust had long fine hair, 
a protruding nose, and a straight back’’8. The 
style is occasionally found on the coins of Lin
coln and the East Anglian mints, and a small 
group of dies reached London and the South 
East, but by far the best representation is to be 
found on coins of Stamford. It is possible to see 
in Scot’s retrograde obverse some of the featu
res common to this ‘long-haired’ style, in which 
even the anomalous RE+ form is occasionally 
found (see, for example, BEH 3626 and 4351). 
The retrograde ‘Scot’ die could be an early 
experimental product of this new die-cutting 
centre, which may have been situated in Stam
ford itself.

Support for this view is found in another coin 
whose Englishness has in the past been doubt- 
ed58A (BEH 3533; [Plate XI, no. 315]), but which 
is struck from an obverse die of this ‘long-haired’ 
Stamford style. The reverse legend is retrograde 
and somewhat confused, appearing to read 
+ LIOFNEA M’O STN. Mrs. Smart has sugge-

58: See, for example, SCBI Copenhagen ii 1129-30 and 
1148.

58A: van der Meer 1961, p. 175, and Smart 1968, p. 238.
59: See note to SCBICopenhagen v 27.
60: SCBI West Country Collections 498 (ex Shaftesbury 

hoard) and SCBI Yorkshire 1035A (found at New
church, Kent). The ‘Bath’ coin from the Knockmaon 
hoard (supra p. 53) may also belong to the same stylistic 
group.

sted that this might be normalised to Leofheah, 
but it is perhaps more likely to be a crude 
attempt to essay the name of the known money- 
er Leofinc. This reverse die has epigraphy which 
is comparable to that of the retrograde ‘Scot’ 
obverse, and again the die could belong to an 
experimental phase of a local die-cutting centre.

The reserved suggestion that the coins which 
read X EHEPNE MO LEIC (‘Chester’, ‘Ælewi- 
ne’), of which the present writer knows five die
duplicates (SCBI British Museum, Hiberno- 
Norse 37; SCBI Copenhagen ii 485, v 27; BEH 
1510; Lund, ex Igelösa hoard [Plate XI, no. 316]; 
and SCBI Midlands Museums 211), may be 
Hiberno-Norse requires examination. Mr. Tal- 
vio has pertinently observed99 that these coins 
are closely related in style to SCBI Copenhagen 
ii 472, 484 (and hence to obverse duplicates 
SCBI Chester i 454 -6; BEH 1508 and 1508 bis; 
Stockholm, ex Myrände hoard CNSL1 19:1303; 
Schleswig, ex List hoard no. 186 and Krakow, 
Blackburn 1978 no. 53), and 489 (and hence to 
BEH 1522; SCBI Chester i 460 - 1; SCBI South 
West 517; Schleswig, ex List hoard no. 188; and 
two specimens in Lund, ex Igelösa hoard), and 
the similarity in style can also be seen in BEH 
1480. To reattribute all of these coins - 24 in all 
- from the mint of Chester to that of Dublin on 
merely stylistic grounds, without the evidence of 
a die-link into the Hiberno-Norse series, is 
unattractive, and is fortunately shown to be 
untenable, at least in the case of SCBI Copenha
gen ii 489 and its die duplicates, since one of 
those (SCBI West Country 498) occurred in the 
Shaftesbury hoard. Another coin, stylistically 
out of the same stable as this ‘Chester’ group, is 
of the Bath moneyer Ælfric of which two speci
mens have English find provenances60. Finally a 
reverse die-link exists between the five ‘Ehewne’ 
coins and BEH 1509 [Plate XI, no. 317], and this 
coin has an obverse which is far from Hiberno- 
Norse in flavour. On balance, therefore, all the 
‘Chester’ coins mentioned above ought to be 
considered genuine English products.
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Miss Pirie has attributed a coin to Dublin, with 
the support of the editors of the Sylloge, which 
has a reverse reading + ÆDELNOD MQO LIN- 
CO (SCBI Yorkshire 1480), presumably in reli
ance on the form RE+ in the obverse legend. 
The coin is a die-duplicate of SCBI Cambridge 
695, BEH 1667, and Stockholm, ex Kännungs 
hoard no. 211. Another coin from the Kän
nungs hoard (no. 214) is from the same obverse 
die, but a different reverse die of the same 
moneyer. The coins were all omitted from H.
R. Mossop’s Lincoln Mint61, presumably because 
he also considered them ‘Irish’. The five coins 
weigh, respectively, 1.41 g., 1.45 g., 1.52 g., 1.56 
g., and 1.54 g., a quite acceptable range for 
English coins of this mint. The bust is of 
unusual, although not particularly Hiberno- 
Norse, style and the epigraphy is far from being 
classically ‘Irish’. Again the combination of one 
obverse die with two reverse dies of the same 
mint and moneyer argues in favour of an 
English origin, and any other attribution would 
seem unjustified on the present evidence.

In 1975 I published four coins with a Watchet 
mint-signature, one of which die-linked with a 
purported Chester coin of the moneyer Ælf- 
stan62. One of these coins, that from the Stora 
Sojdeby hoard, is a classic Hiberno-Norse piece. 
The others, thought to be imitations by virtue of 
the ‘Chester’ die-link and their unusual style, 
were tentatively attributed to Dublin; for alth
ough untypical products I suggested that the 
coincidence of Watchet coins of the moneyer 
Hunewine being imitated in both Scandinavia 
and Dublin was unlikely. I now believe, however, 
that this attribution was wrong, and several 
points in that note stand in need of correction. I 
asserted that the Long Cross output of Dolley 
Phase I spanned more than twenty years, from c. 
998 to the early 1020s, within which there was 
time for the style and competence of die-cutting 
to change radically. It is now thought that the 
majority, if not all, of Phase I 'Long Cross' coins 
were struck contemporaneously with the English 

issue, and that 'Long Cross' imitations were not 
struck again in Dublin until the reduced-weight 
Phase II pieces were introduced in the 1020s63. 
The result of the reattributions suggested in this 
paper has been to emphasise the regularity of 
the style, epigraphy, and weight of Hiberno- 
Norse 'Long Cross' imitations in Phase I. It also 
emerges that the occurrence of RE+ in the 
obverse legend is not, of itself, sufficient to 
support an ‘Irish’ attribution. Unless a coin 
which has apparently English legends has the 
classic ‘Irish’ features or is die-linked into the 
Hiberno-Norse series it ought not to be given to 
Ireland. For this reason the correct attribution 
of the remaining three ‘Watchet’ coins discussed 
in my earlier note remains uncertain. The piece 
which forms the ‘Chester’ die-link is very crude 
and is probably a Scandinavian imitation. How
ever, the other two coins (die-duplicates) are 
from the same reverse die as three specimens 
which have been subsequently noted64, and one, 
BEH 3883 bis, is now illustrated [Plate XI, no. 
318]. The die-cutting of these five coins is 
irregular, but in the absence of stronger eviden
ce to the contrary they probably should be 
considered genuine Watchet coins.

Since the 1972 listing of Hiberno-Norse dies 
essaying an English mint-signature, a pseudo
Stamford coin (moneyer ‘Ascwge’) has been 
identified as Hiberno-Norse65, as well as the 
pseudo-Watchet mentioned above. Taking ac
count of these pieces, and of the foregoing 
reattributions, a revised version of the table 
showing how the different dies of Long Cross 
type are distributed between the mints concer
ned is set out below.

The figures serve only to further highlight the 
Dublin engraver’s extraordinary “predilection 
for imitating coins of Winchester and the sur-

61: Mossop 1971. 
62: Blackburn 1975.
63: Dolley 1978C
64: Blackburn 1974, p. 21 n. 4 (published in 1977).
65: Blackburn and Dolley 1979.
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rounding area” which was the subject of Profes
sor Dolley’s comments.

‘Winchester’ 15 ‘Cricklade’ 1
‘Lincoln’ 5 ‘Derby’ 1
‘London ’ 5 ‘Oxford’ 1
‘Chichester’ 2 ‘Watchet’ 1
‘Stamford’ 2 ‘Worcester’ 1
‘Wilton’ 2 ‘York’ 1

The composition of the List hoard shows that 
coins of Sihtric and of Æthelræd arrived in 
Scandinavia together, and there they formed 
part of the common medium of currency. This 
paper and that of Professor Dolley which follows 
have confirmed the parity which the Hiberno- 
Norse coinage appears to have enjoyed with its 
Anglo-Saxon parent. Very shortly after their 
arrival in the Baltic in significant quantities, 
Sihtric’s coins were copied indiscriminately with 
their English prototypes, some rendering more 
or less accurately the Dublin legends, and others 
merely following a style of bust which was 
characteristic only of the ‘Irish’ derivative.

Postscript
Coins from the Norwegian finds were studied 
from a card index at Leeds University, through 
the kindness of Miss E. J. E. Pirie and Professor 
P. H. Sawyer, after this paper had been submit
ted to the printer. Three coins were found to 
belong to die-chain 1, two from die-combinations 
which were not otherwise represented. They are 
published here with the permission of Dr. K. 
Skaare, from photographs supplied by him (see 
Plate XII).

The first is an English coin of York, moneyer 
Arnthur, and it provides a new obverse die (N) 
for die-chain 1.

22A Np r/EOELR/EDREXÄNZLÖ As 22 above
Rev. = 22

*a) Stavanger Museum; ex Jøsang hoard 
1.61 g./24.9 gr.; 0°.

The second coin (York, moneyer Oban) is 
somewhat corroded on the reverse. The obverse 
die (K’) was used to strike one of the imitative 
‘Chichester’ coins (153), although it is suggested 
above that the die was in fact English, of a local 
York style. This coin now combines that die with 
an apparently good York reverse, which is pro
bably the same reverse die as struck no. 27, but 
the corrosion makes firm die identification diffi
cult. The new coin is consistent with the view that 
the obverse die may have been cut in England, 
and this coin was probably struck at York before 
the die was removed from that mint.
27A K’u As 153 above As 27 above

Obv. = 153 Rev. = 27?
*a) Trondheim (Museum of the Royal 

Norwegian Society of Sciences and 
Letters); ex Dronningens Gate hoard 
1.48 g./22.8 gr.; 0°.

The third coin is an imitation of York, money
er Thurstan, and adds a fifth specimen of dies 
H’r.
139) e) Stavanger Museum; ex Jøsang hoard 

1.63 g./25.1 gr.; 0°.
The two Norwegian hoards may be summari

sed as follows:
Dronningens Gate 10, Domkirkens, Trondheim, 

Sör-Tröndelag, Norway. 1950 (Skaare 
1976 no. 147, tpq 1030) 27 A.

Jøsang, Tysvær, Rogaland, Norway. 1923 
(Skaare 1976 no. 91, tpq 1014) 22A, 139e.
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Appendix I
Catalogue of Coins in Die-chains 1 and 2

The coins are divided between those which are thought to 
have been struck at an English mint (nos. 1-32 and 201-202) 
and those which are considered products of the imitative 
workshop (nos. 101-65 and 203-208). In certain cases there 
are some doubts surrounding the attribution, which are 
noted in the entry and often explained in the text above.

Each die-combination has been given an arabic numeral 
which also refers to an illustration on plates I—X. The 
illustrated specimen is indicated in the catalogue by an 
asterisk. Each die has been assigned a letter or series of 
letters (upper case for obverse and lower case for reverse 
dies). Dies A - M, C’, A°, a - aa, and a° - b° are considered to 
be offically produced English dies, and A’ - B’, D’ - J’, L’ - 
N’, B°, a’ - 1”, and c° - g° are thought to have been made at 
the imitative workshop.

Each specimen is described by the collection it is presently 
in (see Appendix II) and its provenance, including find 
provenance (see Appendix III). In the case of coins in the 
Stockholm collection, a number in brackets, preceded by I 
represents a reference to a coin in the cabinet of imitations. 
The weight of each coin is given in grammes and grains (1 
gramme = 15.43 grains). The die-axes are recorded accor
ding to the following convention: holding the coin between 
the thumb and forefinger, obverse facing, and turning it 
about the 12 o’clock axis, the angle which the arm of the 
reverse cross adjacent to the initial cross (or where there are 
two or no initial crosses, according to the legend as printed in 
the catalogue) makes with the 12 o’clock position is recorded 
in degrees reading clockwise. In the case of coins in the 
Stockholm collection, the average diameter is recorded to one 
decimal place of a millimetre, having been measured to two 
places. Additional symbols on the reverse of coins are 
described according to the heraldic convention of quatering: 
1 2 
3 4.

DIE-CHAIN 1: COINS STRUCK AT AN ENGLISH MINT

1 Aa +'/EDELR/EDREXANjLOX + IR AMO !0’E O'FR
Rev. = 2

*a) Stockholm (BEH 742) 1.48 g./22.8 gr.; 290°; 19.5 mm.

2 Ba +/EDELR/EDREXANjL As 1 above
Obv. = 3 and 4 Rev. = 1

*a) Stockholm (BEH 741) 1.35 g./20.8 gr.; 45°; 19.5 mm.
b) Schleswig; ex List hoard 597, 1.50 g./23.1 gr.
c) Berlin; ex H. Grote 1879, 1.38 g./21.3 gr.; 0°.

3 Bb As 2 above 4 IR A MD 0E0 F’R'P
Obv. - 2 and 4

*a) Stockholm (BEH 743; BEH 1846 Ed. 407) 1.38 g./21.3 gr.; 225°; 19.5 mm.

4 Be As 2 above 4OD GRI MOO EOF
Obv. = 2 and 3 Rev. = 5 and 6

*a) Stockholm (BEH 800) 1.49 g./23.0 gr.; 0°; 19.6 mm.

5 Ce +EOELREDREXAM3LO As 4 above
Rev. = 4 and 6

*a) Stockholm (BEH 801) 1.46 g./22.6 gr.; 270°; 19.7 mm.
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De + EDELREDREXAN As 4 above
Obv. = 7 Rev. = 4 and 5

*a) Stockholm (BEH 831; BEH 1846 Ed. 459) 1.43 g./22.1 gr.;45°; 19.4 mm.

Dd As 6 above + 0D ERIH M’OE OFRI
Obv. = 6 Rev. = 8

*a) York (SCBI Yorkshire 94); bt. Seaby 1929. 1.39 g./21.5 gr.; 45°.

Ed +/EDELREDREXANELO As 7 above
Obv. = 9-11, and 102-7 Rev. = 7
This die was transported to
the imitative workshop.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 838) 1.43 g./22.1 gr.; 290°; 19.3 mm.

Ee As 8 above +STX REER M'0E QFRP
Obv. = 8, 10, 11, and 102-7
This combination may be from the imitative workshop, from an imitative reverse die. 

*a) Stockholm (BEH 878) 1.46 g./22.6 gr.; 90°; 19.4 mm.

Ef As 8 above + EVM ERLID A’M’O EOR
Obv. = 8, 9, 11, and 102-7 Pellet in left terminal cusp.
This combination may be from the imitative workshop, from an imitative reverse die. 

*a) Uppsala (Holm 96) (pierced) 1.31 g./20.2 gr.; 180°.

Eg As 8 above +VLF DETL M’OE ØFR
Obv. = 8-10, and 102-7 Rev. = 12. Pellet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 973) 1.46 g./22.6gr.; 120°; 20.0 mm.
b) Lund; ex Stockholm (1879) 1.35 g./20.8 gr.; 200°.

Fg +./EDELRÆDREXANZÎL- As 11 above
Obv. = 13 Rev. = 11

*a) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 364); exNousiainen hoard 1.78 g./27.5 gr.; 270°.

Fh As 12 above +VLF DETL M'ØE OFR-
Obv. = 12 Rev. = 14. Annulet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 972; BEH 1846 Ed. 511 ?) 1.33 g./20.6 gr.; 180°; 19.7 mm.
b) Liverpool (SCBI Merseyside 568); ex Nelson; bt Spink 1946; ex Lumb 0.97 g./l4.9 gr.; 315°.

Gh + EDELREDREXANÜLO As 13 above
Obv. = 15 Rev. = 13

*a) British Museum (BMC85); exSewening 1878, 1.63 g./25.2. gr.

Gi As 14 above +VLF EYTE LM'O EOFI
Obv. = 14

*a) Stockholm (BEH 979; BEH 1846 Ed. 514) 1.32 g./20.3 gr.; 180°; 19.8 mm.

Hj +7EDELR/EDREXAN3LO + EE TEL HOE OFR
Obv. = 17-20, 134, and 136. This die was transported Pellet in second heraldic quarter, 
to the imitative workshop.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 665; BEH 1846 Ed. 367) 1.49 g./23.0 gr.; 270°; 19.6 mm.

Hk As 16 above LEAD RIEM OOE FRP
Obv. = 16, 18-20, 134, and 136 Pellet in first heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 692) (pierced) 1.43 g./22.1 gr.; 90°; 19.8 mm.

Hl Aslôabove + EA DRIE M'ØE ØFR
Obv. = 16, 17, 19, 19A, 20, 134, and 136 Pellet in fourth heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 694) 1.47 g./22.7 gr.; 0°; 19.8 mm.
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19 Hm Aslôabove +EAD RIE N'OE OFR
Obv. = 16-18, 19A, 20, 134, and 136 Pellet in first heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 695; BEH 1846 Ed. 383) (chipped) 1.34 g./20.7 gr.; 90°; 19.8 mm.
b) Stockholm; ex Stora Sojdeby hoard 1678, 1.56 g./24.1 gr.; 270°; 19.7 mm.

19AHaa As 16 above +EA DRIE N'OE OFR
Obv. = 16-19,20, 134, and 136

*a) Berlin; ex Skubarczewo hoard 1.57 g./24.3 gr.; 0°.

20 Hn Aslôabove + SVN ERLID A’M'O EOFR
Obv. — 16-19, 19A, 134, and 136 Pellet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 890) 1.47 g./22.7 gr.; 90°; 19.6 mm.
b) Schleswig; ex List hoard 612 (cut halfpenny) 0.75 g./11.5 gr.; 180°.

21 lo TÆDELR/EDREXANjL +AR NOV RN’O EOFR
Obv. = 22, 23, 132, and 133 Pellet in upper terminal cusp.
This die was transported to the imitative workshop.

*a) Uppsala (Holm 74) 1.42 g./21.9 gr.; 315°.

22 Ip As21 above EARN DVR N'OE O'FR
Obv. = 21,23, 132, and 133

*a) Stockholm (BEH 617) 1.54 g./23.7 gr; 200°; 16.9 mm.
b) Copenhagen (SCBI Copenhagen ii 224); ex Store Frigaard hoard 1.45 g./22.4 gr.; 180°.

23 Ip As21 above +'AR NOV RN’O EOFR
Obv. = 21,22, 132, and 133 Cross in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 618) 1.35 g./20.8 gr.; 315°; 20.0 mm.
b) Taunton (SCBI West Country 559); ex Norris 1890, 1.29 g./19.9 gr.; 0°.

24 Jr +ÆDELR/EDREXAN3L- +DV RETA NN’O EOFR
Rev. = 123, and 139. Pellet in second heraldic quarter.

The obverse is unquestionably English, but the reverse could be English or imitative. Accordingly, if the reverse die 
is English it was transported to the workshop after striking these coins in York; if it is imitative the obverse die must 
have been transported and these coins must be imitations.

*a) Stockholm; ex Ekeskogs hoard 1.58 g./24.4 gr.; 45°; 19.7 mm.
b) Leeds (SCBI Yorkshire 103); exThornton 1924, 1.50 g./23.1 gr.; 180°.

25 Ks f/EDELR/EDREXANLL- TOB ANN DOE OFR
Obv. = 26-28

*a) Stockholm (BEH 776) 1.46 g./22.6 gr.; 180°; 19.5 mm.
b) Berlin; ex Rühle von Lilienstern 1842, 1.44 g./22.2 gr.; 180°.

26 Kt As 25 above +0B AHN 0E0 FRPI
Obv. = 25, 27, and 28

*a) Stockholm (BEH 781) 1.48 g./22.9 gr.; 110°; 19.7 mm.

27 Ku As 25 above EOB AHN OEOF RPY
Obv. = 25, 26, and 28

*a) Visby; ex Karls hoard 1.43 g./22.1 gr.; 90°.

28 Kv As 25 above +0D A-Níl 0E0 FRPI
Obv. = 25-27 Rev. = 147, and (with cross added to second heraldic

quarter) 148. This die was transported to the imitative 
workshop.

*a) Stockholm; ex Kännungs hoard 1.65 g./25.4 gr.; 45°; 19.9 mm.
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29 Lw f /EDELR/EDREXANZiLO ESTE OREE RN’O EOFR
Rev. = 146. This die was transported to the imitative work
shop.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 870) 1.74 g./26.8 gr.; 270°; 19.6 mm.
b) Stockholm; ex Ekeskogs hoard 1.64 g./25.3 gr.; 90°; 19.7 mm.
c) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 359); ex Nousianinen hoard 1.52 g./23.5 gr.; 180°.

30 Mx /EDELR/EDREXANZiLO +RVL FSIGE N'OE OFR
Obv. = 31, and 32 Pellet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 1000) 1.48 g./22.8 gr.; 135°; 19.5 mm.

31 My As 30 above + PV LFSI GENO EOF
Obv. = 30 and 32 Pellet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 998) (chipped) 1.39 g./21.5 gr.; 90°; 19.5 mm.
b) Stockholm; ex Botvalde hoard 1.39 g./21.4 gr.; 0°; 19.5 mm.

32 Mz As 30 above +PVL FSIG EN'O EOFR
Obv. = 30 and 31 Rev. = 151. Pellet in fourth heraldic quarter. This die was

transported to the imitative workshop.
*a) Stockholm (BEH 999) 1.51 g./23.3 gr.; 90°; 19.5 mm.

b) Liverpool (SCBI Merseyside 570); ex Nelson; bt Baldwin 1946, 1.38 g./21.3 gr.; 225°.

DIE-CHAIN 1: COINS STRUCK AT THE IMITATIVE WORKSHOP

101 A’a’ + EDEIR/EDXAO +EL EPN ENO LEE
Rev. = 102 and 111

*a) Stockholm (BEH 1516; BEH 1846 Ed. 791) 1.97 g./30.4 gr.; 225°; 20.3 mm.
b) Stockholm; exKännungs hoard 1.74 g./26.8 gr.; 45°; 20.0 mm,
c) Stockholm (I 218); exStora Sojdeby hoard 4092, 2.00 g./30.9 gr.; 90°; 20.8 mm.
d) Uppsala (Holm 145) 1.79 g./27.6 gr.; 135°.
e) Uppsala (Holm 146) 1.42 g./21.9 gr.; 315°.
f) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 945); old collection (pre 1850) 1.63 g./25.2 gr.; 135°.
g) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 946); ex Nousiainen hoard (fragment) 0.60 g./9.3 gr.; 270°.
h) Copenhagen (SCBI Copenhagen ii 487); ex Sjökrona 1883, 1.83 g./28.2 gr.; 315°.
i) Reykjavik; ex Gaulverjabær hoard 76.
j) British Museum; ex Montague 1.99g./30.7 gr.; 90°.
k) Chester (SCBIChester i 457); ex Gardner; ex Copenhagen (by exchange 1913) 1.74 g./26.8 gr.; 225°.
l) Chester (SCBI Chester i 458); ex Gardner; ex Carlyon-Britton (Sotheby 1916, lot 1069) 1.70 g./26.2 gr.; 225°.

102 Ea’ As 8 above As 101 above
Obv. = 9-11, and 103—7. An English die transported to Rev. = 101 and 111 
the workshop.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 1515; BEH 1846 Ed. 790) 1.64 g./25.3 gr.; 0°; 19.6 mm.
b) Stockholm (I 54); ex Stockholm (Karlberg) hoard 1.64 g,/25.3 gr.; 45°; 19.8 mm.
c) Visby; exGandarve hoard (CNS 1.1 9:468) 1.62 g./25.3 gr.; 180°.
d) Chester (SCBIChester i 459); ex Gardner; ex Bruun 1.50 g./23.1 gr.; 45°.
e) Glasgow (SCBI Glasgow 845); ex Coats 1921, 1.91 g./29.5 gr.; 180°.
f) Berlin; ex H. Dannenberg 1870, 1.81 g./28.0 gr.; 315°.

103 Eb’ As 8 above +DV RSTA NN[0 EOFR
Obv. = 8-11, 102, and 104-7 Rev. = (without cross) 124, (with cross) 125, and 126. Cross

in first heraldic quarter. Possibly an English die.
This could be an English striking.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 953) 1.44 g./22.2 gr.; 0°; 19.8 mm.
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Ec’ As 8 above +DH IDO HM lEIO
Obv. = 8-11, 102, 103, and 105-7

*a) Stockholm (I 1048); exBarshaga hoard 1.60 g./24.7 gr.; 315°; 19.8 mm.
b) Copenhagen (SCBI Copenhagen ii 1534); ex Kelstrup or Holsegaard hoard (?) although not listed for latter in 

Galster 1977-78. 1.46 g./22.5 gr.; 315°.

Ed’ As 8 above DID ION DOI ID +
Obv. = 8-11, 102—4, 106, and 107

*a) Stockholm (I 53); 1.87 g./28.9 gr.; 45°; 20.0 mm.
b) Copenhagen (SCBICopenhagen ii 1539); ex Holsegaard hoard although not listed in Galster 1977-78. (chipped) 

1.02 g./15.7 gr.; 225°.

Ee’ As 8 above HIX DOID HH OJX
Obv. = 8-11, 102-5, and 107

*a) Stockholm (I 55); ex Amlings hoard 1.44 g./22.2 gr.; 0°; 19.2 mm.

Ef’ As 8 above
Obv. = 8-11, and 102-6

*a) Stockholm (I 57) 1.62 g./25.0 gr.; 135°; 19.4 mm. 
b) Stockholm (I 56) 1.57 g./24.2 gr.; 270°; 19.2 mm.

□LNAHIOLIIOVIGIIAOII
Rev. = 108 and 112. Reverse of Small Cross type.

BT + EDELREDREXANÜLOX-
Obv. = 109-11

*a) Stockholm (I 15) 1.73 g./26.7 gr.; 135°; 19.4 mm.

As 107 above
Rev. = 107 and I 12

B’g DDD IEH DDF IEI
Pellets in terminal cusps of cross.

As 108 above
Obv. = 108, 110, and 111

*a) Stockholm (I 11) 2.06 g./31.8 gr.; 180°.
b) Stockholm (I 12) 1.56 g./24.1 gr.; 135°; 19.6 mm.
c) Stockholm (I 13) 1.63 g./25.2 gr.; 90°; 19.6 mm.
d) Stockholm (I 14); ex Stockholm (Karlberg) hoard 1.75 g./27.0 gr.; 180°; 19.6 mm,
e) Stockholm (I 52) 1.56 g./24.1 gr.; 180°; 19.8 mm.
f) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 953); ex Nousiainen hoard 1.73 g./26.6 gr.
g) Copenhagen (SCBICopenhagen ii 1532; v 35A); ex Frænkel 1906, 1.60 g./24.7 gr.; 315°.

B’h’ As 108 above +SVF1 ERLID An© EOFI
Obv. = 108, 109, and 111 Cross in second, and pellet in fourth heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 889) 1.40 g./21.6 gr.; 270°; 19.2 mm.
b) Schleswig; ex List hoard 609, 1.41 g./21.7gr.; 10°.

B’a’ As 108 above As 101 above
Obv. = 108-10 Rev. = 101 and 102

*a) Visby; ex Karls hoard 375, 1.69 g./26.1 gr.; 180°.
b) Stamford (SCBI Lincolnshire 1720); ex Denning 1943, 1.43 g./22.1 gr.; 90°.

C’f’ +ÆDELRÆDREXÂNÜLQ As 107 above
Obv. = 113-21, and 123-5. This die is probably Rev. = 107 and 108 
English.

*a) Stockholm (I 31) 1.57 g./ 24.2 gr.; 0°; 20.0 mm,
b) Stockholm (I 30); exStora Enbjänne hoard 1.68 g./25.9 gr.; 45°; 20.2 mm.

C’i’ As 112 above + VH EEI 01.0. IME-
Obv. = 112, 114-21, and 123-5.

*a) Stockholm (I 32); exGärestad hoard 1.88 g./29.0 gr.; 180°; 20.4 mm.

C’j’ Asll2above OIIEIIPOAOI11 IH EIH
Obv. = 112-3, 115-21, and 123-5 Reverse of Small Cross type.

*a) Stockholm (I 33); exHallsarve hoard 1.82 g./28.1 gr.; 315°; 20.1 mm.
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C’k

CT

C’m’

C’n’

C’o’

C’P’

C’q’

D’q’

C’r

C’b’

C’b’

As 112 above IIPI PIN’ H Cl LO+
Obv. = 112-4,116-21,and 123-5

*a) Stockholm (I 39); ex Binge hoard 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 135°; 20.0 mm.

+01 VLLOS SLL’I I0L

HOI HEII -OH □+
Pellets in terminal cusps of cross.

IIEO X“IIJ IIIH HIX

HA I0H IO] 1/1 +
Obv. = 112-8, 120-1, and 123-5

*a) Stockholm (I 40) 1.72 g./26.5 gr.; 225°; 20.2 mm.
b) Stockholm (141); ex Hallsarve hoard 1.62 g./25.0 gr.; 0°; 19.8 mm.
c) Copenhagen (SCBICopenhagen ii 1537); ex Holsegaard hoard 1.54 g./ 23.7 gr.; 270°.

As 112 above + EI SET Lil OrE
Obv. = 112-9, 121, and 123-5

*a) Stockholm (I 1000) 1.77 g./27.3 gr.; 315°; 20.9 mm.

As 112 above XOS EET LM" OE'F
Obv. = 112-20, and 123-5 Rev. = 122

*a) Stockholm (BEH 814; BEH 1846 Ed. 446) 1.61 g./24.8 gr.; 20°; 20.3 mm.
b) Copenhagen (SCBI Copenhagen ii 283); ex Hess (1891, lot 636) 1.82 g./28.1 gr.; 90°.

+ EDELFEDRE+OE As 121 above
Rev. = 121

*a) Stockholm (BEH 815) 1.70 g./26.2 gr.; 20°; 20.7 mm.
b) Stockholm (BEH 815 bis) 1.32 g./20.4 gr.; 45°; 20.7 mm.
c) Stockholm; exStora Sojdeby hoard (pierced) 1.93 g./29.8 gr.; 20°; 20.6 mm.
d) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 952); Old collection (pre- 1850) 2.20 g./34.0 gr.; 45°.
e) Tallinn; ex Vaabina hoard 54, 1.71 g./26.4 gr.; 45°; 21 mm.
f) York (SCBI Yorkshire 836); bt Seaby 1932, 1.22 g./l8.9 gr.; 225°.

As 112 above As 24 above
Obv. = 112-21,and 124-5 Rev. = 24 and 139. See comment under 24.

This could be an English striking.
*a) New York (SCBI American Collections 464); exStryjewo Wielkie hoard, 1.56 g./24.1 gr.; 180°.

As 112 above As 103 above
Obv. = 112-21, 123, and 125 Rev. = (with cross) 103, 125, and 126. Die in prime state

before addition of cross, possibly an English die.
This could be an English striking.

*a) Liverpool (SCBI Merseyside 565); ex Nelson; bt Spink 1946; exLumb 1.54 g./23.8 gr.; 45°.

As 112 above As 103 above
Obv. = 112-21, and 123-4 Rev. = (without cross) 124, (with cross) 103, and 126. Cross

in first heraldic quarter.
This could be an English striking.

*a) Lund; ex Igelösa hoard 1.44 g./22.2 gr.; 0°.

As 112 above
Obv. = 112-5, 117-21, and 123-5

*a) Stockholm (I 36) 1.71 g./26.4 gr.; 315°; 20.7 mm.
b) Stockholm (I 34) 1.79 g./27.6 gr.: 270°; 20.7 mm.
c) Stockholm (I 35) 1.92 g./29.6 gr.; 180°; 2 1.0 mm.

As 112 above
Obv. = 112-6, 118-21, and 123-5

*a) Stockholm (I 37) 2.15 g./33.2 gr.; 0°; 20.3 mm.

As 112 above
Obv. = 112-7, 119-21, and 123-5

*a) Stockholm (I 38) 1.37 g./21.1 gr.; 270°; 20.4 mm.

As 112 above
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126 E’b’ + EDELREDRE+A-GO Asl03above
Obv. = 127-8, 130-1, and 137 Rev. = (without cross) 124, (with cross) 103, and 125. Cross

in first heraldic quarter.
*a) Stockholm (BEH 950; BEH 1846 Ed. 501) 1.36 g./21.0 gr.; 0°; 19.9 mm.

b) Liverpool {SCBI Merseyside 1057); ex Nelson; bt Spink 1946; ex Lumb 1.51 g./23.2 gr.; 90°.
c) Uppsala (Holm 101) 1.38 g./21.3 gr.; 0°.

127 E’r’ As 126 above + DV RSTA NUI O EOFR
Obv. = 126, 128, 130, 131, and 137

*a) Stockholm; ex Store Sojdeby hoard 1.50 g./23.2 gr.; 270°; 19.7 mm.
b) Copenhagen {SCBI Copenhagen ii 311 ; v 31); ex Hauberg 1935, 1.41 g./21.7 gr.; 270°.

128 E’s’ Asl26above +ZTI REEI RIMO EOFI
Obv. = 126, 127, 130, 131, and 137 Rev. = 129

*a) Stockholm (BEH 873) 1.38 g./21.3 gr.; 270°; 19.9 mm.
b) Stockholm; ixOxarve hoard 1.45 g./22.4 gr.; 225°; 19.5 mm.

129 F’S’ + EDELREDREXANjQ As 128 above
Obv. =129 A Rev. = 128

*a) Stockholm (BEH 872) 1.48 g./ 22.8 gr.; 340°; 19.7 mm.

130 E’t’

131 E’u’

132 Iu’

133 Iv’

134 Hv’

135 G’v’

As 133 above
Rev. = (without annulet) 135 and (with annulet) 133. 
Annulet in second heraldic quarter.

As 21 above
Obv. = 21-3 and 132

As 16 above
Obv. = 16-20, and 136
An English die transported to the workshop.

*a) Visby; ex Karls hoard 533, 1.46 g./22.5 gr.; 180°.

+/EDELR/EDREXANLL-
An English die transported to the workshop.

As 21 above
Obv. = 21-3, and 133
An English die transported to the workshop.

This may be an English striking.
*a) Copenhagen {SCBICopenhagen ii 276); exStora Valby hoard 1.38 g./21.3 gr.; 315°.

As 126 above +0D ACTO EOF RFIE
Obv. = 126-8, 131, and 137 Rev. = 149

*a) Stockholm; ex Stora Sojdeby hoard 1684, 1.49 g./23.0 gr.; 45°; 19.9 mm.

As 126 above +0D ATI 0E0 FRI
Obv. = 126-8, 130, and 137 Rev. = 132 and 150. Cross in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 792 bis) 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 225°; 19.8 mm.
b) Stockholm (BEH Supplement 4355) 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 225°; 19.9 mm.

As 131 above
Rev. = 131 and 150

As 133 above
Rev. = (with annulet) 133 and 134. Die in prime state, before 
addition of annulet.

This could be an English striking.
*a) Visby; ex Karls hoard 532, 1.46 g./22.5 gr.; 290°.

+ PV LFSI GEM 0E0
Rev. = (without annulet) 135 and (with annulet) 134. 
Annulet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 997, BEH 1846 Ed. 525) 1.54 g./23.7 gr.; 45°; 19.6 mm.

129A F’k” As 129 above + STy RGER Fl’OE OFR
Obv. = 129 Die may be English

*a) Lahti {SCBI Helsinki 360); ex Kurkijoki hoard 1.27 g./l9.6 gr.; 45°.
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Hw’ As 16 above +01 ERH DrlO EOR
Obv. = 16-20, and 134

*a) Stockholm (BEH 329) 1.33 g./20.5 gr.; 180°; 20.1 mm.

E’x’ As 126 above +STE OREE RITO EOFR
Obv. = 126-8, 130, and 131 Rev. = 138, 161, and 162

*a) Visby; exGannarve hoard 1.41 g./21.7 gr.; 0°.

H’x’ + /EOELRDEREXANäO As 137 above
Obv. = 139-42, 144, and 145-7 Rev. = 137, 161, and 162

*a) Stockholm; exKännungs hoard 1.56 g./24.1 gr.; 0°; 20.0 mm.
b) Tallinn; ex Kuhtla-Kava hoard 570.

H’r As 138 above As 24 above
Obv. = 138, 140-2, and 144-7 Rev. = 24 and 123. See comment under 24.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 951) 1.65 g./25.5 gr.; 45°; 20.0 mm.
b) Stockholm; ex Ytlings hoard (cut halfpenny) 0.72 g./l 1.1 gr.; 180°; 19.8 mm.
c) Stockholm; ex Stora Sojdeby hoard 1685, 1.63 g./25.2 gr.; 180°; 19.8 mm.
d) Liverpool (SCBI Merseyside 566); ex Nelson; bt Seaby 1945; ex Grantley (1944, lot 1134) 1.52 g./23.5 gr.; 225°.

H’y’ As 138 above +£)0 RETA NITØ EOFR
Obv. = 138-39, 141-2, and 144-7

*a) Stockholm (BEH 937) 1.70 g./26.2 gr.; 45°; 19.9 mm.

H’z’ As 138 above +ÆLF HEH ITOO EERO
Obv. = 138-40, 142, and 144-7 Small pellet in upper and left terminal cusp of cross.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 3362) 1.94 g./29.9 gr.; 45°; 20.2 mm.
b) Stockholm (I 1125); ex Bosarve hoard 1.93 g./29.7 gr.; 0°; 20.9 mm.
c) Stockholm (I 1126); ex Barshaga hoard 1.49 g./23.0 gr.; 45°; 19.9 mm.
d) Stockholm; exKännungs hoard 1.88 g./29.0 gr.; 315°; 20.5 mm.
e) Glasgow (SCBI Glasgow 861); ex Hunter (pre- 1783) 1.35 g./20.8 gr.; 0°.
f) Shrewsbury (SCBI Midlands Museums 243) 1.36 g./21.0 gr.; 45°.
g) Shrewsbury (SCBI Midlands Museums 244) 1.72 g./26.5 gr.; 315°.
h) Tallinn; ex Vaabina hoard 95, 1.52 g./23.4 gr.; 45°; 21 mm.

H’a” As 138 above +ÆE ET L FIOL V.ND
Obv. = 138-41, and 144-7 Rev. = 143

*a) Stockholm (BEH 2142) 1.77 g./27.3 gr.; 180°; 20.2 mm.

La” + EDELR/EDREXEOI As 142 above
Rev. = 142

*a) Stockholm (BEH 2143) 1.64 g./25.3 gr.; 270°; 20.0 mm.

H’b” Asl38above XO/ ETEI ADI mil
Obv. = 138-42, and 145-7

*a) Stockholm (I 107) 1.38 g./21.3 gr.; 20°; 20.2 mm.
b) Stockholm (I 106) 1.80 g./27.8 gr.; 0°; 20.6 mm.
c) Stockholm (I 108) 2.29 g./35.3 gr.; 0°; 20.6 mm.
d) British Museum (BMC 397); ex‘Russian’ hoard 2.34 g./36.2 gr.

H’c” As 138 above +/ED ELNO DFI’O LIFE
Obv. = 138-42, 144, and 146-7

*a) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 219); exNousiainen hoard (Mossop 1971, x 17) 1.32 g./20.3 gr.; 180°.

H’w As 138 above As 29 above
Obv. = 138-42, 144-5, and 147 Rev. = 29. English die transported to the imitative work

shop.
*a) Stockholm; exOxarve hoard 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 45°; 19.7 mm.
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147 H’v As 138 above As 28 above
Obv. = 138-42 and 144-6 Rev. = 28, and (with cross added) 148. An English die

transported to the workshop.
*a) Stockholm (BEH 793, BEH 1846 Ed. 434) 1.55 g./24.0 gr.; 270°; 19.8 mm.

b) Stockholm (BEH 793 bis) 1.56 g./24.1 gr.; 135°; 20.0 mm.

148 J’v + ÆDELR/EDREXANÜL As 28 above
Obv. = 149-52 and 154-5 Rev. - (without cross) 28 and 147. Cross added to second

heraldic quarter.
*a) Stockholm (BEH 792) 1.44 g./22.2 gr.; 135°; 19.7 mm.

149 J’t’ Asl48above Asl30above
Obv. = 148, 150-2, and 154-5 Rev. = 130

*a) Stockholm (BEH 794) 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 270°; 19.8 mm.
b) Schleswig; ex List hoard 602 (cut halfpenny) 0.85 g./13.1 gr.; 315°.

150 J’u’ As 148 above
Obv. = 148-9, 151-2, and 154-5

*a) Stockholm; ex Kännungs hoard 1.60g./24.7 i

151 J’z As 148 above
Obv. = 148-50, 151A, 152, and 154-5

*a) Lund; ex Igelosa hoard 1.42 g./21.9 gr.; 315°.

As 131 above
Rev. = 131 and 132 

■.; 270°; 19.7 mm.

As 32 above
Rev. = 32. English die transported to the imitative work
shop.

151A J’l” As 148 above
Obv. = 148-51, 152, and 154-55

+ PVL FSIE EFI'O EOFR 
Die may be English.

*a) Riga (CVVM 96, 657) (pierced) 1.26 g./l9.5 gr.; 315°.

152 J’d” As 148 above +EE) ESTA NnO OCIS
Obv. = 148-51 A, and 154-5 Rev. = 153

*a) Stockholm (BEH 276 bis) 1.36 g./21.0 gr.; 135°; 19.6 mm.
b) Stockholm (BEH Supplement 4350) 1.37 g./21.1 gr.; 315°; 19.6 mm.

153 K’d” + EDELREDREXANLLO Asl52above
An English die transported to the workshop. Rev. = 152

*a) Stockholm (BEH 276) 1.52 g./23.5 gr.; 110°; 19.4 mm.

154 J’e” As 148 above +STI REE RITO EOFO
Obv. = 148-52, and 155

*a) Stockholm (BEH 871) 1.50 g./23.2 gr.; 90°; 19.4 mm.

155 J’f” As 148 above EST IRE ARM 'OEI
Obv. = 148-52, and 154 Rev. = 156

*a) Stockholm (BEH 1896) 1.48 g./22.8 gr.; 45°; 19.9 mm.

156 L’f" XSISIEREXAIDLSIO As 155 above
Obv. = 157-61 Rev. = 155

*a) Stockholm (BEH Sisig 2) 1.51 g./23.3 gr.; 225°; 19.8 mm.

157 L’g” Asl56above EFÆ REM NFI’O DYFLI
Obv. = 156, and 158-61 Rev. = 165

*a) Stockholm (BEH Sisig 1) 1.62 g./25.0 gr.; 200°; 19.6 mm.

158 L’h” As 156 above EVN NVLF TOE OFR
Obv. = 156-7, and 159-61

*a) Stockholm (BEH Sisig 3) 1.66 g./25.6 gr.; 180°; 20.1 mm.
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159 L’i” Asl56above +SÄ GOLI OH'D ILIE
Obv. = 156-8, and 160-1

*a) Stockholm (BEH Sisig 3 bis); ex Igelösa hoard 1.64 g./25.3 gr.; 160°; 19.9 mm.

160 L’j” Asl56above ESTE ORCE RM’O EOFR
Obv. = 156-9, and 161 Rev. = 163 and 164

*a) Stockholm; ex Kvinnegårda I hoard 1.52 g./23.4 gr.; 225°; 19.7 mm.

161 L’x’ As 156 above As 137 above
Obv. = 156-60 Rev. = 137, 138, and 162

*a) Helsinki (SCBI Helsinki 932); ex Nousiainen hoard (pierced) 1.61 g./24.8 gr.; 0°.

162 M’x’ XIIHTRLREXDYFLMI As 137 above
Obv. = 163 and 165 Rev. = 137, 138, and 161

*a) British Museum (SCBI British Museum, H-N 27); ex Spink 1930, 1.60 g./24.7 gr.; 270°.

163 M’j” As 162 above As 160 above
Obv. = 162 and 165 Rev. = 160 and 164
a) Stockholm (BEH Sihtric 76) 1.63 g./25.1 gr.; 0°; 19.8 mm.

*b) Lund; ex Igelösa hoard 1.59 g./24.5 gr.; 90°.
c) Copenhagen (SCBICopenhagen v 18); ex Kelstrup hoard 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 0°.

164 N’j” EÆDELRÆDREXITNjL Asl60above
Rev. = 160 and 163

*a) Stockholm (BEH Supplement 4356) 1.75 g./27.0 gr.; 225°; 19.7 mm.

165 M’g” As 162 above
Obv. = 162 and 163

As 157 above
Rev. = 157

*a) Stockholm (BEH Sihtric 44) 1.51 g./23.3 gr.; 180°; 19.4 mm.

DIE-CHAIN 2: COINS STRUCK AT AN ENGLISH MINT

201 A°a° E/EDELR/EDREX ANGLO ELEO FETA NFI'O EOFR
Obv. = 202

*a) Stockholm (BEH 761) 1.56 g./24.1 gr.

202 A°b° As 201 above ELEO FETA NITO EOFR
Obv. = 201 Rev. = 203. Pellet in second heraldic quarter. This die was

transported to the imitative workshop.
*a) York (SCBI Yorkshire 83); ex Cook 1920; ex Goddard Johnson c. 1850 (pierced) 1.50 g./23.1 gr.; 45°.

DIE-CHAIN 2: COINS STRUCK AT THE IMITATIVE WORKSHOP

203 B°b° EEDEREDREXANjLEOX As 202 above
Obv. = 204-8 Rev. = 202. Probably an English die transported to the

workshop.
* a) Copenhagen (SCBI Copenhagen ii 265); ex Bonderup hoard (Sjælland) 1.57 g./24.2 gr.; 90°.

204 B°c° As 203 above XLE OFET AMMO EOFI
Obv. = 203 and 205-8 Pellet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) ?; ex Mack (SCBI Mack 974); bt Baldwin 1963, 1.33 g./20.5 gr.; 10°.
b) Visby; exGandarve hoard (CNS 1.1 9:492) (cut halfpenny) 0.81 g./l2.5 gr.; 90°.

205 B°d° As 203 above ELEO FITA NFIO 0E0
Obv. = 203-4, and 206-8 Pellet in second heraldic quarter.

*a) Stockholm (BEH 758) 1.53 g./23.6 gr.; 270°; 20.2 mm.
b) Stockholm (I 70); ex Stige hoard (fragment) 0.77 g./l 1.8 gr.; 180°; 20.6 mm.
c) Liverpool (SCBI Merseyside 1056); ex Nelson; bt Seaby 1948, 1.46 g./22.6 gr.; 315°.
d) Berlin; ex H. Dannenberg 1892, 1.76 g./27.2 gr.; 270°.
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206 B°e° As 203 above +DV RETA NH’O EOF
Obv. = 203-5, and 207-8 

*a) Stockholm (BEH 949) 1.44 g./22.2 gr.; 225°; 20.0 mm.

207 B°f° As 203 above +DE OVH E’FIO EEN.
Obv. = 203-6, and 208 

*a) Stockholm (BEH 136) 1.71 g./26.4 gr.; 200°; 20.9 mm.
b) Schleswig; ex List hoard 91, 1.41 g./21.7 gr.; 270°.

208 B°g° As 203 above .+0V. FRIE 1400 FRO
Obv. = 203-7 

*a) Stockholm (171)1.86 g./28.7 gr.; 270°; 20.9 mm.
b) Copenhagen (SCBI Copenhagen ii 1483); ex Kirchhoff 1910, 1.66 g./25.6 gr.; 315°.

Appendix II
The Collections
Bergen Historisk Museum, Bergen, Norway.
Berlin
British

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Berlin, D.D.R.

Museum British Museum, London, U.K.
Chester Grosvenor Museum, Chester, U.K.
Copenhagen Den Kig. Mønt- og Medaillesamling, 

National Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Dresden Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden,

D.D.R.
Glasgow Hunterian and Coats Collections, University 

of Glasgow, U.K.
Helsinki National Museum of Finland, Helsinki, 

Finland.
Lahti
Leeds

Lahti Historical Museum, Lahti, Finland.

University Leeds University, U.K.
Lincoln Usher Gallery, Lincoln, U.K.
Liverpool Merseyside County Museums, Liverpool, 

U.K.
Lund Lunds Universitets Historiska Museum, 

Lund, Sweden.
New York American Numismatic Society, New York,

U.S.A.
Reykjavik National Museum of Iceland, Reykjavik, 

Iceland.
Riga Latvian Central Historical Museum, Riga,

Latvian S.S.R.
Schleswig Schleswig-Holsteinisches Landesmuseum 

für Vor- und Frühgeschichte, Schleswig, 
B.R.D.

Shrewsbury Shrewsbury Museum and Art Gallery, 
Shrewsbury, U.K.

Stamford Stamford Town Council, Stamford, U.K.

Stockholm Kungl. Myntkabinettet, Statens Museum for 
Mynt, Medalj, og Penninghistoria, Stock
holm, Sweden.

Tallinn Historical Institute of the Estonian
Academy, Tallinn, Estonian S.S.R.

Taunton Somerset County Museum, Taunton,
Somerset, U.K.

Uppsala Universitets Myntkabinett, Uppsala, 
Sweden.

Visby Gotlands Fornsal, Visby, Sweden.
York Yorkshire Museum, York, U.K.

Appendix III
The Hoards
All hoards referred to in this paper, other than those from 
the British Isles discussed on pages 52—54, are listed below. 
Each is discribed by findspot, parish, province and country, 
followed by its date of discovery, musuem record number, 
the most convenient publication reference (where a fuller 
bibliography will often be found), and some indication of its 
date of deposit. References are then given to entries in the 
Catalogue of Coins and, where appropriate, to pages in the 
text.

Amlings, Linde, Gotland, Sweden. 1911 SHM Inv. 14565 
(Hatz 165, tpq 1025) 106a.

Barshaga, Othem, Gotland, Sweden. 1911 SHM Inv. 14379 
(Hatz 127, tpq 1011) 104a and 141c.

Binge, Väte, Gotland, Sweden. 1893. SHM Inv. 9166 (Hatz 
120, tpq 1005) 115a.

Bonderup, Taarnborg, Sjælland, Denmark. 1854 FP 
1 ?>7(SCBI Copenhagen i no. 92, tpq A/S 1050) 203a.

Bosarve, Stånga, Gotland, Sweden. 1939 SHM Inv. 22468 
(Hatz\71,tpq 1027) 141b.
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Botvalde, Väte, Gotland, Sweden. 1943 SHM Inv. 23228 
(Hatz 227, tpq 1039) 31b.

Ekeskogs, Hejde, Gotland, Sweden. 1961 SHM Inv. 26697 
(Hatz 136, tpq 1014) 24a, 29b, and p. 58.

Gandarve, Alva, Gotland, Sweden. 1952 GF C9851 (Hatz 
263, CMS'1.1 9, 1047) 102c and 204b.

Gannarve, Hall, Gotland, Sweden. 1925 GF C6130 (12 of the 
15 coins under this inventory number are from Gannar
ve. They are not recorded by Hatz, but may be a parcel 
from the Gannarve I hoard-Hatz 372, tpq 1120) 137a.

Gärestad, Edestad, Blekinge, Sweden. 1888 SHM Inv. 8503 
(Hatz 296, SCBI Copenhagen i no. 93, tpq 1056) 113a.

Gaulverjabær, Arnessÿsla, Iceland. 1930 (Eldjárn 1948, tpq
1002) lOli.

Hallsarve, När, Gotland, Sweden. 1942 SHM Inv. 23040 
(Hatz 360, tpq 1106) 114a and 119b.

Hattula, Ellilä, Finland. 1950 NM 12766 etc. (SCBI Helsinki 
p. xxvii, tpq 1024) p. 58.

Holsegaard, Øster Larsker, Bornholm, Denmark. 1884 FP 
498 (SCBI Copenhagen i no. 40, Galster 1977-78 no. 
23, tpq] 004) 104b (?), 105b (?), and 119c.

Igelösa, Igelösa, Skåne, Sweden. 1924 SHM Inv. 17532 
(Hatz 124, SCBI Copenhagen i no. 37, tpq 1005, tag A/S
1003) 125a, 151a, 159a, 163b, and p. 59.

Kännungs, Hellvi, Gotland, Sweden. 1934 SHM Inv. 20879 
(Hatz 166, tpq 1025) 28a, 101b, 138a, 14 Id, 150a, and p. 
58.

Karls, Tingstäde, Gotland, Sweden. 1966 GF C10396 (Hatz 
232, Dolley, Lundström, and van der Meer 1967, tpq 
1039) 27a, Illa, 134a, and 135a.

Kelstrup, Stillinge, Sjælland, Denmark. 1859 FP 207 (SCBI 
Copenhagen i no. 57, tpq A/S 1023) 104b (?), and 163c.

Kolodesi, Kaluga, Russia, U.S.S.R. 1964 (Belyakov and 
Yanina 1977, tpq 1065) p. 37.

Kuhtla-Käve, Estonia, U.S.S.R. 1957 (Soerd 1965, tpqcA 120) 
138b.

Kurkijoki, Kuuppala, Karellia, U.S.S.R. 1886 (SCBI Helsinki 
p. xxviii, tpq 1050) 129Aa.

Kvinnegårda I, Havdhem, Gotland, Sweden. 1893 SHM Inv. 
9774 (Hatz 265, tpq 1047) 160a.

List, Sylt, Schleswig-Holstein, B.R.D. 1937 (La Baume and 
Nöbbe 1958, tpq 1000) 2b, 20b, 110b, 149b, 207b, and p. 
58.

Maidla, Estonia, U.S.S.R. 1974 (Leimus 1979, tpq 1135, but 
main hoard 1090) p. 57.

Myrände, Atlingbo, Gotland, Sweden. 1893 SHM Inv. 
9392/3 (Hatz 209, CNS 1.1 19, tpq 1036) p. 58.

Nousiainen, Nikkilä, Finland. 1895 NM 3132, 3579 (SCBI 
Helsinki p. xxx, tpq c. 1036) 12a, 29c, 101g, 109f, 145a, 
and 161a.

Österby, Othem, Gotland, Sweden. 1920 GF C1383 (Hatz 
160, tpq 1024) p. 58.

Oxarve, Hemse, Gotland, Sweden. 1920 SHM Inv. 16504 
(Hatz 374, tpq 1120) 128b and 146a.

‘Russian Find’. Before 1850 (Dolley and Strudwick 1955 p. 
35, tpq 1028) 144d.

Schwaan I, Bützow (Rostock), Schwerin, D.D.R. 1859 
(Kiersnowski 1964 no. 164, tpq 1024) p. 58.

Sigsarve, Hejde, Gotland, Sweden. 1918 SHM Inv. 16077, 
16200 (Hatz 285, tpq 1055) p. 58.

Skubarczewo, Kinno, Mogilno, Poland. 1879 (Slaski and 
Tabaczynski 1959 no. 47, tpq 1021) 19Aa.

Sløgstad, Stranda, More og Romsdal, Norway. 1947 (Skaare 
1976 no. 127, tpq 1002) p. 58.

Stige, Indal, Medelpad, Sweden. 1904 SHM Inv. 12079 
(Hatz 152, tpq\02\) 205b.

Stockholm (Karlberg), Uppland, Sweden. 1868 SHM Inv. 
3861 (Hatz 133, tpq 1012) 102b and 109d.

Stora Enbjänne, Hogrän, Gotland, Sweden. 1881 SHM Inv. 
6821 (Hatz 125, tpq 1005) 112b.

Store Frigaard, Øster Marie, Bornholm, Denmark. 1928 FP 
1701 (SCBI Copenhagen i no. 106, Galster 1977-78 no. 
48, tpq 1106) 22 b.

Stora Sojdeby, Foie, Gotland, Sweden. 1910 SHM Inv. 
14091/2 (Hatz 354, Schnittger 1915, tpq 1089) 19b, 
101c, 122c, 127a, 130a, and 139c.

Store Valby, Aagerup, Sjælland, Denmark. 1839 FP xxxvii 
(SCBI Copenhagen i no. 82, tpq A/S 1042) 132a and p. 
58.

Stryjewo Wielkie, Ciechanów, Warszawa, Poland, c. 1970 
(Glendining & Co., 14.iii. 1973, lots 1-146, tpq 1044) 
123a.

Vaabina, Estonia, U.S.S.R. 1936 (Anderson 1937, tpq A/S 
1003) 122eand 141h.

Ytlings, Othem, Gotland, Sweden. 1894 SHM Inv. 9533 
(Hatz 91, tpq 1003) 139b.

Appendix IV
Corrections to certain Published 
Catalogues
Coins now considered to be Scandinavian strikings
A number of coins which had been published as English or 
Hiberno-Norse are considered in this paper to be products 
of the imitative workshop, and hence Scandinavian. Some of 
the reattributions, particularly of coins in the Stockholm 
Systematic Collection, have already been published by ot
hers, but for the sake of consistency they are set out again 
below. The following is a list of coins which occur in Die
chains 1 or 2 and which are now considered to be Scandina
vian strikings. No corrections are necessary to BMC.
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B. E. Hildebrand, Anglosachsiska mynt, 2nd Ed., Stockholm, 
1881.

Æthelræd II 136, 276, 329, 758, 792-4, 814-5, 871-3, 
889, 937, 949-51, 953, 997, 1515-6, 1896, 2142-3, 
3362,4350,4355-6.

Sihtric III 44, 76.
Sisig 1-3.

S. Holm, Uppsala Universitets Anglosaxiska Myntsamling, Upp
sala, 1917.

Nos. 101, 145-6.

Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles, London, 1958 -
Vol. 2 (Hunterian Museum, Glasgow) Nos. 845, 861.
Vol. 5 (Grosvenor Museum, Chester) Nos. 457-9.
Vol. 7 (National Museum, Copenhagen, part ii) Nos. 

265, 276(?), 283, 311,487, 1532.
Vol. 8 (British Museum, Hiberno-Norse) No. 27.
Vol. 20 (R. P. Mack Collection) No. 974.
Vol. 21 (National Museum, Copenhagen, part v) Nos. 

18,31,35A.
Vol. 25 (National Museum, Helsinki) Nos. 219, 360.

Corpus Nummorum Sæculorum IX-XI qui in Suecia reperti sunt, 
Stockholm,1975 —

Vol. 1:1 No. 9.468.

Coins now considered to be English
The final section of this paper discusses a number of Long 
Cross coins which had been considered Hiberno-Norse. 
There follows a list of those coins for which, on balance, an 
English attribution is now preferred.

B.E. Hildebrand, Anglosachsiska mynt (coins which had been 
reattributed in van der Meer 1961 or Dolley 1972)

Æthelræd II 731,954, 956, 1387, 3533, 3538-9.

Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles
Vol. 5 (Grosvenor Museum, Chester) Nos. 454-6.
Vol. 7 (National Museum, Copenhagen, part ii) Nos. 

251,485.
Vol. 8 (British Museum, Hiberno-Norse) No. 43.
Vol. 17 (Midland Museums) No. 211.
Vol. 20 (R. P. Mack Collection) No. 973.
Vol. 21 (Yorkshire Collections) No. 1480.
Vol. 22 (National Museum, Copenhagen, part v) Nos. 

27,30.
Vol. 25 (National Museum, Helsinki) No. 934.
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Imitation and Imitation of Imitation:
Some Problems Posed by the non-English Helmet Pennies 

with the Name of Æthelræd II
by Michael Dolley

Between pp. 37-165 and 486-90 of his classic 
Anglosachsiska mynt Bror Emil Hildebrand has 
listed, inclusive of mules and of minor variants, a 
grand total of 530 Helmet type pennies of the 
early eleventh century, 529 as English and only 
one as Irish (recte Hiberno-Norse)1. Nearly a 
century later re-examination of that material 
prompts only very minor revisions. Of the coins 
purporting to be Anglo-Saxon ten should be 
transferred to the Hiberno-Norse trays, and 
seven to the Scandinavian. Helmet type imita
tions in both these series are, of course, relatively 
rare, but it may be thought that this was some
thing always to be expected. Imitators almost by 
definition are prone to eschew issues which are 
light in weight, and particularly when the types 
to be copied are relatively complicated. Pace Mr 
John Brand2, there is no doubt that Helmet was 
one of Æthelræd Il’s six substantive issues, and

1: B. E. Hildebrand, Anglosachsiska mynt, 2nd edn, Stock
holm, 1881. It should be noted that reckoned as 
English were the pennies with the Dublin mint
signature in Æthelræd’s name.

2: SNC 1967, pp. 63-5 - curiously, if one could be 
confident of the arithmetic, the paper in fact vindicates 
the substantive status of Second Hand, for the argument 
is very much that the two types fall (and so stand) 
together.

3: BEH Ethelred 59 (Bath) and 3397 (Salisbury). The last 
is, of course, the earliest coin of the mint, cf. NNUM 
1954, pp. 152-6.

3a: BEH Ethelred 3981 (Worcester).
4: Work since Antikvariskt Arkiv 9 is most conveniently 

summarized on p. 346 of SCMB 1977 STET 29-88. 

even those serious students who still find diffi
culty in accepting the hypothesis of a regular 
sexennial cycle embracing virtually the whole of 
the reign seem prepared to concede that there 
is, after all, a strong case for the Helmet issue 
beginning in the autumn of 1003 and extending 
as late as the autumn of 1009. As will be argued 
below, there are no authentic mules with the 
Long Cross issue which immediately preceded it, 
but for too long neglected by English students 
are two transitional pieces (BEH Ethelred 59 
and 3397) which must come at the very head of 
the issue, and which are illustrated here (Pl I, 1 
8c 2). They are, of course, critical for the 
recognition of the individual style of the English 
engraver who may be supposed to have supplied 
coinage-dies to mints in south-western England 
at the issue’s inception 3. In the same way, a 
unique mule into the succeeding Last Small Cross 
type (Pl 1,3) should give some idea of the 
personal quirks of the craftsman supplying dies 
to mints in the West Midlands during the last 
months of Helmet’s currency33.

An unpublished analysis of the dozen survi
ving coins from the countermanded Agnus Dei 
type associated with the late summer of 1009 
suggests that the pattern of regional die-cutting 
so clearly discernible in the Last Small Cross type 
was no innovation, while recent work on distinc
tive series in the Long Cross type argues that 
decentralization of die-production already was 
in process as early as the opening years of the 
eleventh century4. Not the least of the difficul
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ties facing the student of Helmet type coins 
struck outside England is the absence of a 
monograph establishing with decent precision 
the regional pattern of die-production existing 
in respect of the prototypes. That the dies for 
the English coins were not cut all at one centre 
should be immediately obvious - one has only to 
cite the ‘peakless helmet’ style that is particularly 
associated with York (Pl I, 4) but the odd 
specimen of which seems to occur as far afield as 
Bath5 - but a fortunate homogeneity of style 
among the best of the imitations, Hiberno-Norse 
and Scandinavian, means that the recognition of 
non-English work often proves easier than the 
erection of valid criteria for the distribution of 
the dies of the English prototypes between 
different regional schools.

Where difficulty does exist when working with 
the imitations is in drawing the distinction be
tween ‘insular’, i.e. Hiberno -Norse, and ‘conti
nental’, i.e. Scandinavian, and it is only with the 
resolution of this dichotomy that one is in a 
position finally to determine which pieces consi
dered by Hildebrand to be English (or ‘Irish’) 
belong in fact to Scandinavia. With great gene
rosity Professor Brita Maimer has made this task 
infinitely easier by putting at the author’s dispo
sition a total of 56 Helmet type pieces of early 
eleventh-century fabric picked out from the 
systematic collections of the Royal Coin Cabinet 
and National Museum of Monetary History at 
Stockholm (hereinafter cited KMK), and from 
various unpublished hoards, and to these pieces, 
all certainly Scandinavian, there have been ad
ded another 14, some of them die-duplicates, 
which were admitted by Hildebrand (or in some 
cases perhaps by a successor in KMK, Mrs Rosa 
Christina Norström6) to a place in the English 
cabinets, or which until quite recently have 
passed for ‘Irish’.

Since Hildebrand’s time there have emerged 
certain criteria the presence of one or more of 
which can be taken as indicative of a coin’s 
production at a centre beyond the effective 
control of the English king. Most immediately 

obvious of these is striking on rectangular flans7. 
One recalls ruefully that at one time - at the 
beginning of the eighteenth century - the practi
ce was thought to be Irish8, but today it is 
universally accepted that only coins on round 
flans left English mints (and, for that matter, the 
mint of Dublin). It follows that a die employed to 
strike a coin on a rectangular flan may be 
presumed to be Scandinavian - unless, of 
course, it should prove possible to demonstrate 
abstraction of the die from an English mint, 
something that seems not to have happened in 
the case of any English die of Helmet type, 
though the odd instance is known to have 
occurred earlier and perhaps later9. This 
rectangular-flan criterion alone, we may note, is 
sufficient of itself to cast doubt on the English 
origin of half of the obverse dies in the sharply 
defined grouping of Scandinavian dies stylisti
cally good enough to have deceived a past 
generation of English numismatists. Mules be
tween Helmet and the preceding Long Cross and 
succeeding Last Small Cross types are not quite so 
final - there is, as we have seen, an authentic 
English Helmet/Last Small Cross mule from Wor
cester - but in combination such mules can be 
very effective, and in the present instance their 
very multiplicity suffices to cast doubt on the 
English work of five of the dozen Scandinavian 
dies which have passed muster for insular.

5: BEH Ethelred 53.
Cf infra, p. 116.

7: On the blanks for these cf Lillemor Lundström, 
Bitsilver och betalningsringar, Stockholm, 1973 (= Theses 
and Papers in North-European Archceology 2).

8: N. Keder, Nummorum in Hibernia etc., Leipzig, 1708.
9: A full list will be published in SCBI Stockholm H/N 

(forthcoming) of those where an English die is used at 
Dublin (Crux, Watchet: Long Cross, Worcester: Last 
Small Cross, Chester - note the geographical pattern). 
At least one group of English dies seems to have been 
removed to Scandinavia from York c. 997 (cf. BNJ 
XXX, ii( 1961 ), pp. 217-220), but most of the dies used 
in Scandinavia and thought to be English by our 
Scandinavian colleagues are in fact imitative STET 
29-88.
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Equally suggestive, even if not always in itself 
conclusive, is the pattern of weights. One ought 
to be alerted, if not positively disturbed, when 
one finds a Helmet coin superficially English but 
weighing more than 1.6 g. or less than 1.2 g., 
and this is indeed the case with at least one 
striking from two-thirds and more of the more 
plausible of the dies which this paper will be 
distinguishing as Scandinavian. Finally there is 
the question of unintelligibility (‘blundering’) of 
legend. Among the dozen imitative dies of the 
better type there are only three which are not 
found at Stockholm combined with a reverse 
which a student of the Anglo-Saxon series would 
not reject instinctively as non-English.

Cumulatively these criteria are even more im
pressive, and later in this paper tables will be 
used (pp. 98 and 99 infra) to demonstrate the 
formidable interlocking of the totality of the 
evidence. First it will be necessary, however, to 
give some account of the 91 coins in KMK at 
Stockholm, many of them unpublished, which, 
in the opinion of the present writer at least, are 
the products of dies engraved in Ireland or in 
Scandinavia no later than the first half of the 
second decade of the eleventh century. Exclu
ded from the scope of this paper are those 
imitations which are demonstrably later in date, 
for example a well-known series associated with 
Lund and the heyday of Harthacnut (Pl VII, 7), 
and some late and crude pieces struck on exi
guous flans (Pl VII, 8). Neither would take in for 
one minute any serious student of the English 
series, and both lie in the province of the purely 
Scandinavian investigator. Our ninety-odd coins 
fall naturally into four major groupings, two 
‘Irish’ (Hiberno-Norse) and two Scandinavian. 
What must surprise is that the principal nexus 
where style is concerned lies between the larger 
of the ‘Irish’ and the larger of the Scandinavian 
groupings, and the implications of this will have 
to be described later. To take first the Hiberno- 
Norse coins of the Dublin mint, they number no 
more than 21. Since they are all shortly to be 
published - and illustrated - in a fascicle of the 

British Academy’s Sylloge of Coins of the British 
Isles, it is sufficient perhaps to remark that they 
appear to be from 10 obverse and 13 reverse 
dies. There are no rectangular-flan pieces, no 
mules, and no pieces of suspiciously high weight 
- though it should be noted in passing that the 
series generally appears to have been struck to a 
weight-standard appreciably lighter than that 
found in the case of even the lighter of the 
English prototypes. There is only one obverse 
legend which substitutes the name of Sihtric for 
that of the English king, but five of the reverse 
legends include an acceptable form of the Dub
lin mintsignature, while four include a version 
of the personal name Færemin (ON Farmann?) 
which is peculiarly associated with the Dublin 
mint in the first decade or so of the eleventh 
century. When we come to scrutinize the obverse 
legends wherein is reproduced the name of 
Æthelræd, we find that seven of the eight legible 
dies a) exhibit the well-attested Dublin engra
ver’s quirk of substituting *+ ’ for the ‘X’ of the 
royal title, and b) substitute ‘D’ for the final 
unlenited consonant of the king’s name. That all 
were engraved by one and the same man cannot 
well be doubted, nor his identity with the engra
ver of the unique die where Æthelræd’s name is 
replaced by that of Sihtric. Chosen for illustra
tion here is one of these last coins (Pl I, 5) 
together with a pseudo-Æthelræd coin of the 
moneyer ‘Siulf’ which has the exceptionally full 
and unequivocal Dublin mint-signature DYFLI- 
NAM (Pl I, 6). The portrait in both cases is that 
which one might term normal for Dublin coins 
of the issue, and the most obvious criterion is the 
inclusion at the peak of the helmet of a third 
annulet, a feature which the writer has failed to 
find exhibited by an English die. For obvious 
reasons it must also be said that there exists one 
quite exceptional Dublin die from which this 
feature is absent - as also are the special forms of 
‘X’ and ‘D’ - and certainly at this stage the 
possibility should not be altogether precluded of 
the obverse die being English, even though a 
die-link with a coin incontrovertibly English has 
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still to be discovered. Finally, and for reasons 
that will appear later in this note, mention 
should be made of the existence at Stockholm of 
a third coin (? unique) with the normal Dublin 
bust and legend (third annulet, ‘D’ and *+ ’ etc.), 
but with a curious detail at the base of the helmet 
which culminates in a spike-like object impaling 
a trefoil.

That the 21 coins summarily cited above are 
Hiberno-Norse imitations directly copied from 
English pennies seems incontrovertible. Geo
graphy alone must make it unlikely if not 
impossible that the Dublin engraver had access 
to Scandinavian imitations to serve as his mo
dels, and still there is no record of a tenth- or 
eleventh-century Scandinavian coin struck ear
lier than the 1040s reaching the Anglo-Celtic 
Isles. The point is one by no means as academic 
as at first sight it might appear. What this paper 
will be suggesting in due course is that the most 
skilful of the Scandinavian engravers of coins of 
Helmet type had on the bench before him at least 
one of the Dublin imitations to serve as one of 
his models.

Turning now to the seventy coins which it is 
opined are Scandinavian and not ‘Irish’, a simi
lar stylistic dichotomy emerges. On the one hand 
there are a dozen obverse dies of very sophistica
ted work - the principal subject of this paper - 
and when these are found combined with one or 
other of four reverse dies (two of Helmet and two 
of Long Cross') exhibiting comparable proficien
cy, the products - when struck on round flans - 
have for far too long bedevilled the whole 
problem of imitation of the type in question. As 
recently as 1968 one was published if not as 
English at least as Hiberno-Norse. On the other, 
there are very few obverse dies of a style and 
execution which would not take in for one 
moment an English specialist, and it may be as 
well to dispose of the nine coins struck from 
them before getting down to the very real 
problems presented by the pieces where the 
obverse dies are of very superior execution. 

Significantly there seem to be no links between 
the two groupings, and no less suggestive is the 
fact that all the more ‘barbarous’ coins are 
mules. It is possible, of course, that Dr Maimer’s 
definitive researches may establish an ultimate 
nexus between the two groupings - as will be 
seen there is just a possibility that one or two of 
the cruder dies go back for their inspiration to 
coins of more sophisticated style - but for the 
present it is better to assume that they are the 
products of at least two distinct ateliers - the term 
‘mint’ it will be suggested in due course is one 
best avoided in the case of purely imitative 
coinages where the legends are purely deriva
tive, where not deliberately unintelligible, and 
seem never to essay the name of a local author
ity.

The ‘mini-corpus’ that follows is drawn up on 
the following principles. Within each of the two 
main groupings each obverse and reverse die is 
given a letter, this being enclosed in a bracket 
where the die is not of Helmet type. Each die
combination is given a running number, and 
usually the best preserved specimen is selected 
for illustration. Where established the hoard
provenance is supplied - the abbreviation ‘whp’ 
(without hoard provenance) or the Hildebrand 
number (BEH) both mean that it is not known 
from which particular Swedish hoard the coin 
derives. Details also are given of weight and die
axis. A word may also be said about the trans
criptions of the legends. These are purely con
ventional even arbitrary, and are meant to 
convey no more than what one particular stu
dent opined that the engraver may have been 
essaying. In due season, of course, they will have 
utterly to be superseded by Dr Maimer’s meticu
lous renderings of what actually appears on the 
coins, but for the present they may serve conve
niently to distinguish dies in a series almost 
tedious in the monotonous limitations of its 
pseudo-epigraphy. A dot below a letter indicates 
that it is reversed, and one above that is is 
inverted.
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A) Coins of inferior execution
a) LONG CROSS/HELMET MU LES

Dies
(4>)<p 1) Obv. +DI----O—PNO Rev. 4-DI/OPI/CNI/ON (retrograde)

a) RECTANGULAR FLAN whp 2.19 g., 60° (Pl I, 7)

(X)x 2) Obv. +NDCDOIIOIC + NO (retrograde) Rev. From the same reverse die
Right-facing bust
a) whp 1.24 g., 330° (Pl I, 8)

(V) tp 3) Obv. Meaningless sequence of strokes and opposed wedges Rev. Apparently anepigraphic
Right-facing bust
a) 0.94 g„? (Pl II, 1)

NB This coin could well be substantially later than others of the grouping but is included in the interests of totality 

(Q)œ4) Obv. II + II...IIIAIIIL IMII Rev. + + HM / IVÇN I IIVp/HPN
a) ? Fd Gärestad, Edestad parish, Blekinge, 1888 1.30 g., 0° (Pl II, 2)

b) HELMET/LASTSMALL CROSS MULES

T(o) 5) Obv. +EDELREDREXANG Rev. +LEIDIIIICIC?LIIOICII
a) whp 1.31 g„ 150° (Pl II, 3)

T (t) 6) Obv. From the same obverse die Rev. xCI 11 IO? 1111111ICOI
Pellets in angles of cross of reverse type

a) Fd Gärestad, Edestad parish, Blekinge, 1888 1.12 g., 180° (Pl II, 4)

T (v) 7) Obv. From the same obverse die Rev. xCIVLO-IIE H IC DOÇ
a) Fd Gärestad, Edestad parish, Blekinge, 1888 1.60 g., 0°
b) whp 1.49 g., 0°
c) whp 1.18 g„ 270°(Pl II, 5)
d) Fd Hallsarve, När parish, Gotland, 1942 1.16 g., 180°
NB The reverse die omits the inner circle proper to the type.

The four Long Cross/Helmet mules need scarcely 
detain us. It may be noted, however, that the 
first is faulted by its rectangular flan and weight 
as well as by stylistic considerations, and takes 
with it the second coin with which it is die-linked. 
In the same way the third coin falls to the 
ground by reason of its weight as well as crudity 
of execution, while the fourth is excluded from 
the English series by the unintelligibility of both 
legends even were one to accept the style of the 
portrait. The Blekinge provenance (Hatz10 296)

10: G. Hatz, Handel und Verkehr zwischen dem Deutschen 
Reich und Schweden in der späten Wikingerzeit, Stock
holm, 1974.

is chronologically meaningless even in respect of 
the actual coin, and we can only hope that Dr 
Maimer may in due course pick up the obverse 
dies in other combinations - to be stressed is the 
fact that the present writer in the time at his 
disposal has not been able to check for die-links 
those obverses and reverses among the Scandi
navian imitations which are not of Helmet type.

Little needs to be said, too, concerning the 
Helmet/Last Small Cross coins beyond the fact that 
three reverses with the one obverse is in itself 
more than enough to arouse suspicion even if 
the argument is far from being conclusive. The 
single Gotland provenance (Hatz 360) is, of 
course, chronologically irrelevant, while the fact 
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that two of the coins derive from a hoard from 
Blekinge can scarcely sustain any attribution to 
Skåne. What should be pointed out, however, is 
that the large cross pattée of the reverse type 
found in the case of coin 5) indicates the 
engraver’s awareness of English pence of the 
Last and not the Intermediate Small Cross type, 
and, inasmuch as the argument could be 
thought to be decisive for placing this grouping 
of Scandinavian coins no earlier than the second 
decade of the eleventh century, one of the 
English prototypes is illustrated to make the 
point (Pl II, 6).

We may now turn to the larger grouping 
which takes in a dozen obverse and two reverse 
dies of Helmet type, together with two reverses of 
Long Cross type, where the standard of die
cutting is so sophisticated that a number of the 
coins from them have been considered English 
as recently as within the last decade. Again it is 
best to begin with a mini-corpus of the KMK 
specimens, but such is the complexity of the die
linking that it has been thought best to summari
ze it diagrammatically on a separate plate (Pl 
VIII). The listing runs:

B) Coins generally of superior execution (certain of the mules excepted)

a) TRUE COINS OF THE TYPE

Dies
Aa 1) Obv. + EDELREDR +ANGLO Rev. +IN / MIOI / LDN / IPOI

a) whp 1.38 g., 180° (Pl II, 7)

Ab 2) From the same obverse die Rev. +LID / MOV: / HLM /1 POM
a) Fd Stige, Indal parish, Medelpad, 1904 1.355 g., 0° (Pl II, 8)

Be 3) Obv. +EDELREDREXANGLo Rev. +ED: / PINE / MQOL / VND
a) BEH Ethelred 2497 1.48 g„ 90° (Pl III, 1)
b) RECTANGULAR FLAN Fd Myrände, Atlingbo parish, Gotland, 1893 (= CNS 1.1, p. 190, 1767) 1.74 g., 0°

Cd 4) Obv. EDELREDRE+ANGL- Rev. +LN / IOND / NOP / AMO
a) whp 1.82g.,O° (Pl III, 2)

Ce 5) From the same obverse die Rev. +INL / ?DI / HPN / DNIO
a) Fd Sandtorp, Viby parish, Närke, 1913 1.36 g., 180° (Pl III, 3)

Cf 6) From the same obverse die Rev. + ED / PINE / MOE /AXE
a) BEH Ethelred 526 1.55 g„ 0° (Pl III, 4)
b) Fd Burge, Lummelunda parish, Gotland, 1967 1.365 g., 180°
NB For a fourth die-pairing from the same obverse cf. SCBIBM H/N 47, while yet a fifth will be found in the 

University Coin Cabinet at Uppsala.

De 7) Obv. +ÆDELREDREXANGI From the same reverse die as no. 3 supra
a) RECTANGULAR FLAN Fd Stige, Indal parish, Medelpad, 1904 1.65 g. (incomplete), 90° (Pl 111,5)
b) RECTANGULAR FLAN Fd Stige, Indal parish, Medelpad, 1904 1.28 g. (incomplete), 90°
c) RECTANGULAR FLAN Fd Sandtorp, Viby parish, Närke, 1913 1.10 g., 90°

Ec 8) Obv. +EDELREDREXANG. From the same reverse die as nos 3 and 7 supra
a) BEH Ethelred 2494 1.76 g., 270° (Pl III, 6)
b) RECTANGULAR FLAN BEH Ethelred 2495 2.30 g., 270°
c) RECTANGULAR FLAN BEH 2635 2.52 g„ 90° (misread as GODPINE, cf. BNJ, XXX, i (1960), p. 58)

Fg 9) Obv. +EDELREDREXANG Rev. + IN / LIPO / DI / PLND
a) RECTANGULAR FLAN whp 2.41 g„ 75° (Pl 111,7)
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Gh 10) Obv. +EDELREDREXANG Rev. + NP / INDO MPL / IDO
a) Fd Myrânde, Atlingbo parish, Gotland, 1893 (= CNS 1.1, p. 190, 1766) 1.36 g., 180° (Pl III, 8)

Hi 11) Obv. +EDELREDREXAN Rev. +ED / NLO / IND / NDO
a) whp 2.15 g., 270° (Pl IV, 1)

Id 12) Obv. EDELREDREXAN From the same reverse die as no. 4 supra
a) whp 1.25 g., 270° (Pl IV, 2)

Jj 13) Obv. +EDELREDFR + AN Rev. +NDII NLO / NAI / N’O
a) whp 1.49 g., 270° (Pl IV, 3)
b) RECTANGULAR FLAN Fd Stige, Indal parish, Medelpad, 1904 1.11 g. (incomplete), 180°
c) RECTANGULAR FLAN whp 2.59 g., 270°
d) RECTANGULAR FLAN whp 2.24 g., 270°
NB For another pairing from the same obverse see a pair of die-duplicates in the University Coin Cabinet at Uppsala.

Jk 14) From the same obverse die Rev. + NDII NLO / NAI I IPO:
Perhaps the same reverse die as the foregoing before 
recutting?

a) whp 1.85 g., 270° (Pl IV, 4)

Kc 15) Obv. +ÆDELREDREXAN From the same reverse die as nos 3, 7 and 8 supra
a) BEH Ethelred 2492A 1.86 g., 180° (Pl IV, 5)
b) BEH Ethelred 2492 1.44 g., 0°

LI 16) Obv. +ÆDELREDREXA Rev. +IN / NDIO / PHI / MDO
a) whp 1.24g.,0° (Pl IV, 6)

NB For another specimen cf. SCBI Copenhagen 1682

Lm 17) From the same obverse die Rev. +DN / MIL-1 IND! I LMO
a) Fd Gärestad, Edestad parish, Blekinge, 1888 1.41 g., 180° (PI IV, 7)
b) whp 1.35 g. (incomplete and doublestruck), 180°
NB For two further die-pairings apparently still from the same obverse die cf. SCBI Copenhagen 1680 & 1681.

?n 18) From an obverse die too weakly struck to allow identification Rev. +LVI / NIND / PNO / PI VF
a) whp 1.66 g., 90° (Pl IV, 8)

—c 19) Uniface semi-bracteate From the same reverse die as nos 3, 7, 8 and 14 supra
a) Fd Boberg, Fornåsa parish, Östergötland, 1865 1.45 g., ? die-axis (Pl V, 1) 

b) HELMET/LONG CROSS MULES
NB: Such mules ‘the-wrong-way-round’ should not exist where the official English series is concerned. 

B(o) 20) From the same obverse die as no. 3 supra Rev. + AL / POL / DMOP / ELIG
a) BEH Ethelred 3914A 1.25 g„ 180° (Pl V, 2)
b) BEH Ethelred 3914 1.60 g„ 90°
c) whp 1.72 g., 0°

C(p) 21) From the same obverse die as nos 4-6 supra Rev. +DI / NIO / DIN / M’O
a) Fd Stale, Rone parish, Gotland, 1954 1.31 g., 180° (Pl V, 3)

C(q) 22) From the same obverse die Rev. +CA / NDM / OIG / D?H (retrograde)
a) Fd Karlberg, Stockholm, 1868 1.44 g„ 270° (Pl V, 4)

C(r) 23) From the same obverse die Rev. + E: / LPO / DII / ON
a) whp 1.27 g., 180° (Pl V, 5)

C(s) 24) From the same obverse die Rev. I + I /OOI /LN/ LN
a) Fd Stora Sojdeby, Foie parish, Gotland, 1910 1.77 g., 270° (Pl V, 6)
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C(t) 25) From the same obverse die Rev. + OIILPL / OPF / PN:
a) RECTANGULAR FLAN whp 1.74 g., 345°(P1 V, 7)

C(u) 26) From the same obverse die Rev. +IO / FDI IIPI / LLI
a) Fd Hallsarve, När parish, Gotland, 1942 1.85 g. (pierced), 270° (Pl V, 8)
b) whp 1.48 g., 180°
c) whp 1.42 g., 270°

C(v) 27) From the same obverse die Rev. IOI / OC / PI / IOI
a) Fd Hallsarve, När parish, Gotland, 1942 1.68 g., 90° (Pl VI, 1)
b) Fd Gärestad, Edestad parish, Blekinge, 1888 1.37 g., 90°
c) Fd Stige, Indal parish, Medelpad, 1904 1.36 g., 90°
NB For what seems to be a seventh die-pairing of the mule from the same obverse cf. SCBI Copenhagen 1686.

L(w) 28) From the same obverse die as no. 15 supra Rev. +PVL / MÆR / MQO / LINC
a) BEH Ethelred 2018 1.71 g„ 180° (Pl VI, 2)

c) LONG CROSS/HELMETMULES

(N) n 29) Obv. oELDLOCPI + CIL?I From the same reverse die as no. 18 supra
a) Fd Grausne, Stenkyrka parish, Gotland, 1887 1.87 g., 270° (Pl VI, 3)
b) Fd Barshaga, Othem parish, Gotland, 1911 1.33 g. (incomplete), 0°

(O) x 30) Obv. +ELPERDLxANGLo Rev. +BRI EHT / NOD / MOE
a) BEH Ethelred 644A 1.05 g„ 210° (Pl VI, 4)
b) BEH Ethelred 644 1.08 g., 330° - it may be noted that this battered piece was wrongly classified by Hildebrand 

himself as a true Helmet com, an error that goes back to the 1st edn (Stockholm, 1846) of Anglosachsiska mynt (p. 48, 
no. 359 - but rightly described as of barbariskt arbete).

NB: Not to be forgotten in connection with these mules is an apparently unique coin in the National Museum of Ireland 
(c/. SCBI BM H/N, Pl E) which, while it does not die-link into this grouping and is indeed of discrepant style, provides 
some of the best evidence that there is at this period Scandinavian imitation of Irish imitation of English prototypes. Just 
discernible in the retrograde legend of the reverse is the +GIO / DPIN / EM’O / DEO of the contemporary Irish imitation 
of the Anglo-Saxon penny (cf. ibid., Pl I, nos. 23 & 24 and remarks thereon).

d) HELMET/SMALL CROSS MULES

A(y) 31) From the same obverse die as no. 1 Rev. + IIDOIID??IN???I? (retrograde)
a) Fd Gärestad, Edestad parish, Blekinge, 1888 1.43 g., 0° (Pl VI, 5)

A(z) 32) From the same obverse die Rev. Illegible (small, neat pseudo-epigraphy)
a) Fd Sandtorp, Viby parish, Närke, 1913 L12g. (incomplete), die-axis? (Pl VI, 6)

A(a) 33) From the same obverse die Rev. +CIILI O????IIICO??
a) Fd Blommenhov, Fien parish, Södermanland, 1905 1.42 g., 180° (Pl VI, 7)

C(ß) 34) From the same obverse die as no. 4 supra Rev. +D:COPCOLOPL OCN
a) BtfG. Möllenborg, 1851 1.60 g„ 210° (Pl VI, 8)
b) whp 1.38 g„ 135°

F(y) 35) From the same obverse die as no. 9 supra Rev. Sequence of'L's,’O’s and'TVs
a) whp 1.54 g. (pierced), 90° (Pl VII, 1)

L(ô) 36) From the same obverse die as no. 15 supra Rev. Illegible (but comparable to the foregoing)
a) Fd Bölske, Grötlingbo parish, Gotland, 1856 1.11 g., die-axis? (Pl VII, 2)
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L(e) 37) From the same obverse die Rev. +INQIIOILCILOIIOIIoII)I
a) Fd Kännungs, Hellvi parish, Gotland, 1934 1.34 g., 180° (Pl VII, 3)
b) whp 1.66 g., 180°

L(Ç) 38) From the same obverse die Rev. +HIDII-IIC?IIOC??II
a) Fd Grönby, Grönby parish, Skåne, 1855 1.72 g., 270° (Pl VII, 4)
NB For a die-duplicate cf. SCBI Copenhagen 1683.

L(ft) 39) From the same obverse die Rev. xICPIIOOICICIIOICIII
a) whp 1.36 g., 180° (Pl VII, 5)

NB: The place of SCBI Copenhagen 1684 in this series has still to be determined. Superficially it would appear to be 
from ‘new’ dies but ones cut by the same hand or hands as the foregoing. SCBI Copenhagen 1685, on the other hand, is 
excluded from consideration by reason of its crudity (imitation of imitation of imitation?).

That all the Helmet obverse dies in the above 
grouping were cut by one and the same engra
ver must seem from the plates to be self-evident, 
and it may be pointed out now, even if discussi
on is reserved for later, that in each and every 
case the tail of the helmet terminates in what 
may be styled a spike impaling a trefoil:-

It has been noted that something of the same 
sort occurs on one die in the Hiberno-Norse 
series, and ambiguity could be thought to be 
complete when it is observed that in each and 
every case the Scandinavian pieces exhibit a 
third annulet set at the peak of the helmet. On a 
proportion of these coins, moreover, there is 
something very nearly approximating to the 
‘Irish’ replacement of ‘X’ by It is in fact with 
the resolution of these ambiguities that this 
paper is very largely concerned. The first point 
to be made is that the epigraphy of these 
obverses is resolutely ‘English’, and generally 
inconsistent if not incompatible with that found 
in the case of the reverses where there does 
occur the odd ‘Irish’ quirk - most notably a 
pellet-centred ‘O’. The explanation of the diffi
culties would seem to be that all the obverses, 
and probably many of the reverses as well, were 

cut by an artist who, when he wished, was 
capable of executing the most brilliant pastiches 
of his prototypes, and here is one reason why 
one should perhaps eschew use of the conventio
nal term ‘blundered’ in respect of the reverses 
with unintelligible legends. If one thing is certa
in, it is that these reverses were never meant to 
be read, and yet even to the literate not to say 
experienced eye they give at first glance a vivid 
impression of a true legend. The sheer economy 
of his alphabet is astonishing for its controlled 
impudence, and the following table may serve 
also the bring out the close relationship that 
subsists between the Long Cross mules and the 
true coins:-

Incidence of letters on reverse dies expressed as 
percentages rounded to the nearest 5%

Helmet/Long Cross
Mules True coins

(7 dies) (12 dies)
DINO 65 + 70 +
LMP 20+ 20-

all other
letters* 15- 5 +

*Long Cross A C E F G H
Helmet A E F H V

The convention ‘P’ in the above table also takes 
in the normal numismatic writing of OE wen or 
wyn, and it is just possible that underlying the 
widely varying versions of the pseudo-epigraphy 
are memories of the + AL / POL / DMOP / ELIG
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copied so faithfully in the case of coin 20) in the 
above list. It is the artistry that should be 
stressed, however, and against such a back
ground it is a little less surprising perhaps that 
the two Long Cross and three Helmet reverses 
which are frankly imitative (supra nos. 3, 6, 20, 
28 & 30 etc) should have waited so long for coins 
from them finally to be excluded from the 
English series.

Earlier in this paper it was suggested that we 
should accept four principal criteria as indicative 
of a probable Scandinavian origin for dies su
perficially English, a) the occurrence of strikings 
on rectangular flans (RF in the tables that 
follow), b) muling with other types and in 
particular mules ‘the-wrong-way-round’ (M), c) 
discrepant weight and especially when the coins 
are unduly heavy (DW), and d) unintelligibility 
of legend which may occur either in the case of 
the die itself or in one with which it is used in 
combination (U) 1 *.  The next table is designed to 
show how the obverse dies of the more sophisti-
cated grouping match up to the criteria 
question:-

RF M DW U
Obverse

A + +
B + + +
C + + + +
D + +
E + +
F + + + +
G +
H + +
I +
J + + +
K +
L + + +
? + +

(N) + + +
(O) + +

and it appears at once that dies G, I and K are 
the only ones to be condemned on no more than 
a single count. Left in the field as even possibly 
English is the Helmet coin of London faulted

only by metrology (supra no. 15), but a second 
table setting out the response of the reverse dies 
to the same set of criteria soon cuts the ground
from under its feet:-

RF M DW U
Reverse

a +
b +
c + +
d + +
e +
f
g + + +
h +
i + +
j + + +
k + +
1 +

m +
(n) + +
(o) +
(P) + +
(q) + +
(r) + +
(s) + + +
(t) + + + +
(U) + +
(V) + + +
(W) +
X + +

(y) + +
(z) + +
(a) + +
(ß) + +
(Y) + +
(ô) + + +
(e) + +
G) + + +
(n) + +
(0) + +

No longer is it just a matter of an odd discrepant 
weight but of a striking on an irregular flan, and 
in fact the coin in question was formally expelled 
from the English series in the course of a paper 
published close on twenty years ago12. It only 
remains to combine both the above tables into 
one:-
11: For a fuller list of criteria see now SCMB 1977, pp. 

346-7, but to gild this particular lily seems unnecessary.
12: B7V/XXX, i(1960), pp. 57-60.
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RF M DW U
Combination

Aa + +

Ab + +

Be + + +

Cd + + + +

Ce + + + +

Cf + + + +

De + +

Ec + +

Fg + + + +

Gh +

Hi + +

Id + +

Jj + + +

Jk + +

Ke + +

LI + +

Lm + 4-

?n + +

B(o) + + +

C(p) + + + +

C(q) + + + +

C(r) + + + +

C(s) + + + +

C(t) + + + +

C(u) + + + +

C(v) + + + +

L(w) + +

(N)n + + +

(O)x + + +

A(y) + +

A(z) + +

A(a) + +

C(ß) + + + +

f(y) + + + +

L(ô) + + +

L(e) + +

Lß) + + +

L(0) + +

and it is, of course, on this basis that it has been 
possible to construct a diagrammatic representa
tion of the die-linking (Pl VIII) which should 
convince even the most sceptical that the coins 
are the products of a single atelier - or at least of 
an individual, perhaps peripatetic, who had 
obtained his obverse dies and most if not all of 
his reverses from a single source.

Where was this atelier - or circuit - and when 
did it operate? Basically these are problems for 

our Scandinavian colleagues, and, pending the 
completion of Dr Maimer’s definitive study of 
the series as a whole, it is certainly not for uterus 
insulanus to do more than relate the two prob
lems to the insular prototypes. The use of the 
plural is quite deliberate, for the writer is satis
fied that much of the confusion hereinbefore 
existing in respect of the better-style Helmet 
imitations stems from a failure to pose let alone 
accept the possibility, or even probability, that 
the Scandinavian plagiarist had on his bench 
both English and ‘Irish’ pieces and drew on both 
for his inspiration. At a pinch one might have 
been able to accept as coincidental the impale
ment of the trefoil at the base of the helmet 
which is found on one of the Dublin dies and on 
all those identified here as Scandinavian of the 
better class, but what are we to make of the 
additional annulet which is so prominent a 
feature on all but one of the Dublin dies and on 
each and every one of their Scandinavian analo
gues? It would be tempting indeed to seek to 
invert the order of imitation, and have Scandi
navian pieces copied at Dublin - and especially 
when not one of the Scandinavian dies appears 
to exhibit what seems a sure criterion of ‘Irish’ 
work in this particular issue, the replacement of 
‘D’ by ‘TT - but the flow of silver was all in the 
other direction, and no Scandinavian coin of the 
tenth and eleventh centuries figures as an insu
lar find before the 1040s. This is a whole 
generation after the pieces in question can be 
shown to have left the Dublin mint.

It may be helpful at this juncture to summari
ze what has already been established in respect 
of the distinction between the two series, the 
‘Irish’ on the one hand, and the more sophistica
ted Scandinavian on the other. To be noted first 
is that all coins with the additional annulet at the 
peak of the helmet are either Hiberno-Norse or 
Scandinavian. There seem no exceptions. Se
condly, all coins with the additional annulet 
which read Æ-DELRE-D and RE+ must be from 
Dublin. Thirdly, any coins where the spike at the 
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base of the helmet impales a trefoil of pellets are 
almost certain to be Scandinavian - there seems 
only one exception, the Dublin penny which the 
writer believes to be the prototype. Similarly, 
rectangular flans, high weights and muling with 
other types in themselves should be sufficient to 
indicate a Scandinavian origin. In other words, 
the student need no longer have undue difficul
ty in distinguishing the two series, and even the 
common feature of the added annulet on the 
peak of the helmet in fact is amenable to stylistic 
differentiation. On the ‘Irish’ pieces the additio
nal annulet is linked to its fellow above the king’s 
forehead by a bar which essentially runs under
neath and to the right of them (Fig. 2, a), while 
on the Scandinavian pieces the nexus is essential
ly a squiggle which is often markedly proud of 
the line of the visor (Fig. 2, b). Details such as 
these are, of course, the final rebuttal of any 
suggestion that the Dublin and Scandinavian 
dies could have been engraved by one and the 
same hand.

If one looks again at the ‘Irish’ pieces now 
finally distinguished, one finds that it is the rule 
rather than the exception for the tail of the 
helmet to end in some sort of spike, whereas on 
the English prototypes a spike of this kind is far 
from being the norm. It is found, however, in 
the case of the obverse die of the unique 
Helmet/Last Small Cross mule (Pl I, 3), a coin 
which is presumptively late, and which was 
struck at a mint in that part of England (W. 
Mercia) which lies closest to Ireland. As already 
explained, a proper stylistic break-down of the 

English prototypes is an urgent desideratum, but 
it can be said that at Chester those coins which 
exhibit the spike are generally lighter than those 
which lack it, so that one is left with the 
impression that coins with this feature belong 
later rather that earlier in the issue of the type in 
question. In other words, the probability is that 
the Dublin coins belong nearer to 1009 than to 
1003, and certainly c. 1005 must seem a plausib
le terminus post quern. One does not imagine, too, 
that there was any great rush on the part of the 
wily Dubliners to imitate an English type that 
was notoriously light until it had become obvious 
to all that the Long Cross penny was a thing of the 
past123.

A feature of the sophisticated Scandinavian 
imitations, as we have seen, is that they exhibit 
heavy muling alike into the Long Cross and the 
Last Small Cross issues. Taking into account the 
vulnerability of iron and steel to corrosion, it 
must seem very unlikely that our dozen tightly 
die-linked Helmet obverses were in existence 
both at the beginning and the end of the period 
of approximately six years which may be suppo
sed to have elapsed between the arrival in 
Scandinavia of the first English coins of Helmet 
type and the advent of similar pieces of the Last 
Small Cross issue. Imitative Long Cross dies were 
probably being cut before the millennium, but 
equally are known to have been engraved at least 
as late as the third decade of the eleventh 
century, whereas by definition Last Small Cross 
coins were not available as models at least until 
the autumn of 1009. The imitative reverses of 
these last are used with the imitative Helmet 
obverses which exhibit little or no evidence of 
deterioration, so that the most natural interpre
tation of the mules is that they were executed c.

12a: It was only in the last days of January 1980 that there 
came to light in Dublin the first English coin of Helmet 
type known to the writer to have been found in Ireland 
- information kindly supplied by Mr P. F. Wallace of 
the National Museum of Ireland.
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1010 with Helmet dies of relatively recent manu
facture. In other words, ample time is allowed 
for the Dublin imitations of c. 1005 onwards to 
have found their way across the North Sea and 
so to be available as prototypes for a Scandinavi
an copyist.

Support for this dating to the early part of the 
second decade of the eleventh century may be 
thought to be afforded by the hoard
provenances which are preserved in respect of 
26 of the coins. The earliest finds on record as 
including examples are those from Karlberg in 
Stockholm (Hatz 133) and Barshaga in Othem 
parish on Gotland (Hatz 127). Neither hoard 
can be supposed to have been concealed as early 
as 1010, but neither is likely to belong much 
after 1015. This terminus ante quern in the region 
of 1015 seems further supported by the presen
ce of further pieces in hoards concealed in the 
1020s, most notably the Stige treasure from 
Medelpad (Hatz 152) though mention should 
also be made of the Blommenhov find from 
Södermanland (Hatz 149) and of its Scanian 
counterpart from Grönby (Hatz 156). Nor 
should there be left out of account such only 
marginally later Gotland finds as those from 
Kännungs (Hatz 166) and Bölske (Hatz 170) in 
Grötlingbo and Hellvi parishes respectively. A 
relatively early date, too, seems hinted at by the 
1851 purchase from the estate of the Stockholm 
goldsmith Gustav Möllenborg whose fourteen 
‘Anglo-Saxon’ coins included twelve attributed 
to Æthelræd II but only two with the name of 
Cnut.

This provisional horizon somewhere around 
the beginning of the second decade of the 
eleventh century appears to be not at all inconsi
stent with what has already been established by 
others, and most notably by Dr Maimer, in 
respect of the chronology of the Scandinavian

13: BNJXXX, i (1960) Pl. V, A1-A8.
14: Cf. Fornvännen 69(1974), pp. 30-33. 

imitative series as a whole. What should be 
stressed is that the Helmet imitations are what we 
may term politically discreet. There is no at
tempt in the obverse legends to substitute for the 
name of the English king that of some local 
dynast, and in the same way the reverse legends, 
where not exactly copying those of English 
prototypes, never essay intelligibility let alone 
the name of a mint. At this point of the 
argument, however, it must be made perfectly 
clear that no conscious attempt has been made 
by the present writer to follow through the 
pattern of the die-linking in respect of the non- 
Helmet elements in the mules, a task truly 
herculean and lying outside alike the brief and 
the competence of merus insulanus. However, 
even the most cursory of glances at Dr Maimer’s 
material suggests that the already highly convo
luted pattern of die-linking set out above (Pl 
VIII) is no more than the proverbial ‘tip of the 
iceberg’. To take only one example already 
published, the group which takes in the obverse 
die (L) where the ethnic does not extend beyond 
‘A’ has been shown to die-link through just one 
of the reverses into a whole run of Long Cross 
imitations13. These last include for good measu
re the ÆDEL / DÆPI grouping (cf. Pl VII, 6) 
which occurred in the 1807 Myrungs hoard 
from Linde parish on Gotland (Hatz 159) in 
such perplexing quantity - a total of 45 coins all, 
it would seem, without ‘pecks’ and fresh from 
the dies14. Even if the same extended series 
should be found not to occur in respect of other 
obverses and reverses found muled with the 
sophisticated Helmet grouping, it is clear that the 
atelier - perhaps peregrinatory? - responsible 
for our sixty coins, and which has one day to be 
pin-pointed on the map, was striking on a scale 
which invites comparison with the output of 
quite a number of the minor English mints of 
the period.

Where lay this centre of coin-production in 
the early part of the second decade of the 
eleventh century? Again it is not for merus 
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insulanus to express more than an opinion. We 
can be sure that it was not anywhere in the 
Anglo-Celtic Isles. Norway and even Denmark 
seem likewise precluded. The great Årstad ho
ard from Egersund in Rogaland15 may have the 
odd example, but also included are coins certa
inly Swedish so that it is known to be tainted with 
imports from the east. It is the same with the no 
less atypical Enner find from Jutland16. ‘Two 
swallows do not make a summer’, and to be 
emphasised is the paucity of Helmet imitations 
where the Copenhagen collection is concerned. 
Inclusive of the two Enner specimens the tally is 
four true coins and three of the mules, and we 
look in vain for any other Danish provenance. 
Reverting to the Stockholm material, the odd 
Scanian and Blekinge provenance are certainly 
not enough to sustain any attribution of the 
series to a mint in Skåne, so by a process of 
elimination the coinage in question seems certa
inly Swedish. Can one say more? Beyond doubt 
there was a coinage in Svealand a whole indic
tion earlier17, but so far it has not proved 
possible to establish any link between the sophi
sticated Helmet imitations and Sigtuna, and as 
long ago as 1965 Dr Maimer was observing with 
her wonted percipience that Helmet imitations 
generally are out of step with the rest of the 
early groupings by reason of the relative regula
rity of so many of their legends18. More recently 
something rather more substantial than mere 
insular patriotism has led to speculation that 
there may have been coining on Gotland where 
there was certainly an abundance of bullion in 
the shape of enormous quantities of hacksilver, 
but it must be admitted that suggestions of a 
mint on the island have been at best premature, 
and certainly they seem vulnerable to criticism19. 
On the other hand, confidence in that criticism 
is scarcely fostered by persistence in the at best 
intuitive belief that Æthelræd’s coins were the 
subject of first-hand imitation - except, of cou
rse, at Dublin - at any centre or centres in the 
Anglo-Celtic Isles. It really is time that English 

and Irish students began to be credited with 
knowing what coins are in fact found in their 
own islands, but as the great Sylloge of Coins of the 
British Isles slowly unfolds, each new fascicle 
should bring home to international scholarship 
the simple but inescapable fact that the ethelredi- 
mitationer are never found in the lands to the 
west of the North Sea. Even forgery was mini
mal, and the products so different in fabric that 
there is no possibility of confusion20. Wherever 
were struck the five die-duplicates on rectangu
lar flans which occur ‘unpecked’ in the 1972 find 
from Burge in Lummelunda parish (Hatz, p. 
232 - Nachtrag), it was never even possibly at a 
mint in the Anglo-Celtic Isles. It seems likely, 
too, that the coup de grace will be thought given to 
the whole hypothesis of British participation in 
the ethelredimitationer by Mr Mark Blackburn’s 
masterly demonstration (pp. 29-88) that virtual
ly all the better class of Long Cross imitations 
emanate from an atelier lying to the east of the

15: Cf. K. Skaare, Coins and Coinage in Viking-Age Norway, 
Oslo-Bergen-Tromsö, 1976, p. 152, no. 95 for a full 
bibliography.

16: SCBICopenhagen I, p. 34, no. 65: ibid. V, p. xviii, 5.
17: Cf. B. Maimer, Olof Skötkonungs mynt och andra ethelred

imitationer, Stockholm, 1965.
18: Ibid., p. 10.
19: Cf. NMXXXI (1973), pp. 34-35.
20: Cf. SCMB 1977, pp 346-7 - ‘The lack of any recorded 

English find or provenance for a type or group, where 
the coins are fairly numerous, raises a presumption 
that they neither were struck nor circulated in this 
country. Thus of the more barbarous Æthelræd imita
tions with blundered legends, which are generally 
considered Scandinavian in origin, there are some 
1300 in the Stockholm cabinet from Swedish hoards, 
250 in the Copenhagen cabinet, and a considerable 
number occur in the Polish hoards, yet the writer does 
not know of a single specimen recorded from the 
United Kingdom or Ireland.’ It should not be forgot
ten that Anglo-Saxon coins have been collected with 
avidity since Stuart times, and that ethelredimitationer 
without Scandinavian provenance are conspicuous ab
sentees from eighteenth-century cabinets in the Anglo- 
Celtic Isles.
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North Sea and to the north of Germany. Gratify- 
ingly, he also has found imitations of imitations - 
most obviously perhaps in the case of the ‘Sisig’ 
series where there is no room for doubt that we 
are dealing with Scandinavian copies of 
Hiberno-Norse versions of contemporary Eng
lish pence.

In conclusion merus insulanus would just like 
to suggest that discussion of this whole class of 
pseudo-specie might benefit from the eschewal 
of such potentially emotive terms as ‘mint’ in the 
context of the place or places of production of 
coins which the nineteenth century dismissed as 
‘barbarous’, It is indeed disturbing when archae
ologists pontificate to the effect that one cannot 
have a mint without a town. In Denmark Dr Olaf 
Olsen has shown the way forward and avoids 
neatly falling into this particular trap when he 
employs the discreet - and scholarly - qualifica
tion: ‘Minting is a typical town occupation -

21: Mediceval Scandinavia 7 (1974), p. 233.
22: It would be unpardonable for the writer to conclude 

without an expression of his gratitude to Gunnar 
Ekströms Stiftelse for the research grant that made 
possible the writing of this paper and the next, to 
Professor Brita Maimer, the then Director of the Royal 
Coin Cabinet and National Museum of Monetary 
History, for the facilities put at his disposal, and to all 
the staff of KMK for their friendly assistance. A special 
word of thanks is due to Miss Erna Penschow for the 
line-drawings arid table of die-linkage (Pl VIII). 

though exceptions are known.’21 Exceptions in
deed are known, and especially at this early 
period. What the numismatist must not do is 
project backwards alike the language and the 
concepts of another age. In the context of early 
eleventh-century Svealand - and of Gotland for 
that matter - even such traditional terms as 
‘mint’ and ‘mint-master’ must seem anachroni
stic and hence pre-emptive and inappropriate. 
Even the word ‘moneyer’ is one best avoided. 
The writer for once would like to argue the case 
for imprecision, and even to suggest that there is 
a distinct possibility that the whole class of 
pseudo-specie will be found not to be amenable 
to the normal language of the numismatist. The 
impression he has received from this his first 
experience in depth of the ethelredimitationer is 
of a coinage very different from the contempo
rary coins of Dublin. For him the production of 
these rudimentary pieces by an individual clear
ly endowed with a very considerable amount of 
‘know-how’ appears to have been a very infor
mal business, almost but not quite a ‘kitchen
table’ affair, so that not to be precluded, at least 
at this stage of the investigation, is the possibility 
that one or more specialist craftsmen may have 
gone where the bullion was, and converted it 
into pseudo-specie at the behest of individual 
owners on whom there was beginning belatedly 
to dawn the great truth that when once there is 
organized commerce coin can almost always 
command a substantial premium on precious 
metal in the raw22.
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Imitative Anticipation:
Yet Another Dimension to the Problem of Scandinavian

Imitation of Anglo-Saxon Coins
By Michael Dolley & Kenneth Jonsson

By definition the imitation cannot antedate its 
prototype. The intention of this note is to warn 
that there always remains the possibility of what 
might be termed coincidental anticipation. The 
question actually arose in the late summer of 
1977 when there came to light the probably 
unique Byzantine/Anglo-Saxon mule (Fig. 1) 
which now has recovered after more than a 
century its hoard-provenance, the 1856 find 
from Enge in the Gotland parish of Bunge (G. 
Hatz, Handel und Verhehr zwischen dem Deutschen 
Reich und Schweden in der späten Wikingerzeit 
(Stockholm, 1974), p. 224, no. 226).The circum
stances of the rediscovery of this piece are not 
without interest for the light thrown on the 
history of the Stockholm collections and more 
particularly on earlier attitudes to imitative 
pieces generally.

On pp. 165-8 of the 2nd ed. (Stockholm, 1881) 
of his Anglosachsiska mynt, Bror Emil Hildebrand 
(1806-1884) discusses briefly what he styled 
Falskmynt och Fantasimynt with special reference 
to the English coinage of Æthelræd II, and 
illustrates (p. 166) five specimens by line engra
vings. The first (no. 1) is an imitation of a tenth
century Cologne denier with its obverse legend 
suppressed and replaced by the transliteration of 
one taken from a Last Small Cross penny of 
Æhelræd II - we can be sure of this inasmuch as 
the ANGLORVM form of the ethnic does not 
occur before this issue. By definition, then, the 
particular imitation belongs after c. 1010. The 
actual coin (still to this day unique?) is listed as 

no. 120 on p. 40 of W. Hävernick’s Die Münzen 
von Köln bis 1304 (Cologne, 1935) where it is 
illustrated (pl. 39) beside a broadly comparable 
piece (no. 121) in the Berlin collection which is 
from the late eleventh- or early twelth-century 
hoard from Lodejnoje Pole in Russia discovered 
in 1878. On the Berlin coin, however, it is the 
type that is Anglo-Saxon, superficially at least 
being copied from the reverse of the last sub
stantive issue of Cnut, while the legend is mea
ningless. Thus the terminus post quern for the 
imitation, which formally need not be Scandina
vian, would seem to fall no earlier than 1030 - 
for the modified date for the introduction of the 
Short Cross type of Cnut see the 1968 Fornvännen, 
p. 117, n. 5.

The second of the Hildebrand engravings (no. 
2) is an imitation of a well-known Byzantine type 
from the tenth century, but on the obverse there 
is substituted a contracted version of an English 
obverse legend, while on the reverse the multili
near inscription of the original is replaced by a 
crude and retrograde transliteration of an Eng
lish reverse legend which was correctly interpret-
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ed by Hildebrand as essaying the +ÆLFSTAN 
M_O LEGC found on a number of Æthelræd’s 
Long Cross pennies of the Chester (not Leicester) 
mint struck about the millennium (e.g. BEH 
Ethelred 1497/8). The final letter-combination 
RINEI, on the other hand, if not just a fortui
tous space-filler, could just make one wonder 
whether the engraver did not also have on his 
bench one of the Dublin pennies with the spuri
ous mint-signature RINI (c/. BEH Ethelred 
3267/8 and Sihtric 91-5 discussed most recently 
in NNÅ 1972, pp. 27-48). The dating is not 
affected, the terminus post quem for the imitation 
remaining c. 1000.

The third coin to be discussed and illustrated 
by Hildebrand (no. 3) is similar, but the prototy
pe is rather more closely copied with the cross of 
the obverse type now being flanked by two 
objects (‘hands’ ?) which make do for the twin 
imperial busts. For the obverse legend, however, 
there are substituted the first fourteen charac
ters from the version of the Chester reverse 
legend already found in the case of the previous 
coin, while on the reverse there appears an 
initially boustrophedon blundering of the rever
se of that same piece which finally degenerates 
into the totally meaningless.

What was noted by Hildebrand (p. 168) but 
overlooked by Hävernick who seems to have 
known the first piece only from photographs of 
the actual coin and from the pages of H. 
Dannenberg (Die Deutschen Münzen, III (Berlin, 
1898), p. 862, no. 1958) who gives neither page 
nor edition reference to Hildebrand, is that all 
three of the coins described above derive from 
the 1855 hoard from Grönby in Skåne (Hatz 
156). This obviously major hoard may be sup
posed to have been concealed in the later 1020s, 

so that the year 1030 would seem a convincing 
enough terminus ante quem for the production of 
all the imitative pieces concerned. Fortunately, 
however, Dr. Maimer’s definitive study of the 
whole of the unrivalled series of Scandinavian 
imitative miliaresia preserved in the Stockholm 
collections obviates all need for us to pursue 
more closely this particular line of investigation.

Illustrated by Hildebrand as no. 4 on p. 166 is 
a much smaller diameter coin with the same 
obverse type as no. 3 but of superior work and 
with the obverse legend reading +-DOR // 
CETL. The reverse type is a fairly close copy of 
the obverse of one of the so-called Agnus Dei 
pennies of Æthelræd II. The prototype is a great 
rarity, and the twelfth and thirteenth specimen 
known today, the Tallinn pieces by the Leicester 
moneyers Ælfric and Æthelwi have been the subject 
of (re)publication by M. Dolley and Mr. Tuukka 
Talvio of Helsinki in the 1978 and 1979 num
bers of the British Numismatic Jounal. In itself, of 
course, this prototype provides a terminus post 
quem for the imitation no earlier than 1010, but 
in point of fact the copies belong very much 
later. Thorcetel is an exceptionally well-attested 
Lund moneyer in the 1030s and 1040s - and 
indeed even later - and there is a particularly 
neat die-link (Fig. 2) which takes in the two coins 
with reverses from different dies discussed by 
Hildebrand and a coin of Harthacnut’s of which 
an example occured in the 1860 hoard from Öja 
in Källna parish in Skåne (Hatz 400, cf. P. 
Hauberg, Myntforhold og Udmyntninger i Danmark 
indtil 1146 (Copenhagen 1900), pp. 93-102, and 
more particularly pl. IV. no. 6). There is some 
reason to think that the Öja hoard was concealed 
early in the 1040s - the English element ends 
with a solitary penny of Edward the Confessor’s 
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first type (cf. SCBI Copenhagen I, p. 37, no. 84) 
- and a date for the Thorcetel coins in the later 
1030s must seem very reasonable.

Difficulties begin to arise with the fifth of the 
Hildebrand engravings (no. 5) which superficial
ly seems so neatly to bridge the two issues. The 
obverse and reverse types, and also the fabric, 
essentially are those of no. 3, but the obverse 
legend was supposed by Hildebrand (p. 168) to 
be a degenerate form of that of no. 4 to the 
obverse type of which it must be admitted that 
the obverse more closely approximates. Hilde
brand goes on to inform us that nos. 4 and 5 
alike derive from the great 1880 discovery at 
Espinge in Hurva parish in Skåne (Hatz 247). 
This is not strictly correct, no. 4 being conflated 
with a second specimen, but certainly coins of 
both types were present in the Espinge hoard 
which we may suppose to have been concealed 
just about the year 1047 (cf. Seaby’s Coin and 
Medal Bulletin, December, 1976, pp. 461-4). 
However, it was always our view, that no. 5 is not 
in fact copied from no. 4, but belongs very much 
to the earlier grouping associated by the Grönby 
provenance with the second or third decade of 
the century. The legend seems to us a blunder
ing not of the name Thorcetl but of that of 
Æthelræd at more than one remove, which 
would, of course, bring it back into much closer 
association with no. 2. As Dr. Maimer’s research
es demonstrate, nos. 3 and 5 on Hildebrand’s 
block all are different versions of a single proto
type, the miliaresion in question being one of 
those of Basil II and Constantine XI (c/. W. 
Wroth, Catalogue of the Imperial Byzantine Coins 
in the British Museum, II (London, 1908), Pl. LVI, 
9-11) which are as relatively common in Scandi
navian finds as they are infrequently met with 
elsewhere. On no. 2 the engraver did not even 
attempt the twin busts - the ring on the cross
shaft makes it quite clear, however, that he was 
not working from one of the aniconic issues of 
Constantine VII and Romanus II - while on no. 
3 he contented himself with essaying stylized 
‘hands’ in their place, perhaps but very doubtful

ly being influenced in this by the well-known 
Anglo-Saxon coin-type from 980s. Only on no. 5 
did he venture to reproduce the imperial por
traits as such.

As we have seen, the imitations discussed by 
Hildebrand cannot be earlier than the first 
decade of the eleventh century, by which time 
the prototypes already were obsolete where cur
rency within the Byzantine Empire was concer
ned (cf. P. Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine 
Coins in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection and in the 
Whittemore Collection, III, ii (Washington, 1973), 
pp. 611-12). The Thorcetel coins are good 
evidence, too, that imitation continued into the 
1030s, so that we may postulate, at least in Skåne, 
a lingering currency for pieces as splendid as 
anomalous, and there is in fact hoard-evidence 
from the whole period that the odd specimen 
was current throughout the Baltic area. When 
precisely the earlier imitations published in 1881 
were executed is discussed by Dr. Maimer, but 
we will be suggesting on the basis of the Enge 
coin that there was still imitation in the later 
1020s, and a hare perhaps worth raising is 
whether there was any further injection of the 
prototypes into the Scandinavian economy as a 
consequence of Harald Hardråda’s return from 
Constantinople in 1045. Granted that silver no 
longer figured in the Empire’s currency, it might 
have seemed a good opportunity for there to be 
unloaded even the odd sack of obsolete specie on 
mercenaries internationally known to make and 
receive payments in silver. There would be, after 
all, a sixteenth-century parallel for the fobbing 
off in this way of quantities of stockpiled coin of 
obsolete type. In 1588 demonetized low- 
denomination Spanish silver struck under Char
les V in the names of his dead parents was taken 
aboard the galleons of the Armada in conside
rable quantity (c/. BN J. XXXVIII (1969), p. 
112). However, not the least benefit conferred 
by rediscovery of the mule from the Enge hoard 
is the indication it affords that imitation was a 
continuing process and conducted at more than 
one centre. No less valuable is the suggestion 
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that Lund was attracted to Byzantine types 
already by the 1030s - though we have no desire 
to become involved here in the great controversy 
as to whether Harthacnut might not have struck 
in his own name while Cnut was still alive. We 
merely observe that the aniconic obverse of the 
mule finds an echo in the obverse type of pieces 
such as Hauberg, Pl. IV, 2 & 3 with the REX IN 
DAN formula which are generally accepted as 
being among the earliest coins struck in Hartha- 
cnut’s name.

It was probably about the beginning of this 
century that the Anglo-Saxon coins published by 
Hildebrand in 1846 and 1881 began to be 
brought together into the cabinets where they 
still are housed, and, if initially the work may 
have been under the direction of Hans Hilde
brand (1842-1913), Bror Emil’s only less distin
guished son, there is no doubt that the brunt of 
the rearrangement was borne by Mrs. Rosa 
Christina Norström (1860-1944), daughter of 
the great collector W. Th. Strokirk (1823-1895) 
and widow of an army officer. From 1899 until 
her retirement in 1929 she was employed by the 
Academy in more than one capacity, but it was 
she who gave continuity to the Royal Coin 
Cabinet after Hans Hildebrand’s retirement in 
1907, even if from 1915 until his premature 
death the official head was Bror Schnittger 
(1882-1924). Incidentally the account of her 
career on pp. 161-2 of Th. Högberg’s Svenska 
Numismatiker under Fyra Sekler (Göteborg, 1961) 
still may be supplemented by Dr. Bengt Thorde- 
man’s percipient obituary on pp. 132-3 of the 
1944 NNUM. It is Mrs. Norström’s hand appa
rently that figures on each and every one of the 
tickets that lie under the 10,000 coins and more 
recorded by B. E. Hildebrand in the pages of the 
second edition of Anglosachsiska Mynt and trans
ferred by her to their present trays.

Faced with the problem of the six coins discus
sed by Hildebrand under the heading Falskmynt 
och Fantasimynt, Mrs. Norström took the decision 
to include them in the English cabinets under a 
special category labelled Curiosa positioned be

tween the coins of Æthelræd II and Cnut. Added 
to them either at that time or in the years 
immediately following were another four coins 
as follows, a) a second specimen of Hildebrand’s 
no. 3, broken across unfortunately, ft) an Agnus 
Dei imitation (pierced) of the same general class 
as SCBI Copenhagen 1687-9 but from different 
dies, c) the Enge mule that forms the subject of 
this note, and d),what is probably a Scandinavian 
imitation of a Bohemian (?) penny (recently 
identified as belonging to the 1868 Lingsarve 
hoard, Eskelhem par., Gotland, SHM 3855, CNS 
1.3,25:843), but so different in fabric and style 
from the remaining nine coins that it need not 
detain us here. Noted on the tickets of the three 
coins from Grönby is their (Statens Historiska 
Museum) inventorium number (2185), but the 
Espinge provenance for the two pieces with 
identical suspension loops has to be worked out 
from the text of Hildebrand’s discussion, though 
it is confirmed by the distinctive, pale-green 
patination that is so characteristic of coins from 
that particular hoard. As for the remaining five 
coins, the unmounted Thorcetel piece and the 
four added since Hildebrand’s time, the record 
is as blank as the tickets, and here it may be 
remarked that the parallel failure to record 
provenance found in the case of the Espinge 
coins is perhaps to be explained be the sheer 
volume of the Scanian hoard together with the 
circumstances that it came to light when Hilde
brand already was preoccupied with the second 
edition of Anglosachsiska Mynt. In England a 
similar flagging in enthusiasm for meticulous 
registration can be seen in the case of the more 
exotic pieces in the great Cuerdale treasure of 
1840 (c/. NC 1974, pp. 190-92). It is only the 
sheer distinctiveness of the types of the Enge 
mule and its utter conformity to the description 
in the 1856 archive that make it possible for us to 
be so confident that the unprovenanced coin in 
the Curiosa tray is the missing coin from the 
particular Gotland hoard - única (?) non sunt 
multiplicando praeter necessitatem!

Almost a decade ago (Mynt och människor 
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(Uddevalla, 1968), plate opposite p. 33), Dr. 
Malmer gave wider currency to her 1965 disco
very (Olof Skötkonungs mynt och andra Ethelred- 
imitationer (Stockholm, 1965), pl. 5, 5-8) that one 
of the Byzantine imitations die-linked into Olof 
Skötkonung’s coinage of Sigtuna, and so belongs 
very little after the millennium. The importance 
of the Enge mule is that its date likewise can be 
established with fair precision by a consideration 
of its English prototype - which in this case is not 
the obvious one - but falls as much as a couple of 
decades later, and hence this note’s claim that 
imitation was a continuing if intermittent 
process.

We may begin our discussion of the English 
face of the Enge mule with the observation that 
as long as the piece was known only from the 
1856 description there was about it an air of 
unreality. Improbable though not impossible 
was the very muling of Anglo-Saxon and Byzan
tine types, but this was as nothing beside the 
discrepancy between the putative English proto
type and the date when the Enge hoard may be 
supposed to have been concealed. On the basis 
of the German element this was not before 1039 
(Hatz, op. et pag. citt.), but the English element 
terminates with coins of Cnut, the latest of Short 
Cross type and present in minimal quantity, so 
that a date for the hoard’s concealment much 
later than 1040 must seem very unlikely. The 
type of the mule is a voided short cross with a 
pair of crescents at the junction of each arm and 
the inner circle, so there is a general correspon
dence as was claimed in 1856 to the reverse type 
of the Pointed Helmet type of Edward the Confes
sor (Fig. 3. A). However, when the reverse is 
examined in detail it will be found that on the 
English coins the number of crescents at each 
junction is three and not two (Fig. 3. B). In other 
words there is no direct copying, a conclusion 
that we arrive at with something approaching 
relief inasmuch as the Pointed Helmet type of 
Edward the Confessor probably was not struck 
until more than a decade after the Enge hoard’s 
concealment. It is the sixth of Edward’s ten 

substantive issues, and the first of those which 
failed to reach Sweden in any quantity. Probably 
it was in issue in England between the autumn of 
1053 and the autumn af 1056 (cf. [ R.H. ] M. 
Dolley ed., Anglo-Saxon Coins (London, 1961), 
pp. 186 & 275).

What then was the prototype? The legend, as 
we shall see, suggests an English coin, even 
though it is not unknown as we have seen earlier 
in this note for imitators to combine a legend 
from one series and the type from another. On 
English coins before c. 1040 we find a voided 
short across under Æthelræd II only in the so- 
called Crux type where the letters C - R - V - X 
are disposed in the angles, and under Cnut in 
the so-called Pointed Helmet and Short Cross types 
where we find respectively a boss in each angle 
or the field completely blank. Significantly the 
legend also points to a coin of Cnut. It reads:

Fig. 3.A

+ FRI-DCOLM_OEOFRPIR

Fig. 3.B
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the ‘L’ and ‘M’ being inverted (quasi-runic?), and 
the wen omitting the horizontal bar at the top. 
Frithcol (ON * Frithkollr) is a name of apparently 
Anglo-Scandinavian formation, and as it hap
pens is only attested by York coins of Cnut (cf. V.
J. Smart in F. Sandgren ed., Otium et Negotium 
(Stockholm, 1973), p. 226). The distribution of 
his coins between the three principal types of the 
reign is chronologically suggestive: -

BEH Copenhagen BMC
Quatrefoil 4 4 -
Pointed Helmet 12 12 3
Short Cross 1 2 2

It would appear that Frithcol’s association with 
the mint began in the early 1020s and was 
virtually over by the early 1030s. In other words 
there is some sort of chronological concordance 
between both the legend and the type of the 
English face of the Enge mule.

At first sight it is perhaps the Short Cross type 
of Cnut that seems closer than the Pointed Helmet 
where a likely prototype is concerned. Such is 
the exiguity of the crescents at the ends of the 
cross-arms! On reflection, however, it must ap
pear that there is a decisive argument in favour 
of Pointed Helmet. Unremarked surprisingly on 
pp. lii-liii of the Yorkshire Museum’s fascicle of 
the SCBI is the fact that there is c. 1030 an 
abrupt change in the spelling of the York mint
signature. In Pointed Helmet nearly one hundred 
dies recorded in BEH with a reading extending 
beyond EOF have ‘R’ for the next letter - we may 
ignore the odd die EOFI where the last upright 
is ambiguous. In Short Cross, on the other hand, 
some eighty dies with a fuller version of the 
mint-signature have ‘E’ as the fourth letter. Any 
exceptions are minimal (e.g. BEH 490 by the 
hapax moneyer Brand and SCBI Copenhagen 

657 which is perhaps misread). In other words 
the replacement of EOFR- by EOFER- as the 
conventional spelling of the prototheme of the 
York mint-signature, something which appears 
to have happened just about the year 1030, is a 
fairly convincing argument that the prototype of 
the Enge mule was an English penny struck 
somewhere around the year 1025 - the exceptio
nally full form of the mint-signature suggests a 
piece from early in the Pointed Helmet issue. We 
have only to look at coins such as Hildebrand’s 
Typ. G. var. b. to know that the Pointed Helmet 
reverse invited the attentions of Scandinavian 
imitators, but it is at this point that we would 
wish to bow out of the discussion. It is not for us 
to remark in more than general terms epigraphi
cal resemblances between the Enge mule’s Eng
lish face and pieces that are certainly Scandinavi
an, but what the coin has brought home to us is 
the essential wisdom of Dr. Maimer’s decision to 
preface her projected catalogue of all the Scan
dinavian imitations in the Royal Coin Cabinet 
with a special study in great depth of those which 
derive their inspirations from the Byzantine 
miliaresia of the later part of the tenth century. 
Our task has been essentially one of resolution of 
apparent anachronism, the reconciliation of the 
statement of no less an authority than Bror Emil 
Hildebrand:

1. mynt, med inskr. over fältet på ena sidan, på den andra 
+ FR|-DEOri^-OEOFRl/IR . Med Typ som Rev. av Edward 
Confessors Typ F.

with the fact that the latest Anglo-Saxon coins in 
the hoard were two Short Cross pennies of Cnut. 
We believe we have done this by identifying the 
actual coin in Mrs Norström’s Curiosa tray, and 
suggesting that the coincidence of type with the 
Edward the Confessor coins is both fortuitous 
and far from exact.
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The Coinages of Harthacnut and Magnus the Good 
at Lund c. 1040 —c. 1046

By C. J. Becker

119

I. Introductory remarks
Since the pioneering work of P. Hauberg on 
coinages of Denmark during the Viking period 
and the Early Middle Ages1, only a few of the 
groups of coins - the anonymous series of the 
9th and 10th centuries - have been thoroughly 
dealt with in a book written by Brita Maimer on 
Nordic coins dating from before the year 10002. 
In closely related fields, such as Swedish and 
Norwegian numismatic history during the 11th 
century, and especially the contemporary and 
older Anglo-Saxon coinages, much progress has 
been made during the last decades. Because 
Denmark was strongly influenced in the first 
half of the 11th century by the well-organized 
Anglo-Saxon minting system, increased know-

1: P. Hauberg, Myntforhold og Udmyntninger i Danmark 
indtil 1146. København 1900.
2: Brita Malmer, Nordiska Mynt fore År 1000. Acta Arch. 
Lundensia, Ser. 8‘, 4. Lund 1966.
3: Malmer, Nordiska Mynt, p. 237.
4: Hbg. Svend (pl. I). - M. Blackburn, M. Dolley and K. 
Jonsson, NNUM 1979, 61 (with references).
5: Brita Maimer, Numismatiska Meddelanden 31, Stock
holm 1973, p. 40 and NNUM 1981, p. 62 - As early as 1962 
(R. H.) M. Dolley and V. Butler suggested that such 
imitations could have been made at Lund: Some “Northern” 
variants etc. of the “Crux” issue of Æthelræd II, BNJ XXX 
1961 (1962), p. 219.
6: C. S. S. Lyon, G. v.d. Meer and (R. H.) M. Dolley, Some 
Scandinavian coins in the names of Æthelræd, Cnut and 
Harthacnut attributed by Hildebrand to English mints. BNJ 
XXX 1961 (1962), p. 235-251. - Brita Maimer, King Cnut's 
coinage in the Northern countries. The Dorothea Coke 
Memorial Lecture in Northern Studies, University College, 
London 1972.

ledge of that subject (and of the research me
thods applied) must be of significance for cir
cumstances in the contemporary Viking king
dom east of the North Sea, too. The following 
studies of Danish coinages issued at Lund du
ring the period c. 1040 - c. 1046 should be 
considered against this background.

The first time that the name of Lund is 
encountered as the place of a mint is during the 
reign of Knut the Great. It is still an open 
question whether coins were minted at Lund, or 
elsewhere in Scania, at an earlier date than this. 
A group of semi-bracteates dating from the end 
of the 10th century - the so-called Cross Type 
(Hauberg types 2-6, Maimer groups KG 10-12) 
- can have been produced somewhere in eastern 
Denmark (Zealand or Scania)3. Reference 
should also be made to the discussion concer
ning the isolated attempt made by Svend Fork
beard to produce Danish coins in c. 995/9974. 
Finally, some Nordic imitations of the English 
types of Æthelræd from about the year 1000 
could be of east Danish origin9 (cf. Mark Black
burn’s treatise above).

Definite evidence that coins were minted at 
Lund is first found from the time of Knut the 
Great. The conclusions drawn by Hauberg have 
been supplemented on important points by two 
more recent works6, but it is not yet possible to 
clarify the circumstances surrounding Knut’s 
attempt to organize the Danish system of coina
ge on the lines of the English system. At present, 
it seems possible to identify some relatively
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Fig. 1. The “Serpent”-type of Lund, 
a Hbg. Knud 20 (+ CNVT REX 
ANGLO / + FAR-DEIN ON
LVND).
b Hbg. Hard. 1
(+ HARDACNVT REX
/ + AS: LAC ON LVND).
(Priv. coll.). 2:1.

I

b

heavy pennies as the result of his first Danish 
coining, not just at Lund but also at Roskilde, 
Ringsted, Viborg and Ribe'. The models were to 
some extent older coins, i.e. English types with
drawn from circulation, and the coins were 
presumably struck about the year 1020 by 
Anglo-Saxon moneyers called to this country. In 
some cases the dies are linked with true English 
dies8. However, it is still for consideration 
whether this group really marks the start of a 
Danish coinage system proper which was to con
tinue throughout the century.

There seems to be a distinction between this 
early group of Knut and the series both from 
Lund and other Danish towns which followed. 
From Lund there is a fairly common type 
showing on the obverse a serpent or dragon and 
on the reverse a cross-like figure. (Fig. 1). This 
coin type carries the names of both Knut and 
Harthacnut, but the inscriptions on many dies 
are blundered. From the same period there are 

coins of other Danish mints which can be distin
guished geographically by their special types. 
Nevertheless, the coins of this period have one 
feature in common: they were minted according 
to new weight systems, one an East Danish (with 
a penny-weight of c. LOg) and the other West 
Danish (where the weight was c. 0.75g). All these 
series must represent a new Danish coinage 
system,9 fairly well organized and presumably 
under central control, probably by the king.

However, this group will not be reconsidered 
in the present work, but it is necessary to 
mention these Lund coins briefly to fill in the 
background for the coins struck still later in this 
town.

The “Serpent” type, mentioned above, (Hbg.

7: Hauberg, Knud types 1-4,7,24-25,36,46-48,55-56.
8: Brita Maimer, (note 6), p. 13.
9: Cf. K. Erslev, (note 58) and Brita Maimer, (note 6), p. 20. 
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Knud 20 and Hardeknud 1) presumably com
prises one group whose introduction should be 
dated, regardless of who was in control of the 
mint, no later than to 1030, i.e. when Knut was 
the actual king of both Denmark and England, 
but when Harthacnut c. 1026/1028 seems to 
have had a special status as “vice-king” in Den
mark in spite of his youth - being only 10 or 12 
years old.

At any rate four large hoards of treasure show 
that both the Lund types discussed (and the 
contemporary “provincial” coins) were in circu
lation between the years c. 1030 and c. 1035: 
Enner near Århus10, Dronningensgate at 
Trondheim11, and Enges in Burs parish on 
Gotland12 seem to have been desposited in c. 
1030, while the important find from St. Jørgens- 
bjerg church at Roskilde13 could be a little later, 
but probably also before 1035. An analysis of 
these finds based on the English coins that they 
contained confirms - as already suggested by 
Hauberg and later, independently, stated by 
Michael Dolley14 - that Danish coins showing the 
name of Harthacnut must date from before the 
year 1035, i.e. the year that he became sole king 
of Denmark. On this background it is also easier 
to understand why Hauberg, and later Georg 
Galster15, expressed themselves so cautiously 
concerning these coins and emphasized the 
difficulty of distinguishing between coinages 
from the time of Knut and that of Harthacnut. 
In reality they should be considered as one

10: Hauberg, 167, no. 66. - G. Galster, SCBI Copenhagen I, 
1964, p. 34, no. 65.
11: L. Lagerqvist, Commentationes II, 1968, p. 385-388. - 
K. Skaare, Coins and Coinage in Viking-age Norway, Oslo 
1976, p. 166, no. 147 (date too late).
12: CNS, vol. 1,2, 1979, p. 148.
13: G. Galster, NNÅ 1954, p. 137-142.
14: M. Dolley, The Numismatic Circular 1972, p. 358.
15: G. Galster, L. E. Bruuns Mønt- og Medaillesamling, 
København 1928, p. 49, ad no. 1322. - The same, Kongsø, p. 
57.
16: C. S. S. Lyon et al., (note 6).

group, and no weight should be laid on the fact 
that some carry the name of Knut and some that 
of Harthacnut: both had a right to use the title 
King of Denmark at that time.

There seems, as previously mentioned, that 
behind the coins dating from c. 1030 there lay a 
real organisation of the Danish coinage system 
with new national coin types and new weight 
systems after the first attempt of Knut the Great 
in c. 1020 had obviously failed to succeed. The 
next occasion when an important change can be 
observed is in the reign of Harthacnut 
(1035-1042). This time it concerns types, and 
particularly those from the Lund mint having 
one important feature in common, namely an 
evident similarity with English models. The 
obverse is again struck with a portrait and with a 
king’s name, while the reverse is of either a 
contemporary or older Anglo-Saxon type. This 
is the group of coins that is the subject of the 
present study of the production of the Lund 
mint in the time of Harthacnut and Magnus the 
Good.

II. Method
Hauberg based his chronological arrangement 
and identifications of Danish coins primarily on 
the inscriptions given on the obverse (see note 
17) and on the evidence provided by the hoards. 
In addition, this author naturally drew upon the 
results achieved by international numismatic 
research in related fields. Hauberg’s publication 
shows his impressive knowledge of the entire 
Nordic find material. In many cases he identi
fied individual coin dies and ascertained die
links, but apparently he did not draw further 
conclusions from these. In this connection it 
should be mentioned that the authors of a more 
recent, extremely important treatise16 concer
ning the relationship between the English and 
the Nordic coinages of Knut the Great have 
published links between certain groups of dies 
and were even able to set up a long die-chain: 
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they loyally mention the fact that their results 
are largely based on Hauberg’s observations, 
found as scattered remarks here and there in his 
book. Today it seems peculiar that Hauberg did 
not consider the die-links to be of greater 
significance, but this is fully understandable 
considering the research methods of his time. 
Nevertheless, there might be another reason for 
his apparent neglect. A large number of the 
papers left by Hauberg are found in the Royal 
Collection of Coins and Medals in Copenhagen. 
Here the present author noticed an important 
note among the preparatory studies for 
Hauberg’s great work: he wrote that a chronolo
gical arrangement of all the Danish material 
would be difficult if a higher priority was not 
given to the inscriptions on the obverse and their 
names than to the reverses17. Consequently, this 
was the principle that Hauberg followed for all 
legible coins. When he noted die-links that did 
not, apparently, harmonize with his chronology, 
he explained the circumstance as the re-use of 
old dies, or the issue of special “memorial coins” 
for deceased kings173.

An attempt has been made to use a different 
method in the following work. This builds pri
marily on a study of the dies and of their links. A 
die-link must imply that the two dies were in use 
simultaneously. If dies occur which because of 
their legends seem either too old or to originate 
from a foreign mint, then primarily these must 
be reckoned to be new dies which, for some 
reason or other, copy older or foreign models. 
The concept “re-usage” of old dies is, in this 
period, a less probable explanation18. If it is to be 
used at all, then evidence must be provided that 
the very same die had, in addition, been used 
either for older issues or in a different mint. 
Obviously this does not affect the circumstance 
that, on a change of regent or the introduction 
of new types, the immediately preceding dies 
were used during a transitional period, such as 
proved long ago, e.g. in the well organised 
Anglo-Saxon coinage. In such cases the obverse 

die is normally that of the older and the reverse 
die that of the newer model19.

Even though the Danish coinage system seems 
at times to have attempted to imitate the English 
one, its structure is still too poorly elucidated. At 
all events, it should not be assumed that the 
same organisation existed in this country as in 
England just because certain Danish issues lie 
close to the English models in style and techni
que. For this reason the question of imitations of 
old or foreign dies is an important one. It has 
already been established that unexpected die 
copying could occur at Lund in the period in 
question, and that these copies seem to have 
been included in regular issues20. Consequently 
on must be prepared to find similar types 
hidden among the material. This aspect is of 
importance for the whole study; at this stage it 
should be mentioned that for a short period 
some of the Lund moneyers permitted the 
cutting of numerous dies that copied either old 
coins (but ones which were still in circulation in 
this country) or foreign contemporary types. 
From a technical point of view, copies of this 
nature can be of such good quality that previous
ly there was no possibility of distinguishing them 
from their models.

17: Hauberg’s manuscript: “En ny Udmyntning har været 
betegnet ved Adversen, og Reversstemplet har været over
ladt til Myntmesterens Skjøn; derved forekommer ofte de 
ældre Reversstempler på senere Mynter. Paa anden Maade 
kan ikke Regenternes Aarsrække og Typernes Antal bringes 
i Overensstemmelse”.
17a: Hauberg, p. 115.
18: Hauberg also suggested that English dies had been 
transported to Denmark and used here. This has now been 
documented for the period just before and after 1000 AD, 
but so far no example could be cited for the period about 
1040. See also the recent discussion: Mark Blackburn, 
Thoughts on imitations of the Anglo-Saxon coinage. Seaby 
Coin 8c Medal Bulletin 1977, p. 344 ff.
19: M. Dolley, The relevance of obverse die-links to some 
problems of the later Anglo-Saxon coinage. Commentatio- 
nesl, 1961, p. 156.
20: C. J. Becker, NNUM 1979, p. 70, and NNUM 1980, p. 
47. -The same, Seaby Coin & Medal Bulletin 1980, p. 335.
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III. Copies and imitations
A distinction is made in the present investigation 
between copies of old or foreign dies (as discus
sed immediately above) and imitations. An imita
tion is understood as a direct imitation of a 
foreign (as a rule Anglo-Saxon) coin, where both 
the obverse and the reverse are illiterate, but 
where a more or less succesful attempt has been 
made to reproduce the foreign model. Large 
numbers of imitations of the coins of Æthelræd 
occur in Nordic finds, rather fewer of the 
English types of Knut the Great, and more 
rarely of the issues of the following kings, i.e., 
the series of Harold I (Harefoot), Harthacnut, 
and Edward the Confessor - although only up to 
and including the “Expanding Cross” type 
(1050-1053) of the last-mentioned king (fig. 
5)21. All these imitations can be just about 
contemporary with their models (proved by a 
number of hoards) but they can also be later, 
indeed even several decades later. They still 
comprise groups which are puzzling within Nor
dic numismatics, and their minting place or 
places cannot yet be definitely identified in the 
Nordic region. Some of the earliest imitations 
are the subject of studies by my colleagues 
published above. With a few exceptions, the 
rather later imitations will not be dealt with in 
the following. It has however, proved necessary 
to distinguish a series of Lund coins dating from 
the time of Magnus the Good, where only the 
obverse is illiterate (the MX group below), from 
a series of contemporary, related imitations (the 
MZ group below) whose minting place is un
known at present but may be Roskilde. Neverthe
less, it must be admitted that, for the time being, 
it can be difficult to explain where the border
line between copies and imitations should be 
drawn.

21: E.g. Hauberg Magnus 14.

IV. The material and its arrangement 
Material found in the most important Scandina
vian collections was the object of primary study - 
by and large the same material that was available 
to Hauberg. Since 1900 it is true that several 
hoards have appeared in South Scandinavia22, 
but these have yielded only little supplementary 
information and even less fresh knowledge. The 
most important finds from the present area of 
Denmark were all published by Georg Galster 
(see Haagerup and Kongsø). The same author, 
moreover, made a number of important re
marks in the large catalogue of the L. E. Bruun 
collection (1928) and in the final edition of the 
equally important catalogue of the Hauberg 
auction (192 9)23.

The present author has perused the material 
in the L. E. Bruun collection (cited LEB in the 
following), the Royal Collection of Coins and 
Medals, Copenhagen (KMMS), and the Royal 
Coin Cabinet (National Museum for History of 
Coins, Medals and Money) Stockholm (KMK), 
and in a number of larger museums elsewhere 
(Historical Museum of Lund University, Coin 
Cabinet of Uppsala University, Coin Cabinet of 
Oslo University, the Museum of Odense, and 
the British Museum, London), as well as that in a 
few private collections. The material was gather
ed in the years 1978-1980. Use was only made of 
pieces that could be studied in the original, or 
where clear illustrations were available in publi
cations or in the form of a photograph. No coins 
were used that were only known through des
criptions or other records. There is one excep
tion: the interesting coin H.43/197, which is 
known only from descriptions by Dannenberg 
and Hauberg233.

22: See G. Galster, SCBI Copenhagen I, 1964, p. 24.
23: Museumsinspektør P. Hauberg's Samling af danske og 
norske Mønter. København 1929. (The manuscript was 
nearly finished by Hauberg before his death, and was finally 
revised by G. Galster).
23a: The unique coin is from the hoard at Ptonsk, Poland 
(Hauberg, p. 180, no. 195). In his publication Dannenberg 
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The dies and their recording
An attempt was made to record all obverse dies 
showing a portrait that originates from the 
period under discussion. The small number of 
coinages showing other motifs are excluded. On 
the other hand, all contemporary reverse dies 
are recorded if, directly or through links, they 
can be associated with Lund. This means that 
the present investigation deals with dies and 
their mutual links, but it cannot be considered to 
be an exhaustive numismatic study of the large 
amount of find material. Hence no complete 
catalogue is set up of all combinations giving the 
occurrence of the coins in closed finds and the 
number of known specimens - no more than the 
weight and die-axis of the individual coins were 
specially studied.

The individual obverse and reverse dies are 
grouped in the following plates I-V with lists, 
but more according to convenience than to any 
uniform system: the lists can be used for further 
conclusions as well as for the identification or 
classification of individual coins.

The obverse inscriptions are grouped according to 
inscription. Each group is numbered consecu
tively.

H = showing the name of Harthacnut 
(whether literate or only partly literate). The 45 
different dies are arranged primarily according 
to whether the reading starts on the left of the 
coin or in the middle of it (in such cases the 
break at the portrait is marked by //). Thereaf
ter, the inscriptions are collected in a first group 
having H as initial letter and in another group 
where this is reproduced as N. (The alternating 
usage of the letters H and N is a common 
(Berliner Blätter für Münzkunde VI, 1871-1873, p. 150 ff 
and p. 241 ff.) registers the coin as English (p. 261) but adds 
that it may be Scandinavian. Hauberg mentions the coin in 
his book (p. 201, ad. Hard. no. 20) giving new details about 
the type of the obverse, which means that he must have seen 
the coin. It now seems to have disappeared; according to 
information from Mr. B. Kluge, Berlin, it is not in the 
Berlin-collection to-day.

phenomenon on the coins of this period: but it 
must be admitted that there are cases where it is 
difficult to determine which letter it is). Within 
each subgroup the inscriptions are arranged 
with the complete ones first and in alphabetical 
order, whereafter follow the more incomplete 
inscriptions. Thus, in the H group, no account is 
taken of the details of the portrait itself.

HX = blundered inscription which, according 
to the die combinations documented later, must 
be contemporary with the H group. Only two 
dies are (subjectively) referred to this group.

K = showing the name of Knut. Only those 
dies are included which, according to die-links 
or similar criteria, must be contemporary with 
the other dies here treated. Hauberg attributed 
all dies of this type to the time of Knut the Great, 
even though he made reservations concerning a 
few of them24. A discussion follows below as to 
whether the late Knut dies recorded here are 
anachronistic, or whether they should be ex
plained as parallels to the circumstance that 
Harthacnut’s English series can show the name 
of Knut, too. There are 16 dies of this group, 
(perhaps more).

M = showing the name of Magnus. Naturally, 
only the issues of Magnus the Good are included 
here and not the considerably later coins from 
the time when Svend Estridsen was king and 
used the name “Magnus”. There are 26 dies in 
this list. For convenience they are arranged 
according to a system different from that of the 
H group of Harthacnut. Attention is primarily 
paid to whether the portrait design includes a 
sceptre or not. Within each group the dies are 
arranged alphabetically and with the correct 
reproductions of the king’s name before those 
that are more or less confused, although still 
recognisable versions of the name Magnus.

MX = entirely blundered obverse inscriptions 
which, according to the reverse dies, must origi
nate from the time of Magnus the Good and 

24: Hauberg, e.g. p. 1 14 and 193 (ad no. 23). 
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must be connected with Lund. The group corre
sponds to Hauberg’s variant of the type Magnus 
no. 1. The 33 obverse dies here recorded are 
arranged alphabetically and on the following 
principle: if there is a + sign, then the inscrip
tion begins there whether this initial cross is 
placed to the left or in the middle of the obverse 
(the latter position is most frequent). If an 
inscription includes the + sign twice, then the 
reading always starts at the second + (i.e., that 
farthest to the right).

MZ = entirely blundered obverse inscriptions 
of the same type as that of the previous group. 
The MZ group is purely subjectively distinguis
hed from the MX on the basis of the reverse dies 
that cannot be directly referred to Lund. The 
MZ group is only included because it has been 
described with the MX by Hauberg and all later 
authors. As shown below, the group includes 
some of the earlier mentioned imitations for 
which the place of minting has not yet been 
identified. There are 26 obverse dies in the MZ 
group in the lists, but strictly speaking several 
more could have been included without altering 
the definition at all. The inscriptions of the MZ 
group are arranged according to the principles 
used in the case of the MX group.

It should be mentioned that in earlier times - 
chiefly before the work of Hauberg - both the 
MX and the MZ groups were often attributed to 
Harthacnut and were considered to be poor 
versions of the coins of this monarch.

Finally, there are three small groups that can 
similarly be attributed to Lund through reverse 
dies or links, and to the period under discussion, 
even though the names on the obverses are 
English, namely:

25: C. Ramus and O. Devegge's Ufuldendte Møntværk, 
København 1867, pl. VI, no. XXXIV. - H. A. Grueber and 
C. F. Keary, A Catalogue of English Coins in the British 
Museum: Anglo-Saxon series, vol. II, London 1893, p. 313, 
no. 64 (with illustration). The two illustrations may be of one 
and the same coin; it was once in a Danish private collection 
(H. H. Frost) but later sold to England.

Æ = the name of Æthelræd, three dies.
HL = the name of Harold, i.e., Harold I 

(Harefoot). Two dies but only one is entirely 
certain: the other 25 could show a corruption of 
the name of Harthacnut.

E = the name of Edward the Confessor. Two 
dies are known from Lund.

Reverse dies are arranged in alphabetic order 
according to the name of the moneyer (irrespec
tive of whether he really did work at Lund in the 
period in question, or whether the name is 
“spurious”, i.e., either copies the inscription on a 
foreign coin, and thus of a moneyer otherwise 
unknown at Lund, or is, apparently, an entirely 
fictitious name).

The lists are consecutively numbered and the 
dies are referred to below just by this number or 
- where this could lead to a misunderstanding - 
with an R(= reverse) preceding the number. It 
should be noted that the lists often omit one or 
several numbers between the individual names: 
the reason being that any new dies, or any 
overlooked in the present investigation, can be 
incorporated more easily in the series as a whole 
with a new main number.

The reverse dies are divided into two groups, 
one containing the numbers 1 to 250 (list I), the 
other those from 301 onwards (list II). The first 
consists of dies that either state the name of 
Lund themselves or originate from a moneyer 
who stated the name of this town on a closely 
related die. To date, 160 dies have been recor
ded in this group. As well as dies having a direct 
connection with the portrait obverses, Lund dies 
from the same period are included, even though 
these are combined with the (more rare) obver
ses showing other motifs (pictures of animals 
etc.).

The other group, from no. 301 onwards, 
comprises only 40 dies. These are entirely or 
partially illiterate; at any rate, the name of 
“Lund” is not clear. The group was included in 
the present investigation because, on the basis of 
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die-links, some of the dies seem to have been 
used at Lund, while others are directly associa
ted with the obverse dies in the still mysterious 
MZ group. A single Roskilde die is included (no. 
401).

The type or design is also stated for all reverse 
dies (see pl. VI). The types are indicated by the 
letters A-T in an apparently arbitrary sequence; 
however, the letters are selected in this way 
because in the majority of cases the same defini
tion can be used as that with which many 
scholars since the time of B. E. Hildebrand are 
acquainted. Incidentally, Hildebrand’s main ty
pes of the English reverses from the times of 
Æthelræd, Knut and Harthacnut, can be directly 
reused here, with a few exeptions.

Finally, all lists note the die-links so far recor
ded for both obverse and reverse dies. In this 
way, the lists constitute the starting-point for 
conclusions that may be drawn from the materi
al - some of which are discussed below.

Re-engraving of dies. In the lists of both obverse 
and reverse dies, “a”-numbers (accompanied by 
the designation “R-E”) are given in a few cases, 
where there is evidence that the die has been 
altered during its use, often by adding subsidia
ry symbols to the design (see fig. 8). In some 
cases the reason for this alteration seems to have 
been an attempt to cover up damage sustained 
by the die during usage.

The inscriptions on the dies are reproduced in a 
normalized fashion in the published lists, i.e., 
without the individual details of the letters. The 
same applies to the subsidiary symbols found 
particularly on the reverse dies (pellets, circles, 
crescent, etc.). For some groups of obverse dies 
which would show one and the same normalized 
inscription an exception has been made and 
here certain characteristic details of the indivi
dual letters have been reproduced more natura- 
listically to facilitate the identification of the dies. 
It should be mentioned, however, that as a rule 
such dies exhibit differences in the portrait, and 
in practice, therefore, it is easy to distinguish 
between individual dies. As many as possible of 

the obverse dies are also reproduced photo
graphically (pls. I-V) to facilitate rapid identifi
cation.

In the case of the reverse dies, a brief survey 
of the lists will show that there is such great 
variety in the inscriptions that it is easy to 
distinguish individual dies with legible inscrip
tions. It is remarkable that even the most fre
quently occurring names never appear with 
exactly the same spelling or secondary decora
tion (supplementary symbols). This is hardly 
fortuitous as the technical production of the dies 
is so good in the majority of cases that the 
craftsmen could easily have produced more 
uniform dies, as was the case in England, for 
example. As regards the Danish dies from Lund 
(but only from this town), it is not necessary to 
investigate to the same degreee the shapes and 
sizes of the different letters to be able to distin
guish between dies: as a rule, the differences 
readily appear on reading.

The reading of the inscriptions can prove diffi
cult in some cases, particularly if knowledge of 
the die is only obtainable from one poorly struck 
or badly preserved coin. Some of the readings 
given in the present work may be open to 
discussion: in a few instances a slightly different 
reading is proposed from that found, for ex
ample, for the same die in Hauberg or in 
Galster. Such deviations are, however, the ex
ception and the present author is full of admira
tion for the readings of earlier scholars, relating 
even to barely legible coins. Only in one case did 
it prove necessary to correct siginificantly a 
reading made by Hauberg. Relying on poorly 
preserved specimens, he read the obverse 
legends of Hbg. Knud 15 and Hardeknud 8 
differently, although these are actually from the 
same die (K.2 below). The other deviations 
relate only to insignificant details, particularly 
concerning the letters H and N, where the die
cutters clearly showed some uncertainty, too. In 
the MX and MZ groups there can also be some 
doubt about the representation of the letters D 
and P.
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Scope of the material
Even though the present work does not seek to 
present a complete catalogue of the coinages of 
the period, it is necessary to know the scope of 
the material and to estimate its reliability if the 
results are to be evaluated.

Here the key question is whether the material 
studied can be considered to be representative. 
It appeared that almost all the recorded die
types and combinations were to be found in 
three large cabinets, i.e. KMMS and LEB in 
Denmark and KMK in Sweden. The other 
collections only supplemented the material, ad
ding very few new dies and die-links. It is also of 
importance that it was a common habit to bury 
silver treasure during the first half of the 11th 
century in the Nordic region and in parts of the 
Slav countries south and east of the Baltic. In 
this way a far larger number of coins of the 
period have been preserved in the northern 
areas than is the case, for example, in the 
centuries immediately following. Of course, this 
is well known, but it has been emphasized by a 
study of the more recently found hoards in 
which, for example, very few new types of Lund 
coins from the first half of the 11th century 
occur.

To give an impression of the scope of the 
material, a summary is given below of the 
number of obverse dies in each of the groups 
already mentioned, as well as of the number of 
coins so far recorded by the author in these 
groups.

26: KMMS no. GP 1583. Recently the provenance has been 
discovered; the large hoard from Naginscina near Novgorod 
(V. M. Potin, Trudy Gosudarstvennogo Ermitaza IX, 1967, 
no. 147). See NNUM 1979, p. 71, note 7.
27: Espinge, Skåne (KMK 6620, Hatz no. 247), Lilia Klinte- 
gårda II, Gotland (KMK 5804, Hatz no. 243), Halsarve, 
Gotland (KMK 23040, Hatz nr. 360), Findarve, Gotland 
(KMK 1076, Hatz no. 353).
28: KMK (= SHM) 2795. Hauberg, p. 168, no. 83. - Hatz, 
no. 400.
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Obverse group: Number of dies: Number of coins:
H 45 646

HX 2 18
K 16 63
M 26 305

MX 33 760
MZ 26 45
Æ 3 51
HL 2 10
E 2 52

Total: 155 1950

While the number of known dies, for the rea
sons stated, is unlikely to increase significantly in 
coming years, the number of coins recorded is 
more arbitrary. The last figure should only be 
used with extreme caution in any study of the 
volume of coins produced at that time or similar 
investigations. Here fortuity plays a part both 
with regard to the composition of the hoards 
and to the way that these have been handled by 
museums throughout the years. This can be 
illustrated by two examples. In the Æ group 
(Æthelræd) there are recorded three dies and 51 
specimens, the first correspond to Æ.l, Æ.2 and 
Æ.3 of the find lists. Only one example of Æ.2 is 
known, in combination with a similarly unique 
reverse (R.160)26, even though the moneyer 
(Othinkar) is one of the more productive of the 
Lund moneyers. Seven specimens of Æ.3 are 
known and these orginate from at least four 
different hoards in Scania and on the island of 
Gotland27. In contrast, 43 examples of Æ.1 are 
recorded from at least six different finds: but 
from five of these it is known that there was only 
one specimen in each, while the sixth, Oja in 
Scania28, originally contained 45 die-identical 
coins. However, only 18 of the Oja coins can be 
identified today.

The last-mentioned figure gives an idea of the 
way in which museums treated the earlier finds - 
a factor that is of much significance when 
evaluating the source material. As we know, it 
was common practice for both large and small 
museums to exchange or sell coins which were 
die duplicates, irrespective of whether or not 
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they constituted part of a closed find. The Coin 
Cabinet in Kristiania (Oslo) even went as far as 
issuing a printed price-list for the numerous 
“duplicates” from the great Gresli (Græslid) 
hoard subsequent to its painstaking publication 
by L. B. Stenersen in 1881. Only during the 
present century had it become the practice in 
Nordic countries for closed finds to be included 
in public collections in their entirety and for all 
items to remain there.

For the period in the 11th century under 
present discussion, the hoard from Espinge in 
Scania (in the literature also referred to as 
Aspinge or Hurva)29 is of importance for any 
criticism of the source material. Not only was 
this hoard of unusual size (originally it contained 
more than 8.000 coins), but it has an exact 
dating, too30. Moreover, it seems as if there was a 
close association between the original owner of 
the treasure and the mint itself in Lund. When 
the hoard was found (in 1880), the State Histori
cal Museum in Stockholm received it according 
to the legislation in force at that time, but later 
the Museum disposed of large parts of it, for 
example many of the Danish coins were sold to 
Hauberg, who was at that time a private collector 
without connection with the museum in Copen
hagen31. However, a considerable number of the 
redeemed coins, and numerous die-identical 
specimens at that, were later discovered in the 
museum. These have now been included in the 
Stockholm collection and are thus preserved for 
posterity because new museum principles rela
ting to the preservation of all coins from closed 
finds have since been adopted. As a result a 
number of the issues found at Espinge are, 
today, relatively better represented than is the 
case for those of other finds that appeared 
during the course of the 19th century. This 
applies, in particular, to some of the groups 
studied here: for this reason some of the figures 
in the diagram p. 127 are misleading. This is 
best seen in the large number of coins in the MX 
group (760 coins). For example, issues are recor

ded that show 82, 64, 57, 56, 55 and 51 coins, 
respectively, from identical pairs of dies, virtual
ly all of them originating from the Espinge 
hoard.

V. Obverse dies and their grouping
Among the coins of Harthacnut and Magnus the 
Good struck in Lund there is a group which, on 
the obverse, shows a portrait with inscription, 
while the reverse definitely, or with great proba
bility, refers the coin to Lund. The material is 
shown in the lists of obverse and reverse dies 
already discussed. A total of 155 different obver
se dies and 195 associated reverse dies have been 
recorded. In addition, the lists include nine 
reverse dies that should be contemporary with 
the others, but which hitherto have only been 
combined with obverses of different type (e.g. 
animal pictures). Conversely, earlier and later 
reverse inscriptions are not included (e.g. from 
the abovementioned “Serpent” group dating 
from c. 1030, or from the earlier series of Svend 
Estridsen) even though these could be associated 
with the same moneyers that appear in the text 
to the lists.

The lists include all recorded die-links, and 
thus they also provide the basis for the following 
studies of the relative dating of the coinages and 
for all further conclusions of a numismatic or 
cultural-historical nature. The material contains 
an unusually large number of die-links and die
chains that make a number of observations and 
conclusions possible.

29: KMK (= SHM) 6620. Hauberg, p. 171, no. 102. R. 
Skovmand, Aarbøger for nordisk oldkyndighed og historie 
1942, p. 169. G. Galster, SCBI Copenhagen I, 1964, p. 37, 
no. 87. Hatz no. 247. Unfortunately, the records of the 
Danish coins are not complete, as the registration seems to 
have been interrupted and never completed (cf. Hauberg, 
loc. cit.).
30: M. Dolley, A note on the Edward the Confessor element 
in the 1880 Espinge hoard. Seaby Coin & Medal Bulletin 
1976, p. 461.
31: According to information in Hauberg's catalogue of his 
collection (1929), the preface.
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H HX K M MXMZ Æ HL E
H 16

HX 5 1
K 6 1 2
M 11 3 4 5

MX 1 3 17
MZ 2
Æ 1
HL 1 1
E 1 1 1 2

H 44
HX 2
K 12
M 23

MX 27
MZ 23
Æ 2
HL 3
E 1

Fig. 2. Obverse/reverse combinations, based on the reverse 
dies. The first column shows the number of combinations 
with only one obverse die. The second part of the diagram 
indicates the number of combinations between reverse dies 
with more than one die-link. As an example, die R. 98 is 
counted both as H/H, H/M, H/HX and HX/M (see list of 
reverse dies). So the number of combinations in fig. 2 is 
higher than the total number of reverse dies.

The diagram in fig. 2 illustrates how the 195 
reverse dies are combined with the obverse dies. 
Of the 195, 136 are combined with only one 
obverse die: the distribution of these in the 
individual groups is given in the first vertical 
column. Fifty-five reverse dies are combined 
with two obverses, either from the same or from 
different obverse groups. These combinations 
are shown in the other part of the diagram. Five 
reverse dies (R. 13, 98, 103, 108 and 201) are 
combined with obverse dies from three different 
groups, and these in different ways combine the 
groups H, HX, K, M and E.

Two important results appear directly from 
the diagram, fig. 2. The MZ group is not 
combined via reverse dies with any of the other 
groups, even though in design, style and inscrip
tion the obverses are apparently of the same 
kind as found in the MX group. All the MZ 
reverses have illiterate inscriptions, (nos. 301 ff); 
but this group also contains dies which (by die
linking) should be ascribed to Lund. In fact, 
these observations have been used in arriving at 
the arrangement of different groups of obver
ses, so that the table just constitutes the docu
mentation for this arrangement. We may now 
justifiably conclude that the MZ group cannot 
have been produced at the same mint as the 
other obverse groups. In the following studies of 
the Lund coins, therefore, the number of dies 

treated is reduced by, respectively, 26 obverses 
and 24 reverses (i.e. all dies only given the 
designation MZ).

Figure 2 gives some information of importan
ce to the chronology of the obverse groups. Two 
of the large groups show a relatively large 
number of reverse dies that are only combined 
with one and the same obverse group, whether 
they are single dies or links. The H and the MX 
groups must, therefore, each have been domi
nant for a certain span of time, i.e. coins were 
mainly or exclusively struck with this type of 
obverse during a certain period. The two other 
large obverse groups, K and M, are linked via 
the reverses with a greater number of “foreign” 
groups. The four last groups are each too small 
to give any definite information of this nature.

The die-links so far observed are shown in fig. 
3-4 (fig. 4 is inserted at the end of the book). 
Because, as mentioned above, the dies of the MZ 
group must be considered to belong to another 
category (i.e. they are not Lund dies proper, 
perhaps Roskilde), the numbers used in the lists 
are now reduced to 129 obverse and 171 reverse 
dies, a total of 300 different dies. Of these, 210 
are included in longer or shorter die-chains. In 
16 cases it has been possible to combine groups 
of between 3 and 8 different dies, but it is more 
significant that it proved possible to associate no 
less than 136 dies in one long chain (fig. 4). Thus
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XII XIII XIV XV

O © O'
H HX K

S o o ©
SVEND HL,E,Æ M MX

Fig. 3. Sixteen minor die-chains. Obverses are shown with circles, reverses with squares. The obverse groups are indicated by 
different symbols. S = Svend Estridsen’s first issues with obverses in Byzantine style.
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there is a true possibility of not only evaluating 
the ages of the individual groups in relation to 
one another, but also of being able to provide 
new information on the actual coining that took 
place at Lund.

As stated above, the die-chains have been 
evaluated on the basis that all the dies must be 
contemporary, and furthermore locally produ
ced, because it was impossible to demonstrate 
that any of them had also been used earlier for a 
different coin. In the illustration of the die-links 
from Lund, all obverse dies are shown with 
round symbols and all reverses with rectangular. 
At the same time, to facilitate an overall view, an 
attempt is made to mark the different groups of 
obverse dies by symbols. The numbers refer to 
the lists of dies. Based on these chains, the 
relative ages of the obverse groups can be 
determined, and thereafter the absolute dating 
can be dealt with. A dating based on hoards is, 
however, used, for the more unusual groups.

The MX-group gives the clearest impression. 
The large chain includes 30 dies in direct 
linking, and in the small chains there are a 
further 45 with a total of 28 obverse dies. In 
three cases there is a direct connection with M 
(Magnus) dies (via R. 78, 116 and 121) and in 
one case with H. 15 (via R. 248). Moreover, links 
were ascertained with some of the types of 
Svend Estridsen, indicated in the linkage dia
grams by an S. Reverses 31, 32 and 58 are linked 
with coins of the type Hbg. Svend 6, R. 73 with 
Hbg. 6 as well as Hbg. 16. Finally, R. 129 is 
linked with Hbg. 23. As the coins of Svend 
Estridsen have not been studied to the same 
extent as the other material, there might even be 
further combinations; but the cases already 
mentioned should provide us with sufficient 
evidence. Svend’s types Hbg. 6, 16 and 23 are 
among his earliest because they all occur in the 
previously mentioned Espinge hoard that was 
deposited in 1047/48 at the latest32.

32: See note 30.

Fig. 5. Obverses similar to the MX and MZ groups may be 
rather late. The coin illustrated has a reverse which imitates 
the Expanding Cross series of Edward the Confessor 
(1050-1053), but such imitations are rare. The coin was 
previously referred to Magnus (Hauberg, Magnus 14) 
(KMMS, Thomsen 9887). 2:1.

Already the table in fig. 2 showed that the MX 
group was fairly homogeneous. On one side of 
the chain the relatively few links with other 
groups connect up with the M group, while on 
the other side they connect with some of the 
earliest Lund coins of Svend Estridsen. From a 
purely chronological viewpoint, the MX group 
must thus be placed between the M group and 
the first coins of Svend Estridsen, and it must 
represent an independent group.

The H group. According to the table given in 
fig. 2, this group too showed a relatively large 
number of links via reverse dies to obverses of its 
own group. In the large chain I there cannot, 
apparently, be distinguished as clear and as 
discrete a group with H dies as was the case for 
MX. The number of links to other groups is too 
great for this. The explanation for these appa
rently contrasting circumstances may be that 
while some of the H dies originate from a time 
when this was the only type in use, others must 
be a little later in time and contemporary with 
several of the other obverse groups. At the 
moment it is impossible to distinguish two such 
sub-groups within the total H group.

Does the H group represent one (or more) 
independent Danish types, or does it merely - as 
hitherto supposed - copy English coin designs? 
A survey of the individual types shows that 
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threee of them are of an independent character 
(H. 15, 16 and 40) but, as will be discussed 
below, these are presumably struck posthumous
ly and are therefore of no interest to the 
question of models for the whole H group. 
Among the other 42 dies, 32 of them copy 
Anglo-Saxon dies more or less accurately, but 
the models originate from among eight diffe
rent types:

Æthelræd’s type C (Crux). 1 die (H. 1) 
Æthelræd’s type D (Long Cross). 6 dies (H. 3, 11, 
12, 19,24,47)
Æthelræd’s type E (Helmet). 11 dies (H. 2, 4, 5, 
22, 23, 25 (right facing), 28, 30, 31,39, 41)
Knut’s type G (Pointed Helmet). 2 dies (H. 43,
44)
Knut’s type H (Short Cross). 6 dies (H. 9, 13 (?), 
14,21 (?), 48, 49)
Harold’s (also Harthacnut’s) type A (Jewel 
Cross). 3 dies (H. 27, 34, 46)
Harold’s type B (Fleur-de-Lis). 3 dies (H. 32, 33 
36)
Harthacnut’s type B (Arm/Sceptre). 1 die (H.
45) .

The remaining dies show elements from at least 
two of the groups mentioned above, but in very 
different combinations, i.e. some with elements 
from two of the types of Æthelræd, some with 
features of the coinages of Æthelræd and, for 
instance, of Harold (H. 6, 10, 20, 26, 29, 35, 37, 
38,42).

In other words there is no independent Dan
ish type in the entire H group. The dies are 
either copies of different English types, or free 
compositions with elements taken from several 
of such types.

The M group. According to the inscription 
(Magnus) they should also comprise an indepen
dent chronological group. However, this does 
not seem to be the case as nearly all the dies have 
combinations with both H and K. It is, neverthe
less, hardly fortuitous that, with a single excep

tion, only the M group has any direct connection 
with MX.

The types of portrait of the M group are 
largely the same as in the preceding group. 
Twentyfive of the 26 dies recorded can be 
examined, giving the result that 20 of them must 
be quite accurate copies of English types, 
namely:

Æthelræd’s type A. 1 die (M. 20) 
Æthelræd’s type D. 2 dies (M. 16, 17) 
Æthelræd’s type E. 10 dies (M. 1,3, 4, 7, 8 (?), 9, 
10, 11, 12, 15)
Knut’s type H. 3 dies (M. 21, 25, 26) 
Harold/Harthacnut’s type A. 1 die (M. 18) 
Harthacnut’s type B. 1 die (M. 22)
Edward’s type D (PACX). 2 dies (one of them 
may possibly be a Knut H) (M. 23, 24).

Five dies show features taken from two different 
types, or have one significantly diviating feature 
in relation to the model (M. 2, 5, 6, 13, 19). The 
last of the dies (M. 14) is difficult to place.

A comparison of the pictures of the H and M 
groups shows that there is a surprising similari
ty. These pictures are more or less free copies of 
a selection of Anglo-Saxon types, primarily the 
D and E types of Æthelræd, the H type of Knut, 
and some of the forms of Harold and Hartha- 
cnut. Other English types are used only excepti
onally, or not at all, although we know from the 
many hoards hidden at that time that they, too, 
circulated in large numbers in the Nordic area 
through the decades in question.

The K group seems similarly placed to H and 
M. This is remarkable because the dies in 
question have hitherto been considered to be
long to the time of Knut the Great. The 16 K 
dies recorded here are not known in combina
tion with either English or Danish types that are 
definitely known to originate from the time of 
Knut. Nine of the dies are directly included in 
chains with not only the H but also the M group, 
and on stylistic grounds (particularly applying to 
the reverse type) the others must be reckoned 
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contemporary. These late K dies might perhaps 
be considered as a parallel to some of Hartha- 
cnut’s Anglo-Saxon issues where he struck coins 
using the name “Cnut” especially during the 
period 1040-1042, perhaps also earlier33. But 
according to the die-chains, the coins showing 
the name of Knut could well be even later, i.e., 
from the time of Magnus the Good.

The K group is of special significance for 
understanding the problems associated with the 
Lund coinages of the period under discussion, 
and therefore it will be dealt with in somewhat 
greater detail. A majority of the coins recorded 
here as belonging to the K group were attribu
ted by Hildebrand to the English issues of Knut 
(London). Hauberg transferred many of them 
to Lund in Denmark, but dated them to Knut’s 
own time. In an article from 1961, which is just 
as brief as it is important, C. S. S. Lyon, G.v.d. 
Meer and M. Dolley34 confirm Hauberg’s propo
sed placing of the coins, but clearly state - albeit 
just in a single sentence - that some of the coins 
must originate from late in the reign of Hartha- 
cnut (based on the Anglo-Saxon elements inclu
ded in the series). It now seems possible to go a 
step further.

For this one group, a survey will be given of all 
possible types and combinations with reference 
to the types of Hildebrand and Hauberg, as well 
as to the models for the obverse types as far as 
this can be determined on the basis of the 
English series.

K. 1/101. Hild. 2508, type Kn. (Knut) Gc., Hbg. 
type Kn. 11.2 ex.

K.1/102. Hild.-r Hbg.-H 1 ex.
K. 1/198. Hild. 2743, type Kn. Ab., Hbg. Kn. 9. 

1 ex.
33: J. J. North, English hammered coinage vol. I, London 
1963, p. 122. (Second edition, 1980, p 132). - The observa
tion was published by P. J. Seaby, The sequence of Anglo- 
Saxon coin types 1030-1050. BNJ XXVIII, 1 1955, p. 1 11 ff. 
(See (R. H.) M. Dolley, Commentationes I, 1961, p. 
157-158).
34: See note 6.

K.2/7. Hild. He. 88, type He. Gb. (incorrect 
reading). Hbg. He. 8 (incorrect read
ing). 1 ex.

K.2/112. Hild. type Kn. G., Hbg. Kn. 10. 
Galster, Kongsø 5. 2 ex.

K.2/218. Hild. 2745, type Kn G„ Hbg. Kn. 10.
2 ex.

K.2/238. Hild. 2749, type Kn. Ic., Hbg. Kn. 15.
3 ex.

K.3/198. Hild. 2744, type Kn. Ac., Hbg. Kn. 
7a. 1 ex.-

K.4/178. Hild. Hbg. cf. Kn. 16. Galster, 
Haagerup 5. 1 ex.

K.5/108. Hild. Hbg. 4-, type Hild. Kn. K. 2 
ex. (Öja (?). Hatz, no. 400).

K.6/206. Hild. 2735-36, type Kn. D and Da 
(same dies, as D has been re
engraved). Hbg. Kn. 23. The portrait 
is a mixture of Æthelræd D and E. 13 
ex., but only 2 in finds: Kongsø (Gal
ster, Kongsø, nr. 2) and Halsarve, 
Gotland (Hatz, no. 360).

K.7/99. Hild. Hbg. Kn. 23 (this specimen). 
NNUM 1979, p. 67, 4a. Portrait type 
Æthelræd D. 12 ex. Finds: Haagerup 
(Galster, Haagerup 3), Espinge (Hatz, 
no. 247) (originally 16 ex. here), Sig- 
sarve, Gotland (Hatz, no. 295), Van- 
neberga, Scania (Hatz, no. 303).

K.8/168. Hild. 2193, type Kn. H„ Hbg. Kn. 16 
var. 1 ex.

K.9/2. Hild. 4-, Hbg. 4-. Type Æ. D/Kn. H 
(?). 1 ex. Find Mannegårda II, Got
land (Hatz, no. 359).

K. 10/47. Hild. 2013, type Kn. H„ Hbg. Kn. 16.
4 ex. (Finds: Haagerup, Funen (Gal
ster, Haagerup 230), Stora Bjers II, 
Gotland (Hatz, no. 286).

K. 10/64. Hild. 2123, type Kn. Ia., Hbg. Kn. 14 
var. 2 ex.

K. 11/228. Hild. 4-, Hbg. cf. Kn. 23. Portrait 
type, Kn. H. 1 ex. Espinge, Scania.

K.12/103. Hild. 4-, Hbg. Kn. 16 var. SCBI Cop. 
Ill 2679. NNUM 1980, 43, no. II d.
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Fig. 6. Die-chain
no. IV, linking Æ. 1 
with H.6.
a Æ.l/161 (LEB
1442).
b H.6/161 (LEB 
1437).
c H.6/25 (LEB
1431). 2:1.

Portrait type Kn. H. 1 ex.
K.12/115. Hild. 2511, type Kn. Ia„ Hbg. Kn 14 

var. NNUM 1980, 43, no. Ile. 1 ex.
K. 13/1. Hild. -E, Hbg. 4-, Portrait type HC. A. 

1 ex. Galster, Haagerup 4.
K. 14/138. Hild. + , Hbg. Kn 14 var. R & D, 

suppl. pl. I, 80 c. Portrait type Kn. H. 
1 ex.

K. 15/238. Hild. 2748, type Kn. I (HC), Hbg, 
Kn. 14. 1 ex.

K. 16/97. Hild. -E, Hbg. Kn. 8. Portrait type Kn. 
H. 1 ex. Find Bonderup, Zealand 
(SCBICop. I, no. 92).

The models for the obverse designs are thus 
taken from several different types. Only seven 
of them copy, more or less accurately, the 
English types of Knut, namely type G (Pointed 
Helmet (K. 2)) and type H (Short Cross), (K. 8, 
10, 11, 12, 14, 16). Two types seem to copy the 
older series of Harthacnut (K. 5, 13), while two 
show his last English type (Arm/Sceptre) (K. 3, 
15). Three of the portrait designs seem to 

include features taken from types of Æthelræd: 
these are K. 1 (composition like ÆA, but a 
crowned portrait closest to Knut E), K. 6, which 
seems to show a mixture of the D and E types of 
Æthelræd, and K. 7, which has a remote resem
blance to Æthelræd D. It is difficult to find direct 
models for the last two types.

The hoards provide little information about 
the K group: coins of the K group are included 
in ten different finds, of which the earliest is 
Kongsø (tpq. 1040-) and the latest Halsarve (tpq. 
1106—), while the others have a tpq. between 
1042 and 1055.

In other words, the whole of the K group have 
in common only the name reproduced as “Cnut” 
on the obverse. Therefore greater weight should 
be laid on information derived from the die
links and the reverse types.

The HX group is peculiar as it shows a portrait 
design in keeping with the H, K and M groups, 
but with a blundered inscription. Of the two dies 
attributed to this group, one (HX. 1), can, 
however, be compared with the H group be- 
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cause the inscription appears to contain ele
ments from “CNVT NAR”, but with the letters 
in part laterally reversed and in part upside 
down. Each of the two dies is linked with 
different reverses, with both literate Lund dies 
and dies with entirely illiterate inscriptions. How
ever, fig. 4 shows that both the obverse dies are 
linked with five different reverses and, via these, 
to other Lund coinages in the groups H, K, M 
and E. The time and place of minting of the HX 
group can be determined through these die
links. Only a few specimens are known of each 
of the die-combinations: they have occurred in 
only one find, that at Espinge.

The Æ group has already been discussed 
elsewhere35. The three dies known not only 
clearly show the name of Æthelræd but the 
portrait designs copy Æthelræd‘s Helmet (Æ. 1) 
and Long Cross (Æ. 2, 3) types. The technical 
quality of these coins is rather high, particularly 
in the case of Æ. 1. The reverse inscriptions 
clearly refer to Lund and to two of the moneyers 
active there: Othinkar and Alfwin. Æ. 1 and 3 
have been found in seven and four hoards, 
respectively, each having a tpq. dating of 1042-. 
One of these hoards is, however, of value for 
dating the type: namely that found at Oja in 
Scania36, which containes 125 Anglo-Saxon 
coins, of which the latest is one single coin of 
Edward’s PACX type (1042-1044). This hoard 
contained 45 examples of Æ. 1, which were die
identical; the majority of the pieces still preser
ved are unused, having not been in circulation 
Thus the coins were probably struck shortly 
before the hoard was hidden. Through die
links, Æ. 1 is included in one of the small series 
(no. IV, fig. 3), here via R. 161 to an H die.

35: C. J. Becker, (note 20).
36: See note 28. As mentioned, 18 coins can still be identified 
as belonging to this find, one of them being cut (half-penny). 
All coins are quite fresh (uncirculated) but seven pieces show 
one peck-mark each; the rest are without such marks. 
37: See note 25.
38: SCBI Copenhagen IV, 1972, note to no. 352 and 427.

Fig. 7. Obverse die HL. 1 with reverses R. 245 (KMMS, 
Bolbygård, SCBI Cop. IV, 426), and R. 240 (LEB 1139, 
SCBI Cop. IV, 427). 2:1.

The HL group only consists of two obverse 
dies, one showing such a distorted inscription 
that it could also be the entirely blundered name 
of Harthacnut37. On the other hand, the HL. 1 
die is legible and of good quality. It copies one of 
the obverses of Harold I from the Jewel Cross 
issue (1036-1037). Even though the portrait, 
and the whole appearance, corresponds entirely 
to that of the prototype, this cannot be an 
English die. This has been surmised38, but now it 
can be proved. We know of this one die only but 
it is, on the other hand, combined with four 
Lund reverses from three definite Lund money
ers: one of them (R. 74) is again linked with a 
(probable) Magnus coin (M. 19) and from here 
further incorporated in the large chain I, while 
the reverse R. 115 connects up with other dies in 
the same chain.

The E group. In contrast to the two foregoing 
groups, this one was placed by Hauberg in his 
so-called “battle period” (1044-1047) (Hbg. type 
2). Two different but related dies are known
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Fig. 8. The E group, 
a E.l/R. 200 (LEB 
1585).
b E.la/202 (LEB 
1583).
c E.2/201 (KMK 
6620, Espinge). 2:1.

(fig. 8), one of which was re-engraved during its 
period of use; a mask has been added in front of 
the face (E. la). While the inscription reprodu
ces “Edward Rex”, the portrait is not of contem
porary English type: the closest model is the 
Long Cross portrait of Æthelræd. On the other 
hand, E. 2 may copy an English Edward die of 
the PACX type, even though the style resembles 
certain older types (Knut H). Three different 
reverses (200-202) are associated with E. 1-2: all 
three show the name of Thorketil and Lund is 
given as the place of minting. Several of the 
types were found in the Espinge hoard, some of 
them being unused specimens. In addition some 
were found in a few different finds (E. la/200 at 
Haagerup (tpq. 1048), and at Skålo, Dalsland 
(SCN 16, 1, find 4, 371. Hatz, no. 292. tpq. 
1054-), E. 2/201 at Stora Sojdeby, Gotland 
(Hatz, no. 354 tpq. 1089). The die-links are more 
decisive for the placing of the group. As fig. 4 
shows, both E. 1 and E. 2 are included in the 

large chain and, via R. 202, associated with HX. 
2, as well as with two important Lund dies, 
namely H. 38 and M. 3 via R. 201. Thus there is 
no doubt about the placing of the E group.

Yet another group of dies showing the name 
of Edward are known from the Danish area. 
These were attributed by Hauberg to Lund and 
Odense and to the same period. The Lund coin 
Hbg. type 1 has, however, a reverse of later type 
because it seems to copy the English Pointed 
Helmet type of Edward (c. 1053-1056). The 
obverse of this coin is identical to that of a 
provincial coinage from “Toftum” (Hauberg 
proposed that this was a place on the island of 
Funen), but here with a reverse that either 
copies an even later type of Edward (namely the 
Hammer Cross from c. 1059-1062), or is of non
English origin. For this reason these Edward 
copies are not included in the present investiga
tion. Other contacts between Lund and Odense 
are discussed below (p. 157).
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Posthumous Harthacnut types
It has been shown that the material contains a 
number of anachronistic or posthumous obverse 
dies, i.e. where the names of deceased kings 
have been used. Therefore we must investigate 
whether this applies to some of the dies of 
Harthacnut. The die-links with the coins of 
Magnus are of less value in this connection 
because it is only natural that on a change of 
regent some intermingling may occur if the mint 
continues production without a break.

A couple of H dies show - through the coins - 
such late features that they must have been cut 
after the death of Harthacnut. H. 15 is associa
ted via die-links with an MX type (chain VII) so 
this must be an anachronistic H type. The 
portrait is, incidentally, of a different style from 
the normal. The related die H. 16, included in 
the large chain I, may therefore be presumed to 
be just as late: via three different reverses this is 
linked with just as many M obverses, as well as 
with a single K.

By different means the H. 40 die can be 
considered contemporary with the MX group 
because the type of portrait corresponds to the 
style of this group and, moreover, it is of a very 
different stamp compared with the other H 
types. The die is not included in any chain.

Thus anachronistic H dies do occur, and 
consequently there is no certainty that all the 
other dies showing the name of Harthacnut 
were cut in his own time. But at the present 
moment it is impossible difintely to dinstinguish 
others of this nature.

The absolute dating of the obverse groups
Using the combination diagram, fig. 2, and the 
different die-chains as evidence, individual 
groups of obverse dies can be identified and 
dated in relation to one another. To sum up: the 
MZ group seems not to have any connection

39: Hauberg, p. 215.
40: See note 30.

with the other groups, and for this reason it 
must be eliminated from the coins definitely 
associated with the offical mint at Lund. Of the 
other material, the MX group comprises a chro
nological unit: as it is the only group to show die
linking with the earliest of Svend Estridsen’s 
Lund coins, it must represent an independent 
group lying in the time immediately prior to 
those Svend coins. Others of the MX group have 
contact with M dies and one of them with a 
(presumably posthumous) H die. On the other 
hand, neither the M nor the H group shows any 
distinct boundaries towards the other material. 
Many links occur between M and H, and also 
with the K dies included in the material, as well 
as with some admittedly small but important 
groups of a foreign or anachronistic nature, 
namely the Æ, HL and E groups. Therefore 
they must all be largely contemporary. However, 
among the H dies (according to fig. 2) so many 
cases of links within the same group have been 
ascertained that some of these dies may be 
supposed to comprise a special older section 
within the entire large group H, M, K etc.

In other words, the following chronological 
groups appear and can be defined in this way: 1) 
Certain H dies as well as, presumably, some K 
dies seem to be the oldest. 2) The M dies, certain 
H and K dies, the foreign or anachronistic 
groups Æ, HL and E, as well as HX, together 
make up the next group. 3) The MX group 
follows the preceding one. 4) Svend Estridsen’s 
earliest types of Byzantine style (Hbg. Svend 6, 
9, 16, 23 etc.) continue the series and link up 
with the later coinages struck by Svend.

It seems possible to associate absolute dates 
with several of the groups. Svend Estridsen 
became sole Danish monarch on the death of 
Magnus in the year 1047. Already Hauberg 
stated that the earliest of Svend’s Lund coins 
could have been struck some years earlier than 
this, because Svend was in control of parts of the 
kingdom before 104739. Independently, M. Dol- 
ley has recently reached the same conclusion40 
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based on studies of the Anglo-Saxon coins in the 
great Espinge hoard. This appears to have been 
deposited in c. 1047/48, but it contains several of 
Svend’s types which, therefore, must have been 
struck some time before the hoard was buried,
i.e.  c. 1046 at the latest. At the same time this 
must give a date for the transition between 
groups III and IV.

Further grounds on which to base the chrono
logy can be found in group II as the name of 
Magnus (and using the title king) cannot belong 
before 1042, i.e. the death of Harthacnut. For 
this reason both groups II and III should be 
placed between 1042 and 1046; because they 
clearly comprise two chronological phases they 
can be estimated at two years each. With regard 
to Group I, i.e. certain of the coins of Hartha
cnut, it is reasonable to place them before the 
year 1042 but, based on the great stylistic simila
rity with Group II and particularly because of 
the many die-links with this group, only a short 
period can be involved, hardly longer than the 
others, i.e. at the most a couple of years. The 
result is then: Group I c. 1040-1042. Group II 
1042-c. 1044. Group III c. 1044-c. 1046. Group 
IV after c. 1046. Thus, all the portrait coins of 
Harthacnut and Magnus should be placed with
in as short a period as c. 1040 to c. 1046. Such a 
result may seem surprising but there is no 
possibility of extending this span of time in 
either direction. It is hardly fortuitous that no 
links have been observed hitherto with the 
above-mentioned, older Harthacnut group da
ting from c. 1030 (the “Serpent Group”). There 
is a definite break between the two groups - but 
it is of unknown duration.

The die H. 46
In die-chain I there are several obverse dies that 
have unusually large numbers of reverse combi
nations. H. 46, however, seems exceptional, 
linked as it is with 15 different reverses. This is a 
die which had already been noted by Hauberg 
because he had observed a number of the links. 
Later, his observations were utilized in the 

treatise already cited41, where the die was inclu
ded in the so-called Y chain with as much as 
seven different reverses for the same obverse. It 
now proves possible to increase this number to 
15 reverses. In addition, these show 15 different 
names, of which 14 are definitely associated with 
Lund - namely: Alfnoth, Alfwarth, Alfwin, 
Grim, Othinkar, Outhinkarl, Sumarlith, Thor
kil, Thorketil, Thorsten, Toki, Tovi, Ulfketil 
and Ulfkil. The last name is that of Alfrik, and 
this is discussed below when the foreign dies are 
dealt with.

In the material under discussion, although 
there are several obverse dies linked with a 
conspiciously high number of reverses, there are 
none to parallel H. 46. It must have had a very 
special significance and it is tempting to guess at 
the reason for this: it may have been a form of 
test-die which was used by all the moneyers 
active at Lund when Harthacnut reorganised 
the mint in this town. It seems, as discussed 
below, that there were 19 people entitled to put 
their names on the coins of Harthacnut. Two 
more names occur later. Fourteen of them are 
linked with H. 46, but most of the combinations 
are today known from only a very few specimens 
so that chance may be responsible for the 
number of names represented. It could be that 
future finds will increase this number.

A further feature of the reverses which combi
ne with H. 46 should be noted. The 15 different 
dies represent a total of eight different types of 
die, which all copy English models from the 
times of Æthelræd, Knut, Harold and Hartha
cnut. This might indicate some sort of an at
tempt to establish a new standard type at Lund. 
One of the models is Harthacnut’s own Arm- 
/Sceptre type, which was introduced into Eng
land during 1040. The Lund copy cannot be 
older: this is a weighty argument in favour of the 
dating (1040-1042) already proposed for the 
Danish group.

41 : C. S. S. Lyon et al., see note 6.
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Other obverse dies with many reverses
Figur 9 shows how often the individual obverse 
dies have been found linked with different dies. 
Only the three largest groups - H, M and MX 
are included. The diagram shows how many 
examples have been identified of obverses with 
one reverse, obverses with two reverses, etc. In 
each of three groups a majority of obverse dies 
occur with a single reverse and the number 
which occur with 2, 3 and 4 reverses, respective
ly, decreases rapidly. Thereafter there is a small 
series with 5-8 reverses to the same obverse and 
- still within each of the three groups - one 
single obverse die that is linked with a large 
number of reverses: 15 in H, 9 in M and 11 in 
MX. The H die has been discussed above (H. 
46). The M die (M. 4) is linked with only five 
moneyers as several different dies occur with the 
same name. The MX die (MX. 25) is linked, 
correspondingly, with nine different “names”. 
Thus, the three dies should not be thought of 
having been used in parallel. As mentioned 
earlier, H. 46 was associated with 15 different 
names, while there are recurrences within the 
other groups. Moreover, several of the combina
tions with both M. 4 and MX. 25 are relatively 
common, i.e. many specimens are preserved, 
while the H. 46 combinations are rare; indeed, 
in many cases they are unique.

Fig. 9. Obverse/reverse combinations, based on the obverse 
dies. For each group the first column shows the number of 
obverses combined with only one reverse die each, the 
second obverses with two reverses each etc.

The three diagrams, fig. 9, show, on the other 
hand, such a uniform picture that an impression 
is given of stable conditions prevailing at Lund 
during the period in question.

VI. Reverse dies
The types of the dies and the models
The preparation of the list of reverse dies has 
been described above on p. 125. Beside each 
number the type of die is indicated by a letter 
(A-T) and reference is made to a table (pl. VI) of 
the individual types. It was mentioned that the 
dies were arranged in an apparently arbitrary 
sequency, but that there were purely practical 
reasons for this arrangement. Almost all the 
commonly occurring (and therefore particularly 
important) dies can be described by the letters 
used by Hildebrand, and now so well known, 
because the main types from the English series 
of Æthelræd, Knut, Harold I and Harthacnut 
which occur in Danish coinage have by pure 
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coincidence almost all been given different let
ters. As a matter of form, the letters used here 
are given in sequence stating the place of origin 
of the model and giving the designations of 
Hildebrand (in certain cases references is also 
made to the types of Hauberg).

A. English. Like Æthelræd Small Cross (Hild. 
A).

B. English. Like Harold Fleur-de-Lis (Hild. B. 
Bb, Be) (Hbg. Hard. 16, 25).

C. English. Like Æthelræd CRUX (Hild. C).
D. English. Like Æthelræd Long Cross (Hild. 

D)
E. English. Like Æthelræd Helmet (Hild. E). 

Perhaps a Scandinavian variant.
F. English. Like Knut Quatrefoil (Hild. E).
G. English. Like Knut Helmet (Hild. G).
H. English. Like Knut Short Cross (Hild. H).
I. English. Like Harthacnut Arm/Sceptre 

(Hild. Knud I).
K. English. Like Harold/Harthacnut Jewel 

Cross (Hild. Knud K).
L. Scandinavian. (Hbg. Magnus 9).
M. Scandinavian. (Hbg. Hard. 5).
N. English or Scandinavian. Like Edward Tre- 

foil/Quadrilateral. (Hild. C) or local mingling 
of E and I.

O. Scandinavian. (Hbg. Hard. 42, Ørbæk).
P. English. Like Edward PACX (Hild. D).
R. Hiberno-Norse. Like Dublin Phase III (Hbg. 

Hard. 24).
S. Scandinavian. Like Knud/Harthacnut “Ser

pent” type. (Hbg. Knud 20-22 and Hard. 1). 
(Fig. 1).

T. Scandinavian. Diverse with different, often 
unknown models (e.g., Hard. 10, 18).

The table given fig. 10 shows the number of 
types first for the Lund dies in the series R. 
1-250 and then the numbers associated with 
these from the series R. 301 ff. In each series a 
distinction is made between, on one side, dies 
from the obverse groups H, M and K (as well as

T 
Y 
P 
E

R1-250
H/M/K

R 301 ff.
MX

*

MZH/M/K MX

A 4 - - - -

B 7 - 2 - -

c 1 - - - -

D 50 34 3 2 4
E 10 2 - - 3
F 4 - - - -

G 4 - - - 1
H 14 1 - 1 -

J 10 - - 1 1
K 8 - 1 - 2
L 1 - - - -
M 3 - - - -

N 3 - - - -

O 1 - - - -

P 6 - - 4 13
R - - 1 - -

s - - - - -

T 4 - - - -
130 37 7 8 25

Fig. 10. Number of reverse dies by type (cf. pl. VI). The 
certain Lund-dies (nos. 1-250) are shown separately from 
the more uncertain group (nos. 301 ff). In each group the 
MX-dies are analyzed separately, and the MZ-dies are 
indicated to the right. (The total number of reverse dies in 
the text is 195. In fig. 10 the number is higher, because nine 
Lund-reverses which are only combined with non-portrait 
obverses are included, and because two D-dies and one E-die 
have been counted twice, as they occur both in the M- and 
the MX-columns).
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the small group of HX, Æ, HL and E) and, on 
the other, the MX group. For the series R. 301 
ff. there is, in addition, a special column for the 
MZ dies - which hardly originate from the Lund 
mint, as mentioned above. One of the specially 
interesting results that can be deduced is that 
there is a clear difference among the relatively 
certain Lund dies (1—250) between the choice of 
reverse types appearing in the MX group com
pared with those of the other groups. In the 
definite Lund series (nos. 1-250) the colourful 
multiplicity of types in the H-M-K group is 
replaced by a single type: the D type practically 
controls the scene here. At the same time, it 
should be emphasized that only threee cases 
were observed where one and the same die was 
used in both the M and the MX groups (R. 116 
and 121 of type D, and R. 78 of type E).

Even though the first column shows a very 
large number of reverse types, it should be 
noted that here too type D accounts for more 
than a third of all numbers. This copies the 40- 
year old Long Cross reverse of Æthelræd. Eng
lish models are generally used for the other 
types and, remarkably enough, particularly 
those associated with the most frequently copied 
obverse types. This applies both to the older 
prototypes as well as the more contemporary 
ones, principally Æthelræd’s type E, Knut’s type 
H, and Harold/Harthacnut’s types B, I and K. In 
other words, no original drawing was selected as 
characteristic of Lund during these years. The

42: In the present paper the personal names are given, as far 
as possible, in modern spelling, as did Hauberg in his book. 
But such a translation is difficult because many names on the 
coins show Old English as well as Old Danish elements. My 
colleague, Professor John Kousgård Sørensen, Københavns 
Universitet, has kindly helped me in discussing this problem. 
The present author is responsible for “translations” used in 
the text (and specially for the less precise distinction between 
the names Othinkar (list I, nos. R. 160-170) and Outhinkarl 
(R. 174-179)). This is because we are probably dealing with 
two different moneyers (as Hauberg suggested), and not 
with different versions of one name (see e.g. K. Skaare, 
Coins and coinage in Viking-age Norway, p. 67). 

most one can talk of as a certain local character 
present in a few (rare) types (L and N); indepen
dent, non-English reverse types are real excep
tions.

The PACX type (group P) presents special 
problems. In table fig. 10, six dies are attributed 
to Lund, but actually the majority of them are 
doubtful, or only included because of links with 
genuine Lund dies. Only two show names 
known from other Lund coins of the time, 
namely: Thorkil (R. 196) and Ulfketil (R. 240). 
Of legible names we find, additionally, Godnod 
(R. 94), and Godman (R. 95) otherwise unknown 
at Lund. At all events, “Godman” certainly 
copies the London moneyer of that name and 
that time. The P dies are, on the other hand, 
remarkably frequent in the MZ group. Here one 
of the dies may contain the name Brun (305), 
which can be that of the London moneyer 
Brenman, or a Danish name known from other 
coinages of Roskilde. Incidentally, one of the 
very few literate inscriptions with a PACX rever
se is indeed associated with Roskilde (Hbg. 
Hard. 30, list II no. 401). The problems presen
ted by this group are still unsolved and will not 
be further discussed here, but it should be 
mentioned that more P reverses than those 
referred to above copy English coins, for instan
ce R. 316 (Godric, Lincoln) and R. 353 (Os
mund, Norwich).

Names on reverse dies

“Authentic” names of people
The reverses of the Lund coins display a relati
vely large number of literate inscriptions. The 
material was treated in detail by Hauberg, so it 
will suffice to comment on a few questions 
connected with personal and place names in the 
present investigation42.

Because the entire group treated here copies 
in so many ways the contemporary, well organi
sed English mint system, it has usually been 
assumed that the structure behind the system 
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was also transferred to the main Danish mint. 
But this idea - which would represent a signifi
cant feature of Danish society at that time - 
should be investigated critically and not just 
taken for granted.

Among the many personal names appearing 
in the list I (p. 171), three categories are obvious: 
names belonging to people actually employed in 
the production of coins at Lund; names just as 
clearly indicating fortuitous copies of inscrip
tions on foreign or older coins, and thus not 
denoting a man associated with Lund; and 
finally a third group for which the present 
author does not dare determine the question of 
whether they are “authentic” or “spurious” 
Lund moneyers.

“Authentic” names are those of frequent ap- 
perance and of special Nordic character within 
the H and M groups. There are 21 of these 
(Alfnoth, Alfwarth, Alwin, A(r)nketil, Aslak, 
Garfin, Grim, Karl, Lefwin, Osgod, Othinkar, 
Outhinkarl, Outhketil, Sumarlith, Thorkil, 
Thorketil, Thorstein, Toki, Tovi, Ulfketil and 
Ulfkil). The term “special Nordic” only means 
that the names are associated with Lund. As 
shown several years ago by Kristian Hald (in a 
brief, but important, article)43, these names are 
either of pure Anglo-Saxon type, or of Nordic 
origin, but in that case typical to the Danelaw in 
England. This can be interpreted as meaning 
that all the moneyers were specialists called in 
from England.

Associated with this question is the long ack
nowledged problem of distinguishing between 
London and Lund on inscriptions. Even though 
this difficulty has been cleared up little by little - 
with thanks in particular to research on the 
English coins - there is still a problem, inter alia 
because in the group of Danish coins in question 
there occur apparently arbitrary copies of older 
coins that were still in circulation in Denmark. 
However, such copies are rare in relation to the 
normal Danish coinages. The more frequent 
occurence of the 21 names listed above probably 

implies that these names did in fact belong to 
people directly connected with Lund.

Other factors point in this direction. When 
discussing the groups of obverses, some dies 
were mentioned that so directly copy English 
coins that the name of an English king replaces a 
corresponding Danish name. In the case of the 
Æthelræd imitations (Æ. 1-3), however, only two 
Danish moneyers are “responsible”, Alfwin and 
Othinkar - although several different dies are 
known. Correspondingly, only the name of 
Thorketil is found on the Edward dies produced 
in Denmark. This points in the direction of 
individual (although mysterious) initiative being 
taken by staff of the Lund mint.

The choice of the reverse types, too, seems to 
have a certain individuality. Thorketil, just men
tioned above, seems on the whole to have had a 
lively imagination because his 13 reverse dies 
known so far represent four different types 
(among them the peculiar Byzantine imitiation, 
dealt with by M. Dolley and K. Jonsson above (p. 
113)). Similarly, Grim is associated with eight dies 
of five different types. In contrast, for example, 
Garfin, keeps to one type (D) for his seven dies.

Finally, there is a difference in the span of 
time during which the different names occur. 
Some occur only in the earlier groups, others 
only in the later ones. The distinction is borne 
out by the preceding and succeeding coin series, 
thus names associated only with the earlier 
groups occur in the previous, but not the later, 
series and names associated only with the later 
coins occur in the still later, but not the earlier, 
series. A similar pattern can also be observed in 
the Anglo-Saxon coinage.

New names appear that are on the whole 
contemporary with the MX group, such as Lefsi, 
Leisti, Bain, as well as some enigmatic designa-

43: Kr. Hald, Om Personnavnene i de danske Møntindskrif
ter. Studier tilegnede Verner Dahlerup. Sprog og Kultur, 
Tillæg til 3. Aargang, Aarhus 1934, p. 182-187. 
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tions, e.g., “Ardln”, “Alnri”, etc. Several of these 
are found, too, on the earlier coins of Svend.

It is not the author’s intention to analyze the 
name material in the present study - the fore
going remarks are only made to emphasize the 
fact that there were people (and quite a number 
of them) who actually worked at Lund, and 
whose names are therefore found on the coins. 
Some names are early, others appear during the 
course of time and can be found on still later 
coins from Lund. It is significant that among the 
so-called older names in the H and M groups 
there are several that are known from the 
preceding series of Lund coins, the so-called 
“Serpent” group. In that series 11 different 
names (with the obverse of either Knut or 
Harthacnut) have so far been noted. No less 
than eight of these recur in the H and M groups, 
although, as stated earlier, there are no die-links 
between the two groups. The eight names are: 
Alfnoth, Alfwarth, Alfwin, A(r)nketil, Aslak, 
Osgod, Sumarlith and Thorketil.

Even though in several cases there is continui
ty from names in the H and M groups via MX 
and even further, a survey of the list of reverse 
dies shows a clear tendency to poorer spelling or 
degeneration down through time, so that some 
of the latest inscriptions can only be read with 
knowledge of the earlier forms (compare, e.g. R. 
85 with 90 or R. 183 with 189). This appears to 
be a general development at the Lund mint, 
such that in the earlier series of Svend Estridsen 
the same feature is encountered and little by 
little an even larger number of almost illiterate, 
or entirely illiterate inscriptions occur. This 
gradual deterioration in the literacy of the 
inscriptions cannot be ascribed to a poorer 
ability of the die-cutters employed at Lund.

The earliest obverse designs of Svend are 
technically just as good as those of the earlier 
series - and in some cases even better. Perhaps 
this phenomenon indicates that the names gra
dually lost their significance, i.e. the concept 
behind the names was in a process of disintegra

tion. In other words, during the first quite 
lengthy minting period of Svend Estridsen, we 
cannot assume that there existed a system where 
certain people were responsible for the purity 
and weight of the coins. If correct, then we do 
not know when this development was initiated. 
In other words, the partially disintegrated and 
often incomprehensible names of the MX group 
may indicate that the structure introduced by 
Harthacnut in c. 1040 has been given up already 
at this time. This was the structure where the 
English coin types were not only copied, but, 
presumably, where the English organisation of 
coin production had been copied, too.

“Spurious”or doubtful personal names
In the list of reverse dies there are several 
examples of dies showing names unusual for 
Lund. Previously, these were all accepted as 
authentic, i.e. as proof that the person in ques
tion had actually struck coins at Lund, albeit 
only occasionally. In reality, these unique dies 
should be considered as comparable with the 
obverse dies showing the names of Æthelræd, 
Harold and Edward, i.e. as copies of foreign 
coins. As examples of this type of hapax die we 
may mention Arkil (R. 35, name known from 
York under Harold I), Mana (R. 147, known 
from several places in England), Osbern (R. 154 
with minting place stated as Sigtuna) and Gamel 
(R. 83, apparently unknown in England until 
much later).

When, in all probability, there was occasional 
copying of foreign names on the reverse of 
coins, doubt arises about where the line should 
be drawn between “authentic” and “spurious” 
names. Perhaps a thorough philological and 
numismatic study would make it possible to 
distinguish between these two groups. The pre
sent author is unable to do so and, as a result, we 
must deal with this common group of personal 
names. This means that we do not dare to take 
decision, whether a name really represents a 
moneyer active at the Lund mint or not. Only 
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one more example will be mentioned: namely 
Asferth (R. 47), who may be identical with 
Asforth (R. 49). Each of the two forms of the 
name are only known on a single die from Lund 
originating from the earlier and the later group, 
respectively. But both forms are found on a 
number of English coins that range in time from 
Æthelræd to Harold I and which were issued at 
London, Lincoln and York.

Place names on reverse dies
As there is a proof that foreign personal names 
can occur on the Lund coins of the period in 
question, both as issuer of the coin (on the 
obverse) and as moneyer (on the reverse), there 
is every reason to review the place names just as 
critically. This does not mean so much the 
problem already mentioned of distinguishing 
between London and Lund. In the material 
under investigation Lund is sometimes denoted 
(with implied “ON”) LUNDI, sometimes LUDI, 
often using different abbreviations. The pro
blem at hand is of a different nature: did the 
Lund moneyers occasionally use the names of 
other towns on their coins? The question must 
be answered in the affirmative because there are 
examples of the use of foreign place names just 
as incomprehensible as the use of foreign perso
nal names.

English names
There are a few Lund dies that show the correct 
names of English towns. So far they have been 
considered either as authentic English dies that 
had been carried to Lund, such as proved both 
for the early Nordic copy groups from the time 
of Æthelræd (see the 1962 paper (note 6) and 
Mark Blackburn above) and for the first Danish 
series of Knut from c. 102044; conversely, as 
Hauberg thought, they have been considered 
Nordic, i.e., for some reason or other the mon
eyer used the name of his original home town 
instead of that of Lund.

In the material under study we deal primarily 
with dies showing the names of Lincoln and 
London, whereas more obvious imitations from 
other places are easier to explain as such.

Lincoln. The list includes four dies that use the 
name of this town in one of the usual English 
forms. Comments on each die are necessary and 
these are based on the recent monograph on 
Lincoln dies45.

R. 7, ALFRIC is of type H and combined both 
with the important H. 46 and with K. 2. Accor
ding to the reverse type, one would expect this 
name to appear on the coins of Knut from 
Lincoln, but it is not found on these. The name 
is otherwise unknown among the Lund dies, and 
here it must be termed as “spurious” personal 
name (above p. 143). Mossop illustrates the two 
pieces (pl. LXIII, 20 and 21) but adds: “May be 
Scandinavian”. The die must be considered a 
Lund imitation in the H group.

R. 134, LEFPINE (Leofwin) is of type I and 
combined with the obverses H. 16 and M. 8. The 
name is also known with this spelling on a 
genuine Lincoln die, but this die is not identical 
with 134. The same name is found among Lund 
dies, but in the form LEOFPINE, and with the 
town name Lund or LUDN (R. 137-138, combi
ned with H. 15 and K. 14, respectively). Both are 
rare dies and the personal name belongs to the 
group described above as “doubtful”. R. 134 is 
propably a Lund imitation belonging to the H or 
to the M group.

R. 135, the same name as 134. The die is of 
type A, i.e. of the long defunct Æthelræd type 
(or possibly type A of Edward). A Leofwin is 
known at Lincoln in both these types, but none 
of the dies corresponds to R. 135, which is 
probably a copy from the time of Magnus.

In connection with the name Lefwin, it should 
be mentioned that there are further Scandinavi- 

44: Brita Maimer, note 6.
45: H. R. Mossop et al., The Lincoln Mint c. 890 - 1279, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1970.
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Fig. 11. Lund-dies with the name of “Lincoln”, a R. 7 (KMK, 
Hild. Hard. 87). b R. 134 (KMMS). c R. 135 (KMK 6620). d 
R. 152 (LEB 1588). 2:1.

an imitations where the H type of Knut (Short 
Cross) is used. These specimens are not included 
in the present material because their association 
with Lund is doubtful.

R. 152, “OINDI”. The reverse is of type F 
(Knut‘s English type E). It is combined with H. 
16 and M. 14, presumably both from the time of 
Magnus. The name and the die are unknown 
from the Lincoln mint. No other dies are found 
with this name in the Lund material. R. 152 
must therefore be a Lund imitation of more 
imaginative type than the preceding ones.

We must conclude that the four “Lincoln” dies 
cannot be considered authentic English dies, 
and neither can they be considered as associated 
with English moneyers who worked first at 
Lincoln and then moved to Lund. The dies are 
free or fortuitous imitations of the same kind, so 
difficult to explain, as the obverses of Æthelræd 
or Edward originating from Lund.

London. Because of the similarity between the 
words London and Lund, it is more difficult to 
point out imitations corresponding to the “Lin
coln” dies just discussed. There is, however, one 
obvious example, namely R. 74 EDWINE ON 
LUNDI of the H type. The style is English and 
an Edwin is known from London in this type 
among others. R. 74 is, however, combined with 
M. 19 (a local obverse die with elements taken 
from several English types, e.g. Harold’s type B, 
and with partially illiterate inscriptions) and with 
HL. 1 (a Lund imitation of a Harold die proper). 
The reverse die is not identical with any English 

die from the time of Knut and, in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary it should rather be 
considered as a later copy that was produced at 
Lund.

The good copies of English dies just mentio
ned cannot be compared with more or less 
barbaric copies that lead directly to the large 
group with blundered inscriptions. This group 
is briefly mentioned above, but it is not included 
in the treatise as a whole because it is still 
doubtful where (and when) it was produced. 
Some of the dies may have been associated with 
Lund, e.g. the PACX imitations discussed above 
(p. 141). The two known examples of H. 47/314, 
may belong to the same groups; on these the 
reverse dies seem to imitate, both in type and 
inscription, certain elements of the Dublin series 
(“LIFL” could be “DIFL”). The legend appears, 
however, to be earlier than Phase III, in which 
the design with two hatched quarters frequently 
occurs.

For obvious reasons, copies of Nordic place names 
(apart from Lund) are difficult to identify be
cause pieces carrying such names normally 
would be attributed to a different mint. Never
theless, there are some exceptions.

R. 154 displays the frequently discussed in
scription OSBRN ON SITUN, and the die
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Fig 12. The “Gori”-die R. 108 (KMK2795 (?)). 2:1. Fig. 13. The coin H. 1/52, carefully copying the CRUX issue 
(Private collection). 2:1.

previously has been attributed to the Swedish 
Sigtuna, although in type, weight and the name 
given, the coin stands quite alone in that series46. 
The coin H. 13/154 had been considered uni
que, but recently Tuukka Talvio published a 
piece from identical dies in the museum at 
Tallinn, and at the same time drew attention to 
Hauberg’s observation that the obverse die was 
linked with a Lund reverse (R. 47)4'. More 
recently, several links have been discussed48, 
from which it can be deduced with greater 
certainty that the “Situn” coin must have been 
struck at Lund. In the present work, R. 154 is 
included in a small die chain (no. V, fig. 3) with 
the other reverse dies (47, 63, 64) all showing the 
name of Lund. R. 47 - just as R. 154 - carries a 
“spurious” monyer’s name while the other two 
are attributed to Karl, who is probably an 
“authentic” moneyer. Thus, there can no longer 
by any doubt that die 154 was cut and used at 
Lund in c. 1042.

R. 108 has an inscription that is just as 
interesting: HVELN ON GORI. Since the time 
of Hauberg Gori has been considered to be a 
place where coins were struck, just as the first 
part of the legend has been read as a personal 
name. Hauberg did, however, emphasize the 
close connection with Lund (because of die
links), and therefore he proposed that the site of 
this mint should be sought in Scania. R. 108 is 
included in the large chain I in direct linkage 

with three such diverse obverses as H. 16, K. 5 
and M. 22, which again are connected with 
numerous reverse dies. Even though a remar
kably large number of dies in this part of the 
chain are associated with the “spurious” money- 
ers, there can be no doubt that all the pieces 
were issued by the Lund mint. It is therefore 
more probable that the entire inscription is one 
of the “meaningless” ones that - quite acciden
tally - appears to have some meaning. “Hveln” is 
not known in England or in Denmark and 
“Gori” has hardly ever existed as a place name. 
This part of die chain I can be dated after 1042 
(because of the Magnus obverse, M. 22).

With regard both to the personal and to the 
place names, the present material contains a 
relatively large number of dies that copy earlier 
or contemporary coins from other places - but 
often so well copied that they have previously 
been considered examples of old or foreign dies 
that had been taken to Lund and re-used in this 
mint. This point of view cannot be confirmed. 
Everything seems to indicate that all these dies

46: Lars Lagerqvist, Commentationes II, 1968, pl. 46, 22. 
Idem, Svenska mynt under vikingatid och medeltid, Stock
holm 1970, p. 39, fig. 19.
47: Tuuka Talvio, Till frågan om Knuts och Hardeknuts 
Sigtunamynt. NNUM 1979, p. 106.
48: C. J. Becker, Hardeknuds “Sigtuna”-mønt og andre 
imitationer fra Lund. NNUM 1980, p. 42.
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Fig. 14. “Pomeranian” coins, imitating the Danish MX- 
obverse. (After Hauberg, Magnus 17-18). 1:1.

Fig. 15. The unique “Hedeby” coin, most likely a Lund copy 
of the K group. (After Hauberg, Knud 13). 1:1.

are copies which the technically skilled die
cutters of Lund executed during the period c. 
1040-1044 - just as was the case with the 
“foreign” obverse dies discussed above.

There are several unusual dies of related 
character. As a characteristic and quite genuine 
example mention may be made of the coin H. 
1/52: Hildebrand attributed this to England 
(Hard. D. 109) but Hauberg transferred it to 
Lund (Hbg. H. 7). Only one pair of dies is 
known, but both the obverse and the reverse are 
accurate copies of the Crux type of Æthelræd, 
even with regard to the portrait. There is only 
one small inaccuracy: the sceptre is of more 
recent type. The dies are technically excellent, 
and the inscriptions quite clearly show Hartha- 
cnut’s name and ASLAC ON LUND. Both 
names are “authentic” as no Aslak is known 
from the coins of Æthelræd or from London in 
the later period. On the other hand, the name is 
found at Lund both in the “Serpent” group and 
in the material presently under discussion (H. 16 
and M. 14). H. 1/52 is certainly from Lund but 
both dies are accurate copies of the c. 50 year old 
English type.

Hauberg drew attention to the fact that seve
ral of the Lund coins of Harthacnut exhibit 
features directly copied from different German 
or Byzantine coins which are known, from the 
hoards, to have been in circulation in the Nordic 
area at that time. Through the names of the 
moneyers some of them have, with a high 

49: Georg Galster, Vikingetids møntfund fra Bornholm. 
NNÅ 1977/78 (1979), p. 110, cfr. p. 119. 

degree of probability, been associated with 
Lund: for example the “Byzantine” copies speci
ally dealt with by Michael Dolley and Kenneth 
Jonsson elsewhere (p. 113 above). Thorketil is 
likewise the moneyer in the case of the probable 
German copy Hbg. 13, and here he has at any 
rate given the name of “Lund”. Strictly speak
ing, the Hiberno-Norse inspired coin, H. 
47/314, discussed above (p. 145), belongs to the 
same group.

In cases where such copies of older or contem
porary coins from widely different places can be 
dated with any accuracy, they are found to 
belong to the same period as the H and the M 
groups, i.e. c. 1040 to c. 1044. In other words, 
this is a special tendency associated with quite a 
short period and not a generally occurring 
feature of the Lund mint. There is, apparently, 
one exception: two cases of MX-like obverses 
with quite clear German reverse copies, but 
these do not give the name of Lund. Both pieces 
are illustrated by Hauberg (Hbg. Magnus 17 and 
18). They have recently been mentioned by 
Georg Galster49, who considers them to belong 
to the so-called “Pomeranian” imitations, i.e. 
they are not associated with Denmark. There
fore they are excluded from the lists given above.

Finally, it is tempting to deal with one of the 
truly odd coins from the first half of the 11th 
century, namely Hauberg’s Knud no. 13. The 
obverse has the appearance of being struck from 
an English die of Knut’s Pointed Helmet type, 
while the reverse is an accurate reproduction of 
one of the animal designs found on the earliest 
Hedeby coins, a deer-like figure, with different 
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subsidiary symbols (fig. 15). Most recently, Brita 
Maimer’s grouping of the material has made it 
clear that the reverse does copy one of these 
animal designs. From a stylistic point of view, it 
is a brilliant copy: the die-cutter must have had 
one of the very coins - by that time 200 years old 
- in front of him when cutting the die. In similar 
fashion the obverse is just as good a copy of one 
of the English coins of Knut, if it is not an 
original (according to the inscription both pro
posals might be possible). Such an extraordinary 
combination of widely differing coin-dies seems 
logical only during this period (c. 1040-1044) 
when all possible models are being copied and 
with the relevant degree of technical competan- 
ce. The “deer” coin, Hbg. Knud 13, should be 
placed in the series of Lund coins from c. 
1040-1044, even though there is no real eviden
ce to support this placing yet. At all events, this 
coin has nothing to do with Hedeby, as has been 
proposed occasionally493.

A last group consists of reverses with entirely 
illiterate inscriptions. Following the remarks 
made above on the Nordic imitations of English 
coins in general (p. 123), and more specifically 
on the MZ-group based on its obverses (p. 129), 
it is sufficient to point out that within the H and 
M groups there exists a small number of rever
ses with blundered inscriptions side by side with 
fully literate Lund reverses (e.g., R. 313, 329, 
336, 360, 362). In the MX group it is possible to 
demonstrate similar die-links, i.e. cases where 
literate Lund reverses and blundered inscrip
tions are linked by a common obverse (examples 
of illiterate inscriptions of this category are: R. 
302, 348, 358, 364, 381). It should be repeated, 
however that the majority of blundered reverse 
inscriptions belong to the groups of Nordic 
imitations whose place of origin cannot be ascer
tained for the time being.

VII. Conclusions

The mint at Lund during the reigns of Harthacnut 
and Magnus
The present study concentrates primarily on the 
coins of Harthacnut and Magnus which have a 
portrait on the obverse. In earlier publications 
the main groups have been distinguished and 
the coins grouped according to their inscrip
tions, but a study of the individual dies and, in 
particular, of the numerous die-links has made it 
possible to supplement, or revise, our knowled
ge of these groups of coins in several ways. No 
longer can we reckon that the coins bearing the 
name of Harthacnut were all struck during his 
reign or that the coins of Magnus follow thereaf
ter to be replaced some years later by the types 
of Svend Estridsen that have obverse designs of 
a Byzantine character. However, the inscriptions 
on the obverse still retain some significance. 
Thus while a number of coins bearing the name 
of Harthacnut must be considered the earliest in 
this series (some of the H group), others are 
doubtless contemporary with coins struck in the 
name of Magnus (the M group), and it is not at 
present possible to distinguish between them. 
On the other hand, die-links show that there is a 
distinct difference between the coins of these 
groups and those of the following group (MX) 
where the inscription on the obverse is always 
illiterate - and certainly meant to be so. In the 
same way there is evidence to show that there 
was a direct connection between the MX group 
and Svend’s earliest coinage, so that it is possible 
to follow an unbroken line of production from 
the so-called H group until the time of Svend 
Estridsen - and from then onwards.

49a: Hauberg originally suggested that it was a Lund coin (p. 
192) in spite of the light weight of the only specimen known 
(0,64 g). In a later paper, (Nordens ældste Møntsted, 
Aarbøger for nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie 1914, p. 81) 
Hauberg considered it more likely that it was struck at 
Hedeby.
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It is also possible to set out an absolute 
chronology for these activities of the Lund mint. 
Even the earliest types of the H group were 
scarcely struck before 1040, i.e. towards the end 
of the reign of Harthacnut: the dating is based 
upon an assessment of the English types which 
were copied at Lund and which at the earliest 
have been struck during the summer of 1040. A 
further foundation for the chronology lies in the 
transition between the MX group and the first of 
Svend’s coins: Hauberg’s supposition is confir
med - Svend’s first coinages at Lund must have 
been struck a short time, estimated at one or two 
years, before he became sole monarch of Den
mark on the death of Magnus in 1047. Consequ
ently, a period of only a few years is available for 
all the groups of coins studied here, and the 
following absolute chronology may be proposed:

I. The earliest H coins, c. 1040-1042.
II. Certain H coins and the M group, 1042 - c. 
1044.
III. The MX group, c. 1044-c. 1046.
IV. The first of Svend’s coinages: from c. 1046 
onwards.

Several numerically smaller coin groups were 
minted at Lund during the same period as the 
series mentioned here, and this evidently com
plicates the chronology. Be means of die-links, 
however, it has proved possible to demonstrate 
that coins bearing the name of Knut were being 
struck at the same time as coins of phases I and
II. Whether or not the name Knut was synony
mous with Harthacnut during the period 
1040-1042, as was the case in England, or 
whether it was used posthumously at Lund, 
earlier ideas stand in need of revision. No less 
than 16 obverse dies, perhaps even more, with 
the name “Knut” (the K group) must be dated to 
period I or II, i.e. as late as c. 1040 - c. 1044. 
Some of the other small groups (Æ, HL and E) 
use the names of English kings. These also 
belong to periods I—11, but being so few they are 

of no great significance for the chronology. On 
the other hand, they do make a decisive contri
bution to our understanding of the ordinary 
activities of the Lund mint.

With the large number of dies and moneyers, 
coin-production must have been carried out at 
Lund on quite a large scale throughout the 
periods mentioned above. Production must have 
continued unbroken even during the troubled 
times prevailing during the change of kings first 
to Magnus and then to Svend. On the other 
hand, it is doubtful if there was a similar 
continuity with the earlier Lund coins which are 
termed the “Serpent” group, after the domina
ting type. As mentioned above (p. 121), this 
seems to have been put into production at the 
latest around the year 1030, i.e. while Knut was 
still alive and Harthacnut was only a kind of 
vassal king in Denmark. But it cannot be decided 
at present for how long the “Serpent” group was 
produced at Lund. New studies must be made 
before it will be possible to tell whether the three 
subsidiary types with respectively, the name of 
Knut, that of Harthacnut, and an entirely blun
dered inscription are contemporary, or whether 
they represent chronological phases (and if so, 
perhaps those showing the name of Harthacnut 
are the earliest in time).

It is highly significant for the relationship 
between the “Serpent” group and the H group 
that, so far, no die-links have been discovered 
between them. Thus there may have been a 
break here, i.e. the Lund mint could have been 
inactive for one or more years. On the other 
hand, the names of the moneyers support the 
idea of some connection, because eight of the 
eleven known names from the “Serpent” group 
are also found in the H group - although, 
accompanied by a larger number of new names. 
It is also significant that the weight of the penny 
is about the same in the two groups. According 
to the provisional results (see below), there even 
seems to be a slight increase in weight from an 
average of 0.98 to 1.02 g.
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These factors are very important, but never
theless they do not explain clearly the relation
ship between the two groups of Lund coins. 
Other aspects of the coinage must be taken into 
account. For example, entirely new types were 
introduced with the H group. These all copied 
English coins, contemporary or obsolete, in a 
varied mixture. Both at Lund and in the other 
Danish mints the types within the “Serpent” 
group represent a more national or at any rate a 
distinctly non-English style. With these new 
types there were also introduced better striking 
techniques and more skillfully executed dies. 
The inscriptions, which (at Lund) are as a rule 
well legible, and the many moneyer names could 
indicate the introduction (or re-introduction) of 
an administration supervisning all activities, 
such as was the case in contemporary English 
production. A superior authority, presumably 
the king, controlled all minting and the many 
craftsmen (we only know the names of the 
moneyers) must have worked under common 
management and - to judge from the large 
number of die-links - presumably in the same 
building50.

However, both the H and the M groups differ 
from the English system in one significant 
aspect: no reverse type was produced specially 
here. Not only do the obverses copy a whole 
series of types of Æthelræd, Knut, Harold and 
Harthacnut, but this also applies to the reverses. 
As noted earlier, the die-impressions are of high 
technical quality and the die-cutters employed at 
Lund must have been professionals, perhaps 
Anglo-Saxon emigrants. They could easily have 
produced a special “Lund type”, just as was done 
in England at regular intervals. Only a few, 
rather rarely used reverse Lund dies show 
independent composition (e.g. types L, M and 
T). All the other dies copy English types, or they 
are “new” ones made by putting together ele
ments from different English models. The clo
sest that one comes to the concept of a special 
mint type for Lund during this period is the 

tendency to make frequent use of an obverse 
portrait based on the Helmet type of Æthelræd 
and a reverse modelled on the Long Cross type 
of the same king.

Even though a very short span of time is 
covered by coin periods I—III, a certain develop
ment can be noted in several aspects of the 
coinage. On the transition from II to III, i.e. in 
the MX group, the portraits begin to resemble 
either the contemporary English ones (the 
PACX group) or they become more primitive, 
developing a style of their own. At the same time 
the reverse type D was used almost exclusively, 
although frequent use was now made of small 
symbols in two or more of the quarters of the 
reverse. On the transition to group IV-the first 
types of Svend - the reverse type was retained 
from III, but the obverse designs were changed 
completely.

Another, perhaps more important develop
ment can be seen in the inscriptions. During 
periods I and II the great majority of the 
inscriptions are literate. In period III all the 
obverse inscriptions are entirely illiterate, and 
this was certainly done deliberately because the 
reverse inscriptions can still be read and in many 
cases show association with the foregoing ones. 
The reverses of period III are, however, clearly 
of poorer quality and without knowledge of the 
earlier specimens some of them could be diffi
cult to read. This development continues into 
group IV, so that a large majority of the 
inscriptions are now entirely blundered. Such a 
gradual alteration cannot be ascribed to techni
cal difficulties, or to a lack of skill on the part of 
the die-cutters, because the obverse designs on 
Svend’s coins are particularly carefully execu
ted; indeed some of them almost have the

50: Cfr. Peter Berghaus, Die frühmittelalterlische Numisma
tik als Quelle der Wirtschaftsgeschichte. In Geschichtswis
senschaft und Archäologie, Vorträge und Forschungen d. 
XXII Konstanzer Arbeitskreis für mittelalterlische Geschich
te. Ed. H. Jankuhn u. R. Wenskus. Sigmaringen 1979, p. 
415.
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character of a work of art. The changes seem 
rather to indicate that the organisation in which 
the individual moneyer was a person of impor
tance was beginning to alter, i.e. it was losing its 
original meaning. This may have occurred at an 
early stage of the development described here.

Yet another peculiarity of the Lund mint 
deserves mention. In periods I and II there 
occur quite a number of puzzling copies that 
obviously belong to Lund. These relate to “spu
rious” names of kings, “spurious” moneyer na
mes and “spurious” place names. All three 
categories would be extremely unlikely in the 
Anglo-Saxon mint system. With respect to the 
kings’ names, the use of “Knut” has already been 
discussed: here in some cases this could be an 
“authentic” name, synonymous with Hartha- 
cnut. More peculiar are the few, but quite clear, 
dies showing the names “Æthelræd”, “Harold” 
and “Edward”. Similarly, certain moneyer na
mes are “spurious”, e.g. copies of names from 
English mints, and, in consequence, it can be 
difficult to distinguish the moneyers who were, 
in fact, employed at Lund during the period. 
Finally, “spurious” place names occur of both 
Nordic origin (Sigtuna) and English origin (Lin
coln and London). Even in the latter case, the 
dies concerned must be interpreted as Danish 
copies; they are not, as previously assumed, 
authentic English dies taken to Lund and re
used in this town.

It is not easy to give an exact dating for all 
three types of copying within the periods distin-

50a: V. J. Butler, The Metrology of the Late Anglo-Saxon 
Penny: The Reigns of Æthelræd II and Cnut. Anglo-Saxon 
Coins, Studies presented to F. M. Stenton, London 1961, p. 
195 ff. - H. Bertil A. Petersson, Anglo-Saxon Currency. 
King Edgar’s Reform to the Norman Conquest. Bibliotheca 
Histórica Lundensis XXII, Lund 1969.
50b: The standard weight ought to be 1.16 g (with a slight 
reduction - to 1.13 g - during Harold and Harthacnut. See 
V. J. Butler, note 50a and J. J. North, English Hammered 
Coinage, Vol. I, 2nd ed. London 1980, p. 210.
51 : Primarily the figures given by Hauberg. 

guished in the present work. While the Knut 
dies can be ascribed to both periods I and II, 
there are several factors that seem to indicate 
that the other categories first occurred in the 
time after 1042, i.e. only in period II. It would 
have been obvious to relate these copies to the 
illiterate obverses of period III, but the names, 
and their spelling, used on the associated reverse 
dies clearly show that this tendency to “wild” or 
apparently arbitrary copying is connected with 
period II. This is confirmed by the many die
links.

The weights of the coins have not been of 
primary interest in the present study, but so 
much information was gathered that it is possib
le to supplement the impressions of the quality 
of the coins described above. The weight was 
noted for half of the material, and this should 
give a reliable average value.

A total of 326 pieces of the H group show an 
average weight of 1.012 g; 129 coins of the M 
group show, correspondingly, 1.017 g; and a 
total of 95 coins from the K, Æ, HL and E 
groups show an average weight of 1.027 g. The 
average value of these three coin groups is 1.016 
g. Finally, 382 coins of the MX group show an 
average of 0.975 g. It should be mentioned that 
the weight of the individual coins within each 
group naturally varies somewhat, but the devia
tion is no larger than that found in the slightly 
earlier and the contemporary English issues503. 
The Lund coins were thus struck according to a 
fixed weight-standard that was constant during 
periods I and II, and slightly reduced in period
III. This standard did not, however, correspond 
to that of the contemporary English coinages 
(with an average value from the Short Cross type 
of Knut to the PACX of Edward of between 1.06 
and 1.09 g50b). The figures given for Lund show 
that all earlier information on the coin weights 
from this mint should be revised31.

No recent study has been made of the purity 
of the coins.

A further factor relating to the high technical 
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quality of the Lund mint deserves mention. The 
number of known reverse dies is, as can be 
expected, rather larger than the corresponding 
number of obverses. In the die-chains it can very 
often be seen that two reverses have a common 
obverse. This might indicate that the practice - 
only proved for much later period - was already 
in use of producing initially two reverse dies for 
each obverse (because of their different lengths 
of life in use). The same practice has been 
suggested in the case of the Anglo-Saxon coina
ges, but is has not been proved as yet52.

Lund and the other Danish mints in the years 
1040-1046
The foregoing pages deal only with the Lund 
coinages, but it would be right to comment upon 
the relationship between these and the contem
porary coinages struck elsewhere in the Danish 
area. Hauberg has already drawn attention to 
the remarkable difference which exists between 
the coins from Lund and other Danish issues, so 
that Lund may be characterized not only as the 
most important Danish mint during this period, 
but also as the only town where well-organized 
minting of high technical quality was taking 
place. Throughout the next 40 years Lund 
retained this special position among Danish 
mints, notwithstanding that it was one of the 
later Danish town-settlements of the Viking era 
(probably founded in about 1020), that near-by 
Dalby was the ecclesiastical headquarters of 
Scania, or that Roskilde was the town preferred 
by the Danish monarchs (to use a later concept, 
it was their capital).

Oddly enough the re-organisation of the Da
nish coinage in c. 1040, carried out by Hartha- 
cnut based on a wholly Anglo-Saxon model, 
seems only to have affected Lund. As is well 
known, several Danish mints were active both 
before and after this period, but the “new” 
system dating from c. 1040, is only reflected ata 
few of them. At Viborg, Århus and Ørbæk, too, 

new portrait coins were introduced bearing the 
name of Harthacnut (or Knut) and with literate 
reverses53, but only one local moneyer was 
employed at each place. There were very few 
dies in these cases, and they were replaced 
remarkably rapidly by dies of far poorer quality 
and showing illiterate inscriptions. Only one 
obverse linking of these “new” provincial coins 
with those of Lund has been observed, namely 
via the die H. 27 also used at Viborg (moneyer 
Braem, Hbg. 40). This is a true case of a die 
being transported from its place of origin - 
which must be Lund - to another mint.

In two other cases die-links have been obser
ved between Lund and the provinces during the 
period concerned. One is the Magnus die M. 17 
used both at Lund (R. 186 and 187) and at 
Odense (fig. 16), but at the latter mint it was 
provided with a local reverse die (Hbg. M. 29): 
SVMRFVL ODNS. The other example concerns 
one of the anachronistic Knut dies from Lund 
(K. 14) which was also used at Odense, but again 
with a local reverse die: ALFNOD ON ODSVI. 
Admittedly, Hauberg dates this last coin to 
Knut’s own time (Hbg. 45), but its whole style 
suggests that it is of far later origin.

The two Odense coins are particularly intere
sting and are not to be explained in the same 
way as the Viborg coin discussed above. In the 
latter case the coin was struck by a moneyer 
previously known from Viborg and unknown at 
Lund, while, in the case of the Odense coins, one 
bears the name of a moneyer, Alfnoth, known to 
have been active at Lund; there are other 
contemporary Odense coins (Hbg. pl. VIII, 4) 
which bear the name of another Lund moneyer: 
Outhinkarl. Furthermore, there occur a few 
Odense coins, some with the name of Magnus 
and some with the name of Harold, which

52: Michael Dolley, The Coins. In The Archaeology of 
Anglo-Saxon England (ed. David Wilson), London 1976, p. 
362.
53: Viborg: Hbg. Kn. 53, Hard. 40-41. - Århus: Hbg. Hard. 
44. - Ørbæk: Hbg. Kn. 54, Hard. 42.
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technically are almost as good as the contempo
rary Lund coins, and thus very much better than 
other Danish provincial dies. (The question of 
whether “Harold” copies an English name - in 
keeping with the HL group from Lund - or 
represents the Norwegian Harald Hårderåde, 
will not be discussed here14. The attitude of the 
present author may be judged by a reference to 
the fact that the name Edward was also copied at 
Odense (Hbg. pl. VII, 3) at this time. At all 
events, Magnus must have struck coins at Oden
se with the participation of two of the Lund 
moneyers. Magnus coins from other Danish 
“provincial” mints are both rare and always of 
primitive technique.

There are some points on which to base a 
comparison between the ages of the Odense 
coins just mentioned and the groups of Lund 
coins, even though the Odense material is not 

54: K. Skaare, Heimkehr eines Warägers. Die Münzprägung 
Harald Hardrådes in Dänemark. Dona Numismática 
(Festschrift Haevernick) Hamburg 1965, p. 99.

Fig. 16. Lund - Odense, a M. 17/187 (KMK 6620, F.spinge), 
Lund(?)-b M. 17/186 (KMMS BP 1038, Espinge), Lund, -c M. 
17/ + SVMRFVL OD NS (KMK), Odense. - d = Hbg. Svend 
55. + SPEN REX / = c. (KMK). Odense. 2:1.

large. There are no known Odense groups 
which correspond in style to the MX group of 
Lund: furthermore, in one case, die-linking 
occurs directly between a Magnus coin from 
Odense (Hbg. 29) and a corresponding coin 
carrying the name of Svend (Hbg. 55) (fig. 16). 
This indicates that the Odense coins with the 
name of Magnus are contemporary with the MX 
group from Lund, or in other words that Mag
nus struck coins at Odense later than the period 
when his name appeared clearly on Lund coins. 
Consequently it is not just chance that the two 
Lund moneyers, Alfnoth and Outhinkarl, disap
pear from the Lund coinage before the intro
duction of the MX group - presumably they 
moved to Odense together with Magnus.
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Historical aspects
A purely numismatic study can - and should - 
have wider perspectives. The eleventh century 
in Denmark was a time of upheaval between a 
“prehistoric” and an “historic” era. The written 
sources are more than sparse and often doubt
ful, so the historians must supplement their 
material with results derived from a number of 
other fields of study. Nevertheless, the informa
tion provided by these fields must be evaluated 
on its own merits before it can be used for a 
historical synthesis.

As a consequence, the results of numismatics 
and archaeology play a special part in know
ledge of the political and economic history of 
Denmark in the century in question. While the 
results of archaeological research in recent yeàrs 
have already been utilized to give a fuller pictu
re55, or to alter the picture of social aspects and 
settlements of the time, the same cannot be said 
to apply to numismatics. Danish historians seem 
either to have treated the material resulting 
from this subject in a rather free and easy 
manner (as, for example, Erik Arup in his 
epoch-making historical work from 192556), or, 
as the majority of Arup’s later colleagues did, 
they have built their interpretations on 
Hauberg’s great work from 1900 that deals with 
the earliest history of our coins.

Even though the present investigation rests on 
very limited material only - the different coina
ges issued by the Lund mint during a part of the 
time of Harthacnut and Magnus - some of the 
results can also be used in a wider perspective. 
As reported in the introduction, the investiga
tion was primarily of a purely numismatic natu
re, i.e. only comprising a study of the individual 
coin types and die-links. The relative and abso
lute chronology of the groups of coins builds in 
part on these studies, in part on well known 
methods of dating numismatic material - taken 
in the main from recent research relating to 
Anglo-Saxon coinages, from studies of the great 
hoards, and finally from the few, but quite 

definite historical facts (e.g. the year of death of 
the Danish kings). The results of the study 
should, thus, be of use to historians and to other 
colleagues as independent primary material.

The author does not intend to carry his work 
into the field of professional historians. It is, 
though, tempting to mention a few special 
results which might in different ways be of 
significance for the overall economic and politi
cal history of the years in question.

1. It is still difficult to ascertain any points of 
contact between the oldest Danish coinages of 
the 9th and 10th centuries (the earlier Hedeby 
series, the later but related coin groups, as well 
as the few coins of Svend Forkbeard from c. 
995/997) and the first attempt of Knut the Great 
to establish a Danish mint system on the lines of 
that existing in England, in c. 1020). The “hea
vy” pennies of Knut cannot represent the intro
duction of a Danish mint system proper, - the 
way in which they are usually interpreted. Nor 
does there seem any direct connection between 
this and to the following Danish coinages.

2. A mint system which was both comprehen
sive and permanent was then organised in Den
mark during the last years of Knut’s life (c. 1030 
at the latest) by the setting up of mints in a 
number of Danish towns or sites (Lund, Roskil
de, Slagelse, Ålborg, Viborg, Ørbæk, Århus, 
Ribe, Hedeby). Here pennies were struck accor
ding to an East Danish and a West Danish weight 
system, and using coin types peculiar to each 
mint. The great majority of the coins are non-

55: Else Roesdahl, Danmarks vikingetid, København 1980 
(with references) (English edition in preparation). - See also 
Klavs Randsborg, The Viking Age in Denmark, The forma
tion of a state. London 1980.
56: Erik Arup, Danmarks Historie I. Til 1282. København 
1925, p. 138. Here the Danish coins of the first half of the 
11th century are the result of private initiative with help of 
English moneyers; it may have been merchants, local chief
tains or other wealthy persons.
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English in style, i.e. they have either a purely 
national character (such as the “Serpent” type of 
Lund) or they copy different continental mo
dels. Regardless of whether the (relatively few) 
literate inscriptions name Knut or Harthacnut as 
in control of the mint, all the coinages seem to 
have started at about the same time and to be an 
expression of a well-organised, overall Danish 
mint system. Whereas Hauberg was inclined to 
date most of these types to a later part of the 
reign of Harthacnut57, i.e. he considered them 
to be later than the group mentioned below 
under point 3, it should be mentioned that Kr. 
Erslev, in a discerning and important paper 
from 18 7 5 58, clearly placed the whole of this 
group in the same way as they are placed in the 
present work. Erslev interpreted the group, 
moreover, in a wider historical perspective59, as 
he proposed that it was established in the years 
when (Harthacnut and) Danish earls attempted 
to bring about a national Danish uprising against 
the English-dominated rule of Knut, under 
which Denmark had become just a peripheral 
province in the North Sea empire. Erslev dates 
these events to c. 1026, and ascribes to this factor

57: Hauberg, p. 117. Hauberg also mentions the other 
possibility (p. 48) referring to Erslev’s paper (see the following 
note).
58: Kr. Erslev, Roskildes ældste Mønter. Studier til dansk 
Mønthistorie. Aarbøger for nordisk Oldkyndighed og Histo
rie 1875, p. 117-187. A summary of the paper was published 
later: Les plus anciennes monnaies du Danemark, Mémoires 
de la Société Royale des Antiquaires du Nord, København 
1885, p.120-142.
59: Erslev 1875, p. 127 and 173 ff.
60: Even if this year (or c. 1040) in other papers is 
considered to mark a change in the economic systems of 
Viking-age Denmark (specially in Scania), the present author 
does not attempt to participate in the discussion. During 
recent years archaeologists have submitted these problems to 
debate i.a. by using different models, which primarily are 
based on anthropological and social theories about primitive 
and advanced trade or exchange of goods. See Birgitta 
Hårdh, Trade and Money in Scandinavia in the Viking Age, 
Meddelanden från Lunds universitets historiska museum 
1977-1978, p. 157-171, with further references. 

the anti-English character of the entire mint 
system. Modern historical research should take 
up these, apparently overlooked, ideas for re
newed considerations: Erslev’s numismatic plac
ing of this group of coins seems to be more proba
ble than that of Hauberg and thus of the datings 
later followed by others.

3. About the year 1040 (or even later), i.e. in 
the last year of the reign of Harthacnut, new 
types were introduced at the Lund mint - 
namely the series studied here with a portrait 
and king’s name on the obverse and a fully 
literate reverse, both in a truly English style. The 
re-organisation which occurred at the Lund 
mint had, oddly enough, virtually no effect at 
the other Danish mints where it must be suppo
sed that coins were still being struck. At Roskil
de, the town lying geographically closest to 
Lund, no new style can be traced at all, even 
though there must have been more or less 
continuous production of coins there through
out the reign of Harthacnut and during the 
following years. At Lund, the introduction of 
the new types also represented a technical ad
vance, because the dies then became of better 
quality and almost all are entirely legible. On the 
other hand, there must have been some connec
tion with the earlier, local issues (“Serpent” type) 
because many names of moneyers are common 
to both groups and the penny weight seems 
virtually unaltered. From 1040 onwards - but 
not before this date - Lund enjoyed a special 
position among Danish mints that remained 
unaltered until c. 1080, on the coin reform of 
Harald Hen.

4. The obvious difference between the coina
ges of Lund and those of the other Danish mints 
where coins were still struck must lead to consi
derations of the political and economic signifi
cance of the controller of the mint. Was there 
here, too, any alteration round about the year 
1O4O?60
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5. The change in ruler in 1042 made no 
difference at Lund: the mint continued to func
tion, the coin types and the quality were at first 
unchanged and the weight remained the same. 
The name of Magnus appeared as controller of 
the mint, but at the same time the names of both 
Knut and Harthacnut seem to have been used, 
as well as - in more rare cases - the names of 
deceased or living English kings (Æthelræd, 
Harold and Edward). Correspondingly, among 
the generally legible names on the reverse, there 
appear both Lund moneyers and copies of 
foreign moneyer and place names. Can this be 
explained by the different administrative abili
ties and experience of the two kings? Hartha
cnut became sole king of England in 1040 and 
must have had knowledge of the whole admini
strative apparatus of that country, which inclu
ded one of the best organised mint systems in 
Europa. Therefore a reform of the Danish mint 
system, on similar lines, appears natural and 
does, in fact, now seem to be discernable at 
Lund. On the death of Harthacnut in 1042, the 
Norwegian Viking chieftain Magnus was given 
the title of king of Denmark. What were his 
qualifications for heading an administration of 
European style and scale? And he did not strike 
coins in Norway. Today, all we can ascertain is 
that the Lund mint functioned without percep
tible alterations also after the year 1042. The 
frequent “wild” copyings dating from these 
years could, however, indicate that the local 
administrators were primarily interested in kee
ping production up to the same level as prior to 
1042, but that they were less interested in which 
names appeared on the coins.

6. After 1042 the difference between Lund 
and the other Danish mints appears still more 
clearly than before. Apart from at the Odense 
mint, which will be mentioned below, the coins 
carrying the name of Magnus are not only very 
rare, but always of a remarkably poor quality. It 
is difficult to prove how many of the Danish 

“provincial” mints continued in function but, 
following Hauberg, we may assume continuity at 
most because they also produced coins during 
the following reign of Svend Estridsen. This 
whole question has not been re-investigated, but 
the problems involved are of great significance 
for the factors mentioned above in point 4.

7. At Lund - but only here - a relative 
chronology can be set up for the coinages issued 
during the reign of Magnus. Thanks to studies 
of the dies, it can now be ascertained that the 
earliest series (corresponding to the “reform” 
coins of Harthacnut) were replaced by the so- 
called MX group. This meant a more uniform 
production where the coins (with a few excep
tions) were struck according to a more restricted 
pattern: obverse with portrait and blundered 
name, reverse of type D with partially literate 
inscriptions which to a degree reflect the names 
of earlier known moneyers - and a few new ones 
- and the place-name “Lund”. The relative and 
absolute chronology of this groups is now clear: 
some dies are connected with the above- 
mentioned group showing the name of Magnus, 
while others are linked with the first “Byzantine” 
obverse types, i.e. the series traditionally, and 
correctly, ascribed to Svend Estridsen. The ano
nymous obverses are not the result of a lack of 
technical skill but must have been produced 
deliberately. Perhaps the explanation can be 
sought in the political conditions prevailing at 
that time, where one of the few certain facts is 
that for several years there was a struggle for 
power between Magnus and Svend. The mint at 
Lund continued production throughout this 
period; for a short time there was obviously 
some uncertainty as to who was in political 
control of the mint (and who the owner of the 
silver here), and therefore deliberate use was 
made of blundered obverse names.

8. The Lund coins of Svend Estridsen were 
not part of the primary material connected with 
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the present study, but a couple of earlier results 
should be mentioned because they are of impor
tance for the circumstances discussed here. 
Svend introduced entirely new obverse designs 
with his “Byzantine” types and he made use of 
them for a long period, probably more than ten 
years. The reverse dies were, on the other hand, 
of the same kind as used for the MX group, and 
several die-links have been observed between 
these two groups. According to Hauberg’s stu
dies, there seems no break in the production of 
coins: the quality and weight of the coins seems 
unchanged on this transition. Considering the 
other Danish minting places, it can similarly be 
seen that Svend’s new style made its mark in 
several of them on the island of Funen and in 
Jutland (Odense, Viborg, Ribe and Hedeby (?)), 
but in all cases the results were of poorer 
technical quality than at Lund. Coin production 
still seems to have been based on a special East 
Danish and West Danish weight system. In other 
words, there seems a remarkable similarity be
tween the Danish coin system on the reform of 
Harthacnut in c. 1040 and during the reign of 
Svend.

The date of the change in coin type is of 
special importance for the history of the Lund 
mint. At Lund - and provisionally only there - it 
is possible to show that the first “Byzantine” 
types (consisting of several different subsidiary 
types: Hbg. Svend 6, 9, 16, 23), were already in 
production when the great Espinge hoard was 
buried in c. 1047/48, as previously mentioned. 
The production of new types must thus have 
been in full swing a couple of years before Svend 
(on the death of Magnus) became king of the 
whole of Denmark.

9. It seems that a series of coinages from 
Odense should be considered in connection with 
the events surrounding the production of the 
Lund mint. Some of these Odense coins have 
often been the subject of discussion by historians 
and numismatists. Only a few observations:

A. Odense is the only mint which we know of 
besides Lund, that produced Magnus coins of a 
quality comparable with those of Lund.

B. Two obverse dies from Lund (K. 14 and M. 
17) were taken to Odense, where they were used 
in combination with local reverses.

C. Two moneyers’ names appear both at Lund 
and at Odense - i.e. Alfnoth and Outhinkarl. 
Dies are known that show their names and place 
of minting as Lund and Odense, respectively. 
No similar circumstances - the same name 
occurring at two different mints - are otherwise 
known from this period.

D. On the advent of the MX group the same 
two moneyer-names disappear from Lund.

E. While the MX group at Lund clearly 
represents an indendent chronological phase, 
no corresponding group with anonymous obver
se names is known at Odense.

F. At Lund, there are several die-links betwe
en the MX group and Svend’s first “Byzantine” 
types, but not between the M group and the 
latter. On the other hand, at Odense, linking has 
been ascertained between a coin showing the 
name of Magnus and one of the “Byzantine” 
specimens, and even one showing the name of 
Svend on the obverse (fig. 16). This may imply 
that the Odense coin is so late that it corresponds 
to the anonymous MX obverses of Lund.

All these observations could have a common 
explanation: the name of Magnus disappeared 
from Lund during the short period of time in 
which the MX group flourished, and which is 
dated above to the years immediately preceding 
the production of the first of Svend’s characteri
stic types (i.e. 1046 at the latest).

At the same time the first coins of Magnus 
appeared in Odense, a few of them struck by 
moneyers from Lund, and using at least two 
original Lund dies. These Odense coins were 
replaced directly by the first types of Svend.

In other words, these numismatic observa
tions could lead to the interpretation that, round 
about the time 1044/45, Magnus was forced to 
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leave Lund (and thus Scania), and thereafter he 
settled at Odense where coins were struck in his 
name at a newly established mint. This mint 
continued its production also after Svend gained 
control of Funen.
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I Name starting left

A. First letter "H"

H1 +HARBAENVT RX 52

H2 +HARBEENVT REX 184,188,226,227

H3 + HARBEENVT REX 26

HA +HARBEENVT R‘ 156

H5 +HARBEENVT 14

H6 +HARBEENVT 25,161

H9 + HÄR:BECNV 239

H10 +HÄREENVT 16,18

H11 + FEARBEENVT RX 83

H12 + HARBAEV H‘VE> 204,205

H13 +HARAENV 47,63,154

H1A +HAREAEENV 10

H15 + HAR:N..... BEEN/ 41,42,44,137,149,248

H16 + HAR> • •: BEENV 51,108,134,152,336

B. First letter " N "

H19 + NAR.W 52

H2O +NARBENVT RE 175

H21 -FNARBENVT Rl 169

H22 + NARBEENNZ T :• 162,164,165.175

H23 +NARBEENVTF 85,86

H2A +NARBEENVTV 119

H25 +nar:beenvtv 184,244

H26 + NARBEENVT: 3,162

H27 +NARBEENVT” 170

H28 +NÄRBEENXT 85.98,175,185,226,227

H29 +NARBEEN\/T 175

H30 +NARBEENVT 139

H31 NARBEEN YT 27

H32 +NARBEEENV 14,169,360

H33 +NARBEENV 12
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H34 -ENARBEENy n

H35 -ENARBEEN 175,226,227

H36 •••näreenvt RE + 23

H37 + NAR EENVT -H 102

H38 XNAR’EENV 14.15,18,196,199,
201,203, 362

H39 -ENA i-BLE NV TD 76

H40 +NAREEE II\/II 140

H41 +ARBEENVTAN 163

H42 XARBEENVT: 15

H43 +ARBEENVT REX 197

H Name starting above bust

H44 + HÄR*/EENVTR ’ 179

H45 -ENARB/ENVT: 174

H46 -ENAR//+E NVTT 3,7.13, 22,98,162,174, 
184,198.210,217.

226.231,238,244

H47 + NA/EN VTRE 314

H48 + NAR:B/AEVNT 10

H49 XENVTNAR// REEX 167

K1 -EENVT RE+ ANCLO: 101,102,198

K2 -EENVT ++ ANLO 7 112,218, 238

K3 +ENVT/REX AN 198

K4 + ENVT»ELO 178

K5 +ENVT/REX A 108

K6 XENVT REX’ XA 206

K7 -EENVT REX IND’ 99

K8 + ENVT/Z REE 168

K9 -EENVT REXX 2

K10 + ENVT REXX: 47. 64

K11 -EENVT RE+ + 228

K12 -EENVT RE-EX* 103,115

K13 -EENVT RE+-E-- 1

K14 -EENVTN/REE 138

K15 -EENVT REX AN’ 238

K16 +ENVT REX AX 97
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I Without sceptre

M1 +MÄDNVS RE 56

M2 +MAHNVI REXD 70,150

M3 +MAHNVS REX: 78,113,116.117.2

M4 +MÄHNVS RE + 53,113.114,184
222,244

M5 +MAHNVS RE + 228

M6 +MAHNVS RE + 17

M7 + MÄEINVI RE + 88

M8 +MÄhNVX REX 134.166,175

M9 +MAhNVX RE: 166

M10 + MÄk NVI RE+: 98,99

M11 +MÄHHVS R + 100,121

M12 +MAHNVS RX 185

M13 +MAHHVI N 229

M14 -HM’AHNVI ++: 103,152

M15 4-MÄHNS REXX 13.65,114

M16 +MAHNVS +LI 35

M17 xMAHVS iRE+x 186,187

M18 >/HNV^ 303

M19 +NÄHVX4+EN 3.74

M20 +MAHNVS REXEVNIEI 135

II Sceptre in front

M21 •:xmAHNV#REXX> 95

M22 +MAHNVI REX 104,108,147

M23 +MAHNVI REX 150

M24 + MA‘HN‘VS‘ RX 94

M25 +MAHNVS R 211

M26 +MAHNVX R 43
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HX1 + FV6EI // VEHR

HX2 + V F W R E 11 TH : 11

13.14,98,103, 360

13. 202. 313, 329,362

Æ1 +EEELRED RE 161

Æ2 +ED EL’RED RE 160

Æ3 +EDELRED RE + ALR-:- 24

HL1 + NÄR/OLD RE 7i.115.240.2A5

HL2 + N A R E I \// + R E 176

E1 +ED •• x:pRE? 200,201

E1a +EDPA>//-:x:pre:-
R-E

200,201,202

E2 +EDP A‘/7X DRE-- 201.202

MX1 + EDDDD/A AT 129

MX2 + EDDDD/Z NDT 129

MX3 + EII V PP/: DPPDVEI 89,91

MX4 + ERDD/Z III AT II 31

MX5 + EPPD/IIHTN 207

MX6 + DD/ □: EEV+N 121,123

MX7 + D D D/Z PP\I A T I1 142

MX8 + DDNDD-/XDIIVI 208

MX9 + HDD/ICICI I AT 11 195. 319, 380

MX9A + HDD/Z FIV2AN 248

MX10 + I33DD/:IPIITII 128

MX11 + IEME1.-/Z+HOEIDRI 49

MX12 + IENÄ+/cccCCODN I 78,89,91

MX13 + lORR/Z 11 ATI I 194

MX14 -+-11 AT D//30V  11 234
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MX15 + IIEVI/IPPDEE 190,190a

MX16 + l IDD/IDDII ATV 31

MX17 + 1 I DV l/ODVI P 127 131

MX18 + l IVII/DDIIATII 32.78

MX19 + 1 IP339333 // 11 T  11 0 N 90,128.129

MX20 + 11 PD/IIDIZ1I AT 38, 77

MX21 + 11 PDTIRI//11 VTA 122.126,127

MX22 + IPI DD/IIRIITI1 130,142,358

MX23 + NDD/N+DDNV 71

MX 24 + NDDI/ATI l + E 121, 364, 381

MX25 + NFDVI1 0/ 1 DA 32,37 38.71. 77. 78.
116, 129, 208.232
302

MX26 +NRD-:/l NHON AT 348

MX27 + NTANO/NRI DT i89,3A8

MX28 +099 OH HD11 DVI T A 37 38.77 78.208

MX29 +0IIID9/+IIVIDTA 207 208

MX30 +R D D/7 N NI V111 eo

MX31 +TAT DD/vNODN 58,59.73

MX32 ÄiN V THAT! I R9 + 142.233,323

MZ1 + EEDDI/IDP + II 353

MZ2 + ETIIV//OTHAE 366

MZ3 + EPPD//111 I RD 301, 325

MZ4 + HVDD/I IaONEE 363

MZ5 + 1 D I D/EEEEHD 344

MZ6 + IHTONIVPPD 327

MZ7 + l lENNEENEDENNOh 311

MZ8 +1 11 DD//9OI I NN 340

MZ10 + 1 1 PD//NNN 1 321

MZ11 + NDD/7DDDI IT 335

MZ12 + n:DDD/7NEN:EI 350

MZ13 + ND D D/7: P P N 1 +Ä 363

MZ14 + ND\l:/7 1 1 DND 307, 309

MZ15 XNDNTAEI PI PM 342

MZ16 + NID/7IPRE + 331

MZ17 + NPD/7I 1 AT NE 346

MZ18 + NPEDR/7- REPDN 316

MZ19 + T 1 P//+NM NP + I 354

MZ20 + VI PT0/7 + I 11 \l 1 355

MZ21 + PD/7DDI 1 PI 1 333

MZ22 + CPD/7DDI1 PI 1 333

MZ23 + PD/7I EENV + I 333

MZ24 + PPD/7-PRIÄIEI 363

MZ25 DDDI1IV  l/VI D 305

MZ26 DE XL0EDX 1 ORL‘1 352

MZ27 NNDHDID 317, 334,401
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1

2

3

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

16a
R-E

17

18

18a
R-E

22
23

24

25

26

27

31

32

35 O Ml6
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List I

Reverse dies of the Lund mint

XAREILONLVND

+ALFNOBONLVDEN K Kl3 37 -FA: RDL HOL NDI D MX 28

-FAL F NØ: BON LVDI M Kg 37a • D MX 25,28

-FAL FN OB ONL D H 26/6,
38e LA: RDL NOL VDI D MX 20,25,28

* M 19 41 LAN EET LON LVD B H 15
BAE FRIEONL 1 NEOL H H¿6, K 2

42 BAR NEE T L O : EVI B H15
LAL F VA RBONLV H H 14/8

43 -FA’ RN EE TLV F M26
-F AL F P AR DON L V Dl"-’ K H 34

44 -FAR NEE: TELO ULVI P H 15
+AE PAR: DON LVDI B H 33 + PAE

-FAL FPA RDO LVD F H 46, HXl,2, 47 BAXFERDONLVDl: H H13, K io
M 15 49 -FA' SFO RB: NLV D MXn

BAL FPA RD-:- OLV D H 5,32,38, HX1
• o • o 51 BASL AEONLNNDEIO: T H 16

XAL: FPAR DOL VDI: D H 38,42 52 BAXLAEONLVND: C H 1,19
ly

53 -FAS LAE ON: LVD E M4
-FAL FPA RD: 0 N_ D H 10

56 -FAS ORO NL:VD: E Mi
CO CO D H 10

58 +BA I NTI NOl. ILVI D MX 31
-FAL FPA RDO NLV D M 6

59 BBA IILI NOl ILVI D MX 31
-FA L F P RD: ONL D H io

60 BBA INO NE NN D MX 30
o o D H 38

63 BE ARL’E ONLVNDI H H 13
BAEFPI NEONLVDI: I H 46

64 BEARELONLVDl: I K10
-FAL FPIN EONJ VDI: B H 36

65 LEA RLO NLV Dl: D Mi5
LAL FPI: NEO LVD:- D Æ3 o • o

cz?
70 BEOE SVE INO N_V~-I D M2

-FAL FPI NEO NLV D He
OS’ 71 BEO LSV LIN OHV D MX 23,25

+ÄL FPI N’E ONL D Hs
73 -FE: AN AOH LVD D MX 31

+AL PIN EON LVD D H 31
+ + 74 +EDPINEONLVN Dl: H M19, HLi

BAL NRII ONL VDI D MX 4,16 76 -FEN ERO NLV DOB E H 39
LAL NR: NEI ITNI D MX 18,25 77 E M : ERO HE. VIL E MX 20,25,28
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78 -FEM EROI ILV. DOS: E M 3, MX 12,18,

25,28
130

131

+rE ISTI' ON-:- LVD

-FL: EIS TIOI HVI

D

D

MX 22

MX 17

83 -FDAMELONL V NDI: T H11
134 -FLEFPINEØNLINEØ: I H16, M 8

85 -FD."A R Fl: NFO NI VD D H 23,28
09 09 135 +LEFPINEONLNE0L" A M20

86 +DA RFI: NEE AEIOT D H 23 136 -EL EFPIFEØNL' NEOL: A -(Hbg. M12)
09

137 -FL'EOFKI NEØNLVND A H 15

87 -FDA RFIN EON LVD D (Hbg H27)
138 -EL EOFPI H ELV DH: I K14

88 + DA RFI NØ KN D M 7
« Cd 139 -FL E FPIN EON LV) D H 30

89 ■FDA* ÄFI: NEO IILVD D MX 3,12
140 -FLE RIN EON LVl: D H 40

90 ■FDA AFl: NLN OIHD D MXi9
142 -FEE ND: VON LVD D MX 7,22, 32

91 -FDT ÄFI NEO IILV D MX 3,12
143 -FEE ND: VOH LVD D (Hbg. Sv. 19=M)

94 +DOD NOE ØNL VND P M 24

Ä C + P 144 -FEE ND: NO: LND D - (Hbg. Sv.19=M)

95 xDOD HAH OLVD ENEO P M 21
X P Ä E

97 + DR IM: ØN LVD F Kl6 147 -FMANAM'ONLVN:D' I M 22

98 +D IRIM ØN LV. D H 28,46, HXl, 149 -FNI TAS' EOD ONL B H 15
M 10

150 + NI TIS' DOD ONL B M 2, 23
99 -FOR IM: ONL VND D Ky Mio

152 :+OI NDI'. ONE 1 NE F H16, M14

100 -FDR IM ON LV D Mn

154 +OSB R NONSI TVN H H13

101 +DRIMONLVNDI G Ki

156 +0S DOD ONL .VND D H4
102 +DRIMONLVNDIN H H37, Kl

160 +0D DEN EAR OLVD D Æ2
103 +DRIMØNLVNDIHØII H HXl,Kl2,Ml4

161 -FOD DEN LAR OLVD D H6,Æ1
104 -FDRIIIMONLVDI + + *•* K M 22 09 09

108 +H.VELNONDORI H Hl6,K5, M 22 162 ODD ENE RON LVD E H 22, 26, 46

110 -FIL' ONT ATN LVD D (Hbg. M16) 163 -FOD DEN EAR OLV: E H 41

112 -FILVEONLV DI:RIST: G K2 164 -FOD DEN LAR OLVD E H 22

113 -FIL VH EO: NL D M 3,4 165 -FOD DEN EAR 01 V) E H 22

114 -FILV HON LVD: INI D M 4,15 166 -F.'ODENEAR'ONEVD L M 8,9

115 -HLVHLONLV NDI I K12.HL1 167 +ODDENEARONLVDI'-' H H 49

116 -FIT VN EON LVD D M3.MX25 168 +ODDENEA ROLVD H Ke

117 -FIT V-H EON LVD D M3 169 -FODDE NE ARO NLV K H 21,32

119 -FIN OMI NE DOMI D H 24 170 -FODDENEROLVDENNE K H 27

121 XLE FH: OK VD: D Mil, MX6,24 174 -FOVIBENL ARLONLV I H 45,46

122 -FLE FSI OK VD D MX 21 175 -FOV DEN EAR ONL N H 20,22,28,29,35,

123 XLE SI: OK VD: D MX6 M 8
176 -FOVDNEAR’ONLV H HL 2

126 -FLE ISTI OHL VD: D MX 21

178 + OVDEETL ///NDI H K4
127 -FLE ISTI OK VD: D MX 17,21

179 +OVDEELONLVNDT G H 44
128 -FL E ISTL ONL VDI D MX 10,19

Cd 182 -FSV MER LED ON* M r- (Hbg. H5)

129 -FLE ISTI: OHI VDI D MXi.2,19,25 183 -FSV MER- LED ONL M 4- (Hbg. H5)
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184 -FXV ME RLE DON D H2,25,i6, M 4
185 + XM ERL EDOI L'AI D H28.M 12

186 + XV ME: RD ONL<=> D M 17

187 XXV ME RD: ON D M 17

188 -f-S V MER LED OLV D H2

189 + SV: ERL’ EDO ILVI
CS> C3

D MX 27

190 + SV ERL EDO ILXH
«

D MX15

190 a
R-E

• d? • D MX15

194 + SV EIN ©N’ LVD D MX13

195 +SPENONLVDENE>XX- H MX9

196 XBO 
p

REI LON LVD 
AE X

P H 38

197 +BVREI LO N L V DI" I H ¿3

198 -FBVREILONLVDI" A Hi6,Kl,3

199 +B0 REIL ONL VDI
O O

D H 38

200 +B0 REE TLOL VND D E 1,1a

201 +B0: REE TLO LWD D H 38, M 3,
El,1a, 2

202 +B0 RE: ETE NVI D HX2,Ela,2

203 +B0 REE TLO N.LD D H 38

204 +B0 REE TLO NLV D Hl2

205 +B0 REE LON LVN D H 12

206 xBO: REET LOL" VDI D Ke

206 a • o D Ke

207 +B: ORI ETE IlLV D MX 5,29

208 + B ORF ETL NVD D MX8,25,28,29
+ P A E

+ BOREE (TE)LONLVDl: K H i6

+B0REETL0 NLV ND I M 25

-FBOREETL T r- (Hbg. H6)

+B0RETL0NLVND T - (Hbg. H13)

+BORSTENONL VDI" K H ¿6

-PBVRXT NONL V D G K 2

XBV R$T NON LVD E Mi

+ BV RST- ENO NLV E Mi

BVR STW ONL VDI N M3,i

+B: VR XTN ONL N Mi
+ T0 OEi: ONL VDI D H 2,28,35, i6

4-TO EIO NLV DI" D H 2,28,35

+ TO EIO NLV ND 
X • +

D M 5, K h

+ TO EIO NLV ND 
+ • +

D M 13

-PT0Z//7NL VDIFELÄI B Hi6

+ TO FIE VIII OLV D MX 25

+ T0 EIOII LVH DN
<=> @

D MX 32

+ TO ÍILV 1110 LIID
7? «=>

D MX 1Í

+VLEFEETLONLVDE I Hi6,K2,15

+VFLFTLONLVNDE H HQ

+ VE FTE ONL VND 
+ P A E

P HLi

+ VL FEIL ON LVD D H 25,i6, M i

+ V L FEILONLVDINE K HLi

+ PV LNI DVl: ONI P H15, MX9A

210

211

212

213

217

218

219

220

221

222

226

227

228

229

231

232

233

234

238

239

240

244

245

248
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List II

Reverse dies not indicating Lund

P A E + p A E X

301 + A- HE: iid: VIO P MZ3 336 + MA NAI GNI DIN B H 16
+ P A E

340 + NI OIIE HDL IIRI P MZ8
302 + A' HE: HD: v.O P MX 25 E + P A

+ P A E
342 + NL IIIOI Hill IITAI E MZ 15

303 +ALDOL //////// N.D K M 18
344 : NN" EIOI NN" EIO: P MZ5

305 + B: RVI HIE VIII P MZ 25 4- E A P
C P A +

346 + N VE OID CID: D MZ 17
307 + EO PIN STOI IkE P MZu

348 +01 ENI lEi: IH«: D MX 26,27PA E +

309 +DA’ NDN OID: NTO 
A C + r

P MZu 350 +011 1011 1011 JOH D MZ12

352 :øHI IØIIX 01310 IIOIx P MZ 26
311 DEE ENE DEE NNL: E MZ7 A  X 9

313 + DH: T V D I HEI tTET D HX2 353 + OS: nvi DON NOR P MZi
u u + P A C

314 + FI SIO kILI :FL R H 47 354 + R: NE NØl NN 1 E MZ19

316 LEO DRII EON LINZ P MZ18 356 + TEI 11 E//IIIO: lllll D MZ 20
+ P A E

358 + BI RNI NT: OH: D MX 22
317 +h: ieti ihi ivif D MZ 27

360 Œ + II MVE EVEI IFTI D H 32, HX i

319 +H: GND OGII NIEI P MX 9
362+■ P A E ••+D- FTEII H + l HVI D H 38 HX2

321 + IEOTAF: IIIDNISE* K MZ 10 363 + PV LENI VOD HITE 
E + P A

P MZ 4,13,24

323 + ID IITO IIVI PAI P MX 32
364 + PV NOA IDV LNI+ P A E P MX 24

A E + 1
325 +l II PTA 11D PA I DOE: I MZ 3

368 +PVVOGTL VGNIN DOI K MZ2
327 4-IIEVPNBIEOIIEIH G MZ6

380 + 11VPAEHANDOI NE H MX 9
329 +IIV LVT AVO ODG B HX 2

381 +LONVELVEN0GDTAN I MX 24
331 + IL ETN OCN EIN P MZ16

A E + P

333 + ILV DTO: -IND NME P MZ 21,22
PA E +

334 + INEOINIT IHISIIII: T MZ 27 ROSKILDE

335 + LE NTI OGII VIN P MZu 401 XFA: DRO: NR OS El P MZ27



Indleveret til Selskabet december 1980-juni 1981. 
Færdig fra trykkeriet december 1981.
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Fig. 4. Die-chain I. The symbols are the same as in fig. 3 (p. 130).



Historisk-filosofiske Meddelelser
Hist. Filos. Medd. Dan. Vid. Selsk.

Priser excl. moms I Prices abroad in DKr.

Vol. 45 (DKr. 150.-)
1. Hjelholt, Holger: Great Britain, the Danish-

German Conflict and the Danish Succession 1850- 
1852. From the London Protocol of the Treaty of 
London (the 2nd of August 1850 and the 8th of May 
1852). 1971 .................................................................. 90.-

2. Birket-Smith, Kaj: Studies in Circumpacific Cul
ture Relations. II. Social Organization. 1971........... 60.-

Vol. 46 (DKr. 182.-)
1. Sten, Holger: L’emploi des temps en portugais

moderne. 1973.............................................................. 90.-
2. Birket-Smith, Kaj: Studies in Circumpacific Cul

ture Relations. III. Sundry Customs and Notions. 
1973 .............................................................................. 32.-

3. Hjelholt, Holger: Arvefølgesag og forfatnings
forhold i det danske monarki ved midten af 19. år
hundrede. Fr. V. Pechlins virksomhed for monarkiets 
opretholdelse ca. 1845-51. Mit einer deutschen 
Zusammenfassung. 1973.............................................. 60.-

Vol. 47 (DKr. 338.-)
1. Birket-Smith, Kaj: Studies in Circumpacific Cul

ture Relations. IV. The Double-Headed Serpent. 
1973 .............................................................................. 8.-

2. Hannest ad, Lise: The Paris Painter, an Etruscan
Vase-Painter. 1974 .............   45.-

3. Rasmussen, Jens Elmegård: Haeretica Indoger
mánica. A Selection of Indo-European and Pre
Indo-European Studies. 1974 .................................... 35.-

4. Hannest ad, Lise : The Followers of the Paris Painter.
With a Contribution by Anja Drukker. 1976 .... 110.—

5. Hammerich, L. L.: Phil. 2,6 and P. A. Florenskij.
1976 .............................................................................. 20.-

6. Steensberg, Axel: Stone Shares of Ploughing Im
plements from the Bronze Age of Syria. 1977.......... 50.-

7. Guldberg Axelsen, Hans : The Sherpas in the Solu
District. 1977................................................................ 70.-

Vol. 48 
(uafsluttet[unfinished)

1. Hendriksen, Hans: Himachali Studies. I.
Vocabulary. 1976.......................................................... 180.—

2. Hendriksen, Hans: Himachali Studies. II.
Texts. 1979...................................................................  150.-

3. Hendriksen, Hans: Himachali Studies. III.
Grammar, in preparation.

Vol. 49 (DKr. 410.-)
1-2. Genge, Heinz: Nordsyrisch-südanatolische Reliefs. 

Eine archäologisch-historische Untersuchung. Da
tierung und Bestimmung. I. Text. II. Abbildungen. 
Anmerkungen. 1979 .................................................... 320.-

3. Säve-Söderbergh, Torgny: The Scandinavian Joint
Expedition to Sudanese Nubia. 1979 ........................ 50.-

4. Erdmann, Karl Dietrich: Rätestaat oder parla
mentarische Demokratie. Neuere Forschungen zur 
Novemberrevolution 1918 in Deutschland. 1979... 40.-

Vol. 50
(uafsluttetlunfinished)

1. Clark, Graham: World Prehistory and Natural 
Science. 1980 ................................................................ 40.-

3. Moustgaard, I. K. : Beskrivelse og kommunikation. 
Kapitler af beskrivelsens psykologi. With an English 
Summary pp. 275-293: Description and Communi
cation. Aspects of the Psychology of Description. 
1981 ............................................................................  200.-



Historisk-filosofiske Skrifter
Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk.

Priser excl. moms / Prices abroad in DKr.

Vol. 7 (DKr. 715.-)
1. Danielsen, Niels: Die Frage. Eine sprachwissen

schaftliche Untersuchung. 1972.................................. 45.-
2. Riis, P. J., and Thrane, Henrik: Sükäs. III. The

Neolithic Periods. 1974 (Publications of the Carls
berg Expedition to Phoenicia 3) ............................ 60.-

3. Westenholz, Aage: Early Cuneiform Texts in Jena.
1975 ........................................ 160.-

4. Danielsen, Niels : An Essay on Nomos and Human
Language. 1976 ..........................................................  250.-

5. Hansen, Henny Harald: An Ethnographical Col
lection from the Region of the Alawites.With Contri
butions by P. J. Rns, J. Rohweder and S. M. Søn- 
DERGAARD. 1976 (Publications of the Carlsberg Ex
pedition to Phoenicia 4)...............   200.-

Vol. 8 (DKr. 300.-)
1. Steensberg, Axel, og Christensen, J. L. Oster

gaard: Store Valby. Historisk-arkæologisk under
søgelse af en nedlagt landsby på Sjælland. Med bi
drag af Tove Hatting og David Liversage. With 
an English Summary. Parts I—III. 1974 .................. 300.-

Vol. 9 (DKr. 780.-)
1. L. L. Hammerich: A Picture Writing by Edna

Kenick, Nunivak, Alaska. With Prefaces by Jes P. 
Asmussen and Robert Petersen. 1977.................... 150.—

2. Jes P. Asmussen and Paper, Herbert: The Song of
Songs in Judaeo-Persian. Introduction, Texts, Glos
sary. 1977.........................................   180.-

3. Dal, Erik, and Skårup, Povl; The Ages of Man 
and the Months of the Year. Poetry, Prose and Pic
tures Outlining the Douze mois figurés Motif Mainly 
Found in Shepherds’ Calendars and in Livres d’Heu-
res (14th to 17th Century). 1980 .............................. 90.—

4. Studies in Northern Coinages of the Eleventh Cen
tury. Edited by C. J. Becker. By Brita Malmer, 
Mark Blackburn, Michael Dolley, Kenneth 
Jonsson and C. J. Becker. 1981 .............................  200.-

5. Riis, P. J. : Etruscan Types of Heads. A Revised 
Chronology of the Archaic and Classical Terracot
tas of Etruscan Campania and Central Italy. 1981. 160.-

Vol. 10 (uafsluttet I unfinished)
1. Thrane, Henrik: Sûkâs IV. A Middle Bronze Age 

Collective Grave on Tall Sükäs. 1978 (Publications 
of the Carlsberg Expedition to Phoenicia 5. Simul
taneously published: Publications 6: Alexander- 
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Synopsis
The present volume is the result of the author’s studies in continuation of his paper “Art in Etruria and 
Latium during the First Half of the Fifth Century B.C.” (Fondation Hardt Entretiens sur l’Antiquité 
Classique 13, Geneva 1967). The author has aimed at a revision of the style chronology of Etruscan 
Italy, but for practical reasons he limited his investigation to the terracottas of the period c.600 - c.300 
B.C., whatever being their use. This material is sufficiently large and well distributed, both geographic
ally and chronologically, and therefore easier to utilize than the stone sculptures and the bronzes, 
which present special problems. A total of 352 types of heads, and moreover a number of variations, 
have been tentatively placed within seven series representing different local traditions, attributed to 
Capua, Caere, Latium, Veii, Falerii, Vulci or Volsinii, and Clusium. It is finally attempted to evaluate 
the time lag between the Etrusco-Italian products and their Greek models.
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I. Introduction

The chronological problems in Greek archaeolo
gy are no longer those of creating a fundamental 
system, but rather of placing individual works in 
the commonly accepted framework. Even lor pe
riods without ample written evidence scholars 
mostly agree on the main lines. For instance no
body will nowadays seriously discuss whether the 
Late Protocorinthian vases including the famous 
Chigijug should be assigned to the mid-6th or the 
mid-7th Century B.C. (1), nor does the material 
from the Homeric Age give rise to widely-diffe
ring opinions on dating principles. It is 
otherwise with Etrusco-Italian archaeology, where 
the written evidence remains much scarcer, insuf
ficiently conducted or published early excava
tions are felt as a heavier burden, and the very 
character of Etruscan art which uses many Greek 
forms of expression presents us with an extra 
problem, that of evaluating the time-lag between 
the creation of the Greek model and of the final 
Etrusco-Italian work inspired from it. Of course, 
no detail of style which had its origin in Greece 
and not in Italy could appear in Italy before Cireek 
works with such a detail had been made known to

1: A. Rumpf, HdA 4.1, Munich 1953, 33 pl. 6.7, cf. R.
Compernolle in Atti del Primo Gonvegno di Studi sulla 
Magna Grecia, Napoli 1962, 264.

2: Beiträge zur Chronologie der etruskischen Wandmale
rei, Ohlau i.S. 1928, 15.

3: Our Caeretan type 18 C, below p. 27.
4: Cf. Giglioli 61 pl. 324.2: “arcaistico”, 5th-4th Centuries, 

Andren 53: late 4th or 3rd Century, G. Foti in NSc 84 
1959, 191: 4th or beginning of 3rd Century.

5: Our Latin type 18 G, below p. 35.
6: Cf. Andren 60.
7: Our Vulcian or Volsinian types 11 H-J, below p. 58, cf.

Andren 159, 162, 165; 169, 179; 68-69. 

the local artists, and so the earliest Cireek parallels 
to Etrusco-Italian works with the same detail pro
vide only a terminus post quem for the Italian pro
ducts. Or as F. Messerschmidt put it: “Die stili
stisch zu ermittelnde Zeit ist nicht die der 
Ausführung des Werkes, sondern die des Vorbil
des” (2). On the other hand, it is essential to be 
aware of the dif ference between Epi-Archaic and 
Archaistic elements so that too late a dating does 
not result from our deliberations. Will it really be 
possible to date a head like the marvellous silenus 
fig. 1 (3), which recalls works of the period 465— 
420 B.C., e.g. figs. 3-11, as late as about 300 B.G.? 
(4). Or even assigning a seemingly earlier one, fig. 
2 (5) to the 2nd or 1st Century B.C.? (6). And are 
we allowed to date the same'facial features some
times in the late 5th Century or in the early 4th 
and at other times in the. 4th or 3rd Centuries? 
(7). No doubt increasing specialization has pre
vented many scholars interested in Etruscan art 
from closely following the internal development 
in Greek art history, and ideas as well as dating 
methods already abandoned within this subject 
may therefore for some time as yet exert an influ
ence upon workers in the other field. All this may 
help to explain why considerable disagreement is 
still reigning on several important points of 
Etruscan style chronology, and perhaps the mis
sing consensus is most deeply felt as regards the 
Classical period in Etruria. Ehe following table, 
which gives the opinions advanced during a little 
more than fifty years by leading authorities on 
Etruscan art history, will clearly illustrate our di
lemma, fig. 12. Not all of these figures can be the 
right ones, and it may be useful for a while to take 
a glance at some sides of the history of our disci
pline to understand the dif ference of views.
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Fig.2. Antefix from Italy, Latin type 18 G, Copenhagen. 
National Museum. Museum photo.
Fig.4. Head of Roman marble cops ol Pheidian Zeus, c. 455 
B.C. Rome, Villa Borghese. Cast.

Fig.1. Anfetix from Caere, variation of Caerelan type 18 (.. 
London, British Museum. Museum photo. By permission of 
the Trustees of the British Museum.
Fig.3. Head of bronze statue of Poseidon from Cape Artemi- 
sion, c. 465 B.C. Athens, National Museum. After V. Poulsen.



Figs.5—8. Centaur heads on the marble metopes of I lie Parthe
non, South 31, 9, 30 and 4, c. 445 B.C. Casts. After C. M. A. 
Richter.
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Figs. 9—11. Sicilian silver coins issued in Naxos, Gela and
Naxos, c. 460, c. 430 and c. 420 B.C. After Hirmer.

A typological repartition of ancient art into 
styles marking a development, a culmination, and 
a degeneration is no recent phenomenon. Alrea
dy under the early Roman Empire there were 
tendencies to reason typologically in dealing with 
styles, as when Quintilian called some early statues 
“harsher” or “stiffer” than their “less rigid” follo
wers and those after them, who were “more mel

low” (8), and when Pliny the Elder, comparing 
Myron and Polykleitos, said that the former was 
more careful in balancing the individual parts of

8: Institutiooratoria XII 10.7: “similis in statuisdifferentia, 
nam duriora et Tuscanicis proximis Callon atque Hegesi- 
as, iam minus rigida Calamis, molliora adhuc supra dictis 
Myron fecit”.

Fig. 12. Dates 
suggested by various authors 
for some Etruscan paintings.

F. Poulsen, 
Etruscan 
Tomb 
Paintings 
1922

F. Messer- 
schmidt, 
Beiträge 
zur Chrono
logie der 
etr. Wandma
lerei 1928

A. Rumpf, 
Griechische 
und römische
Kunst 1931

A. V. Gerkan &
F. Messerschmidt, 
RM 57 1942.

Tarquinia, Tomba del Triclinio Beg. of 5th C. 480/70 C. 480
Tarquinia, Tomba della Pulcella 1st half of 5th C. 460/50-400 C. 480
Tarquinia, Tomba degli Scudi End of 5th C. 4th C. Beg. of 4th C.
Tarquinia, Tomba dell’Orco I End of 5th C. Still 5th C.
Tarquinia, Tomba dell’Orco II Transit, from 5th to 4th C. Beg. of 4th C.
Orvieto, Tomba Golini I End of 5th C. Beg. of 4th C.
Tarquinia, Sarcophagus of Amazons Ripe 4th C.
Vulci, Tomba François 4th C. Still 4th C. C.125-50
Tarquinia, Tomba del Tifone 1st half of 4th C. 2nd C.
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the figures, but although he paid attention to the 
bodies, he did not express the spiritual feelings, 
and he was old-fashioned and unnaturalistic in 
his treatment of the hair (9).

9: Naturalis Historia XXXIV 58: “in symmetria diligentior, 
et ipse tarnen corporum tenus curiosus animi sensus non 
expressisse, capillum quoque et pubem non emendatius 
fecisse quam rudis antiquitas instituisset”.

In his fundamental “Geschichte der Kunst des 
Alterthums” first published in 1764 Johann Joa
chim Winckelmann followed this trend and distin
guished between four styles: the Archaic one be
fore Pheidias, the Grand or High Style of 
Pheidias, the Beautiful Style of the 4th Century 
B.C., and that of the imitators in Hellenistic and

M. Pallottino, A. Rumpf, M. Cagiano
Etruscan Handbuch der de Azevedo,
Painting Archäologie StEtr 27 1959
1952 IV 1 1953

E. Richardson, M. Cristofani, M. Torelli,
The Etruscans Dialoghi di Elogia Tar-
1964 Archeologia quiniensia

1 1967 1975

c. 470 500-470 C. 460
470-400 500-470
280-200 340-300
325-300 410-390
280-150 400-370
325-300 400-370
Towards 350 340-320
2nd or beg. of 1st C. 350-300
1st C. 310-250

500-450 1st half of 5th C.

3rd C.
350-300
350-300

3rd quarter of 4th C 
1st quarter of 4th C. 
Late 4th C.

350-300 C. 340-310
2nd C. 2nd-1st C. 2nd C.
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Roman times (10). A similar classification of the 
Greek vases was established 1831 by Eduard Ger
hard in his famous “Rapporto intorno i vasi vol- 
centi”, and it is still our preliminary way of sorting 
them: an “Egyptian”, i.e. Orientalizing group, an 
“Archaic” or “Black-Figured”, a “Perfect” or 
“Red-Figured”, and a later, more variegated 
group, developed from the red-figured one and 
comprising the South Italian vases (11). Whereas 
Winckelmann’s grouping of the material rested 
upon the written tradition concerning the out
standing artists and so would not come into con
flict with History, that of Gerhard was in one re
spect incorrect, namely with regard to the 
absolute chronology, inasmuch as he thought that 
the inscriptions on the black- and red-figured 
vases would place them between 484 and 280 B.G. 
Only a very few years later Christian Josias liunsen 
pushed the red-figured vases of “Beautiful Style” 
back to the period 524—400 and regarded the 
black-figured ones as having begun eat lier still, 
but being partly contemporary with them (12). 
Real proofs were not given to support any of these 
views, and although Ludwig Ross in his pioneer 
excavation on the Athenian Acropolis south of 
the Parthenon in 1835—36 stated that red-figure 
painting had been in use before the Persian sack 
of 480, few scholars accepted his results, which 
were written down in 1841, but unfortunately not 
published until fourteen years later (13). An ad
vance in comparison to Gerhard’s datings was 
nevertheless the chronology proposed by W. Ahe- 
ken; according to him the “Egyptian” group be
longed to the time from 660 onwards, the vases 
with inscriptions had then to begin 580 at the 
earliest, the Archaic black-figured ones should be 
placed between 500 and 416 and the red-figured 
after 460 (14.) Otto Jahn did not go much f urther 
in his introduction to the Royal Vase Collection in 
Munich (15), where he maintained that the Black- 
Figure Style was created in the period before the 
Peloponnesian war and in all essentials ceased 
about 436, the Panathenaic vases, however, con
tinuing till 312 (16), and that the Red-Figure Style 

was mainly later than the 5th Century, but its 
earliest works, in the so-called Severe Style, were 
close to the black-figured and accordingly of the 
time before 400, whereas the Beautiful Style 
reached down toe. 300—296 (17). Gerhard himself 
somehow accepted the new situation and admit
ted both that the black-figured vases with the 
exception of the Panathenaic were prior to 431, 
and that the first red-figured ones had appeared 
before 480 (18); but it was the large Acropolis 
excavations of the 1880’s (19) that made the ar
chaeological world realize that Ross had been 
right.
10: Winckelmann’s Werke hrsg. v. H. Meyer & J. Schulze 5, 

Dresden 1810, 207—310, especially 278.
11: Adi 3 1831, 98-105, ci. Bdl 1831. 167.
12: Adi 6 1834, 62.
13: L. Ross, Archäologische Aufsätze 1, Leipzig 1855, vi-xx, 

136-142, 325-338, cf. 74. Being born 1806 near Born- 
høved in the Duchy of Holsten, Ross was a Danish sub

ject, and after his studies at the University of Kiel he 
came to Copenhagen in 1829 as a teacher for a private 
family named Gottschalk. A travelling scholarship from 
King Frederik VI enabled him in 1832 to go to Greece, 
where, from the birth of the Greek kingdom in 1833 to 
1843, he was the head of the Department of Archaeolo
gy. He himself directed the excavations at the Parthenon 
begun in January 1835, with the Bavarian architect Leo 
von Klenze as the daily leader and the Silesian Eduard 
Schaubert and the Dane Christian Hansen as assisting 
architects. Hansen was born in 1803 in Copenhagen, ob
tained the gold medal of the Royal Academy of Arts in 
1829, was in 1831 awarded a scholarship by the Academy 
for visiting Italy and Greece, and remained in the latter 
country till 1854, since 1834 as Royal Greek architect. A. 
Rumpf, Archäologie 1, Berlin 1953, 69 holds that Ross’s 
“etwas eigenwillige Natur war vielleicht mit schuld, dass 
diese Entdeckungen nicht sofort gewürdigt wurden, wie 
sie es verdienten. Gerade die Vasenchronologie hätte vor 
manchem Irrweg bewahrt werden können”.

14: Mittelitalien vor den Zeiten römischer Herrschaft, Stutt
gart & Tübingen 1843, 289—300.

15: Beschreibung der Vasensammlung König Ludwigs, Mu
nich 1854, cxliv-ccxxvii.

16: Op.cit. clxxiii—clxxiv, eexlii.
17: Op.cit. clxxviii, clxxxviii, exeix, eexliii.
18: AZ 13 1855, 113—1 16, with reference to Ross's remarks 

in Allgemeine Monatsschrift 1852, 356-357.
19: See now J. A. Bundgaard, The Excavation of the Atheni

an Acropolis 1882-1890, Copenhagen 1974.
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Strangely enough the influential Heinrich 
Brunn, when writing his paper “Probleme in der 
Geschichte der Vasenmalerei” in the series of the 
Bavarian Academy 1871, had preferred a much 
later dating for the large majority of the painted 
pottery than even Gerhard did in 1831; for he 
maintained that it was Attic Hellenistic and Ar
chaistic ofc. 250—100 B.G. (20), and it had appar
ently little effect when Wolfgang Helhig drew at
tention to the fact that the Attic black- and red- 
figured vases in Central Italy never were found 
together with struck coins (21). The idea of an 
Archaistic trend hereafter continued to dominate 
the debate. In W. Deecke's 1877 edition of Karl 
Ottfried Müller’s “Die Etrusker” there are refer
ences to both Brunn and Helhig (22), and also as 
regards the tomb paintings a distinction is made 
between four styles, an “Archaistic” correspond
ing to Gerhard’s “Egyptian” vases, a “Tuscan” 
matching the black-figured ones, a “Hellenic” as 
the counterpart of the red-figured class, and fi
nally a style of decadence (23). To the first of these 
styles Deecke assigned among others the Early 
Archaic Campana Tomb at Veii, to the second the 
later Archaic Tarquinian tombs, to the third style 
graves like Tomba dell’Orco and also the Tomba 
del Tifone, and to the fourth style, finally, which 
he believed to continue into Roman times, the 
Tomba del Cardinale. A similar idea of the situa
tion was expressed by George Dennis in the second 
edition of his “Cities and Cemeteries-of Etruria” 
1878: Ehe “Egyptian”, “Phoenician” or “Babylo
nian” style of vase-painting was in reality a varia-

20: AbhMünchen 12.2 1871, 87-156.
21: Bell 1871, 92.
22: K. O. Müller, Die Etrusker, neu bearbeitet von W. Deecke

2, Stuttgart 1877, 247-248 note 9.
23: Op.cit. 2, 270—271 notebb.
24: Cities and Cementeries of Etruria2l, London 1878, lxx- 

lxxvi, lxxxiv-xcvi, cf. the Third Edition, London 1907, 
48, 56—69.

25: L’art étrusque, Paris 1889, 421-450.
26: Führer durch die Antiken in Florenz, Munich 1897, 161. 
27: Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome 1918, in particular 127, 128, 

132, 144-146.

tion of the Archaic Greek, particularly Doric 
painting, which he compared with that of the 
earliest tombs such as the one at Veii, the most 
Archaic Etruscan bronzes and the earlier meto
pes at Selinus. The “Etruscan”, or more correctly 
“Archaic Greek”, black-figured class correspond
ed, according to him, to the Aeginetans, but some 
of the vases were possibly later than these. The 
“Perfect” red-figured vases belonged to the hap
piest and purest period of Greek art, and the 
latest of the South Italian vases in the fourth and 
“Decadent” style might be as late as about 150 B.G. 
(24).

The first modern handbook of Etruscan art 
history was Jules Martha's “L’art étrusque” of 1889, 
in which the author utilized the new vase chrono
logy established by the excavations of the Atheni
an Acropolis, but also made allowance for a cer
tain retardation in mural painting (25). Conse
quently he placed the Ripe Archaic tombs betwe
en 500 and 450, the Late Archaic or Early Classi
cal ones between 450 and 350, and the Late Clas
sical as well as some which even nowadays are 
commonly regarded as Hellenistic, in the 3rd and 
2nd Centuries B.C. In the following years the 
idea of a retardation was further elaborated. Ac
cording to Walther Amelung's “Führer durch die 
Antiken in Florenz” published in 1897, the sud
den blossoming of Etruscan art in the 6th Centu
ry was succeeded by a break in the imports from 
Greece and thereby also in the internal develop
ment of Etruscan art towards freedom, so that the 
same Archaic style elements remained in use 
through almost two centuries of stagnation, after 
which the artists engaged directly in imitating the 
free Late-Greek style (26).

This view, which presupposes a veritable 
standstill, is a fundamental characteristic of a long 
series of mostly Italian and even recent publica
tions, above all Alessandro della Seta's catalogue of 
the Villa Giulia, where it is taken for granted that 
the High Classical Greek art was not represented 
in Central Italy, neither through imported ob
jects nor through local style scions (27). So, Della 
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Seta distributed the architectural terracottas of 
this region upon three style phases: an Ionizing in 
the decades about 550, an Iono-Atticizing in the 
late decades of the 6th Century and the first third 
of the 5th, and a Scopasian-Praxitelean-Lysip- 
pan-Hellenistic reaching from the late decades of 
the 4th Century until well into the 2nd, and wi
thin this later phase he thought he was able to 
distinguish two partly parallel currents, a natura
listic one and a somewhat later and more protract
ed Archaistic trend. The idea of a complete hiatus 
between c. 465 and c. 320 was rejected by Pericle 
Ducati, who modifying Amelung’s thesis suppo
sed an Archaic decadence c. 475—400 and an 
Etruscan revival in the 4th Century under the 
influence of the Late Classical Creek art (28).

Also several German scholars have since the 
days of Amelung operated with the theory of an 
Epi-Archaic mannerism in both wall-painting, 
terracotta work and metal-engraving, most radi
cally Franz Messerschmidt (29). Although Andreas 
Rumpf to a certain extent admitted Amelung’s 
view (30), he kept clearly aloof from a total exclu
sion of the High Classical style, and on a small 
group of Etruscan late black-figured vases and 
related engraved mirrors he plainly wrote: “Sie 
widerlegen den Gemeinplatz, dass die archaische 
Kunst für Etrurien die klassische geworden sei” 
(31). Nor have a complete standstill in the 5th and 
4th Centuries and the lacking of the Ripe Classic
al style been accepted by Arvid Andrén (32), the 
present writer P. /. Riis (33), Maria Santangelo (34), 
German Hafner (35), Maja Sprenger (36), and most 
recently Quentin Maule (37).

Quite independently of the predominant cur
rents in Etruscan archaeology Sir John D. Beazley 
undertook his datings of Etruscan painted vases 
and engraved mirrors, basing them on the Greek 
vase chronology in force today. His results must 
be regarded as reliable by reason of the very close 
connection of Etruscan and Greek vase-painting 
and engraving. According to him the latest Etrus
can red-figured pictures belong to the end of the 
4th Century and the beginning of the 3rd, which 

period obviously was one of decadence (38). The 
engraved designs of the mirrors attach themselv
es to the interior tonclos of the Greek and Etrus
can drinking cups and span chronologically f rom 
Late Archaic to Hellenistic times, i.e. from the 6th 
to the 3rd Centuries (39).

Lookingagain at our table fig. 12, which betrays 
the discrepant opinions of some modern scholars, 
one cannot liberate oneself of the suspiction that 
several archaeologists, probably unconsciously, 
are still under the spell of ideas like those of 
Gerhard and Brunn. The thesis of Amelung sup
posing a retardation .or prolongation of the Ar
chaism at the sacrifice of Polykleitan, Myronian 
and Pheidian Classicism, matches as far as it goes 
both the Gerhardian view that the Greek black
figure style reigned till 431, and Brunn’s belief 
that the later part of Attic painted pottery was 
archaizing and datable to c. 250—100 B.C. It is not 
to be precluded that such superseded erroneous 
chronologies may have influenced some later wri
ters, for instance if these authors have quoted 
earlier publications for datings of excavated ma
terial, if they have based their own dates of more 
recent finds on such material and simultaneously 
overestimated the Epi-Archaic elements and 
underrated the Classical features, and // statistics 

28: Etruria antica 2, Torino 1927, 56, 81; Storia dell’arte 
etrusca 1, Florence 1927, 9, 14—15, 305, 313, 316—317, 
321, 330, 383.

29: RM 43 1928,90-102, 147-164.
30: Griechische und römische Kunst, Leipzig 1931, 81. 
31: HdA 4.1, Munich 1953, 103.
32: Architectural Terracottas from Etrusco-ltalic Temples, 

Lund 1939—40, cxxx, ccxiii-ccxiv.
33: Tyrrhenika, an Archaeological Study of the Etruscan 

Sculpture in the Archaic and Classical Periods, Copenha
gen 1941, 147-162, 188-195; ActaA 12 1941.68-70; An 
Introduction to Etruscan Art, Copenhagen 1953, 7 1-73. 

34: BdA 33 1948, 1-16.
35: RM 72 1965, 41-61; RM 73/4 1966/7, 29-52.
36: Die etruskische Plastik des V. Jahrhunderts v.Chr. und 

ihr Verhältnis zur griechischen Kunst, Rome 1972, 87. 
37: AJA 81 1977,487-505.
38: Etruscan Vase Painting, Oxford 1947, 1-10. 
39: JHS69 1949, 1-17.
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have been established on such foundations. The 
prevalent chronological uncertainty is particular
ly unfortunate, because particularly the archaeo
logical finds, including the works of art, are one 
of the most important sources of the early history 
of Italy, affording authentic evidence of a more 
reliable character than several later writings, and 
it is to be hoped that a few words which were said 
at an international symposium in 1966 on the 
cooperation of History and Archaeology in order 
to solve the problems around the beginnings of 
the Roman Republic have not been uttered in 
vain: “Before one attempts to draw any historical 
conclusions from the art of Central Italy one must 
know where the things were made, and when they 
were made” (40), and we ought to add: “know' with 
certainty”. Each party must therefore be interested 
in any objective attempt to establish a safe Central 
Italian style chronology. As the archaeological 
litterature has become so large and kaleidoscopic 
that one is sometimes reminded of Goethe’s 
words: “Die Masse der Worte nimmt zu, man sieht 
zuletzt von den Sachen gar nichts mehl ’, as strati
graphical investigations are still too few, and as 
the Ancient written sources flow so sparingly for 
the early periods, the desired safer chronology 
may perhaps most easily be obtained by setting up 
qualified typological series of appropriate materi
al and combining them with the evidence of lite- 

40: P. J. Riis, in Origines 67.
41: Cf. Origines 74: “Many sculptures can .. only be safely 

dated through their fitting-in well into a carefully estab
lished, long and amply represented typological series 
after due comparisons with its individual specimens”.

42: M. P. Maimer, Jungneolithische Studien, Bonn & I.und 
1962,47-57.

43: Op.cit. 18.
44: Cf.Jovino 1. 16—21. Bedello 3, 19, Gatli21, 150, Vagnetti 

23-24, 174.
45: Dedálica, a Study of Dorian Plastic Art in the Seventh 

Century B.C., Cambridge 1936.
46: E.g. op.cit. pls. 1,2, 5 and 8: Subgeometric. Protodedalic, 

Early, Middle and Late Dedalic, Postdedalic.
47: E.g. op.cit. pl. 5: Crete, Laconia, Corinth, Rhodes. 
48: See Koch. Heurgon. and NCGColl 2 1938, 140-168. 
49: Tyrrhenika 58-59.
50: Tyrrhenika 188.

rature and excavations (41). With some reason 
typology has been characterized as a central ar
chaeological method, and type as a (entrai archae
ological concept (42); but, ol course, we should 
not forget that we have to do with works of art, not 
with ordinary artifacts as in prehistoric archaeolo
gy. Maja Sprenger’s datings were purely stylistic, 
obtained by means of direct comparisons with 
Greek works of art in each individual case (43). 
The modern Italian publications of the votive 
finds from Capua, Rome and Veii offer typologi
cal classifications of a technical character; but as 
far as absolute chronology is concerned, it is still 
based upon style analysis (44). One oí the neatest 
examples of what we may need in Central Italy 
was offered years ago by R. J. H. Jenkins’s classifi
cation of head-types within the so-called Daedalic 
tradition in Greek plastic art of the 7th and early 
6th Centuries B.C. (45). First he distinguished six 
chronological stages during the period c. 700— 
580 and even subdivided the middle one into 
three phases (46), thus in fact obtaining at least 
eight phases. Besides, he managed to discern four 
local variations within this material (47).

In the following an attempt will be made to 
establish type-series according to the same gene
ral principles as those which guided Jenkins and 
other scholars working similarly in their respec
tive f ields of interest. How ever, it must be admit
ted that the situation in Etruscan Italy during the 
centuries of Archaic and Classical art was much 
more complex than in Daedalic Greece. Our Itali
an material is naturally divided into three large 
geographical groups, although importations 
from one region to another occur. Nobody will 
probably to-day deny that there was a separate 
tradition in Campania centered in Capua (48). It 
may also be obvious to many students of Etruscan 
art that the styles of South Etruria and Latium 
seem closely interrelated (49), and that in general 
the artistic products of these regions are easily 
distinguished from those of Central and Nor
thern Etruria, which on the other hand appear to 
be mutually connected (50). The South-Etruscan 
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and Latin finds present the richest facets, and at 
least at Caere and Veii we are enabled to trace 
local traditions (51). Suff ice it here to point out the 
three different Minervas Caere 13 B. Latium ad 14 
F and Veii 12 J, see below p. 26, 33 and 44. The 
typological attempts which both Andren and 1 
myself published in the early 1940’s were princi
pally based upon the proveniences of the indivi
dual works of art; they were, so to speak, topo
graphical registerings. But a votive deposit may 
very often contain objects showing rather diffe
rent styles and at least in some cases probably 
dedicated by persons coming from places with 
different art traditions. Nor are the temple terra
cottas always stylistically unequivocal, as moulds 
and workers could often be brought from else
where (52). Planning my contribution to the Ge
neva symposium of 1966 on the origins of the 
Roman Republic I therefore made another expe
riment, rearranging the Late Archaic and Early 
Classical architectural terracottas from Latium 
and South Etruria according to the facial types 
with no regard to provenience. On the one hand 
this method gave longer and more coherent typo
logical series, on the other so much new' material 
had been brought about since 1941, particularly 
by the Italian excavations in the Caeretan harbour 
town of Pyrgi, that a number of lacunae could be 
filled out with hitherto “missing links”. This new 
and quite preliminary approach was made with 
the economical support of the Ny Carlsberg 
Foundation and the practical aid of Mr. Poul T. 
Christensen, the draughtsman of the Institute of 
Classical and Near-Eastern Archaeology in the 
University of Copenhagen, and the resulting ty
pological table was reproduced in the proceed
ings of the symposium (53); but it was only a small 
chapter of the entire development, as both the 
earlier Archaic and the later Classical types were 
left out, as well as those of the other Etruscan 
regions. Accordingly, it may have been dif f icult to 
understand why some types were assigned their 
places in the table. It is obvious that if we are to 
reach a more satisf ying result we must include all 

essential types, both architectural, votive and se
pulchral, from the beginning of the Archaic style 
until the flowing out of the Classical into the 
Hellenistic. A reviewer of my attempt to define 
Etruscan “schools” by means of a typological table 
did not feel convinced because “different types 
seemed to co-exist in the Caeretan group, especi
ally in the latest period” dealt with, i.e. the Early 
Classical style phase, and because both die mae- 
nad-silenus antefixes w ith rosettes, the immedia
tely preceding couple known from a mould, an 
earlier Juno Sospita - these five placed in my 
Veientan-Faliscan series - and the late Latin sile- 
nus with moustache ending in double curls, all 
occur at Falerii among the finds from the large 
temple in the Contrada Vignale; the reviewer 
held that even allowing for the replacement of old 
antefixes and the use of old moulds, it would be 
rather hard to credit that the six types should 
cover 30—40 years (54). I mention this to give a 
hint of the problems, and I am, of course, fully 
aware that the individual works of art constituting 
a typological series way have been created rather 
rapidly one after the other so as to cover a quite 
short span of time. However, the dates which I 
proposed were nothing but a framework based on 
external evidence, not upon an estimate of the 
duration of the stages in the evolutionary process. 
When I placed five typological stages between two 
dates, this did not at all mean that the period 
should be divided into five phases of equal 
length, but only that we are able to make a five- 
linked chronology somewhere within the period, 
perhaps even in its later part, and therefore possi
bly not that far from the following period’s earli
est Latin silenus but one.

51: Origines 77—83.
52: Cf. Andrén, cxix-cxxi figs. 13—14, and L. Vagnetti in 

ArchCi 18 1966, 111-114 pls. 44-45.
53: Ibid. fig. 2; the figures at the left border of the table are 

the dates suggested 1941 in my Tyrrhenika, those at the 
right one have all of them queries added to indicate their 
hypothetical character.

54: J RS 60 1970, 200.
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Other reactions seem to be due to some misun
derstanding of what I wrote. It is believed that lor 
certain terracottas (55) “il Riis propone una data- 
zione nella prima metà del V sec.a.C.” (56); but in 
actual fact I only mentioned “works that bear the 
impress of early classical Greek art”, which is 
something different, and in a chronological table 
I placed the Early Classical style phase in the 
southern Etruscan regions 475/450? — 425/400 
B.C. (57). Nevertheless, it has been held that ori
ginally I was one of those to whom “the fifth 
century appeared to be something like a prolon
ged extension of the archaic”, and that as a matu
re man I “denied the earlier claims of a Fifth- 
Century stagnation, recognizing a flourishing 
classicism in certain fields at this time" (58); but as 
a matter of fact I did not change my mind betwe
en 1941 and 1953 (59). It is also a little embarras
sing for me to read of “la rígida classif icazione in 
scuole regionali proposta dal Riis per farte etru- 
sca” (60), when I have tried to express myself with 
what I believed to be sufficiently clear reserva- 

55: Tyrrhenika pl. 8.1—2.
56: Vagnetti 43.
57: Tyrrhenika 54—55 and 195.
58: AJA 81 1977, 487 note 2, with references to Tyrrhenika 

147 note 2, 192 and to my Introduction to Etruscan Art 
69-71.

59: Comp, the chronological tables Tyrrhenika 195 and In
troduction to Etruscan Art pl. 3. In Tyrhenika 147 note 2 
I only referred to the views of Della Seta, Messerschmidt, 
Ducati and Andrén, and I criticized some of Messer- 
schmidt’s arguments for a low chronology. Op.cit. 192 I 
wrote: “There is much evidence that a sub-archaic style 
prevailed in the greater part of North Etruria through
out the 5th Century and even into the 4th .. ; but to my 
mind there is no reason for considering any of the works 
whose style is pure archaic as being later than the middle 
of the 5th”. These remarks do not characterize the situa
tion in Central and South Etruria, where I dated the 
Early Classical style between 475/50 and 425/00, op.cit. 
195.

60: Vagnetti 183, repeated by Maria W. Stoop, BABesch 48 
1973, 212, and by Q. Maule, AJA 81 1977, 495 note 24. 

61 : Cf. now the statements of Andrén in OpRom 8 1974, 16. 
62: Tyrrhenika 187-188, 58-59 and 6. 

fions: “As one would expect, the art of these three 
regions is not homogeneous. We find that the 
principal towns possess workshops or workshop 
circles with some character of their own. In the 
case of works of good quality it is often possible to 
form an opinion as to from which of these work
shops they came, whereas works of inferior quali
ty often cannot be identified more exactly than as 
North, Central or South Etruscan ... More than 
between South and Central Etruria there seems 
to have been intercourse between the latter region 
and its northern neighbour. For example, Cen
tral-Etruscan architectural terracottas found em
ployment in various North-Etruscan towns, and it 
is also possible in the North Etruscan finds to 
single out much evidence of stylistic dependence 
on the art of Central Etruria... We have already 
voiced the possiblity of a certain connection be
tween the art of Veii and that of Central Etru
ria... Sometimes there is even a certain physio
gnomic likeness between Veientine and other 
South Etruscan works... Ehe Latin and Faliscan 
finds permit of no sharp boundary to be drawn 
between the sculptures of the two regions, and 
both seem to evidence an intimate connection 
with the art of Caere. As regards several speci
mens we should be at a loss to say which of the 
three groups was their original home... The di
scovery of moulds proves nothing, as it is more 
probable that moulds were exported than finis
hed antefixes” (61). My aim was “merely to helj) 
towards creating a more solid foundation to fu
ture research. As regards the separation of the 
various style groups, and the placing of the plastic 
works to these groups, many of the problems 
cannot of course be solved all at once” (62).

These words printed in 1941 may still hold 
good to-day, and what is written on the following 
pages should therefore also be read cum grano 
salis.

Again with the help of Mr. Poul T. Christensen, I 
have now tentatively prepared new typological 
tables for Etruscan Campania, for South Etruria 
and Latium as well as for Central and North Etru
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ria. 1 do not pretend to have solved all or the 
majority of the problems, but I do hope that my 
presentation of the material may contribute to a 
clearer conception of the complicated style situa
tion in Central Italy so that it will now be easier 
than before to obtain a comprehensive survey of 
both the main lines of the development in general 
and in the different parts of the country. The 
selection of specimens representing the individu
al types was scheduled to be as wide as possible 
with inclusion of all essential innovations, but 
without enumerating the smaller variations, not 
to speak of presenting a museography or a fully 
comprehensive corpus. In some cases the rather 
abundant material has for purely practical rea
sons been limited to two columns for each sex to 
make it possible to compare the representatives of 
the different branches of a tradition on one and 
the same table. Gorgons, negroes and other phy
siognomic specialities have been omitted, as the 
purpose was to follow the succession and reparti
tion of the ordinary male and female head-types. 
In the tables the types form vertical series marked 
with letters and establishing a relative chronology 
to be read from top to bottom, each specimen 
being placed according to the typologically most 
advanced features. From the point of view of the 
style-historian the essential action was not the 
casting or use of the preserved specimens of a 
certain type, but the artist’s primary conception 
or realization of a new stylistic ideal or mental 
image, i.e. the shaping of his first or original 
model, the ’’prototype“, whether it be a now lost 
clay sketch (ébauche) or a patrix used for a mould 
or matrix in which the actual terracottas were cast. 
Therefore, a type’s place in the system marks the 
creation of the prototype, not that of the individu
al piece nor its actual chronological context (63). 
The female types are placed in the left half of 
each series, the male to the right. As far as possi
ble, documented pairs of female and male types 
have been juxtaposed. Hair style, head-dress, 
frame and attributes serve to establish the type 
series; for want of space, however, more than one 

type sequence has occasionally had to be placed in 
the same vertical column. Synchronisms are 
established by means of find combinations and 
counterparts like husband and wife on the same 
sarcophagus or couples of silenus and maenad 
antefixes. So, in the grid of the tables the horizon
tal ranges marked with numbers indicate the evo
lutional stages, being a sort of “sequence dates”, 
but these need not all have been of the same 
duration. The text of each chapter consists of a 
catalogue and a commentary with datings sug
gested by external evidence. In the catalogue the 
numbers and letters at the left border refer to the 
location in the respective tables, to the “sequence 
dates” and to the type series. Types missing in the 
tables may be found in the catalogue in connec
tion with their nearest relations in the tables. In 
the text it may often be stated that a piece, let us 
call it “a”, is typologically later than another piece 
“b”. This means that in the development of style 
the conception of the original idea lying behind 
“a” happened later than in the case of “b”; but it 
does not necessarily mean that, in terms of abso
lute chronology, it cannot be contemporary with 
two other pieces, of which “c” is typologically 
earlier and “d” typologically later. The piece “a” 
represents a definite stage of development, and 
its creator as compared to that of “c” was an ad
vanced artist, but in comparison with that of “d” a 
laggard. Lastly I should like to mention that, as we 
are dealing with artistic production in Antiquity, 
ancient place names, if known, have been prefer
red to the modern ones.

I wish to tender my sincere thanks to all those 
who in some way or other have furthered these 
studies of mine. First of all, the Directors of the 
Ny Carlsberg Foundation made it possible for me

63: Cf.Jovino 1, 16—17, Vagnetti 23 note 1, 174. Moreover 
“evidence .. indicates that a temple decoration wanted 
repairing every twenty or twenty-five years .. .. it must be 
supposed that at the time of the construction .. a large 
supply of spare tiles and revetments was acquired and 
repairs were made from time to time from this reserve”, 
F. E. Brown, in Mem Am Ac 26 1960, 169-170. 
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to have the preparatory tables drawn and to make 
several study tours to Italy. The Council of the 
Institute of Classical and Near-Eastern Archaeo
logy, University of Copenhagen, permitted the 
draughtsman of the Institute, Mr. Poul T. Chri
stensen to help me; he patiently followed my sug
gestions during the whole difficult process of se
lecting and drawing the individual specimens, 
and made the final tables with much care. Profes
sor Rudi Thomsen, Århus University, Mr. Mo
gens Gjødesen, the former Director of the Ny 
Carlsberg Glyptotek, Mr. Flemming Johansen, 
the present Director, and Mrs. Mette Moltesen, 
Assistant Keeper and Librarian in the same mu
seum, Mrs. Dyveke Helsted, Director, and Mr. T. 
Melander, Assistant Keeper in the Thorvaldsen 
Museum, Dr. Marie-Louise Buhl, Keeper of Clas
sical and Near-Eastern Antiquities in the Danish 
National Museum, Mr. T. Fischer-Hansen, Field- 
Director of the excavations at Ficana, and Mrs. Bo
dil Bundgaard Rasmussen have kindly given me 
their favourable attention and partaken in — for 
me very fruitful — discussions on the material. For 
photographs and special information I am also 
indebted to a number of colleagues abroad, parti
cularly Professor M. Pallottino of the University 
of Rome, Professor M. Moretti, former Director 
of the Museo di Villa Giulia in Rome, Professors 
Paolo Sommella and Anna Sommella Mura, 
Rome, the late Dr. P. Krarup, Director of the 
Danish Academy in Rome, Professor Frank E. 
Brown, Director of the American Academy in 
Rome, Dr. Maria Cataldi Dini of the Archaeologi

cal Superintendence of Ostia, Dr. A. E. Feruglio, 
Superintendent of the Antiquities of Umbria, Pe
rugia, Professor G. Maetzke, former Superinten
dent of the Antiquities of Tuscany, Florence, Pro
fessor Francesco Nicosia, the actual Superinten
dent, Dr. Anna Rastrelli, Director of the Museo 
Nazionale Etrusco at Chiusi, Professor B. Bene
detti, Director of the Museo Civico di Modena, 
the late Dr. Dieter Ohly, Director of the Collec
tions of Ancient Art in Munich, Dr. Jürgen Thim- 
me, Director of the Collections of Ancient Art in 
Karlsruhe, Dr. Irmgard Kriseleit of the State Mu
seums, Berlin, Dr. U. Gehrig of the Museum of 
Antiquities in Charlottenburg, Monsieur Jean 
Baity, Keeper of Ancient Art in the Musées 
Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, Brussels, Mr. Denys 
Haynes, the former Keeper, and Dr. Brian Cook, 
the present Keeper of Greek and Roman Antiqui
ties in the British Museum, London, Professor 
John Boardman, Oxford, Dr. Cornelius C. Ver- 
meule, Curator, Miss Claire F. Blackwell, and Miss 
Marion Frue of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
I moreover thank Dr. Thomas Riis, former Asso
ciate Professor in the European University Insti
tute at Florence, and his wife, Licenciée ès-Lettres 
Rabia Coumine Riis for hospitality and practical 
help during my stays in Tuscany, and Mrs. Helle 
Salskov Roberts, lecturer in the University of Co
penhagen, and Mr. John Roberts, who revised my 
English manuscript.

The latter was finished mid-October 1980, and 
literature coming later to the author’s knowledge 
has not been taken into consideration.
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II. The Etrusco-Campanian Tradition: Capua

PLATE I

1 F Koch 71 pl. 19.1, NCGColl 2 1938, 141-142 fig. 1, RM
85 1978, 34 pl. 9.3, from Capua.

2 F MonLinc 37 1938, 738-740 pl. 5.2 and 4, Andrén 485-
486, Minturno I 2, RM 85 1978, 34 pl. 9.2, from Mintur- 
nae.

3 F Koch 41 pl. 8.1, Heurgon 347 pl. 5.2, NCGColl 2 1938,
141-142 fig. 2, RM 85 1978, 35 pl. 12.3, from Capua. 
Also represented by specimens found at Salemum, NSc 
77 1952, 91-92, and Satricum, and by others believed to 
have come from Etruria and Italy.

4 B Koch 52 pl. 12.1. from Capua.
4 E Bedello 3, 52, K IV a 1 pl. 1 1.4, from Capua.
4 F Andrén 467-468, Satricum II 6 pl. 144.503, ActaA 12 

1941, 67-68 fig. 67.2, RM 85 1978, 35, from Satricum. 
Crude imitation found at Salemum, NSc 77 1952, 91—92 
fig. 6.

4 G Koch 96 pl. 31.2, NCGColl 2 1938, 142-143 fig. 4. from
Capua.

5 C Koch 55-56 pl. 12.2, NCGColl 2 1938, 141-142 fig. 3,
RM 85 1978, 38 pl. 15.1, from Capua. Also represented 
by specimens said to have come from Campania.

5 D Koch 59—60 pl. 13.3, Heurgon 348 pl. 6.3, RM 85 1978, 
43 pl. 22.3, from Capua. Also represented by specimens 
believed to have come from Caere, Campania and Italy.

5 E Walters 165, B 584, RM 85 1978,40 pl. 18.4, from Capua.
5 F MonLinc 37 1938, 734 pl. 5.1 1, Andrén 486, Minturno I 

3, RM 85 1978,41 pl. 19.1, from Minturnae.
5 G Koch 70 pl. 18.1a, from Capua. Also represented by 

specimens believed to have come from Caere.
5 J Koch 64-65 pl. 15.6, from Capua. Mould.
6 A Koch 47-48 pl. 10.1, from Capua.
6 C Koch 59 pl. 13.2, from Capua.
6 D Koch 57-58 fig. 70 pl. 12.5, Heurgon 348 pl. 6.2, from 

Capua. Perhaps a female counterpart of 6 L.
6 E Koch 43-44 pl. 9.1, NCGColl 2 1938, 143 fig. 5, RM 85 

1978, 40 pl. 18.1, from Capua. A related type, however 
recalling 7 E as far as the framing volutes are concerned, 
is represented among the finds at Himera in Sicily, per
haps a local work after a Capuan model, ArchCi 27 1975, 
1-8 pls. 1-3.

6 F Koch 44-45 pl. 8.2, Heurgon 348 pl. 5.3, RM 85 1978, 

40, 46 pl. 18.3, from Capua. Also represented by a speci
men from Teanum, BdA 48 1963, 133. 135 fig. 5a, 160 
note 28.

6 G Koch 70 pl. 18.2, from Capua.
6 H Koch 70 pl. 18.4, from Capua.
6 J Koch 64 pl. 35.2, from Capua.
6 K Koch 70—71 pl. 18.5, from Capua.
6 L Koch 91-92 figs. 115-116 pl. 29.1, from Capua. Perhaps

a male counterpart of 6 D.
7 B Koch 58—59 pl. 13.1, Heurgon 348 pl. 6.1, from Capua. 
7C Koch 56-57 pl. 33.1, RM 85 1978, 40 pl. 17.4, from

Capua. Also represented by a specimen from Suessula 
and by others believed to have come from Etruria and 
Italy. Related specimens were found at Capua, Koch 45 
pl. 9.2, RM 85 1978, 43 pl. 21.4, at Salemum, NSc 77 
1952, 92-94 figs. 8-9, at Cales, BdA 46 1961,264 fig. 13, 
267 note 41, and dlMelfi, S. Moscati, Italia sconosciuta2, 
Milan 1972, 175.

7 D BurlExh 1904, 86, F 92 pl. 86, NCGColl 2 1938, 144- 
145, A 1 fig. 6, finding-place unknown. Also represented 
by a specimen stated to have come from Capua.

7 E H. Bulle & E. Langlotz, Sammlung antiker Kunst... aus 
dem Nachlass des... Freiherrn Max von Ileyl... und 
seiner Gemahlin..., Darmstadt 2, Munich 1930, 1 1 No. 
58a pl. 17, NCGColl 2 1938, 144—145, A 2 fig. 6, suppos
ed to have come from Capua. A related specimen is 
believed to have come from Nola.

1 F Koch 40-41 pl. 7.5, RM 85 1978,40 pl. 18.2, from Capua. 
Also represented by part of a specimen found at Teanum, 
BdA 48 1963, 133, 135 fig. 5i, and by another said to 
have come from Campania.

7 G Walters 161, B 539 fig. 35, NCGColl 2 1938, 145-146, C 
1 fig. 6, from Sicily. Also represented by specimens be
lieved to have come from Capua and Nola.

7 H Masner94 Nos.895-896,NCGColl2 1938, 145-146,C2 
fig. 6, 151 fig. 12 right, ActaA 30 1959, 42, from Capua.

7 J NCGColl 2 1938, 144—145, C 3 fig. 6, 151 fig. 13 right, 
ActaA 30 1959, 42, allegedly from Athens. Also repre
sented by specimens said to have come from Capua and 
Italy.

7 K NCGColl 2 1938, 145—146, B 2 fig. 6, 149 lig. 1 1 right, 
ActaA 30 1959, 42, finding-place unknown (ex-Saulini). 
Also represented by specimens found at Capua and bv
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others said to have come from South Italy and Naukratis.
7 L Breitenstein 79 No. 763 pl. 91, NCGColl 2 1938, 144- 

146, B 1 fig. 6, 149 fig. 10. ActaA 30 1959, 42, from 
Capua. Also represented by specimens said to have come 
from Nola, Rubi, South Italy, Athens and Tarentum; on the 
latter one, see O. W. von Vacano, Italische Antiken, Tü
bingen 1971,61 No. 174.

7 M Walters 163, B 576 fig. 39, ActaA 30 1959, 42, finding
place unknown (ex-Durand). Also represented by a spe
cimen believed to have come from Nola, Panofka 136— 
137 pl. 47.6.

8 C Jovino 1, 27, A I a 1 pl. 1.1-2, probably from Capua.
8 D MonLinc 37 1938, 736 pl. 5.6, Andren 487, Minturno I 

5, RM 85 1978, 40 note 33, from Minturnae.
8 E NCGColl 2 1938, 144-145, A 4 fig. 6, 149 fig. 8 left, 

ActaA 30 1959, 42, allegedly from Athens. Also repre
sented by specimens said to have come from Capua.

8 F Koch 39-40 pl. 7.4, from Capua.
8 H Bulle & Langlotz, op.cit. I 1 No. 59 pl. 17, NCGColl 2 

1938, 145 and 147, C 5 fig. 6, ActaA 30 1959, 42, fin- 
ding-place unknown. Also represented by specimens 
found at Capua and by another said to have come from 
South Italy.

8 J Breitenstein 79 No. 764 pl. 91, NCGColl 2 1938, 145— 
146, C 4 fig. 6, 151 fig. 15, acquired in Naples. Also 
represented by specimens found at Capua.

8 K NCGColl 2 1938, 145-146. B 3 fig. 6, 151 fig. 14b left, 
finding-place unknown (ex-Campana). Also represented 
by specimens found at Capua and Olympia, ActaA 30 
1959, 42—43 fig. 27, and by others said to have come 
from Caere, Etruria and Magna Graecia.

8 L Koch 48 pl. 10.2, from Campania.
9 E NCGColl 2 1938, 144-145, A 5 fig. 6, 149 fig. 9 left,

finding-place unknown (ex-Saulini).
9 H NCGColl 2 1938, 145 and 147, C 6 fig. 6 (Oxford, Ash- 

molean Museum 1889.128), from the vicinity of Naples. 
Also represented by a specimen said to have come from 
Capua. A related type with a head band, dropping mou
stache and a longer beard is represented by five masks in 
the Museo Archeologico Nazionale at Siena, Studi e 
Materiali di Archeologia e Numismática pubblicati per 
cura di L. A. Milani 1, Florence 1899, 149 No. 46, from 
Capua.

9 K Laumonier 185 pl. 102.3, NCGColl 2 1938, 145-146, B 6 
fig. 6, finding-place unknown. Also represented by spe
cimens stated to have come from Capua and Tarentum; on 
the latter one, see O. W. von Vacano, op.cit. 61 No. 173.

10 E MonLinc37 1938, 747-749 No. 2 pl. 9.1-3, Andren 492, 
Minturno II 2, from Minturnae. Related: NCGColl 2 
1938, 144-145, A 8 fig. 6, finding-place unknown (ex
Barone, Naples). For the tripartition of the hair and the 
modelling of the lips, cf. the somewhat later head Jovino 
1,28, A VI a I pl. 2.3.

10 F Koch 47 pl. 9.6, from Capua.
10 K Panofka 136-137 pl. 47.3, NCGColl 2 1938, 145-146, B 

7 fig. 6, from Nola.
10 L NCGColl 2 1938, 145—146, B 8 fig. 6, 151 fig. 16, find

ing-place unknown (ex-Campana).
11 E Bedello 3,42—43. H XII a 1 pl. 7.2, probably from Capua.

A related type is probably also from Capua, Jovino 1,64 
XII 1 pl. 24.3, Bedello 3, 41.

1 1 F Bedello 3, 67, A XII b la pl. 16.4, probably from Capua.
I 1 K Breitenstein 79 No. 765 pl. 91, NCGColl 2 1938, 145-

146, B 9 fig. 6, 151 fig. 17, ActaA 30 1959, 42, acquired 
in Naples. Also represented by specimens said to have 
come from Capua, Sicily and Athens.

II L Jovino 1, 86, O I a 1 pl. 39.3, probably from Capua. A
related type is stated to have come from Capua, Jovino 2, 
78, MNN 2 pl. 46.1-2.

12 A Koch 63 pl. 14.5, from Capua. Related specimens have 
been found at Pompeji, Bicentenario degli Scavi di Pom- 
pei, Naples 1948, 23-24, show case 2.

12 C Koch 72 pl. 19.3, from Capua.
12 E Koch 76 fig. 85, from Capua.
12 F Koch 72 pl. 19.5, from Capua.
12 G Koch 68—69 pl. 17.3, from Capua.
13 A Koch 62 pl. 15.1 left, from Capua. Related specimens

have come from Salernum and Pompeji, NSc 77 1952, 98— 
99 fig. 14.

13 C Koch 72 pl. 19.4, from Capua.
13 D Jovino 1, 28—29, A VIII a I pl. 3.1—2, probably from 

Capua.
13 E Bedello 3, 30—31, A XVII a 1 pl. 1. 1—2, probably from 

Capua. A related type is probably also from Capua, Be
dello 3, 36, D XXXIII a 1 pl. 5.2.

13 F Koch 62 pl. 14.6 left, from Capua.
13 K Koch 62—63 pl. 15.1 right, from Capua. Same type: Be

dello 3, 23, 57—59, O XI a 1 pl. 13.3, probably from 
Capua.

14 D Jovino 1, 27, Allai pl. 1.3, probably from Capua.
14 E CVACapua 4, IVB, 21 pl. 14.8 a—b, from Sant’Angelo in 

Formis near Capua.
14 F Koch 69 pl. 17.5, from Capua.
15 D Bedello 3, 30, A XVI al pl. 1.1, probably from Capua.
15 E CVACapua 4, IVB, 20 pl. 14.3, Archaeologica, Scritti in 

onore di Aldo Neppi Modona, Florence 1975, 29—35 
figs. 1-3, from Sant’Angelo in Formis near Capua. A 
related type is stated to have come from Capua, CVA 
Stuttgart 1,81 pl. 69.1-2.

15 F Koch 72—73 pl. 19.6, from Capua. Also represented by a 
specimen from Allifae, NCGEtr5, H 31, NCGBild pl. 16.

15 K Jovino 1, 128—129, W I a 1 pl. 62.1, probably from 
Capua.

15 L Jovino 1. 130, W V a 1 pl. 63.1, probably from Capua. 
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Unfortunately there is virtually no direct evid
ence providing absolute dates for the Capuan 
terracotta types enumerated here, and other 
means of affording more than a relative chrono
logy are exceedingly few (64). In general, the 
typological series may be regarded as fairly secu
re, although in some cases the exact placing of a 
type in the system may be a matter of judgement. 
The female types with beaded locks obviously 
lead on to specimens with curly shoulder-locks, 
and in both groups shell frames occur during a 
certain period with the lotus-and-palmette frame 
as a parallel and contemporary phenomenon. 
The helmeted women form another, separate se
ries, as does that of the ttotvicxi Sppcov. Among 
the males similar developments are constituted by 
the silenus and Acheloos heads.

By far the majority of the specimens here 
registered have been reported as found at Capua. 
The first one of our types, 1 F, is in fact only 
known from Capua, and outside this town the 
earliest appearances are Minturnae 2 F, Salernum 
and Satricum 3 F, Caere 5 D, and Teanum 6 F. 1 F, 
2 F, 3 F and 6 F certainly form a consistent series, 
whereas 5 D has a special character; but the latter 
can be explained as the result of a development 
from type 5 C, whose sole, exactly localized repre
sentative was found at Capua. It is worthwhile 
noting that other Campanian towns do not figure 
in our list before the seventh range. In the cases of 
Latin Satricum and South-Etruscan Caere, 3 F, we 
obviously have to do with exportations. A local 
imitation is documented in Salernum, 4 F. So 
apparently the tradition, which probably had its 
original home at Capua, soon spread to other 
towns, at least through direct export of the final 
products or through casts from exported moulds.

Of course, the Greek prototypes or antecedents 
give definite termini post quos for the individual 
types; but what presents the real difficulty is the 
estimation of the time lag between the production 
of the Greek models and their Capuan derivati
ves.

Capua, the principal tow n of the region named 

after it, was no Greek city. Archaeological finds 
and philological sources indicate that it existed 
well before the arrival of the Etruscans (65). 
Tombs from c. 900 B.C. onwards have been 
found at Capua; but the earliest reliable evidence 
of Etruscan presence in Campania is the local 
Capuan production of Etruscan bucchero and 
Etrusco-Corinthian ware from c. 630/20 B.C. 
(66). The appearance of somewhat later, locally 
made terracottas in a non-Greek, but rather Hel
lenized style, must be due to the Etruscans, who 
by some authorities were credited with the foun
dation of the town (67). The Ausonian land of 
Campania was by the Etruscan newcomers orga
nized as a dodekapolis with Capua as its capital, 
and Campanus was simply the ethnikon formed 
from it (68). After a long period of Etruscan rule 
the local Italic population revolted, and in the 
subsequent period the town was twice captured by 
the Samnites and finally by the Romans. This 
common fate of the non-Greek parts of Campa
nia seems to have been that more or less correctly 
epitomized by Strabo when speaking of Hercula
neum and Pompeji (69).

Velleius Paterculus, who wrote about 30 A.D., 
and whose ancestors belonged to the Capuan ari-

64: To avoid confusion with Greek works made in Campa
nia, I have preferred as a short term “Capuan” instead of 
“Campanian”, if I have not used the expression “Etrusco- 
Campanian”.

65: M. Frederiksen, in Italy before the Romans, edited by D. 
& F. R. Ridgway, London 1979, 277, 280, 281, 286 and 
295.

66: Frederiksen, op.cit. 277, 295, 298.
67: On the style character, see Riis, Introduction etc. 43, cf. 

40—41, NCGColl 2 1938, 164-168, and Frederiksen, 
op.cit. 300-301.

68: Strabo, Geographica V 4.3 (242), J. Whatmough, The 
Foundations of Roman Italy, London 1937, 300, E. Wi- 
kén, Die Kunde der Hellenen von dem Lande und den 
Völkern der Apenninenhalbinsel bis 300 v. Chr., Lund 
1937,75,83-84, 119-124.

69: V 4.8 (247): ’'Oaxot 5e eiyov.., eïtcc Tupppvoi xai 
rTsÄocctyoi, petcc Taina 5è Sauverai' Kai oùtoi 
S’e^ettectov èk tóóv tóttcov.
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stocracy, believed Capua and Ñola to have been 
founded by the Etruscans c. 830 years earlier, i.e. 
c. 800 B.C.; but he also quoted Cato the Elder for

70: Historia Romana I 7.2—4: “Nam quidam huius temporis 
tractu aiunt a Tuséis Capuam Nolamque conditam ante 
annos fere octingentos et triginta. Quibus equidem ad- 
senserim: sed M. Cato quantum differt! Qui dicat Capu
am abeisdem Tuséisconditam ac subinde Nolam; stetisse 
autem Capuam, antequam a Romanis caperetur, annis 
circiter ducentis et sexaginta. Quod si ita est, cum sit a 
Capua capta anni ducenti et quadraginta, ut condita est, 
anni sunt fere quingenti”. Cf. G. Radke, Capua, in Der 
kleine Pauly 1, Stuttgart 1964, 1048: a misinterpretation 
of Polybios II 17.1.

71: Frederiksen, op. cit. 281, 295; although Etruscan buc- 
chero sottile of the 7th Century B.C. has been imported 
to Campania, see H. Jucker, in Gnomon 37 1965, 298- 
299, and Frederiksen 295—296, 298, we are not allowed 
to conclude that the preceding local Villanova culture 
was Etruscan, as suggested by W. Johannowsky, in A. 
Alfbldi, Early Rome and the Latins, Ann Arbor 1965, 
420-423.

72: Livy, Ab urbe condita libri, VII 31.4.
73: Livy VIII 14.10: “civitas sine suffragio”.
74: Livy IX 20.5-6: “eodem anno primum praefecti Capu

am creari coepti”. The inhabitants were enlisted in the 
Tribus Falerna.

75: Livy XXVI 11 and 16.
76: If the rectilinear town-plans of Capua and Pompeji, as 

held by some, date from the early 5th Century, and if 
Cato referred to a re-foundation of Capua and Nola, the 
year 471 might be right, Frederiksen, op.cit. 300.

77: NCGColl 2 1938, 141 notes 1— 2,cf. e.g. E. I). Van Buren, 
Archaic Fictile Revetments in Sicily and Magna Graecia, 
New York 1923, 147 No. 49 pl. 16.66, P. Wuilleumier, 
Tárente, Paris 1939,425 pl. 38.1. Therefore, it will not be 
possible to place it to the late 7th Century as some scho
lars propose, e.g. Frederiksen, op.cit. 300.

78: Frederiksen, op.cit. 302.
79: Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca XII 31: tô eSvoj tcov 

Kochttocvcov cruvÉcnT) ; cf. Frederiksen, 306.
80: IV 37.1: “Etruscorum urbem, quae nunc Capua est, ab 

Samnitibus captant”, cf. Frederiksen, op.cit. 305. Oscan 
family names do not appear till the 4th Century, ibid. 
303.

81: R. A. Higgins, Cataloque of Terracottas in the Depart
ment of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum 
1, London 1954, 337 note 2, cf. Frederiksen, op.cit. 300.

82: Cf. Breitenstein 49 No. 447 pl. 55: “not earlier than 
about 400”, Wuilleumier, op.cit. 427 pl. 39.2: “Hellenis
tic".

a different opinion, namely that the foundation 
of Capua took place 260 years before it was seized 
by the Romans, and that Nola was founded imme
diately after Capua. This information Velleius 
himself rejected, supposing Cato to be reckoning 
from the capture of Capua in the Second Punic 
War (70). The first date, no doubt, is wrong, also 
for philological reasons (71), and the second clear
ly depends upon which year one may choose for 
the Roman conquest. True, it is stated that when a 
wave of Samnite mountain people in 343 B.C. 
overran Campania, the Capuans were obliged to 
ask Rome’s aid and surrender to her (72), that in 
338 B.C. the inhabitants of Capua got Roman 
citizenship (73), and that at any rate Roman rule 
was formally instituted in 318 B.C. (74); but after 
the town’s taking sides with Hannibal it was for a 
long time besieged and in 211 B.C. finally taken 
and heavily punished by the Romans (75). Cato’s 
foundation figure may accordingly be either 603, 
598, 578 or 471 B.C. If we look at our terracottas, 
the first three of these dates are all acceptable, 
whereas the fourth one appears rather unlikely — 
no break being perceptible in the early 5th Centu
ry (76); the earliest type, 1 F, evidently depends on 
Greek, sub-Dedalic Middle Corinthian and Ta- 
rentine works of the first quarter of the 6th Cen
tury B.C. (77). The first written Etruscan records 
in Campania appeared c. 600 (78), but as men
tioned above other finds make an Etruscan inva
sion c. 625 or a little before more likely.

Ehe “Campanian” riot is reported to have hap
pened in 438/7 B.C. (79); but according to Livy 
Capua nevertheless remained Etruscan till 424 
B.C. (80). As to terracottas an increasing Taren- 
tine influence is indicated, partly through the 
documented importation to Capua of Tarentine 
antefix types of the late 5th and early 4th Centu
ries B.C. (81), partly through the introduction of a 
few completely novel types, the “nun” and the 
youthful Tarentine Pan, as numbers 12 C and 13 
K respectively in our Capuan series (82), and 
these facts may betray the new cultural orienta
tion after the expulsion of the Etruscans in 424
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Fig. 13. Bronze figurine from Satricum. Rome, Villa Giulia. 
Photo Faraglia.

B.C. As our types of range 11 all more or less 
depend on Greek models of the third quarter of 
the 5th Century and those of range 12 have a later 
5th or early 4th Century look —judged by Greek 
standards (12 C is a scion of Myron’s Marsyas) -, 
we may with some confidence let the Samnite 
conquest of 424 B.C. mark the terminus post quem 
for the latter range. On the other hand, the hair 
style of types 15 F, K and L presupposes the por
trait of Alexander the Great; so, at least with such 
specimens the Hellenistic period of Campania 
must have been entered.

If we proceed to the indirect evidence from 
stratigraphy and find combinations, only a very 
limited series of points can be made without un
duly stretching the material, and even they give 
too wide limits.

First, a few words on the Etrusco-Campanian 
or Capuan finds at Pompeji (83). Particularly im
portant are the discoveries in the sanctuary of 

Apollo, whose earliest temple dates f rom the 6th 
Century B.C. (84), and it should be pointed out 
that the orientation of the temple corresponds 
well with that of the town plan so that a close 
connection between its construction and the 
foundation of the town is highly probable (85). 
Some Etrusco-Campanian bucchero fragments 
including sherds with Etruscan inscriptions were 
unearthed in the sanctuary, one in the found
ation for the east porch found together with both 
black-figured and red-figured Attic sherds, an
other in the foundation for the west porch, and 
the remaining four in a pit at the east side of the 
temple podium, which contained fragments of 
architectural terracottas from the first period of 
the temple and Attic black-figured sherds datable 
between 550 and 470 according to Maiuri; the 
inscriptions themselves point to the same time 
(86). The said architectural terracottas were of 
Capuan make (87) with parallels both from Ca
pua, Minturnae and Satricum (88). The antefixes 
with a simple palmette fan instead of a head must 
certainly be more advanced than the late 7th Cen
tury Lakonian akroterion on the Olympic Herai- 
on (89), and the more developed specimens with 
an inverted volute-and-palmette ornament paral
leled at Satricum may date from the mid-6th Cen
tury, as shown by the finds from that locality to be

83: Cf. Riis, Introduction etc. 39, Neue Forschungen in Pom
peji und den anderen vom Vesuvausbrucli 79 n.Chr. 
verschütteten Städten, hrg.v. B. Andreae und H. Kyrie- 
leis, Recklinghausen 1975, 227-228, 231.

84: RMErg 17 1970, 18 note 23.
85: Ibid. 58. Neue Forschungen in Pompeji 230; still, cf. 

Frederiksen, op.cit. 281 and 303.
86: MemLinc 7.4 1943/4, 124—130 figs. 1—6, A. Sogliano, 

Pompei nel suo sviluppo storico, Pompei preromana, 
Rome 1937, 90 pl. 10.27, Bicentenario degli scavi di 
Pompei, Naples 1948, 24, show-case 5, A. Maiuri, Alla 
ricerca di Pompei preromana, Naples 1973, 138—143 
figs. 86.1—4 and 87.5—6.

87: Sogliano, op.cit. 90 pl. 10.26.
88: Koch 23 pl.3.1, Heurgon pl. 4.1 and 4, MonLinc 37 1938 

pl. 5.5 and 9, ActaA 12 1941, 67 fig. 3.
89: Olympia 2 pl. 1 15.
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discussed below. It has, however, often been said 
that the so-called Greek temple on the “Triangu
lar Forum” was the earliest one at Pompeji; but 
none of the fragments exhibited or published is 
necessarily earlier than those from the sanctuary 
of Apollo, the earliest Greek sherds from the site 
being Late Gorinthian of c. 575—550 B.G. (90). 
The simai with lions’ heads, on the other hand, 
have quite a Greek look, and a mineralogical ana
lysis seems to indicate the clay as Pithekoussian, 
but they cannot be placed before ca. 470—450 B.G. 
(91). Although there are no representatives of our 
early Capuan head-types among the terracottas 
from Pompeji, the local finds as such corroborate 
the above suggested initial date for the Capuan 
series.

Fhe antefix figured as type 4 F was excavated in 
the sanctuary of Mater Matuta at Satricum, and it 
belongs to the earliest set of architectural terra
cottas found on the spot, a range which also com-

90: Bicentenario etc. 23, show-case 4 (not mentioned, but 
seen there by the present writer in June 1955).

91 : Sogliano, op.cit. pl. 11.29, Bicentenario <?fc. 23, show-case 
3; cf. P. Marconi, Il Museo Nazionale di Palermo, Rome 
1936, 7—8, 36. Later still is the metope Rendiconti del- 
1’Accademia di Archeologia, Lettere e Belle Arti di Na
poli 45 1970. 129-137.

92: ActaA 12 1941,67-68, Origines 84.
93: NSc21 1896, 29-31, Della Seta 279-292.
94: Della Seta 285 No. 10426, StEtr 29 1961,68-69 No. 15; 

Della Seta 286 No. 10452, RA 1 1972, I 14 No. 3, cf. I 17 
and 119; Della Seta 280 and 292 Nos. 10516, 10519 and 
10520.

95; Della Seta 292 No. 10520.
96: NCGColl 2 1938, 143 fig. 5 and 165 fig. 22, Tyrrhenika 

41 note 9.
97: RM 11 1896, 160-161, 173, Andrén 455.
98: Bdl 1874, 243-247, Adi 52 1880, 223-224, 232 pl. 5.1- 

1 a and 3—3b: “non ... alcun vaso a figure nere o rosse, ma 
esclusivamente stoviglie di stile corinzio”, NSc 85 1960, 
198-203 No. 29 fig. 9 pls. 41-43, NGGGoll 2 1938, 153- 
155 fig. 19.

99: Adi 23 1851,36, Adi 51 1879. 132 No. 3, Adi 52 1880, 
345, NGGGoll 2 1938, 157, A 2, 160-163 fig. 20 a-c, 
Beazley ARV 1, 88 No. 1, Beazley ABV 509 No. 120.

100: Jdl 24 1909, 108—109 No. 15 fig. 4, Riis, Introduction etc. 
42-44 pl. 18.26.

prised other pieces of Capuan make and is attri
buted to Temple I A in antis (92). Below this 
temple and intersected by its pronaos wall, there 
was a votive pit, the contents of which give us a 
terminus post quem for the building in question (93). 
Apparently, the latest ex-votos date from the 
years c. 560—540 B.C. (94). One of these, fig. 13 
(95), is a bronze figurine representing a spear
throwing warrior with greaves, a barrel-shaped 
cuirass and an Etruscan helmet, and it was for
merly by me held to recall Capuan works like our 
type 6 F and comparable bronzes (96); but, in fact, 
it is more related to type 4 F and either a Capuan 
importation or a Latin work influenced by Capu
an art. As it lay in the pit under the temple deco
rated with antefixes of type 4 F, the conclusion 
must be that these and the bronze are roughly 
contemporary, and it is worth noticing that E. 
Petersen actually believed the pit to have been 
constructed at the same time as the celia (97).

The next chronologically fixed point is the Ca
puan tomb of the well-known bronze head-vase in 
the Danish National Museum, which is depen
dent on Greek works of c. 565—540 B.C. and 
much resembles our type 4 G (98). 1 hat the latest 
vases in the tomb were of the Corinthian style is 
evidence in full harmony with that from Satri
cum.

Further, we have a cremation grave containing 
both an Attic red-figured cup signed by Euergi- 
des about 520—510 B.C., an Attic black-figured 
amphora by the Diosphos Painter of the first 
quarter of the 5th Century B.C. and a Capuan 
cinerary urn in the shape of a bronze dinos with 
plastic figures reflecting Greek art ofc. 530—510 
B.C. and related to our types 5 J, 6 A, D—E and H— 
K (99). It is obvious that the urn was not deposited 
before the beginning of the 5th century; still, we 
do not know how old it was at that time.

To judge from the profiles of the seated men in 
the better one of the Capuan wall-paintings, that 
of Tomb HI discovered by Simmaco Doria at Ca
pua (100), this picture, which reproduces the 
Greek style of about 470 B.C., must be roughly 
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contemporary with our type ranges 7—8, and ra
ther the latter than the former, as the heavy chin 
of the young man seems quite like that of 8 D. 
Now, this tomb contained Attic red-figured vases 
of the period c. 460-435 B.C., three by the Niobid 
Painter in his middle years, one by the Painter of 
the Berlin Hydria, and one by Polygnotos, and 
Beazley in his commentary of the find complex 
rightly stated: “If 470 is the date of the wall- 
paintings there is a gap between them and the 
earliest tomb contents... I doubt if we can be 
quite certain that 460—450 is too advanced a date 
for the sub-archaic wall-paintings in Italy” (101). 
The chronological limits of the painting, then, 
should be 470 and 450 B.C.

A bronze dinos used as a cinerary urn was also 
unearthed at Suessula together with some vases, 
an Attic red-figured amphora by the Pan Painter 
c. 470—460 B.C., and some others which clearly 
date from the second half of the same century 
(102). So, in this case, too, there is a considerable 
interval, about half a century, between the crea
tion of the earliest object in the find and the 
depositing of the urn. Accordingly, it is impossib
le to give an exact date for the lid figure of the 
latter, which has an Early Classical facial type 
more or less comparable to our 8 C—E.

For the later period there are even fewer fully 
comparable and well-dated works within the Ca- 
puan material. To some degree certain figures 

with more or less frontally painted faces on red- 
figured vases made at Capua and Cumae may be 
adduced as parallel phenomena, e.g. such recal
ling our types 12 A and E with a trapezoid cheek- 
and-chin contour, a triangular forehead and bul
ky hair over the temples (103), or our 14 D and F, 
where the face is elliptical and slightly pointed 
above (104); but although the former in principle 
are Greek creations of the late 5th and early 4th 
Centuries (105), the Capuan vase pictures compa
red date from the years c. 360-330 B.C., and that 
with the Praxitelian contour from c. 340—320 B.C. 
(106). 15 F, K and L, finally, with their “leonine” 
hair like the Alexander portraits, must certainly 
be of the time after 330 B.C.

101: AJA 49 1945, 154-156.
102: RM 2 1887, 236-241 figs. 4-6 and 9-12, NCGColl 2 

1938, 157 and 159, A 14, Beazley ARV 553 No. 39; for 
the skyphos fig. 11, cl. Hesperia 18 1949, 318—319 No. 
25 fig. 1, The Athenian Agora 12, Princeton 1970, 259 
No. 346 pl. 16: c. 420 B.C.

103: A. D. Trendall, The Red-Figured Vases of Lucania, 
Campania and Sicily, Oxford 1967, 228 No. 13, 243 No. 
126 pls. 90.7 and 96.4.

104: Trendall, op.cit. 497 No. 412 pl. 192.1.
105: See the remarks Tyrrhenika 64 on the Tarquinian ante

fix type A 4, the Vulcian type 3, 72 pl. 12.4, and a related 
stone sculpture 77 No. 16 pl. 13.3, as well as the Orviétan 
antefixes A 9 and their relatives, 97 and 100 pl. 19.3, 
cf.ActaA 12 1941, 71.

106: Cf. Trendall, op.cit. 223 and 495.
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PLAIE

1 A Andrén 20-21, Caere I 4 a pl. 6.13, Tyrrhenika 9, A 2, 
ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 1978, 35 pl. 11.1 above right, 
from Caere. Also represented in Rome, Rend Pont Acc 47 
1974/5, 33, RM 85 1978, 35 note 14.

1 B BdA 50 1965, 125-126 fig. 42, StEtr 35 1967, 336-337,
a, from Punicum.

2 A Andrén 21, Caere I 4 b pl. 6.14, Tyrrhenika 9, A 1,
ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 1978, 35 pl. 11.1 below right, 
from Caere. Also represented by specimens found at 
Pyrgi, NSc 84 1959, 147, 182 fig. 32.1, Pyrgi 648 note 2.

3 A Andrén 21—22, Caere I 4 c pl. 6.15, Tyrrhenika 10, A 3,
ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Caere. Slight variations result
ing from different moulds occur, Andrén 22, Caere I 4 d 
pl. 6.16-17, Tyrrhenika 10, A 8, ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 
85 1978, 38 pls. 11.1 centre and below left, and 15.2, 
from Caere.

4 A Andrén 22, Caere 1 4 e pl. 6.18, Tyrrhenika 10, A 5,
ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 1978, 38 pl. 1 1.1 centre right, 
from Caere. Related specimens were found at Pyrgi, NSc 
84 1959, 148, 182 fig. 32.3, Pyrgi 648 note 2, RM 85 
1978, 38 note 26.

4 B Della Seta 1 19 No. 6646 pls. 32—33, Tyrrhenika 14 No. 3, 
RA 1 1968, 49-50 fig. 2, 55 fig. 5, from Caere. Part of 
same sarcophagus as 4 C.

4 C Part of same sarcophagus from Caere as 4 B, see above.
5 A Andrén 31-32, Caere II 11 a pl. 9.28, Tyrrhenika 10, A 7

pl. 1.3, ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 1978,38,40 pls. 11.1 
above and 15.4, from Caere.

5 B Tyrrhenika 15 No. 5, RA 1 1968, 50-51 fig. 3, 57 figs. 7 
and 9, from Caere. Part of same ossuary as 5 D.

5 D Part of same ossuary from Caere as 5 B, see above and RA
1 1968, 57 fig. 8.

6 A Andrén 342, Capitolium I 4 pl. 103.369, Tyrrhenika 25—
26 pl. 4.3, Gjerstad 3, 204-205 fig. 129, 4.2, 462-464 tig.
133.1, 6, 96-97 fig. 22, RM 85 1978, 40 pl. 16.4, from 
Rome, but it fits easily into the Caeretan series.

7 A Andrén 33—34, Caere 11 11 c pl. 9.30, Tyrrhenika 10, A 4
pl. 1.1, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Caere. A related speci
men was found AtPyrgi, NSc 84 1959, 147, 182 fig. 32.2, 
Pyrgi 648 note 2, RM 85 1978, 41 note 36.

8 A Andrén 48, Caere 1115 pl. 18.54, Tyrrhenika 10, A 6, 

ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 1978, pl. 1 1.1 above left, from 
Caere. Also represented by a specimen said to have come 
ïromFalerii, Andrén 48, and probably by another found 
at Pyrgi, Pyrgi 648—649 fig. 493 (certainly not our type 3 
A as there suggested), as well as one from modern Ceri, 
ArchCi 18 1966, 16 note 2 pl. 4. A related specimen was 
found at Rome, Gjerstad 3, 88, 90 fig. 57, 4.2, 463, 465 
fig. 134.1-2, 6, 125, 127-128 fig. 46.

8 B P. Brandizzi Vittucci, Cora, Rome 1968, 137-138 figs.
303-304, ArchCi 24 1972, 224-225 pl. 50.5-7, cf. pl. 
50.2-3, RM 85 1978, 38, from Pometia (?).

9 A Pyrgi 313—315 figs. 241.5 and 242.1, cf. figs. 241.1 1 and
242.2, from Pyrgi. Female counterpart of the horse- 
breaker 9 C.

9 B ArchCi 16 1964, 55 pl. 32, Pyrgi 301-302 figs. 225-226, 
cf. 298, 300 fig. 221, Origines 79 fig. 2, from Pyrgi.

9 C Andrén 35, Caere 1114 pl. 10.34, Origines 77-78 fig. 2, 
from Caere. Also represented by a specimen said to have 
come from Falerii, Andrén 35. Similar types, but render
ing warriors, sileni, and a deceased man, have been 
found at Caere, Andrén 34-35, Caere 1113 pl. 10.33, 37— 
42, Caere II 17—18 fig. 20 pls. 10.35 and 11.41, Tyrrhe
nika 12, B 1 pl. 2.1 and 15 No. 9, ActaA 12 1941,71, RA 
1 1968, 60 fig. 13, 62 figs. 16—19, as well as horse- 
breakers at Pyrgi, Pyrgi 314—315 figs. 241.2-3 and 243.

9 I) Andrén 345, Esquiline I 4, Gjerstad 3, 139, 143, 4.2, 
461-462 fig. 131.3, from Rome, cf. 9 A—C.

10 A Pyrgi 336-337 figs. 269-270, RM 85 1978, 42 note 37, 
from Pyrgi. Related: ¡bid. 343-345, 404 figs. 276—277, 
RM 85 1978, 40 pl. 16.3, from Pyrgi, RM 85 1978, 43 pl.
22.2, from Caere, and StEtr 41 1973, 510 pl. 93 f, L. 
Quilici, Collada, Rome 1974, 236—237, 239 figs. 492— 
494, RM 85 1978, 43 note 43, possibly from Collatia.

10 B Tyrrhenika 15 No. 8, RA 1 1968, 58—61 figs. 12 and 15, 
64—66 figs. 22—23, from Caere. Related facial types occur 
among the material found at Pyrgi, NSc 84 1959, 183— 
184 figs. 33.1 and 34.4

10 D Sprenger 19—20 No. 1 pl.l, from Caere.
11 B Andrén 50, Caere 111 8 pl. 17.53, Tyrrhenika 10-11, A 9,

ActaA 12 1941, 71, Origines 79 fig. 2, RM 85 1978, 44, 
from Caere. Female counterpart of 1 1 C.

11 C Andrén 49-50, Caere III 7 pl. 17.52, Tyrrhenika 12, B 2, 
ActaA 12 1941, 71, Origines 79 fig. 2, from Caere. Male 
counterpart of 11 B.
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Fig. 14. Antefix from Falerii, Caeretan type 16 D. Brussels, 
Musées Royaux d’Art et ¿’Histoire. Photo Archives Centrales 
Iconographiques d’Art National.

Fig. 15. Antefix, possibly from Praeneste, related to Caeretan 
type 18 B. Copenhagen, Thorvaldsen Museum. Museum pho
to.

12 A Pyrgi 89 fig. 62, from Pyrgi. Female counterpart of 12 C. 
A related head has been found at Veil, Vagnetti 32, A IV 
and V a pls. 8 and 6.

12 B NSc 84 1959, 147, 189 fig. 40, Pyrgi 98 note 1. Origines 
80 fig. 2, from Pyrgi. Possibly female counterpart of 12 
D. A related, but typologically a little earlier, type was 
formerly in the Swiss art market, pictured on an undated 
poster of Galerie für antike Kunst Heidi Vollmoeller, 
Zurich, Bollmann print, finding-place unknown.

12 C Pyrgi 86-88 pl. 3.1, from Pyrgi. Male counterpart of 12
A.

12 D NSc 84 1959, 189-190 fig. 41.2, Pyrgi 94 fig. 65, Origin
es 80 fig. 2, from Pyrgi. Possibly a male counterpart of 12
B.

13 B Pyrgi 49 lig. 35, 68-69 pl. 2.2, from Pyrgi. Part of same
relief as 13 C—1).

13 C Pyrgi 49 fig. 35, 64 pl. 2.1, from Pyrgi. Part of same relief 
as 13 B and D.

13 I) Pyrgi 49 fig. 35, 65—66 fig. 41 pl. 1.2, from Pyrgi. Part of
same relief as 13 B—C.

14 A Andrén 50, Caere III 9 pl. 18.55, Tyrrhenika 1 1, A 10,
ActaA 12 1941, 71, Origines 79 fig. 2. from Caere. Also 
represented by specimens found at Pyrgi, Pyrgi 341 fig.
274.2. RM 85 1978, 42 pl. 20.2, and at Montetosto between 
Caere and Pyrgi, StEtr 31 1963, 138No.4pl. 19a,RM85 
1978,42 note 39.

14 D Pyrgi 345-346 fig. 278. 1, from Pyrgi. Related specimens
with ears turned out were found at Caere, M. Moretti, II 
Museo Nazionale di Villa Giulia, Rome 1961, 78 show
case 2.

15 A Andrén 51, Caere III 11 pl. 18.57, Tyrrhenika 11, A 13,
ActaA 12 1941, 71, Origines 79—80 fig. 2. from Caere.

16 A Andrén 51—52, Caere 111 12 pl. 18.59, Tyrrhenika 1 1, A
12 pl. 1.2, ActaA 12 1941.71, Origines 81 fig. 2. RM 85 
1978, 44, from Caere.

16 B Andrén 414, Velletri I 10 pl. 129.454, T yrrhenika 37—
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Fig. 16. Votive head from Italy, Caeretan type 21 A. Copenha
gen, National Museum. Museum photo.

Fig. 17. Votive head from Politorium (?), Caeretan type 21 B. 
Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek. Museum photo.

38, ActaA 12 1941, 71, Origines 81 fig. 2, RM 85 1978, 
44 pl. 22.4, from Velitrae. A variety of 16 A, fitting well 
into the Caeretan series. Also represented by specimens 
found at Praeneste, Andrén 375, Palestrina 11 2 pl. 
1 16.408, RM 85 1978, 43, cf. the related heads RM 72 
1965, 45—46 pl. 14.1, from Caere, and Vagnetti 32, A IV 
pl. 8, from Veii.

16 C Andrén 52, Caere III 13 pl. 15.49, ActaA 12 1941, 71. 
Origines 81 Fig. 2, from Caere.

16 D Andrén 151, Narce 1 pl. 57.189, Tyrrhenika 52, B 2,
ActaA 12 1941,71, Origines 80—81 fig. 2, from Narce. A 
variety of 16 C. Also represented by specimens found at 
Veii, NSc 78 1953, 51-52 fig. 27 c-f and m-n, NSc 98 
1973, 58 No. 3, 61—62 figs. 31—32, and at Falerii, a frag
mentary antefix in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et 
d'Histoire A 1645, our fig. 14, above p. 26.

17 B Classjourn 61 1966, 296 fig. 16, 301 note 42, from ('.aere
(ex-Lanciani).

18 A StEtr 9 1935, 92 pl. 20.3, Tyrrhenika 18, A 4, RM 72 
1965, 50 pl. 20.1, from Caere.

18 B Andrén 57,Caere IV 6 pl. 20.66,Tyrrhenika 1 1,A 14 pl.
2.3, ActaA 12 1941, 71, RM 85 1978, 44, from Caere. A 
variety of this type is in the Thorvaldsen Museum, Co
penhagen our fig. 15, above p. 26, L. Müller, Fortegnel
se over Oldsagerne i Thorvaldsens Museum 1-2, Copen
hagen 1847, 105 No. 58, finding-place unknown, 
possibly from Praeneste, cf. E. K. Sass, Thorvaldsens Por
trætbuster 1, Copenhagen 1963, 172.

18 C Andrén 55—56, Caere IV 4 pl. 20.64, Tyrrhenika 12. B 3
pl. 2.4, ActaA 12 1941,71, from Caere. Also represented 
by a specimen found at Pyrgi, Pyrgi 95—96 fig. 67. Slight 
variations exist, e.g. our fig. 1, above p. 6.

19 A RM 43 1928, 159—160 fig. 7, Tyrrhenika 18, A 6, StEtr
24 1955/6, 213, 2 15 fig. 9, RM 72 1965, 48 pl. 16.4, from 
Caere.

19 B Tyrrhenika 18, A 3, UnivCalPublCIArch 3.4 1957, 323 
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fig. 8, RM 72 1965, 46—47 pl. 15.1, from Caere. A re
touched specimen of the cast type.

19 C Andrén 56, Caere IV 5 pl. 20.65, Tyrrhenika 12, B 4, 
ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Caere. A related specimen was 
found nt .Venn, ActaA 12 1941, 8 fig. 4, 10 No. 2.

19 D RM 73/4 1966/7, 39-40 pl. 10.1, probably from Caere. A
bearded variety produced by incision of the beard has 
the same provenience, ibid. pl. 10.2.

20 A Andrén 58, Caere IV 7 pl. 20.67, Tyrrhenika 1 1-12, A
15 pl. 1.4, ActaA 12 1941,71, from Caere. Related terra
cottas are reported to have been found at Caere, UnivCal- 
PublClArch 3.4 1957, 302, 321 pl. 27 a, and at Tarquinii, 
RM 72 1965, 48 pl. 16.3.

20 B Pyrgi 606-607 fig. 463, ArchCi 29 1977, 200-201, A 
VIH 1 pl. 53.2, cf. pl. 54.1, from Pyrgi. Female counter
part of 20 C. Related is a type of ïrôrvta 3r)pcôv antefix, 
Andrén 445, Ardea IV 5 pl. 135.476, Tyrrhenika 39, 
from Ardea, and a slightly later on from Caere, Andrén 
61, Caere V 4 pl. 21.71, Tyrrhenika 12—13.

20 C NSc 84 1959, 189-190 fig. 41.1, Pyrgi 201 note 1, cf.
ArchCi 29 1977, 202, A VIII 2 pl. 54.2, from Pyrgi. Male 
counterpart of 20 B.

21 A Breitenstein 84 No. 799 pl. 101, RM 72 1965, 49, 51 pl.
17.3, finding-place unknown (ex-Læssøe), our fig. 16, 
above p. 27. Also represented by specimens found at 
Lavinium and Aricia, Lavinium 2, Rome 1975, 200—201, 
251, C 11 fig. 263, Archeologia Laziale 2, Roma 1979, 
226 pl. 48.3. The type seems to be a descendant of the 
Caeretan type 20 A, to which it is linked by the same ear
ornaments ('’Hufeisenohrringe“) as 18 B and 19 A. Clo
sely related specimens without these ear-ornaments have 
been found at Rome, Lavinium, Veii, Lucera and Montecas- 
sino, Gatti 88, G II 1 pl. 34, OpRom 3 1961, 128 No. 24 pl. 
5, Lavinium 2, 205-206, 251, C 34 fig. 274, Vagnetti 48- 

49, B II pl. 19; cf. also a type of ttótvioc Sr)pcóv antefix, 
Andrén 402, Segni 11 1 pl. 123.434 left, Tyrrhenika 41. 
from Signia.

21 B NCGEtr 51, H 267 m, Tyrrhenika 39, our fig. 17 above
p. 27, from Politorium (?); for this locality, see StEtr 41 
1973,41. Also represented by a specimen probably from 
Caere, RM 72 1965, 47 pl. 15.2.

22 A StEtr 9 1935, 92 pl. 20.4, Tyrrhenika 18, ad A 8, RM 72
1965, 53 pl. 20.2, from Caere.

22 B Pyrgi 199-200 fig. 130.2, cf. ArchCi 29 1977, 198-199, 
A Vil 1 pl. 51.1, from Pyrgi. Female counterpart of 22 C.

22 C Pyrgi 201-202 fig. 132.2 and perhaps also fig. 133, 
ArchCi 29 1977, 199-200, A VII 2 pl. 52.2, from Pyrgi. 
Male counterpart of 22 B.

22 1) StEtr 9 1935, 92 pl. 19.4, Tyrrhenika 18-19. B 1 pl. 2.2,
from Caere. Related terracottas have been found at Caere, 
StEtr 9 1935,92 pl. 20.2, RM 73/4 1966/7,40 pl. 10.3-4.

23 A RM 72 1965, 52 pl. 19.1 and 3, probably from Caere, cf.
ibid. 41.

23 B RM 72 1965, 54 pls. 20.4 and 21.1, presumably from 
Caere. Related specimens have been held to have come 
from Caere, ibid. 41,54-55 pl. 21.3.

23 C Andrén 102, Vignale (smaller) II 2 pl. 34.116, 136, Sca- 
sato II 2, Tyrrhenika 53, B 11, ActaA 12 1941,71, from 
Falerii. Being a derivative of 22 C and the prototype of an 
imitation found at Caere, Andrén 63, Caere VI A 1 pl. 
21.72, Tyrrhenika 12, B 6, ActaA 12 1941, 71, it may 
itself be of Caeretan origin. Also represented by a speci
men more vaguely stated to have come from Italy, J. 
Sieveking, Die Terrakotten der Sammlung Loeb 2, Mu
nich 1916, 59 pl. 117.1.

23 D Andrén 63, Caere VI B 1 pl. 21.74, Tyrrhenika 12, B 5, 
ActaA 12 1941,71 from Caere. A variant has been found 
at Veii, Vagnetti 28—29 pl. 2.8. A related youthful Praxi- 
telean head, belonging to a torso, is too badly preserved 
to be utilized here, but it seems to represent the same 
general stage of development, ArchCi 21 1969, 294 pl. 
109.1, from Pyrgi.

The mutual resemblance of the enumerated 
items from Caere and its neighbourhood and the 
typological consistency of the established series 
indicate an intimate relationship which can only 
be explained as the expression of a local tradition 
(107). The integrity of the early part of the A- 
column, 1-8 A, is beyond doubt; nor can 1 B, 4 B-
C, 5 B—C be separated from these works. The 9 
and 10 ranges connect the early group with a later 
series, 11 B-C, 12 A and C, 18 B-C, 19 C, 20 B-C 
and 22 B—C. In principle the remaining speci
mens of ranges 12—17 can easily be understood as 
derivatives of earlier local types, as can also 19 A— 
B, 20 A, 21 A and 23 C. Less obvious descendants 
seemingly representing new trends are 18 A, 19 1), 
22 A, 22 1), 23 A—B and 1), which nevertheless 
come from Caere, too.

Interesting is the fact that Caeretan types from 
the beginning were appreciated in Latium, and at 
least from range 12 onwards also at Veii. As to the 
Faliscan District, the earliest certain instance is 16
D, 8 A and 9 C being only said to have come from 
Falerii. Finally, there is one instance of Caeretan 
export to Tarquinii, 20 A.

107: Cf. Tyrrhenika 9-24 and 58.
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By all appearances type 1 A cannot be earlier 
than the Capuan type 1 F, created after c. 600 
B.C.; its local antecedents are Orientalizing heads 
of c. 625-600 like those of the three well-known 
seated figures from the Tomba delle Cinque Se- 
die (108). The Roman specimens of 1 A were 
discovered in a layer between the floors of the 3rd 
and 4th Regias (109); the destruction of the 3rd 
Regia, elated by Attic black-figured lekythoi of c. 
540-530 (110), seem to provide a terminus ante 
quem for 1 A. The antefix 1 B was found in a 
sanctuary the earliest securely datable ex-votos of 
which were objects of pottery ofc. 540-520, inclu
ding Little Master cups; accordingly this terracot
ta type must date from the preceding period. I he 
Ceri specimen of type 8 A lay at the bottom of a 
well together with fragments of a painted Etrus
can pinax in a style of c. 530—520, whereas the 
Veientan representative of type 16 1) published in 
1973 came from a context of before c. 450 B.C.

Otherwise, reliable external evidence helping 
us towards an absolute chronology is only to be 
had from the recent excavations at Pyrgi. I he 
peripteral temple, B, whose original set of terra
cottas included our types 9 A—C, was the earlier of 
the two completely unearthed buildings. I he 
foundation layers (“terrapieni di fondazione”)

108: RM 82 1975, 165-179 pls. 41-42, 43.1, 44-45, 46.1-3 
and 48.2.

109: Personal communication by Professor Frank E. Brown in 
a letter dated February 19th 1980: “Three of this type 
stamped in the same matrix and macle of Caeretan clay 
were found in Level III, between the floors of the 4th 
and 3rd Regias”.

110: RendPontAcc 47 1974/5,30.
Ill: Pyrgi 426—427 No. 6 fig. 333, cf. a cup by the Caylus 

Painter in Copenhagen, CVACopenhague 3 pl. 115.2, 
Beazley ABV 634 No. 22, 650, of the late 6th or early 5th 
Century B.C.

1 12: Pyrgi 340 No. 2 fig. 273, 405. 
113: Pyrgi 459-461 No. 3 fig. 465. 
114: Pyrgi 459-460 Nos. 2 and 1 fig. 365. 
115: Pyrgi 238-239 No. 30 fig.s 163-164, 267.
116: Pyrgi 263-265 figs. 180-183, cf. 24 fig. 7 section B-B. 
117: Pyrgi 195-203.

contained some sherds of imported Attic vases, 
not a single red-figured piece, but several black- 
figured and, as the latest among them, a fragment 
of a late eye-cup of the so-called “Leafless Group”
(111) . Therefore a date earlier than ca. 500 B.C. 
for Temple B is most unlikely; on the other hand, 
the absence of Attic red-f igure prevents too much 
lowering of the date after that year. A specimen of 
a secondary type of antef ix from the same temple
(112) , matching our type 10 A, was discovered in 
the pavement, stratum Ba, of the Temple Area, 
which, according to the excavators, was laid out 
shortly after the construction of the other temple, 
A. The objects from this stratum included an 
Attic black-figured fragment ofc. 470 B.C. (113); 
but the deeper strata, Bß and By, contained even 
later material, ofc. 450—440 and c. 460 B.C. re
spectively (114). So, the terminus ante quem for such 
secondary antefixes from Temple B as 10 A and 
perhaps also for the other secondary terracottas 
like 14 A and 1), seéms to be the 440’s B.C.

As to Temple A, of the tripartite Etruscan 
scheme, it was evidently built after c. 460 B.C., as 
the latest sherd from its foundation layers was an 
Attic red-figured fragment of that time, found in 
layer By (115). Certainly later than the temple are 
the finds from the pavement mentioned above, so 
that its construction and original decoration (cf. 
our types 12 A and C, 13 B-D) must have taken 
place between c. 460 and 450/40 B.C. If so, the 
above-mentioned types 14 A and 1) from Temple 
B would be of the same decade. Apparently in 
concordance with this date is the occurrence of a 
small coin hoard with the latest issue datable be
tween c. 450 and 406 B.C.; it is reported to have 
been found in a mixed layer, Bm, over the north
eastern angle of the podium (116). To Temple A 
also other, more advanced terracottas, among 
them our types 20 B—C and 22 B—C, have been 
ascribed (117); they recall Greek works of the 
third or last quarters of the 5th Century and of 
the middle or third quarter of the 4th Century 
respectively - 20 C should be compared with the 
Hermes Propylaios of Alkamenes, 22 B with Arte
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mis from Gabii and Demeter from Knidos—, and, 
as well as most of the other ornamental parts of 
the two temples, they were discovered in the late 
strata Acx-y and Bm. The latter, rather disturbed 
one (“terreno rimescolato”) was reached directly 
under the surface soil (“terreno vegetale”), and in 
places it filled cuttings into layer Aß and must 
therefore be later than the latter (118). Stratum 
Aß1 seems to be a Hellenistic pavement, Aß and y 
the fills under it reposing on the pavement Ba, 
which is dated c. 450—440 B.C. by the above- 
mentioned Attic red-figured sherds. The latest 
objects in both Aa and Aß-y belong to the 1st 
Century B.C. (119).

Our Ripe Classical types 20 B—C were also re
presented in a well with fill ranging from the Late 
Archaic to Hellenistic times (120); the latest dat
able object was a spindle-shaped unguentarium 
ofc. 325-225 B.C. (121). Accordingly, the well 
had probably gone out of use about this time, and 
at least that roof of Temple A to which our types 
20 B—C belonged must by then already have been 
destroyed. Whether the destruction comprised 
the types 22 B-C, too, we cannot tell. From a 
stratigraphical point of view they are certainly 
earlier than the 1st Century B.C., but not necessa
rily later than c. 325 B.C. So, unfortunately, for 
them we are left with a rather wide chronological 
range.

Essential, however, is the fact that there was a 
destruction - from the traces on many of the 
terracottas apparently a fire -, and this event 
seems to have been connected with some military 
operation; for in the same late layers as the majo
rity of the temple terracottas a considerable num
ber of sling-bullets (“innumerevoli ghiande missi- 
li”) and eight arrow-heads as well as one spear
head were picked up (122). Two of the sling
bullets were discovered in the “Cist of the Gold 
Sheets” with the famous inscriptions in Phoenici
an and Etruscan languages (123), which are va
riously dated within the 5th Century B.C. (124). 
Apart from these objects the contents of the “cist” 
had the same character as the fill encircling it, i.e. 

the stratum Aß2, and the whole was covered by the 
layer Aß1; the terracotta f ragments apparently all 
came from Temple B (125), as did three sima 
elements used to build part of the cist, and per
haps also the gold sheets.

Temples A and B were probably demolished 
simultaneously and their remains buried under 
the Hellenistic pavement together with the other 
evidence of a catastrophe. If the disaster took 
place no later than, and rather before, 325/225 
B.C. — as seems likely, to judge from the unguen
tarium in the well — we are faced w ith the possibili
ty of identif ying it w ith the raid on Pyrgi made by 
Dionysios I of Syracuse in 384 B.C. The ancient 
authors expressly mention his ravaging the sanc
tuary of Leukothea or Eileithyia (126), and these 
names given to the goddess by Greeks have been 
regarded by modern scholars as equivalent to the 
names Uni and ‘Astart of the Etruscan and Phoe
nician inscriptions found in the “cist” (127). I he 
excavators, however, are inclined to disconnect 
the complete destruction of Temples A and B 
from the Dionysian raid, dating the former to the 
beginning of the 3rd Century B.C. at the earliest 
(128); I quote an important passage (129): “Con
trary to what had been thought, the Syracusan 
expedition of 384 B.C. did not cause appreciable 
damage to the sanctuary. We have been able to

1 18: Cf. Pyrgi 24 fig. 7.
1 19: Pyrgi 530-531 Nos. 30-32, 540 No. 14, 551 fig. 394.15- 

18.
120: Pyrgi 588 figs. 437—438 section C—C, 604—625.
121: Pyrgi 604, 616 No. 20.
122: Pyrgi 263, 544, 582-586 figs. 432.1-4, 433.1-2, 434,

435.3 and 5-9, 600-601 and 647 fig. 492.2-3.
123: Pyrgi 600 No. 4.
124: DenkschrWien 88.2 1965,8, 23-24 and 40, |RS 56 1966, 

8.
125: Pyrgi 290-303 figs. 21 1-227.
126: The texts have been conveniently collected by the exca

vators in one of their preliminary reports, NSc 84 1959, 
261—263 Nos. 1—5 and 14.

127: Pyrgi 737-739, | RS 56 1966, 5.
128: Pyrgi 742: “perduranza di ambedue i grandi templi fino 

almeno all’inizio del III secolo”.
129: Archaeology 19 1966,21.
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establish that the destruction of the temples took 
place much later, probably during the first half of 
the Third Century B.C.... Unfortunately, the hi
storical sources throw no light on the events in 
question, which must certainly have taken place 
after the last wars between Caere and Rome that 
are known to us”.

True, we have no cogent evidence that the ho
stilities of 353 B.C. (130), to which the last lines 
refer, caused any destruction at Pyrgi or at Caere, 
and the assertion of the excavators that they have 
been able to establish that the destruction proba
bly occurred between 300 and 250 B.C., is not 
founded upon unambiguous stratigraphical evi
dence, but rather on inference from the architec
tural terracottas as dated by Andrén in 1940 (131). 
As was pointed out years ago by the writer (132), 
the dates suggested in Andrén’s monumental 
w ork have mostly been obtained by means of styli
stic criteria, but the latter have not always been 
used quite consistently, and particularly the then 
advanced appreciation of the Post-Archaic terra
cottas and the conclusions derived from it should 
be accepted only “cum grano salis”. In connection 
with the Pyrgi finds it has a special interest here to

130: Livy VII 19.6-20.8, Scullard 271.
131 : Cf. Pyrgi 184: “Non possiamo ... dallo scavo stesso rie ava

re nuovi elementi per la classificazione delle lerrecotte 
architettoniche, le quali rimangono percicb tuttora ordi
nate secondo la sistemazione proposta dall’Andrén”.

132: Acta A 12 1941, 68-70.
133: Andrén 53, 60—61, cf. the remarks Tyrrhenika 11 — 12 on 

types A 14 and B 3.
134: Pyrgi 95-96.
135: Cf. AJA 70 1966, 31.
136: UnivCalPublClArch 3.4 1957, 322-323 figs. 7-8.
137: Andrén 53.
138: UnivCalPublClArch 3.4 1957, 245, 313, 325. AJA 70 

1966, 36.
139: UnivCalPublClArch 3.4 1957, 302-304 pl. 27 b, M. Del 

Chiaro, The Etruscan Funnel Group, Florence 1974, 
23-24 No. 1 pl. 14, cf. UnivCalPublClArch 3.4 1957,306 
and AJA 70 1966, 36: “the better products may be placed 
near the middle of that century”.

140: UnivCalPublClArch 3.4 1957, 323 Fig. 9. 

repeat my old warning against Andrén’s placing 
of our types 18 B—C to the late 4th or the 3rd 
Century and his Caeretan type V 2 — which 1 
myself hold to be Latin, see below p. 35, type 18 G 
-to the 2nd or 1st Century B.C. (133). In the Pyrgi 
publication Francesca Melis more cautiously da
ted type 18 C to the second half of the 5th Centu
ry, perhaps towards its end (134).

As far as the more advanced terracoottas are 
concerned, we have then to search elsewhere for 
conclusive evidence, and there is actually a better- 
dated group of Caeretan products w hich may 
help us to a rather safe chronological evaluation 
of some of the types. I mean the series of red- 
figured vases of the 4th Century B.C. convincing
ly attributed to Caere by M. Del Chiaro (135). This 
scholar himself drew attention to the similarities 
between our type 19 B and plates by the Copenha
gen Genucilia Painter (13(5) and stated that “in the 
foregoing parallels there is surely a hint that the 
Genucilia plates... may be of value for dating 
works of Etruscan art much less humble”. In its 
retouched state our type 19 B obviously marks a 
later stage of development than 18 B which An
drén regarded as Early Hellenistic (137) in spite of 
its Early and Ripe Classical elements; but the 
Caeretan Genucilia group certainly belongs to the 
4th Century, if not as originally supposed, to its 
first half, then at least to the second (138). So, it is 
within the period c. 350—300 that we should place 
the retouched type 19 B, but the original mould 
for it and 18 B must be earlier. Moreover, our type 
20 A was by Del Chiaro rightly compared with a 
red-figured skyphos in Boston, which he regards 
as Tarquinian made by a Faliscan emigrant resett
led there, probably not before c. 350 (139), and 
our type 22 B, w hich, as was mentioned above, has 
Greek counterparts of the middle or third quar
ter of the 4th Century, recalls a votive head also 
dealt with by Del Chiaro as related to the works of 
the Copenhagen Genucilia Painter (140). Finally, 
the more general likeness between Caeretan vase- 
paintings of the second half of the 4th Century 
and our bald-headed sileni 20 C, 22 C and 23 C 
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and also the youthful satyr 23 D should not be 
completely disregarded (141).

Until now I have deliberately not touched on 
the problem of utilizing the so-called Gaulish war
rior type represented among the Caeretan finds 
and comparable to our type 22 A (142). Formerly, 
I connected it with the tradition of the Gaulish 
invasion across the Apennines in 387/6 B.C.; but 
other scholars (143) have doubted the interpreta
tion of the figures in question, first advanced by 
A. Furtwängler, even if they accepted a date in the 
first quarter of the 4th Century for them (144). 
Admittedly there is occasional evidence of the 
oblong scutum in other Italian and earlier con
texts than the Gaulish of the 4th Century B.C.; 
but I still have the impression that the greater 
frequency of this weapon in Italy alter 400 must 
be due to its advantages as realized in the battles 
with the intruding Gauls (145).

Taking all things together I find that there is 
actually no real reason not to allow for the possi
bility that a partial burning of the Pyrgi temples 
took place during the events in 384 B.C. The 
following points seem fixed: (I) The construction 
of the Archaic Temple B (our types 9 A—C) about 
or shortly after 500 with additions and/or repairs 
before 450/40 (our type 10 A, perhaps also 14 A 
and D). -(II) The construction of the Early Classi
cal Temple A (13 B—D, but also including our late 

Archaic types 12 A and D) between c. 460 and 
450/40 with additions and/or repairs before 
325/225 (our types 20 B—C). — (III) The use of 
later Classical terracottas (our types 19 B in its 
retouched state, 20 A, 22 C and 23 C-D) between 
c. 350 and the beginning of the 3rd Century B.C. 
Both on account of the relationship to later Etrus
can red-figure painting, and because the Greek 
models preclude a higher date, types 22 B—C 
must be assigned to the third quarter of the 4th 
Century at the earliest, and as they “grosso modo“ 
repeat and are very close to the types 20 B—C, they 
obviously are but slightly later variations of the 
latter. Thus it would be tempting to suggest that 
the roof of Temple A at Pyrgi was somehow da
maged during the raid of 384 B.C., and some 
time afterwards, but not more than a generation, 
at least partially replaced by a new set of terracot
tas including antefixes of types 20 B-C and 22 B- 
C.

141: AJA 70 1966, 33-34 pls. 1 1.2, 13.6, 1 I and 13.
142: Tyrrhenika 19, C 2, 150-151 pl. 3.1.
143: UnivCalPublClArch 4.1 1959, 1-59; AJA 81 1977,501: 

“not necessarily Gauls.”
144: Ibid. 56 note 193.
145: A similar case is that of the torques occurring on 17 B 

and Vulci/Volsinii 13 D. cf. UnivCalPublClArch 4.1 
1959, 7-8, 10-11 and 15.
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IV. The South-Etruscan Tradition: Latium

PLATE II

3 E Andrén 460, Satricum 1 8 pl. 139.489, Ada A 12 1941, 
68, from Satricum.

4E OpArch 2 1941, 159-161 fig. 1 pl. 1, said to have come 
from Tarquinii, but evidently related to 3 E, from Satri
cum.

5E Andrén 420—421, Lanuvium I 1 pl. 130.455. RM 85 
1978, 42 pl. 19.2, from Lanuvium. Also represented by a 
specimen found in Rome, Andrén 332, Forum Roma- 
num I 2 pl. 105.372, Gjerstad 3, 256, 258 fig. 157.1,4.2, 
462-463 fig. 132.1, 6, 96, 101 fig. 27.1.

6 F Andrén 460, Satricum I 7 pl. 140.490—491. ActaA 12 
1941, 68-69 fig. 6, RM 85 1978, 38, from Satricum. 
Female counterpart of 6 G.

6 G Andrén 469, Satricum II 9 pl. 145.507, ActaA 12 1941, 
68-69 fig. 5, from Satricum. Male counterpart of 6 F.

8 F Ficana - en milesten på veien til Roma - en vandreutstil-
ling om de feiles italiensk-nordiske utgravninger..., Co- 
penhagen 1980, 96 No. 50 c pl. 29, from Ficana.

9 E Tyrrhenika 32 note 1 pl. 4.4. NCGEtr 30, H 169 a, RM
85 1978, 40, from Praeneste.

9 G Andrén 345, Esquilme I 3 pl. 107.383, Gjerstad 3, 139—
140 fig. 92.1-2, 4.2. 458, 460 fig. 130.1-2, 6, 96, 102 fig. 
28.1-2, from Rome.

10 E Andrén 370, Tivoli I 1 pl. 1 14.402, Origines 83 fig. 2,
RM 85 1978, 40 pl. 16.2, from Tibur.

11 E Le Arti 2 1939/40, 45-47 fig. 5, P. E. Arias, Storia della
scultura romana, Messina 1941, 13-14 pl. 1.1, Origines 
83 fig. 2, RM 85 1978, 40, from Tre Fontane near Rome. 
Also represented by a specimen of unstated provenien
ce, probably from Italy, The Pomerance Collection of 
Ancient Art, Brooklyn 1966, 1 15 No. 1 135.

12 E Andrén 375, Palestrina II 1 pl. 1 16.407, Origines 84 fig.
2, RM 85 1978, 40 pl. 16.5, from Praeneste, our fig. 18, 
below p. 34. Also represented by a specimen found at 
Collatia, StEtr 41 1973, 510 pl. 93 e, L. Quilici, Collatia, 
Rome 1974, 216—217 figs. 419-420, and another from 
Falerii, Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire A 
1339, our fig. 19, below p. 34.

12 F Andrén 397, Segni I le pl. 120.425, Giglioli pl. 166.1-2,
Tyrrhenika 41,42 note 1, from Signia.

13 E NSc 67 1942, 374-382 fig. 1, from Gabii.

13 F Andrén 502, Uncertain Provenance I 17 pl. 156.522, 
Tyrrhenika 12, G, Origines 85 note 2, finding-place un
known. Also represented by specimens found in Rome, 
Gjerstad 4.2, 466-467 fig. 135.2-3, 6, 125-126 fig. 45.2, 
in the region ot Fidenae, NSc67 1942, 150-151 figs. 1-2, 
at Falerii, Norba, Signia and Satricum, Andrén 1 12, Sassi 
Caduti I 9, 387, Norba, Diana 6, 398—399, Segni I 4, 469, 
Satricum 1110, smaller variety; it is not at all certain that 
the fragment Andrén 52, Caere 111 15, was part of a 
Juno Sospita. In Rome and Signia apparently female 
counterpart of 16 IL A fragment of a related head was 
found in Rome, Naissance de Rome, Petit Palais, Paris 
1977, No. 707, Roma Születése, Szépmüvészeti Mu
zeum, Budapest 1980, 62 fig. 107.

13 H NSc 26 1901.538—539 fig. 18, from Norba. By the exca
vator taken for female, but on account of the back hair 
more likely male.

14 F Andrén 469, Satricum 11 10 pl. 145.508, ActaA 12, 1941,
71, Origines 85 fig. 2, from Satricum. Female counterpart 
of 14 G. A related Minerva was found in Rome, Gjerstad 
3. 452-453, 456 figs. 283-284, 4.2, 452, 454, 456 fig. 
126.1-2,6, 1 16, 1 18 fig. 39, Origines 87-88, PP 32 1977, 
99-126 figs. 26-27, 37 and 44-45.

14 G Andrén 468, Satricum II 7 pl. 145.505, Origines 85 fig. 
2, from Satricum. Male counterpart of 14 F.

14 H Della Seta 275 No. 9982 pl. 52, Giglioli 36 pls. 199-200.
Tyrrhenika 41 note 5, from Satricum (“The Satricum 
Jupiter“). Closely related: A. Mazzolai. Grosseto, il Mu
seo Archeologico della Maremma, Grosseto 1977, 162 
pl. facing 127, pl. 33, finding-place unknown.

15 E Andrén 470, Satricum 11 12 pl. 146.509, Origines 84-86
fig. 2, from Satricum. Female counterpart of 15 H.

15 F Andrén 470-472, Satricum 1113 f pl. 149.512, Origines 
84-86 fig. 2, from Satricum. Part of same kind of antef ix 
as 15 G. A head from a related antefix was found in Rome, 
Gjerstad 3, 244, 248-249 fig. 155.4, 4.2, 490-491 fig. 
153.4, Origines 87.

15 G Andrén 470—472, Satricum II 13 e pl. 149.512. Part of 
same kind of antefix from Satricum as 15 F, see above.

15 II Andrén 469, Satricum 1111 pl. 146.509, Origines 84-86
fig. 2, from Satricum. Male counterpart of 15 E.

16 E OpRom 3 1961, 125, 136 No. 1 pl. 1, Lavinium 2, Rome
1975, 204-205, 251, C 33 fig. 274, from Lavinium.
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Fig. 18. Antefix from Praeneste, Latin type 12 E. Rome, Ame
rican Academy. Photo Felbermeyer.

Fig. 19. Antefix from Falerii, Latin type 12 E. Brussels, Musées 
Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire. Photo Archives Centrales Icono
graphiques d’Art National.

16 G Andrén 468, Satricum II 8 pl. 145.506, ActaA 12 1941, 
71, Origines 85 fig. 2, from Satricum. Also represented by 
specimens found in Rome, Andrén 330, Palatine I 11, 
Gjerstad 3, 88-89 fig. 56.9, 188-189 fig. 1 19.1-2, 4.2, 
458, 460 fig. 130.3-4, 6, 96, 102 fig. 28.2, GGA 222 
1970, 61, at Lavinium, Origines 85 (seen by the present 
writer in December 1965 in the Castello Borghese at 
Pratica di Mare), at Velitrae, Andrén 414, Velletri I I 1. at 
Signia, Andrén 398, Segni I 2 pl. 121.426, and at Falerii, 
Andrén 88, Celle I 1 pl. 27, 95, 99, Vignale (larger) b pl. 
32.113 (mould), and 112, Sassi Caduti I 5. Though a 
mould was found at Falerii, the type does not belong to 
the local or the Veientan tradition (see below p. 52 fl, 44 
ff); accordingly the mould is either an exportation from 
Latium or shaped over a Latin antefix.

16 II Gjerstad 4.2, 458, 461-462 fig. 131.1-2,6, 125-126 fig. 

45.1, from Rome. Male counterpart of 13 F. Also repre
sented by specimens found elsewhere in Rome, Andrén 
341-342, Capitolium 1 3, Gjerstad 3, 188-189 fig. 
119.3—4, at Signia, Andrén 398, Segni I 3 pl. 121.427, 
and at Falerii, Andrén 146, Sporadic Finds I 2 pl. 55.179, 
ActaA 12 1941,71, Origines 82 fig. 2. Related specimens 
were discovered at Caere and Pyrgi, see above p. 26, 
Caeretan type 14 D. Cf. also the warriors’ heads from 
Satricum recalling 14 H and 15 H, e.g. Andrén 463, 
Satricum II 2 c pl. 142.493, Sprenger 49-50 pls. 2 1.1-2 
and 22.1, our fig. 20, below p. 38, and a silenus head 
antefix said to have come from Veii, Andrén 496—497, 
Uncertain Provenance I 2, pl. 154.520, Origines 81-82 
fig. 2.

17 F Andrén 422, Lanuvium 1 5 pl. 131.456, from Lanuvium. 
Part of same antefix as 17 G.
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17 G Part of same antefix from Lanuvium as 17 F, see above.
18 F G. P. Campana, Antiche opere in plastica, Rome 1851,

110 pl. 28.3, Tyrrhenika 51, A 4, from the region of 
Falerii. Also represented by specimens found at Antem- 
nae, NSc 12 1887, 68, one of these perhaps identical with 
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts 89.19 - P 5620, photo 
Baldwin Coolidge 8367, finding-place not recorded, ac
quired 1889 from R. Lanciani. Female counterpart of 18 
G.

18 G Breitenstein 81 No. 773 pl. 94, Tyrrhenika 37 note 4, 
finding-place unknown, our fig. 2, above p. 6. Also re
presented by specimens found at Lanuvium, Andrén 
427, Lanuvium II 1, at Caere, Andrén 61, Caere V 2 pl. 
21.69, in the region of Falerii, Campana, op.cit. 110 pl. 
28.1, Tyrrhenika 52, B 6, ActaA 12 1941, 71, and by a 
specimen in the Museo Provinciale Campano at Capua. 
Male counterpart of 18 F.

18 H OpRom 3 1961, 125, 136 No. 2 pl. 1. Lavinium 2, 219—
220, 251, C 93 fig. 301, from Lavinium.

19 E Breitenstein 84 No. 792 pl. 99, from Praeneste.
19 F Andrén 369, Ostia 2 pl. 113.401, ActaA 12 1941, 71, 

from Ostia. Female counterpart of 19 G.
19 G Andrén 369, Ostia 1 pl. 1 13.400, from Ostia. Male coun

terpart of 19 F. Also represented by a fragment found at 
Tellenae, Scandinavian Excavations at La Giostra, inv. No. 
76/21.

19 H NCGEtr 49, H 267 b, Tyrrhenika 39 pl. 4.2, fromPo/ito-
rium (?); for this locality, see StEtr 41 1973, 4L Also 
represented by related specimens from Lavinium, Op
Rom 3 1961, 127, 136 Nos. 11-13 pls. 2-3, Lavinium 2, 
229, 231, 251, C 124 fig. 315.

20 E L. Müller, Fortegnelse over Oldsagerne i Thorvaldsens
Museum 1—2, Copenhagen 1847, 100 No. 1 B 13, fin
ding-place unknown, possibly from Praeneste, cf. E. K. 
Sass, Thorvaldsens Portrætbuster 1, Copenhagen 1963, 
172, our fig. 23, below p. 39. Related specimens without 
ear-ornaments and wreath have been found at Lavinium, 
Lavinium 2, 209-210, 251, C 42 fig. 279, OpRom 3 1961, 
128, 137 Nos. 26-27 pl. 5, Lavinium 2, 210, 251, C 44 fig. 
281; the curly locks of the latter head recall those of 
Caere 19 A.

20 F F. Castagnoli, Il culto di Minerva a Lavinium, Accademia 
Nazionale dei Lincei, Quaderno 246, 1979, 3—8 pl. 5, cf. 
pls. 1-4 and 6—9, from Lavinium. Same stage of develop
ment as Caere 20 B, but presumably a Latin work.

20 G Walters 424, D 729, cf. D 730, BSR 11 1929, 88 Nos. 19- 
20, Andrén 427, Lanuvium II 2, from Lanuvium, our fig. 
24, below p. 39.

20 H NCGEtr 50, H 267 c, Jovino 90 note 1, from Politorium 
(?), our fig. 25, below p. 40; similar: Breitenstein 84 No. 
795 pl. 100, finding-place unknown. Related specimens 
have been found in Rome, Gatti 93, G X a pl. 36, and at 

Lavinium, OpRom 3 1961, 128, 137 No. 25 pl. 5, Lavini
um 2, 211-212, 251, C 51 fig. 285.

21 E Lavinium 2, 179, A 19 fig. 233, from Lavinium. A related 
specimen was found earlier on the same site, Lavinium 1, 
Rome 1972, 31 fig. 39, 33 note 3 (from 29), f. 24.

21 F Laumonier 220-221 No. 1004 pl. 127.1, Tyrrhenika 51, 
ad A 4, finding-place unknown, believed to have come 
from Spain, also represented by specimens found at Ca
pua, Koch 46 pl. 9.5; but the rosettes, berry-clusters and 
ivy-leaves place the type in the Latin tradition.

21 G Breitenstein 81 No. 772 pl. 94, finding-place unknown, 
but the rosettes, berry-clusters and ivy-leaves place it in 
the Latin tradition.

21 H NCGEtr 49, H 267 a, Tyrrhenika 39, from Politorium (?),
our fig. 26, below p. 40. Related, but beardless: Gatti 91- 
92, G VIII pl. 36, from Rome.

22 E OpRom 3 1961, 127 No. 20, 136 pl. 4, Lavinium 2, 213,
215, 251, C 62 figs. 288 and 290, from Lavinium.

22 F NSc 46 1921,47 fig. 6, Andrén 341, RM 78 1971, 71 pl. 
55.4, from Rome. A related type has been employed on 
revetment plaques from Lanuvium together with a bald- 
headed male type resembling 22 G, Andrén 429, Lanu
vium II 16 pl. 132.459. Related, too, are some maenads’ 
heads with a similar face (cf. also 22 H), but with another 
arrangement of the hair and wearing an ivy wreath (cf. 
18-19and 21 F): I. S. Ryberg, An Archaeological Record 
of Rome, Philadelphia 1940, 189 fig. 188 a-c, Gatti 146, 
Z 6 pl. 56, from Rome.

22 G Andrén 345—346, Esquilme II 1 pl. 107.384, from Rome. 
Related specimens have been found at Lanuvium, An
drén 427, Lanuvium II 2, and a related bald-headed type 
has been employed on revetment plaques from Lanuvi
um together with a female type resembling 22 F, see 
above.

22 H NCGEtr 50, H 267 d, from Politorium (?), our fig. 27,
below p. 4L

23 E NCGEtr 52, 11 267 r, from Politorium (?), our fig. 28,
below p. 4L Fragments of a statue with a related head 
were found at Ardea, Studi in onore di Luisa Banti, Rome 
1965, 15-21 pls. 6-7.

23 F Andrén 389, Norba, Juno 9 pl. 117.418, from Norba.
23 G Andrén 389, Norba, Juno 10 pl. 1 17.416, from Norba. A 

closely related type has been found at Veii, Vagnetti 28 
No. 8 pl. 2; cf. also the variety Lavinium 2, 178, 179, A 18 
fig. 231, from Lavinium, and MemAmAc 26 1960, 176— 
177 No. 2 pl. 22.1, from Cosa.

23 H OpRom 3 1961, 125—126 No. 3, 136 pl. 1, Lavinium 2, 
222—223, 251, C 100 fig. 304, from Lavinium. Related 
specimens were found at Arida, Archeologia Laziale 2, 
Rome 1979, 227 No. 6 pl. 48.4, in Rome, Gatti 89, Gill 
pl. 34, and probably also at Caere, RM 73/4 1966/7, 36-37 
pl. 8.3.
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With the exception of the Latin series, each of the 
other traditions dealt with in the preceding and 
following chapters is ascribed to a definite city: 
Capua, Caere, Veii and Falerii. As to Latium the 
early material is not explicit enough to permit us 
to name one single town, in which the tradition 
originated and developed. The Latin demand for 
plastic embellishment of temples and related 
buildings was at first met with imports from Ca
pua, Caere and Veii, as witness specimens of the 
Campanian type 3 F from Satricum, and of the 
Caeretan f A as well as the Veientan 1 J from 
Rome, and evidently the Latin types 3—5 E with 
tongue frames betray Capuan influence, just as 
the f rameless 6 F, 8 F and 9—11 E are more or less 
dependent on Caeretan. The Archaic and Classi
cal finds in Rome are too heterogeneous to indica
te the later capital of the Empire as the home of a 
Latin tradition; obviously early Rome imported 
most of its art and employed artists from Caere 
and Veii (146), and although both the earliest type 
and several others of the Latin series were found 
at Satricum, we have no reason to consider this 
town as a centre of such a political, economical 
and cultural importance that would justify an 
attribution. One might more easily accept Lanu- 
vium, Praeneste or Tibur, where the series was in 
fact early represented, or rather one of the lea
ding towns in Central Latium, preferably Aricia 
(147).

Although the Latin tradition in its earlier half is 
rather sporadically represented, there are suffici
ent links to connect the types. As to facial features 
there is only a little distance from 5 E to 6 F, of 
which 8 F is an obvious descendant leading on to 
12 E-F, and the rudimentary hair fringe over the 
central part of 5 E's forehead is a precursor of the 
hair-style of 9—11 E. The consistency of the group 
12-17 E—F needs no pointing-out. On the other 
hand, the sileni with ivy-wreaths 6—22 G have a 
youthful continuation, 23 G, and are through 
their wreaths linked to a much shorter series of 
female counterparts 18—19 F, 21 F and 23 F. 19-23 
E descend from 16 E; 13—14 F and 21 E recall the 

famous Juno Sospita of Lanuvium, and the rela
ted Minerva 20 F join them. 14—16 11 have coun
terparts among the contemporary sileni and fe
males. The remaining male heads 13 H and 18—23 
H form a consistent series, and it is through 18 H 
connected with 18 F—G and through 23 H with 23
E.

In general the proveniences confirm the Latin 
origin of the series. Among the exceptions Tar- 
quinii as a finding-place of 4 E, which certainly 
does not belong to the Central-Etruscan tradi
tion, is highly dubious. A number of pieces were 
found at Falerii, among them a mould, 12 E, 13 F. 
16 G-H and 18 F; this is easily understood when 
one considers the importance of the Tiber valley 
as a trade route, already in early times. Nor can it 
surprise us that some terracottas were exported to 
old trade partners such as Capua, 18 G and 21 F, 
Caere, 18 G and 23 H, and Veii, 16 H and 23 G, in 
a period when Rome was playing an increasing 
rôle. Particularly the occurrence of late types as 23 
G—H (23 G also represented in the Roman colony 
at Gosa in Central Etruria) is very illuminating.

In comparison with the informative literary 
sources of early Roman history and the numerous 
excavations in Rome and Latium, the material 
providing the archaeologist with fixed points of 
chronology is certainly meagre. As was noticed 
above, p. 23, the early temple in antis at Satricum, 
with its terracottas of Etrusco-Campanian types 
including our Capuan 3 F and 4 F, was probably 
constructed between c. 560 and c. 540 B.C. (148). 
Our Latin types 3 E and 4 E must be later substitu
tes for some of the original antefixes of Temple I 
A, just as certain Roman finds (149) are imitations 

146: Riis, Introduction eic. 118—123. 
147: Ibid. 132-133, Origines 83-88.
148: A short summary of the chronology of the Satricum 

temples is given by C. M. Stibbe a.o., Lapis Satricanus, 
The Hague 1980,21,37-38; the recently found inscript
ion of the time before the construction of Temple 11 B is 
by epigraphical criteria dated between 525 and 450, ibid. 
48.

149: Gjerstad 4.2, 457-459 figs. 129.1 and 3. 
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of early Capuan antefixes (150). 560/40 B.C., 
then, should be regarded as the terminus post quern 
for our Latin series. Unfortunately, we have no 
external evidence for an absolute date for Temple 
1 B, to which types 6 F—G have been attributed 
(151), and not till in the case of type 14 F strati
graphy and find combinations are somehow help
ing us.

14 F may together with 14 G be ascribed to the 
smaller peripteral Temple II A at Satricum. They 
are head antefixes of roughly the same size, h. 
0.32—36 in, smaller than the two sets of whole
figure antefixes of the larger perípteros 11 B, viz. 
our types 15 E and H, h. 0.47—52 m, and 15 F-G,
h. 0.52-59 m (152). Now, the Minerva head com
pared with type 14 F was found in the 1938-exca- 
vations of the sanctuary of Fortuna and Mater 
Matuta at the Forum Boarium in Rome. It be
longed to a statue which was part of a group 
having a counterpart, t here is no hint that these 
two groups functioned as akroteria, and several 
details speak against their having been placed in a 
pediment. A third possibility remains: their being 
ex-votos put up in the neighbourhood of the tem
ple (153). The earliest building phase of the latter 
is by the Lakonian pottery found datable to the 
second decade of the 6th Century, the decoration 
of the second phase cannot be earlier than c. 525,

150: Cf. Koch pls. 1.1,3 and 4, and 4.3—5.
151: ActaA 12 1941,68, Origines 84.
152: Origines 84—86.
153: 1’1’ 32 1977, 123 fig. 44, 113, 119, 122, 124. 
154: Pl’ 32 1977, 64, 82; cf. BullCom 81 1968/9, 15.
155: Ojerstad 3, 437—456, cf. H. Riemann, in GGA 223 1971, 

74-78.
156: Ojerstad 3, 414-426, GGA 223 1971, 66-68.
157: Ojerstad 3. 447-448 fig. 279.9, 461-462. The fragment 

ibid. fig. 279.8 has another provenience, BullCom 77 
1959/60, 124 note.

158: BullCom 77 1959/60, 109, 124 pl. 17.81, 137 note 15, cf. 
GGA 223 1971, 77, 79.

159: Gjerstad 3, 392, 394 fig. 249.7, GGA 223 1971. 66; cf. 
Vagnetti 122 No. 114 pl. 66, second half of the 5th 
Century B.C.

160: Andren 462, 464, Satricum II 2 g fig. 43. 

and according to the Italian scholars the terminus 
ante quern for the temple is given by eye-cups of the 
last decade of the 6th Century (154). But it has 
been convincingly shown by E. Gjerstad that, 
practically speaking, all the finds of the 1938 dig
(155) are part of the same votive deposit as the 
discoveries in layer C 13 of the 1959-excavations
(156) . The latter comprised no Attic red-f igured 
pottery and apparently nothing later than Attic 
black-figured sherds ofc. 525—00 B.C., the earli
est objects going back to c. 570 B.C. Among the 
1938-material, however, there was one Attic red- 
figured fragment which may be as late as the 
mid-5th Century, but, on account of the “Rauten
schema” of the drapery rendered, probably not 
later (157); although accepted by E. Paribeni as 
belonging to the same context, it was disregarded 
by him and G. Colonna (158). Whether right or 
not, this exclusion has, of course, no serious eff ect 
upon the dating of the Minerva, as we do not 
know for how long the late-6th Century Attic 
pottery was in use in Rome. Nor can we tell from 
the context if the akroteria of the temple in ques
tion included the Minerva, as mostly believed, or 
if they were made a little before or somewhat af ter 
500, or if the late black-figured vases or the akro
teria were the latest of the contents in the deposit. 
At any rate, all these broken objects are the result 
of a disaster, which must have taken place after 
500, and, evidently, akroteria must have been pul 
up before that unknown date; but in the corres
ponding fill layer A 13 a of the 1959-dig there was 
also a black-glazed bowl fragment with incurved 
rim, which seems a 5th Century type (159), and so 
there will presumably be no cogent reason to ex
clude the above-mentioned Early Classical red- 
figured sherd from the rest of the context. 1 bus, 
c. 450 will be the terminus ante quern for both the 
adornment and the destruction of the said tem
ple.

As to the date of Temple 11 B at Satricum we get 
a hint through the appurtenance of a relief f rag
ment which has plausibly been explained as the 
face of a dying Persian, our fig. 21 (160). Other
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Fig. 20. Head of dying Greek f rom Satricum, related to Latin 
type 16 H. Rome, Villa Giulia. Photo Alinari 41115.

Fig. 21. Head of dying Persian from Satricum. Rome, Villa 
Giulia. After Andrén.

Fig. 22. Head of so-called “Dying King’’, marble sculpture 
from the east pediment of the Aphaia temple in Aigina. Mu
nich, Glyptothek. Museum photo.

fragments indicate the existence of an amazono- 
machy in relief, and on the shield of one of the 
Greek warriors a centaur had been painted. In 
fact we have just that range of representations 
which recalls those so common in Greece after the 
Persian invasions, and we must ask ourselves, if 
not at least Temple II B be of Post-Persian date,
i.e.  more likely after Salamis/Plataiai, 480/79, than 
immediately after Marathon, 490 (161).

Our type 16 G from Satricum, being a head 
antefix only 0.29 m high, could not well belong to 
Temple II B, but perhaps to II A. If so, it must 
have been a substitute placed secondarily on the 
latter building, and as the faces of II B do not

161: Origines 84.
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Fig. 23. Votive head, possibly from Praeneste, Latin type 20 E. 
Copenhagen, Thorvaldsen Museum. Museum photo.

Fig. 24. Antefix from Lanuvium, Latin type 20 G. London, 
British Museum. Museum photo. By permission of the Trustees 
of the British Museum.

typologically differ much from those of II A, it 
follows that II B was planned before the creation 
of 16 G, but completed after this event. The Epi- 
Archaic, Early Classical appearance of 16 G is 
actually a confirmation of the late date of Temple 
II B involved by the dying Persian, our fig. 21 
(162). One more support of this chronology is 
provided by type 16 H which was represented by 

162: Origines 85—86.
163: Andrén 341—342, Capitolium 1 3, Gjerstad 3, 188—189 

fig. 119.3-4. It seems a conjecture that the similar ante
fix Helbig 1,581 No. 785. GGA 222 1970. 61. also came 
from the Capitol.

164: Gjerstad 4.2, 458, 461—462 fig. 131.1—2, 466—467 fig. 
135.2-3, 6, 125-126 fig. 45.1-2, GGA 222 1970, 60. 

specimens found under interesting circumstan
ces in Rome, one on the substructure of the large 
Capitoline Jupiter temple (163), the other under 
the east end of the Basilica Julia and its predeces
sor Basilica Sempronia together with an instance 
of type 13 F; also in Signia these two types were 
counterparts, which means that ranges 13-16 
must have covered a not very long period. The 
Fidenae specimen of 13 F was found together with 
6th Century pottery. Most scholars agree that the 
two terracottas from the Forum Romanum were 
part of the decoration of the first Temple of Ca
stor, situated just east of the Basilica site (164).

The Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus was 
inaugurated in 508, that of Castor in 484, but the 
building of both may have covered a number of
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Fig. 25. Votive head from Politorium (?), Latin type 20 H. 
Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek. Musenm photo.

Fig. 26. Votive head from Politorium (?), Latin type 21 H. 
Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek. Museum photo.

years, l he latter case seems the most likely, the 
temple having been vowed in the battle of Lake 
Regillus in 499 or 496 and presumably begun 
shortly afterwards (165). If the construction lasted 
twelve, fifteen or perhaps even more years - we 
can never preclude that work continued for some 
time after the inauguration —, we should not be 
surprised that two such dif ferent types of antefix
es as 13 F and 16 H really were both employed on 
the same roof, not to speak of re-utilization of 
earlier moulds. We may, then, be right in accept
ing 484 as a terminus ante quem for the first use of 
the typologically earliest of them, 13 F, as part of 
the original set, after 499/6, and to regard the 
other antefix of type 16 H as being a later addition 
or substitute (166). This, at any rate, is the prefer

able explanation, as 16 H corresponds to the Cae- 
retan type 14 1), which on independent evidence 
probably should be dated between c. 460 and 
450/40 B.C.

According to the predominant tradition the 
construction of the Jupiter temple was begun and 
the cult statue ordered by Tarquin the Elder, 
whereas the sanctuary was completed by Tarquin 
the Proud, and this would give a building period

165: Livy II 20.12 on the year 499: “dictator ... aedem Castori 
vovisse fertur”, II 21.3 on the year 496: “hoc demum 
anno ad Regilium lacum pugnatum apud quosdam inve- 
nio”, II 42.5 on the year 484: “Castoris aedes eodem 
anno ... dedicata est; vota erat Latino bello a l’ostinnio 
dictatore”.

166: Origines 86-87.
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Fig. 27. Votive head from Politorium (?), Latin type 22 H, 
Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek. Museum photo.

Fig. 28. Votive head from Politorium (?), Latin type 23 E. 
Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek. Museum photo.

of more than seventy years, if we admit the Livian 
date for Tarquin the Elder’s death in 579 B.C. 
(167). The dedication of the temple on the 13th of

167: Livy I 38.7 on Tarquin the Elder: “aream ad aedem in 
Capitolio lovis ... occupât fundamentis”, I 56.1 on Ear
quin the Proud: “intentus perficiendo templo, fabris un- 
dique ex Etruria accitis”. Pliny, Nat.Hist.XXXV 157 on 
the cult statue: “tVulcam Veis accitum, cui locaret Tar- 
quinius Priscus Iovis effigiem Capitolio dicandam”; for 
the first rather problematic words of this passage, see 
now O.-W. von Vacano, in FestschrVogt 1,524—529. Plu
tarch, Poplicola 13 on Tarquin the Proud: ccppa kocto 
Kopucpf]v é-rricrTfjcrai xepapouv ê^éScoke Tupp-qvoïs Ticriv 
ÈÇ Oùrp'œv Squtoupyoîç. Andren. RendPontAcc 49 
1976/7, 65, 70—71,74—75, ascribes the whole of the tem
ple’s plastic decoration to Vulca’s workshop in Veii and 
proposes the date c. 520-505.

September 508 is the cardinal point of early Ro
man chronology, because it marks the introduc
tion of a reform of the official Roman calender 
(168); but also in this case we have no warrant that 
the temple really was finished that year. In 
Athens the Parthenon was begun before 447 (169) 
and in all essentials completed in 432, i.e. after 
more than fifteen years; but the interior was ta- 

168: Origines 105-106, 181-188, 192-193 and 195: the scep
ticism of T. Pekáry as to the accuracy of this date, RM 76 
1969, 307—312, seems exaggerated.

169: See now J. A. Bundgaard, Parthenon and the Mycenaean 
City on the Heights, Publications of the National Mu
seum, Archaeological Historical Series 17, Copenhagen 
1976, 134-146.
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ken into use and the temple officially dedicated in 
438 already, when the celia had been roofed in 
and the cult statue put into its place. Although 
some of the terracottas generally attributed to the 
Capitoline Jupiter temple are Ripe Archaic (I/O), 
others and among them the above-mentioned 
specimen of our Latin type f6 H clearly indicate 
work on the temple still after 508 (171), and it is a 
fact not to be slightened that the same type was 
apparently employed on the Castor temple after 
499/96 and that the related Caeretan type H D on 
Temple B in Pyrgi seems to have been put up in 
the 450’s. Nor is it without interest that 16 Fl is 
closely related to warriors’ heads in the Post-Persi
an Satricum series. Among these the dying 
Greek, our fig. 20 (172), must be singled out, as it 
reflects Greek prototypes that some scholars re
gard as “not appreciably later than 500”, but 
others as works of the decade 490/80, e.g. the 
famous “Dying King” from the east pediment of 
the Aphaia temple in Aigina, our fig. 22, and the 
bearded bronze head from the Athenian Acropo
lis (173). Moreover, the drapery of the Satricum 
maenads with head type 15 F has Greek antece
dents ofc. 490/80 and are accordingly later (174).

Less is to be said on the later Latin material. 
The foundation of Ostia, from where our Ripe 
Classical types 19 F-G, was traditionally ascribed 
to Ancus Marcius, the direct predecessor of Tar
quin the Elder, but the town was in fact the first 
colony of the Roman Republic, established before 
that at Antium, which was founded just after the 
Latin War (175). As 19 F—G are the earliest archi
tectural terracottas from the site, they may have 
belonged to the colony’s first temple, probably 
erected immediately after the laying-out of the 
town, i.e. before 338 B.C. (176).

We know from its inscription that the Late Clas
sical bronze cist named after its first owner Fico- 
roni was made in Rome, and nowadays it is dated 
to the time of Alexander the Great; on account of 
the type of boxing-gloves rendered in the engrav
ed frieze it cannot have been made earlier than 
336, and the style shows that it is not much later 

(177). Now7, the heads of its figures have some 
affinity to our Latin terracottas. As to the face, the 
Dionysos of the handle recalls our type 21 F and 
Caere 21 B, as to the hair Caere 20 A; the satyrs 
resemble type 23 G, the youths of the foot-group 
type 22 H and the silenus in the frieze type 21 G. 
At least 23 F-G cannot date from the time before 
that of the cist, and perhaps the same holds good 
of 22 H and even 21 F-G.

One of the specimens from Gosa in Central 
Etruria mentioned in connection with type 23 G 
was discovered in the third layer under the Capi- 
tolium of Gosa. So, it must be earlier than this 
building, which is dated by certain objects found 
in a context from its construction, viz. a very well- 
preserved coin issued between 179 and 170 B.C. 
170: In his review of the remains H. Riemann, RM 76 1969, 

110-121 and GGA 222 1970, 56-61,64-65, rightly re
jecting some of the pieces, may after all occasionally be 
too hypercritical.

171: Origines 86.
172: Andrén 463, Satricum II 2 c pl. 142.493, Sprenger 50 

No. 2 pl. 22.1.
173: V. Poulsen, Griechische Bildwerke, Die blauen Bücher, 

Königstein i.T. 1962, 11 and 33, E. Waldmann, Griechi
sche Originale, Leipzig 1914, 48—49, cf. R. M. Look, in 
JHS 94 1974, 171.

174: Comp. e.g. the lower part of the chiton of the maenad 
Andrén pl. 149.512 right with those in E. Buschor, Grie
chische Vasen, Munich 1940, 155 fig. 174.

175: CIL 1- p. 257, Fasti Silvii on the 27th of January: “Indi 
Castorum Ostiis, quae prima facta colonia est”; cf. Livy 
VIII 14.8 on the year 338: “Et Antium nova colonia 
missa ...”.

176: Gaeretan red-figured pottery of the latter half of the 4th 
Century B.G. was also among the earliest finds at Ostia, 
ArchC:i 27 1975, 50-51.

177: Giglioli 52—53 pls. 285—289 and 290.2, Tyrrhenika 34— 
35 pl. 5.2, Riis, Introduction etc., 7 1—72, 88-89, 91 figs. 
70 and 84, Beazley EVP 5, JHS 69 1949, 2, T. Dohrn, Die 
ficoronische Ciste in der Villa Giulia in Rom, Bei lin 
1972, 25-27, 45-47 pls. 2-3, 20, 24-25. According to 
Dohrn the handle f igures should be dated c. 315/10-300 
and ascribed to another workshop than the feet from c. 
350, and the signature belongs to the engraved decorat
ion, which reproduces works from c. 330/25. D. Rebuf- 
fat-Emmanuel. RA 1975/1, 74-75, 79, is inclined to at
tribute the entire cist to the workshop of the artist who 
signed it. and dates it c. 325/20-310. 
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according to the now prevailing chronology and 
hardly in circulation fora longtime (178), another

178: MemAmAc 26 I960, 102 note 58 No. CA 519, E. A. 
Sydenham, The Roman Republican Coinage, London 
1952, 36 No. 32 1 g, M. H. Crawford, Roman Republican 
Coinage 1, Cambridge 1974, 226 No. 162/6 b.

179: MemAmAc 26 I960, 102 note 57 No. CC 1 10. Syden
ham, op.cit. 26 No. 231. Crawford, op.cit. 1, 158 No. 56/2 
pls. 11-12.

180: MemAmAc 25 1957, 76 note 2, MemAmAc 26 1960. 102 
note 59 No. CC 788.

181 : MemAmAc 26 1960, 225, cf. 102 note 56.
182: MemAmAc 26 1960, 19 and 43.
183: Lavinium 2, Rome 1975, 175. 

coin issued after 211 B.C. (179), and a stamped 
Rhodian amphora handle, which V. ('»race tenta
tively placed to the second quarter of the 2nd 
Century B.C. (180). It is, therefore, no longer 
possible to date the Capitolium of Cosa c. 150 B.C. 
(181), but rather ca. 175 B.C., and the Lavinium- 
Cosa variety of our Latin type 23 G must certainly 
have been created before this date. It is supposed 
that the Cosa specimens were used for repair of 
the local Jupiter temple constructed c. 240-220 
and at least after 273, the year of the colony’s 
foundation (182). The Lavinium specimen is da
ted to the 3rd-1st Centuries B.C. (183).
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V. The South-Etruscan Tradition: Veii

PLATE

1 J MonLinc 40 1945, 234-235 fig. 37, Andréa 8, Piazza
d’Arnii 2, FestschrVogt 541 lig. 14, RM 85 1978, 35 pl.
10.3, from Veii. Also represented in Rome, RendPontAcc 
47 1974/5, 29.

2 J DissPontAcc 14 1920, 14—21 pl. 3.3—4, Tyrrhenika 44,
FestschrVogt 541 fig. 12, finding-place unknown. From 
an ossuary of a type only occurring at Veii, Archill 17 
1965, 6, 17-21 Nos. 34-36 pls. 1-2, 10.1-3, 11.3-4.

4 J DissPontAcc 14 1920, 14—21 pl. 2.3 and 3.1—2, Tyrrheni
ka 44, FestschrVogt 541 fig. 13, finding-place unknown. 
On an ossuary of Veii type, see ad 2 J.

5 J Andrén 413—414, Velletri I 9 pl. 129.453, Tyrrhenika 38
note 1, RM 85 1978, 38 pl. 15.3, from Velitrae, but be
longing to a set of architectural terracotta friezes made 
from the same moulds as specimens from Veii and Rome, 
and stylistically deriving from types found in Veii to
gether with 1 J, Andrén cxix-cxxi, cl-cli. Origines 78, cf. 
MonLinc 40 1945, 246 fig. 45. Also represented by a 
specimen found in Rome together with friezes of (he 
same type as in Velitrae, PP 32 1977, 91.94 lig. 19.

8 J BdA 37 1952, 156, 159 fig. 27, Origines 8 I fig. 2, RM 85 
1978, 40 pl. 16.1, from Veii.

10 K Art Market, finding-place unknown. The type seems to 
fit in between 8 J and 1 1 K.

I 1 K Andrén 6—7, Portonaccio 4 pl. 2.4, Tyrrhenika 47, A, 
ActaA 12 1941,71, Origines 81 fig. 2, RM 85 1978,41 pl.
19.3, from Veii. Female counterpart of 1 1 M. A variety of 
the same type has also been found at Veii, Emporium 107 
1948, 26, 29 fig. 7, BdA 37 1952, 156, 158 fig. 26.

I 1 L Al) 3 1926, 54-60 figs. 2-8 pls. 45-48 and 52-53, Giglio- 
li 36 pl. 195.2, Tyrrhenika 45—46 pl. 6.4, from Veii (‘The 
Apollo of Veii").

1 1 M Andrén 6, Portonaccio 3 pl. 2.3, Tyrrhenika 48. B, Ac
taA 12 1941, 71, Origines 81 fig. 2, from Veii. Male 
counterpart of 11 K.

12 J G. A. Mansuelli, Art of the World, Etruria and Early 
Rome, London 1966, 98 pl. 25, from Veii (not, as stated in 
the text, the Minerva from Rome mentioned in our Latin 
series ad 14 F).

12 K Vagnetti 26-27 pl. 1.1-2, from Veii.
12 L Walters 342, D 217, Tyrrhenika 47 note 6, A A 1940, 20, 

23, 25-26 figs. 21-22, E. Richardson, The Etruscans, 

Ghicago 1964, 101, 281 pl. 22, Sprenger 17 note 24, 
finding-place unknown (ex-Braun 1852), but evidently 
the head is closely related to 11 L and 12 K, from Veii.

12 M Andrén 7—8, Portonaccio 6 pl. 3.5 right, Tyrrhenika 48,
C, ActaA 12 1941.71, Origines 81, from Veii. A variety of 
this type is represented among the finds from the same 
sanctuary at Veii, Andrén 7, Portonaccio 5 pl. 3.5 left.

13 J NSc 78 1953, 51-52 fig. 27 i. Origines 81, from Veii.
13 K Andrén 99, Vignale (larger) a pi. 32.1 1 1 (mould), 100— 

101, Vignale (smaller) 1 1 pl. 33. 114, Tyrrhenika 53, 
Origines 82 fig. 2 (antefix cast from this mould), from 
Falerii, our fig. 29, below p. 46. Part of the same repre
sentation as 13 L. The clay of the mould is not unlike the 
Veientan, but different from the local clay used for the 
antefixes cast from the mould. Also represented by spe
cimens whose finding-places are unknown, e.g. a silenus 
head and a maenad’s bust from such an antefix in the 
Sala X of the Archaeological Museum at Siena, Studi e 
Materiali di Archeologia e Numismática pubblicati per 
cura di L. A. Milani 1, Florence 1899, 145 No. 7, and a 
head in America (ex-Jándolo), R. S. Teitz, Master Pieces 
of Etruscan Art, Worcester, Mass. 1967, 26, 1 15 No. 10. 
Similar pieces, said to have come from Veii, are in the Art 
Market.

13 L Part of the same representation as 13 K (mould) from
Falerii, our fig. 29, below p. 46, cf. also Andrén 111. Sassi 
Caduti I 4 b. A closely related head was found at Veii, 
Vagnetti 27—28 pl. 3.3.

14 J Vagnetti 38, A XVI b pl. 11, ArchCi 18 1966. Ill No. I
pl. 45.1, from Veii. As far as the face is concerned, a 
specimen of our type 15 J, from Falerii, which has an
other later-looking style of hair, seems to derive f rom (he 
same model as 14 J, cf Andrén 1 10, Sassi Caduti 1 3 g pl. 
38. 128, AnhCl 18 1966, I 1 1 No. I pl. 45.2.

14 K Andrén 95-96, Vignale (larger) I 4 pl. 29.103, I 12, Sassi 
Caduti I 7, Tyrrhenika 51, A 1, ActaA 12 1941, 71. 
Origines 82 fig. 2, RM 85 1978, 42-43 pl. 20.3. from 
Falerii, but the clay is identical with that of the mould 
with types 13 K-L, contrasting with that of the antefixes 
cast from it, and not unlike the Veientan clay. Female 
counterpart of 14 L.

14 L Andrén 95, Vignale (larger) I 3 pl. 29.102, 101, Vignale 
(smaller) 12, 112, Sassi Caduti I 6, Tyrrhenika 52, B 1, 
ActaA 12 1941,71, Origines 82 fig. 2, from Falerii. Clay 
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as 14 K. Male counterpart of 14 K. An arula found in 
Rome has an imitation of type 14 L, Gjerstad 3, 141, 144 
fig. 93.3, 4.2, 488-489 fig. 152.3.

15 J Vagnetti 34—35, A VI11 b pl. 7, from Veii. Also represent
ed by an antefix from Veii, ibid. 28 No. 4 pl. 3.4, cf. 
Andrén 1 10, Sassi Caduti I 3 g and k pl. 38.128, ArchCi 
18 1966, 1 1 1 No. 1 pl. 45.2, from Falerii, see above ad 
type 14 J. Closely related are some terracottas probably- 
reproducing one and the same model: Vagnetti 36, A 
XII pl. 9, BdA 37 1952, 160 fig. 29 right, NSc 78 1953, 
52 fig. 27 g-h, ArchCi 18 1966, 111-1 12 No. 2 pl. 44.1- 
2, RM 85 1978, 44, from Veii, Andrén 101, Vignale 
(smaller) I 3 pl. 35.120, Tyrrhenika 51, A 3, ActaA 12 
1941,71, ArchCi 18 1966, 1 I 1-112 No. 2 pl. 44.3, RM 
85 1978, 44, from Falerii.

15 K Andrén 99, Vignale (larger) c pl. 32.1 13, Tyrrhenika 12,
C, 53 note 1, ActaA 12 1941, 71, Origines 85 fig. 2 
(mould), from Falerii. Also represented at Antemnae, L. 
Quilici & S. Quilici Gigli, Antemnae, Rome 1978, 25 pls. 
12—14, Andrén 502—503, Uncertain Provenance I 19 pl. 
156.524. Related to terracottas from Veii like 13-14 J, but 
evidently an imitation of the Latin type 13 F.

16 J Andrén 109, Sassi Caduti 1 3 a pl. 38.127, Tyrrhenika 51,
53,ad A 3 pl. 7.2, Origines 82-83 f ig. 2, from Falerii. I lie 
face was apparently made in the same mould as 16 K 
deriving from the same model as 14 J. Female counter
part of 16 L or M.

16 K Andrén 1 10, Sassi Caduti I 3 h pl. 38.128, Tyrrhenika 
51, ad A 3, Origines 82—83 fig. 2, from Falerii. Face as 16 
J. Female counterpart of 16 L or M. A related type is 
represented among the finds at Veii, Vagnetti 39. A 
XVIII pl. 12 (the head Tyrrhenika 72, ad No. 2 pi. 12.3, 
Breitenstein 81 No. 774 pl. 93 has now by Vagnetti 
rightly been defined as of the same type, already sug
gested in ArchCi 18 1966, 144 note 22), cf. also the more 
distant relatives ibid. 37, A XIV d pl. 10 and 50, C I a pl. 
20, the latter male.

16 L Andrén 110, Sassi Caduti I 3 e pl. 38.127, Tyrrhenika 51, 
53, ad A 3 pl. 7.3, Origines 82-83 fig. 2. Sprenger 44—45 
No. 2, from Falerii. Male counterpart of 16 J or K.

16 M Andrén 110, Sassi Caduti I 3 f pl. 38.127, Tyrrhenika 51.
53, ad A 3, Origines 82-83 fig. 2, from Falerii. Male 
counterpart of 16 J or K. A related mould of local Falis- 
can clay for large antefixes is stated to have come from 
Falerii, perhaps shaped over an imported antefix, Brus
sels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire A 3087, our fig. 
30, below p. 47.

17 J Tyrrhenika 54-55 pl. 8.1, Sprenger 32-33 No. 3, from
Falerii. Also represented by specimens from Veii, Vagnet
ti 43-44, A XXIV pl. 16, ArchCi 18 1966. 1 12 No. 3 pl. 
45.3-4.

17 L Tyrrhenika 54-55 pl. 8.2, RM 73/4 1966/7, 35 pl. 8.1, 
Sprenger 46 No. 4 pl. 18.1, from Falerii.

18 J Dragma Martino P. Nilsson dedicatum, Lund 1939, 1 — 19 
fig. 1-4, StEtr 24 1955/6.217-219 fig. 12. NCGF.tr 39, 11 
216 a, Vagnetti 166 note 5, Sprenger 34—35 No. 5, f rom 
Veii.

18 K BdA 37 1952, 155, 158 fig. 24, Vagnetti 39—40, A XIX 
pl. 12, RM 72 1965,46 pl. 14.4, Sprenger 33-34 No. 4 pl. 
8.1—2, from Veii.

18 L Sprenger31 No. 2 pl. 6.1-2, from Veii. On account of the 
dark complexion to the regarded as male.

18 M Vagnetti 55, Dill pl. 23, RM 76 1969, 45-46 pls. 12.3-4
and 13.2, from Veii. A beardless variety and a related 
bearded type are also represented among the finds from 
Veii. Vagnetti 52, C IV pl. 21,54.1) 1 pl. 23, RM 76 1969, 
44—45 pls. 12.1—2 and 13.1. Somehow related to Vagnet- 
ti’s C IV is a retouched head f rom Falerii: Giglioli 77 pl. 
420.1, Tyrrhenika 55 pl. 9.1. RM 73/4 1966/7, 36 pl. 
18.2, Sprenger 45-46 No. 3; for the side locks, cp. 21 L.

19 J BdA 37 1952, 156, 160 fig. 29 left, NSc 78 1953, 51-52
pl. 27 1, RM 85 1978, 43 pl. 22.1. from Veii. Female 
counterpart of 19 M.

19 K Tyrrhenika 55 pl. 8.3, from Falerii, but clearly a deriva
tive of 17 J, which is represented both at Veii and Falerii.

19 L Tyrrhenika 49 pl. 6.2, Sprenger 35—36 No. 6 pls. 10.1 
and 11.1, from Veii (“The Malavolta Head”).

19 M BdA 37 1952, 156, 160 fig. 30, NSc 78 1953,51-52 pl. 27
p, from Veii. Male counterpart of 19 J. A related head 
type was found at Falerii, RM 76 1969, 47-48 pl. 15.1.2 
and 4, Tyrrhenika 55.

20 J Vagnetti 41, A XXI pl. 15, from Veii. A related face is
seen on a head, whose hairstyle recalls that of 18 K; it was 
found at Falerii, Tyrrhenika 55 pl. 9.2.

20 L Tyrrhenika 55 pl. 8.4, RM 73/4 1966/7, 33 pl. 7.1-2, 
Sprenger 47 No. 5 pl. 19.1-2, f rom Falerii, but dearly a 
derivative of 19 L, f rom Veii. A related type is represent
ed among the finds from Veii, Vagnetti 53, C VI pl. 21.

20 M BdA 33 1948, 1 — 16 figs. 1—3 and pl. facing 4, Sprenger
47—48 No. 6 pl. 20.1, from Falerii.

21 J Vagnetti 45, A XXVII pl. 16, from Veii. A related male
type, also a descendant of 16 J, is represented by a head 
of Mercury found at Falerii, Andrén 96-97, Vignale 
(larger) II 1 pl. 29.104—105, Tyrrhenika 53-54 note 5.

21 K Vagnetti 47, A XXX pl. 17, from Veii.
21 L Richardson, o/>.ct7. 132, 283 pl. 38, Sprenger 38—39 No. 8 

pls. 12—15, from Veii.
21 M Vagnetti 55—56, I) IV pl. 23, from Veii.
22 J Modena, Museo Cívico 40, from Veii, our fig. 31, below

p. 47.
22 K Vagnetti 50, B IV pl. 19, NSc 98 1973, 230 No. ABI, 23 I

fig. 105, from Veii. An imitation of Caere 21 A and its 
relatives.

23 K Vagnetti 49—50, B III pl. 19, from Veii. According to
Vagnetti, loc.cit., also represented among the finds in 
Rome and at Clusium.
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Fig. 29. Casts from antefix mould from Falerii, Veientan types
13 K-L. Rome, Villa Giulia. Photo Lennart Larsen.

That a separate Veientan artistic tradition existed 
is beyond doubt, as it is confirmed by literature 
and by the abundance and distinctive character of 
the works of art found at Veii (184); but to a 
certain measure Lucia Vagnetti was justified in 
pointingout (185) that if we except the decoration 
of the Portonaccio sanctuary, our knowledge of 
the production of Veii within the arts and handi
crafts is very limited.

The Veientan terracottas listed here are not so 
dissimilar as to prevent them from being regard
ed as a series. 1 J looks like a rather crude local 
imitation of the Caeretan type 1 A and, more 
distantly, of the Campanian 1-2 F. 2 J, 4 J, 5 J and 
10 K appear to represent a f urther, local develop
ment of 1 J, still under Caeretan and later also 
Latin influence, as may be seen from a compari

son of, for instance, 5 J with 5 B and D, of 8 J with 
7 A, and of 10 K with 10 E. The twisted shoulder 
locks link 5 J, 8 J and 11 J together. The Portonac
cio terracottas 11 K—M and 12 M were immediately 
after their discovery rightly regarded as local 
works, which we, by means of the above-mention
ed links, can regard as belonging to an old Veien
tan koroplastic tradition. But there was also at this 
time a certain Campanian impact, as shown by the 
resemblance of 11 K and M to Capuan 6 E and, as 
far as the face is concerned, 6 G—J; 12 M, on the 
other hand, recalls to some degree both Capuan 6 
K, 8 L and Caeretan 9 C. 21 A is a late case of 
imitation of a Caeretan model. 11 K is an obvious

184: Cf. Tyrrhenika 44—50, 58—59.
185: Op.cit. 166.
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Fig. 30. Cast from antefix mould from Falerii, related to 
Veientan type 16 M. Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Hi- 
stoire. Photo Archives Centrales Iconographiques d’Art Na
tional.

Fig. 31. Votive head from Veii, Veientan type 22 J. Modena, 
Museo Cívico. Museum photo.

ancestor of the types in columns J and K, 11 L of
12 L, as are 11-12 M of 13 L, 14 L, 16 L-M, 19 M, 20 
M and 21 M. The rosette frame or wreath of 14 K— 
L is related to the rosettes encircling the head of
13 J. The attribution of the later male series is 
based on the features which the types have in 
common with their female contemporaries, not to 
speak of the proveniences.

Most of the specimens were actually found at 
Veii; but some, which are known from other 
towns only, have been attributed for the following 
reasons: 5 J is represented at Rome and Velitrae, 
but belongs to a set of architectural terracottas, of 
which the friezes are represented at Veii and gen
erally ascribed to a Veientan workshop. 13 K-L 
come from Falerii, but similar pieces are said to 
have been found at Veii, and a closely related 

head is an indisputable Veientan find. 14 K-L, 
also from Falerii, are apparently of Veientan clay.
15 K, represented by a mould found a Falerii, and 
a specimen found at Antemnae, cast from it or 
from a corresponding mould, is stylistically relat
ed to Veientan finds. 16 J-K from Falerii have the 
faces made in a mould deriving from the same 
model as a specimen found at Veii; with them go
16 L-M belonging to the same find complex as 16 
J—K. 17 L, which was excavated at Falerii, is a 
counterpart of 17 J, also represented at Veii and 
regarded as a Veientan product. 19 K, 20 L and 20 
M are all of Faliscan provenience, but derive from 
types found at and stylistically belonging to Veii.

It is an established fact that Veientan terracottas 
were exported early, in itself astonishing when we 
consider the mediocre quality of the very first 
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products, 1 J. Throughout the periods here dis
cussed Rome occasionally received pieces of Vei- 
entan origin, 1 J, 5 J and 23 K, and they were 
sometimes used for local production or imitation, 
1 J and 14 L. Rarer Latin customers were Antem- 
nae, 15 K, and Velitrae, 5 J, and it seems that in the 
times of Roman domination Veientan terracottas 
even reached Clusium, 23 K, which is probably 
due to the Roman expansion. The Faliscans ap
parently did not take any particular interest in the 
early koroplastic art of Veii; but from the Late 
Archaic period onwards nearly twenty types of 
presumed Veientan origin were represented at 
Falerii: 13 K-L, 14 J-L, 15 J-K, 16 K-M, 17 J and 
L, 18 M, 19 K and M, 20 J, L and M, 21 J. In two 
instances, 13 K—L and 15 K, we have to do with 
moulds of what seems to be Veientan style, found 
at Falerii, one of them apparently even of Veien
tan clay; in a third case, 16 M, the mould was a 
local product perhaps reproducing an importa
tion, and five more cases betray the use of the 
same models or moulds in Veii and Falerii, 14 J, 15 
J, 16 J-K and 17 J, all of them fitting into the 
Veientan series.

As to chronology, we have, fortunately, a firmer 
foundation to build on than that provided by the 
finds in the holy area mentioned. Let us begin 
with the earliest, the material from the Piazza 
d’Armi, which constituted probably the ancient 
Akropolis with its famous sanctuary of the god
dess called Juno Regina by the Romans. The voti
ve objects from a small temple excavated on this 
plateau, built on the top of the remains of an Iron 
Age village (186) comprised vessels of impasto 
and light-coloured ware as well as a little bucchero 
and some fragments of Caeretan red-ware brazi
ers, the latest one with an Ionizing frieze, and 
finally two sherds of Attic black-figured pottery, 
one of them of an eye-cup and the other roughly 
contemporary, but no red-figure (187). From all 
this it seems reasonable to regard the temple, 
which was adorned with terracottas of our type 1 J 
and corresponding frieze slabs, as having been in 
use between c. 575 and c. 525 B.C.; a date of 

construction about 575 or in the second quarter 
of the century will moreover be acceptable if we 
consider the plausible dependence of 1 J upon the 
Caeretan antefix type 1 A and the Capuan 1—2 F
(188) . A further confirmation is to be had from 
type 1 J’s being employed in Rome, seemingly 
together with the Caeretan 1 A, on the 3rd Regia
(189) , which was destroyed in the third quarter of 
the 6th Century B.C. (see above p. 29 with note 
110).

Although the two Veientan heads 2 J and 4 J 
evidently belonged to ossuaries of the type repre
sented in the Campana Tomb at Veii, it seems 
certain that they have not been broken off from 
any of those found there (190). Nevertheless the 
extremely limited occurrence of such ossuaries 
favours a date of the same period as the contents 
of the tomb, which spanned from the late 7th 
Century to the third quarter of the 6th (191).

The antefix type 5 J was at Velitrae and at the 
Roman Forum Boarium associated with friezes 
similar to those of which fragments have been 
found on the Capitol of Rome. If the latter have 
been correctly ascribed to the Temple of Jupiter 
Optimus Maximus, they must have been put up 
before or about 508, the year of the temple’s 
inauguration, as they are earlier than the other 
terracottas from the temple, and many of them 
must have adorned the architrave (192); but even 
so we would only get a very loose and approxim
ate date for the head type. The second Forum 
Boarium temple, to which 5 J belonged, was 

186: BSR 29 1961,28.
187: MonLinc 40 1945, 261,265-271 figs. 73-77.
188: There are repeated instances of what are surely Caeretan 

terracottas found at Veii, see e.g. Pyrgi 110 note 3, 1 16 
note 1.

189: Made of local clay; personal communication by Professor 
Frank E. Brown in a letter dated December 17th 1979.

190: ArchCi 17 1965, 18 note 57.
191: Tyrrhenika 158-159, ArchCi 17 1965, 20-21, 33-35; 

see now also Hamburger Beiträge zur Archäologie 3 
1973,65-118.

192: Gjerstad 3, 202-203 fig. 127.5-7, 4.2, 393, 395 fig. 104, 
397 fig. 105, Origines 86; still cf. GGA 222 1970, 65. 
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above p. 37 hehl to have been built before 450, at 
the earliest about 525. It has wrongly been main
tained that type 5 J was “considerata dal Riis... 
databile nel V secolo” (193). In the lines referred 
to I actually stated that it is “evidently earlier than 
the Minerva and Ripe Archaic”; the Minerva is 
our Latin type 14 F, and it is one of the heads from 
Temple II B at Satricum which I dated to the 5th 
Century (cf. above p. 37—39).

The finds in the Portonaccio sanctuary, or as it 
has been called after its most renowned figure, 
“The Temple of Apollo” (194), incorporate our 
types 8 J, 11K-M, 12 M, 13 J, 18 K, 19 J, 19 M and 
21 L. The architectural complex is mostly dated 
about 500 B.C. (195); but 8 J and certain frieze 
fragments look earlier (196), and some scholars 
have lowered the date of the famous Apollo group 
to the beginning of the 5th Century (197). Details 
of the excavations have not yet been fully publish
ed so that here we are deprived of the ample 
information which we had at our disposal in the 
case of the temples at Pyrgi, above p. 29-31. Still, 
so much can be said for certain: that more than 
one building existed at that time in the sanctuary, 
that the finds ranged from 7th and 6th Century 
bucchero, Corinthian and Lakonian wares to At
tic black- and red-figured pottery, and that there

193: PP 32 1977, 94 with note 56.
194: BSR 29 1961,28-31.
195: Vagnetti 167.
196: E.g. NSc 78 1953, 56-57 fig. 32 a.
197: E.g. A. Rumpf, Griechische und römische Kunst, Leip

zig 1931, 80.
198: NSc 55 1930, 306 and 337. BdA 37 1952, 153 and 155.
199: Op.cit. 156 and 159.
200: NSc 78 1973, 70-72 No. 1,74-75 No. 6 figs. 49 a-b and 

52 bis, cf. 68-69 fig. 48, Origines 73.
201: BSR 29 1961,31.
202: Vagnetti 16 note 4.
203: Vagnetti 105-152.
204: Vagnetti 105—106 Nos. 1 and 3 pl. 59.
205: Vagnetti 15.
206: Vagnetti 127-146.
207: Vagnetti 174.

was evidence of a destruction (198). A few Attic 
black-figured vases could be restored, among 
them a dinos related to the works of Exekias, and 
this together with the other early imported potte
ry and the earliest antefix, our type 8 J, which has 
been compared with the peplos kore on the Athe
nian Akropolis (199), may convey us a general 
idea of roughly when the first temple on the spot 
was erected, probably not too far from 530 B.C. A 
terminus ante quern for “The Temple of Apollo” is 
provided by the painted terracotta slabs which 
seem to have formed a frieze in the interior; the 
front view of a woman on one slab and the broad 
border stripes of a cloak on another show that 
they were not conceived before c. 480 B.C. (200). 
So, at least the architectural terracottas 11 K—M 
and 12 M may safely be dated to the years between 
530 and 480, and most likely in the latter part of 
that period.

As to the Campetti sanctuary (201), the oldest 
terracotta, our type 12 K, is a harpy figure of 
architectural use and more or less of the same age 
as the just-mentioned, whereas the first votive 
heads, 14 J and 15 J, in my opinion look a little 
later. Unfortunately the digging was undertaken 
under conditions which cannot be compared with 
those of most modern excavations, and as more
over the excavation journal and other notes have 
disappeared (202), there is no warrant that all the 
pottery found (203) really belonged to the votive 
deposit and not to an earlier settlement on the 
site. The ex-votos were reported to have been 
discovered over a destruction layer, and the oldest 
fragments are actually of the 7th and early 6th 
Centuries B.C. (204). The scholar who published 
the material placed the origin of the votive depos
it to the late 6th Century, which is approximately 
the time of the harpy, and the latest objects exca
vated under the overlying dwellings of the Impe
rial period (205) are pieces of pottery of the 3rd 
and 2nd Centuries B.C. (206) as well as a Greek 
coin struck between 88 and 50 B.C. (207). A more 
recent Campetti excavation produced two instan
ces of type 22 K, in strata II—I ; stratum II contain- 
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ed pottery of the 5th/4th to 1st Centuries B.C. 
(208).

The late Portonaccio and Campetti linds invite 
us to reconsider the significance of the Roman 
conquest in — according to the better tradition — 
393/2 B.C. Due to the intensified exploration in 
the Veientan town area of recent years and the 
publication of some more details on older excava
tions, it is now possible to state with certainty that, 
perhaps with the exception of the Akropolis, the 
sanctuaries and the town still had a life after the 
catastrophe, although for a long time on a rather 
reduced scale (209). So, the picture is today so
mewhat more complex than it semed in 1939 
when, without all this later available information, 
I tried to tackle the chronological problems (210); 
but, no doubt, there is a manifest cultural decline 
to be noticed in the material as a whole and also a 
considerable decrease of quality in the later part 
of our series, beginning with 22 J, if not earlier. A 
priori one would like to put such terracottas after 
392, and 22 J is one of the earliest objects in 
another votive deposit, discovered on the slope of 
the Akropolis facing the town plateau; the latest 
are assigned to the 2nd and 1st Centuries B.C. 
(211). As may be taken from a comparison with 
Caeretan and Latin types like 20 A and E—F there 
is greater probability of 22 J’s being Late Classical 
than Hellenistic.

Both at the outset and in its later days the 
Veientan series had a marked provincial charac
ter contrasting with the generally exquisite Late 
Archaic, Early and Ripe Classical products; but 
even these sometimes look rather non-Greek in 
spite of their otherwise Hellenized style. It should 
not be forgotten that viewed from Greece and 
Magna Graecia, Veii was a sort of backwater. 
Symptomatic is the striking scarcity of Greek pot
tery, both in the sanctuaries and in the cemete
ries, particularly of the Attic black- and red-figu
red wares (212), and the occurrence of Caeretan 
terracottas at Veii may show through which port it 
had to be imported. Ehe distribution of our Vei
entan terracottas, on the other hand, betray at 

first some export to Latium, but later on an in
creasing cultural interest in the Faliscan District 
(213). If our latest type, 23 K, could turn up both 
in Rome and at Clusium, the reason was probably 
that Rome in the second half of the 4th Century 
B.C. was the unrivalled master of both Latium 
and Southern Etruria, and in 310 she moreover 
succeeded in forcing her army through the 
mountain passes into Central and North Etruria. 
The spread of such modest Veientan works is 
more likely a consequence of this expansion than 
evidence of a resuscitation of the Veientan artistic 
production (214).

The many above-mentioned instances of Falis
can finds of what seems to be Veientan types need 
a little more comment. The shortest way from 
Veii to Falerii was not following the Tiber (215) 
nor passing through the region of Capena (216). 
For, in the first place, Falerii could only be ap
proached with some ease from the West (217); 
secondly, there seems to have been a road linking 
Veii with Nepet only 7 km Southwest of Falerii 
(218), and, thirdly, there must also have been a 
Pre-Roman Faliscan road between Falerii and Ne
pet (219). The above-mentioned Veientan terra- 

208: NSc 98 1973, 230-231.
209: BdA 37 1952, 157-158, BSR 29 1961. 55-56, Vagnetti 

166, 173-174, 184.
210: Tyrrhenika 149-151; on the year of Veii’s fall, see ibid. 

149 note 6 and BdA 37 1952, 152 note 34.
211 : NSc 6 1889, 30-31,63-65, BSR 29 1961,31, cf. 26 fig. 6, 

Vagnetti 18—20, M. B. Jovino, Depositi votivi d’Etruria, 
Milan 1976, 15—16; the initial date suggested by Lucia 
Vagnetti is the 3rd century, although she noticed two 
earlier pieces, ibid. 174 pls. 37 (1 XXVII a and 44 J V. 

212: Vagnetti 22.
213: Cf. Vagnetti 170.
214: Cf. Vagnetti 172 on the relations with Campania during 

the period of Roman dominion.
215: BSR 25 1957, 130.
216: BSR 29 1961, 5 fig. 1 : the road to Capena started from 

the East Gate of Veii.
217: Scullard 1 12.
218: BSR25 1957, 188, JRS47 1957, 142-143, Scullard 117- 

118 fig. 13.
219: BSR 25 1957, 185 fig. 29.
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cottas come from three find complexes at Falerii, 
one a temple at Sassi Caduti (13 L, 14 J—L, 16 J—M), 
the others on the ancient Akropolis: the larger 
Vignale sanctuary (13 K, 14 K—L, 15 K, possibly 
also 19 K and 20 L) and the smaller one at Vignale 
(13 K, 15 L). At Sassi Caduti the material ranged 
from the 5th to the 2nd Century B.C. (220), and 
our earliest type from that site, 13 L, was in fact 
Late Archaic. The same was more or less the case

220: Della Seta 176.
221 : Della Seta 184.
222: Andrén 106-109, Sassi Caduti I 1 pl. 36.124. 

with the larger Vignale deposit (221). Andrén 
dated the earliest terracotta from the latter local
ity to the very beginning of the 5th Century (222); 
but it need certainly not be earlier than the corres
ponding figures on Temple II B at Satricum, p. 
34, 37—39,42, ad 16 H, rather a little later, its facial 
type being probably an imitation of the Latin one. 
The smaller Vignale sanctuary yielded less mate
rial, but nothing of an earlier date than that from 
Sassi Caduti. So, the Faliscan finds do not contra
dict any dating we arrived at in the foregoing 
discussion of the discoveries at Veii itself.
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VI. The South-Etruscan Tradition: Falerii

PLATE II

18 O Andrén 98-99, Vignale (larger) II 8 pl. 30.107 centre, 
Tyrrhenika 52, A 6 pl. 7.4, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from 
Falerii. A mould for antefixes of this type was found in 
the same sanctuary at Falerii, Andrén 100, Vignale (lar
ger) g. Female counterpart of 17 P.

18 P Andrén 98, Vignale (larger) II 7 pl. 30.107 left and
right, Tyrrhenika 53, B 8 pl. 7.5, ActaA 12 1941, 71, 
from Falerii. Male counterpart of 17 O.

19 N Andrén 102, Vignale (smaller) II 3 pl. 34.117, Tyrrheni
ka 52, A 7, ActaA 12 1941, 71, RM 85 1978, 44, from 
Falerii. Re-used as a counterpart of the Caeretan type 23 
C.

19 Q Andrén 90-91, Celle II 5 pl. 27.96, from Falerii.
20 O Andrén 98, Vignale (larger) II 6 pl. 30.106, Tyrrhenika

52, A 5, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Falerii. A mould for 
antefixes of this type was found in the same sanctuary at 
Falerii, Andrén 100, Vignale (larger) e. Female counter
part of 20 P.

20 P Andrén 97, Vignale (larger) II 5 pl. 30.106, Tyrrhenika
52, B 7, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Falerii. A mould for 
antefixes of this type was found in the same sanctuary at 
Falerii, Andrén 100, Vignale (larger) f. Male counterpart 
of 20 O.

21 O C VAPetitPalais 41 No. 355 pl. 42.3-5, Beazley EVP 156-
157 No. 2, from Vulci, but according to Plaoutine and 
Beazley Late Faliscan like the related vases ibid. Nos. 1,3— 
4, Catalogue of Antiquities from the Northwick Park 
Collection (E. G. Spencer-Churchill), Christie, London 
1965, 70 No. 309, CVAPetitPalais 41-42 No. 391 pl. 
42.6-7, DissPontAcc 14 1920,231 fig. 10, finding-places 
unknown.

21 P Art of Ancient Italy, Exhibition in Cooperation with 
Münzen und Medaillen A. G., Basle, André Emmerich 
Gallery, New York 1970, 30-31 No. 43, now in Karlsru
he, Badisches Landesmuseum 271 (73/129), our figs. 
32-33, below p. 53. Handle attachment of an oinochoë 
in the shape of a negro’s head, finding-place unknown 
(formerly in Florence). Similar vases: Beazley EVP 187, 
305 pl. 40.4-6, finding-places mostly unknown, but one 
specimen was found at Tarquinii, ibid. 305.

22 N Della Seta xiv No. 2769 pl. 64, DissPontAcc 14 1920,224 
fig. 2, 226 fig. 5, 231-232, Giglioli 51 pl. 281.4-6, Beaz
ley EVP 117 No. D 1, from Tuder. Part of same vase as 22 
Q. Vases with similar heads: Beazley EVP 117-118 Nos. 
D 2-7 and 9-10, finding-places mostly unknown, how
ever D 2, DissPontAcc 14 1920, 222, from Vulci(?), D 5, P. 
Romanelli, Tarquinia2, Rome 1954, 46, 139 fig. 87 right, 
DissPontAcc 14 1920, 223 note 5, from Tarquinii, and D 
9, CVAPetit Palais 41 No. 356 pl. 42.1-2, DissPontAcc 14 
1920, 223 note 2, from Etruria (ex-Castellani), and Studi 
in onore di Luisa Banti, Rome 1965, 299-300 pl. 65, 
finding-place unknown (formerly in the Milan Market). 
Related: Beazley EVP 118 No. D 8 pl. 28.4—5, P. Mingaz- 
zini, Vasi della Collezione Augusto Castellani 2, Rome 
1971, 178-179 No. 742 pl. 194.1-2 and 196.1, from 
Caere.

22 O Andrén 103, Vignale (smaller) II 6 pl. 34.119, 118, Sassi 
Caduti II 6, 136, Scasato II 4, Tyrrhenika 52, A 9, ActaA 
12 1941,71, RM 85 1978, 44, from Falerii. Female coun
terpart of 22 P.

22 P Andrén 102, Vignale (smaller) II 4 pl. 34.118, 118, Sassi 
Caduti II 5 pl. 44.145, 136, Scasato II 3, Tyrrhenika 53, 
B 10, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Falerii. A variant of the 
same type: Andrén 103, Vignale (smaller) II 5 pl. 
35.121, also from Falerii. Male counterpart of 22 O.

22 Q Part of same vase from Tuder as 22 N, see above. Vases
with similar heads, see ad 22 N.

23 N Andrén 128, Scasato I 5 pl. 48.152, Giglioli 60 pl. 319.2,
from Falerii. Belonging to the same pediment as 23 Q.

23 O Andrén 92, Celle III 2 pl. 27.98, ActaA 12 1941, 70, 
from Falerii. Female counterpart of 23 P.

23 P Andrén 92, Celle III 1 pl. 27.97, ActaA 12 1941, 70, 
from Falerii. Male counterpart of 23 O.

23 Q Andrén 125-126, Scasato I 1 pl. 46.149, PJ. Riis, An 
Introduction to Etruscan Art, Copenhagen 1953, 105 
fig. 99, M. Pallottino, H. & I. Jucker, L’art des Étrusques, 
Paris 1955, 26—27 pl. 110, from Falerii. Belonging to the 
same pediment as 23 N.
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Fig. 32. Head-vase formerly in Florence. Karlsruhe, Badi
sches Landesmuseum. Museum photo.

Fig. 33. Head-shaped handle attachment of the vase fig. 32, 
Faliscan type 21 Q. Museum photo.

In the 6th Century B. C. Falerii had apparently 
no tradition of its own as far as architectural terra
cottas were concerned. The first certain instance 
of such a work comes from the Sassi Caduti sanc
tuary, our type 13 F, a piece of Latin origin, see 
above p. 33; but also other Latin types are regis
tered as found at Falerii, viz. 12 E (?), 16 G—H and 
18 F—G. 16 G was represented in the sanctuaries at 
Celle, Vignale and Sassi Caduti, at Vignale with a 
mould. Caeretan import is indicated by the types 
8 A (?), 9 C (?), 16 D and 23 C, of whose finding
places within the area of Falerii only three have 

been definitely stated, viz. 16 B at Vignale and 23 
C both at Vignale and at Scasato. As was mention
ed in the preceding chapter already, the Contra- 
da Vignale was the ancient Akropolis of Falerii, 
and among the finds from there we have the first 
obvious signs of a local production of architectu
ral terracottas, the earliest being a mould probab
ly of Veientan type and clay, 13 K—L, and the next 
a somewhat later mould of the same origin, 15 K. 
In the first case also antefixes cast locally from it, 
as shown by the clay, have been preserved. Besi
des, other antef ixes of the same clay as this impor
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ted mould may have come directly from Veii, our 
types 14 K-L. Of course, it is to be expected that a 
new way of embellishing temples was particularly 
taken into use on the local Akropolis, introduced 
by means of technicians, tools and material from 
abroad, and a priori most reasonably from the 
nearest Etruscan city of importance, namely Veii. 
But also later structures were adorned with terra
cottas of Veientan types. The Sassi Caduti excava
tion has produced some which obviously derive 
from a Veientan model, our 15 J, 16 J and K, and, 
as is rendered plausible by the Faliscan proveni
ence of a mould of Veientan type, but apparently 
of local clay, 16 M, secondary casting from impor
ted antefixes was performed on the spot. Also 
other terracottas in a Veientan style occur, viz. 16 
L, 17 J and L, 18 M, 19 K and M, 20 J, L and M, 21
J. Judging from the evidence provided by the 
terracotta finds at Veii and Falerii, particularly 
the types 14 J, 15 J, 16 J—K and 17 J. and accepting 
Andren’s idea of koroplasts travelling with 
moulds, Lucia Vagnetti concluded that we have to 
count with two factors, on one hand the “inven- 
tore del prototipo” or “creatore di modelli” or 
“bozzettista”, “vagando da una città ad un altra 
con le matrici”, on the other the “riproduttore” or 
“decoratore dei templi”, but also that in some 
cases they might be one and the same person 
(223).

With the Post-Archaic terracottas of ranges 18— 
23 we have a material less closely attached tí) Veii, 
Caere and Latium. If we except the plastic vases
21 O—P, 22 N and Q, all the other specimens were 
excavated at Falerii. Some of the vases are said to 
have come from Vulci, 21 O and 22 N, one from 
Tarquinii, 22 N, another from Caere, 22 N, and a 
very fine janiform kantharos was found at l uder,
22 N and Q; but the finding-places of the others 
are unknown. The vases listed as 21 P, 22 N and Q 
were by Albizzati and Beazley ascribed to work
shops at Clusium; but the latter authority never
theless regarded those of type 21 () as Faliscan. I 
myself have difficulty in finding features which 
definitely connect 21 P or 22 N and Q with Clusi- 

ne vases and terracottas. On the contrary, the 
mask 21 P belongs to a jug in the shape of a 
negro’s head, whose spiral curls in front of the 
ears very much resemble those at the same place 
and in the beard of 22 P, and the vases of types 22 
N and Q have closely related curls. Most of the 
vases are, furthermore, decorated with a sort of 
egg-and-dart, where the egg is rendered by a thin 
semi-elliptic outline and inside it a very bold U, 
whereas the dart has been supplanted by a dot; 
this type of cymatium is very common on Faliscan 
red-figured pottery. As to the clay there is no
thing to prove that it cannot be Faliscan. For these 
reasons I have ventured to insert the said vases 
into my Faliscan series.

The terracottas of ranges 18—23 seem to be the 
result of an independent local production favou
red, presumably, by the long period of war 
between Rome and Veii, which ended with the fall 
of this city. In other words, the Faliscan tradition 
proper must have come into existence in the pe
riod 483—392 B. C., and perhaps the most likely 
moment was the establishing of the Roman siege 
of Veii, the ten years’ length of which, however, is 
copied from that of the Trojan War (224). But 
already in 434 B.C. the Faliscans and the Veien- 
tans tried to mobilize the Etruscan League against 
Rome to prevent Veii from suffering the fate of 
the recently captured Fidenae (225), and this 
seems to show that the connection between Veii 
and Falerii then was really threatened. The sile- 
nus type 18 P, which is manifestly inspired from 
distant Greek prototypes of the mid-5th Century 
B.C., might easily be a work of the late 430’s B.C. 
Fhe plastic vases 21 O-P, 22 N and Q all belong to 

223: ArchCi 18 1966, 1 13-1 14.
224: Scullard 269.
225: Livy IV 23.4—5: “Trepidatum in Etruria est post Fidenas 

captas, non Veientibus solum exterritis metu similis exci- 
dii, sed etiam Faliscis memoria initi primo cum iis belli, 
quanquam rebellantibus non affuerant. Igitur quum 
duae civitates, legatis circa duodecim populos missis, 
impetrassent, ut ad Voltumnae fanum indiceretur omni 
Etruriae concilium..” 
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the 4th Century, 22 N and Q certainly to the time 
after 370 (226).

In 241 B.C. it was Falerii’s turn to succumb to 
Rome, and, if the literary tradition is correct, the 
site with the exception of Juno’s sanctuary had to 
be abandoned (227). It is generally held that this 

226: DissPontAcc 14 1920, 232.
227: Zonaras, Epitome Historiarum VIII 18 (PI 399 C-D): 

’AÀÀcr TaÙTcc pèv èyéveTO ucrrepov, tote 5è xcd oí 
'Pccpaïoi OaÀlcTKOis èiTOÂÉpr|crav, koù MàÀÂioç Toup- 
kuôtoç TTjv ycopav aÚTCüV è5r)cocre.. ücrrspov 5é q pèv 
åpyaia kôâiç eiç ôpoç êpupvov iôpupévr] KctTEOKcctpri, 
ÈTÉpa 8è cpKoSopqôq eûé<po5oç; Livy, Periocha libri, 
vigesimi: “Falisci quum rebellassent, sexto die perdomiti 
in deditionem venerent”; Inscriptiones Italiae 13.1, 
Rome 1947, 76-77, 549 (Fasti Triumphales 22): “Q. 
Lutatius C.f. C.n. Cerco cos. an. -DXII de Falisceis 
k.Mart. A. Manlius T.f.T.n. Torquatus ann. -DXII At
ticus cos.II de Falisceis IV non. Marjt].”, cl. ibid. 42-43, 
1 1,7, 438-439 (Fasti Consulares 21 s); Andren 80-81.

228: Scullard 114-115.
229: Andren 86-88.
230: ActaA 12 1941.70, Andren 80-81. 1 19-120, Sassi Cadu- 

ti III 3 pl. 45.146 with an ornamental motif which recalls 
the decoration on 2nd Century ossuaries.

231: Andren 123-135, Scasato 1 1-32 pls. 46-50.149-159, 
Tyrrhenika 152.

232: Andren 137, Scasato 1112 a-b pl. 53.169-170, Tyrrheni
ka 152 note 3.

233: U.K. Süsserott, Griechische Plastik des 4. Jahrhundert v. 
Chr., Frankfurt a.M. 1938, 68-69 pl. 11.1

234: ActaA 12 1941, 70; for the cork-screw curls of 23 P, cp. 
also M. Bieber, The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, 
New York 1955, 89-90 figs. 328-333, early Alexandrian 
heads with “Libyan locks”, of the period 331—275 B.C. 

temple was the one whose remains have been 
excavated at Celle (228); but the identification is 
by no means certain, and we may rather look for 
Juno’s sanctuary on the Vignale plateau, where a 
dedication to Juno seems to have been unearthed 
(229). Now, the discoveries at least at Sassi Caduti 
demonstrate the same fact as at Veii, namely that 
the sanctuary to some extent was maintained or 
renewed after the Roman conquest (230). The 
Scasato temple being situated within the very 
town is, in this connection, of special interest. It 
seems beyond doubt that the famous pedimental 
terracottas, e.g. our types 23 N and Q and the 
antefixes matching them (231) as well as the typo
logically earlier ones 22 O—P all antedate the ca
tastrophe of 241 B.C., and we have above already 
dealt with another type of pre-conquest date re
presented in the same sanctuary, our Caeretan 
type 23 C. What remains as possibly of the later 
3rd Century is a group of material comprising 
two types of whole-figure antefixes (232). I must 
admit that I can see no other reason for placing 
these terracottas af ter the capture of the city than 
the problematic forms of the numbering on some 
of the rain-tiles of the temple; according to Her- 
big they are of Roman rather than Etruscan cha
racter. At any rate the antefix figures, particularly 
the goddess, should be compared with Greek re
liefs as the Attic stela of 295/4 B.C. (233). Even the 
two antefix types 23 O-P may be of the time 
before 241 B.C. (234).
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VII. The Central-Etruscan Tradition: Vulci or Volsinii?

PLATE III

1 E CVATarquinia 2,3 II D pl. 2.2, Giglioli 14 pl. 52.1, Tyr- 
rhenika 111, ad No. 4, StEtr 33 1965, 312—313 note 31, 
StEtr 37 1969, 445 fig. 1 b-c, StEtr 44 1976, 34 note 3, 
42, from Tarquinii, cf S. Gsell, Fouilles dans la nécropole 
de Vulci, Paris 1891, 146 No. 3 pl. 3.8-8 a, Tyrrhenika 
111, ad No. 4, 158 No. 5, StEtr 35 1967, 623, from Vulci, 
and StEtr 11 1937, 389—390 pl. 48.2, Tyrrhenika 111 
No. 4, StEtr 37 1969, 444 note 13, StEtr 44 1976, 34-35 
note 4, 42, finding-place unknown.

1 F Walters 148, B 458, cf. B 459, I. Strøm, Problems con
cerning the Origin and Early Development of the Etrus
can Orientalizing Style, Odense 1971, 190 fig. 100 a-b, 
Atti del X Convegno di Studi Etruschi e Italici, Florence 
1977, 20-21 pl. 6 d, from Vulci, our figs. 34—35, below p. 
62. Imitations of East Greek figure vases, cf. C. Blinken
berg, Lindos 1, Berlin 1931, 473 No. 1925 pl. 85, 513 
No. 2118 pl. 95, 516-517 No. 2137 pl. 96, E. Buschor, 
Altsamische Standbilder 2, Berlin 1934, 39 fig. 137, R.A. 
Higgins, Catalogue of the Terracottas in the Department 
of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum, Lon
don 1954, 49-50 No. 63 pl. 14.

2 D StEtr 40 1972, 34 No. 1, 53-54 pl. 2 b, from Tarquinii.
2 E StEtr 33 1965, 313 pls. 66 c and 67 a, StEtr 35 1967, 622— 

623, StEtr 37 1969, 444 note 11, finding-place unknown 
(ex-Paolozzi, Chiusi, then probably from Clusium).

2 F A. Michaelis, Strassburger Antiken, Strassburg 1901, 20
No. 1770 fig. 18, StEtr 5 1931, 114, Andrén 214, Vulci I 
1, Tyrrhenika 72 No. 1, ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 1978, 
38 note 26, from VuZcf

3C CVABritishMuseum 7, 15, IV B a pls. 18.2 and 20.8, 
Tyrrhenika 114, ad No. 4, StEtr 37 1969, 444 note 13, 
said to be from Clusium or Volaterrae, but belonging to the 
same category as 1 E and 2 D—E.

3 D StEtr 42 1974, 25-28, 34 pls. 2-3, said to have come from
Vulci. A related face: NCGEtr 18, H 101, NCGBild pl. 38, 
Tyrrhenika 111 No. 5, StEtr 35 1967,631 No. 58 pl. 131 
i, StEtr 42 1974, 28 No. 1, 34, 36 pl. 4 b, finding-place 
unknown.

3 E C. E. Ostenberg, Case etrusche di Acquarossa, Rome 
1975, 23, 172-173, RM 85 1978, 39 note 27, 52, from the 
Etruscan predecessor of Ferentium.

3 F Ostenberg, op.cit. 23, 170-171, RM 85 1978, 39 note 27, 
52, from the Etruscan predecessor of Ferentium.

3 G Andrén 214—215, Vulci I 2 pl. 79.271, from Vulci.
4C Andrén 171, Belvedere I 6 pl. 63.208 (mould), from 

Volsinii (see our note 235).
4 D StEtr 37 1969, 455,457 No. 65 pls. 113 e and 117 d, from

Volsinii. A related specimen has come from Vulci, StEtr 
35 1967,622,630 No. 51 pls. 129 c and 131 f.

4 E Andrén 262, Perugia I 1 pl. 88.313, Tyrrhenika 126 note 
2, RM 85 1978, 42 pl. 20.1, finding-place unknown; 
according to Andrén this head was found within the 
territory of Perusia, but the clay is not North-Etruscan 
and resembles that of Central Etruria. Related speci
mens have been found at Telamon, Rusellae and Vetralla, 
the latter place in the territory of Tarquinii, A. Mazzolai, 
Grosseto, il Museo Archeologico della Maremma, Gros- 
seto 1977, 75-76 pl. 12 above, RM 66 1959, 26 No. 7 pl. 
11, StEtr 31 1963, 47, RM 85 1978, 40 pl. 17.1,BdA50 
1965, 130 fig. 122, RM 85 1978, 42, 51. A model or 
prototype (“patrix”) for related antefixes has been exca
vated at San Giovenale in the territory of Tarquinii, Op- 
Rom 8 1974, 12-13 pl. 32.70-71.

4 F Andrén 501, Uncertain Provenance I 14 pl. 157.531, 
finding-place unknown, cf. ibid. I 15 pl. 157.530. Also 
represented by a specimen found at Vulci, Andrén 215, 
Vulci I 4, Tyrrhenika 64, A 1, ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 
1978, 43 note 40. Female counterpart of 4 G.

4 G Andrén 67-68, Tarquinia I 5 pl. 23.80, Tyrrhenika 65, 
C, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Tarquinii. Also represented 
by specimens found at Clusium, Andrén 254, Chiusi I 1

235: Now that habitation remains spanning from the 8th to 
the 3rd Century B.C, have been found on the plateau of 
Orvieto as well as remains of city walls, there seems to me 
to be no reason to reject K. O. Müller’s identification of 
this town with Volsinii Veteres, see PP 27 1972, 239-252, 
Atti dell’ VIII Convegno Nazionale di Studi Etruschi ed 
Italici, Florence 1974, 207-215, cf. Sprenger 84-85 note 
220, Riis, Introduction etc. 24, and R. Bloch, Recherches 
archéologiques en territoire volsinien, Paris 1972, 210— 
212.
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pl. 86.303, NCGEtr 33, H 187, NCGBild pl. 68, M. 
Cristofani, Statue-cinerario chiusine di età classica, 
Rome 1975, 80, and at Populonia, Andrén 246, Populo- 
nia I 1 pl. 85.298, Tyrrhenika 142 note 4. Male counter
part of 4 F and 5 D.

4 H Andrén 215, Vulci I 3 pl. 79.272, from Vulci.
5 D RM 85 1978, 43 pl. 20.4, cf. NSc 82 1957,21 fig. 36 above

left, 27 No. 3, from Populonia. Nearly the same type: 
Andrén 246-247, Populonia 1 2 pl. 85.298, Tyrrhenika 
142 note 4, NSc 82 1957, 20 fig. 35 right, 27 No. 2, RM 85 
1978, 43 note 40 pl. 21.1, from Populonia. Female coun
terpart of 4 G.

5 E AJA 27 1923, 17 fig. 20, Andrén 68, Tarquinia I 6, 
Tyrrhenika 64, A 2, ActaA 12 1941,71, RM 85 1978,42, 
from Tarquinii. Also represented by a specimen from 
Sarteano in the territory of Clusium, Andrén 254—255, 
Chiusi I 2 pl. 86. 302, NCGEtr 32, H 184, NCGBild pl. 
67, Tyrrhenika 64, ad A 2, ActaA 12 1941, 71, RM 85 
1978, 42 pl. 19.4, and another in the Museo Archeologi- 
co at Arezzo, ancient Arretium.

5 F Andrén 501—502, Uncertain Provenance I 16 pl. 
156.527, Tyrrhenika 96, ad A 1 pl. 19.1, ActaA 12 1941, 
71, finding-place unknown. The type is a precursor of 6 
E—F, from Volsinii and Vulci.

5 G Andrén 195-196, Sporadic Finds I 3 pl. 73.246, Tyrrhe
nika 98, C 2, ActaA 12 1941, 71 from Volsinii.

5 M Andrén 158, 194—195 fig. 31 F 1, San Giovanni 2 pl.
58.191, Tyrrhenika 101 note 8, from Volsinii.

6E Andrén 191, Campo della Fiera I 2 pl. 72.240, from 
Volsinii.

6 F Andrén 192, Campo della Fiera I 6 pl. 72.242, cf. 188—
189, Canicella I 1 pl. 71.234, 194-195 fig. 31 F 2, Spora
dic Finds I 1 pl. 73.248, Tyrrhenika 96, A 1, ActaA 12 
1941,71,StEtr 35 1967,59No. 10 pl. 22, RM 85 1978,42 
pl. 21.3, from Volsinii. Closely related, but apparently a 
little smaller and with a shell frame: Andrén 215—216, 
Vulci I 5, Tyrrhenika 72 No. 2 pl. 12.2, ActaA 12 1941, 
71, RM 85 1978, 42 (mould), from Vulci.

6 G Andrén 170, Belvedere I 2 pl. 63.206, Tyrrhenika 97, B
1, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Volsinii.

7 D Andrén 187, Vigna Grande 1 pl. 73.245, Tyrrhenika 100
note 5, Sprenger 54—55 No. 1 pl. 25.1—2, from Volsinii.

y E Andrén 255—256, Chiusi I 4 pl. 86.304, Tyrrhenika 112, 
A 1, ActaA 12 1941, 71, RM 85 1978, 44, from Seggiano 
on the Monte Amiata in the territory of Clusium, cf. 
Scullard 233 fig. 26, or perhaps in that of Rusellae, cf. the 
watershed Tyrrhenika pl. 24, Also represented at Clusi
um itself, Andrén 255, Chiusi I 3 pl. 86.305, Sprenger 
65-66 No. 1, Cristofani, op.cit. 80 pl. 42.1-2, RM 85 
1978,44.

7 G Andrén 196, Sporadic Finds I 4 pl. 73.250, from Volsinii.
7 M AJA 78 1974, 388 pl. 78.7 a, from Ghiaccio Forte in the

region of Saturnia.
8 F Andrén 506, Uncertain Provenance II 1 pl. 158.536, 

ActaA 12 1941, 71, NCGEtr 34, H 192 a, from Volsinii. 
Also represented at Clusium, Cristofani, op.cit. 80 pl. 
42.3-4.

8 G Andrén 68, Tarquinia II 1 pl. 23.84, Tyrrhenika 64, B 1,
ActaA 12 1941, 69, 71, from Tarquinii. Apparently an 
imitation of Caere 18 C.

9 C AJA 78 1974, 388-389 pl. 78.7 d, from Ghiaccio Forte in
the region of Saturnia.

9D Breitenstein 81 No. 775 pl. 94, Tyrrhenika 64, A 3, 
ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Tarquinii.

9 E Andrén 193, Campo della Fiera II 2 pl. 72.244, from 
Vbfctnü.

9 F Andrén 275, Arezzo V 2 pl. 92.331, Tyrrhenika 134, A 1, 
ActaA 12 1941,71, Cristofani, op.cit. 80, RM 85 1978,44, 
from Arretium. Female counterpart of 9 G. A related 
head was found at Volsinii: StEtr 35 1967, 64 No. 22 pl. 
28 a-b.

9 G Andrén 256, Chiusi I 7 pl. 87.310, Tyrrhenika 112, B,
ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Clusium. Possibly also repre
sented at Perusia, Andrén 263, Perugia II 3, Tyrrhenika 
112, ad B, ActaA 12 1941, 71. A closely related type has 
been found at Arretium, NSc 45 1920, 197—198, IV c 1 fig. 
14, Andrén 275, Arezzo V 1, Tyrrhenika 134, B, ActaA 
12 1941,71. The latter type is a male counterpart of 9 F.

9 M AJA 78 1974, 388 pl. 78.7 b, from Ghiaccio Forte in the
region of Saturnia.

10 D Andrén 190, Canicella II 6 pl. 71.238, cf. 181, Belvedere
II 37 pl. 68.224, 195, Sporadic Finds I 2, Tyrrhenika 96- 
97, A 4-5, ActaA 12 1941,71, Sprenger 56-57 No. 2 pl.
26.1- 2, StEtr 35 1967,62 No. 15 pl. 26, RM 85 1978,44 
note 47, from Volsinii.

10 E Andrén 506, Uncertain Provenance II 3 pl. 158.538,
finding-place unknown. The type seems to be a descen
dant of 8 F and 9 E.

10 F Andrén 160-161, San Leonardo 1 3 pl. 60.195-196, 
Tyrrhenika 100 pl. 19.3, ActaA 12 1941,69, Sprenger 60 
No. 5, from Volsinii. Female counterpart of 10 G.

10 G Andrén 160, San Leonardo I 2 pl. 61.197, Sprenger 59— 
60 No. 4 pls. 31.1 and 32.1-2, cf. Andrén 160, San 
Leonardo I 1, pl. 59.193—194, Tyrrhenika 100 note 1 pl. 
19.4, ActaA 12 1941,71, Sprenger 57—58 No. 3 pls. 28.1,
29.1— 2 and 30.1, from Volsinii. Male counterpart of 10 F.

10 H Andrén 507, Uncertain Provenance II 5 pl. 158.540, 
finding-place unknown. The type is closely related to 10 
E and 12 G—H.

10 M A. Mazzolai, Grosseto, il Museo Archeologico della Ma-
remma, Grosseto 1977, 106 No. 3 pl. facing 64, from 
Vulci.

11 D Andrén 159, San Giovanni 4 pl. 58.192, from Volsinii.
11 E Andrén 201, Sporadic Finds III 2 pl. 76.279, cf. 180- 
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181, Belvedere 11 36 pl. 68.221, and 190, Ganicella 11 4, 
Tyrrhenika 97, A 8 pl. 19.2, ActaA 12 194 1,71, StEtr 35 
1967, 61 No. 13, RM 85 1978, 44, from Volsinii and 
possibly Vulci, see Appendix p. 83—84. Female counter
part of 11 J. Also represented at Rusellae, Grosseto, Mu
seo Archeologico della Maremma inv. No. 3064, at Peru
sia and at Selvasecca in the territory of Tarquinii, Andrén 
263, Perugia 11 2, Tyrrhenika 97, ad A 8, ActaA 12 1941, 
71, OpRom 8 1974, 14-15 pl. 38.82. A related head-type 
was used as a central ornament between Tuscan columns 
and peltai on an ossuary with a figure of Skylla in the 
pediment, found in the Palazzone cemetery near Perusia, 
E. Galli, Perugia, il Museo Funerario del Palazzone, Flo
rence 1921, 126 and 128 fig. 93.

11 F Andrén 162, San Leonardo I 7 pl. 62.202, Tyrrhenika
97, A 9, ActaA 12 1941, 71, cf. Andrén 190, Canicella II 
5 pl. 71.237, StEtr 35 1967, 61-62 No. 14 pl. 25, from 
Volsinii. Female counterpart of 11 H. Also represented 
among the finds at Telamon and Rusellae, Andrén 236, 
Talamone 17, Tyrrhenika 106, ActaA 12 1941, 71, G. 
Maetzke, Roselle, gli scavi e la mostra, Pisa 1975,68 No. 4 
pl. 11 c.

11 G Andrén 174—175, Belvedere II 6 pl. 66.214, Tyrrhenika 
99 note 10, Sprenger 62-63 No. 8 pls. 34.2 and 35.1-2, 
from Volsinii. Belonging to the same relief series as 11 K 
and M.

11 H Andrén 162, San Leonardo I 6 pl. 62.201, Tyrrhenika
98, B 4, ActaA 12 1941, 69, 71, from Volsinii. Male 
counterpart of 11 F. Also represented at Telamon, An
drén 236, Talamone 16, Tyrrhenika 106, NSc 86 1961, 
257—258 No. 3 fig. 3, and perhaps at Selvasecca in the 
territory of Tarquinii, AJA 70 1966, 353 pl. 83.3, NSc 94 
1969, 63-64 No. 11 fig. 11, OpRom 8 1974, 14 and 16 
pls. 32.72 and 39.85—86 (the latter specimen part of a 
mould), cf. our type 11 J.

11 J Andrén 179, Belvedere II 32 pl. 68.220, from Volsinii. 
Male counterpart of 11 E. Also represented at Tarquinii, 
Perusia and perhaps Selvasecca in the territory of Tarqui
nii, Andrén 69, Tarquinia II 2 pl. 23.81, 262, Perugia II 
1, Tyrrhenika 65, B 2, 98, B 3, ActaA 12 1941, 69, 71, 
AJA 70 1966, 353 pl. 83.3, NSc 94 1969, 63-64 No. I 1 
fig. 1 1, OpRom 8 1974, 14 and 16 pls. 32.72 and 39.85— 
86 (the latter specimen part of a mould), cf. our type 1 1 
H.

11 K Andrén 172, Belvedere 11 1 pls. 64.209, 66.215 and C 2, 
cf. Tyrrhenika 98—100, from Volsinii. Belonging to the 
same relief series as 1 1 G and M. A related type has been 
found at Arretium, Andrén 274, Arezzo III 1 pl. 91.325, 
Tyrrhenika 134 note 3; its moustache recalls 9 G, cf. also 
13 G.

11 L Andrén 158, San Giovanni 1 pl. 58.190, Tyrrhenika 100 
note 6, Sprenger 61—62 No. ,7 pl. 34.1, from Volsinii.

11 M Andrén 174, Belvedere II 5 pl. 66.216, from Volsinii.
Belonging to the same relief series as 11 G and K.

12 C Andrén 181, Belvedere II 38 pl. 69.226, 190, Canicella
II 7, and 194, Campo della Fiera II 6, Tyrrhenika 98. I) 
1, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Volsinii. Also represented at 
Falerii, Andrén 143, Scasato IV 3, Tyrrhenika 53, C, 
ActaA 12 1941,71 (Tyrrhenika 52, A 8 may be the same 
type). Female counterpart of 12 H and J. Related is the 
earliest female antefix type represented at Cosa, a Miner
va head within a similar frame, but with palmettes more 
like those of 12 D, MemAmAc 26 1960, 151, 154-157 
No. 2, 165 pl. 17.1, cf. also the Minerva type from Tela
mon, Andrén 236, Talamone 19 pl. 83.290.

12 D Andrén 217, Vulci III 3 pl. 79.275, Tyrrhenika 72 No. 3 
pl. 12.4, ActaA 12 1941,71, from Vulci.

12 E Andrén 258, Chiusi II 4 pl. 87.309, Tyrrhenika 1 12, A 4, 
ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Clusium. A related type has 
been found at Volsinii, Tyrrhenika 97, All.

12 F Andrén 263, Perugia II 4 pl. 88. 314, Tyrrhenika 97, ad 
A 11, 126 note 3, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Perusia. A 
closely related type has been found at Volsinii, Tyrrheni
ka 97, A 11.

12 G Andrén 180, Belvedere II 33 pl. 68.223, ActaA 12 1941, 
71, from Volsinii.

12 I I Andrén 180, Belvedere II 34 pl. 68.222, Tyrrhenika 98, 
B 6, ActaA 12 1941, 71, from Volsinii, cf. Andrén 507, 
Uncertain Provenance II 6 pl. 158.539-540. Male coun
terpart of the Faliscan type 21 O, which has actually also 
been found at Volsinii.

12 J Andrén 143, Scasato IV 2 pl. 51.164, Tyrrhenika 53, B 9, 
ActaA 12 1941, 7 1, from Falerii. Male counterpart of 12 
C. Related is the earliest male antefix type represented at 
Cosa, a bearded Hercules head resembling 13 G within a 
frame recalling that of 12 C, MemAmAc 26 1960, 151, 
154-157 No. 2, 165 pl. 17.2.

12 K Andrén 69, Tarquinia II 4 pl. 23.83, Tyrrhenika 65, B 3,
ActaA 12 1941, 7 1, front Tarquinii.

13 C Andrén 216, Vulci II 2 pl. 79.274, from Vw/ct.
13 D Andrén 69, Tarquinia II 3 pl. 23.79, Tyrrhenika 64, A 5, 

ActaA 12 1941, 71, RM 85 1978, 44, from Tarquinii. 
Related: Andrén 236, Talamone 18 pl. 83.292, from 
Telamon.

13 E G. Maetzke, Roselle, gli scavi e la mostra, Pisa 1975, 17 
No. 6 pl. 2 a, from Rusellae.

13 F Andrén 69—70, Tarquinia II 5 pl. 23.82, Tyrrhenika 64, 
A 4, ActaA 12 1941, 71 from Tarquinii.

13 G Andrén 180, Belvedere II 35 pl. 69.225, Tyrrhenika 98,
B 7, ActaA 12 1941, 71 from Volsinii.

14 G Andrén 216, Vulci II 1 pl. 79.273, from Vulci. A related
specimen in Grosseto, Museo Archeologico della Ma
remma, comes from Vetulonia.

14 I) Andrén 187-188, Vigna Grande 5 pl. 73.247, cf. 163, 
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San Leonardo III, Tyrrhenika 98, I) 2, ActaA 12, 1941 
70—71, f rom Volsinii.

14 E Andrén 206, Bolsena I 2 pl. 77.261, Tyrrhenika 101 note
2, from Volsinii Novi.

15C MemAmAc26 1960, 187-188 No. 3 pl. 21.1, cf. pl. 23.2, 
from Cosa. Female counterpart of 15 L.

15 D Andrén 203, Sporadic Finds IV 4 pl. 73.249, ActaA 12
1941, 70 (mould), from Volsinii.

15 E OpArch 7 1952, 46—49 pl. 1, finding-place unknown. 
Represented at Tarquinii, NSc 73 1948, 234-235 No. 9 
fig. 25 bis. Belonging to the same relief series as 15 G, 
from Volsinii and Suana. A related, but cruder variety was 
found at Volsinii, Andrén 202, Sporadic Finds IV' 1 pl. 
75.257, ActaA 12 1941, 71.

15 G OpArch 7 1952, 46-49 pl. 2, finding-place unknown. 
Represented among the finds at Suana and Volsinii, An
drén 226, Sovana 26 pl. 81.284, OpArch 7 1952, 46-47 
fîg. 1, Andrén 190, Ganicella II 9, OpArch 7 1952, 46— 
47, StEtr 35 1957, 63 No. 20 pl. 27 a. Belonging to the 
same relief series as 15 E.

15 I. Mem Am Ac 26 1960, 187—188 No. 3 fig. 12, from Cosa. 
Male counterpart of 15 C.

15 M StEtr 35 1967, 68 No. 33 pl. 28 c, f rom Volsinii, cf. the 
Caeretan and Latin types 23 D and G.

In spite of the very different finding-places our 
series presents a rather high degree of stylistic 
consistency as particularly lhe columns E—J show. 
The plastic heads on vases, 1 E, 2 D-E, 3 C—D and 

4 1), fit in well with the other terracottas of the 
same evolutional stages, and there is a gradual 
and unbroken development from them to 15 C— 
E. Some types may at the first glance seem a little 
extraordinary, e.g. 4 E and 12 C, especially if we 
consider the proveniences of some of their repre
sentatives: Perusia, Telamon, Rusellae and Fale- 
rii; but the scalloped hair of 4 E is easily under
stood as derived from that of 2 F and 3 E—F, and as 
leading to 5 F, 6 F and 7 1), and the strange frame 
of 12 C, no doubt, is a contamination of those of 
10 E and FI with the lotus-and-palmette orna
ments of 12 D—F, which, on the other hand, de
scend from those on types 4 F, 9 E and 11 E. The

236: Other cases have already been pointed out by M. A. Del 
Chiaro, California Studies in Classical Antiquity 8 1975, 
36.

237: On the export of moulds, see OpRom 8 1974. 16.
238: Cf. Tyrrhenika 69-71, 77, 103-104. 107. 

ear-ornaments are usually round discs or roset
tes; only one type, 14 E, has the “Hufeisenohrrin
ge” so common on Classical South-Etruscan ter
racottas. The female and male columns are firmly 
interlocked through the counterparts 4F/51) and 
4G, 10 E and H, 11 Eand 11J/12G, 12 C and J. 15 C 
and L, 15 E and G, and the types f rom 3 G to 15 G 
and their relatives in the H and ] columns stick 
just as well together as the females. T he beardless 
male types 5 M—11 M and 15 L—M have mostly 
features that connect them with specimens in the 
other columns, and all the youthful males were 
found in Central Etruria.

To the Central-Etruscan koroplast South Etru
ria was the nearest source of inspiration, and 
some dependence upon Caeretan types seems 
plausible, e.g. in the cases of 2 F, 3 E—F, 4 E, 7 M, 8 
G, 9 C and M, 14 E and 15 I) (236). But whereas 
the rich and varied material front South Etruria, 
including Latium and the Faliscan District, per
mitted a splitting-up of this region’s koroplastic 
tradition into four branches, probably with the 
Caeretan branch as the principal one, from which 
impulses emanated to Latium and Veii and from 
the latter town to Falerii, it is not yet possible to 
establish similar local traditions within Central 
Etruria, and not even, as in Campania, to indicate 
one town as a plausible home of all but the entire 
regional tradition (237). I he situation recalls that 
of Latium; for the early types offer no unambi
guous evidence showing where in Central Etruria 
to locate the origin. To distinguish with safety be
tween the styles of lhe principal cities of Central 
Etruria is also in other art disciplines extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, at least with our pre
sent knowledge (238). Of course, a high position 
in our typological series does not necessarily al
ways imply so high a date in years; in a provincial 
town features which are no longer in vogue in a 
capital may persist for a considerable time; but 
our earliest types, 1 E—F, were represented at Tar- 
quinii and Vulci, both of which were important 
cities already in the period of Orientalizing art, 
and it is undeniable that 1 F and 2 F show some 
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resemblance to certain local sculptural works 
from Vulci, and facial types like those of 3 G, 4 G, 
4 H, 5 G and 6 G recur among the bronzes which 
generally, but not unanimously have been accep
ted as products of Vulci (239). As a finding-place 
Vulci is recorded for specimens of thirteen of our 
types: 1 E-F, 2 F, 3 D and G, ad 4 1), 4 F and H, ad 6 
F (mould), 10 M, 12 D, 13 G and 14 C; moreover 
other instances, ad 12 C, ad 12 J, 15 C and L, come 
from the Roman colony of Cosa placed on the 
Vulcian sea coast. Nor is it devoid of interest that 
probably also Telamon, Saturnia and Suana, 
from the regions of which there are other pieces, 
ad 4 E, 11 F, 11 H, ad 12 C and ad 13 D, 7 M, 9 C and
9 M, 15 E and G respectively, were satellite towns 
of the Vulcian state. On the other hand, Tarquinii 
is mentioned in our list quite a number of times, 
and the Tarquinian finds have nearly the same 
wide chronological range as those of Vulci, viz. 1 
E, 2 D, 4 G, 5 E, 8 G, 9 D, 11 J, 12 K, 13 D and F, 15 
E, several early vases with plastic heads including 
such as 1 E and 2 D—E have been attributed to 
workshops at Tarquinii, and places in Tarquinii’s 
territory (240) have yielded specimens here listed 
under types 4 E—F, 11E and 11 H or J, among the 
earliest even a model for antefixes related to one 
found at Vulci, and the later include a fragment 
of a mould for antefixes like specimens from 
Telamon and Volsinii (237); still, for some of the 
vases mentioned Vulci remains a possible place of 
origin (241), and I myself think that after all Vulci 
is a better candidate than Tarquinii for choice as 
the leading centre in the earlier stages of koropla- 
stic development in Central Etruria.

Now, Volsinii (235) is the most frequent prove
nience of terracottas enumerated in this chapter, 
by far outnumbering both Vulci and Tarquinii, 
although not appearing before the fourth range, 
but then with a mould (237): 4 C (mould) and D, 5 
G and M, 6 E-G, 7 D and G, 8 F, 9 E, ad 9 F, 10 D,
10 F-G, 11 D-J and L-M, 12 C, ad 12 E, ad 12 F, 12 
G—H, 13 G, 14 D, 15 D (mould), E, G and M; to 
them we may add 14 E, from Volsinii Novi, and 3 
E—F from Ferentium in the territory of Volsinii. 

These facts argue in favour of the view that at 
least from the Late Archaic period onwards Volsi
nii, too, must have been a centre of terracotta 
production. If the Fanum Voltunmae, Etruria’s 
federal sanctuary, be rightly searched for at Volsi
nii (242) and this city consequently a sort of capi
tal of the whole of Etruria, there is one more 
explanation why our series is so well-represented 
in its territory. The distribution of the individual 
types, however, would easily be accounted for, 
both if Volsinii and if Vulci were the centre of 
diffusion. Volsinii was excellently situated for 
connections with not only Central-Etruscan city 
states like Vulci and Tarquinii, but also with Ru- 
sellae, where some specimens of our types were 
found, ad 4 E, 11 E—F and 13 E, with Vetulonia, ad 
14 C, with Volaterrae, 3 C (?), with the region of 
Clusium, 2 E (?), 3 C (?), 4 G, 5 E, 7 E, 8 F, 9 G and 
12 E, with Arretium, 5 E (?), ad 9 G, 10 D, ad 11 K 
(?), with Perusia, 4 E, 9 G (?), 11 E, ad 11 E, 11 J and 
12 F, and with Falerii, 12 C and J. All these towns 
were capitals of city-states to the West, North, East 
and South. The proximity of Volsinii to the Tiber, 
which passed both Perusia and Falerii, will ex
plain the occurrence of our types in these towns, 
and the river Clanis similarly linked Clusium and 
Arretium to Volsinii. On the other hand, Vulci 
and Tarquinii commanded the nearest Mediter-

239: Antike Plastik 4 1965, 15-19 pls. 6-8, Tyrrhenika 75 No. 
3, 77-93, Jdl 58 1943, 249 fig. 36, 248 fig. 35, 243 fig. 
31.2 and 235 fig. 23, W. L. Brown, The Etruscan Lion, 
Oxford 1960, 95 note 1, cf. Gnomon 35 1963, 207. On 
the provenience of the so-called “Orvieto Find” in Co
penhagen, see Appendix p. 83—84.

240: Cf. Tyrrhenika pl. 24.
241: StEtr 35 1967, 662-663, StEtr 37 1969, 444 note 11,

StEtr 40 1972,32-34,53-55,StEtr 42 1974, 25, 34-36.
242: Scullard 131, 231, cf. PP 27 1972, 245, see above p. 56 

note 235.
243: Evidence of Greeks in the Tarquinian territory as alrea

dy obtained for that of Caere, has been produced during 
the recent excavations in the Tarquinian harbour town 
Graviscae, NSc 96 1971, 241 fig. 57, 277 note 2, PP 30 
1975, 31 1-318, PP 31 1976, 206-214, PP 32 1977, 398- 
458, J. Boardman, The Greeks Overseas3, London 1980, 
206, 278-279 notes 158-160. 
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ranean sea ports (243). Populonia, whence came 
instances of types 4 G and 5 1), played a special 
rôle as providing raw material for the renowned 
Central-Etruscan, perhaps Vulcian bronze indu
stry, and Telamon, where specimens similar to 9 H 
and 11 F and some related to 4 E, 12 C and 13 D 
were found, was an important port of call on the 
sea-route between Vulci and Populonia.

As to chronology, some evidence is to be had 
from find contexts. The two early Ionizing terra
cotta figures with heads of type 1 F were found in 
the so-called Isis or Polledrara Tomb at Vidci, the 
contents of which span in time from c. 650/20 to c. 
550 B.C. (244). The kore statue of alabaster, 
which gave the tomb one of its modern names 
(245), to some extent matches the terracottas; all 
three objects were dated by I. Strøm to the first 
quarter of the 6th Century. In 1941 I pointed out 
that the statue presupposed Greek models of the 
first third of the 6th Century, and later L. Banti 
put it even between 560 and 540 (246); but S. 
Haynes with good reasons has stated that “selbst 
wenn wir... mindestens zehn Jahre Verspätung 
zwischen den griechischen Prototypen und ihrer 
Verwendung durch etruskische Künstler rech
nen, ist es kaum möglich, unsere Statuette später 
als ins zweite Viertel des 6. Jh.v.Chr. zu datieren”, 
which date she clearly preferred (247). One might 
add that although the mantle with a rounded flap

244: Strøm, op.cit. 189-190, Atti del X Convegno di Studi
Etruschi e Italici, Florence 1977, 27. 

245: Antike Plastik 4 1965, 15—19 pls. 6—8. 
246: StEtr 28 1960, 284. 
247: Antike Plastik 4 1965, 18-19. 
248: Op.cit. 18-19 note 51 ; cp. pl. 7 a with AM 62 1937 pl. 55. 
249: Strøm, op.cit. 190 figs. 97—98, ActaA 10 1940, 3—4 fig. 2. 
250: Tyrrhenika 1 ll.adNo. 4,StEtr 11 1937, 389-390, StEtr 

37 1969, 444-445, StEtr 44 1976, 42.
251: StEtr 40 1972, 53-54.
252: G. Bartoloni, Le tombe di Poggio Buco nel Museo Arche- 

ologico di Firenze, Florence 1972, 204 No. 12 pi. 140 c, 
StEtr 42 1974, 33.

253: NSc21 1896, 276-278 figs. 14-15, Tyrrhenika 1 1 1. No. 
5.

254: StEtr 35 1967, 622, StEtr 37 1969, 446-447.
255: Ostenberg, op.cit. 17, 20, 23 and 35. 

at the back and an angular one in front probably 
is to be understood as the special Etruscan gar
ment from which the semi-elliptical Roman 
cloaks derived, it is represented under the influ
ence of paintings like those by Sophilos (248). 
Drs. Haynes’s and Strøm’s scrutinizing of the 
tomb contents has deprived us of some material 
formerly used for dating; but it is still possible to 
base the chronology of the tomb on the so-called 
Polledrara hydria, which is one of the latest ob
jects and obviously a reflection of Late Corinthian 
vases of the second quarter of the 6th Century 
B.C. The wheeled bronze censers may also be 
late, but probably no later than the middle of the 
century (249). The result of these comparisons 
will be that our type 1 F can hardly be earlier than 
the middle of the 6th Century.

Some vases with plastic heads are datable by 
other means than that of determining the style of 
the latter. Fhe apparently already Ionizing type 1 
E is used on buccheri whose general decoration 
points to the first half of the 6th Century (250). 2 
D, dependent upon the heads of Middle Corin
thian pyxides, adorn an Italo-Corinthian vessel 
decorated by the “Pittore senza Graffito”, who is 
held to have worked c. 590-570/65 B.C. (251). 3 D 
is part of a bucchero vase resembling pieces from 
Poggio Buco dated to the mid-6th Century (252); 
a closely related vessel belongs to a context, of 
which the buccheri as the latest objects should be 
placed after the middle of the 6th Century (253). 
Buccheri of the so-called Volsinian group, to 
which 4 D appertains, have been found together 
with Attic black-figured vases, especially Little 
Master cups of the third quarter of the 6th Centu
ry, and among the latest accompanying objects 
was an Attic red-figured kylix of the last third of 
the same century (254).

It is in harmony with this pottery chronology 
that the constructions embellished with antefixes 
of types 3 E—F ceased to exist in the late 6th 
Century, and their friezes and other finds indi
cate a date in its second half (255).

Otherwise, most of our enumerated types offer
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Figs. 34—35. Figure vases from Vulci, Vulcian/Volsinian type 1 
F. London, British Museum. Museum photos. By permission 
of the Trustees of the British Museum.

little support for an exact elating. The antefixes 
from Rusellae mentioned under 4 E lay in a fill 
layer with contents spanning from the last deca
des of the 6th Century to the late 5th and should 
probably be regarded as contemporary with the 
earliest objects found in this context (256). I he 
Populonia antefixes 4 G and 5 I), although exca

vated in the necropolis of Podere San Cerbone, 
could only in general terms be ascribed to some 
temple or aedietda tomb, the contents of which 
class of sepulchres are dated to the middle and 
second half of the 5th Century B.C. (257). It is 
stated, however, that the aedicula tomb as a type

256: (4. StF.tr 31 1963, 47 and 45.
257: A. Minto, Populonia, Florence 1943, 164 and 16S—169 

pl. 43.1.
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was introduced at the end of the 6th Century; so, 
this date will be the earliest possible one for the 
antefixes in question.

The plastic works from the Belvedere Sanctua
ry at Volsinii, among them our types 4 C, 6 Ci, 10 
D, 11 E, G, J, K and M, 12 C, G—H, 13 G, are being 
reconsidered by A. Andren, who, judging front 
the accompanying finds, holds that the temple 
was destroyed by a fire about 300 B.C. (258). At 
any rate the terminus antequem for the most specta
cular finds at Volsinii will be 264 B.C., the year of 
the city’s capture by the Romans (259) - with due

258: Lecture given to the Society of Philology and History, 
Copenhagen, on May 14th 1975. t he votive deposits in 
the sanctuary seemed to contain nothing later, NSc 59 
1934, 67—88. Andren’s results are expected to be pub
lished in the StEtr.

259: Zonaras, Epitome Historiarum VIII 7 (PI 380 1) and 381 
C):’Etri Sé Kuivtou <4>aßiou Kai AipAíou útráTcov 
rrpos OúAatvíous ecrrpccreucrav .., .. ti)v ttoäiv KaTÉ- 
CTKays, toùç 5è aùStyEveïs .. ev ÉTÉpœ xaTcpKtoE tóttco. 
Inscriptiones Italiae 13. 1. Rome 1947, 74-75, 547 (Easti 
Triumphales 20): “M. Eulvius Q.f.M.n. Flaccus an. 
CDXXCIX cos. de Vulsiniensibus k.Nov.”, cf. ibid. 40- 
41, 115, 432—433 (Fasti Consulares 19 s and 20 s); An
dren 153-155.

260: See above p. 50,55 and Tyrrhenika 151-152, Acta A 12 
1941. 70, StEtr 35 1967, 78-79.

261 : Tyrrhenika 99—100. However, the opinions of the dif fer
ent scholars vary considerably on this subject, see e.g. E. 
Richardson, The Etruscans, Chicago 1964, 131 and Mem 
Am Ac 26 1960, 305-306.

262: StEtr 35 1967, 77-78, 82.
263: Scullard 127-128.
264: Andren 205-206, Bolsena I 1 pl. 77.260.
265: Beazley EVP 8-9, 132 Nos. 1-2, 136 No. 1, 142 Nos. 8 

and 10 pls. 30.1 and 31.1—2; the Torre San Severo sar
cophagus should now be left out of consideration, as 
Professor Cagiano de Azevedo has plausibly argued for 
its being a forgery, RM 77 1970, 10-18.

266: Velleius Paterculus, Historia Romana 1 14.7: “Et Cosam 
et Paestum abhinc annos ferme trecentos Fabio Dorsone 
et Claudio Canina consulibus .. coloni missi”, Inscriptio
nes Italiae 13.1, Rome 1947, 40-41, 1 14. 430-431 (Fasti 
Consulares 19 s): “[CÖXXC] C. Fabius M.f.M.n. Licinus, 
C. Claudius M.f.C.n.Canina II”. In 280 Ti. Coruncianus 
had triumphed “de Vulsiniensibus et Vulcientibus”, ibid. 
72, 73, 545.

allowance for exceptions as at Veii and Falerii 
(260). The Belvedere reliefs, with our types 11 G, 
K and M, which were formerly believed to be 
parts of pediments, are now by Andren, following 
E. Richardson, convincingly distributed on the 
columina and mutuli; their Greek models all date 
from the period c. 425—365 (261). There are two 
sets of antefixes whose attribution to this very 
building is typologically feasible: 10 1) and 11 J, 11 
E and 12 G—H, although one would expect 11 E 
and J to form a couple and the missing 12 E-F to 
match 12 G—H; 13 G might result from a later 
repair.

The terracottas excavated in the Canicella ce
metery at Volsinii, 6 F, 10 1), 11 E, ad 11 F and 15 G, 
originally embellished a small temple, which ap
parently had two building phases, one Eate Ar
chaic or rather Early Classical, as shown by our 
type 6 F, and one of the Ripe Classical period, 10 1) 
and 11 E—F, more or less contemporary with the 
afore-mentioned Belvedere temple; a later type, 
15 G, betrays a partial reconstruction. I lie burn
ing of the Classical building seems to have taken 
place in the 3rd Century B.C., to judge from the 
coins found with the terracotta f ragments around 
the altar (262). Even 15 G may be a work of the 
time before the catastrophe of 264 B.C.

R. Bloch's excavations at Volsinii Novi, the pre
sent Bolsena (263), have shown that this town 
existed for a long time before the population of 
Old Volsinii, now Orvieto, was transferred to it; so 
there is no cogent reason to date our 14 E after 
264 B.C. On some plaques matching those with 
female heads of type 14 E there are masks of 
Charun (264), and the same devilish figure, which 
did not appear before the Late Classical times, is 
well documented on red-figured vases probably 
manufactured at Vulci in the later 4th Century 
B.C. (265).

Although very late, the finds at Cosa, the Ro
man colony founded 273 B.C. in the territory of 
Vulci (266), are of some importance for the dating 
of our series; but they are not quite unambiguous 
evidence. The excavators have documented that 
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here, at least, we have to reckon with “the pre
sence of terracotta revetments of two or more dif
ferent periods and styles on one and the same 
roof at one and the same time”, and that it is 
“abundantly clear that the replacement of dama
ged or missing elements of terracotta decoration 
did not necessarily or normally involve a complete 
renovation of the entire roof but might proceed 
bit by bit as required, with the result that the 
decoration at any given time might include ele
ments from every period in its history” (267). The 
coins on which the chronology of some of the 
buildings depends, are dated according to the 
system of E. A. Sydenham; but this must now 
after R. Thomsen’s profound studies be regarded 
as providing too low dates for certain series (268). 
Evidently the terracotta types mentioned ad 12 C 
and J as well as 15 C and L were in use after 273 
B.C. The original antefixes of the Jupiter Temple 
at Gosa are closely related to our types 12 C, I) and 
J and certainly earlier than 15 C and L, which 
were employed both when this temple was rede
corated and on the occasion of the construction of 
Temple D. The latter building was placed by the 
excavators at c. 170—160 B.C. (269); but the coin 
“found in the top of the fill of the celia just inside 
the doorway, below the level of but not under the 
debris of the original floor” was not struck be
tween 175 and 168 B.C., but in 209/8 B.C. (270). 
The temple was obviously in use when the well- 
preserved coin, probably not circulating for a 
long time, was dropped there, and so there is 
good reason for believing that the terracotta deco
ration was made before the end of the 3rd Centu
ry B.C., and that the earliest Cosa antefixes, the 
original ones of the Jupiter Temple mentioned ad 
12 C and J were set up some time before those of 
Temple D, perhaps shortly after 273 B.C., and 
not so late as proposed by the excavators, i.e. c. 
240—220 B.C. (271). As the original antefixes of 
the Jupiter Temple recall 12 C, D and J, of which 
12 C and D were represented in Old Volsinii and 
Vulci respectively, as 15 C is much akin to the 
distinctly earlier 13 F from Tarquinii, and as 15 M 

from Old Volsinii was probably not used after 264 
B.C., I suggest that at least the original models 
reproduced by the first antefixes of the Jupiter 
Temple, ad 12 C and J, were created for buildings 
in Volsinii and Vulci before 264 and 273 B.C., and 
that those of types 15 C and L may have been 
conceived for the construction of temples at Cosa 
after 273 B.C.

In the Roman colony Luna, which was founded 
177 B.C. in the northwesternmost angle of Etru
ria, none of our head types are represented; but 
some frieze plaques very near to pieces excavated 
at Cosa, i.e. after 273 B.C., and at Falerii, probab
ly before 241 B.C., have been discovered (272).

In addition several chronological hints can be 
obtained through comparisons with more or less 
safely dated artistic products of other kinds than 
our terracottas. Years ago the mould ad 6 F was 
compared with the faces of some Etruscan red- 
figured vase-paintings in superimposed colour, 
presumably Vulcian and certainly not earlier than 
the 470’s, according to Dragendorff rather about 
465—460 B.C. (273); the same holds good of 6 F. 
6 F and E also recall the heads in the Tarquinian 
Tomba del Triclinio, w hich scholars unanimously 
place to the first half of the 5th Century B.C., and

267: Frank E. Brown, in Mem Am Ac 26 I960, 20, cf. 208.
268: E. A. Sydenham, The Roman Republican Coinage, Lon

don 1952, R. Thomsen, Early Roman Coinage 1-3, Co
penhagen 1957—61, M. H. Crawford, Roman Republic
an Coinage 1—2, Cambridge 1974.

269: MemAmAc 26 1960, 43, 174-175.
270: Ibid. 43 No. CC 781, Sydenham, op.cit. 24 No. 215, Craw

ford, op.cit. 1, 174 No. 80/2 pl. 15.
271: MemAmAc 26 1960,21, 165.
272: Andrén 295-296, Luni 12-14 pls. 95-96.343 and 347- 

348, A. Frova a.o., Scavi di Luni 1, Rome 1973, 742-743 
No. 1 pl. 200.2 (there placed about 150 B.C.); Mem 
AmAc 26 1960, 178 fig. 9, 261 fig. 44 pls. 21.2 and 45.1 
(by the excavators dated to the 1st Century B.C.; pl. 21.1 
belongs to the same set as a variety of our Latin type 23 G, 
see above p. 35 and 43); Andrén 141, Scasato III 10 pl. 
53.172 (according to Andrén 136 probably of the later 
3rd Century B.C., but see above p. 55 with notes 232— 
234).

273: Tyrrhenika 94 note 4, Origines 69-72 fig. 1. 
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if more precisely, between 480 and 460 (see above, 
table fig. 12 on p. 8-9. 9 G is related to the 
sileni on a Vulcian red-figured cup in the Rodin 
Museum at Paris (274), which cannot be put be
fore 450 (275), and there can be no doubt that 10 
G is a work derived indirectly from the Zeus of 
Pheidias at Olympia, i.e. after 430 B.C. (276).

Two Vulcian sarcophagi in Boston, one of tufa 
and another of alabaster, offer several points of 
likeness to types in our series (277). The head of 
the beardless man on the lid of the tufa sarcopha
gus (278) was rightly by G. Hafner held to be Post- 
Polykleitan and obviously later than works like 
our 11 M (279). The beardless physiognomy 
might lead us to presuppose the portraits of Alex
ander the Great as models, and though the head 
of the female lid-figure resembles our types 12 D— 
E, the akroteria on the shorter sides of the sar
cophagus are circular as is the frame of our type 
14 G, and they have faces like our 15 E. Ehe 
alabaster sarcophagus (280), which was made for 
the son and daughter-in-law of the woman buried 
in the other one, ought for this reason to be a later 
work, but whereas the son has a beard and resem
bles our types 12 G-J, his wife has the same head
type as her mother-in-law, cf. 15 E. Therefore, the

274: Beazley EVP 3, 25-27 pl. 4.1-3.
275: Origines 72—73.
276: The Vulcian stone relief StEtr 46 1978, 73 pl. 14 d, 

somehow recalling 9 C and 11 H—J, must be Pre-Hel- 
lenistic.

277: R. Herbig, Die jüngeretruskischen Steinsarkophage, 
Berlin 1952, 13-14 No. 5 pl. 40 and 14-15 No. 6 pls. 37- 
38.

278: Herbig No. 5.
279: RM 73/4 1966/7, 37 pl. 8.4.
280: Herbig No. 6.
281 : Richardson, op.cit.., 143—146 pls. 43—44.
282: JHS 69 1949, 6 and 8 fig. 7 pl. 6 a, from Vulci, 8—9 fig. 8 

pl. 8 a, from Telamon, 9-10 fig. 9 pl. 8 b, finding-place 
unknown.

283: Beazley EVP 169, Vanth Group No. 2, cf. 303, Faliscan, 
and 204, Sundry Cups No. Ô, Sokra Group?, cf. 280, 
Black Vases, Candelabra No. 1.

284: Op.cit. 9—10 fig. 10, from Arretium.
285: Op.cit. 12—13 fig. 15, finding-place unknown. 

two sarcophagi must be roughly contemporary, 
and there is no need to follow E. IT Richardson, 
when she regards the alabaster sarcophagus as 
earlier than that of the mother in spite of the 
latter work’s otherwise obvious dependance on 
Greek sculpture of the first half of the 4th Centu- 
ry; but she is right in not lowering the date of the 
tufa sarcophagus beyond 300 (281). 1 he clean
shaven face would fit well with a placing of both 
monuments and our types 14 C and 15 E in the 
decades 330-300 B.G.

The designs on three Central Etruscan bronze 
mirrors offer good parallels to the hair-styles and 
necklaces of our types 10 F, 11 E—F and 12 E—F 
(282). The Skylla figure, which occurs on the 
same object as a head related to our type 11 E, does 
not necessarily bring the latter down into the 3rd 
Century, for it is also familiar in Etruscan red- 
figure painting of the time before 300 (283). The 
late Sir John Beaxley, in his admirable paper on 
Etruscan mirrors, referred to in note 282, regard
ed the three instances here quoted as Ripe Classi
cal, duly mentioning the Pheidian motif of the 
earliest engraving and putting all three of them 
before 350; again the Zeus of Olympia offers the 
terminus post quem, c. 430 B.C. As a mid-4th Centu
ry work Beazley regarded a mirror whose handle 
attachment was adorned with a frontal head akin 
to our types 15 C—E (284), and heads reminding 
of our 15 D are to be found on a fifth mirror 
datable about 320 (285).It was Beazley’s intimate 
knowledge of Greek and Etruscan pottery, their 
figure styles and ornaments, which enabled him 
to assign such precise dates to these two-dimen
sional representations; certainly, the latter were 
more easily copied from the corresponding 
Greek models than was the local sculpture in the 
round.

The same may have been the case with the 
sepulchral paintings; but we feel that the directly 
reproduceable motifs of freshly imported Greek 
vases would appear earlier on mirrors of modest 
dimensions than in large-scale tomb pictures. In 
the cemeteries of Tarquinii and Volsinii, it is the
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Fig. 36. Velia Seitithi, the wife of Larth Velchas. Painting in the
Tomba degli Scudi at Tarquinii. Photo Brogi 17870.

Fig. 37. Velia. the wife of Arnth Velchas. Painting in the 
Tomba delfOrco I at Tarquinii.

Tomba degli Scudi, the Tomba dell’ Oreo and 
Tomba Golini I which present the most striking 
counterparts to head types in our series. Ravnthu 
Aprthnai, the wife of Veit bur Velcha in the Tom
ba degli Scudi (286), may be compared with 10 F, 
the fan-bearer in the Tomba degli Scudi (287) 
with 11 M, the woman in full profile in the same 
tomb, Velia Seitithi, the wife of Larth Velcha 
(287), and Velia, the wife of Arnth Velcha in the 
Tomba dell’Orco I (288), our figs. 36-37, rather 
with Caeretan types like 21 A, but also with late 
Vulcian bronzes (289). The Aita and the (...) 
memrun in the lomba dell’Orco II (290) have 
something in common with 13 G, the Gharun 
(291) corresponds to the masks on the slabs 
matching 14 E, and the Phcrsipnei (292) resem
bles 15 D. As will be remembered, the Tomba 
dell’Orco was originally two independent cham
bers, I and II, which a generation after the later 
chamber’s construction were connected by means 
of a corridor. The Velia belonged to the earlier of 
the two chambers, the other figures quoted to the 
later one. The paintings of Tomba Golini I (293), 

are more advanced than those of the Tomba degli 
Scudi and roughly contemporary with Lomba 
dell’Orco II; its Aita corresponds to 12 II and 13 
G, its Phersipnai, our fig. 38, to 12 E-F (294), and 
in it was found a late Etruscan red-figured neck
amphora (295). To place the latter, which was the 

286: Pallottino 105, 108-109.
287: Pallottino 106-107.
288: Pallottino 99-101.
289: Tyrrhenika 95 note 1.
290: Pallottino 111-112, P. Romanelli, Tarquinia2, Rome 

1954, 29.
291: Romanelli, op.cit. 77.
292: Pallottino 1 1 1-1 12.
293: G. Conestabile, Pitture murali a fresco e suppellettili 

etruschi in bronze e in terra cotta scoperte in una necro- 
poli presso Orvieto nel 1863, Florence 1865 pls. 4—11, 
Giglioli 44-45 pls. 244.1.245, 247, 248.2, A. Solari, Vita 
pubblica e privata degli Etruschi, Florence 1931 pls. 
49.97 and 50.99-100.

294: Conestabile, op.cit. pl. 11. Giglioli pl. 245, Solari, op.cit. pl. 
50.99.

295: Conestabile, op.cit. pl. 18. Tyrrhenika 104 note 1, 105, 
162 note 5, Beazley EVP 163. 
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only vase in the tomb, later than the second half of 
the 4th Century B.C. is an impossibility; but it 
may belong to the last third (296). Besides, M. Del 
Chiaro has pointed out that the ear ornament 
worn by the Phersipnai in the Golini I painting is 
a very rare type which otherwise only occurs on 
the antefix 12 E, on the Caeretan type 19 B in its 
retouched state, and on Caeretan red-figured 
vases of the Genucilia Group, which is assigned to 
the second half of the 4th Century B.C’. (297), and 
the same expert on Late Etruscan vase-painting 
has also mentioned the resemblance between the 
heads on a contemporary Caeretan reel-figured 
jug of the Populonia Torcop Painter and those in 
the frescoes of Tomba Golini 1 and lomba del- 
l’Orco (298). Finally, we must not forget that some 
of the women, both in the Tomba dell’Orco I and 
the Tomba degli Scudi, wear the so-called “Hufei
senohrring” as do e.g. the female mask 14 E and 
Caeretan terracottas of types 18 B, 19 A, 20 A, 21 
A and the Alkestis on the already mentioned pos
sibly Tarquinian skyphos in Boston (299).

Late Etruscan red-figured paintings may also 
be adduced for comparison with types 15 I) and 
M. Ehe first one of these recalls a head in the neck 
frieze on a vase of the later 4th Century presu-

296: Cf. Beazley EVP 116, B ii a No. I pl. 28.6-7.
297: See above p. 31 and UnivCalPublClArch 3.4 1957, 324, 

cf. 322-323 fig. 7-9.
298: AJA 74 1970, 293 pl. 73.1.
299: Above p. 31, UnivCalPublClArch 3.4 1957, 302—304 pl. 

27 b, M.A. Del Chiaro, The Etruscan Funnel Croup, 
Florence 1974,23-24 No. 1 pl. 14.

300: Beazley EVP 124 No. 4 pl. 29.2-3, cf. ibid. 10, but also the 
terracotta head RM 72 1965, 54 pl. 21.4, held to be of the 
3rd Century B.C.

301 : Beazley EVP 6, 10, 1 14, A 9 pl. 27.1, cf. StEtr 26 1958, 
257-258; the earliest vases of the group belong to the 
period 350—320, cf. ibid. 244—245. It should be noted 
that some red-figured vases which were formerly regard
ed as belonging to the Clusium-Volaterrae group possib
ly are Central-Etruscan, see M. A. Del Chiaro, in The 
Museum of Mediterranean and Near-Eastern Antiqui
ties Bulletin 12, Stockholm 1977, 69 note 13, RA 1978/1, 
38.

Fig. 38. The goddess Phersiphnai. Painting in the Tomba 
Golini I at Volsinii. Photo Alinari 46169 after facsimile by E. 
Gatti in Florence, Museo Archeologico Nazionale.

mably made at Volaterrae (300). The second one 
is very similar to a satyr on a cup formerly attri
buted to Clusium, but according to later research 
also Volaterran (301).

From what has been written on these pages it 
would seem that 1 E—F and 2 D must be placed 
about the middle of the 6th Century, 3 D-F after 
c. 550, 4 E-G after c. 520, 6 E-F after c. 480/70, 10 
D after c. 425, 10 F before c. 350, 12 E-F and G in 
the second half of the 4th Century, 14 C most 
likely after 330, but still of the 4th Century; 15 C 
and L were in use after 273 B.C., when Cosa was 
founded in Vulcian territory, and 15 G most rea
sonably before 264, the year of Volsinii’s fall.
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VIII. The North-Etruscan Tradition: Clusium?

PLATE IV

1 F MonLinc 30 1925, 367-368 fig. 50, Giglioli 15 pl. 60.1, 
Tyrrhenika 108 No. 4.2, 154, 195, Gempeler 49-50 No. 
37, 191, 193, 206 pls. 1.5 and 12.2, from Dolciano in the 
territory of Clusium. Related types: GVABritishMuseum 
7, 8, IV B a pl. 7.1 a—b, Tyrrhenika 108 No. 4.3, Gempe
ler 45-46 No. 33, 191, 193, 205-206 pl. 11.4, from 
CZusmwt (ex-Braun 1853), and MonLinc9 1899, 168—169 
figs. 31-32, Tyrrhenika 108 No. 4.1, Gempeler 50-51 
No. 38, 170, 191, 193 pl. 12.3, from Cetona in the territo
ry of Clusium.

1 G Gempeler 43—44 No. 31,205, 231 pl. 10.1—2, from Clusi
um.

2 D AJA 73 1969, 338 pl. 83.22, Poggio Civitate (Murlo,
Siena), il santuario arcaico, Florence 1970, 45 No. 89 pl. 
32, ArchC129 1977, 19-20 No. 2 pls. 3.2 and 4.1, RM 85 
1978, 31 pl. 8.1-2, from Murlo in the region between 
Clusium, Cortona, Volaterrae and Rusellae, probably 
belonging to the territory of Clusium, cf. Scullard 233 
fig. 26. Slight variations occur: ArchCi 29 1977, 20—21. 
Nos. 3-6 pls. 4.2-3 and 5.1-2. Belonging to the same 
building as 4 D.

2 E GVABritishMuseum 7, 14, IV B a pl. 17.5, Jenkins, De
dálica 92 note 3, from Clusium. Part of same vase as 2 F. A 
closely related type: StEtr 36 1968, 331-332 fig. 2, 337 
No. 87 pl. 76 b, finding-place unknown.

2 F GVABritishMuseum 7, 14, IV Ba pl. 17.5. Jenkins, op.cit.
92—93 pl. 11.4, Tyrrhenika 110-111 No. 1, StEtr 36 
1968, 338 No. 100, from Clusium. Part of same vase as 2 
E. Nearly identical type: StEtr 36 1968, 342 No. 175 pl. 
81 b (Chiusi, Museo Nazionale Etrusco 1572), finding
place unknown, probably from the region of Clusium. A 
closely related, but slightly more developed type: Jen
kins, op.cit. 93 pl. 11.5, StEtr 36 1968, 344 No. 210, 
finding-place unknown ; but the vase belongs to the same 
Clusian group as 2 E—F.

3 E CVACopenhague, Musée National 5, 166, IV B pl.
214.5, StEtr 33 1965, 301 No. 125, StEtr 36 1968, 348 
No. 246, from Cortona.

3 F StEtr 44 1976, 35-36 No. 2 pls. 16 and 1 7 a-b, finding
place unknown. Related types: StEtr 36 1968, 343 No. 
198 pl. 81 c, finding-place unknown, and StEtr 44 1976, 
36-38 No. 4 pl. 18 a-c, finding-place unknown.

3 G StEtr 36 1968, 328 No. 29 pl. 80 c, finding-place un
known (ex-Vagnonville).

4 B StEtr 36 1968, 352-353 No. 276 pl. 82 e-f, from Cortona. 
4C AJA 72 1968, 124 pls. 47.25 and 48.22, from Murlo.

Slight variations resulting from different moulds occur, 
cf. Archaeology 21 1968, 257, 260, NSc 94 1969, 49 fig. 
16, Dialoghi di Archeologia 6 1972, 170,212-213,218— 
219, Poggio Civitate 38 Nos. 50 and 56 pls. 23 and 25, 
ArchC129 1977, 17, 26-32 pls. 9.3, 10.1 and 3, 11.1 and 
3, RM 85 1978, 34 note 13 pl. 10.1-2. Belonging to the 
same building as 4 H and 5 B.

4 D ArchCi 29 1977, 18-19 No. 1 pl. 3.1, from AfwrZo. Be
longing to the same building as 2 D.

4 E StEtr 36 1968, 349 No. 253 pl. 81 g, from Cortona.
4 F StEtr 33 1965, 304 No. 169, 313 pl. 67 b, StEtr 36 1968, 

352 No. 267 (Chiusi, Museo Nazionale Etrusco 1541), 
finding-place unknown, probably from the region of 
Clusium. A related type: ArchCi 25/6 1973/4, 119 No. 2, 
121 pls. 31.2 and 32.3, possibly from Clusium.

4 G NCGEtr 22 No. H 126, NCGBild pl. 44, ArchCi 25/6 
1973/4, 104, A 7 pl. 24.1-2, from Sarteano in the territory 
of Clusium.

4 H AJA 72 1968, 123 pl. 46.11-12, Archaeology 21 1968,
261, Dialoghi di Archeologia 6 1972, 171,225-226 No. 5 
fig. 11, AJA 77 1973, 320 pl. 54.4-5, AJA 78 1974, 266 
pl. 55.11, from Murlo. Belonging to the same building as 
4 C and 5 B.

5 B Poggio Civitate 31 No. 12 pls. 16—18, from Murlo. Be
longing to the same building as 4 C and H.

5 C StEtr 36 1968, 330 No. 65 pl. 80 f (Chiusi, Museo Nazio
nale Etrusco 885), finding-place unknown, probably 
from the region of Clusium.

5 D MonLinc 30 1925, 363-366 fig. 48, Giglioli 15 pl. 62- 
63.1, Tyrrhenika 109 No. 6.4, Gempeler 88-89 No. 78, 
221-222 pl. 25.1, from Dolciano in the territory of Clusi
um.

5 E MonLinc 9 1899, 175-177 figs. 41-42, Tyrrhenika 109 
No. 6.1, Gempeler 79—80 No. 68, 215 pl. 21.1—2, from 
Cetona in the territory of Clusium.

5 F CVACopenhague, Musée National 5, 163. IV B pl. 210.3 
a-b, Tyrrhenika 109 No. 7.3, Gempeler 99 No. 89, 224 
pl. 28.1, from Solaia near Sarteano in the territory of 
Clusium. Closely related: Giglioli 15 pl. 61.1 (pl. 61.1—2 
have been interchanged), Tyrrhenika 109 No. 7.3, Gem- 
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peler 95-96 No. 86, 223-224 pl. 27.1, finding-place 
unknown.

5 G Gempeler 114 No. 103, 226-227 pl. 32.1-2, finding
place unknown.

6 B StEtr 36 1968, 352 No. 273 pl. 82 b, finding-place un
known (ex-Vagnonville). Related: Tyrrhenika 111 No. 6 
fig. 1 a ( Chiusi, Museo Nazionale Etrusco), finding-place 
unknown, probably from the region of Clusium. Very 
similar: Tyrrhenika 1 1 1 No. 6 fig. 1 d, StEtr 36 1968,351 
No. 258 pl. 79 a (Perugia, Museo Archeologico Naziona
le 543, ex-Guardabassi), possibly from Perusia, our fig. 
39, below p. 70; part of same vase as 7 B.

6 C StEtr 36 1968, 353 No. 277 pl. 82 d, from Chianciano in 
the territory of Clusium. Related: Tyrrhenika 111 ad No. 
4, StEtr 36 1968, 351 No. 263 pl. 82 a (Chiusi, Museo 
Nazionale Etrusco 1637), finding-place unknown, pro
bably from the region of Clusium.

6 F ArchCi 25/6 1973/4, 104, A 9 pl. 25.2-3, stated to have 
been found in Etruria (ex-Campana).

6 H O—W. von Vacano, Italische Antiken aus dem Besitz des
archäologischen Instituts der Universität Tübingen, Tü
bingen 1971, 15 No. 14 pl. 4, ArchCl 25/6 1973/4 104, A 
6 pl. 23.1-2, finding-place unknown. Closely related: 
RM 62 1955, 129-131 pl. 50, ArchCl 25/6 1973/4, 104, A 
5 (Palermo, Museo Nazionale 116, ex-Casuccini), from 
the region of Clusium.

7 B Tyrrhenika 111 No. 6 fig. 1 b, cf. 1 c, StEtr 36 1968, 351
No. 258 pls. 79 a and 81 h (Perugia, Museo Archeologico 
Nazionale 543, ex-Guardabassi), possibly from Perusia, 
our figs. 40—41, below p. 70, Part of same vase as ad 6 B.

7 C CVACopenhague, Musée National 5, 166 IV B pl. 214.7, 
ArchCl 25/6 1973/4, 119 No. 4, 121-122 pls. 31.3 and 
32.2, from Cortona.

7 D MonLinc 1 1899, 300 pl. 9.7, Andrén 317 No. 2, RM 85 
1978, 43 and 53, from Marzabotto in the region between 
Faesulae and Felsina.

7 E Moni.inc 1 1899, 300 pl. 9.31, from Marzabotto.
7 G Marzabotto, Museo Etrusco, from Aíorza¿oíío. Much da

maged antefix with very indistinct features (summary 
sketch by the writer).

8 D Siena, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, mould for ante
fixes, from C/wó/um (ex-Bonci-Casuccini), our fig. 42, 
below p. 71.

9E British Museum 1928.7-19.4, finding-place unknown. 
Juglet in the shape of a female head, our fig. 43, below p. 
72.

9 F Andrén 256, Chiusi I 6 pl. 86.306, Tyrrhenika 1 12, A 2,
Acta A 12 1941,71, Sprenger 66-67 No. 2, RM 85 1978, 
44 note 47, from Clusium.

302: Gempeler 218, ArchCl 29 1977, 22, 32, RM 85 1978,31.

10 E Tyrrhenika 126-127 fig. 2 (Perugia, Museo Archeologi
co Nazionale 389), from Perusia (?).

11 F Chiusi, Museo Nazionale Etrusco, mould for antefixes,
from Clusium, our fig. 44, below p. 72.

12 F NCGEtr 47, H 255, NCGBild pl. 113, AEsp 36 1963, 27
note 57, from Clusium.

12 G NSc45 1920, 197, IV c 4, 199-200 fig. 16, Andrén 275, 
Arezzo VI 2, StEtr 36 1968, 459—460 fig. 4, from Arreti
um.

12 H NSc 45 1920, 210, V b 38, 213 fig. 21, Andrén 270, 
Arezzo I 3 pl. 90.321, from Arretium.

Fhe relative chronology of the North-Etruscan 
series may be regarded as fairly clear. I he deve
lopment followed the same main line as else
where, from the Orientalizing stage through a 
Dedalic or rather “Dedalizing”, to an Ionizing 
Ripe Archaic and a subsequent Atticizing Late 
Archaic stage, and after that there are a few in
stances of the Early Classical or “Severe” style, one 
piece with Polykleitan front hair, as well as Late 
Classical and Early I lellenistic specimens. But un
fortunately the later part of the North-Etruscan 
koroplastic tradition here dealt with is very spar
ingly documented - probably because very little 
excavation has been made in the town area of 
Clusium —, and this scarcity is in sheer contrast to 
the rich series of stone sculptures from the Clu- 
sine District. Apparently it was in Clusium that 
the tradition had its roots, to judge from the 
proveniences, from the consistent group of Chi
sine buccheri, 2 E—F, 3 E—G, 4 B, E—G, 5 C, 6 B—C, 
F-H and 7 B—C, and from the long series of 
canopic jars, of which only a few comparatively 
late ones are included in our list, viz. 1 F—G, 5 D—
G.

4 he affinities of the Murlo finds, 2 D, 4 C—D 
and H, 5 B, to Clusine art have already been 
pointed out by others (302). The other non-Clu- 
sine proveniences occurring in our list are Corto
na, 3 E, 4 B and E, Perusia, ad 6 B, 7 B and 10 E, 
Marzabotto, 7 D—E and G, and Arretium, 12 G. 
The head vase 9E is tentatively attributed to Clusi
um on account of its facial type, which separates it 
from other well-defined groups of Etruscan plas
tic vases.
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Fig. 41.Fig. 40. Fig. 39.

Fig. 39. Head on brazier, possibly From Perusia, Clusian type 6 
B. Perugia, Museo Archeologico Nazionale. Photo Soprinten- 
denza aile Antichità dell’Umbria.
Figs. 40—41. Heads on same vase as fig. 39, Clusian type 7 B. 
Photo Soprintendenza aile Antichità dell’Umbria.

The Orientalizing tradition was stronger in 
North Etruria than in the regions whose terracot
tas we have been discussing in previous chapters; 
that is why I have preferred to open the series 
with two Late Orientalizing heads, 1 F—G (303). 
Ehe pointed oval face-contour inherited from the 
style exemplified by these heads still survived in 
several later terracottas such as 2 D—E, and a 
division of the hair recalling Orientalizing heads 
is even to be seen on 4 B—C and 5 B; but the semi
elliptical facial type borrowed from “Dedalizing” 
circles in Greece soon turned up and prevailed 
for a while, as shown by the instances 2 F, 3 E—F, 4 
E—F, 5 C—F and 6 F, and long strands of shoulder 
hair, sometimes beaded like the Dedalic, charac
terize heads of the types 2 F, 3 F—G, 4 B, E—F, 5 B 
and 6 B-C. Years ago, R.J.H. Jenkins made it 
likely that the heads of type 2 F were cast from 
moulds reproducing much older Corinthian 
(Early Dedalic Protocorinthian) faces of the 

mid-7th Century; but the vases adorned with 
these casts can certainly not be so early.

The artistic level of the works produced in the 
region of Clusium may appropriately be describ
ed in the same words as used by L. Donati con
cerning the Clusine buccheri: “un po’ rustico, 
provinciale, conservatore. In quest’ aria i motivi 
arrivano con un certo ritardo e furono sottoposti 
aun ulteriore ristagno” (304). In such a milieu the 
continuation of earlier styles side by side with new 
ones is quite natural.

Another interesting phenomenon should be 
pointed out: the frequent dependence upon Cen
tral Etruria. A number of Central-Etruscan types 
are represented among the finds from Northern 
Etruria, the proveniences being Rusellae, ad 4 E, 
11 E—F and 13 E, Vetulonia, ad 14 C, Populonia, 4 
G, 5 D, Volaterrae, 3 C (?), the region of Clusium, 
2 E (?), 3 C (?), 4 G, 5 E, 7 E, 8 F, 9 G and 12 E, 
Arretium, 5 E (?), 9 F, ad 9 G, ad 11 K, and Perusia, 
4 E, 9 G (?), 11 E and J, 12 F. Several Clusine 
buccheri, e.g. 4 B and 5 C are closely related to the

303: Cf. Tyrrhenika 109, No. 4, 189 ami 195.
304: StEtr 36 1968, 320.
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Fig. 42. Antefix mould 
and cast from it, from 
Clusium, Clusian type 8 
D. Siena, Museo Arche- 
ologico Nazionale. Au
thor’s photo.

products ascribed to Vulci and Volsinii, c.g. 1 E, 2 
E and 4 D of our Central-Etruscan series (305). 
The very provincial Marzabotto terracottas 7 1)—E 
and G distantly recall Central-Etruscan like 5 E, 6 
E, 4 G-H and 5 G, the faces of the Clusine antefix 
mould 8 D and the head vase 9 E are free reflect
ions of heads similar to the Central-Etruscan 5 E 
and 6 E, and Clusine 9 E is clearly related to 
Volsinian 6 E In spite of all differences 10 E in the 
Clusine and 11 M in the Central-Etruscan series 
have also something in common, as have the late 
North-Etruscan 11 F and 12 G and the Central- 
Etruscan 15 C and L. For the Classical period 
Cristofani has rightly observed that the koroplasts 
of Clusium possibly were influenced by those of 
Volsinii; but to me the works upon which he based 
this opinion seem to be imports or casts of imports

305: StEtr 36 1968, 320. 354, StEtr 37 1969, 460.
306: M. Cristofani, Statue-cinerario chiusine di età classica, 

Rome 1975, 80-81.
307: Gempeler 238 Nos. 37-38, 170, find complex XIII. 
308: Op.cit. 238 No. 68, 175-176, find complex XVII.
309: Op.cit. 238 Nos. 89 and 101, 176-177, Find complex 

XVIII; die Volsinian buccheri providing the advanced 
date are by others regarded as not later than c. 550, StEtr 
44 1976, 477.

310: StEtr 44 1976, 477-478, ArchCi 29 1977, 22-23.
311: Tyrrhenika 108—109, group 4, 195: 625/00?—600/575? 
312: AJA 81 1977, 99-100, ArchCi 29 1977, 17 note 1.

from Central Etruria, e.g. 4 G, 7 E and 8 F (306).
As direct historical evidence providing absolute 

dates for the terracotta types enumerated here is 
lacking, we have to turn immediately to the indi
rect evidence to be had from stratigraphy and 
find combinations. Unfortunately, even so we get 
few results. It is true that some of the canopic jars 
with plastic heads may be comparatively well-dat
ed from their contexts: 1 F is a near relative of a 
specimen from a find which R. D. Gempeler plac
ed to the beginning of the 6th Century B.C. (307), 
for similar reasons 5 E seems to belong to the 
early second quarter of the same century (308) 
and 5 F to the third quarter (309). But these dates 
have been contested, particularly that of 1 F, as it is 
pointed out that the original grave contents may 
have been mixed with later deposits (310). This is, 
of course, possible; but at any rate 1 F and its 
counterparts on other canopicjars are hardly ear
lier than the late 7th Century (311).

Five of the types in our list, 2 D, 4 C—D, 4 11 and 
5 B, have been brought to light by the American 
excavations at Murlo in the region south of Siena. 
The specimens come from two dif ferent architec
tural settings, 2 1) and 4 1) from an earlier, “Ori
entalizing” rectangular building, which accord
ing to the discoverers was in use c. 650—600 B.C. 
(312), the others from an “Archaic” square com-
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Fig. 43. Head-vase, finding-place unknown, Clusine type 9 E.
London, British Museum. Museum photo. By permission of 
the Trustees of the British Museum.

Fig. 44. Cast from antefix mould from Clusium, Clusine type
11 F. Chiusi, Museo Nazionale Etrusco. Photo Soprintendenza 
aile Antichità dell’Etruria.

plex with a central courtyard held to have been 
built c. 600/590 and destroyed c. 525 B.C. (313).

The “Archaic” complex must evidently be later 
than those fragments of so-called Ionian cups 
which have been found in or under it’s walls (314). 
The sherds, however, need not be dated so early 
as c. 620-600 B.C. as suggested by the excavators, 
who rightly refer to G. Ploug’s Sükâs Group 5
(315) ; for, in fact, the latter does not belong to the 
late 7th Century, but to the first half of the 6th, 
and at least one of the compared sherds should be 
placed in the second quarter of the 6th Century
(316) . Moreover, two pieces of Lakonian II potte
ry of c. 620-580 B.C. were discovered under a 
doorway of the “Archaic” complex (317), and 
some fragments of Etrusco-Corinthian plates dat
able to c. 590-570 B.C. were lying on the floor of 
the lower building (318), which, accordingly, must 
have been in use still for some time between c. 590 

and c. 570. It would, therefore, be more reason
able to place the destruction of the “Orientaliz
ing” structure to the second quarter of the 6th 
Century, perhaps even as late as c. 570 B.C. A 
secure date for its construction is more dif f icult to 
obtain. Some of the sherds from this building may 
be of the 7th Century (319); but quite a number of 
vessels could have had a long life, and old sherds 
were often employed in the fill. A carbon-14 ana
lysis of some charcoal found in a pithos embed-

313: AJA 75 1971,258, AJA 78 1974, 268 and 275, ArchCi 29 
1977, 17 note 2.

314: AJA 78 1974, 269—270 figs. 3—6 pls. 55.6—7 and 56.4—5. 
315: AJA 78 1974, 270 note 22.
316: Sükâs 2, Copenhagen 1973, 29—30. see particularly the 

cups ibid. 37 fig. b, Nos. 107—108.
317: AJA 81 1977, 97 figs. 32-34.
318: AJA 78 1974, 271 pl. 56.8-9.
319: Cf. AJA 78 1974, 276-277. 
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ded in the floor of the structure gave the conven
tional date “525±100 B.C.”, i.e. calibrated 
649±103 (320); this, however, can be differently 
interpreted.

Of the antefixes attributed to the early build
ing, our 2 D and 4 D, only one fragmentary 
specimen, 4 D, which is very close to the bucchero 
head 4 E, was found in the original context, in a 
distinct burnt layer (321), i.e. presumably that of 
the destruction in the second quarter of the 6th 
Century. 2 D has certainly an earlier look; but I do 
not feel convinced by the excavators’ comparisons 
with more primitive, 7th Century objects (322), as 
it, in fact, comes very near to the buccheri of type 
2 E and looks more advanced than the canopic 
head 1 F. Even if the latter really should be of the 
late 7th Century, I must regard 2 D, being more 
developed, as of the early 6th. 4 D may be the 
result of a later repair of the same building.

In spite of a deplorable lack of evidence from 
excavations, the chronology of the Clusine buc
cheri is not dubious. T hey clearly belong to the 
time after 600, some of them perhaps to the early 

320: AJA 81 1977,99.
321: ArchCi 29 1977, 18-19 No. 1,21 pl. 3.1. 
322: ArchCi 29 1977, 22, RM 85 1978, 31.
323: Tyrrhenika 158 No. 6, NSc 51 1926, 195 fig. 5, StEtr 36 

1968,354-355.
324: CVABritishMuseum 7, 1 1, 14, Jenkins, op.cit. 92-93: c. 

560-525 B.C.
325: Tyrrhenika 110-1 11, 195: 625/00?-600/575? B.C. 
326: StEtr 39 1971,421.
327: MonLinc 1 1899 pl. 5 n’, StEtr 33 1965, 387 and 390 note 

3, Scullard 205.
328: Tyrrhenika 113, A 10: Palermo, Museo Nazionale 2014. 
329: Tyrrhenika 1 15, B 2, F.N. Pryce, Catalogue of Sculpture 

in the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities of 
the British Museum I 2, London 1931, 162—164, D 9 fig. 
8.

330: Tyrrhenika 1 16, B 15, Pryce, op.cit. 166, 180, 183, I) 19 
fig. 35, Giglioli 30 pl. 158.4, Cristofani, op.cit. 40 No. 8 pl. 
21.

331: Tyrrhenika 116, B 14, Giglioli 43 pl. 235, Cristofani, 
op.cit. 42 No. 12 pl. 31.1—4, cf.pls. 29—30, 32 and 33.2—3. 

332: Tyrrhenika 116, B 12, Giglioli 42 pl. 231, Cristofani, 
op.cit. 39—40 No. 7 pl. 25.3, cf.pls. 18—20 and 33.1.

5th. A piece with a head like 2 F waas found 
together with Corinthian pottery; but the vase 
shapes and decorative motif s of the great mass of 
the Clusine buccheri tend to date them to the 
second half of the 6th Century (323). 2 E was by F. 
N. Pryce and R. J. H. Jenkins assigned to the 
middle or third quarter of the century (324); I 
myself put it earlier (325).

The destruction of the “Orientalizing” build
ing at Murlo, which perhaps took place about 
570, is the terminus post quem for the “Archaic” 
complex, which, to judge from the latest sherds 
discovered there, was destroyed c. 525 (326). Its 
architectural terracottas included our types 4 C, 4 
H and 5 B; the latter one being an akroterion 
seems to be among the latest decorative members 
of the structure. 7 E is reported to have been 
found in a well in Regio V Insula 2 (new numbe
ring) at Marzabotto and must accordingly be later 
than c. 500 (327).

If we now proceed to comparisons with secure
ly-dated stone sculptures and paintings, we shall 
unfortunately be disappointed. The Clusine 
tomb statues and statuary groups offer very few 
obvious parallels, and they mostly belong to later 
periods, from which we possess so few terracottas 
to be attributed to workshops at Clusium. The 
head 4 E, however, has an Early Archaic counter
part among the Clusine sculptures in Palermo 
(328), 5 G recalls the head of a Ripe Archaic, 
Ionizing male statue in London (329). 9 F has a 
hair arrangement resembling that of an Early 
Classical figure on a house urn, also in London 
(330), and 10 E has the same combination of Po- 
lykleitan front hair and Epi-Archaic side-curls as 
the recumbant man in the Chianciano group at 
Florence (331) and as the baby held by the fine, 
seated kourotrophos likewise from Chianciano 
and at Florence, recently cleaned and restored
(332).  The sphinxes supporting the woman’s 
chair have the bulky divided hair, thick over the 
temples, which is so characteristic of many Greek 
female figures in the third quarter of the 5th 
Century B.C. An earlier date for 10 E is impos
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sible; the curly locks of the said works of art are 
nevertheless to be distinguished from the short 
curls covering the head of a youthful Hercules on 
a red-figured cup of the Volaterran group, pro
bably of the third quarter of the 4th Century B.C.
(333) .

For 12 F and G we may compare with Latin and 
related products of Early Hellenistic times, e.g. 
type 23 E and the Veii variety of 23 G, as well as 
contemporary Caeretan heads, among them 23 D
(334) . 12 H, finally, belongs to the same stage of 
development as certain plastic and painted heads 
of the first quarter of the 3rd Century B.C. (335).

To sum up: From all appearances 1 F must date 
from the time after c. 625, perhaps even after c. 
600. 2 D is to be placed before c. 570, and it draws 

2 E with it. 2 F probably belongs to the period 
before c. 550, 4 D seems to date from the begin
ning of the second quarter of the 6th Century, 
whereas 4 C and H embellished a building con
structed about 570 or a little later. 4 E cannot be of 
a lower date than the mid-6th Century, and 5 B 
was placed on a roof destroyed c. 525. 5 G is of the 
second half of the same century, 5 E—F are usually 
dated before 550, but may be of the third quarter.
7 E comes from a context after c. 500, 9 E cannot 
be earlier than 475/50, and 10 E is clearly later, 
but before 350, and with 12 F—H we descend to 
the late 4th and early 3rd Centuries B.C.
333: RM 85 1978, 65 pl. 53.2, cf. Beazley EVP 10.
334: RM 72 1965, 52 pl. 19.2 and 4.
335: RM 73/4 1966/7, 44 and 48 pls. 14.1-2 and 16.2.
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IX. Conclusion

We must now reconsider the general develop
ment of the Etruscan art during the Archaic and 
Classical periods in the light of the evidence pre
sented and discussed in the preceding chapters.

In spite of divergent opinions on many points, 
most modern scholars agree that there was a suc
cession of Hellenizing styles in Etruria. The Early 
Archaic Etruscan style is here defined as that 
dominated by Mainland Greek, Epi-Dedalic or 
“Dedalizing”, and particularly Corinthian influ
ences. The Middle or Ripe Archaic Etruscan 
style, on the other hand, depended on the art of 
Eastern Greece, and in the Late Archaic style of 
Etruria Attic art was the essential factor. The Ear
ly Classical Etruscan style is the reflection of the 
so-called Severe Style in Greece, the Middle or 
Ripe Classical Etruscan style that which had its 
inspiration from the art of Pheidias, Polykleitos 
and their immediate followers, the Late Classical 
was mainly influenced by the Praxitelan school, 
whereas Early Hellenistic art in Etruria somehow 
reflects the works of Lysippos and the production 
in the more important East-Mediterranean 
centres of the late 4th and early 3rd Centuries 
B.C. The beginning of each style phase in Etruria 
is determined through the incipient domination 
of those features which characterize the Greek 
style in question.

In the present book I have attempted to ascribe 
sequences of head types to the principal art 
centres of Etruscan Italy. Ehe enumerated 352 
main types have been distributed over seven style 
phases and seven local traditions, as illustrated in

336: See above p. 16; cf. the remarks by Andrén in OpRom 8 
1974,16.

the table fig. 45 and the maps of distributions figs. 
48—54, to be compared with the plates I—IV. As 
will be remembered, each type was marked with a 
figure and a letter according to its place on the 
plates, the former indicating the “sequence date” 
in the typology; but in no case has the exact, 
absolute chronological placing of a type been aim
ed at by this marking. In the table fig. 45 the 
sequence numbers in a section of a column, e.g. 
Capua, Ripe Archaic 3—5, should only be taken as 
indicating that the types with these numbers, vzz. 
3, 4 and 5, were created somewhere within the 
time span of the section, and they are certainly 
not to be understood as representing a subdivi
sion of the style phase into stages of equal length, 
in casu: first, second and last third of the period; 
but, of course, a type with, for instance sequence 
number 5, is considered as having appeared later 
than those with sequence number 4 in the same 
column. Moreover, the placing has regard only to 
the presumed original creation of a type, not to its 
use (336). It is to be hoped that the finding of 
more types in new excavations and the publicat
ion of unpublished old finds will amplify and 
rectify the picture drawn in this book, by giving us 
more sequence dates, a larger range within each 
sequence date, and more chronologically fixed 
points. At the present moment our material has 
too many lacunae and provides too little unambi
guous evidence. The following chronological ta
ble fig. 46 should, therefore, only be regarded as a 
preliminary result. The dates assigned to the indi
vidual style phases are those gathered from the 
material dealt with in chapters II-VIII, and as the 
conclusive evidence is often rather meagre, they 
should be taken “grosso modo”. All chronological
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Fig. 45. Style phases and different local head-types ascribed to them.

CAPUA CAPP P ¿AT/C/M V£// PACPP// WW-VOlSJ/ffl CLUS/UM

EA 1-2 1 1 2-3

RA 3-5 2-6 3-9 2-5 1-3 4-6

LA 6-7 7-12 10-13 0’13 4-5 7

EC 8-10 13-16 14-17 14-17 6-8 8-9

RC 11 17-19 18-19 18-21 18-21 9-12 10

LC 12-14- 20-22 20-22 22 22 13-14 II

EH 15 23 23 23 23 15 12

figures are approximate, and in most cases an 
exact definition of the beginning and the end of a 
style phase is impossible. We can then do no more 
than stating that the transition took place some
where between the two years connected by an ob
lique line.

These reservations made, we may look a little 
closer at the maps and the chronological table. It 
is evident that the first production of terracottas 
in a Hellenizing style, the Early Archaic, took 
place at least in four separate regions, in Campa
nia, in the territories of Caere and of Veii, and in 
the interior of Northern Etruria. Latium and the 
Faliscan District apparently did not yet take part 
in the new development, but it is more astoni
shing that we have no indication of a correspond
ing activity in Central Etruria. It is hard to believe 
that an incipient intrusion of Hellenic elements 
into the Orientalizing style of the very provincial 
and conservative city of Clusium could happen 
without the intermediary of Central Etruria, and 
that the Ripe Archaic style of such an important 
region had no local Hellenizing koroplastic ante
cedents. So, this is probably one of those unfortu

nate cases where our material is too lacunary to 
permit a safe conclusion. It seems beyond doubt, 
however, that the first Hellenizing style, as far as 
the terracottas are concerned, during the first 
third of the 6th Century B.C. spread from Etrus
can Campania to Southern Etruria, where artists 
at Caere, and most likely a little later and with less 
success at Veii, began to use this new mode of 
expression and even to provide the Latins with 
such works. In the Ripe Archaic period, which 
also set in earlier in Campania than in Southern 
Etruria, this exportation continued, but Campa
nian products, too, came to Latium and even Cae
re, and a Latin manufacture was started in the 
third or early fourth quarter of the same century 
in imitation of the Campanian and South Etrus
can pieces. The map of distribution shows that 
the alleged isolated instance of Latin expansion to 
Central Etruria must be an error; but a Central- 
Etruscan production was at that time a fact, and 
there may have been some export to North Etru
ria. If the material available does not deceive us, 
Vulci, and through it Clusium, were in advance of 
Caere and Veii with regard to borrowing from
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CA PM CACAE LAT/UM CE// EALEA// VULCPVOLS/M CLUS/UM

Fig. 46. Chronological table.

Eastern Greek art. The Late Archaic period 
brought about a flourishing both in Campania, Lati
um, Caere, Veii and Central Etruria. The Caere - 
tans exported to Latium, Veii and Falerii, the 
artists at Veii to Falerii, and the works of Central 
Etruria similarly spread to Northern Etruria. More
over, in a remote valley on the other side of the 
Appennines, a Central-Etruscan impact was felt 
through the mediation of North Etruria. As time 
went on, Veii became the equal of Caere, but 
although the same general tendencies prevailed 
in the Early Classical period as before, the output 

appeared to be smaller. By the second half of the 
5th Century Falerii had learned from Veii how to 
make terracottas in a similar Ripe Classical style; 
the old principal centres in the Southern regions 
seem to have suffered some decline, whereas Fa
lerii and Central Etruria prospered. In Late Clas
sical times there was a certain revival of earlier 
relations. Caere, Falerii and Central Etruria were 
leading in this development, but Veii now defin
itely played a minimal rôle. The most significant 
information supplied by the Early I lellenistic mat
erial is that of a Latin artistic expansion, both
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Fig. 47. Map of Etruscan Campania and-Cenlral Italy with finding-places of Archaic and Classical Etruscan terracottas.
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directly and indirectly through Veii annexed by 
the Romans. As in the Ripe Archaic period, Cam
pania and Central Etruria were early in accepting 
the new style.

So much may perhaps be deduced from our 
tables and maps; but again I beg to stress that on 
some points the evidence is not reliable, and new 
material can easily change the picture.

An evaluation of the much-discussed time lag 
between the creation of the Greek models and the 
corresponding Etrusco-Italian works inspired 
from them, especially in the 5th and 4th Centur
ies B.C., may nevertheless now be within reach. 
To judge from the chronological table the trans
ition from the Archaic style to the Classical, as 
compared with Greece, must have taken place 
roughly about ten years later at Capua, in South
ern Etruria about twenty years, in Vulci or Vol- 
sinii rather a little less, and at Clusium somewhat 
more. Ehe Early Classical style prevailed in most 
centres well into the third quarter of the 5th Cen
tury, and Ripe Classical works were in Etruria 
proper still made in the second quarter of the 4th, 
and perhaps even in the third quarter. The Late 
Classical stage was of considerably shorter dura
tion, and the appearance of the Hellenistic style 
was not much delayed.

Up to a certain limit, then, we may accept the 
old ideas of a retardation in the Classical period 
and of a Hellenistic revival, and a profound con
servatism is really a characteristic feature of the 
Classical Etruscan styles. Not only were the stylis
tic innovations of Classical Greece admitted later 
in Etruscan Italy; besides there was — as in certain 
regions of the Greek world — a strong tendency to 
retain antiquated style elements side by side with 
the new. There are many instances of this Epi- 

337: Gt. E. Schmidt, Archaistische Kunst in Griechenland 
und Rom, Munich 1922.

338: RM 76 1969, 35 note 146 pl. 11.1, cf. pl. 1 1.2-5; RM 85 
1978, 332.

339: O. Vessberg, Studien zur Kunstgeschichte der römi
schen Republik, Lund 1941, 10, 84, RM 85 1978, 328— 
332.

Archaic trend which has given rise to the errone
ous generalisation that Archaism was prolonged 
throughout the 5th into the 4th Century, e.g. 
Capua 8 F, K-L, 9 E and 10 K—L, Caere 13 C—D, 16 
C-D and 18 B, Latium 14 G—H, 15 G, 16 G and 18 
G-H, Veii 14 J, 15 K and 18 K, Vulci/Volsinii 6 F-G 
and 7 E, Clusium 9 F; but the consciously Archa- 
istic mannerism of the 4th century, exemplified 
by Capua 13 D, Caere 19 A, 20 A, 21 A and 23 C, 
Latium 22 G, Veii 22 J, Falerii 22 N, P and Q, 23 P, 
Vulci/Volsinii 13 E—F, 14 E, 15 G, and Clusium 10 E 
is something quite different, corresponding to 
similar phenomena in Greece (337).

Used with some discretion our plates and tables 
may help to solve dilemmas of dating like that of 
the paintings in the Tarquinian tombs listed in the 
table above p. 8—9 fig. 12. On p. 64—67 several 
likenesses between them and our terracottas were 
pointed out, and comparing our plates with the 
tables p. 76-77 figs. 45 and 46 we may now con
firm that the Tomba del Triclinio was decorated c. 
465—450 and suggest for the Tomba degli Scudi 
and the Tomba dell’Orco I a date early in the last 
quarter of the 4th Century, whereas the series in 
the Tomba Golini I and the slightly later one in 
the Tomba dell’Orco II probably both belong to 
the end of the same century.

The Roman classicism of the Imperial period 
occasionally drew on the available stock of South- 
Etruscan and Latin works of the late 5th and early 
4th Centuries B.C. The head of the so-called 
Numa statue from the Atrium Vestae was by G. 
Hafner rightly compared with both Tarentine 
terracottas and a specimen of our Caeretan type 
18 C (338), and evidently the forehead hair is the 
same as on our Caeretan types 19 A-D and the 
beard certainly recalls that of 18 C; but even more 
the head resembles our Latin type 19 G from 
Ostia. No doubt, the model was a Latin statue of 
the first half of the 4th Century (and neither of 
the 5th nor of the second half of the 4th as sug
gested by others), and it is not to be precluded that 
it was one of the Roman kings standing on the 
Capitol (339). To roughly the same epoch, as de-
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Fig. 48. Fig. 49.
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Fig. 52. Fig. 53

Fig. 54.

Fig. 48. Distribution of Early Archaic head-types in Etruscan 
Campania and Central Italy.
Fig. 49. Distribution of Ripe Archaic head-types in Etruscan 
Campania and Central Italy.
Fig. 50. Distribution of Late Archaic head-types in Etruscan 
Campania and Central Italy.
Fig. 51. Distribution of Early Classical head-types in Etruscan 
Campania and Central Italy.
Fig. 52. Distribution of Ripe Classical head-types in Etruscan 
Campania and Central Italy.
Fig. 53. Distribution of Late Classical head-types in Etruscan 
Campania and Central Italy.
Fig. 54. Distribution of Early Hellenistic head-types in Etrus
can Campania and Central Italy. 
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monstrated by the affinity to our Latin types 18 H 
and 19 G, we may place the prototypes of the 
Augustan representations of Aeneas (340). Even 
the portrait of Augustus himself seems to have 
been somehow inspired by Epi-Polykleitan Etrus
can heads like Caere 19 D and 22 D, works of the 
time c. 375-275 B.C. (341). Why was it Etruscan 
and Latin statues of the 4th Century that the 
Augustan classicists imitated? The Archaic style 
must have been rather sparingly represented in 
Rome and did not appeal to them, and from the 
later 5th Century there was probably even less to 

be seen (342). This may partly be due to poverty, 
partly to the Gaulish sack in 387. On the other 
hand the new friendship with Caere and the Ro
man military and economic advances in the fol
lowing years may well have created the basis of an 
artistic revival in Rome, which in a later period 
could be regarded as Classic.

340: Essays in Archaeology and the Humanities in Memoriam 
Otto J. Brendel, Mainz 1976, 165-171 pl. 41.

341: Cf. Vessberg, op.cit. 167, V. Poulsen, Römische Bildwer
ke, Königstein i.T. 1964, 29, 30, 34, 35.

342: Cf. Scullard 270—271 and Vessberg, op.cit. 89—91.
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Appendix
On the Provenience of the So-Called “Orvieto Find” in Copenhagen

83

I he ancient Greek and Etruscan objects dealt 
with by Frederik Poulsen, Aus einer alten Etru- 
skerstadt (HistFilolMeddDanVidSelsk 12, 3), Co
penhagen 1927, were there presented as “gefun
den in einer der alten ruhmreichen Etruskerstäd- 
te” (ibid. 3); but in the same author’s simultane
ously issued catalogue of the Etruscan Depart
ment of the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, the same 
Etruscan antiquities were indicated as having 
come from Orvieto, among them two specimens 
of our Central Etruscan type 11 E: F. Poulsen, 
Katalog des etruskischen Museums (Helbig Mu
seum) der Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek, Copenha
gen 1927, 91-92, H 193-194, NCGEtr 34, H 193- 
194, NCGBild pl. 70, Tyrrhenika 97, A 8 pl. 19.2, 
Andrén 201, Sporadic Finds III 2 pl. 76.259, 
above p. 57—58.

I he antiquities published in “Aus einer alten 
Etruskerstadt” were part of a larger collection 
acquired by the Ny Carlsberg Foundation in 1924 
and often referred to as the so-called “Orvieto 
Find”; the other objects were given to the Danish 
National Museum, where they are kept in the 
Department of Near Eastern and Classical Anti
quities, Inv. Nos. 8295—8355.

Sir John Beazley had helped Frederik Poulsen 
in identif ying the painters of some of the Greek 
vases allotted to the Glyptotek (Etruskerstadt 3), 
and when, in the autumn of 1950, he was lectur
ing in Denmark, he took the opportunity to re
study the “Orvieto Find”. On this occasion he 
mentioned to the present writer that the proveni
ence of the collection was not Orvieto, but Vulci. 
Eater, in a letter dated January 8th, 1951, he 
stated this in more detail:

“Please excuse me for not answering your letter before. There 
are two matters her, which must be kept quite separate.

(1) Not long before your visit to Oxford in 1936 I was told by 
a dealer that the objects published in Aus einer alten Etrusker
stadt were found at Vulci not Orvieto. Who told me? I am 
almost sure that it was either Amedeo Riccardi or someone in 
touch with him (I think Ugo Bonessi), and of the two I strongly 
favour Riccardi. (It is possible that both were present). Of 
course I always remember the saying of Edward Warren about 
a bronze: “The dealer said it was found at Sorrento: all you 
could gather from that was that, wherever it was found, it was 
not found at Sorrento”. But one must judge each occurrence 
singly; and from the tone in which the man spoke I thought 
that what he said was worth considering, and this is why I 
asked you about it.

The Riccardi are an Orviétan family, and it would not be 
unnatural that objects acquired by them elsewhere should be 
brought to Orvieto and seen there. Of course I do not know if 
it was apud Ricardos that Prof. Friis Johansen saw the things in 
1927.

(2) The other matter as I have said is quite separate. The 
Guglielmi collection of antiquities found at Vulci in the family 
property, mainly a hundred years ago and more, was divided 
in 1900 between the brothers Marchese Giulio and Marchese 
Giacinto Guglielmi (see Nogara in ßG.p. vi). Giulio’s part 
passed to his son Benedetto, who kept it in the Palazzo Gugliel
mi at Civitavecchia, and presented it to the Vatican in 1934. 
Giacinto’s part, according to Nogara, passed to his son Mar
chese Giorgio, who kept it in his house in Rome.

Nogara, then, speaks of two Guglielmi collections, Benedet
to’s and Giorgio’s; but I saw three:
(1) Benedetto’s at Civitavecchia;
(2) Giorgio’s, Rome;
(3) the collection of the Marchesa Isabella Guglielmi, Rome.

The Marchesa was the sister either of Benedetto or of Gior
gio. I don’t know if I ever asked myself which, but my wife is 
almost sure that she was Giorgio’s sister. This would agree with 
the nature of the two collections, Giorgio’s and Isabella’s. Put 
together, they would make a collection not equivalent to Bene
detto’s, but not far from it: a collection that might well be the 
moiety left to the younger of two brothers, in fact Giacinto. 
Giorgio’s collection consisted of a few rather choice, well- 
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preserved pieces, Isabella’s was much larger and more miscel
laneous as if Giorgio had selected what he wanted to furnish 
his sumptuous house, and left the rest in the care of his sister.

It must have been in the early thirties that my wife and I 
worked at the three collections. My wife photographed in all 
three, and I don’t know if I gave you a print of a bronze 
candelabrum-statuette of a satyr in Marchesa Isabella’s apart
ment.

Some years afterwards, shortly before the war, I think, Filip
po Magi informed me, without my enquiring, that Marchesa 
Isabella’s collection was no longer in her possession but had 
been sold to Copenhagen. I expressed some surprise, but he 
was quite positive; and this is all I can say”.

To this letter I may add the following comments:
The vendor of the “Orvieto Find” was Amedeo 

Ariodante Riccardi, who styled himself “speciale 
raccoglitore duggetti {sic!) di scavo”. He belonged 
to a family of restorers and dealers of antiquities 
(and forgeries) established in Orvieto since 1911 
(Metropolitan Museum of Art Papers 11 1961, 10- 
19, ActaA 35 1964, 85-86).

Ugo Bonessi was the dealer who sold the tripod 
and dinos from S. Vincenzo near Campiglia Ma- 
rittima, now in the Danish National Museum (Ac
taA 10 1939, 1-5 pls. 1-2).

Edward Warren was the agent of the Museum 
of Fine Arts in Boston residing in England (Me
tropolitan Museum of Art Papers 11 1961, 7).

On October 26th, 1924 an agent of the Metro
politan Museum of Art in New York wrote from 
Italy to the Museum’s director that “a large collect
ion of vases, bronzes, and terracottas” had been 
sold behind his back to the Ny Carlsberg Glypto
tek (op.cit. 10). It was not in 1927, but in the spring 
of 1924 that K. Friis Johansen, then Keeper of 
Near Eastern and Classical Antiquities in the Da

nish National Museum, had seen it in Orvieto, 
and it was in October 1924 that part of the collect
ion acquired by the Carlsberg Foundation was 
given to the National Museum.

The collection of the Marchesi Guglielmi di 
Vulci at Civitavecchia'consisted of finds made (1) 
at S. Agostino Vecchio on the Orbetello road near 
and west of Montalto di Castro, i.e. within the 
ancient Vulcian territory, (2) in the necropolis at 
Camposcala immediately north of the ancient city 
of Vulci, and (3) in the region of Civitavecchia, t he 
latter finds being of inferior quality and impor
tance (Bdl 1830, 243, Bdl 1832, 3, Bdl 1850,124— 
126, Bdl 1869, 166-167, B. Nogara, in J. D. Beaz
ley & F. Magi, La raccolta Benedetto Guglielmi 
nel Museo Gregoriano Etrusco I, Città del Vatica
no 1939, V—vi).

Sir John Beazley already knew Marchese Bene
detto’s share when it was kept at Civitavecchia, i.e. 
before it was given to the Pope in June 1934 and 
he was asked to publish its vases (Nogara, loc. cit. 
3). If Sir John and Lady Beazley really worked at 
all three Guglielmi collections in the early thirties 
and not in the twenties, that of Marchesa Isabella 
cannot then have comprised the “Orvieto Find”. 
If it actually had belonged to her, she must have 
sold it in 1924 or even earlier. At any rate, her 
bronze candelabrum-statuette of a satyr or rather 
a silenus, of which Lady Beazley’s photo still exists 
in the Beazley Archive of the Ashmolean Mu
seum, is not identical with the figure F. Poulsen, 
Katalog 1927, 121, H 247, NCGBild pl. 109, 
NCGEtr 45, H 247, which is variably called a Pan, 
a dancing Pygmy, or a dwarf, but might be taken 
for a “satyr”.

Indleveret til Selskabet marts 1981.
Færdig fra trykkeriet november 1981.
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